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INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
A Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) was prepared to analyze
the effects of the Proposed Action, which is the issuance of Federal and State incidental take permits (ITPs)
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) under Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Federal Endangered
Species Act of 1973 (ESA) and by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) under Section
2081 of the California Fish and Game Code (CFG Code) in compliance with the California Endangered
Species Act of 1984 (CESA). The issuance of the ITPs would authorize take of the Federal and State listed
species identified in the Draft Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan (Draft Fort Ord HCP or
Draft HCP) during the course of redevelopment of the former Fort Ord military base. The Fort Ord Reuse
Authority (FORA) and its member jurisdictions have prepared the Draft Fort Ord HCP as a required
component of the application for the Federal ITP. The USFWS is acting as lead agency under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.) (NEPA), and FORA is acting as
lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act, California Public Resources Code (PRC)
§ 21000 et seq. (CEQA).
In April 1997, the revised Installation-Wide Multispecies Habitat Management Plan for Former Fort Ord
(HMP) was issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) on behalf of the U.S. Department of the
Army (Army). The HMP established a comprehensive species and habitat conservation program as part of
the closure, disposal, and reuse of former Fort Ord lands. While the HMP provides a framework for species
and habitat conservation on former Fort Ord, it does not meet the USFWS or CDFW standards or
requirements for an application soliciting the issuance of ITPs. The proposed Draft Fort Ord HCP is
intended to fulfill those requirements by combining key components of the HMP with additional elements
to assure compliance with the ESA (16 U.S.C. §§ 1531–1544), as amended, and the CESA (CFG Code
§ 2050 et seq.), as amended; thereby serving as a basis for issuance of base-wide ITPs by USFWS and
CDFW.
The Proposed Action, or project, addressed in the Draft Fort Ord HCP is the reuse and development of the
former Fort Ord military base, with an emphasis on the base-wide preservation and management of habitat.
Incidental take of Federal and State listed species is anticipated to occur as the former base is redeveloped
consistent with the approved Fort Ord Reuse Plan (Reuse Plan). The Reuse Plan and the HMP assume a
program of development and redevelopment on former Fort Ord. Under the Draft Fort Ord HCP, base reuse
would result in the rehabilitation and construction of roads, utilities, and other infrastructure to support new
research/educational, residential, commercial, light industrial, recreational, and other development. As a
result, approximately 4,241 acres of existing developed areas on the former base would be redeveloped and
about 5,051 acres of existing vegetation and wildlife habitat would be removed for new development.
Impacts to the Federal and State listed species identified in the Draft HCP (the HCP species) and natural
communities resulting from base redevelopment would be minimized and mitigated through the
preservation and management of habitat on approximately 67% of the former base (or approximately 18,540
acres comprised of 14,645 acres of Federal land and 3,895 acres of non-Federal land). In addition to
development activities, habitat management activities such as invasive species control, restoration, and
prescribed burning would also be included as proposed covered activities in the Draft Fort Ord HCP (please
refer to Chapter 2, Proposed Action and Alternatives, of the Draft EIS/EIR for details).
Four animal species and four plant species that are listed, designated species of special concern, and/or
ranked as rare by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) are proposed as HCP species under the Draft
Fort Ord HCP (Table 1-1). The requested permit term is 50 years.
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1. Introduction
Table 1-1. Draft Fort Ord HCP Plant and Animal Species and Incidental Take Coverage Requested
Incidental Take
Coverage Requested

Status a
Scientific Name

State/CNPS
CRPR
Federal

Common Name

Section
Section
2081
10(a)(1)(B)

Plants
Gilia tenuiflora ssp. arenaria

sand gilia

Piperia yadonii

Yadon’s piperia

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens Monterey spineflower
Cordylanthus rigidus ssp. littoralis seaside bird’s beak

T/1B.2

E

1B.1

E

b

1B.1

T

b

E/1B.1





b



Animals
Euphilotes enoptes smithi

Smith’s blue butterfly

E



Charadrius nivosus spp. nivosus

western snowy plover

SSC

T



Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

T

T

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

SSC

T






Status:
State
E
= State listed as endangered.
T
= State listed as threatened.
SSC = California species of special concern.
Federal
E
= Federally listed as endangered.
T
= Federally listed as threatened.
CNPS California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR)
1B
= Rare or endangered in California and elsewhere.
4
= Limited distribution.
Threat Ranks
0.1 Seriously threatened in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened/high degree and immediacy of threat)
0.2 Moderately threatened in California (20-80% of occurrence threatened/moderate degree and immediacy of threat)
b
Under the ESA, there is no prohibition for take of plants on non-Federal lands. Section 10 ITPs are only required for wildlife and fish species.
However, the Section 7(a)(2) prohibition against jeopardy applies to plants, and issuance of a Section 10(a)(1)(B) ITP cannot result in jeopardy
to a listed plant species. Some plants included as HCP species in the Draft Fort Ord HCP are covered in order to meet regulatory obligations
under the ESA Section 7 and to comply with the CESA.
a

PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENTS
In November 2019, the USFWS and FORA, acting as Lead Agencies under NEPA and CEQA, respectively,
circulated a Draft EIS/EIR for the Draft Fort Ord HCP prepared in accordance with NEPA; NEPA
regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] parts 1500-1508); the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) regulations and guidelines on implementing NEPA; the USFWS NEPA Reference
Handbook; and CEQA. The Draft EIS/EIR was prepared to inform agency decision-makers of the
significance of impacts that could result from implementation of the Draft HCP on the human environment,
as well as a reasonable range of alternatives that meet the purpose and need for the Proposed Action; and
to inform and involve the public in the decision-making process. The Draft EIS/EIR was circulated for a
public review period, between November 1, 2019 and December 16, 2019.
The Final EIR has been prepared in accordance with CEQA. The Final EIR contains the comments
submitted on the Draft EIS/EIR, the responses to the environmental points raised in those comments, and
revisions to the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP made as a result of the public review process. This document,
together with the Draft EIS/EIR, constitute the Final EIR for the Draft Fort Ord HCP. The Final EIR is an
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1. Introduction

informational document, which must be considered by decision-makers before approving or denying the
Proposed Action (i.e., Draft HCP).

NEPA COMPLIANCE
The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA regulations require the lead agency or agencies to
respond to comments on the Draft EIS and prepare a Final EIS, which must include and respond to all
substantive comments received on the Draft EIS (40 CFR 1502.9(b) and 1603.4(b)). As the Federal lead
agency, the USFWS will respond to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP and file a Final EIS/EIR
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA will publish a Notice of Availability
(NOA) in the Federal Register announcing the availability of the Final EIS for public review. After a
minimum 30-day waiting period, the USFWS will issue a Record of Decision (ROD) stating its decision.
The ROD will also include a discussion of the alternatives considered, the environmentally preferable
alternative, the factors considered regarding the alternatives, environmental commitments and mitigation
measures to be applied to the action, and any monitoring and enforcement programs that will need to be
established. The ROD will also summarize and address any significant comments on the Final EIS.
This Final EIR has been prepared in accordance with CEQA only. The USFWS did not participate in the
preparation of the Final EIR. This Final EIR may be used to help satisfy NEPA requirements in the future.

CEQA COMPLIANCE
As Lead Agency under CEQA, FORA has prepared this document pursuant to CEQA Guidelines § 15132,
which specifies a Final EIR consist of the following elements:
a) The Draft EIR or a revision of the draft.
b) Comments and recommendations received on the Draft EIR, either verbatim or in summary.
c) A list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the Draft EIR.
d) Responses of the Lead Agency to significant environmental points raised in the review and
consultation process.
e) Any other information added by the Lead Agency.
The Final EIR has been prepared in accordance with CEQA and CEQA Guidelines. The FORA Board of
Directors (Board) will review and consider the Final EIR prior to approving or denying the Proposed
Action. The Final EIR will be made available to public agencies which provided comments on the Draft
EIS/EIR a minimum of 10 days prior to the Board’s consideration of the Final EIR pursuant to PRC
§ 21092.5. If the Board finds that the Final EIR reflects FORA’s independent judgment and has been
prepared in accordance with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, the Board will certify the adequacy and
completeness of the Final EIR. The Lead Agency must certify the Final EIR prior to approving the project
for which the EIR was prepared (CEQA Guidelines § 15090). After considering the Final EIR, the Lead
Agency may decide whether or how to approve or carry out a project. A decision to approve the project
must be accompanied by written findings prepared in accordance with CEQA Guidelines § 15091, and if
applicable, § 15093. For each significant effect identified in the Final EIR, the findings must describe
whether the effect can be reduced to a less-than-significant level through feasible mitigation measures. If
in approving the project FORA adopts mitigation measures to reduce significant effects, it also will adopt
a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), as required by § 15097 of the CEQA Guidelines.
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PUBLIC REVIEW OF DRAFT EIS/EIR
Public Notice
Upon completion of the Draft EIS/EIR, the Federal and State lead agencies filed notices of availability
(NOAs) in compliance with NEPA in the Federal Register (84 Federal Register [FR] 58734), and in
compliance with CEQA with the State Clearinghouse, respectively (Appendix A). The Draft EIS/EIR and
Draft HCP were distributed to interested agencies, organizations, and individuals for review and comment.
The public review period was November 1, 2019 through December 16, 2019.
CEQA Guidelines § 15087(a) requires that an NOA of a Draft EIR be mailed to the last known name and
address of all organizations and individuals who have previously requested such notice in writing. Section
15087(a) also requires that in addition to the above notifications, at least one of the following procedures
be implemented:


Publication at least one time by the public agency in a newspaper of general circulation in the area
affected by the proposed project;



Posting of notice by the public agency on and off the site in the area where the project is to be
located; or



Direct mailing to the owners and occupants of property contiguous to the parcel or parcels on which
the project is located.

FORA filed a Notice of Completion (NOC) with the State Clearinghouse and issued an NOA consistent
with CEQA Guidelines §§ 15085 and 15087. Section 15087(d) requires that the NOA be posted for at least
30 days in the office of the county clerk of each county in which the project will be located. Section
15087(f) requires that an NOA be sent to State agencies through the State Clearinghouse. Section 15087(g)
states that lead agencies should place copies of the Draft EIR in public libraries. The method by which
these requirements were satisfied is provided below:


On November 1, 2019, the NOA and NOC were delivered to the State Clearinghouse/Governor’s
Office of Planning and Research, along with electronic copies of the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP. The
NOA provided notice of the public review period, where to send comments, and the date/time of
the public meeting. In addition, FORA distributed the NOA for the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP to
approximately 180 Federal agencies, State agencies, and interested groups, organizations, and
individuals. The distribution list included all parties that commented on the Notice of Preparation
(NOP) and all parties that contacted FORA requesting to be notified about the project.



The NOA was published in the Monterey Herald (11/8/2019), the Monterey County Weekly
(11/7/2019), and the Salinas Californian (11/9/2019).



Hard copies of the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP were made available for review during normal business
hours at the FORA Office at 920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933, and at the Seaside Branch
of the Monterey County Library at 550 Harcourt Avenue, Seaside, CA 93955.



On November 1, 2019, the NOA was posted at the FORA Office (on-site) and at the Monterey
County Clerk Office.



The Draft EIS/EIR and HCP were available online at the FORA and project websites at:
www.fora.org and www.fora.org/habitat.html. Electronic copies of the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP
were also available online at the CEQA database: https://ceqanet.opr.ca.gov/2005061119/2 and
USFWS Ventura Office: https://www.fws.gov/ventura/ websites.

The NOA is included in Appendix A. The State Clearinghouse’s letter indicating it received the document,
submitted it to selected State agencies for review, and complied with CEQA is presented as Letter HH in
Chapter 4. The State Clearinghouse letter provided the link to the CEQA database above to retrieve
Fort Ord HCP
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comments received from State agencies. One comment letter was received from the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife, which is included as Letter E in Chapter 4.
Under Section 309 of the Clean Water Act (CWA), the EPA is charged with reviewing all Federal agencies’
EISs and commenting on the adequacy and acceptability of the environmental impacts of proposed actions
in EISs. The USFWS submitted an NOA to the EPA, consistent with the CEQA Guidelines. The EPA
filed a notice in the Federal Register on November 1, 2019 (Appendix A) and the EPA’s comment letter is
presented as Letter C in Chapter 4.

Public Meeting on Draft EIS/EIR and HCP
FORA held a public meeting during the Draft EIS/EIR review period to inform the public of the content of
the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP and NEPA and CEQA processes and to provide an opportunity for the public
to provide written comments. The meeting was held on November 20, 2019, from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
at the Community Center at Soper Field (220 Coe Avenue, Seaside, CA 93955). Spanish translation was
available, and the venue was accessible under the Americans with Disabilities (ADA). The NOA (described
above) contained information about the meeting.

FORMAT AND ORGANIZATION OF THE FINAL EIR
This Final EIR is organized into the following chapters:


Chapter 1, Introduction, contains this introduction to the Final EIR, including an overview of the
Proposed Action, the purpose and requirements under NEPA and CEQA, a description of the Draft
EIS/EIR public review process, a description of the contents of the Final EIR, and an introduction
to the master response chapter.



Chapter 2, List of Comments, contains a list of all written comments received on the Draft
EIS/EIR.



Chapter 3, Master Response to Comments, contains a master response to common topics raised
by the commenters.



Chapter 4, Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP, contains copies of all
comment documents received on the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP, and responses to each identified
comment within the comment documents.



Chapter 5, Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, contains a description of a reduced/phased
version of the Proposed Action Alternative (i.e., Draft HCP) and an analysis of potential
environmental effects.



Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP, contains revisions to the text of the Draft HCP made in
response to the public review process.



Chapter 7, Revisions to the Draft EIS/EIR, contains revisions to the text of the Draft EIS/EIR
made in response to the public review process.



Chapter 8, List of Preparers, contains a list of agencies and consultants and their staff that assisted
with preparation of this Final EIR.
Appendices, including the following:
The following new appendices have been added in this Final EIR:
Appendix A – Draft EIS/EIR Notices of Availability
Appendix B – Habitat Working Group Information
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Appendix C – Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan – Financial Model
Sensitivity Analysis and Cost Allocation Alternatives Memorandum (Economic & Planning
Systems, Inc., November 13, 2019)
Appendix D – Habitat Management Plan Cost Estimate
Appendix E – Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP
Alternative
No significant conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIR are changed as a result of these revisions and none of the
revisions to the Draft EIS/EIR or Draft HCP constitutes significant new information so as to require
recirculation of the Draft EIS/EIR.

DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY
Hard copies of the Final EIR and its appendices are available for public review during normal business
hours at the FORA Office at 920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933, and at the Seaside Branch of the
Monterey County Library at 550 Harcourt Avenue, Seaside, CA 93955. Electronic copies are available
online at the FORA and project websites at: www.fora.org and www.fora.org/habitat.html and the CEQA
database https://ceqanet.opr.ca.gov/2005061119/2.

MASTER RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Chapter 3 of this document contains a master response that addresses some common topics raised by the
commenters. The intent of a master response is to provide a comprehensive response to an issue so that
multiple aspects of the issue can be addressed in a coordinated, organized manner in one location. This
ensures that each topic is thoroughly addressed and reduces repetition of responses. Responses to individual
comments cross-reference the appropriate master response when the comment is pertinent to the master
response.
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CHAPTER 2. LIST OF COMMENTS
INTRODUCTION
This section provides the list of comments on the Draft EIS/EIR in accordance with CEQA Guidelines
§ 15088. A total of 35 comment letters were received on the Draft EIS/EIR during the public review period.

LIST OF COMMENTS
Table 2-1, below, identifies the comment letters received on the Draft EIS/EIR for the Draft HCP. Each
of the comment letters has been assigned a letter designation or identifier (ID); this letter designation
corresponds to the organization of Chapter 4 of the Final EIS/EIR, which includes copies of the comments
and responses to identified comments. Master responses that address some common topics raised by
commenters are provided in Chapter 3.
Table 2-1. List of Comment Letters Received

Comment
Document
ID

Agency/Organization (if applicable)

Date Received

Author Name

Federal, State, and Local Agencies (listed in the order received)
A

U.S. Department of the Army, Base Realignment and
Closure Office

12/9/2019

William K. Collins

B

Bureau of Land Management

12/10/2019

Chris Heppe

C

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

12/11/2019

Jean Prijatel

D

California Coastal Commission

12/16/2019

Lauren Garske-Garcia,
Ph.D.

E

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

12/16/2019

Julie A. Vance

F

California State University Monterey Bay

12/16/2019

Ray Pyle

G

California Department of Parks and Recreation

12/16/2019

Not identified

H

California Department of Parks and Recreation

12/16/2019

Not identified

I

Monterey Bay Air Resources District

12/16/2019

Christine Duymich

J

Monterey Peninsula College

12/16/2019

David Martin

Organizations and Individuals (listed in the order received)
K

Individual

11/3/2019

Jacqueline Fobes, Ph.D.

L

Individual

11/4/2019

Chris Steinbruner, CPA

M

Individual

11/7/2019

Dalila and Steve Epperson

N

Individual

11/11/2019

Cynthia Hickey

O

Individual

11/12/2019

Virgil M. Piper

P

Santa Ynez Board of Chumash Indians

12/5/2019

Tribal Elders’ Council
Governing Board
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2. List of Comments
Comment
Document
ID

Agency/Organization (if applicable)

Date Received

Author Name

Q

Individual

12/6/2019

Anne Greene

R

Individual

12/6/2019

Lorna Moffat

S

Individual

12/7/2019

Nancy Parsons

T

Individual

12/10/2019

Bruce Stenman

U

Individual

12/10/2019

Christian Sousa

V

LandWatch

12/10/2019

John Farrow

W

Monterey Peninsula Properties, LLC.

12/12/2019

Sean Kranyak

X

LandWatch

12/13/2019

John Farrow

Y

LandWatch

12/14/2019

John Farrow

Z

Individual

12/16/2019

Bartholomew Kowalski,
MS

AA

Fort Ord Community Advisory Group

12/16/2019

Mike Weaver

BB

Fort Ord Recreation Trails Friends

12/16/2019

Henrietta Stern

CC

Individual

12/16/2019

Fred Watson, Ph.D.

DD

Point Blue Conservation Science

12/16/2019

Kriss Neuman

EE

Sustainable Seaside

12/16/2019

Catherine Crockett

FF

Monterey Off Road Cycling Association

12/16/2019

Henrietta Stern

GG

California Native Plant Society

12/16/2019

Nicole Nedeff

12/17/2019

Scott Morgan

Comments Received After the Close of the Public Review Period
HH

Office of Planning and Research 1

Comments Received During the Public Meeting on November 20, 2019
II

Individual 2

11/20/2019

Roelof Wijbrandus

While this is a public agency, this comment letter was received after the close of the public review period and is
identified separately.
1

This comment was received from an individual, this comment letter was received via comment card at the public
meeting held on November 20, 2019, and is identified separately.
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CHAPTER 3. MASTER RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
The master response presented in this chapter addresses comments related to topics that are common to
several comment letters. The intent of a master response is to provide a comprehensive response to a topic
in a coordinated, organized manner in one location that clarifies and elaborates on the analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR. The following master response is included in this chapter:
3.1

Master Response #1:
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3.1

MASTER RESPONSE #1: FUNDING AND COST OF IMPLEMENTING THE DRAFT
HCP

This Master Response addresses (in whole or partially) the following comments: R-5, V-1, V-2, V-3, V-4,
V-5, V-6, V-7, V-8, V-9, V-13, V-14, V-15, V-18, V-19, V-20, V-21, V-22, V-23, V-24, V-25, V-26, V-27, V29, V-31, V-33, V-34, V-35, V-36, V-37, X-12, Y-4, and EE-4.
Several comments question whether the Draft HCP sets forth adequate funding mechanisms to meet
mitigation requirements.
The Federal ESA provides the following guidance on funding HCPs:


Section 10(a)(2)(A) requires that “the applicant therefore submits to the Secretary a conservation
plan that specifies… (ii)… the funding that will be available to implement such steps.”



Section 10(a)(2)(B) (iii) requires that “the applicant will ensure that adequate funding for the plan
will be provided.”

The HCP Handbook provides guidance for how HCPs can provide adequate funding and assurances for
providing that funding (Section 11.3, Funding Assurances, in the HCP Handbook). The HCP Handbook
describes that sufficient methods to assure funding to implement avoidance, minimization, and mitigation
measures for non-Federal, governmental HCPs such as the Fort Ord Multi-Species HCP, include assurances
provided by stay-ahead provisions, conservation easements, and non-wasting-endowments. Municipalities
generally have to demonstrate the authority and ability to collect fees.
As described on page 8-17 of the Draft HCP, Section 8.3, Permittee Assurances, the Permittees, as members
of the Fort Ord Regional Habitat Cooperative (Cooperative), will establish long-term funding sources
adequate to carry out their obligations under the HCP (see Section 9.3, Funding Sources and Assurances,
for a full description). Development within the Plan Area that would result in take of HCP species or
disturbance to their habitats will proceed in conformance with the HCP’s “stay-ahead provision” to ensure
that incidental take of HCP species is roughly proportional to the implementation of the HCP’s conservation
strategy. The Cooperative, its member agencies, and other participating entities shall implement, maintain,
adhere to, and enforce the specific land use restrictions and other mitigation requirement and management
and monitoring programs necessary and appropriate to implement the HCP. Where appropriate, the
Cooperative and its member agencies shall exercise their land use authority through the adoption of
ordinances, general plan amendments, or zoning designations to ensure that the HCP is fully implemented.
Section 7.7, Assurances for Perpetual Mitigation, in the Draft HCP describes how conservation easements,
deed restrictions, and MOUs will be used to ensure that mitigation land is protected and managed in
perpetuity. These mechanisms are legally-binding instruments that provide the Wildlife Agencies (i.e., the
USFWS and CDFW) leverage to enforce commitments by the Permittees to sufficiently implement (and
therefore fund) HCP required avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures.
Chapter 9, Cost and Funding, Appendix M, Cost Model, and Appendix O, Habitat Conservation Plan
Endowment Case Flow Strategy, of the Draft HCP explain how the Permittees will adequately fund plan
implementation, including implementation of the conservation strategy described in Chapter 5 of the Draft
HCP.
Cost Estimate
Chapter 9, Cost and Funding, of the Draft HCP provides a planning-level cost estimate for HCP
implementation and identifies all necessary funds to pay for implementation. It includes a description of
each of the cost categories and the general assumptions used to estimate HCP implementation costs.
As described in Section 9.1, Cost Overview, of the Draft HCP, the cost analysis was based on a number of
assumptions regarding HCP implementation and the unit cost of many cost items. This planning-level cost
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estimate was conservatively developed to estimate all HCP implementation expenses over the permit term
so that overall costs are not underestimated. Each of the cost items identified in the cost model (Appendix
M of the Draft HCP) are assumed to be needed to meet HCP required actions and maintain permit
compliance. As part of the required annual report, the Cooperative will provide an evaluation of the
economic assumptions in the cost model. Please refer to Section 9.1, Cost Overview, and Appendix M of
the Draft HCP, for the detailed cost estimates, methodology, and assumptions.
Funding Sources
Chapter 9, Cost and Funding, of the Draft HCP describes HCP funding sources, management, and
assurances. As stated in Section 9.3, Funding Sources and Assurances, of the Draft HCP, the cost of HCP
required actions will be funded through a number of sources. The Permittees, through implementation of
the HCP and subject to the HCP Joint Powers Authority (JPA) Agreement and the limitations of the AntiDeficiency Act (Title 31 USC Sections 1341 and 1717), will commit to adequately funding all HCP required
actions. Funding for HCP required actions will be provided from three primary sources: Community
Facilities District (CFD) Special Tax, annual state budget appropriations, and federal budget appropriations.
Other funding sources (e.g., grants) could also be available. It should be noted that grants, while likely a
source of funding, are not relied upon for funding HCP required actions (Section 9.3.4.3, Grants). The
HCP required actions are identified in Chapter 5 of the Draft HCP, but generally are those avoidance,
minimization measures, and mitigation measures required by the HCP (see below for further discussion).
Regarding use of General Funds, the HCP does not require nor compel any Permittee, other than the
California Department of Parks and Recreation (State Parks) and Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
District (MPRPD), to use General Funds. As noted below, in the event funding shortfalls are projected or
stay-ahead provisions cannot be maintained, additional take beyond that already incurred under the HCP
would pause (i.e., a temporary halt) until the shortfalls and/or stay-ahead provisions were met. However,
at such point, any Permittee may elect to use General Funds to temporarily remedy the shortfall to avoid a
temporary halt in incidental take authorization.
HCP funding sources will be used for HCP required action implementation during the permit term and in
perpetuity. The CFD Special Tax, or replacement funding mechanism (see discussion below), will be used
to annually fund HCP required actions and two separate endowment funds: Fort Ord Natural Reserve
(FONR) Endowment Fund and the Cooperative Endowment Fund. The Cooperative Endowment Fund will
consist of three accounts: the HCP Fund, the Implementation Assurances Fund (IAF), and the Borderlands
Fund. The Cooperative Endowment Fund will pool its three accounts, accounting for each separately. The
Cooperative Endowment Fund holder may reallocate funding between the three accounts as long as the
principal necessary to achieve the determined annual payout rates is maintained in each account. Details
regarding these endowments can be found in Section 9.3.1.1, Endowment Funds. Section 9.3.4, Other
Funding Sources, describes other mechanisms to fund HCP required actions, including revenue bonds,
grants, and volunteers. While the Draft HCP identifies other potential funding sources and options for cost
savings, the Draft HCP does not rely on these mechanisms to fund the HCP required actions, but rather
identifies these sources to supplement the replacement funding mechanism.
The endowments must be fully funded by the end of the 50-year permit term, but they are estimated to be
fully funded before this deadline. Appendix P, which contains the memorandum “Habitat Conservation
Plan Endowment Case Flow Strategy,” provides a detailed description of expected annual HCP CFD
Special Tax payments, costs, and cash flow performance by endowment fund.
On May 22, 2002, FORA recorded the FORA CFD Special Tax on former Fort Ord lands. FORA’s MelloRoos CFD allows FORA to collect special tax payment from development on the former Fort Ord. The
FORA CFD Special Tax was established with the purpose of paying for certain base-wide improvements,
including roadway improvements, transit improvements and vehicles, water and storm drain improvements,
habitat management, other public facilities, public safety, and administrative expenses of the CFD. Special
taxes are levied by the CFD on new development, of which a portion will be used to fund the HCP. The
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CFD Special Tax payments will build the Cooperative Endowment Fund and the FONR Endowment Fund
until sufficient funds are available to fund average annual costs over the permit term (Table 9-8 of the Draft
HCP). Costs borne by each fund are mutually exclusive; however, moneys can be transferred from one
fund to another to meet the HCP’s biological goals and objectives, after approval of the Cooperative
Governing Board.
As described on page 9-19 of the Draft HCP, FORA will collect the CFD Special Tax to fund the HCP until
its sunset on June 30, 2020. Additionally, FORA has already collected and set aside over 16 million dollars
of CFD Special Taxes for HCP implementation (see additional discussion below of these existing funds).
If the endowments are not fully funded by FORA’s sunset, which they are not expected to be, the underlying
jurisdictions, County of Monterey, City of Marina, City of Seaside, City of Del Rey Oaks, and City of
Monterey, will collect the FORA CFD Special Tax or an equivalent replacement funding mechanism,
meaning an alternative assessment or assessments, after FORA’s sunset to complete full funding of the
HCP endowments.
The projected payments from the CFD Special Tax and/or replacement funding mechanism will be
sufficient to create the endowments given the projected pace of development. The CFD Special Tax and/or
replacement funding mechanism payments will be directed to the endowment funds, plus the amount
necessary to fulfill the HCP obligations consistent with the stay-ahead provision. According to this
structure, implementation of HCP required actions on the lands already transferred from the Army for
habitat management will be funded as development occurs. Mitigation measure implementation will be
scheduled as dictated by the results of the baseline surveys and in accordance with the stay-ahead provision.
Adequacy of Funding HCP Implementation
Section 1.7, Decisions to be Made, of the Draft EIS/EIR outlines the permit issuance criteria for ITPs under
the ESA and CESA. As described, an applicant must demonstrate how funding will be assured before
incidental take permits can be issued under the ESA and CESA.
Under the ESA, prior to approval of an HCP and permit issuance, the USFWS must make findings that
funding sources and levels proposed by the Permittees are reliable and will meet the purposes of the HCP,
and that measures to deal with unforeseen circumstances are adequately addressed. The HCP must provide
details for the different types of costs in the HCP, identify sources of funding, and provide assurances for
the identified funding sources. The applicant must assure that funding is available for HCP implementation
and that avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures can be implemented to avoid, reduce, and offset
impacts to covered species from HCP covered activities. Funding assurances are also required to ensure
that mitigation occurs and that it meets the performance standards for which it was implemented. Finally,
the HCP needs to incorporate funding for monitoring and to ensure changed circumstances are adequately
addressed. Without such funding assurances, the USFWS cannot issue an incidental take permit.
Similarly, issuance of Section 2081 ITP from CDFW requires that “adequate funding is provided to
implement the required minimization and mitigation measures and to monitor compliance and the
effectiveness of the measures.” Following the approval of the HCP and related documents (e.g., CEQA
compliance document), and assuming all permit criteria have been met, CDFW would issue a Section 2081
permit to the Permittees. However, CDFW may include additional measures and mitigation in order to
meet its own permit issuance criteria.
While full funding of the two endowments is anticipated during the permit term, Section 9.3.5, Funding
Adequacy, of the Draft HCP, discusses the adequacy of HCP funding and the contingencies that are in place
to ensure that the HCP is fully funded and implemented.
The endowment strategy includes several mechanisms to enable funds to be flexibly allocated to costs when
they are needed, as outlined on page 9-33 of the Draft HCP. Of note, the annual HCP required action costs
and the CFD and/or equivalent replacement funding mechanism revenues are both triggered by land use
development. The pace of development is highly variable because it is subject to the fluctuations in local
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and regional markets and the interest of private developers to bring forth project proposals. If the pace of
development slows, annual revenues would be generated at a slower rate. However, the timing of HCP
required actions would also be delayed, consequently reducing annual HCP required action costs. If the
pace of development slows to the point where revenues are below the levels needed for implementing timesensitive mitigation measures (e.g., those that must be implemented within the first 10 or 15 years of the
permit term), the Permittees can adjust the CFD (as allowed by State law) or the equivalent replacement
funding mechanism to increase revenues (Section 9.3.5, Funding Adequacy) or seek out other funding
sources (Section 9.3.4, Other Funding Sources). This relationship between annual plan implementation
costs and revenues reduces the possibility of inordinate funding shortfalls during the permit and post-permit
periods.
The stay-ahead provision requires HCP required action implementation to occur ahead of impacts. At their
simplest, stay-ahead provisions are a commitment to initiate conservation actions before impacts that result
in take occur. Stay-ahead provisions do not replace the need for identifying costs and assuring funding, but
they do reduce the concerns that impacts will happen and conservation will not happen. By tracking
compliance with and enforcing the stay-ahead provision, the Cooperative, USFWS, and CDFW will
effectively require that HCP required avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures are implemented
(and therefore funded) before corresponding take of covered species can occur. Additionally, stay-ahead
provisions, as well as other key components of the HCP, are typically incorporated as special terms and
conditions on the USFWS ITP and mitigation measures on the CDFW ITP, and as such, are required in
order for the Permittees to remain in compliance with the permit. Funding is available for management of
approximately 3,702 out of 3,895 total non-Federal HMA acres, or conservation percentage of 95% for
eight years without collection of additional taxes (please refer to Section 9.3.5.1 of the Draft HCP). During
this time, Permittees’ development impacts would be limited to an approximate take percentage of 75% to
90% depending on individual species distribution to maintain stay-ahead provision compliance (please refer
to Table 7-5 of the Draft HCP).
In addition, an annual report will also be required as a part of the endowment funding strategy. The annual
report will include an accounting of all revenues received by type, assessment of progress toward total
revenue goals, evaluation of the economic assumptions on which the HCP was based (e.g., HCP costs,
revenue rates), and an assessment of progress toward a complete funding strategy for implementation after
the permit term. This allows an annual evaluation of funding adequacy of all HCP required action. This
approach will ensure that costs are being met and resources are allocated per HCP specifications.
A thorough economic analysis of the HCP budget will be conducted periodically during the permit term.
The first will occur after five years of implementation or at the time the three estimated endowments are
fully funded, whichever occurs first. At this time, the cost model assumptions will be compared to actual
expenditures and predicted future expenditures. All endowments will be evaluated to ensure that HCP
requirement can be funded during the permit term and in perpetuity. This process will occur, at a minimum,
two additional times during the permit term, at Year 10 and five years after the Army transfer of HMA
lands is complete. Additional economic analyses will be conducted if determined necessary. The results
of the economic analysis shall be included in the annual report.
To date, FORA has collected and set aside over $16 million of CFD Special Taxes for habitat management
within the Plan Area. These funds would be available for HCP required action implementation upon permit
issuance, including startup, capital, and restoration costs. The funding strategy in the Draft HCP allocates
two-thirds of these existing funds to the Cooperative Endowment Fund and the remaining one-third to the
FONR Endowment Fund to fund start-up costs. This allocation provides coverage for the initial costs
assumed to be incurred during the first three years of the permit term.
Section 9.3, Funding Sources and Assurances, in the Draft HCP explains how the FONR Endowment Fund
and the Cooperative Endowment Fund will be used to fund post-permit term reserve management in
perpetuity. Because FORA sunsets June 30, 2020, the endowments (and HCP implementation) will be
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funded by a CFD Special Tax replacement funding mechanism. This replacement funding mechanism
could be another CFD Special Tax, developer fee, in-lieu fee, or similar funding mechanism, as determined
by the Permittees. As described in Section 9.3.1, CFD Special Tax, in the Draft HCP, “[t]he HCP JPA
Agreement and Implementing Ordinances and Policies associated with this HCP ensures that the Permittees
will continue to collect these payments after FORA’s sunset.” These ordinances, and the demonstrated
ability to collect CFD Special Taxes on the former Fort Ord lands, sufficiently demonstrate that the
Permittees have the authority and ability to collect fees. The Draft Implementing Ordinance and Policies
were included in the Draft HCP in Appendix K, which could be used by each of the Permittees to pass their
own CFD and collect those fees on projects subject to their own individual jurisdictions.
Because no new taxes or impact fees can be imposed on entitled development projects with vested rights,
the underlying jurisdictions will rely on future developments that are not entitled and, for those projects
that have already received their local entitlements, in order for the project to receive incidental take
coverage under the HCP the project proponent would have to agree to comply with the conditions of the
HCP, including the funding requirements of HCP, such as through a certificate of inclusion. The City of
Marina, for example, has worked with entitled developments to continue the payment of fees equivalent to
the CFD tax. In addition, the County is working with the East Garrison Project developers to continue their
payment of fees equivalent to the CFD tax. The Wildlife Agencies will review the applications and
determine funding adequacy prior to approval of the HCP and permit issuance.
The HCP’s CFD tax is tied to size and timing of individual projects and would be related to the amount of
habitat disturbed/removed by various types of covered activities. Table 9-7 (Fort Ord Base-Wide CFD
Special Tax and Estimated Funding for HCP) includes a per acre assessment for office, industrial, and retail,
a per unit assessment for new and existing residential, and a separate category “hotel” based on number of
rooms. The majority of funding is estimated to come from new residential development.
Funding for initial conservation actions needed in the first few years of HCP implementation is expected to
come from the approximately $16 million CFD funds already collected; this will provide time for new CFD
fees to be generated, either through a replacement CFD or other secured funding mechanism. Incidental
take authorization for individual projects would not be authorized unless the HCP’s conservation actions
are “at least 5%” higher than the take percentage for both the State and Federal permits (Section 7.6, StayAhead Provision); additional stay-ahead requirements are in place for select species (such as plants) up to
20% to account for restoration activities associated with those species. In order to be counted as conserved,
HMA lands must have sufficient funding to implement the conservation strategy. The HCP’s incidental
take amounts are primarily identified in acres of habitat (please refer to Tables 4-5a, 4-5b, 4-6a, 4-6b, 4-7a,
and 4-7b in the Draft HCP). Tables 4-8a and 4-8b in the Draft HCP summarize the amount of impacts and
conservation for HCP covered plans and wildlife species in terms of acreages.
As discussed in Section 9.3.5.4, Permit Suspension and Funding, of the Draft HCP, HCP compliance
monitoring will track permit compliance and ensure HCP required actions are adequately funded. The
Permittees will follow the process outlined under HCP compliance monitoring prior to consulting with the
Wildlife Agencies. The Wildlife Agencies will use the annual report for compliance monitoring to ensure
program funding continues to meet the requirements of the HCP. If the Wildlife Agencies determine that
any component of funding falls below anticipated levels, the parties will meet and confer in good faith to
cooperatively develop a strategy to address the potential funding shortfall and discuss corrective actions to
address the potential funding shortfall while maintaining the level of conservation and take authorization
afforded by the ITPs until adequate funding is restored.
It is also important to note that the HCP or Section 2081 permit can be modified in accordance with USFWS
and CDFW regulations and the terms and conditions of the permits and any associated documents (e.g.,
NEPA/CEQA documents). Modifications can occur in the form of minor and major amendments. Changes
in funding sources, for example, could be processed through major amendment (please refer to Section
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8.4.2, Major Amendments of Draft HCP and Section 8.4.4, Amending the Section 10(a)(1)(B) and Section
2081 Permits).
CEQA/NEPA Requirements
As described in Chapter 1, Introduction, on page 1-1 of the Draft EIS/EIR, the EIS/EIR analyzes the
potential impacts of the Proposed Action (the “project” under CEQA, as defined in the Draft EIS/EIR;
please refer to Section 1.5.3, Joint NEPA/CEQA Document, for an overview of the terminology in the Draft
EIS/EIR), which includes the issuance of the ITPs by the USFWS and CDFW and approval and
implementation of the Draft HCP, and analyzes a reasonable range of alternatives. As described in Section
4.1.1.3, Approach to Analysis of Resources Considered, the Proposed Action is clearly defined and
summarized into two categories: Category 1 – Development activities, and Category 2 – Habitat
management activities. This section specifies that development activities on the former Fort Ord are
analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR at a program level, and that habitat management activities are analyzed in
the Draft EIS/EIR at a project level. Thus, the EIS/EIR “project” under CEQA and “action” under NEPA
consists of the approval and implementation of the Draft HCP and issuance of the associated take permits.
As discussed in 4.4.1.1, Approach to Impact Analysis, on pages 4.4-2 – 4.4-3, the Draft Fort Ord HCP
contains AMMs and MMs, which were developed to avoid and minimize impacts from covered activities
(i.e., the development activities and the habitat management activities) and mitigate for impacts from
covered activities that cannot be avoided. AMMs are actions associated with covered activities that avoid
and/or minimize impacts on the covered species (HCP species). The implementation of AMMs is directly
tied to take authorizations under the ESA and the CESA. These actions are typically “best management
practices” (BMPs) to implement the covered activities. AMMs are detailed in Section 5.4, Measures to
Avoid and Minimize Impacts, of the Draft Fort Ord HCP. MMs are conservation actions designed to restore,
enhance, preserve, and/or compensate for any residual impacts on HCP species. MMs are detailed in
Section 5.5, Measures to Mitigate Unavoidable Impacts, of the Draft Fort Ord HCP. Both AMMs and
MMs are required to meet the criteria for issuance of Federal and State ITPs to authorize take of the HCP
species. Chapter 5 of the Draft HCP contains tables that identify and summarize:


Relationship between Biological Goals and Objectives and AMMs (Table 5-1);



HCP Required Actions – AMMs and Species Benefited (Table 5-2);



Relationship between Biological Goals and Objectives and Mitigation Measures (Table 5-4); and



HCP Required Actions – Mitigation Measures and Species Benefited (Table 5-5).

The conservation strategy of the Draft HCP (i.e., the project) is designed to achieve the biological goals
and objectives for each natural community and for the HCP species associated with those natural
communities (page 4.4-14 of the Draft EIS/EIR). The conservation strategy in the Draft HCP provides for
the establishment, enhancement, and long-term management of natural communities that support HCP
species in order to protect and enhance populations of these species and ensure their long-term viability.
As discussed in Section 4.4.2.2., Alternative 2: Proposed Action – Draft Fort Ord HCP, on page 4.4.-6,
the Proposed Action includes the adoption and implementation of the Draft HCP, including its conservation
strategy as well as the required AMMs and MMs during the implementation of covered activities. All
covered activities implemented under the Proposed Action, including both development and habitat
management activities, would be subject to applicable AMMs and MMs required by the HCP, and, thus,
are considered part of the project. As noted above, Chapter 5 of the Draft HCP contains tables that identify
and summarize these AMMs and MMs.
As described in Section 4.1.2., Thresholds of Significance and Level of Affect, pages 4.1-8 through 4.1-10
of the Draft EIS/EIR, the Draft EIS/EIR uses the term “mitigation” consistent with Section
15126.4(a)(1)(A) of the CEQA Guidelines, which states that an EIR shall “distinguish between measures
which are proposed by the project proponents to be included in the project, and other measures proposed
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the lead, responsible or trustee agency or other persons which are not included but the lead agency
determines could reasonably be expected to reduce adverse impacts if required as conditions of approving
the project. This discussion shall identify mitigation measures for each significant environmental effect
identified in the EIR.” The Draft Fort Ord HCP’s conservation strategy contains AMMs and MMs, which
are included as part of the project (i.e., are part of the Proposed Action) (please refer to Chapter 5,
Conservation Strategy, of the Draft Fort Ord HCP). In each environmental resource section, AMMs and
MMs from the Draft Fort Ord HCP that would reduce adverse impacts to environmental resources are
identified when applicable. If no AMMs or MMs are applicable, or if additional measures are required to
reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level beyond the implementation of AMMs or MMs, “Additional
Mitigation” measures are identified. Table ES-1, Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures, provides
a summary of the impacts and mitigation measures for each significant environmental effect identified in
the Draft EIS/EIR.
For example, the Draft EIS/EIR found that impacts to HCP species and their habitat would be less-thansignificant with the implementation of the AMMs and MMs identified in the Draft HCP because, by design
and consistent with the requirements of ESA and CESA, the Draft HCP imposes AMMs and MMs to avoid
and minimize impacts to HCP species. The purpose of the Draft HCP is to provide a basis for permits and
authorizations necessary to lawfully take certain native species of plants and wildlife, including species that
are listed as threatened or endangered pursuant to the terms of ESA and/or CESA (please refer to Section
1.6, Purpose & Need and Goals & Objectives, of the Draft EIS/EIR).
An example where additional measures were required to reduce potentially significant impacts can be found
in the discussion of Impact BIO-1b, Impacts to Non-HCP Special-Status Species and Habitat under the
Draft HCP. As described above, the Draft Fort Ord HCP’s conservation strategy contains AMMs and
MMs, which are included as part of the project (i.e., is part of the Proposed Action). Although the
implementation of the AMMs and MMs would avoid and minimize impacts on non-HCP special-status
species under the Proposed Action, the Draft EIS/EIR found that impacts to these species would remain
potentially significant after implementation of AMMs and MMs, and additional mitigation is required. The
Draft EIS/EIR identified nine additional mitigation measures (Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-9)
to reduce potentially significant impacts to non-HCP species and habitat to a less-than-significant level.
In Environmental Council of Sacramento v. City of Sacramento (2006) 142 Cal.App.4th 1018, 1035–1036
(Environmental Council), the court stated: “If, as so many courts have said, the EIR is the heart of CEQA,
then to continue the anatomical metaphor, mitigation is the teeth of the EIR…CEQA requires project
proponents to mitigate all significant environmental impacts of their project (Pub. Resources Code, §§
21002, 21002.1, subds. (a), (b); CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15126.4, 15370), and CESA compels applicants to
"fully mitigate" the take of threatened or endangered species (Fish & Game Code, § 2081, subd. (b)(2)).”
In accordance with these statutes, as well as NEPA and ESA statutes, the USFWS, CDFW, FORA, and the
Permittees developed an enormously comprehensive and integrated mitigation plan: the Draft Fort Ord
HCP.
CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(2) require that mitigation measures must be fully enforceable through
permit conditions, agreements, or other legally-binding instruments. In the case of the adoption of a plan,
policy, regulation, or other public project, mitigation measures can be incorporated into the plan, policy,
regulation, or project design. The Draft Fort Ord HCP’s conservation strategy contains AMMs and MMs,
which are included as part of the project (i.e., are part of the Proposed Action). As state above, the Draft
EIS/EIR distinguishes between measures which are proposed to be included in the project, and other
measures proposed that could reasonably be expected to reduce adverse impacts if required as conditions
of approving the project. In each environmental resource section, AMMs and MMs from the Draft Fort
Ord HCP that would reduce adverse impacts to environmental resources are identified when applicable. If
no AMMs or MMs are applicable, or if additional measures are required to reduce impacts to a less-thansignificant level beyond the implementation of AMMs or MMs, “Additional Mitigation” measures are
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identified. Table ES-1, Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures, provides a summary of the impacts
and mitigation measures for each significant environmental effect identified in the Draft EIS/EIR.
Similar to the facts in Environmental Council, the commenter is mistaking baseline assumptions about
project conditions for mitigation measures. In Environmental Council, the plaintiffs contended that the
mitigation measures include in the Final EIR were “underfunded, voluntary, and unenforceable.” In
Environmental Council, the court stated that the HCP “is a project within the meaning of CEQA” and that
the plaintiff “confuses the agencies’ assumptions about baseline conditions with necessary mitigation
measures under CESA and CEQA.” The court noted that this also occurred in Village Laguna of Laguna
Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors (1982) 134 Cal. App. 3d 1022, 185 Cal. Rptr. 41 (Village Laguna).
The court wrote: “Appellants are asking more of the EIR than is legally required. The ‘assumptions’
referred to are actually integral portions of the proposed project. If they fail to become reality…we are
dealing with a different project. However, CEQA only requires that an EIR discuss `[the] significant
environmental effects of the proposed project.' ([Pub. Resources Code,] § 21100, subd. (a), italics added.)”
FORA has fully accounted for the environmental consequences of the implementation of the Draft HCP in
the Draft EIS/EIR.
The Draft HCP is not static, nor is it confined to its initial assumptions. Recognizing that many factors
might change during the 50-year life of the HCP, the public agencies designed an adaptive management
program. In other words, both compliance monitoring and biological effectiveness monitoring may reveal
ineffective management of the reserves or that the assumptions upon which the HCP was predicated have
not held true over time. The Cooperative can respond to the deficiencies revealed by monitoring or periodic
reviews. If unable to protect the species with these measures, the plan can be amended or revised, or the
permits can be suspended or revoked. The HCP contains several provisions designed to ensure that its
environmental objectives will be achieved and that development does not out pace conservation. The
amount of preservation and mitigation is related to the development rate, which will fluctuate over time.
Since impacts will not occur until development occurs, the low development rates will result in the
avoidance of impacts rather than unmitigated impacts as implied. Ultimately, if the adaptive management
measures fail and continued use of the permits jeopardizes the existence of a covered species, the Wildlife
Agencies can revise the permits.
As described in this Master Response, Chapter 9 of the Draft HCP identifies the estimated costs of
implementing the HCP, funding sources, and assurances to support permit issuance from the Wildlife
Agencies. The HCP discusses how and when the fees would be collected and spent and how the
Cooperative will ensure funding for mitigation. As stated above, the equivalent replacement funding
mechanism along with the other available sources of funding would be sufficient to fund implementation
of the HCP.
As cited in Letter V, impact fee mitigation is acceptable only if fees will demonstrably be used to implement
a “reasonable, enforceable plan or project that the relevant agency commits itself to implementing”
(Anderson First Coalition v. City of Anderson (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1173, 1188). The Draft HCP is a
reasonable, enforceable plan and collection of fees to implement the conservation actions is a mechanism
that has been widely used throughout California in numerous HCPs as well as joint HCP and Natural
Community Conservation Plans (the California equivalent of an HCP). The AMMs and MMs identified in
the Draft HCP to be monitored or the subject of reporting would be fully enforceable through permit
conditions, agreements, or other measures. Approving the HCP and issuance of the ITPs would be a
commitment by the Permittees to implement identified mitigation and enforceable through permit
requirements. Courts have also found that a reasonable commitment to mitigation was demonstrated when
using previously adopted fees, as well as ad-hoc fees imposed as part of the project approval, constituted
effective mitigation (Save Our Peninsula Committee v. Monterey County Board of Supervisors (2001) 87
Cal.App.4th 99). The funding of the Draft HCP would consist of utilizing the CFD taxes collected prior to
FORA’s sunset, in addition to the equivalent replacement funding mechanism and other funding sources as
identified in the Draft HCP.
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Mitigation measures must be sufficiently detailed and provisions under the plan must be sufficiently
regulatory to ensure that mitigation would be implemented (Sierra Club v. County of Fresno (2018) 6 Cal.5th
502). The mitigation measures identified in Table ES-1 of the Draft EIS/EIR and the AMMs and MMs in
the Draft HCP are clearly identified and detailed, have been prepared in accordance with ESA, CESA,
NEPA, and CEQA, and would be enforceable through permit requirements, conditions of approval,
adoption of implementing ordinances and policies, and adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program.
CEQA requires that an EIR be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision-makers
with information that enables them to make an informed decision. An evaluation of the environmental
effects of a proposed project under CEQA need not be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be
reviewed in light of what is reasonably feasible (CEQA Guidelines Section 15151). Section 15090(a) of
the CEQA Guidelines requires that prior to approving a project, the lead agency shall certify that:


The final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA;



The final EIR was presented to the decision-making body of the lead agency, and that the decisionmaking body reviewed and considered the information contained in the final EIR prior to approving
the project; and



The final EIR reflects the lead agency's independent judgment and analysis.

The goal behind CEQA is "to compel government at all levels to make decisions with environmental
consequences in mind.” (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California (1988)
47 Cal.3d 376, 393, 253). FORA has fully accounted for the environmental consequences of the
implementation of the Draft HCP in the Draft EIS/EIR. The EIS/EIR analyzes the effects of the Proposed
Action and alternatives in compliance with NEPA and CEQA, and is not the document that presents all
permit issuance criteria for the USFWS and CDFW permitting processes. The Draft EIS/EIR has been
prepared in accordance with NEPA and CEQA and provides the decision-makers with sufficient
information to enable an informed decision. The cost and funding strategy for the Draft HCP will be
considered by the Wildlife Agencies and permit issuance will commit the Cooperative to implementing the
mitigation.
Habitat Working Group
Several critical issues related to the Draft HCP were identified prior to, during, and after the public review
period of the Draft EIS/EIR. Specifically, concerns have been raised regarding:


the high cost and feasibility of funding the habitat management requirements as identified in the
Draft HCP;



the feasibility of being able to complete the NEPA/CEQA process in the allotted timeframe given
FORA’s sunset date of June 30, 2020;



CDFW’s uncertainty as to BLM’s future role in providing mitigation lands (without the use of
Federal lands as mitigation, impacts to state listed species may not be fully mitigated under the
CESA, leaving the Permittees uncertain of potential additional mitigation requirements); and



ITP implementation and requirements related to the formation and structure of a JPA and stayahead provision.

As a result, the FORA Board of Directors (Board) formed the Habitat Working Group (HWG), an ad-hoc
committee to meet beginning January 10, 2020 to identify possible options for jurisdictions and local
entities to revise the HCP to address the concerns listed above or to comply with habitat management
requirements under the HMP in lieu of adopting an HCP.
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To address these concerns and support discussions, FORA and its consultants prepared and provided
materials to the HWG, including but not limited to: questions for the regulatory agencies; potential reduced
and/or phased take approaches to address Permittee concerns while meeting regulatory agency
requirements; a draft JPA agreement and overview of potential JPA structuring options; funding models
under various development scenarios; a draft cost model for implementation of the HMP; a legal opinion
on options related to the completion of the CEQA process; and an alternatives analysis of the allocation of
the CFD funds collected by FORA for the purpose of funding habitat management activities.
The HWG discussions regarding potential reduced and/or phased take approaches, in addition to public
comments received on the Draft EIS/EIR, provided the foundation for the Reduced/Phase HCP Alternative
described and analyzed in Chapter 5 of this Final EIR.
The HWG held 11 meetings from January 10 to March 27 before sending recommendations to the Board.
Specifically, the jurisdictions supported a recommendation for the CFD fees to be individually allocated to
the jurisdictions to carry out habitat management requirements under the HMP. At the Board meeting on
April 17, 2020, the Board discussed and approved an allocation formula for the CFD funds. The HWG and
related Board meeting agendas, minutes, and materials are presented in Appendix B of this Final EIR, and
can also be accessed at https://fora.org/habitat.html and https://fora.org/HWG.html.
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CHAPTER 4.
4.1

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON DRAFT EIS/EIR
AND HCP

INTRODUCTION

This section provides responses to the comments received on the Draft EIS/EIR. A list of the comment
letters received during the public review period is presented in Section 2.2, and copies of each of the
comment letters are included in this chapter with responses to each comment provided following each
comment letter.
Each comment letter on the Draft EIS/EIR is included herein and assigned an alphabetic identifier (i.e., A
through II). Within each comment letter, all individual comments are assigned numbers located in the righthand margin of the comment letter. Responses to each comment are provided immediately following each
comment letter. Where the same or similar related comments have been made more than once, a response
may direct the reader to another numbered comment and response. Where a comment is addressed in the
Master Response to Comments, a response will direct the reader to the master response in Chapter 3.
NEPA and CEQA regulations direct the lead agencies to make a “good faith, reasoned analysis” in response
to “significant environmental issues raised” in comments on a Draft EIS/EIR (please see CEQA Guidelines
§ 15088(c); 40 CFR 1503.4). Some comments received do not raise substantive environmental issues or
do not comment on the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR, and, thus, do not require a response in this Final
EIS/EIR. These comments generally express an opinion on whether or not the project should be approved.
CEQA does not require a substantive response to comments on an EIR that do not specifically relate to
environmental issues. When a comment states an agency position or opinion and does not comment on
issues relevant to the environmental analysis presented in the Draft EIS/EIR, the response reads: “No
response is required.” If the comment is directed at FORA Board, USFWS, or other decision-making body
regarding the decision on the project, the response reads: “The comment is referred to the decision-makers
for their consideration.” Typically, these comments do not raise issues relevant to the environmental
analysis.
Where the response notes an addition or deletion to the text, tables, or figures in the Draft EIS/EIR or Draft
HCP, the reader is directed to Chapter 6, Changes to the Draft HCP and Chapter 7, Changes to the
Draft EIS/EIR. Proposed changes to the Draft HCP and Draft EIS/EIR were evaluated to determine
whether they would result in any changes to the impact analysis or conclusions reached in the Draft EIS/EIR
or otherwise trigger a need for recirculation under NEPA and/or CEQA. In particular, the evaluation
examined whether the proposed changes to the Draft HCP would constitute substantial changes to the
project that would result in new significant environmental effects not previously identified in the Draft
EIS/EIR, or substantially increase the severity of significant effects previously identified in the Draft
EIS/EIR (please see CEQA Guidelines § 15162).
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LETTER A

A-1

A-2

A-3

A-4

A-5

A-6

A-7

A-8

4. Comments and Responses on Draft EIS/EIR

4.2

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER A: U.S. DEPARTMENT
BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE OFFICE

OF THE

ARMY,

A-1

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

A-2

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

A-3

The comment suggests adding a statement to Avoidance and Minimization Measure (AMM)
45, which calls for minimizing the use of chemical herbicides for controlling non-native
invasive plant species. Due the potential presence of Munitions and Explosives of Concern
(MEC) below the surface, ground-disturbing activities, including non-native species control,
may require various Land Use Controls (LUCs) for safety purposes. As such, a statement was
added to AMM-45 to identify this safety issue. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the
Draft HCP.

A-4

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

A-5

Please refer to Response A-3. A statement has been added to this section of the Draft HCP to
include discussion of LUCs that may be in effect for designated properties. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

A-6

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

A-7

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

A-8

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER B

B-1

B-2

B-2
(continued)

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

B-10

B-11

B-12

B-13

B-14

B-15

4. Comments and Responses on Draft EIS/EIR

4.3

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER B: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

B-1

The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

B-2

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

B-3

Consistent with this comment, the Draft EIS/EIR accurately describes the Bureau of Land
Management’s (BLM) role in the Draft HCP process, regulatory requirements, and
responsibilities on the former Fort Ord in Section 1.3.2, Role of the Bureau of Land
Management, on page 1-5.

B-4

Please refer to Response B-3.

B-5

Please refer to Response B-3.

B-6

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

B-7

Consistent with this comment, the Draft HCP identifies impacts, AMMs, and Mitigation
Measures (MMs) within Federal and Non-Federal lands; please refer to Chapters 4 and 5 of the
Draft HCP.

B-8

The species information presented in this comment is consistent with the species information
presented in the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP.

B-9

Please refer to Responses B-7, B-10, and B-11.

B-10

As the comment correctly notes, because the Permittees (nor FORA endowment) are not
funding implementation of MM-22, this action does not provide mitigation for the impacts to
the species with checkmarks for MM-22 in Table 5-5 of the Draft HCP. Table 5-5 was revised
to indicate that checkmarks indicating that a species benefits from a mitigation measure,
including MM-22, does not necessarily indicate that the specific mitigation measure is
specifically intended to provide mitigation for unavoidable impacts to that species.
Checkmarks were removed for Yadon’s piperia, Monterey spineflower, and sand gilia. Please
refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

B-11

Please refer to Response B-10 for an explanation of how Table 5-5 of the Draft HCP was
revised. Checkmarks were removed from Table 5-6 under the FONM column for mitigation
measures that are not funded by the Permittees or the FORA endowment. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

B-12

Please refer to Response B-3.

B-13

As the comment correctly notes, because the Permittees (nor FORA endowment) are not
funding implementation of MM-22, this action does not provide mitigation for the impacts to
the species with checkmarks for MM-22 in Table 5-5 of the Draft HCP. Table 5-5 was revised
to indicate that checkmarks indicating that a species benefits from a mitigation measure,
including MM-22, does not necessarily indicate that the specific mitigation measure is
specifically intended to provide mitigation for unavoidable impacts to that species.
Checkmarks were removed for seaside bird’s beak. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to
the Draft HCP.

B-14

Please refer to Response B-3.

B-15

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER C
tO Sr4

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

December 11,2019
Mr. Stephen P. Henry
Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003
Subject:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan,
Monterey County, California (EIS No. 20190262)

Dear Mr. Henry:
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the above-referenced document pursuant to
the National Environmental Policy Act, Council on Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR Parts
1500-1508), and our NEPA review authority under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.
The EPA recognizes the years of planning, environmental review, and land conveyance decisions
relative to the closure, disposal, and reuse of former Fort Ord. As part of this planning and
environmental review process, the EPA supports the many thoughtful conservation and restoration
actions included in the Fort Ord habitat conservation plan and evaluated in this Draft Environmental
Impact Statement, including the provision that no development would occur in aquatic or wetland
habitats in the habitat management areas (including known or potential breeding habitat for California
tiger salamander and California red-legged frog) and the inclusion of a Construction Dust Mitigation
Plan and Prescribed Burn Management Plan to address air quality impacts associated with proposed
covered activities.
The DEIS describes that the development of the Fort Ord HCP was informed to a great extent by the
habitat management plan (HMP) issued for Fort Ord by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on behalf of
the U.S. Department of the Army in 1997. Tndeed, the Fort Ord HCP includes many of the key
components of the HMP, including the habitat reserve areas, development areas, and to a limited extent,
the species included for incidental take permit coverage. The DEIS notes that since the HMP was
finalized in 1997, changes have been made and additional details have become available with respect to
land uses on certain parcels, including new habitat areas added to the original HMP reserve
configuration, and that the proposed Multi-Modal Transportation Corridor through the UC’s South
Reserve has been relocated. The DEIS, however, provides only limited detail about these and other
changes in the plan area in the more than 20 years since the HMP was implemented. We recommend the
Fish and Wildlife Service include additional information in the Final EIS about how changes in the plan
area since the HMP was first adopted stemming from drought, human development, or other pressures
may have impacted integral plan components, such as the suitability of the habitat reserve areas.
Additionally, because the proposed 50-year period of incidental take coverage will likely be a time of

C-1

C-2

C-3

C-4

—

—

C-5

considerable change in the plan area, we recommend that the FEIS include a discussion of projected
future changes that may affect the covered species and the habitats on which they depend, and how the
HCP’s adaptive management plan will address issues associated with these changes. For example,
consider changes to the status of covered species, distribution of species throughout the plan area, the
success of restoration efforts, and the potential need for new or expanded conservation lands.

C-5
(continued)

We note that effective October 22, 2018, the EPA no longer includes ratings in our comment letters.
In formation about this change and the EPA’ s continued roles and responsibilities in the review of
federal actions can be found on our website at: https://www.epa.gov/nepalepa-review-process-under C-6
section-309-clean-air-act. The EPA appreciates the opportunity to review this DEIS, and we are
available to discuss our comments. When the FEIS is released for public review, please send one hard
copy and one CD to the address above (mail code: TW-2). If you have any questions, please contact me
at 415-947-4167, or contact Jason Gerdes, the lead reviewer for this project. Mr. Gerdes can be reached
at 415-947-4221 or gerdes.jason @epa.gov.
Sincerely,

Jean Prijatel, Manager
Environmental Review Branch
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4.4

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER C: U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

C-1

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

C-2

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

C-3

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

C-4

As described in the Draft EIS/EIR, beginning on page 3.4-5, the HMP establishes guidelines
for the conservation and management of species and habitats on former Fort Ord lands by
identifying lands that are available for development, lands that have some restrictions
concerning development, and habitat reserve areas. The intent of the HMP is to establish large,
contiguous habitat conservation areas and corridors to compensate for future development in
other areas of the former base. The HMP identifies what type of activities can occur on each
parcel at former Fort Ord and parcels are designated as “development with no restrictions,”
“habitat reserves with management guidelines,” or “habitat reserves with some development
allowed.” The HMP sets the standards to assure the long-term viability of former Fort Ord's
biological resources in the context of base reuse so that no further mitigation should be
necessary for impacts to species and habitats considered in the HMP. This plan has been
approved by the USFWS; the HMP, deed restrictions, and Memoranda of Agreement (MOA)
between the Army and various land recipients provide the legal mechanism to assure HMP
implementation. It is a legally binding document, and all recipients of former Fort Ord lands
are required to abide by its management requirements and procedures.
Section 4.1.1, Previous and Future Environmental Review, of the Draft EIS/EIR describes the
regional and local planning documents that apply to the Plan Area and FORA’s the consistency
determination requirements. The Reuse Plan effectively replaces all environmental policies of
the individual, adopted general plans of the local jurisdictions, with the exception of those noted
in Section 4.1.1, as they apply to former Fort Ord so that policy consistency is ensured. Since
the approval and implementation of the Base Reuse Plan and HMP in 1997, amendments and
updates have occurred to these overarching base-wide planning documents, as well as to local
planning documents, such as general plans, master plans, and specific plans. However,
amendments and updates are required to be consistent with the Reuse Plan in most cases, and
in all cases, through deed restrictions and other legal mechanisms, land use activities must
comply with the HMP. As a result, while not every amendment and update are detailed in the
Draft EIS/EIR, these changes in the Plan Area have not adversely affected any integral
components of the approved HMP or Draft HCP. Further, both the HMP and Draft HCP have
requirements within development parcels adjacent to habitat reserve areas to reduce potential
impacts from development activities on habitat reserve areas.

C-5

Chapter 6 of the Draft HCP extensively discusses the monitoring and adaptive management
requirements. As stated on page 6-1 of the Draft HCP, monitoring and adaptive management
measures are essential components of an HCP. They provide information on implementation
of required AMMs and MMs, the effectiveness of those actions, as well as provide a foundation
to make adjustments to these measures as needed. As such, the purpose of the monitoring and
adaptive management program for the Draft HCP is to ensure that the conservation strategy is
achieving the biological goals and objectives for HCP species and their habitats during the 50year permit term and post-permit period.
Monitoring implementation of the Draft HCP include two components: compliance monitoring
and effectiveness monitoring. Information obtained from these monitoring actions can be used
to adjust AMM and MM implementation, as appropriate, based on specific HCP management
decisions that will need to be made to ensure the success of the Draft HCP adaptive
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management. In addition, Section 8.1.1.2, Changed Circumstances, discusses earthquakes,
new species listings, global climate change, catastrophic fire, coastal erosion, invasion by nonnative species or disease, and FONM management changes, and measures to mitigate the
adverse effects of these circumstances. Please refer to Effectiveness Monitoring Measures 18
through 41, Adaptive Management Measures 1 through 14, and Changed Circumstances
Measures 1 through 15, which consider changes in the plan area over the permit term, including
but not limited to the examples provided in the comment: changes to the status of covered
species, distribution of species throughout the plan area, the success of restoration efforts, and
potential need for new or expanded conservation lands.
C-6

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER D
STATE OF CALIFORNIA — CALIFORNIA NATURAL RESOURC ES AG ENCY

GAVIN NEWSOM , G OVE RNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT STREET, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219
VOICE (415) 904- 5200
FAX (415) 904-5400
TDD (415) 597-5885
WWW . COAS TAL . CA . G OV

December 16, 2019
Stephen P. Henry, Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, CA 93003
RE: Draft Habitat Conservation Plan for Eight Species; Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Habitat Conservation Plan for Fort Ord, Monterey County, California

Mr. Henry:
On behalf of Coastal Commission [Commission] staff, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft
Habitat Conservation Plan [HCP] for Fort Ord and the associated EIS. As an agency, our role within the context
of the HCP’s covered area is one as a partner overseeing development in the Habitat Management Area [HMA]
located at the Fort Ord Dunes State Park [FODSP], which falls within the Coastal Zone. The Coastal Act
provides our regulatory authority to address development efforts, including those which may affect sensitive
coastal resources, through planning and permit issuance. The Coastal Act definition of development is notably
broad, and includes changes in use and/or intensity as well as restoration efforts among other activities.
In July 2017, the Commission conditionally-approved Coastal Development Permit [CDP] 3-14-1613, to allow
for the California Department of Parks and Recreation [State Parks] to construct and operate a new campground
facility at FODSP. At that time, the draft HCP was not yet available and though our staff report acknowledged
the work in progress, the permit was structured to be independent of any uncertain timelines or particulars that
the HCP might eventually resolve. As such, we required that pre-construction surveys and during construction
monitoring account for several sensitive species at the site, including some of those addressed in the HCP, and
that State Parks acquire our Executive Director’s approval to proceed when such resources were encountered (or
injured) only following consultation with partners at the Service and/or California Department of Fish and
Wildlife [CDFW], as applicable. Finalization of the draft HCP should help to streamline our required
consultation process for the relevant species, so long as State Parks’ actions are consistent with the HCP,
Incidental Take Permits [ITPs], and our CDP, but it will not eliminate the need obtain our approval to proceed
under specified circumstances. Moreover, consultation with our partners will remain potentially necessary for
other sensitive species and habitat resources, as recognized under Coastal Act.
Generally, the Avoidance and Minimization Measures, and Monitoring and Adaptive Management program, put
forth in the draft appear to be well-conceived and we believe these will collectively advance conservation goals
at FODSP for the HCP-species. Within the FODSP, two plants (sand gilia and Monterey spineflower) and two
wildlife species (Smith’s blue butterfly and western snowy plover) are relevant, including the associated critical

D-1

D-2

D-3

habitat areas for Monterey spineflower and western snowy plover. Accordingly, our abbreviated review of the
EIS and HCP at this time has focused on these resources, at FODSP. We observe that we may need to address
particular components more directly in the future, as issues often arise through the course of project review(s).
For now, some specific comments:
1. While we understand the rationale for setting the adjusted baseline to January 2017 for the draft, we
note that more recent and relevant information is ever available for a number of resources and should
be incorporated to management decisions going forward and as part of the Fort Ord Regional Habitat
Cooperative’s Adaptive Management program:
a. Monterey spineflower was observed many places throughout the region over Spring and
Summer 2017, subsequent to a particularly wet winter following a sustained drought. These
observations presumably represented an expression of previously-dormant seed banks
responding to recent environmental conditions. We have directly observed blooming
spineflower at FODSP in areas where it had not been previously mapped, though it falls within
designated critical habitat and areas related to the proposed Cal-Am Water desalination
conveyance. Observations of spineflower have been newly recorded elsewhere in the coastal,
central Monterey Bay region as well over this period and so, we suggest that added caution
may be warranted when determining the annual species’ presence and potential spatial extent
where it has not been documented previously.
b. In 2018, CDFW provided an important update to the 2010 Natural Communities List that was
used for the HCP and though communities are not the subject of the HCP, they are relevant to
jurisdictions such as ours. The update substantially refined the treatment of vegetation
community alliances and associations as defined by the Manual of California Vegetation,
Second Edition (Sawyer et al 2009) and has established community rarity rankings in a much
more systematic way. Such rankings inform Commission staff determinations of
environmentally sensitive habitat areas [ESHA] and more broadly, would seem germane to the
management of sensitive vegetation communities throughout Fort Ord. Because these lists are
being updated on an ongoing basis, and to the finer level of community associations, it is likely
that mosaics of suitable habitat for HCP species may also become increasingly refined (e.g.,
buckwheat supporting Smith’s blue butterfly or habitat suitable to buckwheat restoration). The
Coastal Commission will always rely upon the most current version of this list and the
cumulative record of observations in our review of permit applications and compliance.
c. In February 2018, CDFW released the third version of its Areas of Conservation Emphasis
[ACE] tool, which leapt forward dramatically in terms of its spatial modeling for biodiversity,
habitat connectivity, and climate change resiliency across California’s landscape. FODSP is
spread across three cells of the 2.5 sq mi-hexagonal grid and the models highlight the
significant conservation value of the area in terms of biodiversity, irreplaceability, and climate
resilience. We encourage the parties involved in the long-term management to explore this tool
and consider how management actions such as invasive species removal (as prioritized in the
HCP) and the reestablishment of habitat corridors (also a priority in the HCP), particularly for
coastal species moving through FODSP to other restored dunes up-coast and down-coast, can
advance conservation goals for HCP-species and more broadly, the State.

2

D-3
(continued)

D-4

D-5

D-6

D-7

2. A potential issue concerning Western snowy plovers relates to our coastal access policies and
requirements, which is something that is cited but warrants emphasis – State Parks and the Cooperative
will need to coordinate with Commission staff about, to ensure that both access and natural resource
protections as prescribed in the HCP and as directed under the Coastal Act can be achieved
successfully. We strongly encourage early and frequent discussions on this topic with our Central Coast
District office.
We recognize that the intent of the HCP is to support the long-term and Fort Ord-wide management of sensitive
listed species under USFWS and CDFW authority, to provide a basis to issue ITPs, and to simplify requirements
for consultation through a programmatic approach. The EIS rightly acknowledges that additional permits may
be necessary for various actions, including those that would be issued by the Coastal Commission, and that such
permits may impose additional restrictions since the ITPs would only pertain to compliance with the federal
Endangered Species Act [ESA] and California Endangered Species Act [CESA], specifically. To this end, there
are a few overarching interpretations regarding Coastal Act definitions and policies that warrant clarification.
We draw your attention to the following:
3. On page 95, the draft EIS discusses environmentally sensitive habitat areas [ESHA], but the
information here is neither complete nor accurate. In particular, we clarify that habitat need not
necessarily be species-specific but may rather be applied in recognition of broader categories including
assemblages, communities, or ecosystems. Particular ecosystems may be treated categorically (e.g., oak
woodlands or dunes), and the Coastal Act definition includes language to protect ‘especially valuable’
habitat, which may be characterized, for example, by particular genetic types, structures (e.g., longlived complex woodrat middens), or even non-native tree stands supporting nesting heron or raptor
populations among other things. Otherwise unprotected host species supporting listed-species, such as
the two buckwheats supporting Smith’s blue butterfly, are considered especially valuable habitat and
recognized as ESHA within the butterfly’s range.
Later, in the same paragraph, there is reference to allowable development within ESHA and the text
cites “unless the development is coastal dependent…” – this is inaccurate. The only allowable uses
within ESHA are ESHA-dependent, meaning dependent on the specific protected resource that is
present, such as an interpretive trail or restoration work, and only so long as it will not have a
significant effect on the said resource(s). ESHA-dependent is, importantly, a narrower definition than
coastal-dependent.
4. Also worth clarifying is that while a wetland may rise to the level of ESHA based upon the resources
present, the Coastal Act also includes more specific policies that pertain to wetlands, including broader
definitions of allowable activities therein. The courts have established that because wetland policies are
more specific, even when a wetland rises to the level of ESHA, it is the wetland policies that are
applicable.
5. Within the documents, wetlands are discussed in terms of the US Army Corps three-parameter
definition that requires indicators of hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and hydrology to all be
present in order to recognize the presence of a wetland. However, under Coastal regulations, only one
of these indicators need be present to meet the definition of a wetland and receive protection under
Coastal Act policies. While FODSP is not particularly likely to have wetlands that even meet our more
conservative definition given the drainage of sandy soils, it is possible that wetlands could occur within
dune swales or as seasonal features, similar to those observed up-coast in Marina. We recognize that
3

D-8

D-9

D-10

D-11

D-12

D-13

the HCP is not specific to wetland resources apart from those inhabited by the sensitive amphibian
species addressed but do advise that this difference in wetland definitions be recognized for the broader
management considerations at the FODSP HMA.
Finally, we note that the Commission has typically considered all dune habitat as ESHA, including at FODSP
and as articulated in the aforementioned CDP’s staff report. This determination has been independent of habitat
condition and species occupation, meaning that even where dunes have been historically disturbed and/or are
currently dominated by non-native vegetation, these areas are recognized by the presence of appropriate
physical conditions (e.g., geophysical position, substrate, topography) and adapted vegetation (including nonnative species), are protected under the Coastal Act, and are generally considered priorities for restoration and
enhancement efforts. This has become even more the case in light of climate change impacts on our shores (i.e.
sea level rise, increased erosion rates) and the nature-based protection services and adaptation opportunities that
dune ecosystems provide for inshore communities as well as the preservation of species and habitat subject to
coastal squeeze. Undoubtedly, the importance of these shoreward habitats is a shared priority between our
respective mandates.
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the draft document. If you would like to discuss any of
these comments with us directly or related issues, we welcome the opportunity. I can be reached at
Lauren.Garske@coastal.ca.gov or (415) 904-5296.
Sincerely,
Lauren Garske-Garcia, Ph.D.
Technical Services Division | Ecology Group
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4.5

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER D: CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION

D-1

The comment states that the Fort Ord Dunes State Park (FODSP) falls within the Coastal Zone
and the California Coastal Commission (CCC) has regulatory authority within the Coastal Zone
under the California Coastal Act (CCA). The Draft EIS/EIR describes the applicable CCA
regulations in Section 3.2, Aesthetics, Section 3.4, Biological Resources, and Section 3.10,
Hydrology and Water Quality.

D-2

The comment states that the proposed campground project on FODSP will need to comply with
the Coastal Development Permit (CDP) issued for the campground (CDP 3-14-1613), and that
finalization of the HCP should help streamline CCC’s required consultation process. The
comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-3

The comment states that generally the AMMs and MMs put forth in the draft appear to be wellconceived, but particular components may need to be addressed in the future through the course
of project review(s). The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required.

D-4

The comment expresses understanding of the rationale in using the adjusted environmental
baseline of January 2017 for the Draft EIS/EIR; however, more recent and relevant information
should be incorporate into management decisions going forward and as part of the Fort Ord
Regional Habitat Cooperative’s Adaptive Management program. The comment is not on the
environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-5

The comment recommends updated survey results for Monterey spineflower should be
considered when determining presence or absence on FODSP.
As described in Section 6.3.1, Baseline Studies of the Draft HCP, baseline studies are required
to establish the adjusted baseline for HCP species and habitat within the HMAs, including the
FODSP HMA. The adjusted baseline will serve two functions: it will serve as a benchmark
against which the effectiveness of the conservation actions is evaluated, and it will be the
starting point from which status and trends will be measured. As a result, surveys for Monterey
spineflower and other HCP plant species will be required upon approval of the HCP and
populations will be monitored to document occurrences throughout the FODSP.

D-6

The comment states that the CCC will always rely on the most current version of the Natural
Communities List and the cumulative record of observations in their review of permit
applications and compliance. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-7

The comment encourages the exploration and use of CDFW’s Areas of Conservation Emphasis
for management actions. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-8

The comment states the need to coordinate with California Department of Parks and Recreation
(State Parks) to ensure both public access and natural resource protections and prescribed in
the HCP and as directed under the CCA can be achieved successfully. The comment is not on
the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-9

The comment states that there are a few overarching interpretations regarding CCA definitions
and policies that warrant clarification, as follows in the comments below. The comment is not
on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-10

Comment acknowledged. For actions in the FODSP subject to the CCA, State Parks will need
to consider this clarification when determining Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas
(ESHA). The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no
response is required.
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D-11

The comment states that a reference to allowable development within ESHA on page 3.4-4 of
the Draft EIS/EIR is inaccurate. A clarifying sentence was added to the sensitive habitats
impact discussion in the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft
EIS/EIR.

D-12

Comment acknowledged. For actions in the FODSP subject to the CCA, State Parks will need
to consider this clarification when determining presence of wetlands and ESHA. The comment
is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-13

Comment acknowledged. For actions in the FODSP subject to the CCA, State Parks will need
to consider this clarification when determining presence of wetlands and ESHA. The comment
is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-14

Comment acknowledged. For actions in the FODSP subject to the CCA, State Parks will need
to consider this clarification when determining presence of ESHA. The comment is not on the
environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

D-15

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.
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4.6

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER E:
AND WILDLIFE

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH

E-1

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

E-2

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

E-3

The comment provides information on the CDFW’s CEQA role as a Trustee Agency and is not
a comment on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. Comment is acknowledged.
No response is required.

E-4

The comment provides information on the CDFW’s CEQA role as a Responsible Agency and
is not a comment on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. Comment is
acknowledged. No response is required.

E-5

The comment discusses CDFW jurisdiction over actions with potential to result in disturbance
or destruction of active nest sites. CDFW’s CEQA role and their jurisdiction on active nests
sites is discussed in the Draft EIS/EIR (Section 3.4.2.2). Comment is acknowledged. No
response is required.

E-6

The comment discusses CDFW jurisdiction over fully protected species. CDFW’s CEQA role
and their jurisdiction over fully protected species is discussed in the Draft EIS/EIR (Section
3.4.2.2). Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

E-7

The comment discusses the criteria to be considered endangered, rare, or threatened under
CEQA. These criteria are discussed in the Draft EIS/EIR (Sections 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.4.1).
Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

E-8

The comment discusses CDFW’s regulatory authority with regard to activities occurring in
streams and/or lakes that could adversely affect any fish or wildlife resource. CDFW’s CEQA
role and their jurisdiction over streams and/or lake are discussed in the Draft EIS/EIR (Section
3.4.2.2). Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

E-9

The comment discusses CDFW’s regulatory authority associated with depositing, or permitting
to pass into, “waters of the state” any substance or material deleterious to fish, plant life, or
bird life, including non-native species. It also notes that the Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB) and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) have jurisdiction regarding
discharge and pollution to waters of the state. These regulations are discussed in the Draft
EIS/EIR (Sections 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2). Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

E-10

The comment accurately summarizes the project features; no response is necessary.

E-11

The comment notes that purpose of the comments and recommendations within the letter is to
support FORA in submitting a complete ITP application package. In addition, the comment
notes that editorial comments or other suggestions are included in the letter to improve the
Draft EIS/EIR. Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

E-12

The comment suggests that the Draft EIS/EIR describes the project as the HCP and the issuance
of the Federal and State ITPs and the project should be defined as the “development and
redevelopment of the former Fort Ord military base” to include the “whole of the action.”
As described in Chapter 1, Introduction, on page 1-1 of the Draft EIS/EIR, the EIS/EIR
analyzes the potential impacts of the Proposed Action (the “project” under CEQA, as defined
in the Draft EIS/EIR; please refer to Section 1.5.3, Joint NEPA/CEQA Document, for an
overview of the terminology in the Draft EIS/EIR), which includes the issuance of the ITPs by
the USFWS and CDFW and approval and implementation of the Draft HCP, and analyzes a
reasonable range of alternatives. As described in Section 4.1.1.3, Approach to Analysis of
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Resources Considered, the Proposed Action is clearly defined and summarized into two
categories: Category 1 – Development activities, and Category 2 – Habitat management
activities. This section specifies that development activities on the former Fort Ord are
analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR at a program level, and that habitat management activities are
analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR at a project level. Under the Proposed Action, the extent of
development activities would occur consistent with the Reuse Plan and the applicable general
plans of the affected land use jurisdictions.
As described on page 4.1-8 of the Draft EIS/EIR future development activities are not part of
the “project” under CEQA that are subject to approval by the CEQA lead agency and
Permittees, are not part of the “project” under CEQA that would be subject to permitting by
the CDFW, and are not part of the “action” under NEPA that would be subject to permitting
by the USFWS (please refer to Section 1.7, Decisions to be Made, of the Draft EIS/EIR). The
EIS/EIR “project” under CEQA and “action” under NEPA consists of the approval and
implementation of the Draft HCP and issuance of the associated take permits, but not the actual
construction of or discretionary entitlements of future development activities. Thus, the
environmental impacts of future development activities in the Plan Area would not directly
result from the decisions to be made for the Proposed Action. However, since future
development activities are covered activities for which the ITPs would address take, the
potential environmental impacts of future development activities as well as all other covered
activities proposed for coverage under the ITPs are addressed in the Draft EIS/EIR. Therefore,
the Draft EIS/EIR does analyze the “whole of the action.”
E-13

The comments states that the survey methodology discussion in the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft
HCP appears to be incomplete and will likely require supplementation for CDFW to issue an
ITP. CDFW recommends that the original survey methodologies and results be provided to
CDFW as part of any application for an ITP. As requested, the Permittees will coordinate with
CDFW prior to preparing and submitting an ITP application to ensure CDFW receives the
information it needs to issue a permit. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in
the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

E-14

The comment requests to be contacted prior to preparing the ITP application submittal to ensure
CDFW receives the information and analysis it needs to issue a permit. Please refer to
Response E-13. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and
no response is required.

E-15

The comment states that the Draft EIS/EIR does not fully describe the extent of development
activities that will be allowed in the Habitat Management Areas (HMAs) and where they will
occur within each parcel in contrast to where species populations occur in the Plan Area. As
such, CDFW cannot fully evaluate project-related impacts to special-status species or provide
thorough and robust comments on the proposed AMMs and MMs. CDFW states that this
information would be useful for CDFW in reviewing an ITP application.
The allowed development acreages and uses are described in detail in Section 3.3.2, Allowable
Development in HMAs, of the Draft EIS/EIR, and summarized in on page 2-23 of the Draft
EIS/EIR. Table 2-10, HMA Allowable Development, Road Corridors and Infrastructure, and
Preserved for Habitat Management, provides the estimated acreages of the covered activities
within the HMAs.
As described in Section 4.1.1.3, Approach to Analysis of Resources Considered, of the Draft
EIS/EIR, the Proposed Action is clearly defined and summarized into two categories: Category
1 – Development activities, and Category 2 – Habitat management activities. Category 1 –
Development activities include, but are not limited to, allowable development within the HMAs
and future road corridor and infrastructure projects within HMAs. Some of these development
activities are more defined than others. However, as described in Section 4.1.1, Previous and
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Future Environmental Review, because information about the precise amounts, specific
locations, and actual timing of future development projects over the 50-year study period is
incomplete, these future development activities are analyzed at a program level in the EIS/EIR.
As described in Section 4.1.1, Previous and Future Environmental Review, it would be
speculative to identify project-specific impacts and mitigation for future development
activities.
As stated in Responses E-13 and E-14, CDFW will be contacted prior to preparing the ITP
application submittal to ensure CDFW receives the information and analysis it needs to issue
a permit.
E-16

The comment requests additional information regarding the AMMs and MMs to assist in
CDFW’s review of an ITP application, and as an example, request design requirements for
escape ramps and trench covers be identified. As discussed in Responses E-13 and E-14, the
Permittees will coordinate with CDFW on including more detail to assist CDFW’s review of
the ITP application when submitted.

E-17

The comment states that clear inclusion of AMMs and MMs referenced from other plans or
documents to mitigate on the State listed species would also assist in CDFW’s review. The
comment further states that assuming the measures were used to inform the significance
determination, it is unclear how the measures would be enforceable or implemented to ensure
the significance determination is accurate.
As described on page 4.1-2 of the Draft EIS/EIR, assumes that all future development activities
will be required to comply with all applicable Fort Ord Reuse Plan and/or applicable land use
plan goals, policies, and implementation measures, as well as the applicable programmatic
mitigation measures identified in each of the respective plan EIRs.
However, as stated on page 4.4-15, the Draft EIS/EIR determined that implementation of the
AMMs and MMs identified in the Draft HCP would reduce potentially significant impacts that
may result from covered activities to HCP species, including the covered State listed species,
to a less-than-significant level. The significance determination does not rely on any other
documents or plans to mitigate for State listed species.

E-18

The comment states that the assumption of the absence of special-status species within the
developed areas in the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP may result in underestimation of the project’s
potential impacts on these species.
The Draft EIS/EIR analyzes the potential for impacts to special-status plant and wildlife species
under the Proposed Action and alternatives. Please refer to Section 4.4.2, Impacts and
Mitigation Measures, in the Draft EIS/EIR. As stated on page 2-3 of the Draft EIS/EIR, an
assumption was made under the No Action Alternative that for the development activities
proposed within the existing disturbed/developed areas, the likelihood of impacts to Federal or
State listed species is low due to the negligible amount of suitable habitat within these parcels.
Therefore, it is unlikely that take authorization from the USFWS or CDFW would be required
for the majority of development activities within the 4,241 acres of development areas.
As described on page 4.1-8 of the Draft EIS/EIR, all covered activities, including development
activities within the designated development areas and HMAs, are subject to the approval of
the Permittees with jurisdiction over such projects. Approval of the proposed Draft HCP does
not confer or imply approval to implement the covered activities. Rather, as part of the standard
approval process, individual projects will be considered for further environmental analysis and
generally will receive separate, project-level environmental analysis under CEQA and, in some
cases, NEPA for those projects involving Federal agencies.
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Under the No Action Alternative, the base-wide ITPs would not be issued by the Wildlife
Agencies and the Draft Fort Ord HCP would not be approved or implemented by the
Permittees. Instead, endangered species permitting would continue to occur on an individual,
project-by-project basis.
The purpose of describing and analyzing a no action alternative is to allow decision-makers to
compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving the
proposed project. The no project conditions may include some reasonably foreseeable changes
in the existing conditions and changes that would be reasonably expected to occur in the
foreseeable future if the project were not approved, based on current plans and consistent with
available infrastructure and community services. For the purposes of comparing the No Action
Alternative to the Proposed Action, it is reasonable to assume that development activities could
avoid impacts to Federal and State listed species within the majority of the 4,241 acres of
primarily developed designated development areas.
It is acknowledged, as well as analyzed under the Proposed Action Alternative, that there are
known occurrences of Federal and State listed species in the primarily developed designated
development areas. However, for the purposes of establishing a reasonable comparison with
no project conditions, it was important to emphasize the significant presence of resources
within the 5,051 acres of vegetated designated development areas to demonstrate the
reasonable implications of not obtaining base-wide ITPs and approving the HCP.
As such, the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP do not assume absence of special-status species
within the developed areas of the former Fort Ord. Rather, the analysis makes some
assumptions of the conditions under the No Action Alternative to allow decision-makers to
compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving the
proposed project.
E-19

The comment states that for ITP purposes, CDFW generally considered temporary impacts to
be impacts that occur only during the project-related activity (e.g., temporary impact occurring
during the active installation of a bridge, etc.) as opposed to impacts that continue to occur after
the activity has been completed for up to a period of five years.
The comment further requests more information about several project-related activities such
as, but not limited to: beach species management activities; controlled burns; California tiger
salamander (CTS) hybrid identification, removal and potential habitat impacts; special-status
plant species seed collection and reseeding; CTS barriers; fencing design and location; and
other described and undescribed project related activities. As such the CEQA document lacks
sufficient detail and analysis for CDFW to fully assess any future ITP application.
This comment highlights again the differences between CEQA and the permitting process. As
described in Response E-13, the Permittees will consult with CDFW prior to submitting an ITP
application to ensure the level of detail and analysis is sufficient for permit issuance. The
CDFW, as responsible agency, would then be able to evaluate the information in the ITP
application to determine whether the EIR includes an adequate analysis of the potential
impacts.

E-20

The comment accurately reflects the proposed mitigation lands calculations and some of the
discussion points related to BLM and its role and responsibility in relation to the Proposed
Action. No response is required.

E-21

The comment states that since the majority of the mitigation lands occur on BLM lands and
BLM will not be a party to the Federal or State ITPs and is not bound to comply with the Draft
HCP, Draft EIS/EIR, of Federal and State ITPs, and measures listed within the HCP may be
changed either through an amendment to the HCP or through adaptive management measures,
the project as proposed may not meet State ITP issuance criteria as there is not guarantee that
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the mitigation lands within BLM’s jurisdiction will be permanently conserved and managed
for the benefit of the species in perpetuity. As stated above, Permittees will coordinate with
CDFW prior to preparing and submitting an ITP application to ensure CDFW receives the
information it needs to issue a permit.
In addition, FORA and its consultants worked closely with the Permittees, CDFW, and USFWS
to identify a Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative that would not rely on BLM lands for
mitigation. Please refer to Chapter 5 of this Final EIR.
E-22

This is not a comment on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. Comment is
acknowledged and no response is required.

E-23

The comment states that CDFW is unclear whether mitigation land acreages include
development areas as mitigation (e.g., trails, disturbance areas, land above underground
pipelines, etc.). As an example, CDFW requests clarification on the amount of habitat
disturbed by the Army and actual acreage of mitigation land for Wolf Hill and Lookout Ridge
HMAs. CDFW recommends that if not done so already, the HCP should remove any
development acreages from the total acreages of mitigation lands.
To clarify the acreages of disturbance and mitigation within Wolf Hill and Lookout Ridge
HMAs, as stated on page 3-33 of the Draft HCP, the maximum footprint for the amount of
habitat to be converted for these HMAs would be limited to 30 acres of Wolf Hill and 110 acres
of Lookout Ridge; the Army disturbance falls within these maximum footprints as shown as
“expansion areas” in Figures 3-13 and 3-14 of the Draft HCP.
As shown in Table 2-10 of the Draft EIS/EIR, the acreages of development activities within
HMAs are not included in the total preserved habitat acreages by HMA.

E-24

This is not a comment on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. Comment is
acknowledged and no response is required.

E-25

This is not a comment on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. Comment is
acknowledged and no response is required.

E-26

This is not a comment on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. Comment is
acknowledged and no response is required.

E-27

The comment accurately states that the CDFW has not received an application for an ITP and
cannot determine if the project can meet permit issuance criteria as described in Section 2081
of the CFG Code. The comment also states that, as mentioned in Comment E-21, additional
information or analysis will likely be needed prior to ITP issuance, and that ITP application
review and issuance will comply with statutory mandates, including the potential need for
amendments. This is not a comment on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR.
Comment is acknowledged and no response is required.

E-28

The comment requests that a detailed description of the methods and criteria for controlling
and removing hybrid CTS be described and analyzed in any application to CDFW for an ITP.
As discussed in Response E-13, the Permittees will coordinate with CDFW on including more
detail to assist CDFW’s review of the ITP application when submitted.

E-29

The comment advises that a State ITP will be required in order to implement CTS hybrid
control or removal. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required.

E-30

The comment provides estimates of Monterey gilia within the Plan Area and states that the
Draft EIS/EIR and HCP do not provide a discussion of the project’s impacts to Monterey gilia
based on impacts to population occurrences (instead impacts are focused on preserved versus
impacted habitat). The comment suggests that the USFWS’s Recovery Plan for Seven Coastal
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Plants and the Myrtle’s Silverspot Butterfly (1998) and the Monterey Gilia 5 Year Review
(2008) specifically address the impact of the HCP on populations of Monterey gilia.
Given the information provided in these documents and per the request of CDFW, the effects
of sand gilia were evaluated for three geographic areas in the Plan Area, as illustrated on Figure
A-1 of Appendix A and are summarized in Table 4-9 of the Draft HCP. Please also refer to
Section 4.3.1.1, California Department of Fish and Wildlife Area Analysis, in the Draft HCP.
E-31

Please refer to Responses E-13, E-27, and E-30.

E-32

The comment states that project activities are proposed that may involve work within the bed,
bank, or channel (which may include associated riparian resources) of rivers, streams, or lakes,
which could require notification to CDFW and an agreement under Section 1600 et seq. of the
CFG Code.
The Draft EIS/EIR summarizes the regulations pursuant to Sections 1600-1607 of the CFG
Code in Section 3.4.2.2 on page 3.4-3. As discussed on page 4.4-2 of the Draft EIS/EIR, no
development activities would occur in aquatic habitat within designated development areas or
HMAs. As discussed on page 4.4-23 of the Draft EIS/EIR, impacts to sensitive natural
communities, including aquatic and riparian resources) resulting from the construction and
operation of future development activities would be evaluated on a project-by-project basis
pursuant to NEPA and/or CEQA, and potentially significant impacts would be identified and
mitigated pursuant to the requirements of appropriate laws and regulations, as described in
Section 3.4.2.

E-33

The comment recommends that formal stream mapping and wetland delineation be conducted
by a qualified biologist to determine the location and extent of streams and wetlands within
and adjacent to the Plan Area and identify what activities may require notification to comply
with CFG Code.
As described in Response E-32, no development activities are proposed within aquatic habitat;
however, future development activities and habitat management activities are required to
comply with all Federal and State regulations, including the CFG Code. A clarifying sentence
was added to the sensitive habitats impact discussion in the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to
Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.

E-34

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

E-35

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

E-36

The comment identifies CDFW’s role as a Trustee Agency under CEQA and states that CDFW
is offering the comments and recommendations below to assist FORA in adequately identifying
and/or mitigating the project’s impacts on fish and wildlife resources.

E-37

The comment describes CDFW’s jurisdiction over fully protected species of birds, mammals,
amphibians, reptiles, and fish, and that CDFW cannot authorize their take in association with
a general project except limited circumstances such as through a Natural Community
Conservation Plan (NCCP) or a Memorandum of Understanding for scientific purposes which
do not currently apply to the project. The comment states that the fully protect California
brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis californicus), white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus), and
golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) are known to occur in the Plan Area, and the American
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum), California black rail (Laterallus jamaicensis
coturniculus), and Santa Cruz long-toed salamander (Ambystoma macrodactylum coturniculus)
have the potential to occur in the Plan Area. CDFW recommends that the Permittees prepare
an analysis of potential project-related impacts to fully protected species and include
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appropriate AMMs and MMs to ensure full avoidance of these species. If fully avoidance
cannot be achieved, CDFW recommends the project apply for an NCCP
Section 3.4.2.2 of the Draft EIS/EIR identifies the State regulations that may be applicable to
the Proposed Action, including CFG Code related to fully protected species. Section 3.4.4 of
the Draft EIS/EIR discusses the methodology used to describe the affected environment for
biological resources in the Plan Area, including identifying data sources and defining specialstatus species and sensitive habitats. As identified on page 3.4-9, fully protected species are
identified as special-status species and, therefore, included in the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR.
From the comprehensive list of resources identified in this section, a list of special-status plant
and wildlife known or with the potential to occur within the Plan Area was created (please refer
to Table B-1 in Appendix B of the Draft EIS/EIR). The list presents these species along with
their legal status, habitat requirements, and a brief statement regarding the likelihood for the
species to occur.
Of the species identified in the comment, the analysis concluded that California brown pelican,
golden eagle, white-tailed kite are identified as known to occur within the Plan Area. The
complete list of special-status wildlife species not covered by the Draft HCP that are known or
have a moderate or high likelihood to occur within the Plan Area is provided on page 3.4-14 of
the Draft EIS/EIR. The American peregrine falcon, California black rail, and California longtoed salamander were determined unlikely to occur given the distance of nearest occurrences
(i.e., outside of its range) and/or lack of suitable nesting habitat within the Plan Area. In
accordance with the methodology, those species identified as having a low or unlikely potential
to occur with the Plan Area are not further analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR.
The impact discussion, Impact BIO-1b: Impacts to Non-HCP Special-Status Species and
Habitat under the Draft HCP, on page 4.4-19, analyzes the potential impacts to the three fully
protected wildlife species, in addition to the other non-HCP special-status species. As noted,
development and habitat management activities would be required to implement the AMMs
and MMs identified in the Draft HCP.
Environmental impacts to non-HCP species and their habitat resulting from the construction
and operation of future development activities under the Proposed Action would be evaluated
on a project-by-project basis pursuant to NEPA and CEQA, as applicable, and potentially
significant impacts would be identified and mitigated pursuant to the requirements of
appropriate laws and regulations, including obtaining required permits from CDFW.
In evaluating potential impacts from implementing the habitat management requirements of
the Draft HCP, due to the specific habitat requirements and the required implementation of
AMMs and MMs, the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR determined that impacts to the California
brown pelican are less-than-significant. However, even with the implementation of the AMMs
and MMs identified in the Draft HCP, the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR determined that
operation and management activities may result in direct and indirect adverse impacts to nonHCP species, including, but not limited to, special-status avian species (e.g., fully protected
avian species). As a result, the Draft EIS/EIR identifies additional mitigation measures to
reduce these potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Once the ITP is submitted to CDFW, the Permittees will consult with CDFW to determine if
additional measures are needed to avoid take of the identified fully protected species. If
additional measures are not sufficient to ensure avoidance, the project would apply for an
NCCP, in accordance with State regulations.
E-38

The comment states that 28 plant species listed as California Native Plant Society (CNPS)
California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR) 1B species are known to occur within the Plan Area.
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As discussed in Response E-37, Section 3.4.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR discusses the methodology
used to describe the affected environment for biological resources in the Plan Area, including
identifying data sources and defining special-status species and sensitive habitats. As identified
on page 3.4-9, CNPS CRPR 1B species are identified as special-status species and, therefore,
included in the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. From the comprehensive list of resources
identified in this section, a list of special-status plant and wildlife known or with the potential
to occur within the Plan Area was created (please refer to Table B-1 in Appendix B of the Draft
EIS/EIR). The list presents these species along with their legal status, habitat requirements,
and a brief statement regarding the likelihood for the species to occur.
The analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR determined that all but two species identified by CDFW were
known to occur within the Plan Area: Monterey cypress (Hesperocyparis macrocarpa) and
Monterey pine (Pinus radiata). In review of the data sources cited and historic planting of
these species on the former Fort Ord, it was determined that native Monterey cypress and
Monterey pine were unlikely to occur in the Plan Area.
E-39

The comments states that in addition to the 28 plant species identified in Comment E-38, 24
plant species listed as CNPS CRPR 1B may occur within the Plan Area and meet the CEQA
Guidelines for consideration under CEQA.
As discussed in Response E-38, CNPS CRPR 1B species are evaluated in the Draft EIS/EIR.
The analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR determined that two of the 24 species listed in the comment
had a high likelihood to occur in the Plan Area. The remaining 22 species were determined to
have a low or unlikely potential to occur in the Plan Area for the reasons identified in Table B1 in Appendix B of the Draft EIS/EIR.

E-40

The comment states that the determination of low or unlikely potential to occur appears to be
based upon documented occurrences within the Plan Area, California Natural Diversity
Database (CNDDB) occurrences, and whether the species was planted or occurred naturally
within the Plan Area.
The data sources supporting the biological resources analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR are
described in Section 3.4.4.1, Data Sources, on page 3.4-7 of the Draft EIS/EIR. As identified
on pages 3.4-7 through 3.4-10, the data sources extend well beyond the three sources identified
in the comment and include a comprehensive list of over 30 literature and data sources to
support the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR.

E-41

The comment restates a comment in the Draft EIS/EIR that states “the most comprehensive
surveys that took place in the Plan Area were the Army’s 1992 Flora and Fauna Baseline Study
of Fort Ord, California” and identifies concerns CDFW has with the study. The comment
further states while some studies have been updated, they did not cover the entire Plan Area
and were not all plant focused. In addition, the comment cautions that the submission of
occurrence to the CNDDB is voluntary and should not be used to justify absence. The comment
also states that due to reliance on this information, this is not a complete assessment of species
presence. The comment continues by stating that the planting of special-status plant species
within the Plan Area does not remove their special-status designation and that potential projectrelated impacts to these species should be analyzed under CEQA.
As discussed in Response E-40, the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR considered these limitations
and, as a result, relied on a comprehensive list of data sources, extending well beyond the
Army’s 1992 Baseline Study and CNDDB. The result is an adequate, comprehensive analysis
of the potential for occurrence of special-status plant species. Please note that based on the
review of literature cited, horticultural species of Monterey pine and Monterey cypress were
extensively planted on the former Fort Ord and because their historical range and distribution
does not include the former Fort Ord, Monterey pine and Monterey cypress are assumed to be
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horticultural variants of the native species, and, therefore, are not considered special-status
plants in this analysis.
E-42

The comment states that the Draft EIS/EIR and HCP failed to analyze potential project-related
impacts to the remainder of the rare plant species listed above. The comment recommends that
an AMM and MM be added to the Draft EIS/EIR that requires surveys to be conducted for
special-status plants by a qualified botanist following the required protocols prior to the
initiation of any vegetation or ground disturbing activities in all areas that have potentially
suitable habitat for special-status plant species.
An additional mitigation measure that incorporates this recommendation is already included in
the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to MM BIO-8 on page 4.4-22 of the Draft EIS/EIR.

E-43

The comment states that the Draft EIS/EIR does not appear to contain a complete analysis of
cumulative impacts and recommends more information and analysis involving past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects in and within the vicinity of the Plan Area,
including but not limited to, the realignment of State Route 68 and the Fort Ord Regional Trail
and Greenway Project be included as part of any ITP application.
Section 4.1.3, Cumulative Effects, on page 4.1-10 of the Draft EIS/EIR, summarizes the NEPA
and CEQA requirements related to the analysis of cumulative effects, approach and scope of
the analysis, and the reasonably foreseeable future actions analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR. As
described on page 4.1-11, the Draft EIS/EIR relies on a combined approach for the cumulative
analysis, considering local land use plans as well as other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable actions that have the potential, when combined with the project, to result in
cumulative effects. To determine the cumulative actions, the EIS/EIR reviewed other largescale projects and planning efforts in the region that would likely result in impact similar in
kind or location as those included in the project and alternatives.
The Fort Ord Regional Trail and Greenway is a covered activity in the Draft HCP, and, as a
result, is analyzed at a program level in the Draft EIS/EIR. At the time of analysis, the
feasibility of realigning State Route 68 was being studied, but a proposed project was not
available. As a result, the proposed realignment of State Route 68 was not included in the
cumulative analysis.
Per the request of CDFW and as noted in previous responses, the Permittees will consult and
coordinate with CDFW prior to submittal of an ITP application to ensure CDFW has the
requisite information for permit issuance.

E-44

The comment requests that in accordance with CEQA, any special-status species and natural
communities detected during project surveys be reported to the CNDDB. The comment is not
on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

E-45

The comment identifies the requirement to pay the CDFW filing fee upon filing of the Notice
of Determination by the Lead Agency. The Lead Agency will pay the fee in accordance with
the State Regulations.

E-46

Please refer to Responses E-4 and E-13.

E-47

Comment is acknowledged. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR and no response is required.
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LETTER F

F-1

F-2

F-3

F-4

F-5

F-5
(continued)

F-6

4. Comments and Responses on Draft EIS/EIR

4.7

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER F: CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
MONTEREY BAY

F-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter. No response is required.

F-2

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

F-3

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

F-4

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

F-5

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

F-6

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.
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LETTER G

State of California • Natural Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Monterey District
2211 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940

Gavin Newsom, Governor
Lisa Ann L. Mangat, Director

RE: FORT ORD
MULTI-SPECIES HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN
PUBLIC DRAFT DEIS/EIR
SCH #2005061119
FROM: California State Parks
DEIS/EIR Comments
(December 16, 2019)

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Public Draft DEIS/EIR, SCH #2005061119. The comments below
reflect State Park staff and Counsel Review.

G-1

FORT ORD
MULTI-SPECIES HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN
PUBLIC DRAFT DEIS/EIR
SCH #2005061119
AMM 27. Timing of Patrols. Does this include patrols by ranger staff in addition to
State Park environmental scientist staff? Clarify. If so, there needs to be an allowance
or provision made for ranger staff flexibility in meeting any established patrol
frequencies as ranger staff frequently respond to public safety emergencies, lead
interpretive walks, fill in shifts for ranger staff absent due to vacations, training,
administrative leave, and or sick leave at nearby adjacent units. Text needs to be added
here stating that patrols will occur as staff are available.
Page 3.11-4.Table3.11-1. FORA Reuse Plan Land Use Designations. The Open/Space
Recreation general land use designation fails to mention the Fort Ord Dunes State Park
campground, multi-use facility – add these to this section.
5.5.3.2.2 Dune stabilization work will be dependent on available program and budgetary
funding as well as staff availability. These constraints need to be mentioned. Many of
the ocean facing dune escarpments exceed 30% slopes and stabilization would require
heavy machinery work to terraform entire landscapes, which State Parks will not initiate.
The ocean most facing dune faces will not be revegetated – this needs to be clearly
called out in written text in the HCP. We have mentioned this previously in meetings and
the clarification language remains absent from the HCP.

G-2

G-3

G-4

CH. 3. 3.2.2.1 Grading amounts for the coastal trail connecting the campground to the
beach may exceed 100 cubic yards – 100 cubic yards is only an estimation. Add text
noting this.
Table 2-11. Covered Activities by HMA. Under covered activities last vertical heading
on the right margin should be changed to read as follows: Future Road and Trail
Corridors and Infrastructure.
Page 2-25. Recreational and Educational Use. 6th line down. This should read as
follows, “…..form of guided tours or educational and interpretive panels….”
Figure 3.11-2. To the best of our recollection the 1997 plan had identified the
unrestricted areas of FODSP as a potential campground site. This should be listed in
Figure 3.11-2?
Page 3.11-12 4th bullet should add the following: RV and tent camping, hike and bike
camping
Page 3.13-6. California State Parks. Second line – Delete “new” this boardwalk is
now old.

G-5

G-6

G-7

G-8

G-9

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLUME 1: Habitat Conservation Plan
(State Park Comments)
Section ES 9 FUNDING. Page ES-11. First paragraph, lines7-10 state the following:
With the exception of MPRPD and State Parks no permittee may be compelled to
obligate its general fund to satisfy its financial obligations under the HCP.
RESPONSE: ES.9 FUNDING. Page ES-11. First Paragraph, lines 7-10. From 2012 to
the present, State Parks has informed the HCP working group that the State of
California will not obligate State budget general fund appropriations in advance of the
budget cycle. This was stated at multiple meetings and in writing with FORA, USFWS,
and CDFW staff present and in agreement. The statement on lines 7-10 need to be
amended to mention that State Parks will meet its financial obligations under the HCP
as budget appropriation funding is made available.
ES 9 FUNDING. Page ES-11, second paragraph lines 7-8 state the following: “HCP
required actions …on State Parks managed HMAs will be funded by annual budget
allocations during the 50 year permit term and in perpetuity.”
RESPONSE: ES.9 FUNDING. Page ES-11. Second paragraph. Lines 7-8. HCP
required actions will be met “As State budget appropriations are made available”. From
2012 to the present, State Parks has emphasized that no one annual budget
allocation/appropriation is the same, that budgets fluctuate, can decrease due to
economic downturns, reorganizations, etc. USFWS and CDFW openly acknowledged
and recognized that annual State budget allocations fluctuate from year to year. This
section needs added text that recognizes that State Park district budget allocations
fluctuate considerably from year to year with no fiscal year allocation being the same,

G-10

G-11

and text should mention that HCP required actions will be met as funding is made
available.
PGE 1-12. Section 1.9.2 Role of the Fort Ord Regional Habitat Cooperative. Lines
2-4 top of page. State Parks is not be in a position to allocate State funds to the
Cooperative for cost sharing purposes. State Parks funds will be solely allocated to
meet its HCP obligations under the HCP.
Page 3-25. 1st paragraph. Line one. Add the following, “…..signed agreements on
future surface lead bullet cleanup…” The DTSC agreement is for removal of surface
lead bullets only. 3rd line same paragraph; remove reference to lead Figures and
remove Figures 3-6b through 3-6d. State Parks identifies all surface lead bullet removal
areas in each DTSC annual report and this is a document that is publicly available.
There are individuals who are entering these restricted areas without any approval or
authorization of State and State Parks does not want to promote unauthorized access
into ESHA. The maps may promote additional curiosity seekers within ESHA who seek
military souvenirs. The 3rd line should read as follows: Concentrated areas of surface
lead bullets are known and State Park staff continue to remove surface lead bullet
concentrations pursuant to the MOU with DTSC.
Page 3-25. Section 3.3.2.2.1. Natural Resource Management Zone. Second to last
line on the page. The coastal trail could include grading of 100 cubic yards but could be
in excess of 100 cubic yards of surface sand to meet ADA gradients. This should be
noted in this section.
Page 3-26. Section 3.3.2.2.2 - 8th Street Zone. Add public restroom facilities here.
With full build out east of Highway 1 there may be a future need to add a fully functional
restroom facility within this zone. Also, add entrance station in this zone. State Parks
reserves the right to install an entrance station in the zone.
Page 3-27. Section 3.3.2.2.4 Storage Bunker Zone. 1st paragraph. Last line. Add
the following to this section: Approximately 50 acres of grading, native dune restoration
and symbolic fencing, trail fencing, RV dump station and lighting.
Page 3-39. Section 3.3.3.4 Beach Management. Add the following”…..law
enforcement emergency response and patrol activities, removal of hazardous……”

G-12

G-13

G-14

G-15

G-16

G-17

Page 3-41 Section 3.3.4.2.1 Marina Coast Water District Facilities. Figure 3-23.
MCWD will be decommissioning the Ord village lift station; this should be noted here
and as a covered activity. And the unused areas will be restored to native habitat.
MCWD has an easement at the former US Army Waste Water Treatment Plant, 3 acre
site at FODSP. The HCP should contain language that is consistent with the deed for
this 3 acre parcel and be consistent with the existing MOU between MCWD and State
Parks. This 3 acre site area should also be mentioned as potentially being adaptively
reused for building reuse and development for park support facilities that do not expand
beyond the existing building footprints.

G-18

Page 4-5. Last sentence. Figure 3-6 is absent from the plan. Check this reference.
Any beach access trail closure will have to be approved by the Coastal Commission as
this would effectively restrict public access. It is unclear if closing off beach access
could jeopardize existing or pending CDP approvals by the Coastal Commission and or
result in potential action against State Parks by the Coastal Commission. This reference
to closing off beach access needs added text stating that any beach access closure
must be coordinated with the USFWS, Coastal Commission, and State Parks in
advance of any closure implementation action.

G-19

Page 4-10 Section 4.2.4.2 MCWD Facilities. This section should mention and make
note of a recent development that FORA intends to allocated $1.8m in building removal
bond funds for removing many of the US Army waste water treatment plant structures
within the 3 acre site in FODSP. There should also be mention that State Parks may
adaptively reuse some of these structures, and any reuse of structures in this zone will
not exceed existing structure and appurtenance footprints.

G-20

Page 4-32 Section 4.3.5.1 Development. For impacts associated with State Park
development the HCP should recognize and acknowledge the Campground Coastal
Development Permit special condition that State Parks mitigate the development by
restoring an additional 89 acres., which is in line and consistent with the HCP. This
restored acreage will enhance Smith’s blue butterfly (SBB) habitat to the west and east
of the campground thereby enhancing the north – south habitat corridor for SBB.

G-21

Page 4-34. The HCP should acknowledge full build out across from Highway 1 and that
the additional development has the potential to add pressure on the WSP. Text should
be added that State Parks intends to develop a docent and volunteer program and once
developed they will provide the public with interpretive tours that focus on education and
interpretation of WSP’s, their behavior and breeding sensitivities to humans and how to
be a responsible beach goers during the WSP breeding season. These added
measures can reduce impacts through education and interpretation.
Page 4-36 Section 4.3.6.2 Road and Trail Maintenance. See comment Page 4-5
above.
Page 4-41. Section 4.4.1.1 Monterey Bay Shores Resort (MBSR). 10th hollow
bullet item. State Parks is not obligated to manage plovers on privately owned property
as a result of development. Any monitoring using state resources on private property
would have to be separately funded through developer related fees or Cooperative
endowment monitoring funds. It is unclear as to why the MBSR is in the HCP as the
property was not US Army property subject to BRAC. State Park staff can provide
MBSR staff with Point Blue contact information for WSP monitoring on private property.
If MBSR is not a permittee under this HCP this section should be removed from the
plan. Same comment for the Collection at Monterey Bay Project.
Page 5-7 Section 5.3.2.2 Coastal Strand and Dunes. See comment “Page 4-5”
above. There was agreement by USFWS and CDFW that State Parks would be given
credit for the 230 acres of coastal sand dune and strand already restored. State Parks
requests that this credit be referenced in the HCP.

G-22

G-23

G-24

G-25

Page 5-29. AMM – 22. To the maximum extent practical State Parks will conform to this
AMM. However, placing sharp objects on interpretive panels presents a potential safety
risk. Interpretive panels will be placed an angles thereby preventing a flat surface. Some
tree rows are historic and coordination of their removal would include the State Park
Historian, this consultation should be noted in this AMM.

G-26

Page 5-32 AMM - 27
Page 5-32. 3rd bullet item. State Park ranger staff can control hang gliding and
parasail launching and landing within FODSP. Hang gliders/paragliders launch to the
north and to the south of the FODSP, which are authorized launch areas at a different
park unit. State Parks does not control air space. If the HCP is recommending there be
a no fly zone over FODSP then it is unclear what agency would enforces this air space.
Line 6. Campfires on the beach will not be permitted. However, campfires in the
campground will be allowed. Change the language here that specifies that campfires
will be prohibited on the beach (coastal strand). The FODSP campground will be
located in the sand dune environment and campsites will contain fire rings and the
outdoor amphitheater will also contain a fire ring/campfire area.
Page 5-32. 3rd bullet item Lines 13 -14. See comment 4-5 above for any/all closures
of FODSP. FODSP shall not be closed seasonally. State Parks will work with the
Cooperative and USFWS staff in developing other adaptive management options to
reduce impacts to plovers.
Page 5-32. 3rd bullet item. Lines 18-24. This issue of closing restrooms, trails and
campgrounds has come up previously. To reiterate previous comments, State Parks will
not close restrooms, campgrounds, beach access trails, and parking lots. If closure text
will not be removed there needs to be text included that no closures shall be
implemented without State Parks being part of thorough closure determination process
that is inclusive at all levels of planning and that includes the USFWS, Coastal
Commission, the Cooperative and CDFW. If closure text will not be eliminated from this
section the HCP will need to contain specific text that gives the authority to the
Cooperative to reimburse State Parks ( through the endowment fund) for any/all lost
revenue due to closing parking lots, trails, facilities and campgrounds. Limiting public
access also needs to be coordinated with the California Coastal Commission (CCC) and
text needs to be added to this section stating such consultation and coordination with
CCC shall occur in consideration, and in advance, of any park closure actions taking
place or being implemented. Add to line 16 the following text, “ …but will only be
employed only if fencing ( including adding additional symbolic plover fencing),
additional interpretive walks, ranger patrols, predator control, docent and volunteer
patrols, other adaptive management actions and interpretive programs do not resolve
impacts on…..”.
Page 5-32. 4th bullet item. Text needs to be added to this section, including: any/all
Cooperative biologists (or their consultants) shall coordinate, in advance, with State
Park Ranger and Environmental scientist staff for any/all illegal management actions or
activities to be conducted at FODSP. Text needs to be added clarifying that for any/all
Cooperative biologists who attempt to contact a member of the visiting public, who may
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G-28

G-29

G-30

G-31

be engaged in a prohibited or illegal activity, shall make a good faith effort to contact the
on duty State Park ranger. Text should be added noting that, Cooperative biologist staff
shall have training in how to make public contacts and learn methods of nonconfrontational contact techniques. Cooperative biologists shall sign and indemnify
State Parks of any all liability of their actions/activities when within FODSP and when
engaging with the public when attempting to notify the public of an illegal activity.
Add language in this section including ranger vehicles allowed on beaches in addition to
ATV quads. Text should be added that notes that, Ranger and natural resource vehicles
shall not be prohibited from entering the FODSP beach zone when responding to
human health and safety emergency response situations. Ranger patrols will not be
postponed if low tide wet sand is not available, especially if responding to a human
health and safety issue; this needs to be stricken from this section. Add text here that
states that plover nesting areas shall be shared with patrol staff weekly, or as is
available, to enhance awareness of active nest locations. This sharing of data may help
avoid nesting areas when responding to emergencies. The following text needs to be
removed, “ If tides do not allow, the patrol will be postponed until the “low and slow”
method can be employed.” Add text to include, “ State Parks is responsible for patrolling
FODSP including, but not limited to, beach, bluffs, campground, days use areas and
patrols will pay special attention to WSP habitat.” For beach patrols, include the
following text, “State Park employees with beach driver training will patrol the beach as
necessary following department policy and guidelines.”
Beach patrols, there is too much variability in a State Park rangers day to guarantee 7
day a week ranger patrols. Number of staffing varies due to vacations, training,
administrative time off, sick leave, reassignments to other park units, etc. This section
needs to recognize this. State Park patrols will occur 7 days a week during the WSP
breeding season as ranger resources are available to do so.
Roads will not be seasonally closed and shall be open year round. Campsites shall be
open year round. This section need to be rewritten placing much more emphasis on the
variabilities listed above and emphasis on working with the CCC, USFWS and
Cooperative in developing adaptive management measures to reduce impacts to
plovers.
Page 5-33. 3rd bullet. Reference a page number or Figure number or attach a Figure
denoting these parcels.
Page 5-36. Section 5.4.5 Avoidance and Minimization Measures for Road
Corridors and Infrastructure Construction, Operations, and Maintenance in and
adjacent to HMAs. First paragraph references Table 5-3 and mentions that the covered
activities and associated AMM would typically be implemented by a permittee or third
party applicant. See previous comments on the stay ahead provision.
Page 5-36. Section 5.4.6. Second paragraph. Change text to note that, vegetation
trimming at FODSP may occur more frequently than on a 10 year rotational basis if
vegetation presents tripping hazards within the active trail path or obstructs ADA safe
trail passage. This should be noted.

G-31
(continued)

G-32

G-33

G-34

G-35

G-36

G-37

Page 5-39. AMM-43. First bullet. Define what “occupied” means here. Occupied by
what? Occupied by a % cover for native plants in a given area? 5th bullet item: This
language should be changed as it is too vague as to what “schedule” means. Is this
section stating that the Cooperative shall have sole discretion to schedule restoration
activities in FODSP if they believe the activity has any potential to affect SBB or WSP?
If so, this could be very restrictive to meet established habitat restoration obligations.
Language needs to be inserted here that in the event the Cooperative delays restoration
activities there shall be no determination made that State parks is out of compliance
with meeting its habitat restoration obligations or that an adjustment to the obligation
shall consider the action and no compliance violation determination shall be made
without concurrence with State parks, the Cooperative, USFWS and CDFW. Also, the
Cooperative should work and consult with State Park Environmental Scientist staff on
restoration activities at FODSP so State Park staff are part of and included in the
scheduling process; language should be added to this section stating this.
Page 5-40. First bullet item. State Parks only uses native seed collected at FODSP for
FODSP revegetation/restoration projects. We do not use seed sources from outside the
park unit. We would request that adjacent permittees only use locally collected genetic
seed stock to reduce any chances of weed infestation and or hybridization of native
species at FODSP.
Page 5-41. AMM-45. State Parks has used herbicides to eradicate non-native species
since 1997 at FODSP, with great success. This section needs to have language
mentioning that in the event the Cooperative restricts the use of herbicide use at
FODSP(RoundUp) the subsequent consequence could be State Parks not meeting its
restoration obligations and in the event this were to occur State Parks should not be in
violation of not meeting this obligation, especially if the Cooperative mandates that State
Parks implement IPM strategies that reduce the speed at which State Parks would
normally reduce non-native species using herbicides such as RoundUp. Restoration of
habitat requires we eradicate hundreds of acres of nonnative iceplant. Mitigation
measure 10 on page 5-54 should be emphasized in this section as this is and will be the
preferred method to eradicate iceplant at FODSP during the permit term.
Page 5-53. Last paragraph. There is reference to AMMs in Section 5.4.3 – this
reference should be 5.4.4 and not 5.4.3. ??
Page 5-132. 13.2b Biological Goals & Objectives Again, public access restrictions
must be coordinated with State Park, Coastal Commission, USFWS, CDFW and
Cooperative staff. Any public closures resulting in a loss of park revenue (closing
campsites, parking lots, beach access trails etc.) should be compensated through the
Cooperative endowment fund. Rolling averages for chick fledgling rates need to be
offset for any documented natural perturbations including tidal run-up events resulting in
chick losses.
Page 5-136. Mitigation Measure -11. Prioritization of restoration sites at FODSP will
not only consider SBB populations. Priority will also include and consider restoration
required as part of campground coastal development permit special conditions; these
will include planting buckwheat but restoration priority will not only be limited to areas
where SBB populations have been documented. Text needs to be added reflecting this
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priority method mentioned above in relation to the campground coastal development
special condition.

G-43
(continued)

Page 5-148. Mitigation Measure 14. Management of the beach, bluffs and blowouts as
undeveloped beach frontage will occur. The Campground project includes a beach
access trail to the beach and is the third beach access point approved by the FODSP
General Plan and the HCP.
Page 6-34. Demographic, Recreational, and Predator Monitoring. Figure 6.1. The figure
fails to consider abiotic factors that could impact plover fledgling success at FODSP
such as storm surge, dune face failure and wave run-up that destroy nests. For naturally
occurring perturbations out of State Parks control there should not be a finding of noncompliance in meeting the 15 chick fledgling rate; but the perturbation should be
documented and number of nest sites impacted documented including loss rates due to
the event(s). Re-nesting attempts will be documented following a natural perturbation
such as mentioned above.

G-44

Page 6-36. Section 6.6.6.3.2 Bullet list. Add bullet item to monitor/document natural
perturbations that result in loss/take of nests/chicks e.g. wave run-up, storm surges. If
such an event occurs it should be monitored and recorded into the WSP data set.
Third paragraph. Endowment funds should be called out here to pay for this monitoring
level.
PAGE 6-51. Adaptive management Measure – 12. Specifically call out and add “State
Parks” to the list of agencies who will determine the best strategy for FODSP. There
needs to be mention, or reference here, to the fact that FODSP has an approved
general plan and that any/all strategies developed that are inconsistent with the general
plan could require State Parks submit a general plan amendment to the State Park and
Recreation Commission for review and approval.
Page 6-52. SLR is a global phenomenon. SLR will likely occur at other State Park units
within Recovery Unit 4. State Parks should not be viewed as not meeting FODSP
demographic thresholds due to SLR impacts for a global phenomenon beyond its
control. Text here should place emphasis on working with State Parks at other Unit 4
recovery sites. The section should also note that the CEMEX sand plant will cease sand
harvesting operations in 2020, and as a result up to 300,000 to 400,000 cubic yards of
sand will reenter the coastal cell and could help offset SLR and augment FODSP
coastal beach habitat. Text in this section needs to be added giving State Park
manager’s opportunity to work with the USFWS on developing offsite mitigation, in
working with the USFWS in mitigating recreational use affects, and in addressing SLR
impacts through a well-defined adaptive management process. .
Page 6-53. Top of page. Lines 1-6. The section should mention that State Parks and
the USFWS will work together to mutually identify and agree to any/all other State
Beaches to restore to meet its obligation. There needs to be a limit to the amount of
effort (staff and resources) State Parks must commit to in order to meet these
obligations offsite given that all other State Park coastal units will be experiencing the
same level of SLR impacts e.g. if the offsite areas experience similar, or worse, SLR
impacts the loss at off site sites should be quantified and a limitation established ( by all
agencies) to set a limitation or benchmark on the amount of time and resources are
allocated to these off site efforts within recovery 4 area. Again, this is a global
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phenomenon that according to SLR H++ modeling will have significant coastal impacts
throughout the world.
Page 6-53. Adaptive management Measure-13. 9th line should read as follows,
“…..State parks would work with USFWS to identify other mutually agreeable coastal
dune areas…”
Page 6-54. Section 6.8.2 Structure of the Adaptive Management Process. Lines 79 top of page. There needs to be mention, or reference here, to the fact that FODSP
has an approved general plan and that any/all adaptive management measures
implemented by the Cooperative that may be inconsistent with the general plan may
require State Parks to submit a general plan amendment to the State Park and
Recreation Commission for review and approval.
Second paragraph. Lines 6-10. Since AMM-12 is solely specific to FODSP there
needs to be text included here that includes State parks in the process of developing
management changes to FODSP. Again, there needs to be mention, or reference here,
to the fact that FODSP has an approved general plan and that for any/all management
changes developed that are inconsistent, or in conflict, with the FODSP General Plan
the change may require State Parks to submit a general plan amendment to the State
Park and Recreation Commission for review and approval.
Page 6-62. FODSP has no maritime chaparral habitat. Remove check marks here.
Page 6-66. MM-37 to MM-41. FODSP has never had CTS or CRLF; these check marks
should be removed from FODSP. As a result these MMs will not be implemented. Text
could include State Parks with a footnote that in the event these species are located
within FODSP that at that time State Parks would notify USFWS, CDFW and the
Cooperative and at that time implement these MMs (MM-37 through MM 41). Remove
check marks for these MMs 37-41.
Page 6-67. AMM-2. A footnote needs to be inserted here mentioning that avoidance
measure adjustments shall not compromise public safety and access at FODSP. AMM3 - FODSP has no CTS; remove check mark here.
Page 6-68. AMM-9. FODSP has never had presence of CTS.
Page 6-68. AMM – 11. A footnote needs to be added here noting that in the event State
Parks is required to eliminate, or significantly reduce, the use of herbicide use at
FODSP the USFWS and CDFW shall work with State Parks on any needs to adjust the
habitat restoration timelines. Reducing or eliminating the use of herbicides may impact
State Parks’ ability to meet habitat restoration obligations within the permit period.
Page 7-4. Section 7.3 Roles and Responsibilities. Top 6 lines on page. Text or a
footnote needs to be added here referencing and acknowledging that for any
Cooperative, USFWS, CDFW, Coastal Commission related park closure State Parks
will need at least 2-3 months advance notice to cancel campsite reservations, to issue
campsite reservation refunds, service contract cancellations etc. Text should be added
that mentions ( or refers to a process whereby) if State Parks has implemented all
adaptive management measures and there is a determination that closure must still be
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initiated, State Parks shall track revenue losses for the duration of the closure and
submit quarterly revenue loss reports to the Cooperative for revenue reimbursement
through the Endowment fund. A footnote should be inserted here noting that coastal
campsites throughout the reservation system can often book up 1 year, or more, in
advance. Text should be added here that specifies for any park closure action, whether
partial or full, the Cooperative will reimburse State Parks for any closure incurred costs
should any additional resources be needed to enforce a park closure; State Park
personnel and resources would most likely be very limited to enforce a partial or full
closure at the park unit FODSP has multiple access locations including, roads, trails,
open beach areas, and many open boundary lines making closure enforcement very
challenging. The costs of implementing the actual closure include costs such as the
following: hiring additional park closure seasonal staff, enforcement personnel, installing
additional signs, barricades, k-rail, gates, temporary fencing and related closure
materials. In addition to closure related costs, reimbursement should include campsite
reservation cancellations and loss of day use fees. State Parks will submit all park
closure related costs and revenue loss figures to the Cooperative on a quarterly basis
for reimbursement.
Page 7-17, 3rd paragraph. Line 7. As of December 14, 2018 State Parks has
successfully restored 230 acres of coastal dune habitat. Change 210 acres to read 230
acres.
Page 7-23 Section 7.9.1.2 Changes in Boundaries. A foot note should be added to
State Parks mentioning that an exception will be considered for human and health
safety related elements of a park general plan, general plan amendment, or
management plan. Human health and safety should take precedent over the HCP for all
warranted emergency response actions/activities.
Page 7-28. 1st paragraph. Line 3. The HCP permit term is 50 years. Change all
restoration activities shall be initiated by year 50, especially since the Cooperative or
successor agency will continue to monitor. This 5 year initiation extension can be critical
given fluctuations in budgets, staff layoffs etc. should they occur during the term of the
HCP. Initiation in year 50 would continue beyond the permit term.
Page 8-15. Section 8.1.2.1 Permit Suspension and Revocation Dialogue. 2nd
paragraph. State Parks shall not be held liable for another permittee who does not
meet its HCP terms, conditions and obligations of the ITP. The requirement that all
permittees are found to be noncompliant if one permittee fails to comply with meeting
their obligations needs to be rewritten to focus solely on the permittee(s) found to be in
non-compliance, notify all other permittees, and require all permittees to the round table
with the Cooperative, and regulatory agency staff, to strategize on ways to get the
noncompliant permittee into compliance. State Park operations and facilities including
roads and campgrounds, day use, beach access trails should not be held hostage if
other permittees are found to be noncompliant with the terms, conditions and
obligations of the ITP i.e. if another permittee is found to be noncompliant and State
Park operations are shut down the endowment fund, through the Cooperative, should
be required to compensate State Parks for any/all lost revenue incurred through such a
closure triggered by a permittee other than State Parks. If a permittees ITP is revoked
this revocation should not be extended to the other permittees but should extend only to
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the permittee whose ITP has been suspended or revoked. Text here needs to reflect
these suggested changes.

G-61
(continued)

Page 8-17 Section 8.3 Permittee Assurances. Since the inception of the HCP State
Parks has reemphasized that it cannot provide funding assurances. We are unable to
dedicate the state budget in this manner. State parks has reiterated this since 2012.

G-62

Page 9-10 and 9-11. Section 9.2.1.2 Program Administration. All State Park level
staffing in this section are estimates only for the purposes of meeting the HCP
obligations only. .
Page 9-11 Section 9.2.1.3 Habitat Restoration. First bullet item. With fluctuating
budgets it is not safe to assume all habitat restoration will occur in the first 20 years of
the HCP term. It is safe to say that all habitat restoration will most likely occur within the
50 year permit term. Strike this assumption of 20 years.
Page 9-2. 5th and 6th bullet items. These bullet items need to change as it is uncertain
how many existing vs. new hires will actually be needed to meet all the HCP obligations.
There should be a footnote to this effect noting that as the HCP obligations are
implemented State Parks may find a need to hire additional seasonal and permanent
staff and therefore these numbers are only estimates at this time.
Section 9.3. Page 9-15. Funding Sources and Assurances. See ES-9 Funding
comments above.
Table 9-8. Under ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS - All State Park figures should be
footnoted and noted that these are estimates only and are subject to fluctuations in
budget appropriations Allocations are influenced by economic conditions and
fluctuations in annual State Park budget allocations.
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Page 9-30 Section 9.3.3 State Parks Annual Appropriations. 1st paragraph. HMP
requirements and HCP obligations are not “nearly equivalent” – strike this sentence.
HMP funds may not be sufficient to implement all the HCP obligations as proved in the
funding projections needed for HCP implementation that are identified in the HCP – this
sentence needs to be stricken as it falsely makes the argument that there is essentially
no difference between HMP and HCP implementation. It is not safe to assume that
State Parks will receive sufficient funding throughout the entire 50 year term of the HCP,
or in perpetuity. State Parks is not funded through a State legislative budget line item for
the HCP; this is not how we are funded. While it is true that State Parks will ask for
funding to meet the HCP requirements there is no "guarantee" that funding requested or
allocated will fully meet HCP obligation needs. 2nd paragraph: Remove “guarantee”
from this sentence. While State Parks will be committed to HCP implementation and will
continue to request funding, which could extend throughout the term of the HCP, State
Parks has repeatedly informed the HCP working group that the HCP will not be funded
through a separate budget line item through the legislature – this reference needs to be
deleted.

G-67

4th paragraph. This paragraph is suggesting that lack of funding, determined by the
USFWS and CDFW could result in take. State Parks has had little if no take at FODSP
given limited HMP funding. This assumption on budget shortfalls resulting in take should
be stricken. Monitoring will best determine whether take occurs or not. State Parks will

G-68

work with the USFWS, Cooperative and CDFW on any/all budget shortfalls. No one
agency should arbitrarily assess funding figures and make a determination solely on a
funding figure that the allocation itself will result in take. Delete “….provide sufficient
funding and consequent nonperformance in…..” from the last sentence in this
paragraph. The sentence should read, “State Parks recognizes that failure to fulfill its
HCP responsibilities could result in temporary permit suspension or permit revocation”.
While it is true that State Parks will continue to search for grant opportunities it should
be noted that the grants received thus far span a time period of 22 years. State Parks
will continue to search and apply for grant funding to augment our HCP responsibilities
as long as grant funds are available.
Page 9-35. 4th bullet item. While sharing State Park staff and materials is mentioned,
State Parks cannot spend or allocate staff to other HMAs outside FODSP that have a
development nexus. Our funding source prevents this from occurring. 6th Bullet: add,
“ …….as funding is made available.” to the last sentence.
Section 9.3.5.2 Funding Assurances for Uncertain State Budget Allocations. Page
9-36. Change 210 acres to 230 acres.

G-68
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4. Comments and Responses on Draft EIS/EIR

4.8

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER G: CALIFORNIA
PARKS AND RECREATION

DEPARTMENT

OF

G-1

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

G-2

Security patrol staff could include State Park Rangers as well as State Park environmental staff,
in addition to others as described in the HCP (e.g. lifeguards, visitor support staff, volunteers,
Cooperative funded biologists). The HCP designates the responsibility for staffing, timing,
and oversight of patrol frequency to the HMA Managers, which includes FODSP. The text in
bulleted paragraph four of AMM-27 states that “Park rangers will patrol the beach as frequently
as possible.”

G-3

The comment requests adding the Fort Ord Dunes State Park (FODSP) campground, multi-use
facility to Table 3.11-1 on page 3.11-3 of the Draft EIS/EIR. This table lists the land use
designations as identified in the 1997 Reuse Plan. The Open Space/Recreation land use
designation in the Reuse Plan includes active and public parks and a limited amount of
convenience retail uses. In addition, the Visitor Serving and Public Facility/Institutional land
use designations, which also fall within the FODSP, permit hotels, conference centers,
restaurants, and golf courses, and youth camps, respectively. While the FODSP campground,
multi-use facility generally falls within the Visitor Serving land use designation, because the
1997 Reuse Plan does not specifically identify the FODSP campground, multi-use facility and
the purpose of the Draft EIS/EIR is not to amend the Reuse Plan, the requested revision was
not made.

G-4

The comment requests that clarifying language be added to the dune stabilization work
discussed in Section 5.5.3.2.2 of the Draft HCP to reflect the program and budgetary constraints
of State Parks as well as clarify that steep, ocean-facing dune escarpments will likely not be
revegetated. A clarifying sentence has been added to this section. Please refer to Chapter 6,
Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-5

The comment states that the grading amounts for the coastal trail connecting the campground
to the beach may exceed 100 cubic yards and requests that text noting this amount is an estimate
be added page 3-25 of Section 3.3.2.2.1 of the Draft HCP. The text currently states that grading
“would involve approximately 100 cubic yards,” (emphasis added) and, thus, currently
provides text describing that the amount is an estimate. As such, the requested text was not
added to the Draft HCP.

G-6

The comment requests that the last vertical heading in Table 2-11, Covered Activities by HMA,
be changed to read as follows: Future Road and Trail Corridors and Infrastructure (emphasis
added), resulting in adding trails to this covered activity category. However, the suggested
revision is not consistent with the categories as presented in the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP,
as trails are included as covered activities in the Road and Trail Maintenance category.
Therefore, the suggested revision was not made to the Draft EIS/EIR.

G-7

The comment requests replacing “educational” with “interpretive” in the sentence 6th line down
under the Recreational and Educational Use heading on page 2-25 of the Draft EIS/EIR. The
suggested clarification has been made to the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to Chapter 7,
Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.
The comment further requests that Figure 3.11-2 of the Draft EIS/EIR identify unrestricted
areas of the FODSP as a potential campground site. Figure 3.11-2 depicts Figure 3.3-2 of the
1997 Reuse Plan. However, as discussed in Response G-3, the 1997 Reuse Plan does not
identify a potential campground site in the land use designations for the FODSP and Figure
3.3-2 does not identify a potential campground site on FODSP. Figure 3.3-2 does, however,
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depict a hotel opportunity site on FODSP. As a result, the requested revision was not made to
the Draft EIS/EIR.
G-8

The comment requests adding “RV and tent camping, hike and bike camping” to the 4th bullet
on page 3.11-12 of the Draft EIS/EIR. Similar to the discussion of the Reuse Plan land use
designations in the Draft EIS/EIR as described in Response G-3, the discussion on page 3.1112 summarizes the approved FODSP General Plan and the described potential uses and
activities that might occur in the various zones of the planning area. Because the General Plan
does not include the requested language, the revision to the Draft EIS/EIR was not made.

G-9

The comment requests that “new” be deleted on page 3.13-6 of the Draft EIR/EIR where
discussing a boardwalk in FODSP as the boardwalk is now old. The requested revision has
been made to the Draft EIS/EIR in addition to deleting the reference to the FODSP as being
“recently opened.” Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.

G-10

Section ES.9, Funding, of the Draft HCP was amended to remove State Parks from first
paragraph, lines 7-10. Text was added to clarify that State Parks cannot obligate State budget
general fund appropriations in advance of the budget cycle, and that it will meet financial
obligations under the HCP as State budget appropriations are made available. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-11

Section ES.9, Funding, was amended with text inserted into second paragraph, lines 7-8
clarifying that HCP required actions on State Parks-managed HMAs will be funded by annual
budget allocations as State budget appropriations are made available. Please refer to Chapter
6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-12

The comment is acknowledged. The text of Section 1.9.2, Role of the Fort Ord Regional
Habitat Cooperative, does not obligate State Parks to allocate State funds to the Cooperative
for cost sharing purposes.

G-13

Text was added to Section 3.3.2.2 of the Draft HCP, clarifying that signed agreements between
State Parks, US Army, and the DTSC are for future lead remediation in the form of removal of
surface lead bullets. Figures 3-6b through 3-6d were removed. Please refer to Chapter 6,
Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-14

Please refer to Response G-5.

G-15

Text was added to Section 3.3.2.2.2 to include the potential for the development of public
restroom facilities and an entrance station in this zone. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to
the Draft HCP.

G-16

Text was added to Section 3.3.2.2.4 to add additional project components in this zone
consisting of approximately 50 acres of grading, RV dump station and lighting, trail fencing,
symbolic fencing, and native dune restoration. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the
Draft HCP.

G-17

Text was added to Section 3.3.3.4 to clarify law enforcement activities will include law
enforcement emergency response and patrol activities. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to
the Draft HCP.

G-18

Construction and/or demolition of booster lift/stations by the Marina Coast Water District is a
Capital Improvement Project category included as a covered activity under the HCP (Appendix
D). Section 3.3.4.2.1 and Table 3-11 were revised to reflect this change from improvements to
the Ord Village Lift Station to decommissioning the lift station. Please refer to Chapter 6,
Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-19

The 2nd to last sentence on page 4-5 has been corrected to reference the correct figure; Figure
3-6a.
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Section 5.4.4, AMM-27 provides full detail regarding the circumstances under which closing
public beach access would occur. Coordination between the Cooperative Program
Administrator, State Parks, USFWS and CCC would be required in such a situation. A crossreference to this section was added. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.
G-20

Section 3.3.2.2 adequately describes the covered activities within the FODSP, and as a result,
the requested revision was not made to the Draft HCP.

G-21

Text was updated in Section 4.3.5.1 with additional information related to the status of the State
Park Campground project and CDP conditions related to mitigation for the project.
Specifically, Special Condition 7 of the CDP requires the restoration of approximately 89 acres
of coastal dune and dune scrub habitats in the vicinity of the campground. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-22

Text was added to Section 4.3.6.1 explaining that covered activities (i.e., development) east of
Highway 1 within the Plan Area could also affect western snowy plover. Additional text was
added to Section 4.3.6.1 to describe the docent and volunteer program to be developed by State
Parks to provide additional mitigation for impacts to western snowy plover by providing
education and interpretation focused on the species behavior and sensitivity to human
disturbance. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-23

Please refer to Response G-19.

G-24

Section 4.4.1.1 does not obligate State Parks to manage western snowy plovers on privately
owned property. Brief descriptions of the Monterey Bay Shores Resort development and The
Collection at Monterey Bay Point are included in the HCP as potential contributors to
cumulative impacts to special status species in conjunction with implementation of the HCP.
The analysis of the cumulative impacts of these projects is provided in the EIR/EIS for the
HCP.

G-25

It is unclear what the commenter is referring to with the statement “See comment ‘Page 4-5’
above” as the section of the HCP referred to in the comment does not contain a reference to
Figure 3-6, nor does it contain any references to trail closures.
Section 5.3.2.2 is concerned with describing the biological Goals and Objectives for coastal
strand and dune management under the HCP, and, therefore, this section is not the appropriate
location for a discussion of the habitat restoration that has been completed to date and will be
credited to the total restoration acreage required on State Parks managed HMAs.
Also note the last sentence in the first paragraph of Section 5.5.3.2.2, Coastal Strand and
Dunes, that states “[the] base year for calculating restored acreage will be the 1995 baseline to
ensure that State Parks receives credit for restoration completed to date.”
State Parks credit for restoration of coastal strand and dune habitat to date is referenced in
Section 5.5.1, Mitigation Measure-2, Footnote 7, Section 7.6, and Section 9.3.5.2, which were
revised with the correct acres of restoration of coastal strand and dune habitat to date at the
time of HCP finalization. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-26

Clarifying text was added to AMM-22 regarding the installation of anti-perch devices on
interpretive signs to deter avian predators in western snowy plover habitat. In addition, text
acknowledging the consulting role of the State Park Historian in any decision to implement
tree removal as an adaptive management action to reduce avian predator impacts in western
snowy plover habitat if the action would potentially affect an historic tree row was added.
Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-27

The HCP defines the prohibited activities as “hang gliding or paragliding launch sites.” No
recommendation is made or suggested for a “no fly zone” over the FODSP.
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G-28

The HCP defines areas where campfires will be prohibited as “...beaches in dune and coastal
strand habitat, areas targeted for habitat restoration, and western snowy plover nesting
habitat...” Additional text was added to AMM-27, 3rd bullet point, to identify the developed
campground as a location that will allow campfires. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to
the Draft HCP.

G-29

The HCP section referenced in the comment is not suggesting that FODSP should close
seasonally as an adaptive management measure to prevent impacts to western snowy plovers.
However, temporary public beach access route closure is an adaptive management strategy
included in the HCP. Please refer to Response G-19.

G-30

The Draft HCP includes avoidance and minimization measures that have been developed in
consultation with USFWS over a period of many years. Removing the component of AMM27 that could close trails, restrooms, and parking lots would require renegotiation with the
USFWS to determine whether the AMM would still avoid and minimize adverse effects to
western snowy plover. Similarly, the suggested revision would alter the HCP’s cost and
funding plan, and, thus, would require renegotiation with the co-permittees before such a
change could be instituted.
As a result, if the suggested revision to AMM-27 is still desired, State Parks could consult with
USFWS or the co-permittees to include the revisions in their ITP or request an amendment
after permit issuance. Similarly, if AMM-27 remains in the HCP, State Parks could renegotiate
the cost and funding strategy with the co-permittees.

G-31

Text was added to AMM-27, 4th bullet point, regarding training, protocols for public contact,
law enforcement coordination and notification requirements, and other requirements for
Cooperative staff, consultants, or volunteers engaged in beach patrol activities on FODSP
lands. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-32

The text of the section that describes limitations on vehicular patrols includes the qualifier “In
all but emergency situations...” which acknowledges that access and driving practices in an
emergency response situation may require deviation from normal best practices. As a result,
the requested revisions were not made to the Draft HCP.

G-33

The HCP provision for daily patrols during western snowy plover breeding season stipulates
that Cooperative funded biologists will be available five days per week, State Park rangers will
patrol as frequently as possible, and that volunteers may be employed to increase the frequency
of patrols. There is no expectation or requirement stated in the HCP for State Park rangers
exclusively to patrol seven days a week.

G-34

The 7th bullet point from the end of the list was revised to remove limiting the seasonal use of
roads and campsites. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-35

References to Figures 3-3 and 3-19 were added to the 3rd bullet on page 5-33. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-36

No other comment received from the commenter could be identified that referenced the stay
ahead provision. Thus, it is unclear what question or issue the commenter has with Section
5.4.5 and the relationship between Table 5-3 and the implementation of covered activities and
associated AMMs by a permittee or third-party applicant with the stay ahead provision of the
HCP.

G-37

AMM-34 describes vegetation trimming along minor roads and trails to reduce canopy closure.
It is unlikely that vegetation identified for trimming to open the canopy cover would present a
tripping hazard; however, lower-growing branches could potentially obstruct an active trail
path. Additional text was added to AMM-34 to specify selective clipping and trimming of
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vegetation to maintain open and safe minor road and trail access in addition to reducing canopy
closure. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.
G-38

Text was added to Section 5.4.8, AMM-43, 1st bullet point, to clarify that areas that are
disturbed and not already occupied by HCP species should be targeted for restoration projects.
The 5th bullet point was revised to make clear that restoration activities will be planned to avoid
affecting nesting western snowy plovers and Smith’s blue butterfly during the flight season. It
is not the intent of AMM-43 that the Cooperative would delay the schedule of a planned
restoration action, rather, that the nesting season for western snowy plovers and the flight
season for Smith’s blue butterfly should be taken into account during the planning phase for
any restoration activities that may affect the habitat of these species. Please refer to Chapter
6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-39

The suggestion to only use locally collected native seed stock is acknowledged. However, the
HCP provides for an alternative should a situation arise in which local stock is not available
during a critical restoration period. Additional approval would be required before non-local
plant materials could be used in the Plan Area, and post-use monitoring is required.
Furthermore, the HCP prohibits the use of non-local propagules of the host species for Smith’s
blue butterfly (coast and seacliff buckwheat) even in instances where restoration projects would
be delayed due to the lack of available plant material.

G-40

The comment is acknowledged. The goal of AMM-45, minimizing the use of chemical
herbicides for controlling non-native invasive plant species during the permit term, is consistent
with the continued use of chemical herbicides by State Parks as part of their non-native
eradication program. AMM-46 provides additional measures to prevent impacts to HCP
species resulting from the use of chemical herbicides. As the acreage of nonnative iceplant is
reduced, it is expected that the annual use of chemical herbicides will be reduced as well. MM10 includes provisions for manual and/or mechanical removal of iceplant should the use of
chemical herbicide be contraindicated.

G-41

Section 5.5.3.2.2, 3rd paragraph, the reference to Avoidance and Minimization Measures for
Public Use in HMAs and Property Ownership of Borderlands was corrected with the
appropriate section number, 5.4.4. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-42

Please refer to Response G-19, Response G-30, and Response H-1.

G-43

The comment is acknowledged. MM-11 does not preclude consideration of additional habitat
areas outside of Smith’s blue butterfly habitat as priority for restoration actions. MM-11 does
not present a conflict with the fulfillment of Special Condition 7 of the CCC CDP for the
campground and does not limit restoration priority only to areas where butterfly populations
have been documented. Please refer to Response G-21.

G-44

Please refer to Response G-45 and H-1.

G-45

Section 6.6.6.3.2, the first bulleted item, requires the cause of all western snowy plover nest
losses be determined. In addition, the first paragraph of the section states “...the reasons for
nest failure will be documented for all nests...” Additional text to include abiotic events such
as wave run-up or storm surges was added as reasons for nest failure that will be documented
by the monitoring program.
The funding for base-wide HCP species monitoring for all HMAs will be provided by the
Cooperative through the HCP Endowment Fund, as discussed in Section 1.9.2, Role of the Fort
Ord Regional Habitat Cooperative.
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Effectiveness monitoring will be conducted by the Habitat Cooperative. Costs and funding
associated with monitoring are discussed in Section 9.2.1.5, Monitoring, Research, and
Adaptive Management. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.
G-46

Text was added to AMM-12 to include State Parks in addition to the Cooperative, USFWS,
HMA mangers, and western snowy plover monitors as the agencies that will determine the
most effective management and recreational use strategies to increase western snowy plover
nesting and fledgling success for FODSP. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft
HCP.
Section 6.8.2 details the general structure of the adaptive management process under the HCP.
State Parks, as a Permittee, is not unique in having an approved General Plan that would apply
in the Plan Area. As a result, the requested revision was not made to the Draft HCP.

G-47

The HCP acknowledges that global climate change and subsequent sea level rise is likely to
affect western snowy plover, and that a direct loss of all habitat for the western snowy plover
at FODSP as a result of sea level rise is foreseeable during the permit term. Under the HCP,
this is regarded as a changed circumstance, defined as a circumstance affecting a species or
geographic area covered by a conservation plan or agreement that can be reasonably anticipated
by the applicant(s) and the USFWS, and for which the parties can plan a response (50 CFR
17.3).
The planned response to sea level rise incorporated into the HCP is described by Changed
Circumstance-5 as the relocation of western snowy plover management under the HCP to
another area within Recovery Unit 4 if the impacts of sea level rise modify plover habitat at
FODSP to the extent that demographic thresholds cannot be realized, and the USFWS concurs
that all adaptive management options within the Plan Area have been exhausted. The expanded
area will encompass all of Recovery Unit 4, but local management areas within Recovery Unit
4 will be chosen at the time expansion is implemented, in coordination with the Cooperative,
USFWS, and State Parks, based on current site conditions and potential for nesting and fledging
success. State Parks is recognized as an integral partner and all management decisions related
to FODSP would necessarily be made in consultation with State Parks staff.

G-48

The final sentence of the HCP section referred to in the comment states: “If coastal erosion
results in the loss of 420-restored acres, State Parks would work with the USFWS to identify
other coastal dune areas to restore to meet its obligation of restoring 420 acres of coastal dune
habitat within Monterey County.” Therefore, it is unclear what additional text the commenter
is requesting to describe State Parks working together with USFWS.
Note that the HCP describes the avoidance and minimization measures, mitigation measures,
monitoring measures, and adaptive management measures that the Permittees must implement
under the HCP. The “No Surprises” rule (Section 8.1.1.1, No Surprises Rule) ensures that
“non-Federal landowners participating in habitat conservation planning under the ESA will
receive assurances that no additional land, water, or financial compensation or additional
restrictions on the use of land, water, or other natural resources with regard to the HCP species
or habitats beyond the levels and/or amounts provided for under this HCP—including the
HCP’s planned responses to changed circumstances (see below), or protected within the
HMAs—will be required for species adequately covered by a properly implemented HCP, in
light of unforeseen circumstances, without the consent of the Permittee(s).”
See Section 8.1.1.2, Changed Circumstances, for a definition of changed circumstances.
Changed circumstances recognized and funded by the HCP, include global climate change
(Section 8.1.1.2.3) and coastal erosion (Section 8.1.1.2.5).
In choosing offsite locations for habitat restoration to compensate for erosional loss of restored
coastal dune acreage within FODSP, coordination between State Parks and USFWS would
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presumably prevent the selection of a site experiencing similar, or worse, impacts from sea
level rise than the onsite location. The selection of such an area would render its value and
utility for habitat restoration impractical at best, and impossible at worst.
G-49

The phrase “mutually agreeable” was inserted into the final sentence of AMM-13. Please refer
to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-50

Please refer to Response G-46.

G-51

It is unclear what portion of the HCP the commenter is referring to in this comment. The
second paragraph of Section 6.8.2 does not contain any reference to AMM-12, neither does the
section as a whole. Please refer to Response G-46.

G-52

Table 6-2, HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures by
Location, was corrected. Under subheading “Effectiveness Monitoring – Baseline,” a check
mark for Monitoring Measure-5 indicating that FODSP contains maritime chaparral habitat
was removed. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-53

Table 6-2, HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures by
Location, was corrected. Under subheading “Effectiveness Monitoring – HCP Species,” check
marks for Monitoring Measures-37 through -41 related to requirements for California tiger
salamander and California red-legged frog were removed. Please refer to Chapter 6,
Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-54

Table 6-2, HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures by
Location, was modified. Under subheading “Adaptive Management,” a footnote was added to
the check mark under FODSP for AMM-2 that states that avoidance measures for maintaining
roads, trails, and fuelbreaks will not compromise public safety and/or access at FODSP.
AMM-3 can be implemented in all HMAs regardless of current occupation status by California
tiger salamander. It requires passive observation of more than two individuals of the species
crushed in any one year before further actions are taken. Implementation of this measure in
currently unoccupied HMAs could help detect a range-expansion or change in population
distribution due to climate change or other environmental factors that could occur during the
permit term. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-55

Table 6-2, HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures by
Location, was corrected. Under subheading “Adaptive Management”, a check mark for AMM9 indicating that FODSP must manage California tiger salamanders was removed. Please refer
to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-56

Please refer to Response G-40.

G-57

The HCP section referenced in the comment is not suggesting that FODSP should close
seasonally as an adaptive management measure to prevent impacts to western snowy plovers,
and the text of the section was revised to clarify this point. However, temporary public beach
access route closure is an adaptive management strategy included in the HCP. Please refer to
Response G-19. Please also refer to Response G-29 as it relates to the reimbursement to State
Parks of lost revenues that may occur as a result of a temporary closure due to an adaptive
management action. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-58

Please refer to Response G-25.

G-59

Any action that would alter or diminish a Permittee’s obligations under the HCP or the permits
would require consultation with, and concurrence of, the Wildlife Agencies, and likely a plan
amendment (Section 8.4.2, Major Amendments). Please refer to Response G-61 for additional
discussion related to the nature of the ITPs requested by the Permittees.
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G-60

The initiation of all restoration actions by Year 45 of the permit term allows for the actions to
be completed within the permit term. A restoration action that is initiated in Year 50 of the
permit term may not be successfully completed in Year 50, and there are no provisions within
the HCP for funding for restoration during the post-permit term, only funding for adaptive
management and limited monitoring to ensure management actions are performing
appropriately.

G-61

As stated in Section 1.9.1, Permittees, the jurisdictions, organizations, and agencies identified
as Permittees under this HCP are requesting one non-severable ESA Section 10(a)(1)(B)
incidental take permit and one non-severable CESA Section 2081 permit that would provide
authorization for take that occurs as a result of implementing covered activities within their
respective jurisdictions.
If the permit issued by USFWS or CDFW is suspended or revoked, take authorization provided
to all Permittees and those under their jurisdiction would also be suspended or revoked. Such
a suspension or revocation could occur for all or some of the species authorized by that permit.
State Parks is a co-Permittee under the HCP with take coverage provided by a single nonseverable federal permit, and single non-severable state permit. The non-severable nature of
the permits means that all co-permittees are equally affected should either of the ITPs be
suspended or revoked.
The Draft HCP terms and conditions, including those of permit suspension and revocation
dialogue have been developed in consultation with USFWS and CDFW over the last 23 years.
The suggested revision would significantly alter the intent of the corresponding terms and
conditions and would need to be renegotiated with the Wildlife Agencies. As a result, if the
suggested revision is still desired, State Parks could consult with CDFW and USFWS to include
the requested revisions in their ITP.

G-62

Please refer to Responses G-10, G-11, and G-12.

G-63

The comment related to State Park staffing estimates is acknowledged.

G-64

The comment is concerned with the key assumptions used in the development of the cost model
for the HCP. The purpose of the cost model is to provide an estimate of the costs of
implementing the plan as well as costs in perpetuity. To that end, the model is dealing with
unknown parameters, and must use assumptions in order to provide estimates. These
assumptions should not be mistaken for absolute parameters. They are provided in the interests
of transparency as a means of understanding the outputs of the cost model.
Further discussion regarding the staffing assumptions for State Parks is provided in Section
9.2.1.1.1, Staffing, footnote 2.

G-65

Please refer to Responses G-10, G-11, and G-12.

G-66

Table 9-8, subheading “Annual Appropriations,” a footnote was added to State Parks to the
effect that appropriation amounts are estimates due to fluctuations in annual budget
appropriations. A cross reference to Section 9.3.3, State Parks’ Annual Appropriations, was
included in the footnote. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-67

The sentence stating that HMP required activities are nearly equivalent to HCP required actions
was removed from Section 9.3.3, State Parks’ Annual Appropriations. “Guarantee” was
removed from the 2nd paragraph. The sentence was revised as follows: “State Parks is
committed to successful implementation of this HCP and will annually request sufficient
funding from the legislature to implement the HCP and fulfill the terms and commitments of
the ITP.”
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Note that paragraph two of the section includes an assurance that State Parks will annually
request sufficient funding from the legislature to implement the HCP and fulfill the terms of
the ITP as an expression of its commitment to successful implementation of the HCP.
However, there is no consequent assumption that those funds are guaranteed to be allocated by
the legislature.
Further discussion in the section explains the uncertainty surrounding future budget
appropriations that may affect State Parks’ ability to implement the HCP, and describes the
role of the Implementation Assurances Fund that will be created, and will provide funding to
State Parks in years when budget shortfalls may occur. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions
to the Draft HCP.
G-68

Section 9.3.3, 4th paragraph, does not state an assumption that a budget shortfall will result in
take of a covered species. It acknowledges that there is potential for risk of take should the
Permittee be unable to fulfill the permit requirements and fully implement the HCP. As an
example, should a budget shortfall prevent implementation of required HCP mitigation
measures, there is the risk of unmitigated take occurring. If monitoring is fully implemented,
monitoring results may show that no take occurred; however, the lack of mitigation
implementation still increases the risk of take. Thus, under a circumstance where a budget
shortfall may prevent full implementation of all required HCP actions, consultation with the
Wildlife Agencies would be needed to address alternative means of preventing risk of take.
There is no mechanism for a single agency to determine that take has occurred solely based on
a funding allocation. The final sentence of paragraph four was amended to remove the phrase
“...provide sufficient funding and consequent nonperformance in...” Please refer to Chapter
6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-69

The comment related to State Parks’ future actions in applying for grant funding to augment
HCP responsibilities is acknowledged.

G-70

Section 9.3.5.1, 4th bulleted item, was modified to include language acknowledging that State
Parks cannot commit any resources to HMAs with a development nexus. The 6th bulleted item
had the phrase “...as funding is made available” added to the last sentence. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

G-71

Please refer to Response G-25.
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LETTER H

State of California • Natural Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Monterey District
2211 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940

Gavin Newsom, Governor
Lisa Ann L. Mangat, Director

RE: FORT ORD
MULTI-SPECIES HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN
PUBLIC DRAFT DEIS/EIR
SCH #2005061119
FROM: California State Parks
DEIS/EIR Comments
(December 16, 2019)

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation Plan Public Draft DEIS/EIR, SCH #2005061119. The comments below
reflect State Park staff and Counsel Review.
H-1

FORT ORD
MULTI-SPECIES HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN
PUBLIC DRAFT DEIS/EIR
SCH #2005061119

VOLUME 1: Habitat Conservation Plan
(State Park Comments)
Page 5-10 Section 5.3.3.2 Objective 13.2b
This objective needs to be deleted or modified so that it is achievable. FODSP
experienced a fledging rate of 4 in 2019. This low fledging rate was not due to
campground operations or increased public access and State Parks would be starting
this HCP requirement off in a deficit with one more low year. The fledging rate should
consider the regional population and not a few isolated individuals. Ecology is not
restricted to artificial boundaries and individuals may move north or south for unknown
reasons, even if provided prime habitat.

H-2

4. Comments and Responses on Draft EIS/EIR

4.9

RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER H: CALIFORNIA
PARKS AND RECREATION

DEPARTMENT

OF

H-1

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.

H-2

The request to delete or modify the objective would alter the western snowy plover-specific
mitigation that has been developed in consultation with the USFWS over the last 23 years to
offset the impacts of the take to western snowy plover. As a result, State Parks should
renegotiate with USFWS to determine whether an alternative, proposed objective would be
adequate to adequately offset the impacts of the take to the maximum extent practicable.
Also note that an important purpose of the monitoring and adaptive management strategy for
western snowy plover (Section 6.5.9, Western Snowy Plover) is to determine whether the
mitigation measures are achieving objectives. Information and data gathered through
monitoring will help to identify causes for a fledge rate per male dipping below the target stated
in the objective. Management actions will be adaptively adjusted based on the information and
data gathered from monitoring. If monitoring indicates that fledge rate per male was affected
by factors beyond the control of FODSP (e.g., extreme weather, wide-ranging disease) then
mitigation measures may not necessarily need to be adjusted.
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Serving Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Cruz Counties

24580 Silver Cloud Court
Monterey, CA 93940
PHONE: (831) 647-9411 • FAX: (831) 647-8501

December 16, 2019

Stephen P. Henry, Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, CA 93003
Email: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov
SUBJECT: Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan DRAFT EIS/EIR
Dear Mr. Henry,
Thank you for providing the Monterey Bay Air Resources District (Air District) with the opportunity to
comment on the Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan Draft EIS/EIR. The Air District has
reviewed the EIS/EIR and has the following comments:

I-1

Air Quality:




Construction Dust:
Fugitive dust from construction activities can be significant if not mitigated. The Air District
appreciates that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife included a Construction Dust Mitigation Plan in the
Mitigation Measures. Supporting information can be found in the Air District’s 2008 CEQA
Guidelines (Chapter 8). https://www.mbard.org/ceqa
Construction Equipment:
The Air District suggests that when possible cleaner construction equipment be used for any
construction project. This includes equipment that conforms to ARB’s Tier 3 or Tier 4 emission
standards. We further recommend that, whenever feasible, construction equipment use
alternative fuels such as compressed natural gas, propane, electricity or biodiesel.

I-2

I-3

Permits Required:


Prescribed Burning:
State and local laws apply for any open outdoor burning including prescribed burning.
Please coordinate with the Air District for applicable permits.



Portable Equipment:
The Air District permits to operate, or statewide portable equipment registration, may be
required for portable equipment such as engine generator sets and compressors. Please make
sure to contact the Air District’s Engineering Division at (831) 647-9411 to discuss if a Portable
Registration is necessary for any portable equipment planned to be utilized for this project.

Richard A. Stedman, Air Pollution Control Officer

I-4

I-5



Building Demolition/Renovation and Trenching Activities:
If any asbestos piping or asbestos material are uncovered as part of building demolition, earth
moving and/or trenching or during any project, Air District rules may apply. These include Rule
424, National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants and Rule 439, Building
Removals. Rule 424 contains the investigation and reporting requirements for asbestos which
includes surveys and advanced notification on structures being renovated or demolished.
Notification to the Air District is required at least ten days prior to renovation or demolition
activities. District Rule 439 prohibits the release of any visible emissions from building removals.
Rules 424 and 439 can be found online at https://www.arb.ca.gov/drdb/mbu/cur.htm. Please
contact Shawn Boyle or Cindy Searson at (831) 647-9411 for more information regarding these
rules.

I-6

General:




Section 3.13.2.2 Fire Services:
–

The fire agency “Salinas Rural Fire Department” mentioned is an outdated name.
This fire agency is known by Monterey County Regional Fire Protection District
(MCRFPD).

–

The Presidio of Monterey Fire Department (POMFD) is located on Fort Ord yet they
are not included in the list fire services.

–

The City of Seaside fire department is listed as “the closest fire station to the former
Fort Ord area..” however, POMFD is actually located on Fort Ord and MCRFPD has a
substation in the East Garrison housing.

–

Figure 3.13-1 also lists the wrong name for MCRFPD and omits POMFD.

I-7

Figure A-2e shows an aerial image of Darwin Road when it supposed to show Evolution
Road.

Should you have any questions, please contact me at (831) 647-9411 or cduymich@mbard.org.

Best Regards,

Christine Duymich
Air Quality Planner II
cc: David Frisbey
Shawn Boyle
Cindy Searson

Richard A. Stedman, Air Pollution Control Officer

I-8

4. Comments and Responses on Draft EIS/EIR

4.10 RESPONSE
DISTRICT

TO

COMMENT LETTER I: MONTEREY BAY AIR RESOURCES

I-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter as follows. No response is required.

I-2

The comment supports the Construction Dust Mitigation Plan identified in MM AQ-1 in the
Draft EIS/EIR and provides supporting information for construction dust management. The
comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

I-3

The comment recommends using cleaner construction equipment be used when possible and,
whenever feasible, construction equipment use alternative fuels. The comment is referred to
the decision-makers for their consideration.

I-4

The comment states that permits are required for prescribed burns and not on the environmental
analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR. Implementing entities will contact the Air District to obtain a
permit when required.

I-5

The comment states that permits may be required for portable equipment. Implementing
entities will contact the Air District to obtain a permit when required.

I-6

The comment summarizes Rule 424 and Rule 439 and states that these rules may apply during
building removal and earthmoving and/or trenching activities. Implementing entities will
comply with these rules and notify the Air District when required.

I-7

The comment provides some corrections in Section 3.13.2.2, Fire Services, of the Draft
EIS/EIR. These corrections have made to the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to Chapter 7,
Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR. In addition, the comment provides a correction to Figure A2e of the Draft HCP. This correction has been made to the Draft HCP. Please refer to Chapter
6, Changes to the Draft HCP.

I-8

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER J

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan DEIR/EIR Comment
Letter
1 message

Vicki Nakamura <vnakamura@mpc.edu>
Mon, Dec 16, 2019 at 3:40 PM
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov
Cc: David Martin <dmartin@mpc.edu>, Contact <vnakamura@mpc.edu>, Brian Finegan <brian@bfinegan.com>, Michael
Harrington <michael@bfinegan.com>

December 16, 2019

Stephen P. Henry, Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Office
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, CA 93003
Re: Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact
Report
Dear Mr. Henry:
This letter contains the comments of the Monterey Peninsula Community College District (“MPC”) on the Fort Ord MultiSpecies Habitat Conservation Plan Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (DEIR/EIS).

J-1

MPC controls lands within the former Fort Ord that are proposed for significant uses essential to the educational mission
of MPC. The DEIR/EIS and draft Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) will support MPC’s proposed project and
uses while at the same time providing a regional framework for ensuring conservation and enhancement of special status
species and their habitat.

J-2

Our comments on the DEIR/EIS and HCP are as follows:
DEIR/EIS, Section 3.11.1, Land Use and Planning Introduction, page 3.11-1 – The DEIR/EIS states: “Property
transferred to the CSU or the UC that is used for educationally-related or research-oriented purposes … are subject to the
requirement of their applicable planning documents. These land use recipients are considered sovereign entities and are
not subject to the requirements of the Reuse Plan, although they are encouraged to maintain consistency with the Reuse
Plan to the extent feasible…” MPC is also considered a sovereign entity as a political subdivision of the state. MPC’s
development projects are included within its Five Year Capital Outlay Plan which is reviewed by the California Community
Colleges Chancellor’s Office. MPC educationally-related development projects are under the oversight of the Division of
the State Architect and are not subject to local building code regulations. Thus, MPC should also be identified as a
sovereign entity in this section to clarify its status.
DEIR/EIS, Figure 3.11-3, Plan Area & Surrounding Area Land Use Map – The boundaries of the Military Operations in
Urban Terrain Facility (MOUT) are visible on the map, but should be color-coded as blue and listed under #6 in the Notes
section to indicate its land use classification as Public Facilities/Institutional. This facility is planned for transfer to the
ownership of MPC for use in training public safety officers.
DEIR/EIS, Figure 3.11-4, Ft. Ord – Major Development Projects – Under Identified Projects in the County of Monterey
listing, the M.O.U.T. Facility should be identified as MPC M.O.U.T. Facility. The MOUT facility is planned for transfer to
the ownership of MPC.

J-3

J-4

J-5

DEIR/EIS, Section 3.11.2.2, General Plan(s), page 3.11-8 – Related to the discussion above under land use and
planning, MPC should be identified as a sovereign entity along with BOT/CSUMB, UC, and State Parks.

J-6

DEIR/EIS, page 4-4.24 and Figure 4.4-1, Reserves and Significant Natural Areas – Area 3 is identified as a CNPS
Plant Reserve. This parcel is planned for transfer to MPC as a development parcel.

J-7

DEIR/EIS, Mitigation Measure HAZ-4, page 4.9-11 – The measure states the POM, Directorate of Environmental and
Natural Resources Management (DENR) shall be contacted to develop a safety program that specifies protocols relative
to munitions and explosives of concern (MEC) in accordance with Cal-OSHA and Army regulations. In addition, this
program must be approved before the start of any ground disturbing activities. As part of the Fort Ord Reuse Authority
Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement Remediation Program (ESCA) MPC’s parcels have been evaluated for
the probability of encountering MEC, land use restrictions applied specific to these probabilities, and a Land Use Control
Implementation and Operation and Maintenance Program (LUCIP/OMP) developed to specifically address and minimize
exposure to MEC. LUCIP/OMP measures include munitions recognition and safety training, construction support by
UXO-qualified personnel, restrictions regarding residential use in non-residential development and habitat reserve areas,
access management measures in habitat reserve areas, restrictions against inconsistent uses in habitat reserve areas,
and adherence to local digging/excavation ordinances. The LUCIP/OMP has been signed off by the Army, the
Environmental Protection Agency and the California Department of Toxic Substances Control. Is the safety program
specified in the mitigation measure in addition to the LUCIP/OMP requirements? If so, this is another requirement on top
of a rigorous program designed to minimize and respond to MEC exposure concerns. How will this safety program
provide any additional assurance over and above the LUCIP/OMP? MPC is concerned about the additional time, delay,
and cost associated with developing this safety program where the benefit is not clear, given the LUCIP/OMP
requirements. MPC recommends the LUCIP/OMP serve in lieu of this additional safety program development.
HCP Table 3-5, Parcels Designated as Borderlands by Land Recipient, page 3-8 – Adjust spacing to clarify which
parcels are owned by a particular land recipient. Currently, the line spacing between the parcels is all the same, making it
difficult to line up the parcels with the land recipients.

J-8

J-9

HCP Section 5.3.2.6, Objective 10.1, page 5-9 - The Technical Advisory Committee is mentioned without any
information defining who and what this committee is. MPC recommends providing a reference to section 7.2.3 where the
Technical Advisory Committee is defined. This recommendation would apply to any other instances in the HCP where the
Technical Advisory Committee is mentioned.

J-10

HCP, pages 5-52 through 5-68 – The mitigation measures on these pages state the Permittees will conduct the various
activities. As the Cooperative will conduct these activities on the behalf of MPC and other jurisdictions, “permittees”
should be changed to “the Cooperative and habitat managers” to clarify who will be performing these various actions.

J-11

HCP, Section 7.3.1, Permittees, page 7-4 – This section states “Aside from complying with the requirements of the HCP
described herein, upon permit issuance, State government entities such as CSUMB do not have to seek authorization
from the local jurisdictions to carry out their covered activities.” MPC should be added to this statement to clarify it has
the same autonomy.
HCP, Table 7-3, Habitat Management Areas Currently Transferred and Under Army Jurisdiction, page 7-18 – The
table lists the Range 45 Reserve as being owned by MPC. This reserve has yet to be transferred. MPC understands the
transfer is in process and the deeds are expected to be received in the next few months.
HCP, Section 7.9.3.1, Annual Reports from Permittees and HMA Managers, page 7-24 – This section states HCP
compliance monitoring results will be submitted by all permittees to the Cooperative for lands for which they are the
recipient. The section later states HMA managers will generate HCP compliance for the lands which they have
management responsibility. There is an overlap between these 2 categories of lands. It is confusing what results are to
be submitted by the permittees.
HCP, Section 10.2, Alternative 1, page 10-3 – This section states the development activities of the permittees are
pursuant to various planning documents, listed by jurisdiction and/or agency. “MPC Five Year Capital Outlay Plan” should
be added to the list.
HCP, Section 10.4, Alternative 3, page 10-6 – This section states the development activities of the permittees are
pursuant to various planning documents, listed by jurisdiction and/or agency. “MPC Five Year Capital Outlay Plan” should
be added to the list.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this significant plan. If you have any questions, please contact Vicki
Nakamura at 831-920-9244, email: vnakamura@mpc.edu. We look forward to your responses to our comments and to a
Final EIR that will provide a comprehensive regional approach to species and habitat conservation on the former Fort Ord
while also supporting planned development of benefit to the region, including MPC’s Public Safety Training Center
Project.
Sincerely,

Mr. David Martin
Interim Superintendent/President

J-12

J-13

J-14

J-15

J-16

J-17

Monterey Peninsula College
980 Fremont Street
Monterey, CA 93940
Phone: 831-646-4060

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.11 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER J: MONTEREY PENINSULA COLLEGE
J-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter as follows. No response is required.

J-2

The comment expresses the support of the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP. The comment is
referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

J-3

The comment requests a revision to Section 3.11.1, Land Use and Planning Introduction, on
page 3.11-1 of the Draft EIS/EIR to identify Monterey Peninsula College (MPC) as a sovereign
entity. This revision has been made to the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes
to the Draft EIS/EIR.

J-4

The comment requests that the Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) Facility should
be color-coded as blue and listed under #6 in the Notes in Figure 3.11-3 of the Draft EIS/EIR
to indicate its land use classification as Public Facilities/Institutional. This revision has been
made to the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.

J-5

The comment requests that the MOUT Facility be identified as the “MPC M.O.U.T. Facility”
in Figure 3.11-4 of the Draft EIS/EIR. This revision has been made to the Draft EIS/EIR.
Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.

J-6

The comment requests a revision to Section 3.11.2.2, General Plans, on page 3.11-8 of the
Draft EIS/EIR to identify MPC as a sovereign entity. This revision has been made to the Draft
EIS/EIR. Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.

J-7

The comment accurately states that Area 3 is identified as a CNPS Plant Reserve on page 4.424 and in Figure 4.4-1 of the Draft EIS/EIR is planned for transfer as a development parcel.
However, while the HMP designates parcels within the former Fort Ord as “development” and
other land use categories, general plan land use designations, zoning, Memoranda of
Agreements, deed restrictions, land use convents, and other planning considerations may apply
to parcels within the former Fort Ord. It is the responsibility of the land recipient to comply
with the requirements associated with each parcel.

J-8

The comment expresses concern with MM HAZ-4 on page 4.9-11 of the Draft EIS/EIR. The
commenter is concerned that this mitigation requirement would be on top of the rigorous Land
Use Control Implementation and Operation and Maintenance Program (LUCIP/OMP)
designed to minimize and respond to MEC exposure concerns adding additional time, delay,
and cost, and recommends that the LUCIP/OMP requirements serve in lieu of this additional
safety program requirement.
Because all parcels are not subject to the LUCIP/OMP, the intent of this mitigation measure
was developed to reduce impacts associated with MEC on the entirety of the former Fort Ord.
The implementation of the LUCIP/OMP would adequately mitigate for impacts related to MEC
and meet the intent of this measure, and, thus, MM HAZ-4 has been revised to clarify the
implementation of these safety programs. Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft
EIS/EIR.

J-9

Adjustments to the spacing of the text in Table 3-5, Parcels Designated as Borderlands by Land
Recipient, in Section 3.2.2, were made to increase readability of the table. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

J-10

Information regarding the role of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and the location
of further information regarding the TAC within the HCP document are provided in the
Executive Summary and Introduction of the HCP. In addition, the Table of Contents guides
the reader to specific Sections 7.2.3 and 7.3.3 for information relating to the TAC.
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The TAC is referenced approximately 100 times within the HCP document, so it is not practical
to add a cross-reference to the sections providing in-detail descriptions of the composition and
role of this group in every instance.
J-11

The term “permittees” rather than the “Cooperative and habitat managers” was used in the
pages mentioned in the comment to distinguish all of the permittees from the BLM. BLM is a
habitat manger and important partner with the permittees in implementing the HCP, but BLM
is not a permittee. Ultimately, the primary responsibility for implementation of the HCP
ultimately rests with the Permittees.
Chapter 7 of the Draft HCP provides extensive detail regarding the roles and responsibilities
of all Permittees, including the Habitat Cooperative. In addition, Table 1-2, Roles of HCP
Participants, and Table 5-3, HCP Required Actions – Covered Activity Locations that Require
AMM Implementation, provide the information that the Cooperative will have responsibility
for implementation of all HCP required actions on the HMA parcels of County of Monterey,
City of Marina, MPC, and Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District.
The HCP retains the use of the term “Permittees” when describing various activities that must
be performed for implementation of the HCP when it is clear that the obligation rests with all
Permittees. In instances where the identification of the specific party performing the action is
necessary for clarity within the document, a change in wording was made to address the issue.

J-12

Text was modified within the HCP to identify MPC as a State government sovereign entity.
Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

J-13

Table 7-3, Habitat Management Areas Currently Transferred and under Army Jurisdiction, in
Section 7.6 was corrected to reflect that the Range 45 Reserve acreage is currently under Army
jurisdiction and is not owned by MPC. A footnote to Table 7-3 was added stating that transfer
is in progress and expected to be complete by mid-2020. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions
to the Draft HCP.

J-14

All Permittees are responsible for submitting compliance monitoring results to the Cooperative
annually, and it is also the responsibility of the HMA managers to generate reports on those
results for lands which are under their management authority. The Cooperative has the ultimate
responsibility for compiling all compliance monitoring results into the annual report submitted
to the Wildlife Agencies.
Clarifying text was added to Section 7.9.3.1, Annual Reports form Permittees and HMA
Managers, to indicate that HMA managers have responsibility for generation of compliance
monitoring reports in addition to the compliance monitoring results submitted by the
Permittees. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

J-15

Text in the 2nd paragraph of Section 10.2, Alternative 1: Redevelopment of Existing Developed
Areas and HMA Management Activities, was revised to add the MPC Five Year Capital Outlay
Plan to the list of planning documents provided. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the
Draft HCP.

J-16

Text in paragraph three of Section 10.4, Alternative 3: No Action, was revised to add the MPC
Five Year Capital Outlay Plan to the list of planning documents provided. Please refer to
Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.

J-17

Comment acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER K

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Ft. Ord, CA Public Comments for Draft Plan
1 message

Jacqueline Fobes
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Sun, Nov 3, 2019 at 8:20 AM

Dear Sir or Ms,
My only comment would be to leave Ft. Ord in it’s natural state. Please do not build any more shopping centers, tacky
fast food places, or housing.
Once you allow building there you will never get the land back. Leave the area alone for wildlife and keep it open space
for walkers, hikers, and bikers. Leave nature be.

K-1

K-2
Clean up the mess, the old housing units, and the decrepit army barracks that FORA did not do. The majority of people
here on the Monterey Peninsula believe that all FORA did was charge everyone an exorbitant amount of money and hold
K-3
multiple meetings that went no where.

Thank you.
Jacqueline Fobes, Ph.D.

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.12 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER K: JACQUELINE FOBES
K-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

K-2

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

K-3

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.
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LETTER L

November 4, 2019
Mr. Stephen P. Henry
Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, CA 93003
Via Email: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov
RE:

Public comments concerning the Habitat Conservation Plan

Dear Mr. Henry:
This letter is my public comment regarding the Habitat Conservation Plan on the “Fort Ord”
property on the Central Coast of California.
As a life-long Central California resident, I recall the promises made when the base closed in 1994.
The economic development progress and opportunities since the base closure have been minimal
and extraordinarily slow in coming.
Habitat and wildlife conservation is extremely important in our world of heavy resource usage
and overall high living standards. This goal must be balanced by fair opportunities for the
dignity for reasonable housing and jobs for our current and future residents. We were promised
a strong emphasis on economic recovery opportunities on a significant portion of the base. The
portion of the land dedicated to these promises continues to be reduced.
I respectfully request that your office balance the needs of all parties and focus on the promises
made twenty-five years ago.
Respectfully,

Chris Steinbruner, CPA

L-1

L-2

L-3

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.13 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER L: CHRIS STEINBRUNER
L-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter as follows. No response is required.

L-2

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

L-3

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.
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LETTER M

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Stephen P. Henry/Fort Ord Road
1 message

Dalila Epperson <
>
To: "fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov" <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

Thu, Nov 7, 2019 at 9:29 AM

Dear Mr Henry,
The residents HOA of East Garrison unanimously agreed and signed a letter letting FORA know our community is fully
against any road through Fort Ord’s lands.

M-1

The impact would destroy the quality of life here. The estimate is about 16k cars per day through and near our
community. Have you visited East Garrison? Please do and see for yourself.

M-2

Please do not allow any roads through Fort Ord. We and so many other groups use these trails daily. Plus the
environmental factor.

M-3

Find alternatives and preserve this land wholly.

M-4

Thank you,
Dalila & Steve Epperson
-Jesus Christ Loves You!
Repent, Believe, & Follow Jesus!

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.14 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER M: DALILA AND STEVE EPPERSON
M-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

M-2

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

M-3

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

M-4

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.
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LETTER N

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Fort Ord Development Comment
1 message

Cynthia Hickey
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Mon, Nov 11, 2019 at 7:51 PM

I’m writing this letter in opposition to any development on the former Fort Ord that will result in a take of any federally
endangered or threatened species. Urban sprawl of any kind is irresponsible in a time when global extinction rates are
rising for many plant and animal species. The Monterey Peninsula has many vacant homes that are used as vacation
homes or investments. Any new homes will not have a meaningful impact on affordable housing needs, and new
recreation or tourism developments are not sustainable. Please protect these endangered or threatened species by
denying applications for takes.
Thank you,
Cindy Hickey
Del Rey Oaks

N-1

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.15 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER N: CINDY HICKEY
N-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.
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LETTER O

Virgil M. Piper
3010 Eddy St., Marina, CA. 93933
($31) 384-9595 (fax 384-6059)
pipersvc@sbcglobal.net

November 4, 2019
Mr. Stephen P. Ventura
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, CA. 93003
Fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov
FAX: (805) 644-3958
Dear Mr. Ventura,
The November 2, 2019 issue of the Monterey Herald carried an article concerning some
sort of draft of a Habitat Conservation Plan in which you folks are proposing to require a “Take”
permit on Fort Ord property (as well as other Monterey County properties) in an effort to
protect endangered species.
This article offers this definition: “A take is defined under the Endangered Species Act
as ‘to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to
engage in any such conduct” one has to wonder why a Habitat Conservation Plan is being
proposed at all since all cities involved in a so-called “take” have their own requirements,
planning commissions and must submit and get approved an EIR prior to development which
would include meeting the standards of the Endangered Species Act.
The Herald article does not indicate whether your proposal includes some sort of fee or
tax and, in fact, does not offer any reasonable explanation why any organization (not part of
state, county or local government) should be drumming up one mote impediment to prevent
what might have been affordable land development.
There are endless requirements to be overcome by prospective builders like
environmental impact reports justifying water use, air quality, additional traffic solutions,
protection of unknown animal species “ad infinitum.”
And if a project somehow gets past all this, there are impact fees, architectural reviews,
permit fees and then, of course, the ultimate confrontation with planning commissions and city
councils or county board of supervisors. But none of this covers the potential litigation put
forth by the “smart growth” or “no growth” contingent. and now you folks are proposing to
“Draft a Habitat Conservation Plan” to be added to that list of requirements!
Possibly, you folks could take the time to explain why your habitat conservation plan
does not duplicate EIR requirements already in place?
-

—

.

O-2

O-3

O-4

O-5

O-6

.

Sincerely,
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4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.16 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER O: VIRGIL M. PIPER
O-1

The comment references an article in the Monterey Herald, which is attached to the comment
letter. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response
is required.

O-2

The comment requests clarification on the purpose of the proposed Draft HCP and Draft
EIR/EIS. Section 1.6, Purpose & Need and Goals and Objectives, on page 1-9 of the Draft
EIS/EIR provides the purpose and goals of the proposed Draft HCP. As described on page 4.18 of the Draft EIS/EIR, the EIS/EIR “project” under CEQA and “action” under NEPA consists
of the approval and implementation of the Draft HCP and issuance of the associated take
permits, but not the actual construction of or discretionary entitlements of future development
activities. Thus, the environmental impacts of future development activities in the Plan Area
would not directly result from the decisions to be made for the Proposed Action. However,
since future development activities are covered activities for which the ITPs would address
take, the potential environmental impacts of future development activities as well as all other
covered activities proposed for coverage under the ITPs are addressed in the Draft EIS/EIR.
As such, the issuance of the ITPs would provide take authorization of Federal and State listed
species, which would facilitate the covered activities (including development activities) by
addressing certain various statutory and regulatory requirements tied to project authorization
(i.e., Federal Endangered Species Act and California Endangered Species Act).
Section 1.7, Decisions to be Made, describes how the EIS/EIR and ITPs would be utilized by
the Permittees. Page 1-13 of the Draft EIS/EIR describes how all the Permittees (including
cities) would adopt the HCP and implementing ordinances and utilize the EIS/EIR to make the
required findings under CEQA. The adoption of the HCP, issuance of the base-wide ITPs by
the regulatory agencies, and certification of the EIS/EIR are meant to streamline the permitting
process for the Permittees, including the cities, reducing cost and time associated with
obtaining individual permits and preparing individual EIRs.

O-3

The comment requests clarification on whether the Proposed Action includes a fee or tax.
Chapter 9, Cost and Funding, of the Draft HCP provides a planning-level cost estimate for
HCP implementation and identifies all the necessary funds to pay for implementation. The
funding sources are presented in Section 9.3, Funding Sources and Assurances, on page 9-15
of the Draft HCP. In summary, funding for HCP required actions will be provided from three
primary sources: the CFD Special Tax and/or equivalent replacement funding mechanism,
annual state budget appropriations, and federal budget appropriations. Other funding sources
(e.g., grants) could also be available. Please refer to this chapter of the Draft HCP for more
details.
The comment also questions the introduction of one more impediment to prevent affordable
land development. Please refer to Response O-2.

O-4

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

O-5

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

O-6

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

O-7

The comment requests explanation regarding why the Draft HCP does not duplicate EIR
requirements already in place. Please refer to Response O-2.
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LETTER P

Santa Ynez Band of Chumash Indians
Tribal Elders’ Council
P.O. Box 517 Santa Ynez  CA  93460
Phone: (805)688-7997  Fax: (805)688-9578  Email: elders@santaynezchuhmash.org

December 5, 2019
United States Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Ventura Field Station
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, CA 93003
Att: Stephen P. Henry, Field Supervisor
Re: 08EVEN00-2020-B0011 Monterey – Fort Ord Military Base Habitat Conservation
Dear Mr. Henry:
Thank you for contacting the Tribal Elders’ Council for the Santa Ynez Band of
Chumash Indians in regards to the above mentioned project.
At this time, the Elders Council requests no further consultation on this project;
however, if supplementary literature reveals additional information, or if the scope of the
work changes, we kindly ask to be notified.
If you decide to have the presence of a Native American monitor in place during ground
disturbance to assure that any cultural items unearthed be identified as quickly as
possible, please contact our office or Chumash of the project area.
Thank you for remembering that at one time our ancestors walked this sacred land.
Sincerely Yours,
The Tribal Elders’ Council Governing Board

P-1

P-2

P-3

P-4

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.17 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER P: THE TRIBAL ELDERS’ COUNCIL
GOVERNING BOARD, SANTA YNEZ BAND OF CHUMASH INDIANS
P-1

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

P-2

The comment requests no further consultation on this project at this time; however, if the scope
changes or if supplementary literature reveals additional information, the commenter requests
notification. Comment is acknowledged. The Tribal Elder’s Council will be notified as
requested.

P-3

The comment states that if a monitor is requested, please contact the office or Chumash of the
project area. Comment is acknowledged.

P-4

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER Q

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Draft EIS for Fort Ord, Monterey, CA
1 message

ANNE GREENE
Reply-To: ANNE GREENE
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Fri, Dec 6, 2019 at 9:55 AM

To whom this may concern,
I am writing to ask that you not allow "take" of any endangered creatures in our unique habitat
areas of Fort Ord.
No Action Alternative should be applied here and not the Proposed Alternative which allows
'unrestricted development of some of the undisturbed habitat areas.'
No one cannot mitigate these precious endangered species and their habitat, no matter what
the developer promises.

Q-1

Q-2

I sincerely doubt that mitigation would work to really preserve these species and their habitats,
which are confined to our little part of the world and nowhere else on the planet.?
Monterey County holds some of the rarest species on earth. The Monarch butterfly for one, which
is now plummeting to extinction thanks to our inability to preserve them, our ocean sanctuary
which is the largest feeding ground in the world for sea life (Source Blue Planet part two Green
Seas) and equally threatened by cruise ships, Purse seine fishing and pollution.
There can be no amount of money or mitigation that justifies the destruction of these habitats.
There are too many unknowns about these habitats that made them special to these forms of
life so they could survive in a world where their survival is so threatened. Mitigation by a
development entity has no interest in these areas and their rare unique life forms or they wouldn't
develop there in the first place!
In a world facing extinction on all levels we must preserve these rare places.
Thank you,
Anne Greene

Q-3

Q-4

Q-5

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.18 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER Q: ANNE GREENE
Q-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

Q-2

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

Q-3

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

Q-4

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

Q-5

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.
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LETTER R

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Document Number: 2019-23972
1 message

Lorna Moffat
To: Lorna Moffat
, Carrie
"fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov" <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

, Brent Allen

Fri, Dec 6, 2019 at 1:40 PM
,

Draft Habitat Conservation Plan for Eight
Species; Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the Habitat Conservation Plan
for Fort Ord, Monterey County, California
My comments.
submitted by Lorna Moffat

No Action Alternative should be applied here and not the Proposed Alternative which allows
R-1
'unrestricted development of some of the undisturbed habitat areas.'
No one cannot mitigate these precious endangered species and their habitat no matter what the
developer promises .There can be no real cost evaluation that allows the uprooting of these species
and their habitats which are confined to our little part of the world and no where else on the planet
or if so, just as threatened.
R-2
For some un-explainable reason creation chose our Monterey County as a seat of creation for
many forms of life both in the sea and on land.
The Monarch butterfly for one, which is now plummeting to extinction thanks to our inability to
preserve them, our ocean sanctuary which is the largest feeding ground in the world for sea life
(Source Blue Planet part two Green Seas) and equally threatened by cruise ships, Purse
seine fishing and pollution.
We are not good stewards of this progeny entrusted to us and this Draft EIS?EIR is just another
R-3
example of exploiting species and environment for money, greed and profit and admits it so in its
proposed Alternative which allows' unrestricted development.'
There can be no amount of money or mitigation that justifies the destruction of these habitats.
There are too many unknowns about these habitats that made them special to these forms of life
so they could survive in a world where their survival is so threatened.
Mitigation by a development entity cannot possibly have a real interest in these areas and their
rare unique life forms because if they did they wouldn't build there. It is contrary to their well
being.

R-4

In a world facing extinction on all levels we must preserve these rare places.
The audacity and egotism in the statement below taken from the Draft EIS is just an example of
the lack of understanding both spiritually and scientifically of what these species habitat really are.
Their significance
is reduced to "a less than significant level with implementation of mitigation levels.
No wonder our planet is plummeting towards extinction.
Humans can't and don't mitigate. We can only take and pretend to retrieve what we once had.And
all the money in the world can't replace it.
SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS: The Draft EIS/EIR did not identify any significant
and unavoidable impacts. All potentially significant impacts can be reduced to a less-thansignificant level with implementation of the Draft HCP and identified mitigation measures.
This direct quote from the Draft EIS/EIR supplies no cost analysis , what and how they plan to
mitigate these species and their environments that took millions of years to form.
Please address this in the Final EIS?EIR
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lorna Moffat

R-5

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.19 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER R: LORNA MOFFAT
R-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

R-2

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

R-3

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

R-4

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

R-5

The comment accurately states that the Draft EIS/EIR did not identify any significant
unavoidable impacts and that all potentially significant impacts can be reduced to a less-thansignificant level with implementation of the Draft HCP and identified mitigation measures.
The comment further states that the Draft EIS/EIR does not supply a cost analysis and what
and how mitigation is planned, and requests that this be addressed in the Final EIS/EIR.
Chapter 9, Funding and Assurances, of the Draft HCP provides a planning-level cost estimate
for HCP implementation and identifies all the necessary funds to pay for implementation.
Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP. As
accurately stated in the comment, implementation of the Draft HCP and identified mitigation
measures would reduce potentially significant impacts to a less-than-significant level.
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Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Habitat Conservation Plan for Fort Ord
1 message

Nancy Parsons
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Sat, Dec 7, 2019 at 2:10 PM

I applaud the Fort Ord Reuse Authority's (FORA) mandated desire to create a plan for the protection of wildlife and
threatened species. Since the 36 square mile boundary includes housing and business development I would like to bring
to your attention a possible threat to the wildlife you are trying to protect. A recent front page article in the Carmel Pine
Cone warned of the dire effect of anticoagulants used for the abatement of rats and mice. These pesticides along with
others have a deadly effect on non-target wildlife .Rats or mice that trundle off and experience a slow and painful death
S-1
after eating the pesticide are often then caught by raptors, bob cats. coyotes, etc. I see the black boxes that hold this
poison in many developments that are still more wild than urban such as Ryan Ranch, the storage units at Spanish Bay
and many other places where owls, hawks, coyotes and other wild animals prey upon infected rodents.Any business,
restaurant, or house has access to these poisons at Home Depot as well as other hardware stores..So I would like to
suggest to you the banning of any pesticides on former Fort Ord land. Otherwise what is the purpose of creating a safe
habitat for these animals? Assembly Bill 1788 will be put before the legislators in 2020 addressing this grave problem of
non-target wildlife deaths. Please do the right thing and ban pesticides from use on Fort Ord property otherwise what is
the purpose of trying to create safe habitat for our dwindling wild animals?

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.20 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER S: NANCY PARSONS
S-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.
The comment further requests banning pesticide use on Fort Ord property. As described on
page 4-12 of the Draft HCP, pesticide use would be implemented under the HCP only to
achieve biological goals and objectives (e.g., invasive species control), in accordance with label
instructions, and in compliance with State and local laws. AMM-38 limits herbicide and
pesticide use in HCP implementation.
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[EXTERNAL] Habitat Conservation Plan for Fort Ord
1 message

Bruce Stenman
Reply-To:
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Tue, Dec 10, 2019 at 9:33 AM

Dear FWS
Any habitat plan to protect the snowy plover needs to protect them from cats. At Moss Landing State Beach I frequently
see people's pet cats patrolling in the early morning hours and these are indiscriminate killers of birds. A single pet cat
can wipe out a breeding area in a few weeks and there should be multiple approaches taken to preventing their entry and T-1
dealing with the ones that make it into the breeding area, including trapping. Putting up wires and signage to keep people
and their dogs out of the breeding areas while ignoring the cats that freely roam across the area is incredibly foolish.
A second concern I have is with any prescribed burning which needs to be done intelligently and planned by people who
truly understand the native plant community dynamics. I know this is breaking new ground but there have to be people in T-2
the USA that can provide advice. There is also a lack of awareness that it its the non-native plants that are the fire hazard
and that compete with the native plants that are critical to the habitat for all manner of organisms and animals.
It is unfortunate that the last dune area in an undisturbed state was destroyed to put in a golf course at Spanish Bay but
there is need to find any that remain in the state to have a restoration target for any plan that is created.
Best regards,
Bruce Stenman
Prunedale, CA

T-3

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.21 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER T: BRUCE STENMAN
T-1

The comment requests that the HCP protect snowy plovers from cats. AMM-27 includes a
requirement for predator control implementation if predators are facilitated by human use and
impairing plover nesting success. Please refer to page 5-33 of the Draft HCP.

T-2

The comment states that prescribed burning needs to be done intelligently and planned by
people who truly understand the native plant community dynamics. Section 5.4.9, Avoidance
and Minimization Measures for Prescribed Burns and Alternative Vegetative Management, on
page 5-40 of the Draft HCP identifies the AMMs required for prescribed burns developed from
an understanding of the natural communities on the former Fort Ord.

T-3

The comment identifies the need to have a restoration target for any plan that is created. As
described in Section 5.5.3.1, Site Restoration Plans, on page 5-51 of the Draft HCP, site
restoration plans are required to include restoration goals.
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[EXTERNAL] Habitat Conservation Plan comment
1 message

Christian Sousa
To: "fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov" <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

Tue, Dec 10, 2019 at 10:12 PM

Hello,
Please make it a priority to remove invasive species. Invasive flora and fauna play a major role in species conservation.
Setting aside large swaths of wild areas for species is the only way to preserve their wellbeing. Habitat fragmentation
U-1
destroys the livelihood of many species. We most provide useable space for the threatened and endangered species of
Fort Ord, and surrounding areas, before it is all developed.
Thank you,
Christian Sousa

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.22 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER U: CHRISTIAN SOUSA
U-1

The comment requests that removal of invasive species be a priority. The Draft HCP identifies
invasive species control as a high priority, as described in Goal 10 on page 5-9: Control nonnative plant species, non-native fish and wildlife, and diseases that could threaten HCP species
and/or degrade habitat quality. As identified in Table 5-1, Relationship between Biological
Goals and AMMs, on page 5-92 of the Draft HCP, seven AMMs (AMM-17, AMM-46, AMM47, AMM-42, AMM-50, AMM-51, and AMM-52) are identified to meet this goal.
Additionally, as identified in Table 5-4, Relationship between Biological Goals and MMs, on
page 5-125 of the Draft HCP, two MMs (MM-29 and MM-26) are identified to meet this goal.
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December 10, 2019
Via E-mail
Stephen P. Henry
Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B,
Ventura, CA 93003
fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Board of Directors
c/o Michael Houlemard
Fort Ord Reuse Authority
920 2nd Ave. Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
Michael@fora.org
Board@fora.org

Re: Draft Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) and Draft Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR)
Dear Messrs. Henry and Houlemard and Members of the FORA Board:
We offer the following comments on the Fort Ord Multispecies Habitat Conservation
Plan (“HCP” or “proposed HCP”) and the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental
Impact Report (“EIS/EIR”).
Summary of key issues
FORA has not demonstrated that the proposed HCP is needed for ESA/CESA
compliance, or that it is the best alternative, or even a viable alternative. FORA has not shown
that the proposed HCP is financially feasible or that there is, or can be, a committed, enforceable,
and adequate funding plan. The wildlife agencies cannot approve the HCP without this funding
assurance. The 12 agencies expected to assume liability for the HCP should insist on an adequate
legal and financial analysis of both the proposed HCP and of the no-action alternative.
The HCP proposed by FORA in the final hours of its 25-year existence would require
formation of a new regional governance structure through a Joint Powers Agreement (“JPA”)
that would bind five Fort Ord land use jurisdictions and seven other agencies for 50+ years as the
Permittees obligated to fund and fulfill habitat management activities for two Incidental Take
Permits (“ITPs”). 1 Under this proposal, these 12 agencies and their JPA, and not the project
developers, would be primarily liable as the ITP Permittees under the Federal and California
Endangered Species Acts for all future Fort Ord development (the “covered activities”).
The HCP and EIR/EIS do not provide the 12 agencies with the information they need to
make such a commitment. Critically, the documents do not compare the liability and cost of the
1

The agencies bound by the JPA would be the County, Marina, Seaside, Del Rey Oaks,
Monterey, State Parks, UC, CSUMB, MPC, MPRPD, MCWD, and BLM.
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proposed HCP to the no-action alternative. In the no-action alternative, the future developers,
not the local agencies, would be liable for ESA/CESA compliance, would obtain their own
project-specific ITPs, and would be directly responsible for the cost of compliance. Fort Ord
development has proceeded for the past 23 years with such project-specific ITPs.
The proposed HCP is at bottom a vehicle to enable development that destroys habitat by
imposing the direct cost and risk of ESA compliance on the agencies instead of the developer.
The proposed HCP would also discourage redevelopment of previously developed land by taxing
redevelopment to subsidize mitigation costs for habitat destruction on natural lands.
The EIR/EIS acknowledges that 4,241 acres, or 46% of the 9,292 acres of land
designated for development in Fort Ord has been previously developed and can be redeveloped
without an ITP because there are no covered species or habitat at risk. Twenty-five years after
FORA’s formation, vast areas of the former Fort Ord remains blighted with vacant buildings,
empty asphalt parking lots, and disturbed lands. Before the land use agencies assume the cost to
mitigate the destruction of the adjacent 5,051 acres of natural, vegetated lands designated as
developable, they should determine whether they really need to permit development of these
natural lands, and, if so, whether the land use agencies or the developers should assume the cost
and risk of mitigation.
FORA has not answered basic questions about the no-action alternative. If the proposed
HCP is not adopted, what is the continuing obligation to maintain the Habitat Management Areas
(“HMAs”) designated in the 1997 Habitat Management Plan (“HMP”)? If there is an ongoing
HMP obligation, who bears it and what is the cost? Can the HMP obligation be reduced by
partnering with developers who need habitat mitigation land? By conveying the HMP HMA
land to a resource agency? By negotiating revisions of the HMP? By simply making new
findings under CEQA as to the availability of substitute mitigation for the HMP (e.g., projectspecific ITPs) and/or new findings as to the infeasibility of a basewide HMP as mitigation?
Instead of answering these questions, the EIS/EIR stacks the deck in favor of the
proposed HCP. The EIS/EIR assumes without any analysis that, unless the agencies adopt the
proposed HCP, the agencies that hold the HMP’s HMA lands would be obligated to manage
those lands forever, without any credit for ITP mitigation or funding from development activity.
The EIR/EIS assumes that unless the proposed HCP is adopted, only 25% of the 5,051 acres of
the vegetated, natural land designated for development would be developable, because, the
EIS/EIR assumes, without the availability of the HMP HMA areas for ITP mitigation, the
developers would have to set aside the remaining 75% of the vegetated, natural land as ITP
mitigation, even though these lands have been designated for development in the Base Reuse
Plan. These assumptions cannot be consistent with the goal of the HMP, because the HMP’s
HMA areas have always been intended to support ITP mitigation for the developable areas of
Fort Ord. Either the EIS/EIR is double counting the benefits of the HMP HMA land in its
analysis of the proposed HCP, or it is ignoring those benefits in its analysis of the no-action
alternative.
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The HCP states that its program would require annual spending of $2.6 million for the
next 50 years, of which $2.2 million is assumed to come from a $38 million endowment fund.
That endowment fund is assumed to be accumulated in the next eight years by taxes or fees
generated by payments of the FORA Community Facilities District (“CFD”) tax or an
unspecified “replacement funding mechanism” to be adopted by the five land use jurisdictions.
Rapid accumulation of the endowment is critical to the financial viability of the HCP, because
the funding analysis assumes that a long period of 4.5% annual investment returns on the
accumulated endowment fund will pay for the ongoing HCP costs. To make this happen, the
HCP’s financial analysis assumes the complete buildout of Fort Ord by 2030 – a buildout at the
rate of 443 houses per year, 6.9 times faster than the historic rate of buildout of 64 units per
year.
FORA’s estimates of the needed endowment continue to grow. A separate financial
analysis prepared by the HCP consultant EPS in November, 2019 demonstrates that if buildout
proceeds at a mere 4.3 times the historic rate, the endowment would have to be $43 million, not
the $37 million assumed in the HCP, which would require higher fees and taxes, or recourse to
the agencies’ general funds. Contradicting both the HCP and the November, 2019 EPS memo, a
December 13, 2019 FORA staff report admits that the “Endowments were originally projected to
be $9 million but are now expected to cost $48 to $66 million.” 2 In short, the actual funding
obligation is unknown. The only certainty appears to be that FORA consistently underestimates
the cost.
Critically, there is no analysis of the required endowment if development proceeds at a
pace consistent with historical development activity, although such a pace would require a
substantially larger endowment and correspondingly higher fees or taxes. The financial analyses
also ignore the need to fund startup, capital, and restoration costs in the early years, which would
further retard the endowment accumulation and require higher fees of taxes. There is also no
acknowledgement of the risk of assuming 4.5% annual returns from inception of the endowment
fund when money market funds today barely return 2%.
Funding the HCP is critical for two reasons. First, the agencies have to reach agreement
on the cost-apportionment method and the financing mechanisms to replace the FORA CFD,
which will not be collectible after 2020. Incredibly, the proposed JPA Agreement would simply
defer the determination of cost apportionment and financing mechanisms until after the 12
agencies bind themselves to 50 years of liability for the HCP costs. Postponement of a costapportionment agreement would be fiscally imprudent. For example, even the incomplete EPS
analysis provided in November demonstrates that the cost to some agencies could be 2.5 times
higher depending on the apportionment method selected.
Second, HCP funding is critical because the ESA and CESA require that the applicants
demonstrate that funding is assured. CEQA and NEPA do not permit reliance on mitigation to
be funded by impact fees unless the funding is committed and enforceable. Good intentions
FORA staff report, Habitat Conservation Plan Update, Dec. 13, 2019, emphasis added,
available at https://fora.org/Board/2019/Packet/121319BrdPacket.pdf.
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without an adopted, enforceable impact fee program are insufficient. Thus, neither FORA nor
USFWS, as lead agencies under CEQA and NEPA, could make the requisite findings that
mitigation is sufficient, because there is no a committed, enforceable funding mechanism.
The HCP and the EIS/EIR do not disclose the unresolved difficulties of implementing a
committed, enforceable funding mechanism. More than half of the future development of Fort
Ord expected to fund the HCP is represented by six previously entitled development projects.
Because these projects’ entitlements are vested, these projects are subject only to the exactions in
place when they were approved; they cannot legally be subjected to newly enacted fees or taxes
once the FORA CFD becomes uncollectible in 2020. Thus, there is no apparent legal means to
collect funds for over half of the HCP cost.
Even if this funding problem is resolved, there are others. If the agencies elect to use
impact fees as a “replacement funding mechanism,” they will need to support them with an
analysis to show that those fees have nexus and proportionality. Nexus and proportionality
would require that the HCP costs be apportioned to the projects that actually cause the incidental
take that triggers the need for the HCP. But it is not clear that the HCP program would be viable
without the subsidies from other development. Of course, this problem would not occur in the
no-action alternative, because development project that cause incidental take would have to pay
for the required mitigation, without depending on subsidies from other projects or the land use
agencies.
Nor is it clear that the proposed funding would be viable if it relied on incremental
assessment of development fees or taxes as building permits are pulled. The HCP’s “stay-ahead”
provision requires that the actively managed percentage of the total planned conservation acreage
stay 5 or 20 percentage points ahead of the percentage of total baseline incidental take acreage.
The HCP provides no analysis of the feasibility of meeting this stay-ahead provision; but there
are several reasons why, and scenarios in which, it would not be feasible. For example, unless
fees or taxes are directly related to a project’s incidental take, there can be no assurance that the
project would generate sufficient mitigation funding; but none of the proposed cost
apportionment approaches do in fact relate fees or taxes to incidental take. Furthermore, the
proposed endowment funding assumes that HCP costs would be incurred on a level basis from
year to year, but that is not accurate. The lumpy startup, capital, and restoration costs essential to
the stay-ahead goal would be incurred before sufficient funding were available.
Finally, the HCP does not provide an honest discussion of funding assurances in the
event that Fort Ord is not built out by 2030. Even though the HCP assures the land use agencies
that there would be no recourse to general funds, the HCP later proposes that the agencies that
happen to own the habitat lands should incur the management cost for that land in the event of
funding shortfalls. This arbitrary and inconsistent assignment of risk should not be palatable to
those agencies. Nor are the proposals realistic that call for relying on volunteers or “prison
crews” to manage HCP lands in the event of funding shortfalls. Like the financial assumptions,
these operational proposals reveal magical thinking.
Our detailed comments follow.
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A. The USFWS and FORA cannot certify the EIS/EIR and the USFWS and CDFG cannot
issue ITPs without a committed, enforceable funding plan.
1. Federal and state regulations require that HCP funding be assured, which requires
a decision about, and a commitment to, cost-apportionment and funding
mechanisms.
The ESA requires that Permittees submit a conservation plan that specifies “the funding
that will be available to implement” the plan. (16 USC, § 10(a)(2)(A) [emphasis added]; see also
17 CFR §§ 17.22(a)(2)(vi), (b)(2)(C), 17.32(a)(2)(vi), (b)(2)(C).) The ESA requires that the “the
applicant will ensure that adequate funding for the plan will be provided.” (16 USC, §
10(a)(2)(B) [emphasis added].) The USFWS explains:
There must be funding for the implementation to be successful, so the applicant must
demonstrate how funding will be assured before we can issue an incidental take permit.
The applicant must develop a funding plan early in the planning process that will
adequately cover all aspects (financial needs) of HCP implementation and provide proof
of the secured funding sources before the plan is approved.
(USFWS, Habitat Conservation Plan Handbook, Dec. 6, 2018, p. 11-1, emphasis added.)
State regulations also require that CESA compliance funding be described and assured.
(14 CCR §§ 783.2(a)(10), 783.4(a)(4).)
Here, the USFWS has previously warned FORA that an adequate HCP must actually set
out the substance of the local ordinances that would be used to implement the HCP:
Ordinances that will be used to implement the HCP's requirements should be enacted
before permit issuance to allow public comment on them during the permitting process. If
this is not feasible, then the essential required elements of the ordinances should be
described in the HCP and take of listed species under the permit should be deferred until
the ordinances are in place.
(USFWS, letter to Houlemard, July 29, 2016.)
As a practical matter, the choice of funding mechanism is critical because it is
inextricably linked to the apportionment of costs among the Permittees.
Choice of funding mechanism will also be constrained by the HCP’s stay ahead provision
(HCP, section 7.6), a provision that can only be met if funding is timely. As discussed below,
timely funding requires that there be a close relation between the development activity that
causes incidental take and the funding.
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2. CEQA requires that there be a committed, enforceable funding mechanism for the
HCP.
The HCP proposes that the FORA “CFD [Mello-Roos Act Community Facilities District]
Special Tax and/or a replacement funding mechanism” be levied on future development to
provide funding assurances; and it states that this “will be sufficient to create the endowments
given the expected pace of development (i.e., as development occurs the CFD Tax payments are
collected.).” (HCP, section 9.3, p. 9-19.) The HCP provides that, other than the State Parks
Department and Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks Department “no Permittee may be
compelled to obligate its General Fund to satisfy its financial obligations under the HCP.”
(HCP, p. 9-15.) Thus, the HCP relies on the CFD Tax or some replacement funding mechanism
that does not obligate the Permittees general funds. The EIS/EIR concludes that impacts to
protected species and their habitat will be less than significant because the HCP will avoid and
mitigate the impact. (EIR/EIS, section 4.4.)
When a mitigation system relies on payment of impact fees, the record must demonstrate
that the necessary mitigation will actually be provided. (Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of
Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 728.) “A commitment to pay fees without any evidence
that mitigation will actually occur is inadequate.” (Save Our Peninsula Comm. v. Monterey
County Board of Supervisors (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th 99, 140.) Impact fee mitigation is
acceptable only if fees will demonstrably be used to implement a “reasonable, enforceable plan
or program that the relevant agency commits itself to implementing.” (Anderson First Coalition
v. City of Anderson (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1173, 1188.) In Anderson First, conditions required
a project to pay 16.87% of the cost of Phase I improvements to an interchange and “to participate
in the program” to provide Phase II improvements to that interchange. (Id. at 1188.) Even
though the agency stated that “it is preparing an update to the Traffic Impact Fee Program to
include the I-5 interchange” and “condition 16 requires payment of the impact fee,” the court
found that this provision was too vague and speculative to constitute a “reasonable, enforceable
plan or program.” (Id. at 1189.) The court rejected the agency’s argument that it planned to
update its fee program in the future to include the needed improvements. (Id. at 1188-1189.)
The Court emphasized that actual construction of the improvements must be “fully enforceable,”
i.e., part of a fee program that has actually been adopted. (Id.)
In Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099, the court rejected a
mitigation scheme as legally inadequate because neither the agency nor Caltrans had adopted a
specific plan for necessary improvements – even though the agency had announced an intent to
complete some form of improvements and had a clear methodology for collecting impact fees.
(Gray, supra, 167 Cal.App.4th at 1122.) The mitigation was deficient because the EIR did not
discuss how or when the fees would be collected and spent or whether the agency could ensure
funding for necessary improvements.
Regardless of the reasonableness of a developer’s contribution, payment into a fee
program is insufficient mitigation where the agency will not have sufficient funds to construct
the improvements the program is intended to implement. (Napa Citizens for Honest Government
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v. Napa County Board of Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 364; Endangered Habitats
League v. County of Orange (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 777, 785.)
The failure to identify the relevant improvements and impact fee programs violates
CEQA: cumulative impacts are not mitigated by “paying an unspecified amount of money at an
unspecified time in compliance with an as yet unenforced or unspecified transit funding
mechanism.” (San Franciscans for Reasonable Growth v. City and County of San Francisco
(1984) 151 Cal.App.3d 61, 79.) Case law specifically rejects the notion that “any fee program is
necessarily or presumptively ‘full’ mitigation.” (California Native Plant Society v. County of
Eldorado (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1026, 1055.) Good intentions and “recommendations” for
improvements do not count: impact fee mitigation must be part of a committed, funded program
when the project is approved. (Anderson First, supra, 130 Cal.App.4th 1188; Gray, supra, 167
Cal.App.4th at 1121-1122.)

V-2
(continued)

Mitigation fees paid must actually constitute a fair share of all needed projects; if the
impact fee program does not actually include a fair share of all of the necessary facilities to
mitigate cumulative impacts, even the fact that the agency may plan to increase the impact fee to
cover them is not sufficient. (Anderson First, supra,130 Cal.App.4th 1173, 1188.) Where, as
here, the impact fee has not even been calculated or mandated, the deficiency is greater.
(California Clean Energy Committee v. City of Woodland (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 173, 197–
198.)
3. NEPA requires funding assurances if the agency finds impacts would be mitigated
under an environmentally preferred alternative.
Unlike CEQA, NEPA does not contain a substantive mandate that an agency adopt all
feasible mitigation. However, NEPA does require that an EIS include mitigation measures
among the alternatives compared. (40 CFR, §§ 1502.14(f), 1508.25((b)(3).)
And NEPA requires that when an agency relies on mitigation to identify the
environmentally preferable alternative, as it has done here, that mitigation must be legally
feasible and there must be sufficient resources to implement it:
When a Federal agency identifies a mitigation alternative in an EA or an EIS, it may
commit to implement that mitigation to achieve an environmentally-preferable outcome.
Agencies should not commit to mitigation measures considered and analyzed in an EIS or
EA if there are insufficient legal authorities, or it is not reasonable to foresee the
availability of sufficient resources, to perform or ensure the performance of the
mitigation. 3
Nancy Sutley, Chair, Council on Environmental Quality, Memorandum for Heads of
Federal Departments and Agencies, Appropriate Use of Mitigation and Monitoring and
Clarifying the Appropriate Use of Mitigated Findings of No Significant Impact; Jan. 14, 2011, p.
6, available at https://ceq.doe.gov/docs/ceq-regulations-andguidance/Mitigation_and_Monitoring_Guidance_14Jan2011.pdf.
3
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B. The HCP’s proposed funding, which relies on the FORA CFD and an unspecified
“replacement funding mechanism,” does not amount to a committed, enforceable plan
because (1) the current CFD is not collectible after 2020, (2) there is no legal authority
to collect replacement fees from the already-entitled development projects, and (3) no
replacement funding mechanism is identified, committed, or enforceable for other
future projects.
1. The FORA CFD will not be collectible after 2020 by FORA or by any other entity.
The current FORA CFD does not amount to a committed, enforceable plan for funding
the HCP because it will not be collectible from already entitled development projects when
FORA sunsets in June 2020 and will not be applicable to newly entitled development after that
point.
The HCP relies on the collection of the current FORA CFD or an unspecified
“replacement funding mechanism” to fund the endowment:
FORA will collect the CFD Special Tax to fund the HCP until its sunset. FORA is
expected to sunset during the permit term. If the endowments are not fully funded by
FORA’s sunset, FORA’s underlying jurisdictions[], County of Monterey, City of Marina,
City of Seaside, City of Del Rey Oaks, and City of Monterey will collect the FORA CFD
Special Tax or a replacement funding mechanism, meaning an alternative assessment or
assessments, after FORA’s sunset (June 30, 2020) to complete full funding of the HCP
endowments.
(HCP, p. 9-19, footnote omitted.) FORA has relied on Mello-Roos Community Facilities
District (CFD) taxes to raise revenues for transportation, habitat, and water supply projects. The
one-time FORA CFD tax becomes due when a project is issued a building permit.
The Mello-Roos Act requires that there be a sponsoring legislative body with governance
authority. (Gov. Code, §§ 53311 et seq.) When FORA sunsets, there will be no such body.
When FORA sunsets, there will no longer be any agency with the power to levy or collect the
FORA CFD tax from either the development projects already entitled but not yet built or from
development projects entitled in the future. As FORA acknowledges, the FORA CFD will not
be collectible after FORA sunsets without legislation to extend FORA. 4 Proposed legislation
that some thought might address this problem, SB 189, did not pass. 5 So the HCP’s conclusion

4

See, e.g., FORA Board Report, April 12, 2019, Attachment #2 to Item 5b, FORA
Workshop, 5/18/19, p. 2 [FORA CFD “requires legislation to extend beyond June 30, 2020”],
available at https://www.fora.org/Board/2019/Packet/050819BrdPacket_Special.pdf.
5

Monterey Herald, “Fort Ord Reuse Authority extension legislation held in committee,
Sept. 4, 2019, available at https://www.montereyherald.com/2019/09/04/fort-ord-reuse-authorityextension-legislation-held-in-committee/ ; SB189 available at
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that FORA’s underlying jurisdictions could collect the FORA CFD tax after FORA sunsets is
erroneous.

V-4
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2. There is no funding mechanism that could collect the CFD or a “replacement
funding mechanism” from already entitled development projects, and revenues
from this entitled development represents the majority of the needed HCP funding.
While a land use jurisdiction could impose a “replacement funding mechanism” on a
future project that does not yet have vested entitlements, it would not be possible to impose a
“replacement funding mechanism” on those projects that already have vested entitlements but for
which a building permit has not yet been issued. The very point of vested entitlements is that
they are not subject to exactions adopted after the vested entitlement is granted.
As FORA has repeatedly acknowledged in its transition planning, the ability to raise
revenues from projects that already have development entitlements will terminate when FORA
sunsets, because no new taxes or impact fees can be imposed on entitled development projects
with vested rights. 6
FORA has projected that post-2020 CFD taxes on the six already-entitled development
projects would have totaled $72.2 million. 7 FORA staff projects post-2020 CFD taxes would
have been $14 million for the County’s single project; $55 million for Marina’s three projects;
$2.6 million for Seaside’s single project; and $42,370 for Del Rey Oaks’ single project. 8 While
FORA projected $72.2 million in CFD taxes from these six entitled projects, it projected only
$55.2 million in CFD taxes from the future projects for which no entitlements have been issued.
https://legiscan.com/CA/votes/SB189/2019. Proposed section 67700(d) of SB189 would have
permitted the County to distribute previously accumulated CFD revenues upon dissolution of
FORA, but it would not have permitted the County to collect or distribute the FORA CFD taxes
after dissolution.
6

See, e.g., FORA Resolution No. 18-11, Dec. 19, 2018, Recital M [“Collecting taxes or
fees on developments that have already been entitled will require each jurisdiction to obtain
agreements from each developer of an entitled project to pay development fees that the developer
would not otherwise be obligated to pay. Those fees are estimated to be $72 million for entitled
projects, if all entitled developments are fully completed”], available at
https://www.fora.org/Board/2019/Packet/050819BrdPacket_Special.pdf, pdf page 6.
7

These six projects are identified by FORA staff as The Dunes, Seahaven, and Cypress
Knolls in Marina; East Garrison in the County; Seaside Resort in Seaside; and the RV Resort in
Del Rey Oaks. (See Draft Transition Plan Study Session, presentation to FORA Board, page 12,
June 8, 2018, available at http://fora.org/Board/2018/Presentations/06/TACBoard_StudySession_060818.pdf.)
8

Id. at 13.
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The assumed 30% share of that $72.2 million allocable to the HCP would come to $21.7
million, more than half of the proposed HCP endowment fund. (HCP, pp. 9-18 [Table 9-7], 9-33
[Table 9-12].) There is no committed, enforceable mechanism to replace this CFD tax revenue.
Remarkably, although FORA knew that it was statutorily mandated to sunset when it
adopted the CFD tax, FORA made no provision to collect or replace CFD taxes for entitled
projects after it sunsets.
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Some land use jurisdictions may be in discussion with entitled developers seeking some
voluntary agreement to replace the CFD taxes that cannot be collected after FORA sunsets.
However, unless and until there are such legally binding agreements in place, the HCP cannot
rely on future payments from these projects as a source of funding.
3. There are no committed, enforceable funding mechanisms for future projects that
do not yet have entitlements.
Where there are no vested entitlements in place yet, the land use jurisdictions do have the
power to replace the expected CFD tax revenues from unentitled future projects by creating their
own funding mechanisms. These mechanisms might include nexus-based development impact
fees, new CFDs, or ad hoc impact fees negotiated through development agreements. However,
as discussed below, since there are no currently committed or enforceable fee or tax programs in
place for future projects, or even any concrete proposals for such “replacement funding
mechanism,” neither the HCP nor the EIS/EIR identifies any assured funding.
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Furthermore, there are fundamental issues of equity and efficacy that should be
negotiated and that must be resolved before the agencies adopt new funding mechanisms. These
issues are also discussed below.
C. Permittee agencies should not agree to a JPA without a committed, enforceable funding
plan. Permittees should understand the cost of the HCP and its alternatives, reach
agreement on cost-apportionment, and commit to enforceable funding mechanisms
before joining a JPA.
Even if the CFD funding problems could be resolved and the agencies were free to
impose taxes or fees on all development projects, the agencies should not agree to join a JPA
unless and until there is agreement that apportions costs and that ensures enforceable, committed
funding mechanisms.
1. As a matter of prudent fiscal management, the Permittees should know their future
costs for the proposed HCP and for alternative compliance before they make a 50year commitment to the proposed HCP by joining a JPA.
The proposed HCP would require the 12 agencies to form a JPA that would be liable for
the implementation and funding of the HCP/ITP conditions for 50+ years. As a Permittee under
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the ITP, each agency would be jointly liable for the ITP costs incurred as a result of development
decisions made by the other Permittees, and would also be liable for the permitted and
unpermitted actions of developers in Fort Ord, both within and outside their own land use
jurisdictions. (See, e.g., JPA Agreement sections 6.2 [Responsibility to Wildlife Agencies], 8.0
[Funding of Endowments]; 3.2 [Withdrawal]; HCP section 9.3.5 [Funding Adequacy].)
Incentives to minimize overall costs and liability are weakened when those costs and liability can
be shifted to other parties, a situation referred to as “moral hazard.”
By contrast, under the no-project alternative, the developers, not the agencies, would be
the permittees and would directly bear the costs and liabilities for ESA compliance. Developers
would have incentives to avoid development of greenfield land, to minimize incidental take, and
to minimize overall HCP compliance cost.
FORA has suggested that there are economies of scale in the joint-HCP approach.
However, FORA has not quantified those scale economies or provided a comparison of the
habitat management and ESA compliance costs for the project and no-project alternatives.
Before making a decision to join the HCP JPA and to assume liability for 50 years of Permittee
costs, the agencies should know the costs and benefits of both alternatives.
For the proposed HCP: the agencies should know the total cost and their own shares of
the total costs. As discussed below, each agency's cost for the proposed HCP would depend on a
number of factors, including the total cost of the HCP; the cost-apportionment method; the sites
and pace of development that determines the cost to meet the stay-ahead provision; the funding
mechanisms that would provide an endowment; and the rate of return on that endowment. As
discussed below, the HCP and the analysis provides by FORA to date are not sufficient to
provide this information.
For the no-action alternative, agencies should know the following:
About the agency’s own costs and obligations for the no-action alternative, the
agencies should know:
• What liability would the agency retain for fulfilling obligations under the existing
HMP?
• What is, and who bears, the obligation for ongoing management activity for
HMP’s HMA acres (e.g., controlled burns, access limitation, any mandated
restoration or enhancement)?
o Note that HMP’s HMA acreage is held as follows: State Parks (979 acres),
UC/NRS (606 acres), County (1,849 acres), Marina (236 acres), MPC
(206 acres), and MPRPD (19 acres).
• What is the cost for that management activity if it is mandatory?
• Will the ongoing management activity for its portion of the HMP’s HMA acres
require the agency itself to obtain individual HCP/ITP? If so, at what cost?
• Could the agency reduce or offset its management costs for its portion of the
HMP’s HMA acres by partnering with a private developer or group of developers
who need mitigation land and will pay for its management?
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•
•

•

Could the agency reduce or offset its management costs for its portion of the
HMP’s HMA acres by conveying the HMA land to another agency with a
habitat/recreation mission, e.g., BLM, State Parks, UC/NRS?
Could the agency reduce or avoid its management costs for its portion of the
HMP’s HMA acres by obtaining revisions to the HMP based on changes in land
use plans or other conditions?
o Note that the HMP indicates that changes may be negotiated with the
USFWS. (HMP, p. 1-14.)
o Agencies have negotiated changes to the HMP in the past, e.g., by
swapping mitigation and development land designations.
o Whose permission would be required to revise the HMP?
The HMP is apparently not sufficient to provide ESA compliance for ITPs
without more actions. 9 It appears that the HMP adoption has been relied on only
to fulfill mitigation obligations under CEQA and NEPA, with the understanding
that the HMP may facilitate later ESA compliance. 10 If the HMP is mandatory
only as a form of CEQA/NEPA mitigation, can the agencies alter the HMP
obligation if they make findings of adequate substitute mitigation and/or
infeasibility? (See Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of
Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 359 [mitigation may be modified or
deleted with stated rationale supported with substantial evidence]; see also
Lincoln Place Tenants Association v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th
1491, 1508; Katzeff v. Department of Forestry & Fire Protection (2010) 181
Cal.App.4th 601, 614.)

About the agency’s developers’ costs and obligations for the no-action alternative,
the agencies should know:
• For the development areas within an agency’s jurisdiction, what would be the
approximate cost of future ESA/CESA compliance that would be born directly by
developer-permittees in their project-specific HCPs/ITPs? How would that cost
compare to the jurisdiction’s share of the cost of the proposed HCP?
• Assuming that developers bear the cost of ESA compliance directly, how much
less greenfield development would occur under the no-project alternative than
under the proposed HCP?
o Note that the proposed cost apportionment in the HCP document call for
assessing costs based on CFD replacement revenues. This cost
apportionment would not create any incentive for a private developer to
avoid take and minimize ESA compliance costs by developing on
unvegetated, previously developed land rather than on vegetated land
providing habitat, because CFD taxes would be the same either way.
9
10

See Base Reuse Plan EIR, p. 4-164.

Ibid; see Robert Walker, Assistant Secretary of the Army, Fort Ord, California, Disposal
and Reuse, Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, Record of Decision, June 18, 1997,
available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1790/bw-1790.pdf.
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For the no-action alternative, it is particularly important that the agencies clarify the continuing
obligations under the HMP and the ability to coordinate the management of the HMP’s habitat
management areas with project-specific ITPs. As discussed below, the EIS/EIR assumes for the
no-action alternative that HMP obligations cannot be coordinated with project-specific ITPs; but
this assumption is not supported with any actual analysis.
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2. Formation of JPA should not occur until the HCP is finalized and there is
agreement on, and commitment to, enforceable cost-apportionment and funding
mechanisms.
The HCP contemplates that the JPA will be formed prior to the implementation of the
HCP and permit issuance. (HCP, pp. ES-10, 7-1.) This is apparently required by the USFWS.
(Stephen Henry, USFWS, letter to Michael Houlemard, FORA, July 29, 2016, p. 5, point # 6.)
The draft JPA Agreement provides that the “final HCP” is incorporated by reference and that
conflicting provisions in the HCP will supersede the JPA Agreement. It is unclear how many
changes need to be made to the HCP to make it “final” or whether future changes to the HCP
would be binding on each JPA member. 11
The cost apportionment and the funding mechanisms are critical questions that remain
unresolved in the JPA Agreement. Section 8 of the JPA Agreement mentions an array of
possible alternative funding mechanisms (e.g., CFD Taxes, developer impact fees, lump sum or
annual payments by Permittees, state and federal grants and appropriations) and possible
alternative cost-apportionment methods (e.g., apportionment based on acreage, developable
acreage, market value of acreage, habitat value of acreage, previous funding commitments).
Section 8 provides that after the JPA is formed, the parties will “cooperatively develop” both the
“funding mechanisms” and the “methods of apportioning funding responsibility among the
Parties.” Even if it were not dictated by the ESA, CESA, CEQA, and NEPA, it would be
prudent for the agencies to reach agreement on cost-apportionment and funding mechanisms
before committing themselves to a 50-year liability.
In contrast to the JPA Agreement, the draft HCP appears to have settled that the funding
mechanism and cost apportionment will be based on the CFD Tax and some replacement funding
mechanism that is equivalent to the current CFD tax, to be developed by the land use
jurisdictions, without any use of the General Funds of the land use jurisdictions. (HCP, section
9-3.)
Despite the HCP’s apparent commitment to this approach, a November 13, 2019 EPS
memo refers to the CFD-based cost apportionment method assumed in the HCP as the “baseline
analysis” and then discusses several alternative cost and funding scenarios.
11

If substantial changes are made to the proposed HCP circulated for public review and
comment, the revised HCP and a revised EIS/EIR should be recirculated for additional review
and comment.
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In short, the cost-apportionment method and funding mechanism are neither adopted, nor even
agreed. Accordingly, the HCP does not meet the federal or state requirements for assured
funding or the CEQA and NEPA requirements for committed, enforceable mitigation financing.
In light of the JPA’s provision that the final HCP is controlling over the JPA (JPA,
section 4.0) and the fact that the HCP assumes a cost-apportionment and funding mechanism but
the JPA does not, each jurisdiction should require that the HCP be in “final” form at the time that
the JPA Agreement is signed and that funding mechanisms and cost-apportionment be agreed,
committed, and consistently spelled out in both the HCP and the JPA. The JPA Agreement
should also provide an acceptable mechanism to negotiate future changes to the final HCP
document.
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D. Permittees should evaluate a range of cost-apportionment methods and funding
mechanisms if they intend to pursue the proposed HCP.
1. The September 2019 HCP assumes that endowment funding will come from the
FORA CFD or an equivalent but unspecified “replacement funding mechanism”
after FORA sunsets.
The JPA Agreement leaves the choice of cost apportionment as a matter to be decided
after the jurisdictions join the JPA and after the HCP is adopted. (JPA Agreement, section 8
[cost apportionment method to be determined], section 4 [HCP to be incorporated by reference;
its provisions supersede the JPA Agreement].)

V-9

However, the HCP states that HCP endowment funding will come from the CFD Special
Tax and from state and federal budget appropriations and that no Permittees other than State
Parks and MPRPD would be required to obligate its General Fund to satisfy its financial
obligations. (HCP, p. 9-15.) Since budget appropriations are uncertain and outside the control
of the Permittees, and since the proposed endowment funds would provide essentially all of the
HCP funding, financial assurances will rely on Permittees’ ability to raise revenues through the
FORA CFD or an unspecified “replacement funding mechanism” that would generate the same
revenue stream as the existing CFD tax. Thus, the HCP assumes that the HCP endowment will
be funded by a CFD Special Tax revenue stream and will be apportioned among the Permittees
based on their collection of CFD tax revenues. (HCP, section 9.3.1.)
2. The November 2019 EPS memo discusses alternative funding-mechanisms.
Although the information is not in the HCP, the HCP consultant EPS modeled costapportionment based on several different funding mechanisms in a memorandum captioned
“Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis and Cost Allocation Alternatives.” (EPS, letter to FORA
Administrative Committee, Nov. 13, 2019 (“EPS2”).) These included apportioning cost based
on CFD Replacement Revenues, on short and long-term developable acres, and on water
allocations. Allocation Alternative 1 in the EPS Sensitivity Analysis, which is based on “CFD
Replacement Revenues,” is the cost allocation method used in the HCP document.
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3. The agencies should consider appropriate criteria and options for adequate costapportionment methods and funding mechanisms.
Criteria for adequate cost-apportionment methods and funding mechanisms might include the
following:
•
•
•

Funding should be sufficiently proportionate to incidental take that the stay-ahead
provision can be met.
Funding should be feasible, committed, and enforceable.
Funding should be equitable among the Permittees and among the types of development
(e.g., residential, office, commercial, industrial, retail)

Options for cost-apportionment methods and funding mechanisms might include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

V-11

The FORA CFD tax, as long as it can legally be collected,
A new CFD tax enacted and levied by the JPA, applicable to all development within the
HCP,
A local CFD tax enacted and levied by an individual Permittee that is a land use
jurisdiction, applicable only to development within that jurisdiction,
A development impact fee enacted and levied by the JPA, applicable to all development
within the HCP,
A local development impact fee enacted and levied by an individual Permittee that is a
land use jurisdiction, applicable only to development within that jurisdiction,
Ad hoc fees imposed through development agreements,
General fund revenues of the Permittees,
Grants and appropriations.

4. The choice of funding mechanisms should matter to agency/Permittees because it is
likely to determine the cost-apportionment of the HCP. There are substantial
differences in each Permittee’s funding obligations depending on the choice of costapportionment and funding mechanism.
The choice of funding mechanism would likely be allowed to determine the costapportionment among the Permittees. For example, if development impact fees or CFD taxes are
the primary funding mechanism, cost would likely be apportioned among Permittees in
proportion to the fees or taxes raised in each Permittee’s jurisdiction. The HCP and the EPS
Sensitivity Analysis memorandum (EPS2) assume this to be the case under normal conditions.
Uncoupling the funding mechanism from the cost-apportionment could be accomplished, e.g.,
through side-payments among Permittees, but this would introduce complexities that should be
avoided absent good reason.
Note, however, that the HCP does propose that funding and cost apportionment be at
least temporarily uncoupled in the event that CFD payments were insufficient to pay for HCP
required actions on all HMAs: in that event the HCP proposes that the owner of the HMA land
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incur the cost and seek reimbursement from the other Permittees later. (HCP, section 9.3.5.1, p.
9-35.)
Impact fees, CFD taxes, and development agreement fees can be levied on various bases.
The current CFD levies fees based on type of development and number of units. Impact fees can
do the same. But CFD taxes and impact fees could also be based on the developed acres, or the
vegetated developed acres, or based on the amount of incidental take caused by development.
The choice of the fee or tax basis can make a large difference in cost apportionment.
EPS’s Sensitivity Analysis memorandum modeled cost-apportionment based on the existing
CFD taxes, on short and long-term developable acres, and on water allocations. Allocation
Alternatives 2a and 2b in the EPS Sensitivity Analysis are based on developable acres.
Alternative 2a is based on short-term development in the planning pipeline and Alternative 2B is
based on the total buildout acres over the 50-year HCP permit term. (EPS2, Tables 6 and 7, D-1
[long-term developable acres by jurisdiction].)
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EPS’s modelling demonstrates that costs could be 2.5 times higher for some land use
jurisdictions, depending on the basis of apportionment. (EPS2, Table 7 [Marina Alt. 1 cost of
$18.7m vs. Alt 2B cost of $10.1m; DRO Alt. 1 cost of $4.2m vs. Alt. 2B cost of $5.6m; County
Alt. 1 cost of $4.5m vs. Alt 2B cost of $1.8m].) Given the amounts at issue, the land use
jurisdictions should resolve the basis of cost apportionment before entering into a JPA that binds
them to an unfavorable or inequitable cost-apportionment method, not to mention the joint and
several liability. (JPA Agreement, sections 8.0, 6.2, 3.2.)
E. Even if a funding mechanism identical in the amount and apportionment to the current
CFD tax could somehow be imposed, it would not demonstrably assure adequate
funding for the HCP because there is no assurance that this revenue stream could meet
the stay-ahead provision and because such a cost-apportionment is likely to be rejected
as inequitable.
The HCP provides no actual analysis to demonstrate the feasibility of the “stay ahead”
provision and there are reasons to doubt it will be feasible.
1. The HCP does not actually match the schedule of habitat maintenance,
enhancement, and restoration to the build-out assumed to occur in order to show
that the HCP can in fact stay ahead.
HCP Section 7.6 provides a stay-ahead rule, but without an analysis to demonstrate that it
will work within the funding constraints.
The HCP defines “take percentage” as the impact on each species in acres of take divided
by baseline acres. The HCP defines “conservation percentage” as the acreage actively managed
and commensurately funded divided by total protected acreage for each species habitat required
by the HCP. The stay-ahead rule requires that the conservation percentage must be 5 percentage
points greater than the take percentage for most fauna habitat. For the CTS and CRLF, the
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conservation percentage must be 20 percentage points greater than the take percentage until
successful completion of aquatic restoration projects, which would require that the HCP incur the
front-loaded costs of restoration. Similarly, for HCP plant species, the conservation percentage
must be 20 percentage points greater than the take percentage until successful completion of
restoration and seeding projects, which must occur “as early as possible in the permit term.”
(HCP, p. 7-17.)
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The HCP presents two examples of the calculation. 12 But the examples of the
application of the stay-ahead rule does not constitute any evidence that attaining the stay-ahead
provision would be feasible.
2. The HCP does not actually match the schedule of habitat maintenance,
enhancement, and restoration to the build-out assumed to occur in order to show
that the HCP can in fact stay ahead.
The HCP acknowledges that a slower pace of development than it assumes is a critical
risk to meeting the stay-ahead provision. However, HCP section 9.3.5 provides only a
qualitative discussion of that risk, a discussion that does not demonstrate that conservation will
in fact stay ahead of incidental take in the event that full Fort Ord buildout does not occur by
2030 as the HCP assumes:
Annual HCP required action costs and CFD Special Tax revenues are both triggered by
FORA’s land use development. If the pace of development slows, annual CFD Special Tax
revenues would be generated at a slower rate. However, the timing of HCP required actions
would also be delayed, consequently reducing annual HCP required action costs. This
relation between annual endowment costs and revenues reduces the possibility of inordinate
funding shortfalls being experienced during the permit and post-permit periods. Section 7.6,
Stay-Ahead Provision, describes in further detail how HMA funding is an integral part of
how preserved acres are counted toward the stay-ahead provision.”
(HCP, p. 9-33.) While this relation between endowment revenues collection and the pace at
which costs are incurred might, under some circumstances, “reduce” the possibility of a funding
mismatch, it does not eliminate it.

12

Example: if a developer seeks development that impacts 50% of Sand Gilia (756 acres of
1511 acres baseline acres) then 55% of conservation goal would have to be met before take was
allowed (839 acres of the required 1,525 acres). This example assumes that required Gilia
restoration and seeding has already occurred so that the stay ahead percentage is only 5%, not the
20% required before restoration is deemed successful.
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3. Mismatches in conservation funding and incidental take are likely to prevent
meeting the stay-ahead provision.
The HCP’s cost and funding analysis simply assumes that the incidental take caused by
development projects and the funding contributed by those projects toward the HCP would
remain proportionate and that this proportionality would ensure that the stay-ahead provision
could be met. However, the CFD-based cost-apportionment method assumed in the HCP does
not actually ensure that funding would be generated in proportion to incidental take from
development. Thus, it cannot assure that the HCP would be adequately funded to meet the stayahead provision.
There are a number of reasons that attaining the stay-ahead provision may not be feasible.
a. A CFD-like tax collection does not materially precede incidental take.
First, the CFD payments are not due until a building permit is issued, at which time the
developer may immediately begin causing take. Conservation funding could therefore lag
behind take. Conservation funding should be required sufficiently before construction to ensure
that the required stay-ahead habitat acreage is maintained, enhanced, and restored.
b. A CFD-like tax may not cover fixed initial costs for startup, capital, and restoration.
Second, the cash flow analysis assumes constant annual costs of $2.2 million will be paid
for through the endowment. (HCP, App. O, Tables 8 and 13.) The constant cost assumption
does not provide for the needed front-loading of costs for start-up, capital, and habitat
restoration. (See HCP, Table 9-1a.)
The 20% stay ahead for plants and the CTS and CRLF will be particularly difficult to
attain because the 20% stay-ahead mandate applies until the front-loaded costs are incurred for
successful habitat restoration and enhancement.
c. CFD-like taxes may be insufficient if early projects occur disproportionately in incidental
take areas.
Third, early projects may be in sensitive areas and therefore make larger contributions to
take percentage than the conservation percentage that their CFD payments can fund.
EPS’s Sensitivity Analysis memorandum identifies development projects that are in the
“short-term planning pipeline” that reflects “a market and resource constrained scenario whereby
only portions of the total developable areas are anticipated to develop.” (EPS2, pp. 7-8.) EPS
sets out the projects expected to develop in the short-term in Tables C1 through C6. (EPS2,
Appendix C, “Projected Replacement CFD Special Tax Revenue”].) Many of these short term
projects will result in substantial incidental take because they are located in natural, vegetated
land on which the HCP identifies the presence of multiple protected species.
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For example:
•

Table C-1 identifies 148.5 acres of short-term development in Del Rey Oaks.
(EPS2, Table C-1.) According to the HCP, the developable Del Rey Oaks land
contains Seaside Bird’s Beak, Monterey Spineflower, Yadon’s Pioperia, and
habitat for the California Red Legged Frog (“CRLF”) and the California Tiger
Salamander (“CTF”). (HCP, Appendix A, Figures A-8, A-7, A-4, A-3a, A-2a.)

•

Table C-3 identifies 59.7 acres of short-term development in the City of
Monterey. (EPS2, Table C-3.) According to the HCP, the developable City of
Monterey land contains Seaside Bird’s Beak, Monterey Spineflower, Yadon’s
Pioperia, and habitat for the California Red Legged Frog (“CRLF”) and the
California Tiger Salamander (“CTF”). (HCP, Appendix A, Figures A-8, A-7, A4, A-3a, A-2a.)

Other early development projects in EPS’s Sensitivity Analysis memorandum would occur on
natural, vegetated land on which protected species are located. The disproportionate need for
mitigation funding may prevent attainment of the stay-ahead provision if early development
projects occur on lands rich in protected species and habitat, rather than on the already developed
land on which no protected species or habitat are present.
d. CFD-like taxes may not be sufficient if early projects are disproportionately nonresidential.
Fourth, the relative underfunding of mitigation by non-residential projects may preclude
meeting the stay-ahead provision. Allocation Alternative 1 in the EPS Sensitivity Analysis,
based on CFD Replacement Revenues, is used in the HCP document. This allocation method
skews the lion’s share of total HCP cost to residential units and away from non-residential
development. For example, the CFD cost for residential development in the County would be
$152,000 per acre, compared to $3,327 per acre for office or industrial development acre.
(EPS2, Table C-4.)
Again, a CFD-like cost apportionment method cannot assure funding of the stay-ahead
provision if funding is not sufficiently related to incidental take impact. For example, funding
would not match stay-ahead costs if substantial development of office or industrial projects
occurred before residential development, especially if that development were sited on vegetated
development land with HCP habitat so as to result in incidental take.
An historical example of such development was the MST/Whispering Oaks project.
Although the project approvals were ultimately rescinded in the face of fierce community
opposition, this 115-acre project would have removed 3,400 oak trees to construct a bus
maintenance project and a business park. CFD fees from the project based on the CFD tax rate
for industrial and office use would have been minimal. The HCP indicates that the site contains
Monterey Spineflower and upland habitat for CRLF and CTS. (HCP, Appendix A, Figures A3a, A7, A-8.)
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The general plans of the land use jurisdictions identify a number of areas designated for
office and industrial uses that are located in areas that the HCP identifies as rich in protected
species. For example:
•

The City of Marina has designated a number of parcels south and southeast of the
Marina Municipal Airport as “Office/Research.” 13 The HCP indicates that this
area contains Sand Gilia, Monterey Spineflower, Seaside Bird’s Beak, and
Smith’s Blue Butterfly. (HCP, Appendix A, Figures A-1, A-3a, A-4, A05e.)

•

The County of Monterey has designated land east of Gigling and Eighth as
Business Park/Light Industrial Office/R & D. 14 The HCP indicates that the site
contains Monterey Spineflower and upland habitat for CRLF and CTS. (HCP,
Appendix A, Figures A-3a, A7, A-8.)

•

The Fort Ord Reuse Plan designates most of the parcels within the jurisdiction of
the City of Monterey and Del Rey Oaks as “Business Park/Light Industrial
Office/R & D.” (Fort Ord Reuse Plan, Figure 3.2-1 [Proposed Project Land Use
Concept].) The City of Monterey has designated this land as “Industrial” in its
General Plan land use map. 15 Del Rey Oaks has designated portions of this land a
“General Commercial/Office-Professional.” 16 As noted above, the HCP indicates
that this land contains Seaside Bird’s Beak, Monterey Spineflower, Yadon’s
Pioperia, and habitat for the California Red Legged Frog (“CRLF”) and the
California Tiger Salamander (“CTF”). (HCP, Appendix A, Figures A-8, A-7, A4, A-3a, A-2a.)

In addition, other parcels designated as “Commercial” or “Mixed Use” within the Fort Ord land
use jurisdictions could be developed with office or industrial uses and be subject to the low CFD
tax rate for those uses.
13

City of Marina, General Plan Land Use Map, updated May 27, 2011, available at
https://cityofmarina.org/DocumentCenter/View/1421/Figure-2-2---5-27-2011?bidId=.
14

2010 Monterey County General Plan, Figure LU6a, Monterey County Land Use Plan,
Fort Ord Master Plan, Oct. 24, 2006, available at
https://www.co.monterey.ca.us/home/showdocument?id=45966.
15

City of Monterey, General Plan, Map 3, Nov. 2, 2010, available at
https://monterey.org/Portals/0/Policies-Procedures/Planning/GeneralPlan/3-Land-Use.pdf.
16

City of Del Rey Oaks, General Plan Update, January 1997, p. 30, Figure 2, Land Use
Map, available at
https://www.delreyoaks.org/sites/default/files/fileattachments/city_manager/page/1506/1997_gen
eralplanupdate.pdf.
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Relying disproportionately on residential development for HCP funding would also make
the stay-ahead provision much more difficult to attain even under the alternative, slower
development scenario modeled in the EPS Sensitivity Analysis memorandum. EPS provides two
development scenarios. The “baseline” scenario, based on the FORA CIP, assumes complete
buildout of the Base Reuse Plan by 2030 at 433 residential units per yeqar, which is completely
inconsistent with historic buildout rates. (EPS2, Table 2.) This is the scenario assumed in the
HCP document. The slightly slower paced “Delayed Revenues and Costs” scenario spreads
residential development over 16 years at 300 units per year, but still assumes that non-residential
buildout is largely complete by 2030. (EPS2, Table 3.) Under this “Delayed Revenues and
Costs” scenario, the non-residential development occurs earlier than the residential development
and pays much less per acre toward the HCP. Thus, there would be less funding available per
developed acre, rendering the stay-ahead provision more difficult to attain.
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Although EPS acknowledges its scenarios are hypothetical, the earlier development of the
lower taxed non-residential uses is likely because land use jurisdictions tend to favor nonresidential development in order to obtain its higher local property and sales tax revenues.
Indeed, that is why the CFD taxes for non-residential uses are lower.
4. The CFD-based cost-apportionment is likely to be viewed as inequitable because it is
not based on incidental take impact.
In addition to the risk that the CFD-based cost-apportionment method would fail to
assure the stay-ahead provision, it is unlikely that this system would be viewed as an equitable
apportionment by Permittees or developers. There appears to be no principled rationale for
assessing residential development at a rate of $152,000 per acre and office development at
$3,327 per acres. And jurisdictions that have planned relatively more residential than nonresidential development would likely object to being required to provide disproportionate
funding.
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5. The CFD-based cost-apportionment is likely to be viewed as inequitable because it
would exact habitat fees from previously permitted projects that have already
funded independent ITPs.
The CFD-based cost allocation (EPS 2, Alternative 1) is also likely to be viewed as
inequitable because it assumes that the already-entitled development that has obtained an
independent HCP/ITP will still have to make contributions to the new HCP. (EPS2, Table C-2
[counting $23m in total CFD revenues from 920 units at Seahaven, of which 30% or $7m would
be used to fund the new HCP].)
Furthermore, as discussed, there is no legal way to compel new exactions from projects
like Seahaven that have vested entitlements.
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F. FORA has not provided sufficient analysis of the efficacy of alternative costapportionment methods in the HCP or elsewhere.
As explained, the proposed CFD-based cost-apportionment cannot assure funding
sufficient for the stay-ahead provision and would not likely be viewed as equitable. Equity and
the stay-ahead provision dictate a closer relation between incidental take and funding.
Allocation Alternatives 2a and 2b in the EPS Sensitivity Analysis are based on
“developable acres.” Alternative 2a is based on short-term development in the planning pipeline
and Alternative 2B is based on the total buildout acres over the 50-year HCP permit term.
(EPS2, Tables 6 and 7, D-1 [long-term developable acres by jurisdiction].) These allocations are
somewhat more equitable than the Alternative 1, CFD-based allocation, and they may be less
risky with respect to meeting the stay ahead provision. However, the use of “developable acres”
does not assure an adequate relation between funding and incidental take because not all
developable acres would result in similar incidental take and thus trigger similar stay-ahead
cost obligations.
The EIS/EIR explains that the 9,292 developable areas consist of 4,242 acres of
previously developed land and 5,051 acres of natural or vegetated land. (EIS/EIR, p. 2-12.) The
EIS/EIR states that an HCP/ITP is not required in order to develop those 4,241 acres of
designated development areas within Fort Ord that were previously developed, because that land
is devoid of vegetation and habitat for listed species. (EIS/EIR, p. 2-3.) The only incidental take
that would occur on land designated for development is on the 5,051 acres of natural, vegetated
land. The development of this vegetated acreage, not the redevelopment of previously developed
land, should bear the cost of the HCP so that the cost apportionment is based on the actual
incidental take impact.
If funding were based on developable acres regardless whether those acres contain
habitat, there could be no assurance that funding would match stay-ahead costs. Stay-ahead cost
would not be met if substantial development occurred on vegetated or natural lands before
redevelopment occurred on previously developed land. If the development on vegetated land
were not paying the full cost of incidental take mitigation (because part of that cost was
apportioned to disturbed land), incidental take would occur sooner than the collection of funds
needed to mitigate it, and it would be more difficult to meet the stay-ahead provision.
It is foreseeable that development may in fact occur earlier on vegetated land rather than
disturbed land. As discussed above, the EPS Sensitivity Analysis identifies substantial acreage
of short-term development in the planning pipeline that is located on parcels containing protected
species and habitat.
It is also foreseeable that development will occur disproportionately on vegetated land
that is subject to incidental take rather than on previously developed land in which take would
not occur. Indeed, the EIS/EIR establishes that the vegetated, natural land in which development
is permitted and take will occur comprise 5,051 acres. (EIS/EIR, p. ES-2.) This compares to
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only 4,241 acres of previously developed land in which redevelopment will occur and in which
there would be no take. (Ibid.)
In short, there can be no adequate assurance that funding would be sufficient to meet the
stay-ahead provision unless the source of funding is closely tied to incidental take impacts.
Ideally, the funding exacted from development projects would be directly proportionate to take
impacts. This is the system that would in fact be used in the event that the proposed HCP were
not adopted and each development project were required to fund its own ITP.
At minimum, FORA should be required to demonstrate that the HCP funding mechanism
would in fact generate sufficient funds in time to meet the stay-ahead provision.
Unfortunately, neither EPS nor FORA have discussed or modeled apportionment of HCP
costs based on vegetated acreage much less on actual incidental take impacts. FORA should, at
minimum, prepare an analysis of the allocation of HCP cost based on each jurisdiction’s share of
vegetated development acres. The wildlife agencies must be satisfied that the proposed costapportionment will in fact assure that the stay-ahead provision can be met before FORA and
USFWS certify the EIS/EIR and the wildlife agencies issue ITPs. Each Permittee should also
want to be satisfied that the proposed cost-apportionment would be equitable to the Permittees
and equitable to the future redevelopers of the previously disturbed areas whose projects would
not cause any incidental take.
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In sum, take-based cost-apportionment would be likely to be viewed as more equitable
because it would match the benefits and costs of the proposed HCP. Take-based costapportionment would also be more efficient because it would tend to discourage greenfield
development that causes take and incurs additional costs for take mitigation. To the extent that
the cost-apportionment diverges from a take-based approach, it would penalize development that
does not cause take, subsidize development that does causes take, and thereby increase the
overall cost of HCP compliance. Divergence from a take-based cost apportionment also
increases the risk that the Permittees could not attain the stay-ahead provision.
G. FORA cannot demonstrate that CFD “replacement funding mechanisms” are
committed, enforceable, or even feasible.
As noted, the HCP relies on the FORA CFD tax and/or an unspecified “replacement
funding mechanism” after FORA sunsets. (HCP, p. 9-19.) None of these mechanisms are
committed or enforceable, or even described in the HCP. Accordingly, they do not meet the
requirements of the ESA, the CESA, CEQA, or NEPA that an HCP application and its
environmental review demonstrate an assured funding source.
The USFWS explained that an adequate HCP must set out the substance of the local
ordinances that would be used to implement the HCP. (USFWS, letter to Houlemard, July 29,
2016.) Instead, the HCP states that the Permittees would develop implementing ordinances
within 120 days of permit issuance, and merely includes a "model" ordinance. (HCP, section
7.4, p. 7-10; HCP, App. J.) The model ordinance provides that, after FORA sunsets, the
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Permittee will somehow “ensure collection of the Special Tax,” i.e., the 2002 FORA CFD tax,
and then disburse it to the JPA. (HCP, App. J, Section VII.A.4.) As discussed, FORA has
previously acknowledged that the CFD will not be collectible from any project when FORA
sunsets and there is no legal authority to collect and disburse the new exactions from
development entitled in the past.
Adequate new mechanisms for fees or taxes to replace the FORA CFD tax may be
infeasible. As discussed above, no new fees can be imposed on development that is already
entitled. Even if that problem could be solved, for the reasons discussed below there is no
assurance that other funding mechanisms are committed, enforceable, or feasible, as required for
an adequate HCP and its environmental review.
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1. Impact fees may not be feasible because the nexus and proportionality requirements
may preclude adequate funding, and there has been no analysis of nexus and
proportionality. In addition, they are not committed and enforceable.
Development impact fees must meet the nexus and proportionality mandates under case
law and the Mitigation Fee Act. (Gov. Code, §§ 66000 et seq.) If development impact fees are
proposed, they may not be legally imposed on the 4,241 acres of previously developed areas that
do not actually require an ITP because there would be no nexus or proportionality. If the entire
cost of the HCP were to be borne by the 5,051 vegetated acres, or the subset of those acres with
actual incidental take impacts, the cost per acre for the HCP endowment would be 185% higher,
based on the ratio of vegetated to total developable acreage. This exaction might inhibit
development of the vegetated acres, and result in a much smaller HCP requirement. It is not
clear that a smaller HCP could feasibly cover the scale of the proposed costs for startup, capital,
and restoration.
If the JPA were to impose a development impact fee, it would need to prepare an analysis
to justify nexus and proportionality. This has not been done.
The HCP implies that each Permittee might be free to select its own funding mechanism.
If some local jurisdictions were to impose their own development impact fees, each would need
to prepare an analysis that demonstrates nexus and proportionality for the land to be assessed
within that jurisdiction. This has not been done.
Demonstrating nexus and proportionality would require a realistic appraisal of both the
fixed and variable costs of the likely scope of the HCP needed to cover foreseeable development.
Despite the HCP’s implication, the HCP is not fully scalable. (HCP, section 9.7.) The HCP cost
analysis assumes that the entire Base Reuse Plan will be developed within the 50-year permit
period. The overall scale of the HCP has been designed and negotiated to provide an ITP that
would cover this ultimate level of development. If this level of development is not certain to
occur, it would be unreasonable to exact the fixed costs of an HCP designed to accommodate it.
Although certain variable costs might be scalable, and would not be incurred unless and
until development occurs, the capital and habitat restoration costs are based on full buildout and
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would be incurred regardless of the level of ultimate development. HCP Table 9-1a indicates
that 50% of capital costs would be incurred in years 1-10 and 75% by year 20. Essentially all of
the habitat restoration costs would be incurred in years 1-20, with 78% incurred in years 1-10.
These spending commitments would have to be incurred in the early years of the HCP, before
the total scope of covered activities would be known. Imposing almost $10 million in fixed costs
on development before the scale of these costs has been justified by actual development
applications would not meet nexus and proportionality requirements. The HCP has not
considered this issue or provided any analysis to support a nexus and proportionality
determination.
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2. Replacement CFD taxes are not committed or enforceable, and there is no analysis
to assure that they could meet the stay-ahead provision.
Permittees might consider a new CFD, sponsored by the JPA, or separate CFDs,
sponsored by each Permittee that is a land use jurisdiction as the “replacement funding
mechanism” mentioned in the HCP. (HCP, p. 9-19.)
A CFD tax need not have nexus and proportionality. Indeed, this opportunity to impose
subsidization of non-residential development through a skewed tax assessment was a key reason
that FORA chose CFD taxes rather than development impact fees to finance the Base Reuse Plan
infrastructure. However, unless a replacement CFD tax did in fact have nexus and
proportionality, i.e., a close relation between the tax on a development project and the incidental
take caused by that project, there would be no assurance that the CFD tax could meet the stayahead provision. Again, as discussed above, FORA simply has not done the analysis to propose
such a tax and to show that it feasibly meets the stay-ahead provision.
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And, again, a replacement CFD tax is currently neither committed nor enforceable.
3. Ad hoc funding via development agreement exactions are not committed or
enforceable, and there is no analysis to assure that they could meet the stay-ahead
provision.
Like CFD taxes, exactions via development agreements are not required to have nexus
and proportionality. However, as for hypothetical replacement CFD taxes, there is no analysis to
propose such exactions and to show that they would feasibly meet the stay-ahead provision. And
since development agreement exactions must be negotiated project-by-project, they are
intrinsically speculative, and there could be no present assurance that they are committed or
enforceable.
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4. Grants and appropriations are not committed or enforceable.
The HCP suggests that grants, appropriations, and/or volunteer labor might be used as
partial funding. (HCP, pp. 9-29 to 9-9-32.) The amounts of the appropriations would be limited
to the relatively small portion of the overall HCP funding represented by the assumed obligations
of MPC, CSUMP, and State Parks. There is no suggestion that appropriations would be
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available to fund the HCP activities related to private development. Furthermore, the HCP does
not demonstrate that appropriations, grants, or volunteer labor is part of a committed enforceable
plan.
A “plan” to seek funding from other government agencies in the future is not sufficient
mitigation. (Concerned Citizens of Calaveras County v. Board of Supervisors (1985) 166
Cal.App.3d 90, 103-104.) An agency may not simply assume that grants or appropriations will
be available. (Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of Supervisors (2001)
91 Cal.App.4th 342, 364 [“there simply was no reason to assume that funding was or would be
available”].)
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5. The HCP equivocates on use of Permittee general funds; Permittees should insist
that this equivocation be resolved and that there be a cost-apportionment
agreement.
The HCP states: “no Permittee may be compelled to obligate its General Fund to satisfy
its financial obligations under the HCP.” (HCP, section 9.3, p. 9-15.) However, the HCP’s
discussion of funding assurances equivocates on this principal because it proposes to “[h]ave
Permittees pay for HCP required actions on HMAs under their ownership” in the event that
funding is insufficient to meet the stay-ahead provision. (HCP, section 9.3.5.1, p. 9-35.) This
provision would obligate the Permittees that happen to own HMA land to bear the cost of HCP
implementation, subject to possible reimbursement from the JPA at some point in the future. 17
Furthermore, the JPA Agreement unequivocally imposes the funding obligation on the
Permittees. (JPA Agreement sections 6.2 [Responsibility to Wildlife Agencies], 8.0 [Funding of
Endowments]; 3.2 [Withdrawal].) If the Permittees were unable to collect funds from third party
developers, they would have no alternative but recourse to their general funds.
However, it is unclear that Permittees are willing to fund the HCP from general fund
revenue. At any rate, the HCP cannot provide adequate funding assurances as long as this
remains unresolved.
Even if Permittees are willing to encumber their general funds, the HCP or the JPA
Agreement should specify how the cost would be apportioned. The default cost-apportionment
assumption in the HCP is that costs would be apportioned in proportion to FORA CFD-like tax
revenues collected by each jurisdiction. If the funding mechanism does not in fact use the CFD
tax rates or if those revenues are insufficient, the HCP should set out the actual costapportionment (and funding mechanisms) that would be in place after 2020, particularly the
apportionment of revenue shortfalls.

17

HMA lands under the HMP include: BLM (14,645 acres), State Parks (979 acres),
UC/NRS (606 acres), County (1,849 acres), Marina (236 acres), MPC (206 acres), and MPRPD
(19 acres)
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H. The HCP’s assumptions for endowment accumulation and for endowment funded costs
are unrealistic.
1. The HCP makes specific assumptions about buildout, tax revenues, the timing of
costs, and endowment fund accumulation.
The HCP assumes that the cost to implement the HCP on non-federal land (i.e., the cost
exclusive of BLM costs to fulfill its FONM obligations) would be $2.6 million per year during
the 50-year permit term and a $1.4 million per year thereafter. (HCP, Table 9-1a, p. 9-4.) The
HCP proposes that this be funded through endowment funds created from CFD taxes (and small
one-time payments from MPC, CSUMB, and MPRPD) and from an annual $518,000 allocation
of state budget appropriations for State Parks. (HCP, pp. 9-15 to 9-31.) Thus, about 80% of the
non-federal funding would come from CFD taxes and about 20% from the state budget.
The HCP assumes that all of the Fort Ord development for the next 50 years will occur
by 2030, i.e., the complete build-out of the Fort Ord Reuse Plan including:
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• 4,878 new residential units
• 47 existing unit replacements
• 177.1 acres of office
• 81.3 acres of industrial
• 69.7 acres of retail
• 1,342 hotel rooms
•
(HCP, App. O, Table 6.) The HCP assumes that this projected development will generate $137
million in CFD taxes with $41 million (30.2%) going to HCP funding. (HCP, Table 9-7, page 918.) The HCP assumes that these CFD taxes will be sufficient to fund the annually required
HCP actions for the first 7 years of the HCP and to fund two endowment funds that will be
sufficient to fund $2.2 million of the $2.6 million annual cost to manage the non-federal HMA
areas. (See HCP, Tables 9-6 and 9-7, pp. 9-17, 9-18.) The HCP assumes that the endowment
will be fully funded by the end of year 8, and that endowment funds will earn returns of 4.2%
and 4.5%. (HCP, Table 9-6, p. 9-17; HCP, p. 9-20.)
There are several fundamental flaws in the HCP’s case flow assumptions.
1. The assumption of level annual costs makes no provision for front-loaded startup,
capital, and restoration costs.
The HCP’s cash flow performance analysis assumes that the HCP costs to be funded by
the endowment would be incurred on an absolutely level basis, at the rate of $2.2 million per
year. (HCP, App. O, p. 6 and Tables 8 and 13 [showing no variation in annual costs incurred by
the endowment funds] .) However, the HCP itself shows that significant capital and restoration
costs would be incurred in early years:
•

$6.2 million of the total $10.4m capital costs would be incurred in years 1-20
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•
•

$1.8 million in habitat restoration would be incurred in years 1-20, with none in later
years.
$1.4 million in “start-up costs” would be incurred in years 1 and 2.

(HCP, Table 9.1a, pp. 9-9-3 to 9-4.) Early implementation of these fixed costs is critical to the
success of the stay-ahead provision. For example, the stay-ahead discussion emphasizes that
Permittees will implement restoration and seeding as early as possible during the permit term.
(HCP, p. 7-17.) Only by successful seeding and restoration can the requirement of a 20% stayahead for plants and the CRLF be reduced to 5%.
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However, the cash flow analysis fails to reflect that a larger share of costs would be
incurred in early years, and, thus, a larger endowment than assumed would be required to
compensate for reduced long-term earnings on the endowment funds.
2. The HCP analysis is critically dependent on a wildly optimistic pace of development
– full buildout by 2030.
The assumption that all remaining Fort Ord development will occur by 2030 is
completely inconsistent with the historic rate of development in Fort Ord. The HCP admits that
this rate of development is “uncertain.” (HCP, p. 9-34.) In fact, it is wildly optimistic. The
HCP projects 4,878 new residential units by 2030, built at a rate of 443 units per year. However,
from 1997 to April 30, 2019, only 1,457 new residential units were constructed in Fort Ord, a
rate of 64 units per year. 18 The HCP presents no evidence to support the assumption of such a
substantial and sustained increase in market demand.
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However, the unsupported assumption of an early, rapid, and complete build-out – 6.9
times faster than the historic rate of development – is critical to the cash-flow analysis. Unless
there is a rapid development to support rapid accumulation of the endowment fund, the earnings
on the endowment fund over time will be substantially lessened, and a larger endowment fund
would be required. The proposed current level of CFD taxes would not then be sufficient to
fund the endowment.
3. Alternative scenarios evaluated by EPS show that the required endowment would
increase substantially if buildout did not occur by 2030, but even these scenarios are
remain problematic.
Although the HCP discusses the possibility that development might occur more slowly,
the HCP does not analyze this scenario. The November 13, 2019 EPS Sensitivity Analysis does
purport to analyze a slower development scenario, “Scenario 2: Delayed Revenues and Costs,”
which would increase the required endowment from $37.8 million to $43.6 million. But this
scenario still assumes a build-out rate of 300 residential units per year, which is still 4.7 times
18

FORA, Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2018-2019, p. 6, available at
https://www.fora.org/Reports/AR/AnnualReport2019-Full.pdf.
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faster than the historic rate of 64 units per year. (EPS2, Table 3.) In short, EPS’s analysis
shows that the size of the required endowment is very sensitive to the assumed residential
buildout rate, but EPS has still not evaluated a realistic buildout rate.
Furthermore, EPS’s Delayed Revenues and Costs scenario does not materially slow the
pace of non-residential development; it continues to assume that all of the non-residential
development is essentially complete by 2030.
In addition, the Delayed Revenues and Costs scenario arbitrarily assumes 5%, 10%, and
20% reductions in early year costs. (EPS2, p. 5.) EPS admits that these arbitrary cost reductions
“are not based on an analysis of the habitat management costs relative to anticipated
development and are instead based on hypothetical cost reduction scenarios to illustrate the
associated financial modeling dynamics.” (EPS2, p. 7.) EPS admits that “[f]urther analysis on
the part of the HCP consultants would be necessary to relate anticipated development timing to
projected habitat management costs.” (Ibid.) The HCP does not provide the further analysis.
However, there is reason to doubt that, even if development were to occur at a rate of 300
residential units per year instead of 443 units per year, the early year costs borne by the
endowment funds would be materially reduced from assumed level cost of $2.2 million per year.
(HCP, App. O, p. 6 and Table 8.) A material cost reduction is unlikely because, as discussed
above, the $2.2 million level annual draw-down of the endowment fails to reflect the need for
higher than average early year spending to cover capital and restoration costs.
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Finally, even with its unsupported assumption that development would occur 4.7 times
faster than historic rates, that early year HCP costs would be 5%, 10%, or even 15% less, and
that costs would remain level from year to year, the Delayed Revenues and Costs scenario still
projects that the level of required HCP endowment funding would increase. (EPS2, p. 5.)
In sum, unless the most wildly optimistic development scenario occurs with development
at 6.9 times the historic development rate, the Permittees would have to assess fees or taxes
greater than the current CFD tax.
4. Endowment funding estimates are all over the map: FORA staff now reports that
the endowment may need to be $48 to $66 million, not the $37 or $43 million
reported in the HCP and the November EPS memorandum, much less the $9 million
originally projected.
The most recent FORA staff report on HCP funding acknowledges that FORA has
consistently and substantially underestimated HCP funding needs, and that the HCP funding
projections have grown astronomically over time. FORA’s December 2019 estimates are now
much higher than the $37 million and $43 million estimates in the HCP document and the
November EPS Sensitivity Analysis:
The required Endowments were originally projected to be $9 million but are now
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expected to cost $48 to $66 million. By FORA sunset, about $17 million is expected to be
collected for this use. FORA has set 30% of CFO [sic, CFD] funds aside for HCP
funding. Given the June 30, 2020 FORA sunset, permittees/jurisdictions must determine
how to generate the remaining $27 to $45 million required to demonstrate to
USFWS/CDFW ("Wildlife Agencies") [sic, sentence fragment]. 19
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The agencies should insist that FORA provide a credible and stable projection of required HCP
funding.
5. The HCP’s analysis fails to assess the inhibition of development caused by higher
fees and taxes.
At a certain point, the cost of HCP fees will inhibit development. Lower long-term
development would not require, and may not be able to fund, the HCP’s initial fixed costs for
capital and restoration that assume that full buildout will occur. Even though the EPS Sensitivity
Analysis shows that higher fees or taxes would be necessary under slower development, the HCP
does not consider the possible permanent reduction in Fort Ord development caused by higher
development fees or taxes.
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6. The HCP’s analysis fails to assess the effect of variation in assumed rates of return.
The cash-flow analysis is critically dependent on the assumptions that the smaller
endowment fund (the FONR Endowment Fund) would earn 4.2% annually and that the larger
endowment fund (the Cooperative Endowment Fund) would earn 4.5% annually. (HCP, p. 920.) The analysis assumes these rates of return would occur constantly, year after year. Even if
similar funds have had average long-term returns of that order of magnitude, there is a
considerable risk to the endowment strategy if the rate of return is not constant. For example,
even if a fund were able to attain a 4.5% return over a 50-year period, a lower rate of return in
the early years would require the accumulation of a much larger endowment – and
correspondingly higher fees or taxes – to cover all HCP costs. The HCP fails to assess the
sensitivity of its funding strategy to variations in rates of return over time. It is relevant that
current long-term interest rates on federal obligations are now below 2%.

V-31

7. The EPS memorandum’s scenario for lower overall HCP costs is purely speculative
and therefore misleading.
The EPS Sensitivity Analysis, which is not part of the HCP, evaluates a third scenario,
“Delayed Revenues and Reduced Costs.” (EPS2, p. 7.) In this scenario, EPS arbitrarily reduces
the cost of HCP compliance by 15% and 25% overall, not just in the early years. As with
Scenario 2, “Delayed Revenues and Costs,” EPS admits that the Delayed Revenues and Reduced
Costs scenario is “based on hypothetical cost reduction scenarios.” (Ibid.)

19

FORA staff report, Habitat Conservation Plan Update, Dec. 13, 2019, emphasis added,
available at https://fora.org/Board/2019/Packet/121319BrdPacket.pdf.
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This scenario is entirely misleading. The HCP claims that its analysis of the cost of HCP
compliance is based on a “detailed, custom cost model.” (HCP, p. 9-8.) That model, set out in
Appendix M, purports to provide realistic cost estimates for every aspect of the HCP
implementation from office supplies to feral pig eradication. The cost model is the only
available analysis of the HCP plan cost that contains any level of detail. The notion that this
budget might magically be reduced by 15% or 25% is simply without any foundation.

V-32
(continued)

I. The funding assurances in the event of “early implementation and uncertain timing in
CFD tax payments” are inadequate.
The HCP contains a discussion captioned “Funding Assurances for Early Implementation
and Uncertain Timing in CFD Special Tax Payments.” (HCP, section 9.3.5.1, pp. 9-34 to 9-35.)
As discussed above, there are a number of reasons that funding would not match the need for
early implementation. These include the need for early spending for start-up, capital, and
restoration and the potential that early development would have disproportionately large
incidental take or small CFD taxes in light of the HCP’s failure to match the incidental take from
development to the funding actually provided by that development. The HCP’s discussion of
funding assurances to address these risks in inadequate for the reasons set out below.

V-33

1. The suggestion in HCP that funding may be adequate even if there is early
implementation and/or shortfalls in CFD taxes is misleading because it fails to
acknowledge that funding must be permanently endowed.
The HCP claims that the existing $15.9 million in seed money would fund 3 years of the
required actions under the HCP for which the JPA would be obligated. (HCP, p. 9-34.) The
HCP also claims that “funding is available for management of 3,702 out of 3,895 total nonfederal HMA acres, or conservation percentage of 95%, for 8 years without collection of
additional taxes.” (HCP, p. 9-35.) The HCP argues that “[d]uring this time, Permittees’
development impacts would be limited to an approximate take percentage of 75% to 90%
depending on individual species distribution to maintain stay-ahead provision compliance.”
(HCP, p. 9-35.)
These claims ignore the need for permanent endowment of HCP activities. To get stayahead credit, the funding must be available for management and maintenance of the conservation
area through the permit period and post-permit period, not just for 3 or 8 years.
The necessary funding that is used to determine the maximum allowed take percentage in
the stay-ahead determination must be permanently endowed. The HCP states that for an HMA
area to be counted in the conservation percentage, “an HMA manager must have sufficient
funding to implement the conservation strategy.” (HCP, p. 7-16.) The conservation strategy can
only be implemented if funding is available in perpetuity, i.e., endowed. If existing funds, e.g.,
the $15.9 million from FORA’s account, are used to fund the first 8 years of HCP activity, those
funds could not be used to fund the endowment for HCP activity after those 8 years. The cash
flow analysis in HCP Appendix O assumes that the entire endowment will be created in the first
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7 years. Any departure from that development pace would require a larger endowment fund,
generated by higher fees or taxes.

V-34
(continued)

2. The discussion of fallback funding assurances if there is early implementation
and/or shortfalls in CFD taxes is not realistic.
The HCP identifies a number of “courses of action” to ensure that the stay-ahead
provision is met even if there is early implementation and/or shortfalls in CFD taxes. (HCP, p.
9-35.) The discussion does not identify realistic options.
First, “[l]imiting implementation of flexible capital costs such as habitat restoration” is
not feasible. The timing of these costs is not flexible. As discussed, the stay-ahead provision
requires that restoration and seeding occur “as early as possible during the permit term,”
particularly because without restoration, the stay-ahead differential between the take and
conservation percentages must be 20 rather than 5 percentage points. (HCP, p. 7-17.)
Second, the use of volunteers or other inexpensive labor is on its face unrealistic,
especially given the prevailing wage rules in Fort Ord.
Third, the “temporary” use of State Parks staff or FORA staff is unrealistic. FORA will
sunset in 2020. And State Parks has no authority to loan its resources.
Fourth, grant funding is uncertain.
Fifth, requiring that “Permittees pay for HCP costs on HMAs under their ownership”
with some unspecified reimbursement agreement from the Cooperative would require those
Permittees with HMA acreage to bankroll the HCP for the other Permittees. The major owners
of non-federal HMA land are the County, State Parks, and UC/NRS, and Marina. 20 (HCP, Table
7-3, p. 7-19.) It is unlikely that these entities would be authorized or willing to pay for continued
HCP management in the event of a funding shortfall. Furthermore, this provision directly
conflicts with the HCP provision that “no Permittee may be compelled to obligate its General
Fund to satisfy financial obligations under the HCP.” (HCP, p. 9-15.)
Note that the provisions for assuring funding in the event that management or monitoring
costs exceed projections also includes these unrealistic suggestions, including the use of
volunteer labor or “prison crews,” some form of ad hoc temporary increase in CFD tax rates or
allocations to HCP endowments, or “other fees or fee appropriations available to the Permittees.”
(HCP, p. 9-36.) The discussion fails to establish the necessary funding assurances because the
proposals are facially unrealistic, unquantified, inconsistent with other HCP provisions (no
General Fund obligation), and because there is nothing about the proposals that is committed or
enforceable.
20

HMA lands under the HMP include: BLM (14,645 acres), State Parks (979 acres),
UC/NRS (606 acres), the County (1,849 acres), Marina (236 acres), MPC (206 acres), and
MPRPD (19 acres).
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3. The proposal that CDFG and USFWS could suspend the permits if the HCP is not a
funding assurance.
In its section 9.3.5 discussion of funding assurances, the HCP notes that the Wildlife
Agencies could suspend the ITPs in the event that funding constraints preclude meeting the HCP
terms. (HCP, section 9.3.5.4, p. 9-36.) Suspension of the ITPs is not a funding assurance; it is
an acknowledgement and consequence of the failure to fund the HCP. Once the development
has occurred, the take will have occurred, and Permittees will find themselves liable for remedies
that may be sought by the wildlife agencies or under the ESA’s citizen suit provisions.

V-36

J. Permittees could not avoid future funding obligations through withdrawal from the
JPA.
The option to withdraw from the JPA would not afford a Permittee protection from
ongoing liability for the ITP. Section 3.2 of the JPA Agreement would obligate withdrawing
agencies to contribute money to pay debts, liabilities, and obligations incurred by, arising from,
or related to actions taken by the JPA while the withdrawing party was a member. The proposed
HCP would result in one joint application of a federal ITP and one joint application for a state
ITP. (HCP, section 1.9.) Once those two permits are issued, obligations would arise to fund
permit activities triggered by development projects, including avoidance and minimization
measures, mitigation measures, monitoring measures, program administration measures,
reporting measures, and changed circumstances measures. (HCP, section 1.9.)
Because most of these activities are perpetual obligations undertaken and funded from a
common set of endowments, it is not clear whether and how the costs could be allocated to
permit activities triggered by covered activities approved “before withdrawal” and permit
activities triggered by covered activities approved “after withdrawal” activities. It appears that
under the JPA itself the withdrawing party would remain obligated to pay a share of the costs of
the ongoing permit activities that had been necessitated by covered activities undertaken while
the withdrawing member was a party. The obligation to undertake many of those covered
activities would be incurred as soon as the Permits are issued because the covered activities are
not dependent on particular development project approvals (e.g., management activities within
HMA areas, resource management actions – see JPA Agreement, section 1.20.) It is unclear how,
under the terms of the JPA, a withdrawing agency’s share of that perpetual obligation would be
determined or met in the event of withdrawal.
Furthermore, even if the JPA language were clear, the JPA would only govern the mutual
obligations of the Permittees to each other. The liability to the Wildlife Agencies and the
liability under the ESA’s citizen suit provisions that a Permittee assumed by becoming a party to
an ITP would remain, and this liability may not be avoided by withdrawal from the JPA.
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K. The EIS/EIR’s analysis and comparison of the no-action alternative is fundamentally
flawed.
The analysis of the no-action alternative in the HCP’s EIS/EIR unaccountably assumes
that development in the no-action alternative would be limited to 25% of the 5,051 acres of
vegetated development areas because of the need for a 3:1 mitigation – even though mitigation
land is available in the HMP’s Habitat Management Areas.
While the extent and number of individual ITPs the USFWS and/or CDFW would
approve is unknown, for the purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that approximately
25% of the vegetated development areas (1,263 acres) could be developed during the 50year period and the remaining vegetated development areas (3,788 acres) would be
suitable, available, and provide the mitigation lands required by ITPs, if needed.
(EIS/EIR, p. 2-6; see also EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-4). The EIS/EIR ignores the fact that development
projects can mitigate and conserve off-site and outside the vegetated developable areas, e.g., in
the existing areas designated as Habitat Management Areas under the HMP. HMA lands under
the HMP are or will be owned by BLM (14,645 acres), State Parks (979 acres), UC/NRS (606
acres), the County (1,849 acres), Marina (236 acres), MPC (206 acres), and MPRPD (19 acres).
There are no reasons in principle that ITPs for individual projects in the no-action
alternative could not rely on the same HMP HMA mitigation lands using the same management
actions (conservation, restoration, enhancement, maintenance) that would be used in the
proposed HCP. That land has been intended since 1997 to be managed as mitigation land to
facilitate ITPs for future development.
Denying the use of that land in the event that the proposed base-wide HCP were not
adopted would in effect mandate that the previously planned mitigation land set-aside be
doubled. Under the EIS/EIR’s analysis of the no-action alternative, the HMP management
obligations, which are just short of ITP requirements, would presumably continue in the HMP’s
HMA areas. The purpose of that HMA land set-aside was to mitigate development impacts in
the vegetated areas designated for development. However, under the EIS/EIR’s analysis of the
no-action alternative, the future ITP permittees would also be obligated to set aside additional
mitigation land at a 3:1 mitigation ratio and therefore not to develop 75% of the vegetated land
that was previously intended for development.
The EIS/EIR’s assumption that the HMP’s HMNA land would not be available to
mitigate incidental take in development areas under the no-action alternative is inconsistent with
past practice. The obligation to manage portions of the HMP’s HMA land has already been
identified as the basis of an individual ITP, the CDFW ITP for CTS for the East Garrison project.
At its January 27, 2015 meeting, the Board of Supervisors considered the grant of a conservation
easement deed to the CDFW over a 134-acre parcel in Parker Flats that had been designated as
HMA land (Habitat Reserve) in the HMP. The purpose of the easement was to provide
mitigation for an ITP for CTS through management activities paid for by the developer on an
HMA parcel. Although the agreement provided that the management obligation for this
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mitigation land could be assigned in the event a base-wide HCP were adopted, nothing in the
agreement precludes the continued management of the mitigation land by the County or its
designee as the basis for the CTS ITP if a basewide HCP is not adopted.
The EIS/EIR provides no explanation for its assumption that the full extent of the
vegetated land designated for development could not be developed. The assumption that 75% of
the vegetated development land could not be developed skews the analysis of impacts from the
no-action alternative by understating the permitted extent of development. More
problematically, the assumption that 75% of the vegetated development land could not be
developed skews the analysis of the feasibility of the no-action alternative by implying that this
alternative could not meet the project objective to enable the agencies to implement their
development plans.

V-38
(continued)

2. The analysis of the no-action alternative unaccountably assumes that no ITPs would
be issued for “HMP-required habitat management activities” in the HMA areas.
The EIS/EIR states that, under the no-action alternative, the wildlife agencies would not
issue ITPs for “HMP-required habitat management activities within the habitat reserve areas.”
(EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-4.) The rationale is that there is “limited availability of mitigation land in the
area.” (Ibid.)
As discussed, this assumption inexplicably rules out using the land the HMP has
designated for ITP mitigation since 1997 for that very purpose. While using the HMP’s HMA
land for development might require additional mitigation land, there appears to be no principled
or legal reason why the wildlife agencies could not count the enhancement, restoration,
conservation, and maintenance of the HMP’s HMA land as mitigation for development in the
areas designated for development, as was always intended – without the enhancement,
restoration, conservation, and maintenance of some additional “mitigation land in the area.”
Again, it appears that the EIS/EIR is somehow putting its thumb on the scale by doubling the
required conservation land set-aside in the event that the agencies reject the proposed HCP.
In the event that the a project-specific ITP for development of a parcel in the vegetated
development area relies on enhancement, restoration, conservation, and maintenance of some
mitigation land in the HMP’s HMA, there appears to be no reason why that ITP would require
additional mitigation land just to mitigate incidental take on the mitigation land. This would
amount to an infinite regress of mitigation land set-asides.
Most perplexing is the Catch-22 suggestion that the wildlife agencies would not permit
the owners of HMA land to continue their “HMP-required habitat management activities within
the habitat reserve areas.” (EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-4, emphasis added.) The implications of this
statement are that (1) there are a set of mandatory HMP-required habitat management activities;
(2) those activities themselves require an ITP – even if they are not being performed to support
an ITP for development elsewhere; and (3) there is no way that the owners of these lands can
obtain that ITP because that would require set-aside of additional mitigation land that is not
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available. In effect the EIS/EIR implies that the owners of HMA land would inevitably have to
violate the ESA and CESA unless the proposed HCP is adopted. This cannot be true.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

John Farrow
JHF:hs
cc:

City Managers and County Administrative Officer
Dino Pick, City of Del Rey Oaks, DPick@delreyoaks.org
Layne Long, City of Marina, llong@cityofmarina.org
Hans Uslar, City of Monterey, uslar@monterey.org
Craig Malin, City of Seaside, cmalin@ci.seaside.ca.us
Charles McKee, County of Monterey, mckeecj@co.monterey.ca.us
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4.23 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER V: JOHN FARROW
Overview Comment
The comment letter is from counsel for LandWatch and this overview comment provides a summary of the
key issues detailed in the comment letter. Responses to these key issues are provided below.
V-1

The comment accurately cites Federal and State regulations and references that require HCP
and CESA funding be assured, which requires a decision about, and a commitment to, costapportionment and funding mechanisms. The comment also states the choice of funding
mechanism is critical because it is inextricably linked to the apportionment of costs among the
Permittees. Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft
HCP.
The comment also accurately cites the USFWS’s letter to FORA that the HCP include
ordinances be described in the HCP to allow for public comment during the permit process.
The commenter is direct to Appendix J of the Draft HCP, which contain a Model HCP
Ordinance and Model HCP Institutional Policy.

V-2

The comment states that CEQA requires that there be a committed, enforceable funding
mechanism for the HCP. The comment summarizes the funding discussion in Chapter 9,
Funding and Assurances, in the Draft HCP, and summarizes court decisions related to
mitigation fees. Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the
Draft HCP.
The comment further states that the EIS/EIR determined impacts to “protected species and their
habitat” to be less-than-significant because the HCP will avoid and mitigate the impacts. It
should be noted that impacts to other protected species and habitat (non-HCP species and
habitat) were determined to be potentially significant and would require implementation of
Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-9, as stated on page 4.4-20 of the Draft EIS/EIR, to
reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

V-3

The comment summarizes NEPA requirements related to mitigation and committing to
mitigation. The Draft EIS/EIR includes mitigation among the alternatives to be compared.
Please refer to the comparison of alternatives summarized in Table ES-1, Summary of Impacts
and Mitigation Measures, on page ES-5, and Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences, for the
detailed analysis of impacts associated with the Proposed Action and alternatives. As described
in Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP, the mitigation is
legally feasible and sufficient resources have been identified to implement the mitigation.
Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-4

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-5

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-6

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-7

The comment states that the Permittees should not agree to a JPA without a committed,
enforceable funding plan. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR and no response is required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their
consideration. Please also refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the
Draft HCP.
The comment further states that the agencies should know the total cost of the HCP and their
own shares of the total cost. The estimated cost of the Draft HCP is presented in Chapter 9,
Cost and Funding; please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the
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Draft HCP. The funding program is fee-based and there is not a set cost for each Permittee.
Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.
The comment also states that the agencies should know their own costs and obligations for the
no-action alternative and identifies a bullet list of questions. Responses to each are provided
below.


The HMP has been approved by the USFWS; the HMP, deed restrictions, and
Memoranda of Agreement (MOA) between the Army and various land recipients
provide the legal mechanism to assure HMP implementation. It is a legally binding
document, and all recipients of former Fort Ord lands are required to abide by its
management requirements and procedures. These obligations under the No Action
Alternative are detailed in Section 2.3.3.2, Habitat Management Activities, beginning
on page 2-4 of the Draft EIS/EIR and the discussion under the Fort Ord Habitat
Management Plan heading beginning on page 3.4-5 of the Draft EIS/EIR. Please also
refer to Response C-4.



All recipients of former Fort Ord lands are obligated by the requirements of the HMP.
As stated on page 2-7 of the Draft EIS/EIR, funding to implement the habitat
management requirements under the HMP will be the responsibility of the entities
receiving properties. In addition, all future regulatory compliance (e.g., CEQA, NEPA,
ESA, CESA, Clean Water Act, etc.) will be the responsibility of the land recipients.



As described in the first bullet above, compliance with the HMP is mandatory. Please
also refer to Response Y-1.



As described on page 2-6 of the Draft EIS/EIR, the land recipient with habitat
management and Borderland obligations may need to obtain ITPs from the USFWS
and/or CDFW if take of listed species would occur as a result of these activities. As
described on page 2-5 of the Draft EIS/EIR and Response to Comment Y-1, the HMP
requires that land recipients of habitat reserves and development parcels with
restrictions or reserves prepare and implement a Resource Management Plan (RMP).
RMPs are planning documents that provide the basis of what habitat management
activities will be conducted, periodicity of the activities, and monitoring of HMP
species and their habitats, and reporting requirements. The HMP requires that approval
of the RMPs be obtained from the USFWS. The land recipients will be responsible for
the cost of preparing the RMPs, obtaining all necessary permits, and complying with
all regulatory requirements associated with implementing the RMPs. Please also refer
to Responses Y-1 and Y-3.



The land recipients are responsible for funding the obligations under the HMP. As
stated on page 4-21 of the HMP, each land recipient will fund the implementation of
the HMP and implement conservation and/or management guidelines specific to the
parcels it received. The HMP does not preclude other sources of funding for HMP
implementation or preclude these agencies from securing funding from other sources
to support their implementation of the HMP.



The HMP does not prohibit the transfer or conveyance of properties. As stated in the
first bullet above, all recipients of former Fort Ord lands are required to abide by the
HMP’s management requirements and procedures. Any transfer or conveyance of
property would also transfer habitat management responsibilities. The specific land
use covenants requiring compliance with HMP are permanently part of the deeds to
the land. In the case of a sale, transfer, or other type of conveyance, any future owner
would be required to participate in the HMP in perpetuity. The deed restrictions and
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conservation easements applicable to the land will ensure the continuance of mitigation
under any ownership if the land is conveyed.


The HMP has flexibility in that it allows for post-transfer modifications to the HMP,
such as changes in boundaries or land uses within their parcels. These changes may
be made if the affected landowners and the USFWS can agree that the overall goals
and objectives of the HMP will not be compromised (page 1-14 of the Draft HMP).



The preparation and implementation of the HMP is a requirement of the Army’s Final
SEIS under NEPA and the Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS under Section 7
of the Federal ESA. As such, the comment incorrectly states that the HMP is
mandatory only as a form of CEQA/NEPA mitigation. As stated on page 4-9 of the
HMP, the HMP would be considered suitable mitigation for impacts to HMP species
and would facilitate the USFWS procedures to authorize incidental take by
participating entities as required under Section 10 of the Federal ESA. The HMP does
not authorize incidental take by entities acquiring land at former Fort Ord of any
species listed as threatened or endangered under the Federal ESA; hence, the purpose
of the Draft HCP. While the land recipients may request post-transfer modifications
to the HMP (see bullet above), the HMP cannot be revised by the land recipients
through making findings of adequate substitute mitigation and/or infeasibility. The
HMP fulfills the Army and USFWS’s obligations under Section 7 of the Federal ESA
and is required by the Army’s Record of Decision (ROD). The land recipients do not
have the legal authority or standing to modify the HMP required by NEPA and ESA.



Please refer to Responses Y-1 and Y-3.



The No Action Alternative assumes that approximately 75% less development would
occur in the vegetated designated development areas (i.e., greenfield development per
the comment) compared to development assumptions under the Draft HCP. Please
refer to the discussion under Section 2.3.3.1, Development Activities, beginning on
page 2-3 of the Draft EIS/EIR.



The comment states that the cost apportionment in the Draft HCP would not create any
incentive for a private developer to avoid developing in greenfield because the CFD
taxes would be the same. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the
Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required. The comment is referred to the decisionmakers for their consideration.

V-8

Please refer to Response V-7 and Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the
Draft HCP.

V-9

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-10

Comment acknowledged. The referenced letter is included in Appendix C. Please refer to
Appendix C and Responses V-29 and Y-4 for more detail regarding the sensitivity analysis.

V-11

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

V-12

Please refer to Appendix C and Responses V-29 and Y-4 for more detail regarding the
sensitivity analysis. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their
consideration.

V-13

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-14

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.
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V-15

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP. Please
refer to Appendix C and Responses V-29 and Y-4 for more detail regarding the sensitivity
analysis.

V-16

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

V-17

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

V-18

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP. Please
refer to Appendix C and Responses V-29 and Y-4 for more detail regarding the sensitivity
analysis. Please also refer to Response E-18.
The comment also discusses options regarding equitable take-base cost-apportionment. The
comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.
The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

V-19

Please refer to Response V-1 and Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the
Draft HCP.

V-20

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-21

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-22

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-23

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-24

Please also refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.
The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration.

V-25

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.
Additionally, in response to concerns expressed by the Permittees and comments received from
CDFW and the public, a reduced/phased HCP alternative was developed based on reduced
development projections. Please refer to Chapter 5 and Appendix E of this Final EIR.

V-26

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-27

Please refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP and
Response V-25.

V-28

Please refer to Appendix C and Responses V-29 and Y-4 for more detail regarding the
sensitivity analysis. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their
consideration.

V-29

The Draft HCP provides detailed estimates of costs for five general categories of HCP
implementation – program administration, habitat restoration, habitat management and
maintenance, monitoring, and unexpected costs – to estimate the proposed 50-year permit term,
management entity, start-up, and post permit term costs. Estimated costs to fund the HCP have
evolved over time to reflect changes to the numerous drafts of the HCP and to HCP required
actions, refinements and improvements in cost estimates, new information, and to reflect
inflation. Furthermore, these estimates were comprehensively updated in 2014, resulting in a
revised estimated cost to implement the HCP. As such, it is not expected that the estimated
costs to implement the HCP would remain constant throughout HCP development.
Endowment costs associated with funding the HCP were estimated as part of a biennial process
used to calibrate the FORA Developer Fee and Special Tax, in accordance with a formula
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established as part of implementation agreement amendments with individual jurisdictions.
The formula accounts for remaining Capital Improvement Program (CIP) costs (including
habitat management) as well as available and projected revenues (including habitat
management fund balances). Projected revenues include the FORA Developer Fee and Special
Tax revenues, which are driven by FORA jurisdictions’ development projections. As part of
the biennial fee update process, FORA and the FORA jurisdictions worked to calibrate all of
the attendant assumptions to calibrate the required Developer Fee and Special Tax rate.
Through this process, estimates relating to the endowment funding requirement were refined
based on the latest available information. FORA also worked to calibrate habitat management
contingencies included in the CIP, which resulted in refinements over time.
As stated repeatedly in the memorandum, the EPS Sensitivity Analysis (included as Appendix
C) was intended to illustrate how adjustments in certain variables (costs, revenues, timing of
costs or revenues) affected the financial modeling dynamics. The EPS Sensitivity Analysis
should not be construed as offering an alternative estimate of endowment requirements, as the
sensitivity analysis was based on hypothetical cost and revenue scenarios.
Please also refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.
V-30

Please refer to Appendix C and Responses V-29 and Y-4 for more detail regarding the
sensitivity analysis. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their
consideration.

V-31

The funding strategy for the HCP includes establishing two endowment funds: the FONR
Endowment Fund and Cooperative Endowment Fund (HCP, IAF and Borderlands).
The FONR Endowment Fund will be held by the Regents of UC in the General Endowment
Pool (GEP). As of this writing, CDFW has certified UC’s GEP to hold endowment funds such
as the FONR Endowment Fund. The GEP provides diversification and economies of scale
with a balanced portfolio containing equities, fixed-income securities, and alternative
investments. Within the GEP, each endowment will be assigned a unique funding number to
ensure the principal and annual pay-outs are tracked separately. The GEP has had an
annualized net total return of 6.54% for the 10 years prior to June 30, 2008. The annual payout is based on the 3-year average market value of the GEP. The resulting annual pay-out is
4.2% of the principal. The pay-out is lower than the total return in order to prevent erosion of
the principal due to inflation.
The Cooperative Endowment Fund will have a target pay-out rate of 4.5% a year. The
Cooperative Endowment Fund would be invested with a higher cap rate than the FONR
Endowment because, in this case, the Cooperative would select an institutional investor with a
track record of achieving a cap rate of at least 4.5%. To obtain this pay-out rate, the
Cooperative will follow CDFW/State law procedures to review/certify a third-party
endowment manager/investment institution that can obtain this targeted higher rate of return.
In addition, the CFD Special Tax calculation includes a habitat management contingency that
calculates the additional funds that would be needed should the HCP Endowment Fund return
a lower than targeted pay-out rate. This contingency is therefore included in the calculation of
the FORA CFD rates used to fund the endowment.
Please also refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-32

Please refer to Appendix C and Responses V-29 and Y-4 for more detail regarding the
sensitivity analysis. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their
consideration.
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V-33

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration. Please also
refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-34

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration. Please also
refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-35

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration. Please also
refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-36

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration. Please also
refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-37

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required. The comment is referred to the decision-makers for their consideration. Please also
refer to Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the Draft HCP.

V-38

As state on page 4-9 of the HMP, the HMP is intended to support binding legal agreements
among receiving entities, the Army, and the USFWS that would establish plans to manage
lands designated for natural resource conservation. The HMP is further intended to provide
the foundation (emphasis added) for a habitat conservation plan to support issuance of a Section
10(a)(1)(B) incidental take permit for Federally listed species. However, as stated in Response
V-7, the HMP does not authorize take under Section 10 of the Federal ESA or Section 2081 of
CESA. As stated on page 1-1 of the Draft EIS/EIR and discussed in Response V-7, while the
HMP provides a framework for species and habitat conservation on former Fort Ord, it does
not meet USFWS or CDFW standards or requirements for an application soliciting the issuance
of ITPs. The Draft Fort Ord HCP is intended to fulfill those requirements by combining key
components of the HMP with additional elements to assure compliance with the ESA (16
U.S.C. §§ 1531–1544) as amended and the CESA (CFG Code §§ 2050 et seq.) as amended;
thereby serving as a basis for issuance of base-wide ITPs by USFWS and CDFW.
As discussed in detail in Section 2.3.3.3, Mitigation Strategy, for the No Action Alternative,
the majority of the future proposed development activities within the 5,051 acres that is
primarily vegetated would likely be subject to CEQA review and would likely be required to
comply with ESA (primarily through the Section 10 process), CESA, NEPA, and other
environmental regulations, which may require protections for species and their habitats and
consideration of environmental effects on a project-by-project basis. The specific type,
number, timing, and extent of development projects within the 5,051 acres is unknown; and
therefore, the number of individual ITPs the USFWS and CDFW would approve within a 50year period is unknown. As described in Section 4.1.1, Previous and Future Environmental
Review, it would be speculative to identify project-specific impacts and mitigation.
The issuance of individual ITPs from the USFWS and/or CDFW would require a project-byproject mitigation strategy. Mitigation strategies are highly variable and highly dependent on
the species and extent and intensity of the impact. Based on a review of current and expected
future regulatory requirements, as well as the ESA and CESA mitigation that has been
previously required for individual projects within the former Fort Ord, a typical permit would
include mitigating impacts to Federal and State listed species at a 3:1 ratio, on- or off-site (i.e.,
within the project site or outside the project site within suitable habitat). In addition, in
consultation with the USFWS and CDFW, it is reasonable to assume that mitigation lands for
future development activities may consist of the following options to offset unavoidable
impacts:
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Avoidance and preservation on-site with a management plan and endowment to maintain
the preservation site;
Preserve and/or restore suitable habitat off-site with a management plan and endowment
to maintain the preservation site (within or outside the Plan Area);
Purchase credits at a USFWS/CDFW-approved habitat conservation bank; or
A combination of some or all of the above.

In addition, as part of the individual ITPs for any of the future proposed development activities,
the USFWS and CDFW would likely require projects to implement project-specific AMMs.
AMMs for individual projects are expected to be similar to those required under the Proposed
Action, and may include, but are not limited to: species surveys; construction timing
restrictions, training, monitoring; implementing buffers; species salvage; and erosion, access,
and non-native species control measures.
The amount of resource avoidance and preservation required by the expected regulatory setting
could restrict the amount of development within the vegetated designated development areas.
For example, applying a 3:1 mitigation ratio for impacts to Federal and State listed species
within the vegetated designated development areas, future development activities may be
confined to 1,263 acres within the vegetated designated development areas to allow for 3,788
acres of mitigation lands to be set aside within the former Fort Ord. Mitigation lands could
also be preserved outside the former Fort Ord.
The EIS/EIR acknowledges that this assumption does not guarantee individual ITPs would be
issued by the USFWS and/or CDFW for future development of 1,263 acres, and rather uses
this reasonable assumption to provide meaningful analysis and comparison of alternatives in
the EIS/EIR.
However, it is not reasonable to assume that individual projects in the No Action Alternative
could rely on the same HMA lands using the same management actions identified in the Draft
HCP. As stated on page 2-7, in the absence of a Draft Fort Ord HCP, there would be no basewide, comprehensive mitigation strategy and, therefore, formulating adequate mitigation for
future projects and activities may become more complicated and constrained as redevelopment
of the former Fort Ord occurs on a project-by-project basis. Each project proponent would be
required to negotiate with landowners and consult with the regulatory agencies, which requires
extensive time and effort on the part of the agency, landowner, and project proponent.
Therefore, it cannot be reasonably assumed that same development scenario under the
Proposed Action Alternative would occur under the No Action Alternative.
The purpose of describing and analyzing a no action alternative is to allow decision-makers to
compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving the
proposed project. The no project conditions may include some reasonably foreseeable changes
in the existing conditions and changes that would be reasonably expected to occur in the
foreseeable future if the project were not approved, based on current plans and consistent with
available infrastructure and community services. For the purposes of comparing the No Action
Alternative to the Proposed Action, it is reasonable to assume that development activities would
occur under a constrained development scenario as described under the No Action Alternative.
The comment references an individual project ITP issued by CDFW that established an
easement on 134 acres to provide take authorization for the California tiger salamander for the
East Garrison project. The comment accurately states that the management obligation for this
mitigation land could be assigned in the event a base-wide HCP were adopted, and the
agreement does not preclude the continued management by the County or its designee if a basewide HCP is not adopted. This ITP exemplifies the conditions assumed under the No Action
Alternative. As future projects obtain ITPs for their individual take, using HMA or other land
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as mitigation, that land would not be available for other future projects, thus, constraining
future development activities.
Please also refer to Response E-18.
V-39

The comment misconstrues the analysis of habitat management activities under the No Action
Alternative stating that the Wildlife Agencies would not issue ITPs for habitat management
activities within the HMAs. As described on page 4.4-4, under the No Action Alternative, ITPs
would not be issued by the Wildlife Agencies for development activities (emphasis added) or
HMP-required habitat management activities within the habitat reserve areas. The HMP
contains allowances for specified conditions, acreages, and parcels where limited development
could occur. However, under the No Action Alternative, given the limited availability of
mitigation land in the area and for the purpose of this analysis, it is reasonably assumed that
any development activities within the non-Federal HMP-designated habitat reserve areas
would not be feasible and would not occur. Most of the HMP-required habitat management
activities require ground disturbance, which could result in take of Federal and/or State listed
species. Therefore, only a subset or limited HMP-required habitat management activities (i.e.,
preservation, research, and some restoration activities) could be implemented in the habitat
reserve areas without ITPs.
The basis of the No Action Alternative is that no base-wide ITPs would be issued and the Draft
HCP would not be approved. Development and habitat management activities would be
required to obtain individual ITPs on a project-by-project basis. The No Action Alternative
analysis does not suggest that ITPs would be required for the mitigation requirements
associated with future project-specific development. Rather, the analysis states that ITPs may
be required for habitat management activities required under the HMP and assumes land
recipients would be required to obtain ITPs on a project-by-project basis. ITPs issued for future
development projects would address take coverage that may be needed to implement the
mitigation required under the permit.
Without a base-wide ITPs and an approved HCP, the Wildlife Agencies, specifically the
USFWS, most certainly would require the owners of HMA land to implement their obligations
under the HMP (please refer to Response V-7). However, if their required activities would
result in take, the owners of the HMA lands would need to obtain ITPs to carry out those
activities (please refer to page 2-5 of the Draft EIS/EIR).
Please also refer to Response V-38.
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W-1

W-2

W-3

W-4

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.24 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER W: SEAN KRANYAK
W-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter as follows. No response is required.

W-2

The comment requests a correction to Figure 3.11-3 of the Draft EIS/EIR to reflect an
amendment to the land use designation for the Monument RV Resort property from
Office/Professional to General Commercial-Visitor. This correction has been made to Figure
3.11-3 in the Draft EIS/EIR. Please refer to Chapter 7, Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.

W-3

The comment requests text be added to Section 3.11.3.4 of the Draft EIS/EIR. The requested
text would provide information regarding the Monument RV Resort Initiative Measure. While
the text is accurate, it is not essential information required to complete the environmental
analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and does not affect the adequacy of the analysis. Comment is
acknowledged and available to the decision-makers; however, the revision was not made to the
Draft EIR/EIR.

W-4

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER X

December 13, 2019
Via E-mail
Stephen P. Henry
Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B,
Ventura, CA 93003
fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Re:

Board of Directors
c/o Michael Houlemard
Fort Ord Reuse Authority
920 2nd Ave. Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
Michael@fora.org
Board@fora.org

Draft Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan and
Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report

Dear Messrs. Henry and Houlemard and Members of the FORA Board:
We offer the following comments on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (“EIS/EIR”) for the Fort Ord Multispecies
Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP” or “proposed HCP”). These comments are in addition
to separate comments we submitted on December 10, 2019 regarding the funding for, and
alternatives to, the HCP.
The HCP EIS/EIR fail to provide an adequate discussion of groundwater impacts
associated with the HCP and the development that it enables. In light of changes to the
Base Reuse Plan, significant new information, and changed circumstances, the Fort Ord
Reuse Authority (“FORA”) and the United States Fish and Wildlife Agency (“USFWS”)
must prepare a subsequent EIR and subsequent EIS before approving the HCP.

Overview
Comment

A. The EIS/EIR discussion of water supply impacts fails to provide an adequate
discussion of the groundwater setting or of the impacts to the aquifer from
the groundwater pumping that will occur to support the Fort Ord
development enabled by the HCP.
The EIS/EIR references but does not tier from the Army’s 1993 EIS and FORA’s
1996 EIR. The EIS/EIR acknowledges that the HCP would result in more development
and development at a faster pace than if the HCP is not adopted. In particular, the
EIS/EIR discussion of environmental consequences to hydrology and water quality
acknowledges that “the extent and pace of future development activities” would be

X-1
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greater under the HCP alternative than under the no-action alternative.” (EIS/EIR, p.
4.10-1.)

X-1
(continued)

1. The EIS/EIR Utilities discussion does not address the effects of the project on
aquifer depletion or seawater intrusion.
The EIS/EIR setting description for utilities states that that the Base Reuse Plan
limits development based on the suballocation of the 6,600 AFY “retained” by the Army
for its use. It references the 1993 Annexation Agreement between the Army and
Monterey County Water Resources Agency (“MCWRA”), but does not discuss its terms,
including its temporary nature, its provisions for a replacement potable water supply, and
its requirement for the cessation of all pumping on Fort Ord. (EIS/EIR, p. 3.16-1.)
The EIS/EIR’s discussion of environmental consequences of utility systems
considers only the availability of a water supply. The discussion assumes that there will
be a 6,600 AFY supply of groundwater to support the development made possible by the
HCP. (EIS/EIR, p. 4.16-3.) Neither the thresholds of significance nor the discussion
itself consider the impacts to the groundwater resource of using that purported supply,
such as aquifer depletion and seawater intrusion.

X-2

Furthermore, the discussion of supply availability is itself inadequate, because
there is no consideration that the supplier’s wells may become inoperable due to seawater
intrusion, even though seawater intrusion has advanced very close to the Marina Coast
Water District (“MCWD”) wells supplying Fort Ord. Nor is there any discussion of the
uncertainty of the supply in light of the temporary nature of the permission to pump
groundwater under the 1993 Annexation Agreement. Nor is there any discussion of the
uncertainty of the supply in light of the pending dissolution of FORA and the lack of any
agreement that would entitled land use jurisdictions to a water supply from MCWD.
2. Nor does the EIS/EIR Hydrology and Water Supply discussion address the
effects of the project on aquifer depletion or seawater intrusion.
The EIS/EIR setting description for hydrology and water supply states that that
the discussion is based in part on the 1996 Reuse Plan EIR, and references the Army’s
1993 FEIS and 1996 FSEIS “for more information.” (EIS/EIR, p. 3.10-1) The
discussion acknowledges the seawater intrusion of the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers and
states that “the 900-foot Aquifer, has experienced little development except near the coast
where it is pumped to provide a replacement source of groundwater for the seawater
intruded areas of the 180- and 400-Foot Aquifers.” (EIS/EIR, p. 3.10-7; see also
EIS/EIR, p. 3.10-9 [acknowledging overdraft causing seawater intrusion in the upper
aquifers].) The discussion is inaccurate because pumping from the 900-Foot Aquifer,
now known as the Deep Aquifers, has in fact experienced rapid development, with
pumping increasing since 1991 from 2,500 AFY to over 8,000 AFY; and this increase in
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pumping is now understood to aggravate seawater intrusion in the upper aquifers.
Indeed, the County has recently enacted a moratorium on new wells in the Deep Aquifer.
The EIS/EIR discussion of environmental consequences to hydrology and water
quality states that it is “based on currently available information.” (EIS/EIR, p. 4.10-1.)
As discussed below, the EIR/EIS does not in fact consider currently available information
that indicates that seawater intrusion in the upper aquifers is worsening; that the Deep
Aquifers do not provide a sustainable supply source; and that pumping the Deep Aquifers
aggravates seawater intrusion.

X-3
(continued)

Although the hydrology and water quality discussion identifies the degradation of
groundwater quality as a significance criterion, there is no consideration of aquifer
depletion or seawater intrusion caused by groundwater pumping for the Fort Ord
development. (EIS/EIR, pp. 4.10-1 to 4.10-5.)
B. A subsequent EIS and Subsequent EIR are required due to changed
circumstances, new information, and changes to the Base Reuse Plan.
Both the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) and the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) require subsequent environmental review when
the project is changed or there is significant new information or changed circumstances.
NEPA requires that an agency “shall prepare supplements to either draft or final
environmental impact statements if (i) The agency makes substantial changes in the
proposed action that are relevant to environmental concerns; or (ii) There are significant
new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the
proposed action or its impacts. (40 CFR § 1502.9(c).)
X-4

CEQA requires a subsequent EIR if “(a) Substantial changes are proposed in the
project which will require major revisions of the environmental impact report.
(b) Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project is
being undertaken which will require major revisions in the environmental impact report.
(c) New information, which was not known and could not have been known at the time
the environmental impact report was certified as complete, becomes available.” (Public
Resources Code, § 21166.)
The EIS/EIR’s discussions of water supply, hydrology, and water quality fail to
disclose that existing and planned groundwater pumping to support Fort Ord
development exceeds the levels assumed and evaluated in the prior environmental
reviews; that the overdraft and seawater intrusion impacts are substantially worse than
assumed in prior reviews; that the expected replacement water supply has not been
implemented; that policies and programs of the Base Reuse Plan intended to avoid or
minimize overdraft and seawater intrusion have not been implemented; and that new
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information about the Deep Aquifers indicates that they do not provide a sustainable
water supply and that pumping the Deep Aquifers also causes seawater intrusion.
As discussed below, and as documented in previous comments by LandWatch and
hydrologist Timothy Parker on other Fort Ord projects, changed circumstances, new
information, and changes to the Base Reuse Plan require an SEIS and an SEIR before
lead agencies make discretionary approvals regarding Fort Ord development that may
affect groundwater pumping.

X-4
(continued)

1. Incorporation of previous comments on Fort Ord projects by LandWatch
and by hydrologist Timothy Parker.
LandWatch and hydrologist Timothy Parker have repeatedly commented to land
use agencies, Marina Coast Water District, and the US Army that the environmental
reviews of groundwater impacts from pumping to support Fort Ord projects has been
flawed and that subsequent environmental review is required. A recurring theme in these
previous comments is that the environmental reviews for Fort Ord projects have
uncritically and incorrectly assumed that there would be no significant impacts to the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as long as pumping to support Fort Ord development
does not exceed the 6,600 AFY that, in the 1993 Annexation Agreement, the Monterey
County Water Resources Agency temporarily permitted the Army to pump pending
implementation of a 6,600 AFY replacement water supply, at which point all Fort Ord
groundwater pumping was to cease. Twenty six years later, that replacement supply has
not been implemented, overdrafting continues, and seawater intrusion advances,
destroying the aquifers, now as far as seven miles inland.
The HCP EIS/EIR makes the same error as the reviews to which LandWatch and
hydrologist Parker have objected. It uncritically assumes that as long as pumping does
not exceed 6,600 AFY, there would be no significant impact or considerable contribution
to a significant cumulative impact caused by the groundwater pumping for the
development projects enabled by the HCP. This in incorrect. FORA and USFWS as lead
agencies must prepare a subsequent environmental review that actually evaluates the
groundwater impacts in light of changes to the Base Reuse Plan project, changed
circumstances, and new information.
LandWatch incorporates its comments and Timothy Parker’s comments by
reference and provides copies with this letter. These comments include the following
letters:
•

John Farrow, letter to Kim Carvahlo, City of Del Rey Oaks, Nov. 14,
2019, re Initial Study/Negative Declaration – Del Rey Oaks Housing
Element.
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•

Timothy Parker, letter to John Farrow, Nov. 14, 2019, re Groundwater
impacts from increased pumping to support Del Rey Oaks housing
development in the Ord Community.

•

John Farrow, letter to Kurt Overmeyer, City of Seaside, August 21, 2019,
re Campus Town Specific Plan Draft EIR.

•

John Farrow, letter to Colonel Gregory Ford, February 26, 2019, re
Subsequent Environmental Impact Statement Required for Disposal of
Army Interest in Fort Ord Groundwater.

•

John Farrow, letter to Marina Coast Water District Board of Directors,
February19, 2018, re Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord
Community Sphere of Influence Amendment and Annexation for the
Marine Coast Water District (MCWD).

•

Timothy K. Parker, letter to John H. Farrow, February 15, 2018, re
Groundwater Impacts from Increased Pumping to Support Ord
Community Development.

•

Michael L. DeLapa, letter to MCWD Board of Directors, January 18,
2017, re Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community
Sphere of Influence Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast
Water District (MCWD).

•

John H. Farrow, letter to City of Seaside City Council, October 12, 2016,
re Final EIR for Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and Central
Coast Cemetery Specific Plan (SCH201291056).

•

Timothy K. Parker, Technical Memorandum to John H. Farrow, October
8, 2016, re Technical Review of Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact
Report for the Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and Central
Coast Veterans Cemetery Specific Plan (DSEIR) and the Final Subsequent
Environmental Impact Report for the Monterey Downs and Monterey
Horse Park and Central Coast Veterans Cemetery Specific Plan (DSEIR).

As discussed in these letters, and in the additional comments below, both CEQA and
NEPA require a subsequent environmental review of the impacts of groundwater
pumping associated with projects requiring discretionary review.
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2. Baseline pumping for Fort Ord from the upper aquifers at the time of the
base closure decision was not 6,600 AFY, and it did not include any pumping
from the Deep Aquifers. Any existing or projected pumping from the Deep
Aquifers for Fort Ord development may cause significant impacts; and any
pumping in excess of the Army pumping from the upper aquifers in the year
it decided to close Fort Ord base may cause significant impacts.
Previous environmental reviews of projects in the former Fort Ord have argued
that baseline pumping when the Army decided to close the Fort Ord base was 6,600 AFY
and that as long as pumping does not exceed 6,600 AFY there are no new impacts. This
is not true.
Because the existing and projected groundwater pumping for the base reuse
exceeds the baseline Fort Ord pumping, the base reuse causes new significant impacts in
the form of aquifer depletion and seawater intrusion; and it makes a considerable
contribution to significant cumulative impacts in the form of aquifer depletion and
seawater intrusion.
In particular, the 1993 Army EIS and the 1996 BRP EIR identify baseline
pumping to support Fort Ord from the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers of at most 5,200
AFY, not the 6,600 AFY that the HCP EIS/EIR assumes to be available, and that the Fort
Ord water supplier MCWD and land use jurisdictions assume that the planned future
development will require.
Furthermore, the 1993 Army EIS and the 1996 BRP EIR identify no baseline
pumping to support Fort Ord from the Deep Aquifers, and identify only 2,500 AFY of
cumulative pumping from the Deep Aquifers. That Deep Aquifer pumping was for the
City of Marina, not Fort Ord.
This baseline information is evident from LandWatch’s previous comments on
other Fort Ord projects and also from the following:
•

1

The 1992 USACE baseline document for the Army EIS states that baseline
groundwater pumping from the Deep Aquifers was only 2,500 AFY, pumped to
support the City of Marina, and there were no plans by any jurisdiction to take
additional water from this aquifer. 1

US Army Corps of Engineers, Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort
Ord, California, April 1992, pp. 1-3, 1-15, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-2202//Section_1.pdf.)
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•

Annual potable pumping to support Fort Ord from 1986-1989 was 5,083 AFY and
the average from 1986-1990 was 5,126 AFY. 2 Water use declined from 1980 to
1990, except for the single year 1984. 3

•

As of 1991, MCWD had drilled 14 wells since 1956 but abandoned most of them
due to seawater intrusion. MCWD addressed seawater intrusion in the short term
by tapping the Deep Aquifer for Marina supply, but planned to secure a long-term
alternative water supply via the Salinas Valley Seawater Intrusion Project. 4

•

The EIR/EIS for the Salinas Valley Seawater Intrusion Project proposed to deliver
6,600 AFY of potable water to Fort Ord, an amount based on the single year
historic peak demand that occurred in 1984, years before the Army decided to
close Fort Ord. 5

•

The 1993 Army EIS states that pumping for Fort Ord declined from a one-year
peak of 6,600 AFY in 1984 to an average of 5,100 AFY during 1986-1989.
(Army 1993 EIS, p. 4-57.)

•

The 1996 Base Reuse Plan EIR references the Army baseline documents that
purport to describe baseline conditions as of 1991. (BRP EIR, p. 4-46.)

•

The 1996 Base Reuse Plan EIR acknowledges that water demand in 1991 was
4,700 AFY. (BRP EIR, p. 4-53.)

In sum, the 6,600 AFY figure is not the baseline pumping when the Army decided to
close the base that should be used to measure physical impacts of water supply pumping.
The 6,600 AFY figure is merely a reference to the amount of pumping that the
Monterey County Water Resources Agency agreed to permit the Army to pump without
penalty on a temporary basis, pending the expected implementation of a 6,600 AFY
replacement water supply project to serve Fort Ord, and provided that this pumping did
not aggravate seawater intrusion. 6 And indeed, the 1996 Base Reuse Plan EIR states that
2

Id. at 1-6.

3

Id. at 1-6, 1-14.

4

Id. at 1-15

5

Id. at 1-7 to 1-8.

6

Agreement Between the United States of America and the Monterey
County Water Resources Agency Concerning Annexation of Fort Ord Into Zones 2 and
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“[t]hrough an agreement between the Army and MCWRA, 6,600 acre feet per year (afy)
of water is available from the Salinas Valley groundwater basin for former Fort Ord land
uses, provided that such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater
intrusion.” (BRP EIR, p. 4-49.)

X-6
(continued)

3. The Army EIS and the BRP EIR were predicated on the assumption that
existing pumping from the 180-foot aquifer and the 400-foot aquifer could
continue temporarily, but not if that pumping aggravated seawater intrusion
and only until MCWRA provided the expected replacement water supply to
support reuse of Fort Ord. Because the replacement water supply project
has not been implemented 26 years after the 1993 Agreement, and because
existing and proposed groundwater pumping for Fort Ord aggravates
seawater intrusion, there has been a change in circumstances, a change in the
Base Reuse Plan, and new information that warrant an SEIS and SEIR.
Groundwater pumping for Fort Ord was to cease when an expected replacement
water supply was implemented. 7 And there was never any expectation that Fort Ord
development would be supported by pumping from the Deep Aquifer.
Despite the expectation that the impacts of the Base Reuse Plan would be
mitigated by a new water supply project that would replace groundwater pumping for
Fort Ord, this never occurred. This is evident from previous comments by LandWatch
and hydrologist Timothy Parker on other Fort Ord projects. Consider the following:
•

The 1993 Annexation Agreement between the Army and MCWRA assumed that
MCWRA would provide a 6,600 AFY replacement potable water supply project
for Fort Ord, at which point all groundwater pumping for Fort Ord would cease.

•

The 1993 Army EIS and the 1996 BRP EIR acknowledge that the existing
pumping is not sustainable because it is causing seawater intrusion. The 1993
Army EIS states that MCWD plans to obtain a potable water supply from the
Salinas Valley Seawater Intrusion Project. The 1996 BRP EIR conditions
continued pumping for Fort Ord development on not causing further seawater
intrusion and identifies policies and programs that are intended to identify
sustainable yield, to ensure that pumping does not exceed sustainable yield, to
ensure that development does not exceed available supply, and that an alternative
water supply is obtained.

2A of the Monterey County Water Resource Agency, Sept 21, 1993.
(Agreement No. A-06404).
7

See e.g., John Farrow, letter to Colonel Gregory Ford, Feb. 26, 2019, pp. 3-7.
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•

The 1996 Base Reuse Plan EIR states that by the terms of the 1993
Army/MCWRA agreement “a potable water supply of 6,600 afy is assumed to be
assured from well water until a replacement is made available by the MCWRA
(provided that such withdrawals do not accelerate the overdraft and seawater
intrusion problems in the Salinas Valley groundwater aquifer).” (BRP EIR, p. 453, emphasis added.)

•

The 1996 Base Reuse Plan EIR states that “given the existing condition of the
groundwater aquifer, there is public concern over the ability of the water wells to
‘assure’ even 6,600 afy.” (Id.). It then identifies policies and programs that must
be adopted by cities and the County “to ensure the water supply issue is resolved
and the proposed project does not aggravate or increase the seawater intrusion
problem.” (Id., p. 4-54.) These are the Hydrology and Water Quality Policies and
Programs that mandate ensuring additional water supply, conditioning
development on assures water supply, cooperation to mitigate further seawater
intrusion.

•

The 1996 Base Reuse Plan EIR identifies the options for obtaining additional
water supplies.

•

In 1998, MCWRA released an EIR for the Salinas Valley Water Project, which
recounts the history of planning through the 1990s for a project that would halt
seawater intrusion and provide potable water supplies to various urban users
including Fort Ord, consistent with the 1993 Annexation Agreement, the
discussion in the Army’s EIS, and the discussion in the Base Reuse Plan EIR. 8

•

However, by 2001, in response to public concerns about cost and other issues, the
Salinas Valley Water Project was revised to exclude urban deliveries. 9 No
replacement potable water supply project has been provided for Fort Ord.

Because the expected replacement water supply project has not been implemented 26
years after the 1993 Agreement, and because existing and proposed groundwater
pumping for Fort Ord aggravates seawater intrusion, there has been a change in
circumstances, a change in the Base Reuse Plan, and new information that warrant an
SEIS and SEIR.
8

MCWRA, Salinas Valley Water Project Draft Master EIR, SCH# 97-121020, Oct.
1998, pp. 1-3 to 1-5 [history], 3-36 [project description includes delivery of water
supplies to Fort Ord].
9

MCWRA and USACE, Salinas Valley Water Project Draft EIR/EIS, SCH#
200034007, June 2001, p. 1-9.
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4. The agencies have not implemented the Base Reuse Plan policies to mitigate
seawater intrusion. This too is a change in the project, new information, and
changed circumstances that warrant subsequent environmental review.
The agencies have not honored the Base Reuse Plan’s requirements that continued
pumping be contingent on not aggravating seawater intrusion, that the agencies determine
safe yield, that pumping not exceed safe yield, that the agencies ensure provision of an
additional water supply, and that development not be approved without an assured longterm water supply.
For example, as Timothy Parker explained:
The BRP PEIR provides specific policy requirements to ensure adequate,
timely mitigation of seawater intrusion, mitigation that may need to be
implemented before 6,600 afy is committed or pumped for new development.
Policy B-1 requires that the FORA members “shall ensure additional water
supply.” Policy B-2 requires conditioning project approval on verification of an
“assured long-term water supply.” Policy C-3 requires the member agencies
cooperate with MCWRA and MPWMD “to mitigate further seawater intrusion
based on the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan.” Program C-3.1 requires
the member agencies to work with the water agencies “to estimate current safe
yields within the context of the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those
portions of the former Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley and Seaside
groundwater basins, to determine available water supplies.” MCWRA has now
determined that the safe yield of the Pressure Subarea is about 110,000 to 117,000
afy and that existing pumping exceeds this safe yield by about 12,000 to 19,000
afy. 10 Indeed, the BRP PEIR acknowledges that pumping in the 180-foot and
400-foot aquifers had “exceeded safe yield, as indicated by seawater intrusion and
water levels below sea level.” (BRP PEIR p. 4-63.) The BRP PEIR states that
the “conditions of the 900-foot aquifer are uncertain”, including the safe yield and
whether the aquifer is in overdraft. Id.
The BRP PEIR explains that Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 are intended to
“affirm the local jurisdictions’ commitment to preventing further harm to the local
aquifers . . . by limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure
supplies.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.) The explicit provisions for determination of safe
yield and for acceleration of water supply projects if 6,600 afy cannot be supplied
without further seawater intrusion clearly demonstrate the intent that the member
agencies not simply defer action until 6,600 afy has been allocated to
10

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, p. 4-25.
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development projects if seawater intrusion continues. To the contrary, it seems
clear that the BRP PEIR directed the member agencies “to mitigate further
seawater intrusion” by, among other things, ensuring that groundwater pumping
beyond the determined safe yield is not permitted for new development projects.
The BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis makes it clear that Policy C-3 does not
permit uncritical reliance on a 6,600 afy allocation: “existing water allocations of
6,600 afy . . . would allow for development to proceed to the year 2015, provided
that seawater intrusion conditions are not exacerbated (Policy C-3).” (BRP PEIR
p. 5-5 (emphasis added).)

X-8
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(Timothy Parker, letter to John Farrow, Oct. 8, 2016, pp. 8-9.)
The failure of the agencies to implement the Base Reuse Plan policies to mitigate
seawater intrusion constitutes a change in the project, new information, and changed
circumstances that warrant subsequent environmental review.
5. Overdraft and seawater intrusion into the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers
have continued and accelerated due to cumulative groundwater pumping in
excess of sustainable yield, especially in coastal areas such as Fort Ord. This,
too, is a change in circumstances and new information that warrant an SEIS
and SEIR.
LandWatch’s and hydrologist Timothy Parker’s previous comments on other Fort
Ord projects document the continued and increasing cumulative pumping of the 180-foot
and 400-foot aquifers, including the existing and planned pumping to support the Fort
Ord Base reuse. This pumping causes and will cause significant cumulative impacts in
the form of continued overdraft and advancing seawater intrusion. The existing and
foreseeable future pumping of the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers to support Fort Ord
reuse makes a considerable contribution to these cumulative impacts.
The continuing and accelerating advance of seawater intrusion since the 1996
Base Reuse Plan EIR is a substantially more severe significant effect than shown in the
Base Reuse Plan EIR. (See CEQA Guidelines § 15162(a)(3)(B) [SEIR required if
“significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than shown in
the previous EIR”].) The continuing and more severe seawater intrusion is new
information and changed circumstances that warrant subsequent environmental review.
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6. Cumulative pumping in the Deep Aquifers has rapidly increased and Deep
Aquifer pumping is now being used to support Fort Ord reuse. Deep
Aquifer pumping at current rates induces seawater intrusion into the upper
aquifers and depletes the Deep Aquifers. This, too, is a change in
circumstances and new information that warrant an SEIS and SEIR.
LandWatch’s and hydrologist Timothy Parker’s previous comments on other Fort
Ord projects document the increased pumping of the Deep Aquifers to support Fort Ord
reuse and the increased cumulative pumping of the Deep Aquifers.
Fort Ord development is now relying on pumping from the Deep Aquifers, which
were only being pumped to support the City of Marina at the rate of 2,500 AFY in 1991.
New analysis and data reveal that the Deep Aquifers are not being recharged except
through incidental percolation from the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers; that cumulative
pumping, including pumping to support Fort Ord development, has increased from
around 2,500 AFY in 1991 to in excess of 8,000 AFY; and that pumping in excess of
8,000 AFY will induce additional seawater intrusion into those upper aquifers.

X-10

This cumulative pumping causes significant impacts in the form of depletion of
the Deep Aquifers and inducement of seawater intrusion into the overlying 180-foot and
400-foot aquifers. The existing and foreseeable future pumping of the Deep Aquifers to
support Fort Ord makes a considerable contribution to these cumulative impacts.
The substantial increase in cumulative pumping from the Deep Aquifers, the use
of Deep Aquifer pumping to support Fort Ord development, and the consequent aquifer
depletion and seawater intrusion constitute a change in the project, new information, and
changes to circumstances that warrants subsequent environmental review.
7.

The availability of a water supply for Fort Ord development and the HCP
can no longer be assured. This too is a change in circumstances and new
information that warrant an SEIS and SEIR.

The HCP EIS/EIR assumes that a 6,600 AFY water supply will be available to
support Fort Ord development. While this assumption may have been valid in 1996
based on Monterey County Water Resources Agency’s permission for temporary
groundwater use pending the expected water supply project, this assumption is no longer
valid.
First, the groundwater supply itself is threatened by advancing seawater intrusion.
As hydrologist Parker explains:
MCWRA’s most recent mapping of the seawater intrusion front in 400-Foot
Aquifer shows rapid advance of that front along Reservation Road in the vicinity
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of MCWD’s only remaining upper aquifer wells, wells number 29, 30, 31 and 35.
[footnote omitted] There is no assurance that MCWD's remaining wells in the
400-Foot Aquifer will remain viable in the face of this rapid seawater intrusion. 11
Second, 6,600 AFY is not a permanent right to pump groundwater regardless of
the impacts to the aquifer. Neither the 1993 agreement between the Army and MCWRA,
nor any subsequent assignment of the Army’s interest in that agreement, created a “water
right,” much less a permanent right to pump groundwater to support Fort Ord
development regardless of impact on the aquifer. 12

X-11
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Third, when FORA sunsets in 2020, the land use jurisdictions will no longer have
any entitlement to an “allocation” of a portion of the 6,600 AFY. MCWD would have
unfettered responsibility and authority to establish rules and regulations for water
distribution.13 (Gov. Code, § 31024.) MCWD would also have unfettered responsibility
and authority to restrict water use in accordance with a threatened or existing water
shortage. (Gov. Code, §§ 31026, 31029.1, 31035.1; Water Code § 350.) MCWD can
and should exercise its authority to deny new groundwater pumping for future
development in order to protect existing groundwater users until a replacement supply is
implemented.
8. HCP funding analysis fails to evaluate delay and reduced scope of
development caused by lack of sustainable water supply.
Finally, as discussed in LandWatch’s December 10, 2019 comments regarding the
funding and alternatives to the HCP, the financial viability of the HCP itself is critically
dependent on the HCP’s assumption that all of the remaining planned development in the
Base Reuse plan will be built out by 2030. The HCP’s discussion of funding assurances
and the EIS/EIR’s assumption that funding is assured fails to consider the uncertainty of a
water supply to support that development.
As discussed, the agencies should act responsibly, and in accordance with adopted
policies, to protect existing groundwater users by refusing to support new development
without a sustainable water supply, to prohibit reliance on groundwater for new
development, and to finally seek to implement the replacement water supply. This
responsible action may postpone full buildout well after 2030 if a replacement supply
11

Timothy Parker, letter to John Farrow, Nov. 14, 2019, p. 9.

12

See John Farrow, letter to Colonel Gregory Ford, Feb. 26, 2019.

13

See John Farrow, letter to Marina Coast Water District Board of Directors,
February 19, 2018; John Farrow, letter to Kim Carvalho, City of Del Rey Oaks, Nov. 14,
2019.
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were not available immediately, even assuming there were market demand for that full
buildout.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

John Farrow
JHF:hs
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November 14, 2019
Kim Carvalho
Assistant to the City Manager and Deputy City Clerk
City of Del Rey Oaks
650 Canyon Del Rey Blvd.
Del Rey Oaks, CA 93940
kcarvalho@delreyoaks.org

Re: Initial Study/Negative Declaration – Del Rey Oaks Housing Element
Dear Ms. Carvalho:
I write on behalf of LandWatch Monterey County to comment on the Initial
Study/Negative Declaration for the proposed Del Rey Oaks Housing Element.
LandWatch supports the efforts by Del Rey Oaks (“City”) to comply with the
requirement to update its Housing Element and to accommodate its share of the Regional
Housing Needs Allocation (“RHNA”).
However, LandWatch cannot support the proposal to locate that housing in the
former Fort Ord. The proposal relies on the purported availability of a supply of
groundwater through the Marina Coast Water District. Contrary to the Negative
Declaration, use of that water supply would in fact cause, or make a considerable
contribution to, significant impacts to water resources. Thus, CEQA requires that the
City prepare an Environmental Impact Report before adopting the Housing Element.
In addition, the City has no enforceable claim on any water supply to serve Fort
Ord development after the Fort Ord Reuse Authority sunsets in less than eight months.
Furthermore, the proposal to locate housing within Sites 1 and 1a in the former
Fort Ord is inconsistent with the City’s General Plan and the Fort Ord Reuse Plan, both
of which call for commercial land use on these sites, not residential land use.
The City should instead locate its share of the RHNA in the other available sites
identified in the Housing Element. Contrary to the Housing Element, a water supply for
new development within the City will become available by 2021 through the Monterey
Peninsula Water Supply Project, well within the 2015-2023 planning period for which
this Housing element has been prepared. In fact, the Monterey Peninsula Water
Management District is now developing plans to supply water for new housing, with an
emphasis on affordable housing, before 2021.

I.

If the City permits residential development within the former Fort Ord
using groundwater, it must prepare an Environmental Impact Report.

A. CEQA mandates preparation of an EIR if a project may have a significant
effect on the environment.
Under CEQA, a full EIR is required for any project that a public agency proposes
to approve that may have a significant effect on the environment. (Public Resources
Code, §§ 21100(a), 21151(a); 14 CCR, § 15064(a)(1).) An EIR must describe the
proposed project and its environmental setting, identify and analyze the significant effects
on the environment, state how those impacts can be mitigated or avoided, and identify
alternatives to the project, among other requirements. (Public Resources Code, §§
21100(b), 21151; 14 CCR §§ 15124, 15125.)
“The purpose of an environmental impact report is to provide public agencies and
the public in general with detailed information about the effect which a proposed project
is likely to have on the environment; to list ways in which the significant effects of such a
project can be minimized; and to indicate alternatives to such a project.” (Public
Resources Code, § 21061.)
Courts have “repeatedly recognized that the EIR is the ‘heart of CEQA.’
[Citations.] ‘Its purpose is to inform the public and its responsible officials of the
environmental consequences of their decisions before they are made. Thus, the EIR
“protects not only the environment but also informed self-government.’” (Laurel Heights
Improvement Assn. v Regents of University of California (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1112, 1123.)
By contrast, a “negative declaration” is a statement that briefly explains why a project
will have no significant environmental impact and therefore will not require an EIR.
(Public Resources Code, § 21064.) A negative declaration is proper only if the agency
determines based on an initial study that there is no substantial evidence whatsoever that
the project may have a significant effect on the environment. (Public Resources Code, §
21080(c)(1), (d); 14 CCR §§ 15063(b)(2), 15070(a).)
B. An EIR is required if there is a “fair argument” that the project may have a
significant effect.
Based on the above Legislatively-declared principals, a strong presumption in
favor of requiring preparation of an EIR rather than relying on a negative declaration is
built into CEQA. This presumption is reflected in what is known as the “fair argument”
standard, under which an agency must prepare an EIR whenever substantial evidence in
the record supports a fair argument that a project may have a significant effect on the
environment. (Quail Botanical Gardens Found., Inc. v City of Encinitas (1994) 29
Cal.App.4th 1597, 1602; Friends of “B” St. v City of Hayward (1980) 106 Cal.App.3d
988, 1002.) “Substantial evidence” under CEQA includes “facts, reasonable assumptions
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predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts.” (14 CCR, § 15384(b).)
“Significant effect upon the environment” is defined as “a substantial or potentially
substantial adverse change in the environment.” (Public Resources Code, § 21068;
Guidelines, § 15382. A project “may” have a significant effect on the environment if
there is a “reasonable probability’ that it will result in a significant impact. (No Oil, Inc.
v City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 83 n16; Sundstrom v County of Mendocino
(1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296, 309.) If any aspect of the project may result in a significant
impact on the environment, an EIR must be prepared even if the overall effect of the
project is beneficial. (14 CCR, §15063(b)(1); see County Sanitation Dist. No. 2 v County
of Kern (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1544, 1580.)
In effect, the fair argument standard precludes agencies, as well as courts, from
weighing conflicting evidence. If substantial evidence supports a fair argument that a
project may have a significant environmental effect, the lead agency must prepare an EIR
even if other substantial evidence before it indicates the project will have no significant
effect. (See Brentwood Ass’n for No Drilling, Inc. v City of Los Angeles (1982) 134
Cal.App.3d 491; Friends of "B" St, supra, 106 Cal.App.3d 988; 14 CCR, §15064(f)(1).)
Thus, the fair argument standard essentially bars agencies from weighing competing
evidence to determine who has a better argument concerning the likelihood or extent of a
potential environmental impact. (Rominger v County of Colusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th
690, 713; Friends of "B" St., supra; Architectural Heritage Ass'n v County of Monterey
(2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 1095, 1109.)
Even in marginal cases where it is unclear whether substantial evidence exists that
a project may have a significant effect on the environment, and/or when experts disagree
over the significance of an impact, the lead agency must still treat the effect as significant
and prepare an EIR. (14 CCR, §15064(g).) Thus, if qualified experts disagree about
either the likelihood or magnitude of a project’s environmental impact, the agency must
assume that a significant impact may occur and must prepare an EIR. (City of Carmelby-the-Sea v Board of Supervisors (1986) 183 Cal.App.3d 229, 249.) Stated otherwise if
qualified experts present an agency with conflicting evidence on the nature or extent of a
project’s impacts, the agency must accept the evidence tending to show that the impact
might occur. Evidence to the contrary, even when presented by qualified experts or the
agency’s own staff, is irrelevant since the agency may not weigh competing evidence.
(See Rominger v County of Colusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 690; City of Carmel-by-theSea, supra, at p. 249 [conflicting opinions by multiple experts on definition and extent of
wetlands]; Brentwood Ass'n for No Drilling, supra,134 Cal.App.3d at p. 504 [conflicting
expert testimony about impacts of exploratory oil well project].)
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C. The Negative Declaration fails to assess groundwater impacts caused by
permitting residential development within the former Fort Ord.
The discussion of water supply in Section 5.19 of the Negative Declaration states
that the City has “negligible” water to allocate to new uses in the City within the
MPWMD allocation in the Cal-Am service area. (Neg. Dec, p. 52.) The discussion
states that the City has “an allocation of water assigned for redevelopment of the former
Fort Ord area of the City within the MCWD [Marina Coast Water District] jurisdiction.”
(Id.)
The discussion of hydrology and water quality in Section 5.10 of the Negative
Declaration concludes that the Housing Element would have “no impact” on hydrology
and water quality because it is “strictly a policy document” that identifies “potential sites
for development and establishes policies and programs to meet the RHNA.” (Neg. Dec.,
p. 40.) The discussion also argues that the Housing Element would have no impacts
because future development proposals would be environmentally reviewed. (Ibid.)
The discussion of land use and planning in Section 5.11 references the 1998
adoption of the Fort Ord Reuse Authority Development Resource Management Plan
(DRMP) to ensure that development of Fort Ord would be restrained to “available
resources and service constraints, including water and transportation.” (Neg. Dec., p.
41). Section 5.11 mentions that FORA anticipated that development would use a
maximum of 6,600 afy. The checklist for section 5.11 cites, but does not discuss, the
1997 Fort Ord Reuse Plan and EIR.
The discussion of cumulative impacts in Section 5.21 makes no reference to
cumulative water supply impacts.
In fact, nothing in sections 5.19, 5.10, 5.11, or 5.21 provides any discussion of the
impacts of using any portion of the 6,600 afy of water that FORA has allocated to the
Fort Ord land use jurisdictions. Although Section 5.19 alludes to supply entitlements, the
question whether a project has an entitlement is distinct from the question whether using
that entitlement will cause significant impacts. (Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible
Growth, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 434 [“The ultimate
question under CEQA, moreover, is not whether an EIR establishes a likely source of
water, but whether it adequately addresses the reasonably foreseeable impacts of
supplying water to the project”], emphasis in original.) The Negative Declaration is
devoid of any discussion of the impacts of supplying groundwater, which must be
evaluated.
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D. The City must consider the environmental impacts of water use before
adopting the Housing Element.
The contention in Sections 5.10 and 5.21 that the City may defer the consideration
of the environmental impacts which the City’s adoption of the Housing Element causes,
or to which it contributes, is incorrect. General Plans and their elements represent
critical decisions as to future land use, and an agency must assess the foreseeable
consequences of these decisions. When an agency adopts a plan that will permit growth
and development, it must actually evaluate the impacts that can be anticipated at that
time, regardless of future tiers of review. (Koster v. County of San Joaquin (1996) 47
Cal.App.4th 29, 39-40; Bozung v. LAFCO (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 283.) An agency may
not evade its responsibility to provide meaningful information and analysis simply
because it is undertaking a first tier of environmental review and may conduct future
review at the project level. (Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc., supra,
40 Cal.4th at 431.)
Furthermore, if housing is subsequently approved through ministerial review, e.g.,
as Accessory Dwelling Units under AB 2299, there would be no future CEQA review.
(Gov. Code, § 65852.6 [mandating ministerial review of certain ADUs]; Public
Resources Code, § 21080(b)(1) [CEQA does not apply to ministerial projects].)
Indeed, a substantive review of resource impacts is essential at the first tier of
review because that is when the cumulative effects are most likely to be evident.
Here, the adoption of the Housing Element as proposed would result in a commitment to
the use of a purported allocation of a groundwater supply from the Monterey Subbasin of
the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin instead of the use of other water supplies, such as
the supplies that are planned to be available in the MPWMD/Cal-Am service area in the
near future. The commitment to that purported groundwater supply requires
environmental review of the use of that supply. The Negative Declaration does not
provide this review.
E. An EIR is required because permitting residential development within the
former Fort Ord would cause significant impacts to groundwater resources
and would make a considerable contribution to significant cumulative
impacts to groundwater resources.
The Housing Element and the Negative Declaration are both premised on the
assumption that water is available to support residential development in the former Fort
Ord but not in the Cal-Am/MPWMD service area. As discussed below, it is not true that
there is or will be no water supply in the Cal-Am/MPWMD service area during the
RHNA Cycle. Furthermore, as discussed in the next section below, it is not true that
there will necessarily be a water supply entitlement for Del Rey Oaks development
within the former Fort Ord after FORA sunsets in 2020.
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However, regardless of the status or the certainty of the water supply entitlements
inside and outside Fort Ord, the attached letters from hydrologist Timothy Parker provide
substantial evidence that the use of the purported groundwater entitlement inside Fort Ord
would cause significant impacts to groundwater resources and would make a
considerable contribution to significant cumulative impacts to groundwater resources.
The proposed Housing Element would require the City to re-designate and rezone
land in order to permit 86 units of residential development that would require a water
supply of 23 acre-feet/year. Mr. Parker explains that the use of this water would cause or
contribute to significant impacts to the groundwater resource, including significant
cumulative impacts caused by the combined over-pumping from past, present, and
forseeable future projects. These significant impacts include the ongoing overdraft of the
180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers, the depletion of the Deep Aquifers, the inducement of
additional seawater intrusion in the 180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers, and the possible
inducement of seawater intrusion into the Deep Aquifers.
Mr. Parker is Professional Geologist, a Certified Engineering Geologist, and a
Certified Hydrogeologist, with over 28 years of geologic and hydrologic professional
experience. He is familiar with the Monterey County groundwater conditions and his
opinion is supported by facts from his review of current and past studies of the local
conditions. Accordingly, his expert opinion with regard to significant impacts is
substantial evidence. (14 CCR, § 15384(b).)
In sum, the City must prepare an EIR for the proposed Housing Element because
there is substantial evidence that the project would cause significant impacts to
groundwater resources and would make a considerable contribution to significant
cumulative impacts to groundwater resources.
F. The City may not rely on the 6,600 acre-feet/year paper water that FORA,
MCWD, and the land use jurisdictions have mistakenly assumed is a
permanent supply.
Not only does the Negative Declaration fail to discuss or disclose the impacts
from using groundwater to support residential uses in the former Fort Ord, it also
misrepresents the availability of a long-term, reliable groundwater supply forFort ord
development.
The Negative Declaration alludes to an allocation to Fort Ord member
jurisdictions of portions of a 6,600 acre-feet/year (“afy”) water supply. The Housing
Element and the Negative Declaration apparently assume that the City will be entitled to
rely indefinitely on its allocation of a portion of the 6,600 afy supply. However, for the
reasons set out in LandWatch’s February 26, 2019 letter to the Army, neither the 1993
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agreement between the Army and MCWRA, nor any subsequent assignment of the
Army’s interest in that agreement, created a “water right,” much less a permanent right to
pump groundwater to support Fort Ord development regardless of impact on the aquifer. 1
In summary, the facts are as follows. In a 1993 agreement, the Monterey County
Water Resources Agency (“MCWRA”) agreed to permit the Army to pump up to 6,600
acre-feet/year (“afy”) of groundwater from Fort Ord wells in exchange for the Army’s
$7.4 million payment toward a replacement water supply project of at least 6,600 afy. In
2001, the Army assigned its interest in Fort Ord groundwater production to FORA and
MCWD, reserving 1,749 afy for its own use. Since then, based on that assignment, the
Fort Ord Reuse Authority (“FORA”), Marina Coast Water District, and the local land use
jurisdictions that are members of FORA have assumed that they may pump up to 6,600
afy from the former Fort Ord indefinitely to support Army operations and civilian reuse,
regardless of the environmental impact of this pumping. However, this assumption is
contradicted by the clear evidence that the right to pump groundwater for Fort Ord was
limited in time and that a replacement water supply was required to support civilian reuse
of Fort Ord.
Recognizing that existing pumping was contributing to seawater intrusion, the
1993 agreement provides that MCWRA would develop that replacement water supply
and that all groundwater pumping in Fort Ord must cease when the replacement water
supply project is completed. The 1993 agreement expressly anticipates completion of the
replacement water supply by 1999. Twenty-five years later, no agency has provided the
replacement supply.
The Army’s 1993 and 1996 environmental reviews of Fort Ord disposal and reuse
expressly assume that MCWRA’s agreement to permit the Army to pump up to 6,600 afy
was a “short-term” agreement and that no pumping would be permitted if seawater
intrusion continued. The Army’s environmental reviews provide that civilian reuse of
Fort Ord would require a replacement water supply. The 1993 EIS and the 1996 SEIS
identified a number of replacement water supply projects then under discussion,
including desalination and various surface water transfers. Provision of one of these
replacement water supplies was identified as “non-Army responsibility” mitigation, to
which the local agencies comprising the Fort Ord Working Group had committed
themselves. Again, the 6,600 afy replacement water supply has not been implemented.

G. Even if the City’s allocation of a portion of the 6,600 afy paper water supply
had created some right to pump groundwater when FORA exists, the City
may not assume that it would remain entitled to some portion of that paper
water supply after FORA sunsets in 2020.
Not only is the indefinite-term 6,600 afy paper water supply illusory, so too is the
City’s continuing right to some portion of it. As LandWatch has previously explained in
comments on a proposal by Marina Coast Water District to annex portions of Fort Ord,
the water supply allocations made by FORA will expire when FORA sunsets on June 30,
2020. 2 FORA is required to dissolve itself by June 30, 2020. (Gov. Code, § 67700(a).)
MCWD is currently subordinate to FORA in critical decision-making regarding
water supply under the Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement between FORA and
MCWD. 3 Thus, FORA, not MCWD, is authorized to obtain water extraction capacity
rights. 4 And FORA, not MCWD, has decided to sub-allocate 6,600 afy of its presumed
capacity rights to its member agencies. 5 And, FORA, not MCWD, has primary
responsibility to implement the policies and mitigation contained in the Fort Ord Reuse
Plan.
The 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement will no longer be in effect after
FORA sunsets. 6 Thus, after FORA is dissolved, and in the absence of another binding
plan addressing water supply issues, MCWD, as a County Water District, would assume
plenary authority over the water use and allocation that is currently constrained by
FORA. For example, MCWD would have essentially unfettered responsibility and
authority to establish rules and regulations for water distribution. (Gov. Code, § 31024.)
MCWD would have also have unfettered responsibility and authority to restrict water use
in accordance with a threatened or existing water shortage. (Gov. Code, §§ 31026,
31029.1, 31035.1; Water Code § 350.) In short, MCWD need not honor any prior
“allocation.”
FORA has adopted a Transition Plan, which purports to “assign” to MCWD,
effective on dissolution of FORA, “FORA’s rights of enforcement under the original
Implementation Agreements, to the extent they survive post-dissolution, regarding water
2

John Farrow, letter to Marina Coast Water District Board of Directors, February 19, 2018.

3

MCWD/FORA Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Articles 4.1, 5.1.1, 5.2.

4

Id., Article 3.4.1.

FORA, Development Resources Management Plan (DRMP), section 3.11.5.4 and Table 3.11-2, available
at http://www.fora.org/Reports/DevResourcePlan.pdf.
5

1

John Farrow, letter to Colonel Gregory Ford, February 26, 2019.

6

Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Article 9.
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allocations.” 7 However, the original Implementation Agreements between the land use
jurisdictions and FORA will not survive post-dissolution, which is in part why the
Transition Plan calls for the land use jurisdictions to negotiate “Transition Plan
Implementing Agreements” to address such matters as the allocation of water supply.
FORA’s Transition Plan has not been implemented either by binding directives by
LAFCO or by the proposed Transition Plan Implementing Agreements, which have yet to
be adopted. Thus, after June 30, 2020, the City will have no enforceable claim on any
water supply to serve development in the former Fort Ord.

2019 WL 5493479, at *3 [general plan is internally inconsistent when “different elements
of the general plan describe incompatible uses for the same property”].) However, the
City does not propose to amend the Land Use Element at the same time that it adopts the
Housing Element, because it claims incorrectly that the Housing element is consistent
with the Land Use Element. (Housing Element, p. 1-2.)

In sum, the City’s allocation of a portion of the 6,600 afy was always just paper
water. But with the dissolution of FORA, that allocation is even more illusory, because
there is no longer any actual agreement that would bind MCWD to supply a particular
amount of water to the City.
II.

The proposed Housing Element is inconsistent with the General Plan and
with the Fort Ord Reuse Plan.

A. The proposed Housing Element is inconsistent with the General Plan.
The claim in the Housing Element that it is consistent with the General Plan is not
correct. (Housing Element, p. 1-2.) The Housing Element is inconsistent with the
existing General Plan because it would commit the City to permit residential use in Sites
1 and 1a, even though those Sites are currently designated for commercial use in the
General Plan’s Land Use Element. The Del Rey Oaks General Plan designates both Site
1 and 1a as GC(C-1-V), “General Commercial-Visitor.” (General Plan, Figure 2, Land
Use Map.) The General Plan identifies the land uses for these two parcels as Conference
Center, Golf Course, Retail (Specialty Shops), Fitness Center, Office Park, and Corporate
Office Center. (General Plan, Figure 2A and Table 1.) No residential uses are
designated for Sites 1 and 1a.
Furthermore, Land Use Element Goal 6 requires the City to “[a]nnex the
properties on Fort Ord to provide additional sites for economic development with
potential revenue generating land uses.” (General Plan, p. 31.) Residential use is neither
economic development nor a revenue generating land use, and it is therefore inconsistent
with Goal 6.
Because a General Plan must be internally consistent, the City cannot legally
adopt the Housing Element committing the City to permit residential uses in Sites 1 and
1a without also amending the Land Use Element in the General Plan. (Gov. Code, §
65300.5; Denham, LLC v. City of Richmond (Cal. Ct. App., Oct. 25, 2019, No. A154759)
FORA, Resolution No. 18-11, Dec. 19, 2018, available at https://fora.org/Reports/Resolutions/2018/1811.pdf.

B. The proposed Housing Element is inconsistent with the Fort Ord Reuse Plan.
The claim in the Housing Element that it is consistent with the Fort Ord Reuse
Plan is not correct. (Housing Element, p. 1-2.) That claim is based on the arguments that
(1) the Fort Ord Reuse Authority found the General Plan to be consistent with the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan, and (2) the Housing Element is consistent with the General Plan. The
second premise is false, because, as explained above, the Housing Element’s commitment
to residential land use on Sties 1 and 1a is inconsistent with the General Plan Land Use
Element land use designations and its Policy 6.
Furthermore, the Fort Ord Reuse plan itself does not provide for any residential
development in Sites 1 and 1a. Sites 1 and 1a are located in the “South Gate Planning
Area” for the Fort Ord Reuse Plan. 8 The designated land uses in the South Gate
Planning Area include Visitor-Serving/Commercial Recreational Land Use (hotel and
golf course), Retail and Services, an Office Park/R&D District, and augmentation of the
Regional Park District. The South Gate Planning Area land uses are consistent with the
Del Rey Oaks General Plan. However, just like the General Plan, the South Gate
Planning Area land uses do not include any residential use.
The City is required to submit General Plan amendments to the Fort Ord Reuse
Agency for a consistency determination. (Gov. Code, §§ 67675.2, 67675.3.) The Fort
Ord Reuse Agency could not find the proposed Housing Element consistent with the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan.
III.

The City can and should consider alternative locations for RHNA
residential development in Sites 2, 3, and 4, which are not in the former
Fort Ord.

In preparing an EIR, the City will have to consider a “reasonable alternatives to
the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic
objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project.” (14 CCR, § 15126.6(a).) Fortunately, there are such alternatives.
Indeed, it is possible that the adoption of one or more of these alternatives would obviate

7

8
Fort Ord Reuse Authority, Fort Ord Reuse Plan, pp. 182-183, available at
https://www.fora.org/Reports/BRP/BRP_v1_ContextAndFramework_1997.pdf.
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the need for an EIR because it may not cause or contribute to any significant
environmental impacts.

lack of water supplies. However, water would in fact be available for residential
development in Sites 2, 3, and 4.

A. Acreage sufficient to site RHNA units is available within the City without
using sites within the former Fort Ord.
Sites 2 and 3 described in Chapter 3 of the Housing Element would provide 40.5
acres of development space, which would be more than enough to develop the 86 RHNA
units. For example, the multifamily units suitable for the 70 Low Income and Very Low
Income units could be sited on as little as 4.6 acres if they were developed at the intensity
of 15 units per acre. The remaining 16 moderate and above moderate income units could
be developed on another 4 acres at a density of 4 units per acre.
In addition, the Housing element acknowledges that Site 4 would accommodate
185 Accessory Dwelling Units, which would be more than enough to accommodate the
70 Low Income and Very Low Income unit portion of the RHNA.
Furthermore, the conclusion that there are only 185 sites that could accommodate
ADUs assumes that the City would not relax its current zoning requirement that a lot be
at least 8,000 square feet to support an ADU. However, the City can and should relax
this requirement, particularly in light of state legislation encouraging cities to rely on
ADUs to meet RHNA mandates. (See, e.g., SB 1069 (Chapter 720, Stats. 2016) [reducing
parking requirements, fees, fire sprinkler requirements; requiring ministerial approval for
ADUs within existing space; prohibiting ordinances that ban ADUs]; AB 2299 (Chapter
735, Stats. 2016) [requiring ministerial approval under specified conditions]; AB 2406
(Chapter 755, Stats. 2016) [flexibility for junior ADUs]). For example, AB 2406
specifically permits a city to count “junior ADUs” (ADUs under 500 sq. ft.) toward
meeting its RHNA.
Indeed, the City should examine recent legislation regarding ADUs to determine
whether the City’s ordinances remain compliant with state law that now prohibits certain
conditions and approval processes for ADUs. For example, it is not clear that a use
permit can legally be required for all ADU units in an R-1 or R-2 zone in light of new
law requiring ministerial approvals of ADUs meeting certain conditions. (Compare DRO
Code, §§ 17.08.100, 17.12.20(1) to Gov. Code § 65852.6 [AB 2299, Chap. 735, Stats.
2016].).
B. Water will be available by 2021, or sooner, for residential development
within the Cal-Am service area, outside Fort Ord, e.g., for Sites 2, 2, and 4.
The only apparent constraint identified in the Housing Element for use of Sites 2,
3, and 4 rather than Sites 1 and 1a to meet RHNA zoning requirements is the claimed

Water supplies for future development will be available when the Monterey
Peninsula Water Supply Project is completed, which is currently committed for 2021.
The California Public Utilities Commission approved a Certificate of Public Convenience
and Necessity for California-American Water Company’s (“Cal-Am’s”) Monterey
Peninsula Water Supply Project in Decision D.18-09-17 and denied a rehearing of that
decision in an order issued February 5, 2019. 9 That decision authorizes and commits
Cal-Am to develop a water supply by year-end 2021, in time to meet the requirements of
the SWRCB’s Cease and Desist Order 2009-0060 (“CDO”). 10 The moratorium on new
water connections required by the CDO and authorized by the CPUC decision D.11-03048, issued in A.10-05-020, will then end, and new hookups will be permitted. 11
Although certain parties have challenged the issuance of the Coastal Development
Permit needed for the MPWSP before the California Coastal Commission, that challenge
is premised on the assumption that the Coastal Commission will find that an alternative
project will be available to meet foreseeable demand by 2021. 12 There is no reasonable
expectation that the Coastal Commission would deny the needed Coastal Development
Permit without the availability of an alternative water supply available by 2021.
In short, the City can expect to see the current moratorium on new hookups within
the Cal-Am service area end by December 2021.
Furthermore, the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District is currently
seeking to make residential water supplies available within the Cal-Am service area prior
to 2021, despite the moratorium. At is August 2019 meeting, the Board of MPWMD
discussed actions it might take to make available water to the jurisdictions for their
housing needs during the remaining years the Cease and Desist Order and then directed
9
CPUC, Order Modifying Decision (D.) 18-09-017, And Denying Rehearing Of Decision, As Modified,
Issued Feb. 5, 2019, available at
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M262/K004/262004679.PDF.
10
CPUC, Decision D12-04-019, Findings of Fact, 24, 25, p. 169, available at
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M229/K424/229424336.PDF.
11
CPUC, Decision D.11-03-040, p, 50, available at
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/134272.PDF.
12
California Coastal Commission, Staff Report: Recommendation on Appeal, Appeal Bo. A-3-19-0034, pp.
2-3, 80 [“PWM Expansion has a projected construction schedule similar to Cal-Am’s, in that both
anticipate being online and able to provide water at or near December 2021, which is the date by which
Cal-Am is required to end its overpumping of the Carmel River], available at
https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2019/11/Th8a_9a/Th8a_9a-11-2019%20staff%20report.pdf.
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its staff to develop detailed proposals. 13 The MPWMD has identified several proposals
that could provide water for housing prior to 2021. For example:

Exhibits:

x

The District currently has 9 af in the District Reserve that it could allocate to
housing at the discretion of the District Board.

x

The District could create new water Allocation for housing from accumulated
conservation savings. The District has attained approximately 3,000 af of demand
reductions since the CDO was enacted, and it could recognize those savings as a
Public Water Credit allocable to the Jurisdictions for use.

x

The District could modify its Rules and Regulations to provide that Water Use
Credits could be placed in the District Reserve for reallocation to Jurisdictions.

x

The District could seek voluntary forfeiture of exiting Water Use Credits that are
outstanding and would expire between 2020 and 2029.

x

The District could ease the transfer of Water Use Credits from Non-Residential
use to Residential use, with or without financial incentives.

x

The District could develop a conservation offset program, as already envisioned
in District Rule 24(E)(6)(k), which would allow a developer to obtain water for a
project by implementing conservation measures elsewhere in the District.

Furthermore, the MPWMD staff report proposes that the Water Demand
Committee determine how to ensure that any additional water supply be used specifically
for affordable housing rather than just for housing in general.
Although the Board has not yet acted on these proposals, its direction to staff to
develop these detailed proposals indicates its intention to make water available for
housing, especially affordable housing, before 2021.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

John Farrow
JHF:hs
13

MPWMD Water Demand Committee, Discussion Items, Oct. 31, 2019.

Documents referenced above without URLs:
1. Timothy Parker, letter to John Farrow, Nov. 14, 2019.
2. John Farrow, letter to Colonel Gregory Ford, February 26, 2019.
3. John Farrow, letter to Marina Coast Water District Board of Directors, February
19, 2018.
4. MCWD/FORA Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998
5. MPWMD Water Demand Committee, Discussion Items, Oct. 31, 2019.
Documents referenced in Timothy Parker, letter to John Farrow, Nov. 15, 2019
without URLs.
6. WRIME, Deep Aquifer Investigative Study, May 2003
7. MCWD, 2018 Well Production Summary
8. Timothy K. Parker, Technical Memorandum to John H. Farrow, October 8, 2016
9. Timothy K. Parker, letter to John H. Farrow, February 15, 2018.
10. MCWD v. County of Monterey (Bill Armstrong et al., Real Parties in Interest), Petition
for Writ of Mandate and Complaint for Injunctive Relief, March 5, 2018.
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February 26, 2019
By E-mail
Colonel Gregory Ford
Garrison Commander, Presidio of Monterey
United States Army
1759 Lewis Rd
Monterey, CA 93944
gregory.j.ford6.mil@mail.mil
Re:

Subsequent Environmental Impact Statement Required for Disposal
of Army Interest in Fort Ord Groundwater

Dear Colonel Ford:
On behalf of LandWatch Monterey County, I write to request that you ensure that
the Army prepare a subsequent environmental impact statement (“SEIS”) under the
National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) before considering the disposal of any
remaining Army interest in groundwater in the former Fort Ord area.
LandWatch understands that the Army has been asked to convey a portion of its
purported interest in Fort Ord area groundwater to local agencies to facilitate civilian
reuse of the base. NEPA mandates that the Army prepare an SEIS before taking such an
action. Any additional pumping groundwater in the Fort Ord area would contribute to
cumulative overdraft conditions and would induce seawater intrusion, which is clearly a
significant impact.
In a 1993 agreement, the Monterey County Water Resources Agency
(“MCWRA”) agreed to permit the Army to pump up to 6,600 afy of groundwater from
Fort Ord wells in exchange for the Army’s $7.4 million payment toward a replacement
water supply project of at least 6,600 afy. Recognizing that existing pumping was
contributing to seawater intrusion, the 1993 agreement provides that MCWRA would
develop that replacement water supply and that all groundwater pumping in Fort Ord
must cease when the replacement water supply project is completed. The 1993
agreement expressly anticipates completion of the replacement water supply by 1999.
Twenty-five years later, no agency has provided the replacement supply.
The Army’s 1993 and 1996 environmental reviews of Fort Ord disposal and reuse
expressly assume that MCWRA’s agreement to permit the Army to pump up to 6,600 afy
was a “short-term” agreement and that no pumping would be permitted if seawater
intrusion continued. The Army’s environmental reviews provide that civilian reuse of
Fort Ord would require a replacement water supply. The 1993 EIS and the 1996 SEIS

identified a number of replacement water supply projects then under discussion,
including desalination and various surface water transfers. Provision of one of these
replacement water supplies was identified as “non-Army responsibility” mitigation, to
which the local agencies comprising the Fort Ord Working Group had committed
themselves. Again, the 6,600 afy replacement water supply has not been implemented.
In 2001, the Army assigned its interest in Fort Ord groundwater production to
FORA and MCWD, reserving 1,749 afy for its own use. Since then, based on that
assignment, the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (“FORA”), Marina Coast Water District
(“MCWD”), and the local land use jurisdictions that are members of FORA have
assumed that they may pump up to 6,600 afy from the former Fort Ord indefinitely to
support Army operations and civilian reuse, regardless of the environmental impact of
this pumping. Indeed, these agencies have assumed that their only obligation to provide a
water supply is to build additional capacity when groundwater pumping for Fort Ord
reaches the assumed indefinite supply level of 6,600 afy.
LandWatch does not believe that the 1993 agreement between the Army and
MCWRA, or any subsequent assignment of the Army’s interest in that agreement, created
a “water right,” much less a permanent right to pump groundwater regardless of impact
on the aquifer. However, the purpose of this letter is not to address that question. The
purpose of this letter is to advise the Army that it must prepare an SEIS before it takes
any action that induces, or purports to permit, local agencies to increase their
groundwater pumping, including any further assignment of its interests in the 1993
agreement.
An SEIS is required due to significant new circumstances and information,
including
x

the substantial and accelerating increase in seawater intrusion;

x

the unforeseen failure of local agencies to implement the assumed replacement
water supply;

x

the unforeseen decision by local agencies to treat MCWRA’s agreement to
permit the short-term use of 6,600 afy as a permanent “water right;” and

x

the imminent termination of FORA, which will end its management and
allocation of groundwater, leaving MCWD with unfettered discretion as to
groundwater pumping.

An SEIS is also required because any Army decision to assign an interest in groundwater
pumping to support and induce long-term civilian development is a substantial change to
the action the Army evaluated in its 1993 EIS and 1996 SEIS.
We discuss these points in more detail below.
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I.

Background

A. The 1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement permitted the Army to
continue groundwater pumping pending completion of a replacement water
supply that was expected by 1999.
In 1993, the United States Army, planning to dispose of property in Fort Ord,
entered into the Agreement Between the United States of America and the Monterey
County Water Resources Agency Concerning Annexation of Fort Ord Into Zones 2 and
2A of the Monterey County Water Resource Agency. (Agreement No. A-06404 between
U.S.A. and MCWRA, Sept 21, 1993 [“1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement”].)
In that agreement, the Army sought annexation of Fort Ord into MCWRA Zones 2 and
2A, the benefit assessment areas for the Nacimiento and San Antonio reservoirs. The
agreement required that the Army pay MCWRA $7,400,000 and that MCWRA develop a
project to provide at least 6,600 afy of long-term potable water supply because “stopping
all pumping from the Salinas Basin on Fort Ord lands is necessary to mitigate seawater
intrusion.” Until that project was implemented, MCWRA agreed that the Army or its
successors in interest could withdraw 6,600 afy with a maximum of 5,200 afy from the
180-foot and 400-foot Aquifers.
The 1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement contemplated a 6,600 afy
potable water supply replacement project by 2000. Thus, it provided that the Army could
terminate the agreement if MCWRA had not made reasonable progress by December 31,
1999 on that project. Although MCWRA has not developed the 6,600 afy potable water
project, the Army did not terminate the agreement.
B. In 2001, the Army assigned a portion of its groundwater interest to MCWD,
reserving 1,729 afy for its own use.
In 1998, FORA and MCWD entered into the Water/Wastewater Facilities
Agreement, in which FORA agreed to permit MCWD to acquire the Fort Ord water
distribution system from the Army and MCWD agreed to provide water under FORA’s
supervision and oversight. In the 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, FORA
retained primary authority over the Ord community water supply management, including
authority to administer groundwater supply capacity rights consistent with the 1993
Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement, to determine what additional facilities are
necessary, to approve capital spending budgets, and to oversee MCWD’s operations
through a FORA staff Water/Wastewater Oversight Committee. The 1998 Facilities
Agreement reaffirms MCWD’s earlier commitment not to pump more than 1,400 afy
from the Deep Aquifer for use on Fort Ord.
In June 2000, the Army and FORA entered a Memorandum of Agreement for
disposal of the Army’s interests in Fort Ord. In 2001, consistent with that agreement and
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the provisions of the FORA/MCWD 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, the
Army through FORA granted the Fort Ord waters supply infrastructure facilities to
MCWD in the Assignments Of Easements On Former Fort Ord and Ord Military
Community, County of Monterey, And Quitclaim Deed For Water And Wastewater
Systems. This Assignment requires MCWD to assume and comply with the terms and
conditions of the 2001 conveyance of the water systems from the Army to FORA in the
Easement to FORA for Water And Wastewater Distribution Systems Located On Former
Fort Ord, including the obligation “to cooperate and coordinate with parcel recipients,
MCWRA, FORA, MCWD, and others to ensure that all owners of property at the former
Fort will continue to be provided an equitable supply of water at equitable rates.” The
meaning of “equitable supply” is not defined. Critically, there is no assurance that the
equitable considerations will take into account the environmental impacts of providing
that supply.
When the Army conveyed its interest in the Fort Ord property, it assigned its
interest in groundwater under the 1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement to
MCWD, reserving 1,729 afy of water exclusively for the Federal Government use.
(MOA between Army and FORA, June 20, 2000, Article 5.) The Army has apparently
subsequently conveyed some portion of this reserved interest to others, because the Fort
Ord Reuse Authority reports that the Army now retains an interest of only 1,577 afy.
(FORA, Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2017-2018, p. 12, available at
https://www.fora.org/Reports/AR/AnnualReport2018-Full.pdf.) FORA reports that the
Army consumed 460.45 afy in 2017, and that it has a remaining 1,116.55 afy
“allocation.” (Ibid.) It is this unused “allocation” that LandWatch has been advised that
the Army may seek to convey to local agencies.
C. Prior Army environmental review of Fort Ord reuse acknowledges that the
right to pump groundwater for Fort Ord is limited in time and that a
replacement water supply is required to support civilian reuse of Fort Ord.
To evaluate the impacts, mitigation, and alternatives for the disposal and likely
civilian reuse of Fort Ord, the Army prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
in 1993 and a Supplemental EIS (SEIS) in 1996.
1. 1993 EIS assumes mitigation for civilian reuse will include a replacement
water supply.
The 1993 EIS acknowledges that water demand for civilian reuse will exceed
existing water use, “which already exceeds safe yield of the groundwater system in the
vicinity of Fort Ord.” (1993 SEIS, p. 6-56.) The EIS concludes that “[i]f the increase
were supplied by local wells, seawater intrusion would be accelerated.” (Ibid.) The EIS
recommends as non-Army responsibility mitigation for the reuse scenarios in the 1993
EIS that the local civilian agencies “Increase Water Supply or Decrease Total Water
Demand to Achieve a Balance.” (1993 ROD, pp. 8, 10; 1993 EIS, pp. 6-57 to 6-59.) The
1993 EIR identifies several proposed water projects to supply potable water for reuse,
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including the Salinas Valley Water Transfer project, which would have piped well-water
from the Arroyo Seco cone to coastal areas; desalination of brackish water; a new dam on
the Arroyo Seco; and new reservoirs on the Fort Ord site. (1993 EIR, pp. 6-57 to 6-58.)
None of these projects has been completed or are now being planned.

in seawater intrusion if it is supplied by local wells.” (SEIS, p. 5-20.) Alternative 7 is the
alternative that reflects reuse according to the Base Reuse Plan.

Reflecting the analysis in the 1993 EIS, the 1993 Record of Decision states that
“implementation of the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan will be contingent upon the provision
of a long-term, reliable potable water system.” (1993 ROD, p. 15.) The 1993 ROD
identifies under the heading “Local Commitment to Mitigation Measures” those
mitigation measures that the “community has indicated it will implement.” (1993 ROD,
p. 14.) The community commitment to water supply mitigation recited in the Record of
Decision includes provision of a replacement water supply through a 9,000 afy
desalination project and/or the 11,000 afy Salinas Valley Water Transfer Project:
Water Supply Mitigation Measures
The implementation of the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan will be contingent upon the
provision of a long-term, reliable potable water system. All development will be
phased based upon the following framework for water availability that was
approved in a memorandum of understanding between the Army and the
Monterey County Water Resources Agency. The initial phases of the plan will
have approximately 6,600 acre-feet available for the POM annex, the Army
Reserve Center, McKinney Act users, the California State University, and other
uses, based on water availability and approved by the Fort Ord reuse group
(FORG). Latter stages of development will make use of desalination,
approximately 9,000 acre-feet and water recycling, approximately 9, 000 acrefeet. Water supplies beyond the year 2000 could be augmented by additional
development or substitute for those above based on the availability of 11,000
acre-feet of water from the Salinas Valley Water Transfer Project, which is part of
the Sea Water Intrusion Program.
(1993 ROD, p. 15.) Again, twenty five years later, neither the desalination project for the
Fort Ord area nor the Salinas Valley Water Transfer Project has been implemented.
2. The 1996 SEIS acknowledges that there is no right to pump the 6,600 afy of
groundwater if it causes seawater intrusion and that civilian reuse requires
a replacement water supply.
The Record of Decision for the 1996 SEIS explains that supplemental
environmental review was intended to evaluate changed conditions, which then included
the conveyance of additional assets in excess of the Army’s needs and the completion of
the Base Reuse Plan. (1996 ROD, p. 1.)
The 1996 SEIS acknowledges that “[t]he water demand for Alternative 7 (with or
without the newly excessed lands and revised use areas) would be large enough to result

The 1996 SEIS acknowledges that its 1993 agreement with MCWRA allows it to
“pump up to 6,600 af/yr from its existing wells to meet Army water demands, provided
the pumping does not result in seawater intrusion.” (SEIS, p. 5-20, emphasis added.) In
short, the 1996 SEIS assumed that any continued use of the 6,600 afy interest in
groundwater pumping was contingent on halting seawater intrusion.
The 1996 SEIS states that the water supply for reuse must come from new water
supply projects:
The great majority of the water demand for Alternative 7 derives from civilian
reuse of former Fort Ord lands. These users will need to cooperate with MCWRA
in developing new water supply projects or develop their own water supplies from
other sources (e.g., desalination).
(1996 SEIR, p. 5-20.) The 1996 SEIS states that the member agencies of the Fort Ord
Reuse Group had entered into a Mitigation Agreement in 1994 that provides that “[t]he
reuse of former Fort Ord lands will be planned and implemented in coordination with the
Monterey County Water Resources Agency (MCWRA) and other appropriate agencies to
ensure adequate water supplies for all reuse areas.” (SEIS, p. 3-11.)
In its discussion of cumulative water supply impacts, the 1996 SEIS again states
that the 1994 Mitigation Agreement requires the civilian agencies to develop alternative
water supplies to support phased future development, because the 1993 Agreement
between the Army and MCWRA requires that groundwater pumping cease:
Alternative 7 includes a provision that development will be in phases subject to
the availability of adequate water supplies as coordinated with the MCWRA (see
the "Mitigation Agreement" portion of Section 3.2.2). The initial phase will use
existing supplies that are in excess of Army needs. However, these resources will
not be available after the MCWRA project is completed. Under the terms of
agreement between the Army and MCWRA, pumping from the Fort Ord wells in
the Salinas aquifer will cease unless environmental and national defense
requirements like the project are met. Later phases will be contingent on
development of new water sources. Some combination of new water supplies,
wastewater reclamation, and aggressive water conservation would be needed to
implement Alternative 7 without substantially increasing the rate of seawater
intrusion. The FORA Final Base Reuse Plan (December 1994) suggests that all
these water supply alternatives will be considered in the early phases of reuse but
that desalination will be the likely water source for long-term development of
former Fort Ord (Fort Ord Reuse Authority 1994).
(1996 SEIS, p. 5-54.)
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3. The Army’s 1996 Record of Decision recognizes the MCWD water supply
allocations are based only on the “short-term” use of groundwater.
After quoting the SEIS language regarding the 1994 Mitigation Agreement by the
Fort Ord Working Group, the 1996 Record of Decision acknowledges that the FORA
water supply allocation is based only on the short-term water supply available under the
1993 Annexation Agreement.
FORA has developed and coordinated a water allocation plan for reuse based on
the short-term water supply available as a result of the Army/MCWRA
agreement.
(1996 ROD, Table 3, p. 1.)
D. Overdraft and seawater intrusion have continued and accelerated in the 180foot and 400-foot Aquifer Subbasin, and the Deep Aquifer is being depleted.
LandWatch engaged hydrologist Timothy Parker to evaluate water supply impact
analyses for two recent projects proposed in the Ord Community. Parker is a Certified
Engineering Geologist and Certified Hydrogeologist, with over 25 years of geologic and
hydrologic professional experience. Parker served as a member of the Technical
Advisory Committee to MCWRA in its study of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin
mandated by Policy PS-3.1 of the 2010 Monterey County General Plan.
In 2016, Parker evaluated the water supply analysis for the proposed Monterey
Downs development project. 1 (Exhibit 1, Timothy K. Parker, Technical Memorandum to
John H. Farrow, October 8, 2016; see also Exhibit 2, John H. Farrow, letter to City of
Seaside City Council, October 12, 2016 [forwarding and discussing Parker
memorandum].)
In 2018 Parker evaluated the proposed annexation of portions of the former Fort
Ord to the MCWD service area. 2 (Exhibit 3, Timothy K. Parker, letter to John H.
Farrow, February 15, 2018; see also Exhibit 4, John H. Farrow, letter to MCWD Board of
Directors, February 19, 2018 [forwarding and discussion Parker letter]; Michael L.
DeLapa, letter to MCWD Board of Directors, January 18, 2017 [challenging annexation
without environmental impact report].)

In response to legal challenges to the sufficiency of the Monterey Downs water supply analysis,
which assumed that 6,600 afy could be pumped without significant impact, the City of Seaside reversed its
approval of that project.

1

In response to legal challenges to the sufficiency of the environmental review for the MCWD
annexation, which assumed that 6,600 afy can be pumped without significant impact, MCWD agreed to
eliminate undeveloped sites from the annexation.

2
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Parker explains and documents that overdraft conditions in the 180-foot and 400foot Aquifer Subbasin have persisted since the time of the Army’s 1993 EIS and 1997
SEIS. The Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin still remains out of hydrological balance
by 17,000 to 24,000 afy. (Parker 2016, p. 2.) As Parker explains, efforts to halt seawater
intrusion have not succeeded; and, by 2016, seawater intrusion had advanced more than
five miles further inland compared to conditions in the 1990s. (Id., pp. 2-4.) The most
recent mapping of seawater intrusion from 2017 shows even more dramatic acceleration
of seawater intruded areas, which have occurred despite reductions in MCWD pumping
during the 2006-2015 period. (Parker 2018, p. 1.)
Parker also explains that since 2003, as seawater has intruded the 180-foot and
400-foot aquifers in the coastal area, pumping has been substantially shifted to the Deep
Aquifer, upsetting any potential equilibrium in the Deep Aquifer. (Parker 2016, pp. 1516.) Thus, increased pumping of the Deep Aquifer to supply water for Fort Ord
development will deplete that aquifer and may induce further seawater intrusion. (Ibid.)
In light of the continuing advance of seawater intrusion, MCWRA staff have
recommended a moratorium on new wells in the Pressure 400-Foot Aquifer within an
“Area of Impact” proximate to the 500 mg/l Chloride front. MCWRA also recommended
a moratorium on new wells within the entirety of the Deep Aquifers of the 180/400 Foot
Aquifer Subbasin pending investigation of its viability as a source of water. Under these
circumstances, Parker concludes that any increase in pumping from the MCWD
production wells serving the Ord Community would aggravate seawater intrusion.
(Parker 2018, p. 2.)
II.

The Army must prepare a supplemental EIS before conveying any
portion of its reserved interest in groundwater that might be used to
support further development.

Before the Army considers assigning or allocating any additional portion of its
reserved interest in groundwater to FORA, MCWD, local land use agencies, or particular
development projects, the Army must complete a supplemental environmental impact
statement.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that an agency “shall
prepare supplements to either draft or final environmental impact statements if (i) The
agency makes substantial changes in the proposed action that are relevant to
environmental concerns; or (ii) There are significant new circumstances or information
relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts. (40
CFR § 1502.9(c).) The Army’s own regulations for implementing NEPA provide that
“Army NEPA documentation must be periodically reviewed for adequacy and
completeness in light of changes in project conditions.” (32 C.F.R. § 651.5(g).)
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A. An SEIS is mandated by significant new circumstances and information.
Here, an SEIS is mandated by significant new circumstances and information
relevant to groundwater impacts from pumping to support reuse of the former Fort Ord.
First, seawater intrusion has accelerated as Fort Ord pumping and other
cumulative pumping from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin has continued. (Parker
2016, pp. 2-5; Parker 2018 pp. 1-2.) The Army’s 1996 SEIS acknowledges that its 1993
agreement with MCWRA allows it to “pump up to 6,600 af/yr from its existing wells to
meet Army water demands, provided the pumping does not result in seawater intrusion.”
(1996 SEIS, p. 5-20, emphasis added.) Clearly, the prior environmental reviews did not
assume that the 6,600 afy of groundwater pumping would occur in the face of continued
seawater intrusion.
Second, neither MCWRA nor local agencies have developed the replacement
water supply called for in the 1993 MCWRA/Army agreement. MCWRA now
acknowledges that its efforts to halt seawater intrusion have not yet been successful, and
that additional groundwater management projects would be required. (Parker 2016, pp.
4-5, 21-27.) The Army’s 1993 EIS and 1996 SEIS are predicated on the assumption that
local agencies had committed themselves to avoid aggravating seawater intrusion and
would do so by developing a replacement water supply before permitting new
development. (1993 EIS, pp. 6-57 to 6-58; 1993 ROD, pp. 14-15; 1996 SEIR, pp. 3-11,
5-54.)
Third, because FORA and MCWD have treated the short-term supply of 6,600 afy
of groundwater as a permanent supply, local land use agencies have permitted
development without making that development contingent on provision of a replacement
water supply. MCWD acknowledges that its sole potable water supply source is the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and that to serve Fort Ord development it relies
entirely on the purported 6,600 afy “allocated groundwater pumping rights” that
MCWRA granted to the Army in 1993. (MCWD, 2015 Urban Water Management Plan,
June 2016, p. 30, available at
https://www.mcwd.org/docs/engr_files/MCWD_2015_UWMP_Final.pdf.) MCWD
claims that “[u]nder that 1993 Agreement, 6,600 afy of Salinas Basin groundwater is
available for use on Ord Community lands.” (Id., p. 16.) MCWD projects that by 2035,
water demand to support Fort Ord development will total 8,292 afy. (Id., pg. 21, Table
3.5.) However, MCWD claims that it will not have to find additional water supplies
until it has exhausted the 6,600 afy “existing groundwater pumping rights.” (Id., p. 16.)
In effect, MCWD and FORA now assume that the “short-term” 6,600 afy interest in
groundwater pumping MCWRA granted to the Army in 1993 represents a permanently
available supply that can be relied on to support indefinitely the permanent civilian
residential and commercial development projects. As discussed above, the Army’s prior
environmental reviews assumed that a replacement water supply would be implemented
and that all groundwater pumping would cease.
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Fourth, FORA is now required to sunset by 2020 (Gov. Code, § 67700(a)), and
there is no committed plan in place to limit future groundwater pumping to support
civilian reuse. (See Exhibit 3, John Farrow, letter to MCWD Board of Directors re
Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community Sphere of Influence
Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast Water District (MCWD), February 19,
2018, pp. 4-8.) When FORA’s oversight of groundwater resources ends and 1998
Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement terminates, MCWD will have no constraint on
its groundwater pumping other than the obligation to provide an “equitable supply of
water at equitable rates.” (Id., p. 6.) As discussed, the Army’s prior environmental
review assumed that FORA would allocate only the “short-term” use of groundwater.
(1996 ROD, Table 3, p. 1.)
B. An SEIS is mandated by substantial change to the previously proposed
action.
The Army’s future allocation of any additional portions of its reserved interest in
groundwater to support and induce long-term development in the former Fort Ord would
be a substantial change to the Army’s proposed 1993 and 1996 actions to dispose of and
permit reuse of Fort Ord. That action contemplated that the 6,600 afy would not be used
indefinitely and permanently to support civilian reuse, but instead would be a short-term
arrangement pending provision of a replacement supply.
C. The Army committed itself to supplemental environmental review in its 1993
EIS and 1996 SEIS.
The 1993 Record of Decision commits the Army to “develop additional environmental
analysis following this record of decision (ROD) to address impacts of those uses in the
community’s reuse plan not already addressed in the EIS.” (1993 ROD, p. 3.) Neither
the 1993 EISW nor the 1996 SEIS evaluated the impact of the permanent commitment of
6,600 afy to support civilian reuse. To the contrary, the prior reviews assumed that
groundwater pumping on the former Fort Ord would cease when a replacement water
supply was developed.
The Army also committed itself not to dispose of property before evaluating the
reuse impacts:
The Army will not dispose of property for reuse not covered by this EIS until the
environmental evaluation is complete. The additional evaluation will be used to
determine if adequate planning changes or mitigation measures have been
developed or included through the local planning process.
(1993 ROD, p. 3.) Accordingly, the Army should not dispose of its remaining interest in
water supply without an SEIS because it is now clear that “adequate planning changes or
mitigation measures” have not been “developed or included through the local planning
process.”
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The 1996 ROD acknowledges that an SEIS is required for changed conditions,
e.g., completion of Base Reuse Plan and the conveyance of additional assets in excess of
Army’s needs. (1996 ROD, p. 1.) The sunsetting of FORA, the termination of the 1998
Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement governing water supply, and the end of the Base
Reuse Plan are at least as significant changes in conditions as the initial completion of the
Base Reuse Plan. Furthermore, the conveyance of an additional interest in groundwater
in excess of the Army’s needs is property disposition that would also demand an SEIS.
III.

Request for notice

Pursuant to 40CFR § 1506.6(b)(1), LandWatch requests mailed and e-mailed
notice of NEPA-related hearings, public meetings, and the availability of environmental
documents related to any action by the Army concerning groundwater in the former Fort
Ord, including, but not limited to, any proposed disposal of the Army’s interest in
groundwater in the former Fort Ord. (See also 32 CFR §§651.22, 651.23, 651.25,
651.36, 651.47 [public involvement required for Army NEPA compliance].) Notice
should be provided as follows:
Michael Delapa
Executive Director
LandWatch Monterey County
306 Capitol Street, Suite 101
Salinas, CA 93901
execdir@landwatch.org

IV.

John Farrow
M. R. Wolfe & Associates. P.C.
555 Sutter Street, Suite 405
San Francisco, CA 94102
jfarrow@mrwolfeassociates.com

Offer to meet

LandWatch encourages the Army to consider the issues raised in this letter before
it takes any action affecting groundwater in the former Fort Ord. LandWatch is willing to
meet with you or other Army representatives to discuss these issues and to attempt to
resolve LandWatch’s concerns about groundwater use in the Fort Ord area.
.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
John Farrow

JHF:hs
cc:

Fort Ord Reuse Agency
Marina Coast Water District

County of Monterey Board of Supervisors and Chief Administrative Officer
City of Seaside City Council and City Manager
City of Marina City Council and City Manager
City of Monterey City Council and City Manager
City of Del Rey Oaks City Council and City Manager
California State University at Monterey Bay, Office of the President
Exhibits
1. Timothy K. Parker, Technical Memorandum to John H. Farrow, October 8,
2016.
2. John H. Farrow, letter to City of Seaside City Council, October 12, 2016.
3. Timothy K. Parker, letter to John H. Farrow, February 15, 2018.
4. John H. Farrow, letter to MCWD Board of Directors, February 19, 2018.
5. Michael L. DeLapa, letter to MCWD Board of Directors, January 18, 2017.

EXHIBIT 3
February 19, 2018
Board of Directors
Care of Paula Riso, Clerk to the Board
Marina Coast Water District
11 Reservation Road,
Marina, CA 93933
priso@mcwd.org
Re: Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community Sphere of
Influence Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast Water
District (MCWD)

Dear Member of the Board:
I write on behalf of LandWatch Monterey County to object to the inadequate
environmental review of Marina Coast Water District’s proposed Sphere of Influence
Amendment and Annexation.
As LandWatch explained in its January 18, 2018 comments to the Board, the
proposed annexation would allow and facilitate increased pumping of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin to provide additional water for projected development in the Ord
Community, which is projected to require an additional 2,492 afy by 2035. This
increased pumping would make a considerable contribution to significant cumulative
impacts, including seawater intrusion and overdraft and depletion of the affected aquifers.
The Initial Study does not provide an adequate environmental analysis of the
impacts of increased pumping to support future Ord community development, an analysis
that is required to support annexation. FORA, the agency with overall authority and
responsibility to manage water resources for the Ord community, will terminate in 2020.
MCWD proposes the annexation in contemplation of that termination. Because there is
no assurance that the present water management policies and mitigation measures will
continue, and because these policies and mitigation measures have been ineffective,
MCWD must evaluate the impacts that may occur after FORA is dissolved. If MCWD
does not evaluate the impacts and is allowed to annex the land as it proposes, the
significant water problems that the Army transferred to FOR A will in turn be transferred
to MCWD – without assessment and without a commitment to avoid further harm.
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If MCWD’s proposed annexation is allowed to proceed prior to approval of a
FORA transition plan and some new commitment to manage the water resource impacts
from the Ord community, then it should be limited to just those parcels to which MCWD
is currently providing service, e.g., parcels with a water meter that are currently being
served. Without an adequate environmental review of the impacts of providing
additional water for new development, MCWD should not act to commit itself in any
way to serve these areas with water in the future.

Management Plan.” Program C-3.1 requires the member agencies to work with
the water agencies “to estimate current safe yields within the context of the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those portions of the former Fort Ord
overlying the Salinas Valley and Seaside groundwater basins, to determine
available water supplies.” MCWRA has now determined that the safe yield of the
Pressure Subarea is about 110,000 to 117,000 afy and that existing pumping
exceeds this safe yield by about 12,000 to 19,000 afy. 1 Indeed, the BRP PEIR
acknowledges that pumping in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers had “exceeded
safe yield, as indicated by seawater intrusion and water levels below sea level.”
(BRP PEIR p. 4-63.) The BRP PEIR states that the “conditions of the 900-foot
aquifer are uncertain”, including the safe yield and whether the aquifer is in
overdraft. Id.

At MCWD’s January 20, 2018 meeting, the Board considered a proposed
negative declaration. MCWD now proposes to adopt a negative declaration and to find
the project exempt from CEQA. The record does not support either a negative
declaration or an exemption.

The BRP PEIR explains that Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 are intended to “affirm
the local jurisdictions’ commitment to preventing further harm to the local
aquifers . . . by limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure
supplies.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.) The explicit provisions for determination of safe
yield and for acceleration of water supply projects if 6,600 afy cannot be supplied
without further seawater intrusion clearly demonstrate the intent that the member
agencies not simply defer action until 6,600 afy has been allocated to
development projects if seawater intrusion continues. To the contrary, it seems
clear that the BRP PEIR directed the member agencies “to mitigate further
seawater intrusion” by, among other things, ensuring that groundwater pumping
beyond the determined safe yield is not permitted for new development projects.
The BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis makes it clear that Policy C-3 does not
permit uncritical reliance on a 6,600 afy allocation: “existing water allocations of
6,600 afy . . . would allow for development to proceed to the year 2015, provided
that seawater intrusion conditions are not exacerbated (Policy C-3).” (BRP PEIR
p. 5-5 (emphasis added).)

A. Increased groundwater pumping to support future development of the
Ord Community would be a considerable contribution to significant
cumulative impacts in the form of seawater intrusion and depletion of the
Deep Aquifer, but MCWD and the Initial Study fail to acknowledge this.
LandWatch’s January 18 letter to MCWD and its attachments demonstrate that
additional pumping to support Ord Community development will aggravate seawater
intrusion and deplete the Deep Aquifer. Comments by hydrologist Timothy Parker in his
February 15, 2018 letter, attached to this letter, further amplify this concern.
Comments by LandWatch and Parker demonstrate that seawater intrusion has
continued despite the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and mitigation that were supposed to
ensure that new development not use groundwater if seawater intrusion was not halted.
A key reason for this continuing harm has been the practices by FORA, MCWD,
and FORA member agencies of (1) misinterpreting the 6,600 afy allocation of water
rights to Fort Ord as an amount that can be pumped without harm, (2) ignoring the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan policies that mandate the development of an additional water supply if
seawater intrusion continues instead of pumping right up to the 6,600 afy allocation, and
(3) failing to determine and respect the safe yield of the aquifers that are used to supply
the ORD community. As Timothy Parker explained:
The BRP PEIR [Base Reuse Plan Program EIR] provides specific policy
requirements to ensure adequate, timely mitigation of seawater intrusion,
mitigation that may need to be implemented before 6,600 afy is committed or
pumped for new development. Policy B-1 requires that the FORA members
“shall ensure additional water supply.” Policy B-2 requires conditioning project
approval on verification of an “assured long-term water supply.” Policy C-3
requires the member agencies cooperate with MCWRA and MPWMD “to
mitigate further seawater intrusion based on the Salinas Valley Basin

Timothy Parker to John Farrow, Technical Memorandum, Oct. 8, 2016, pp. 8-9.
In light of the historic failure to honor the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and
mitigation, the contention in the Annexation Initial Study that these measures “have been
incorporated in local jurisdiction planning documents” is either untrue or irrelevant to the
issue of water supply impacts. Annexation Initial Study, p. 52.
MCWD’s Annexation Initial Study is inadequate because it fails to acknowledge
that increased pumping to support Ord community development will cause impacts. The
Annexation Initial Study fails to acknowledge that it is no longer possible to rely on the
1

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, p. 4-25.
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1997 Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR due to changes in circumstances, new information, and
failure to implement the Fort Ord Reuse Plan itself. These include

substantial changes to the environmental setting, significant new information, and
changes to the Fort Ord Reuse Plan.

x

x
x
x

x

The significant advance in the seawater intrusion front since 1997, which
should have precluded any reliance on the presumption that there is 6,600
afy of water to use without impact and should have triggered the
obligation under the Fort Ord Reuse Plan to accelerate the provision of
alternative supplies for any new development;
The failure of MCWRA and MPWMD to mitigate further seawater
intrusion based on the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan, as
provided by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
The failure of member agencies to prevent harm to the affected aquifers by
limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure water
supplies, as provided by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
The failure of FORA, MCWD, MCWRA, and member agencies to
determine and abide by the safe yield, including the safe yield of the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and its Deep Aquifer, as required by
the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
Significant new information regarding the Deep Aquifer. As explained by
Parker and the 2018 MCWRA report recommending a moratorium on new
wells in the Deep Aquifer, there is no evidence of significant recharge to
the Deep Aquifer, and increased pumping will result in its depletion and
will induce seawater intrusion in the overlying aquifers.

Furthermore, as discussed below, even if the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and
mitigation were effective in avoiding impacts, there is no assurance that MCWD would
be subject to these policies and mitigation after FORA is dissolved in 2020.
B. MCWD’s proposed annexation is a project subject to CEQA because (1)
MCWD acts in the expectation that FORA will be dissolved and that
MCWD will assume authority for provision of water for new
development unconstrained by FORA or Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies
and (2) MCWD would serve new development with additional
groundwater pumping.
MCWD’s claim that its proposed annexation would have no physical impacts is
based on two unfounded assumptions: that there have been no changes to the
environmental setting that would warrant new analyses and that MCWD would continue
to provide the same amounts of water that have been previously planned and in
accordance with the existing management regime. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 11, 18,
23. As discussed above, the first assumption is incorrect because there have been

The second assumption, that MCWD would simply implement existing plans for
water supply is legally irrelevant and factually incorrect. The assumption is legally
irrelevant with respect to the duty to provide an adequate analysis because CEQA
requires an agency to compare its action to a baseline consisting of existing conditions,
not a baseline consisting of a plan or a hypothetical future condition. Thus, it is not
sufficient for the Initial Study to claim there would be no change to previous plans for
groundwater pumping because the salient question is whether there would be changes to
existing groundwater pumping.
The second assumption is factually incorrect because, as discussed below, the
existing management regime for the Ord community water supply will be terminated in
2020, and MCWD is proposing to act based on that expectation, but without proposing a
replacement plan.
1. MCWD acts in the expectation that FORA will be dissolved; and MCWD
may assume authority for provision of water for new development
unconstrained by FORA or Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies.
FORA is required to dissolve itself by June 30, 2020. Gov. Code, § 67700(a).
Indeed, MCWD proposes the annexation with the expectation that the FORA will be
dissolved by 2020, and MCWD expressly rejects the no-project alternative for just that
reason. Annexation Initial Study, Appendix D.
Currently, MCWD is subordinate to FORA in critical decision-making regarding
water supply under the Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement between FORA and
MCWD. Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Articles 4.1, 5.1.1,
5.2. Thus, FORA, not MCWD, is authorized to obtain water extraction capacity rights.
Id., Article 3.4.1. And FORA, not MCWD, has decided to sub-allocate 6,600 afy of its
presumed capacity rights to its member agencies. FORA, Development Resources
Management Plan (DRMP), section 3.11.5.4 and Table 3.11-2, available at
http://www.fora.org/Reports/DevResourcePlan.pdf. And, FORA, not MCWD, has
primary responsibility to implement the policies and mitigation contained in the Fort Ord
Reuse Plan.
The 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement will no longer be in effect after
FORA sunsets. Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Article 9.
Thus, after FORA is dissolved, and in the absence of another binding plan addressing
water supply issues, MCWD, as a County Water District, would assume plenary authority
over the water use and allocation that is currently constrained by FORA. For example,
MCWD would have essentially unfettered responsibility and authority to establish rules
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and regulations for water distribution. Gov. Code, § 31024. MCWD would have also
have unfettered responsibility and authority to restrict water use in accordance with a
threatened or existing water shortage. Gov. Code, §§ 31026, 31029.1, 31035.1; Water
Code § 350.

FORA Board Report, Transition Planning Update, January 12, 2018, Attachment A1,
Transition Planning/Summary Chart, Water Wastewater.

After FORA is dissolved, and in the absence of the 1998 Water/Wastewater
Facilities Agreement or a binding transition plan addressing water supply issues,
MCWD’s provision of water supply might be constrained only by the October 2001
“Assignments Of Easements On Former Fort Ord and Ord Military Community, County
of Monterey, And Quitclaim Deed For Water And Wastewater Systems.” This
Assignment would purport to constrain MCWD to assume and comply with the terms and
conditions of the October 24, 2001 “Federal Instruments” that conveyed the water
systems from the Army to FORA. These Federal Instruments include, as consideration
for the transfer, the assumption of the Army’s obligation “to cooperate and coordinate
with parcel recipients, MCWRA, FORA, MCWD, and others to ensure that all owners of
property at the former Fort will continue to be provided an equitable supply of water at
equitable rates.” Department of the Army, Easement to FORA for Water And Wastewater
Distribution Systems Located On Former Fort Ord,” paragraph 2, emphasis added.
However, the meaning of “equitable supply” is not defined. Critically, there is no
assurance that the equitable considerations will take into account the environmental
impacts of providing that supply. It is possible that MCWD would interpret “equitable”
by simply reaffirming its stubborn and unsustainable commitment to provide up to 6,600
afy of groundwater regardless of environmental impacts.
Although FORA is now considering a transition plan, no plan has yet been
adopted or approved by LAFCO. It is not yet clear whether there will be a successor
agency to FORA, or, if there is, what powers and responsibilities that successor agency
may have to manage water resources. In its transition planning, FORA has raised, but not
yet answered, the critical questions as to the continuing effect of the Fort Ord Reuse Plan
policies and mitigation provisions and the meaning of the obligation to provide a “fair
and equitable” water supply. Consider this excerpt from FORA’s most recent transition
planning update:
“MCWD ANNEXATION: All infrastructure and water rights were provided to
MCWD to provide for a fair and equitable water allocation. Can MCWD later
only annex a portion of the former Fort Ord? Is this consistent? Does LAFCO
need to consider and abide by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan when considering MCWD
annexation?
“In the event of a water shortage how will MCWD provide a “fair and equitable”
water supply to the former Fort Ord? Will only entitled projects receive water?
Only projects with a water supply assessment?”

As discussed, the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and mitigation have not been
effective in preventing further seawater intrusion or depletion of the Deep Aquifer. More
fundamentally, as FORA acknowledges, MCWD may not even have to abide by these
ineffective policies and mitigation after 2020. Certainly LAFCO cannot approve
MCWD’s proposed annexation without resolving this question.
In response to LandWatch’s comments, the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration (FIS/ND) claims that FORA allocates water supply. FIS/ND, p. 43. The
Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration also claims that the annexation would not
change the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies. FIS/ND, p. 49. MCWD has failed to
acknowledge that FORA will no longer manage this process, the Reuse Plan Policies will
no longer govern the resource, and that MCWD will have the primary authority to do so.
To support LAFCO in its determination whether to approve annexation, and
before MCWD is assigned any additional authority over the water resources, MCWD
must provide an adequate analysis of water supply impacts and an effective plan to avoid
or mitigate significant impacts – a plan that will supersede the ineffective Fort Ord Reuse
Plan. The Annexation Initial Study does not provide such an analysis or plan. Instead, it
states that addressing the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies is “beyond the scope of the
IS/ND.” FIS/ND, p. 47.
As FORA also acknowledges, there is no understanding of MCWD’s future
obligation to provide an “equitable” water supply in the context of a water shortage.
Indeed, MCWD fails to recognize that a significant water shortage already exists, and
that this requires hard decisions about supplies for future development, because MCWD’s
Annexation Initial Study fails to come to terms with continuing seawater intrusion and
aquifer depletion. Absent an adequate CEQA document that takes into account current
conditions, and without a binding and continuing commitment to avoid or mitigate
impacts, there is no assurance that MCWD would interpret “equitable” to ensure
protection of the groundwater resources.
And as FORA points out, there are other water supply-related issues that must be
clarified before FORA sunsets. For example, FORA admits that it has not yet met the
Fort Ord Reuse Plan FEIR’s mitigation requirement to develop a 2,400 afy water
augmentation plan because MCWD’s RUWAP project at 1,427 afy does not provide
sufficient capacity. FORA Administrative Committee, Memorandum, January 27, 2016,
p. 2, available at http://www.fora.org/TTF/Additional/Transition-SunsetPlanMemo.pdf.
And FORA admits that oversight over Fort Ord water allocations must be assigned to
another entity before its dissolution. Id., p. 4.
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MCWD’s Agenda Transmittal, its proposed findings, and its response to
comments all claim incorrectly that there would be no change to water service after the
annexation because MCWD is contractually obliged to supply water. Agenda
Transmittal, pp. 1, 3; FIS/ND, p. 49; Proposed Findings, p. 1. This claim fails to
acknowledge that the annexation is being undertaken in express contemplation of the
expiration of the primary contract that governs MCWD, the 1998 Facilities Agreement,
which would end FORA’s authority to allocate water and manage the resource. As a
County Water District for the annexed areas, MCWD would have the authority to allocate
water and to respond to water shortages, without any oversight by FORA, and subject
only to the undefined obligation as a FORA successor to provide “equitable” service
under the Army easement. Department of the Army, Easement to FORA for Water And
Wastewater Distribution Systems Located On Former Fort Ord,” paragraph 2.

in service for new development in the Ord community. MCWD’s current UWMP
projects an increased demand of 2,492 afy to serve Fort Ord development between 2020
and 2035. MCWD, 2015 UWMP, p. 21. The Annexation Initial Study repeats this
projection and identifies it as the “total expected growth in demands from all currently
expected development projects and population growth through 2035. Annexation Initial
Study, p. 51.

In light of MCWD’s assumption that it can pump up to 6,600 afy without further
aggravation of seawater intrusion or depletion of the Deep Aquifer, MCWD is poorly
positioned to accept the responsibility to manage the water resource. Thus, it is critical
that MCWD provide an adequate environmental review before it annexes undeveloped
portions of Fort Ord. CEQA requires an adequate review as a document of public
accountability that protects informed self-government.
2.

Annexation will allow and lead to additional groundwater pumping.

The response to comments states that the annexation is of “developed areas,” and
the proposed findings reference “annexation of developed areas already served by
MCWD” and “all customers currently served.” FIS/ND, p. 40; Proposed Findings, p. 2.
The response to comments repeatedly claims that the annexation “will not allow for []
any increase in groundwater pumping. FIS/ND, pp. 46, 47.
This claim is not true. First, elsewhere in its response to comments, MCWD
claims only that the “majority of the areas to be annexed are currently served.” FIS/ND,
p. 49, emphasis added. Second, the list of areas to be annexed in the Initial Study clearly
includes undeveloped areas for which future development may occur and that are not
currently being served. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 16-17. Indeed, the list of
annexation areas includes a number of areas for which there are no development
entitlements or for which there is not even an approved specific plan. Nothing in the
proposed annexation would prohibit service based on increased groundwater pumping to
parcels or development projects that are not currently served. As discussed below, the
refinement to the project description in the Final Initial Study/ Negative Declaration to
reduce the scope of the annexation does not exclude all undeveloped areas. See FIS/ND,
pp. 60-61.
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 41), the current Urban Water
Management Plan and Annexation Initial Study do provide evidence of planned increases

And contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 46), MCWD’s plans do
allow and assume the full use of the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation. For example, in
calculating the Ord community groundwater shortfall through 2035, the UWMP assumes
the full use of the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation. MCWD, 2015 UWMP, p. 57 (Table
4.3). MCWD’s calculated need for an additional 2,901 afy to meet its groundwater
shortfall is based on the difference between the 8,293 afy 2035 demand and the 6,600 afy
allocation. Id. The Annexation Initial Study also assumes that the 6,600 afy allocation
will be used to meet Ord community demand. See, e.g., Annexation Initial Study, pp. 5051, Tables 5 and 6, notes 4 (comparison of demand growth to supply assumes use of
6,600 afy allocation plus 300 afy of existing desalination capacity).
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 44-45), the fact that MCWD
has plans to obtain recycled or desalinated water does not mean that it does not intend to
exhaust the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation, regardless of the impacts of any increased
pumping. MCWD’s plans to develop addition water supplies are based on fulfilling its
incorrect interpretation of the Fort Ord Reuse Plan requirement for augmented water
supplies, which would be to require additional water supplies only after the 6,600 afy is
exhausted. As set out in previous comments by Parker and LandWatch, MCWD and
FORA have misinterpreted the Fort Ord Reuse Plan to permit the full use of the 6,600 afy
groundwater allocation regardless whether increased pumping aggravates seawater
intrusion and regardless of whether it has been determined to represents a safe yield.
Significantly, MCWD’s response to comments admits that the 6,600 afy allocation is
neither the baseline use nor a sustained yield. FIS/ND, pp. 46-47.
Furthermore, MCWD has offered to furnish 600 afy of its entitlement to
PWM/GWR recycled water and up to 700 afy of groundwater for use, directly or
indirectly, on the Monterey Peninsula, for a ten-year term with options for renewal. 2
This offer is not identified as a potential use of MCWD’s water resources in its 2015
UWMP. MCWD’s willingness to commit its recycled water and groundwater supplies to
this venture is further evidence that MCWD expects to be able to use the entire 6,600 afy
allocation for Ord community demand.
California Public Utilities Commission, Proceeding A1204019, In the Matter of the Application of
California-American Water Company (U210 W) for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to
Construct and Operate its Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project and to Recover All Present and Future
Costs in Connection Therewith in Rates, Direct Testimony Of Keith Van Der Maaten, Submitted On Behalf
Of Marina Coast Water District -Supplemental Phase 1 Testimony, Sept. 29, 2001, pp. 10-14.
2
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Finally, MCWD’s approved and funded plans for additional water supplies will
not even make up the 2,901 afy Ord community shortfall in 2035. MCWD, 2015
UWMP, p. 57 (Table 4.3 - shortfall); FIS/ND, p. 45 (outlining approved plans). And as
noted, FORA and MCWD have not yet met the Fort Ord Reuse Plan FEIR’s mitigation
requirement to develop a 2,400 afy water augmentation plan because MCWD’s RUWAP
project at 1,427 afy does not provide sufficient capacity. FORA Administrative
Committee, Memorandum, January 27, 2016, p. 2.
C. MCWD’s negative declaration is inadequate and an EIR is required.
As discussed above and in previous comments, the proposed negative declaration
is inadequate because it fails to disclose impacts to groundwater due to increased
pumping. Those comments, supported by expert opinion and by substantial scientific
evidence, constitute a fair argument that the annexation may result in significant impacts.
Accordingly, an EIR is required if MCWD intends to pursue the proposed annexation.
In addition to its failure to disclose significant impacts, the Initial Study is flawed
in other respects, and its flaws are not cured by the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration.
Revisions to the project description are offered in the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration in order to make the project “more environmentally benign.” FIS/ND, pp. 6061. Revisions to a project to mitigate potentially significant effects must be included in
the negative declaration that is circulated for public review. Public Resources Code
§21080(c)(2); 14 CCR §§ 15070(b), 15071(e). Given the change to the project
description, MCWD must recirculate the negative declaration. 14 CCR §15073.5.
Furthermore, the last-minute revisions render the project description unclear.
First, the inclusion of the refinements in the Appendix D for alternatives renders it
unclear whether the revisions are part of the project or merely an alternative project that
may or may not be approved. The proposed findings do not clarify this. Second, the
revisions are made with reference to large scale maps and parcel descriptions. No
explanation is provided as to which part of the future development identified in the
Annexation Initial Study in Table 2 would be included or omitted from the proposed
annexation, although it is apparent that the revisions do not restrict the annexation area to
parcels that are currently served by MCWD. In sum, the revision is insufficient because
the public has no way to determine what the scope of the actual annexation project would
be and because the annexation would still include undeveloped parcels expected to be
developed. This must be rectified before MCWD acts to certify a CEQA document,
whether a negative declaration, an exemption, or an EIR.
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Purporting to buttress the claim that it provides an adequate impact analysis, the
Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration “references” a number of additional CEQA
documents as “background documentation.” FIS/ND, pp. 46, 52-53, 59-60. The Final
Initial Study/Negative Declaration also incorporate by reference three of these
documents: the RUWAP EIR and Addenda, the PWM/GWR EIR and Addenda, and the
Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR. FIS/ND, pp. 52-53. These documents do not cure the failure
of the Annexation Initial Study to provide an adequate analysis.
First, the Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration disavows any actual reliance on
these documents: “the IS/ND does not tier from the previous documents or rely on the
conclusions in the previous documents for its conclusions regarding potential
environmental impacts of the project.” FIS/ND, p. 53.
Second, the Annexation Initial Study fails to summarize, explain, or provide a
roadmap to these referenced documents. The bare fact that CEQA review of prior
development and alternative water supply projects has occurred does not address the
concerns LandWatch has raised regarding the effects of supplying additional groundwater
to future development.
Third, as previous comments have explained, reliance on the analysis in the 1997
Base Reuse Plan EIR is misplaced due to changed circumstances and the failure to
implement its policies and mitigation.
Fourth, the Annexation Initial Study discusses the RUWAP and PMW/GWR
projects to support its claim that additional water supplies are planned; however, it does
not summarize or discuss any findings in these documents that would be relevant to the
impacts of increased groundwater pumping. Indeed, it is unlikely that an EIR for these
projects, which are intended to supply water in lieu of groundwater, would provide an
analysis of the effects of increased groundwater pumping, including the effects of
MCWD exhausting the 6,600 afy allocation.
Fifth, none of these prior CEQA documents reflect the significant new
information relevant to the impacts of increased pumping, such as the most recent
seawater intrusion mapping or the MCWRA recommendations for pumping moratorium
in the Deep Aquifer and the 400-foot aquifer proximate to the seawater intrusion front.
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, pp. 42-43), the Initial Study does
not present an adequate cumulative analysis. The fundamental flaw is that the Initial;
Study fails to acknowledge the severity of the existing cumulative impact or to assess
whether any increase in groundwater pumping would be a considerable contribution in
light of the serious problem.
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The cumulative analysis is deficient in other respects. For example, the Initial
Study provides no justification, and there is none, for the claim made in the Final Initial
Study/Negative Declaration that the proper geographic scope of cumulative analysis can
be confined to the former Fort Ord area. FIS/ND, p. 58. Seawater intrusion and aquifer
depletion impacts are due to pumping throughout the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin.
As Mr. Parker explains, the area that would be affected by increased groundwater
pumping includes the Pressure Subbasin and the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a
whole since these areas are hydraulically interconnected. Furthermore, CEQA does not
define the geographic scope of cumulative analysis based on the area affected but based
on the location of the cumulative projects that cause effects in the same area that the
project causes effects. The Guidelines require identification of projects “producing
related or cumulative impacts” or projections of conditions “contributing to the
cumulative effect.” Guidelines §15130(b)(1). Case law is clear that it is improper to omit
relevant past, present, and future projects that create related impacts. Bakersfield Citizens
for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1213-1214;
Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of Ventura (1985) 126 Cal.App.3d 421, 430-432;
San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713,
739-741; Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692,
720, 724. As Mr. Parker explains, it is indisputable that past, present and future projects
and pumping outside the Ord community affect the aquifer depletion and seawater
intrusion to which addition pumping for the Ord community would contribute. This is
acknowledged by the Reuse Plan EIR (at p. 5-5, acknowledging that regional growth
could cumulatively affect aquifers and cause further overdraft and seawater intrusion),
the MCWD 2010 UWMP (at p. 29, acknowledging that basin-wide pumping causes
declining water levels in Pressure Subarea), and the Army’s 1993 FEIS (at p. 4-57,
acknowledging that the available yield without seawater intrusion depends on the amount
of pumping throughout the basin). The Annexation Initial Study simply fails to provide
any justification for limiting the scope of cumulative analysis to the Ord community.
Nor does the Annexation Initial Study provide other essential information for
cumulative analysis. An adequate analysis must provide either (1) a list of past, present,
and future projects producing related impacts, including projects outside the control of
the agency, of (2) a summary of projections of regional conditions contributing to the
cumulative impact. 14 CCR § 15130(b)(1). There is no information about projected
groundwater pumping in the Salinas Basin or its Pressure Subbasin.
In fact, the Annexation Initial Study does not provide any actual analysis of
cumulative impacts other than vague references to the discussion in the Reuse Plan EIR.
FIS/ND, p. 58. Not only is that prior analysis out of date, but, as noted, the Annexation
Initial Study states that it “does not tier from the previous documents or rely on the
conclusions in the previous documents for its conclusions regarding potential
environmental impacts of the project.” FIS/ND, p. 53.
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D. The project is not exempt.
Although MCWD did not include a proposed finding that the annexation would
be exempt on the agenda for its January 20, 2018 meeting, staff has now proposed a
finding of exemption to be considered at the February 20, 2018 meeting. Staff proposed
that the Board find the annexation exempt under 14 CCR §§ 15301, 15319, or
15061(b)(3).
The exemption for existing facilities under 14 CCR § 15301 is inapplicable
because that exemption precludes any expansion of previous use beyond that existing at
the time of the lead agency’s determination. Because the annexation will allow, and is
intended to facilitate, the provision of water supply to currently undeveloped parcels
there would be an expansion of previous use.
The exemption for annexations of existing facilities and lots for exempt facilities
under 14 CCR § 15319 is inapplicable because that exemption is not allowed if it is
foreseeable that utility services would extend into the annexed parcels and have the
potential to serve a greater capacity than existing uses. Again, the annexation will allow,
and is intended to facilitate, the provision of water supply to currently undeveloped
parcels. Thus, there is an obvious potential to serve a greater capacity than existing uses.
Even if the annexation otherwise qualified for a categorical exemption, an
exemption would be prohibited here due to the presence of unusual circumstances and the
possibility of a significant impact. 14 CCR § 15300.2(c). One unusual circumstance is
the fact that the annexation is being undertaken with the expectation that the existing
governance structure to protect the resource will be terminated, leaving MCWD free to
manage the resource without constraints of the current governance structure. Another
unusual circumstance is that the existing governance structure has not in fact protected
the resource because it has allowed ground water pumping to induce further seawater
intrusion and to exceed sustainable yield, and MCWD has not committed itself to avoid
additional groundwater pumping.
A categorical exemption would also be barred because the cumulative effect of
successive projects of the same type in the same place over time would be significant. 14
CCR § 15300.2(b). MCWD has identified the remainder of the developable areas of the
Ord community as future study areas for annexation and seeks to include them in its
sphere of influence. Thus, MCWD contemplates successive annexations in the Fort Ord
area, which would result in provision of additional groundwater, resulting in a significant
cumulative impact.
The common sense exemption under 14 CCR § 15061(b)(3) does not apply
because MCWD cannot find with certainty that that there is no possibility of a significant
effect. MCWD’s claim in this regard is based on the incorrect assertion that there would
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be no change to existing conditions after the annexation. In fact, the annexation would
allow, and is intended to facilitate, increased groundwater pumping to support new
development in the Ord community. This increased pumping would result in significant
impacts. Furthermore, the annexation is proposed with the expectation that the current
governance structure intended to protect the water resource will terminate and without
any commitment to a governance structure that would in fact protect the resource.

obligation to provide service to areas without current water service but for which building
permits or vesting subdivision maps had been issued, or even for areas without such
entitlements but for which a specific plan had been approved, or even merely initiated, or
even for areas for which MCWD had only provided a Water Supply Assessment. He also
suggested that denial of water service to these areas might be considered a taking.

E. Annexation should be deferred until approval of a FORA transition plan
or some other plan to manage water for future development; or, if
annexation is not deferred, it should be limited to developed parcels
already served by MCWD.
MCWD’s proposed annexation puts the cart before the horse; it should await
approval of a FORA transition plan that will address provision of water for future
development in the Ord community. Alternatively, it must be accompanied with the
adoption of policies, regulations, and mitigation that would ensure that provision of water
supply for future development in the Ord community will not cause significant impacts.
LAFCO staff explain that the FORA transition plan must provide “clear direction
on all projects, obligations and other pending matters in the transition plan.” Kate
McKenna, Report of the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FOR A) Dissolution Process, January
22, 2018, p. 4. LAFCO staff explain that the transition plan is required in order to “lay
the foundation for future LAFCO actions such as annexations by local agencies to ensure
the provision of municipal services (i.e. water, sewer fire, etc.)” Id., emphasis added.
The Initial Study suggests that the rationale for the annexation is to give existing
customers a vote. Annexation Initial Study, p. 9. LandWatch has also been advised that
MCWD seeks annexation to further its objective to qualify as a Groundwater
Sustainability Agency under the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. If MCWD
intends to pursue the annexation for these reasons, and since it has seen fit to defer
annexation of other developable portions of the Ord Community, there is no reason that it
needs to annex any area that is not currently developed and currently being served with
water. The Initial Study indicates that the annexation would include parcels in which
hundreds of addition water service hook-ups would be required or that are not currently
receiving water service. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 16-17, Table 2. LandWatch’s
concern that MCWD not assume plenary authority over provision of water for future
development without a commitment to avoid or mitigate impacts would be addressed in
part if the annexation were limited to just those parcels for which MCWD is now actually
providing service.
In a telephone conversation on February 16, 2018 between LandWatch and Keith
Van Der Maaten, Mr. Van Der Matten indicated that restricting the area of annexation to
parcels with current service may be problematic. He suggested that MCWD may feel an

There are several response to this concern. First, MCWD’s authority to deny
hookups in the event of a water shortage, which clearly exists today, includes authority
do deny service to proposed development for which there is an existing subdivision map.
Building Industry Assn. v. Marin Mun. Water Dist. (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1641; see also
Swanson v. Marin Municipal Water Dist. (1976) 56 Cal.App.3d 512; San Diego County
Water Authority v. Metropolitan Water Dist. of Southern California (2004) 117
Cal.App.4th 13. Second, MCWD already plans to consider annexation of the Ord
Community in phases, so there is no reason not to postpone annexation of currently
undeveloped parcels until MCWD has provided adequate environmental review. Again,
we note that MCWD’s interests in the annexation – providing governance participation to
the existing customers and facilitation of MCWD’s SGMA role – can be met without
annexing undeveloped parcels.
Finally, to the extent that the annexation of any of the Ord Community will
provide bureaucratic momentum for MCWD to annex the rest, LandWatch opposes that
annexation unless and until MCWD provides adequate environmental review of any
increase in groundwater pumping to support the Ord community. At a minimum that
review must include the evaluate the impacts of providing water for all of the foreseeable
Ord community development as well as other cumulative projects affecting the Deep
Aquifer or contributing to seawater intrusion.
LandWatch joins in the objections to the proposed annexation made by other
members of the public and by public agencies. LandWatch remains willing to continue
its discussions with MCWD staff to resolve its concerns with the proposed annexation.
Please let us know if you would like to confer further toward that end. In the meantime,
LandWatch asks that the MCWD Board not certify an inadequate CEQA document or act
on the annexation at its February 20 meeting.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

John Farrow
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EXHIBIT 5

Housing, versus market-rate housing with a 20% or 25% affordable set-aside,
versus moderate income housing, versus need for simply more housing in general?

WATER DEMAND COMMITTEE
DISCUSSION ITEMS
2.

DISCUSS PROPOSALS – WATER FOR AFFORDABLE/WORKFORCE
HOUSING

4. If the District adopts rules to facilitate housing, the same rules may also facilitate
additional Non-Residential development in some instances (as discussed in the
descriptions below) – is that a desired outcome?

Meeting Date:

October 31, 2019

Budgeted:

N/A

From:

David J. Stoldt
General Manager

Program/
Line Item No.:

N/A

The Committee should discuss these key questions.

David J. Stoldt

Cost Estimate:

N/A

RECOMMENDATION: Provide direction to staff on which proposals to pursue further and to
convene a TAC meeting to discuss proposals and secure estimates of need.

Prepared By:

General Counsel Approval: N/A
Committee Recommendation:
CEQA Compliance: Action does not constitute a project as defined by the California
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines section 15378.
SUMMARY: At its August 2019 meeting, the Board discussed actions it might take to make
available water to the jurisdictions for their housing needs during the remaining years the Cease
and Desist Order remains in effect, presently estimated at two to three years. Staff was instructed
to bring detailed proposals to the Water Demand Committee and then to bring that Committee’s
recommendations to the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC).
The concepts presented at that meeting included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create new Allocation from accumulated conservation savings (e.g. District Ordinance 87
for CHOMP in 1997)
Reclaim recently expired Water Use Credits
Seek voluntary forfeiture of existing Water Use Credits
Ease transfers between Non-Residential and Residential Water Use Credit holders
Consider allowing financial incentives for Water Use Credit transfers
Develop a conservation offset program
Allow Entitlements to be designated for a general place of use, freeing up potable supply
elsewhere

As a result of Ordinance 168, the District currently has nine acre-feet (AF) in the District Reserve
that could be allocated at the discretion of the District Board. The concepts above would result in
additional water to the District Reserve, primarily targeted to housing. Before discussing the
concepts in greater detail, there are a few key policy questions that should be answered:
1. How much water is needed in the next two to three year window for housing?
2. The District should not make land use decisions, so how do we allocate water to
Jurisdictions for a stated purpose, without restricting a Jurisdiction’s right to make
its own decisions?
3. How do we address the “bang-for-the-buck” issue of water for 100% Affordable

5. What, if any, might be the response of the State Water Resources Control Board as
it relates to Condition 2 of the CDO?

DISCUSSION: Below, each proposal is discussed in greater detail and background provided.
1) Create new Allocation from accumulated conservation savings: Through District programs and
Cal-Am rate structures the community has achieved approximately 3,000 AF of annual reductions
in water demand since the CDO was enacted in 2009. The Board has the option to simply
recognize these savings, in part, as a Public Water Credit allocable to the Jurisdictions for their
use. There is precedent for this approach in District Ordinance 87 in 1997 (attached as Exhibit 2A).
In this proposal, the District would convene the TAC, request statements of interest regarding the
Jurisdictions’ perceived water Allocation needs for the next 2 to 3 years, and an indication of how
they may choose to use the water, if and when developed by the District. The District would
develop findings that there is urgent need for the Allocation, the conservation savings are
significant, the proposed Allocation is a minimal portion of the savings, that reallocation of the
savings will not significantly deplete water resources or exceed legal limits on water production,
and develop CEQA findings that support the determination.
2) Reclaim recently expired water credits: Water Use Credits documented for property owners
who have made retrofits or other forms of permanent abandonment of Cal-Am water usage inure
to the property, yet expire in 10 years. The District could slightly modify its Rules and Regulations
to state that upon expiration the District may place the credits in the District Reserve for
reallocation to the Jurisdictions within one to two years. To assist with the CEQA analysis, the
District could consider permanent retirement of 15% of the credits to benefit environmental flows
on the Carmel River. As an example, at the end of 2019, 13.47 AF of credit will expire from 146
different properties. In 2020, it is only 4.132 AF over 62 properties. This approach, in effect, says
a homeowner or business owner did not utilize its right to use a credit for previously utilized water,
so the District will do so.
3) Seek voluntary forfeiture of existing Water Use Credits: There are 5,092 documented Water
Use Credits comprising 224.4 AF outstanding within the District that expire between 2020 and
2029. The average credit is just under 0.045 AF. Most will go unused. This concept envisions a
mass mailing to credit holders with a request that they waive or forego their rights to the credit.
The positively responding credits would be added to the District Reserve for reallocation.

4) Ease transfers between Non-Residential and Residential Water Use Credit holders: Presently
District Rule 28 is relatively restrictive regarding transferring a Water Use Credit. The current
rule allows:
x

A transfer from one property to another for Commercial and Industrial users between each
other, but not from Non-Residential users to Residential or vice versa.

x

Non-Residential Water Use Credits may be transferred back into a Jurisdictional allocation
(However, there was litigation that has slowed this process, see below.)

x

Residential credits cannot be transferred.

x

Each land use Jurisdiction shall act as the lead agency under CEQA for such transfers.

x

Transfers may only occur within a single Jurisdiction.

x

Transfers must have the approval of the local Jurisdiction.

x

The District shall not approve any transfer where money or other valuable consideration
has been given (and violation is a misdemeanor).

The District was sued twice in 2006 on Water Use Credit transfers in Seaside and Monterey (2.166
AF and 0.789 AF, respectively), and those amounts were even reduced by 15% for a set-aside for
environmental flows on the Carmel River, as a mitigation. The District initially prevailed in
Superior Court, but lost on appeal. Basically, the Court of Appeals found that that the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) findings must show that the cumulative impact of the transfer
and future other transfers must not affect the environment. As a result, the District put the onus of
CEQA review on the local jurisdictions.
The proposal would eliminate most of the restrictions cited above, allowing more free exchange.
At this time, we may not be ready to allow a price-based transfer to happen, but it should be
discussed. The District would need to modify its Rules & Regulations to take back responsibility
for the CEQA findings and study the cumulative impacts, perhaps finding the likelihood of 5,092
Water Use Credit holders (at 0.045 AF per individual average credit, see above) joining together
is minimal and the likely cumulative impacts have been mitigated. The District would also need
to make a decision as to whether it would allow Residential and Non-Residential property-toproperty transactions, property-to-Jurisdiction transactions, or instead should have all Water Use
Credit transfers return back to the District Reserve.
Of note is that this approach could also facilitate commercial development through the use of
transfers.
5) Consider allowing financial incentives for Water Use Credit transfers: See above. It is not
staff’s recommendation to pursue this proposal at this time. However, the District’s Entitlement
ordinances have created local markets for access to water at $240,000 to $250,000 per AF, hence
it not a stretch to consider allowing arm’s-length negotiated sale transactions of Water Use Credits.
6) Develop a conservation offset program: In 2018, the Water Demand Committee directed staff

to begin to determine basic provisions of a water conservation offset program. An offset program
would allow a developer of a proposed project in a Jurisdiction where an Allocation of water is
unavailable to invest in conservation savings elsewhere and use the credit created to “offset” the
required water for the proposed development. At the meeting, the Committee stated its preference
for a program where actual savings will occur, rather than paying into a mitigation bank to help
pay for programs by the District to occur sometime in the future.
Several communities have water conservation offset policies. In fact, the District has envisioned
such a program in its Rule 24. Section E of Rule 24 covers “Special Circumstances” and
subsection 6.k. states what is expected of a developer if a project fails to stay under its calculated
Water Use Capacity limit: “Water use will be reviewed annually after occupancy. If actual water
use exceeds the preliminary Water Use Capacity estimate during any annual review, the District
will debit the Jurisdiction’s Allocation for the difference. At the end of the monitoring period, if
the average annual water use exceeds the preliminary Water Use Capacity estimate, the District
will determine whether the Jurisdiction shall transfer some of its Allocation to the Project, or
whether the Applicant shall pay the cost of District-approved water conservation projects within
the District or on the Project Site to establish Water Use Credits to offset the increased increment
of water needed by the Project.” (emphasis added) To date, the District has not formalized a
process for how it would approve such projects.
It is not staff’s recommendation to pursue this proposal at this time.
7) Allow Entitlements to be designated for a general place of use, freeing up Potable supply
elsewhere: Presently, all District approved Entitlement programs allow locally created water
supplies to offset and “free-up” Cal-Am water to be used on new development. Examples include
the Pebble Beach Reclamation Project, Sand City desalination, and the Pacific Grove Local Water
Project, among others. This proposal would be to allow the District to separate the water
entitlement from a particular Parcel within the Entitlement’s place of use and allow the District to
simply designate that the purchased Entitlement is being used to meet general customer demand
within the designated place of use, with no Parcel designation. The District would also declare a
like amount of water is therefore “freed-up” within the Cal-Am system and could be made
available to a Jurisdiction.
This approach would likely require a developer to become a buyer of an Entitlement, which may
not be economically viable for Affordable Housing, but could foster market rate housing proposals
and/or downtown revitalization projects.
EXHIBITS:
Exhibit 2-A:

Ordinance No. 87 (1997)
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EXHIBIT 6
[provided in separate file]

EXHIBIT 7

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

2008 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

MAR

26.2
4.2
7.3
23.7
20.0

30.3
6.2
3.9
18.1
17.8

6.8
37.8
8.2
23.2
19.6

81.4
249.81

76.3
234.16

95.6
293.39

115.8
355.38

134.2
411.84

29.2
24.0
5.6
15.7
26.5
27.5

OCT
25.5
23.5
5.0
14.6
25.0
25.8

NOV
21.8
19.2
5.7
10.6
19.9
21.7

128.5
394.35

119.4
366.43

98.9
303.51

m/gal
211.8
285.1
100.5
150.5
292.1
296.7

ac / ft
649.99
874.94
308.42
461.87
896.42
910.54

%
16%
21%
8%
11%
22%
22%

m/gal
ac / ft

1,336.7
4,102.18

23.6
32.4
6.1
17.2
24.1
31.3

AUG
27.9
29.4
6.4
13.8
28.6
26.1

134.7
413.38

132.2
405.71

SEP

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
2008

TOTAL

MAY
27.5
24.9
5.7
20.1
22.4
33.6

2009 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

APR
10.7
23.6
4.6
16.3
30.7
29.9

JUL

FEB

JUN

28.9
24.8
7.3
17.1
30.2
26.3

TOTAL m/gal
67.1
136.6
65.8
72.9
148.3
147.2

134.6
413.07

637.9
1,957.64

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
16.7
144.7
20.0
148.5
5.9
34.7
5.7
77.6
19.7
143.8
17.1
149.5
85.1
261.16

699
2,144.54

ac / ft
205.92
419.21
201.93
223.72
455.12
451.74

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

ac / ft
444.07
455.73
106.49
238.15
441.31
458.80

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

19.9
18.5
6.1
11.3
29.0
25.7

110.5
339.11
JUL

FEB

13.9
15.2
5.6
5.0
20.1
11.5

MAR
28.6
11.7
5.9
6.5
20.7
17.0

APR
21.7
29.0
6.8
9.9
27.0
19.4

MAY
27.7
30.2
6.1
12.5
27.7
19.4

71.3
218.81

90.4
277.43

113.8
349.24

123.6
379.31

25.3
24.2
7.2
11.3
27.9
25.0

OCT
23.1
21.5
6.3
10.4
21.8
23.4

NOV
21.0
20.9
7.1
9.1
21.6
20.9

120.9
371.03

106.5
326.84

100.6
308.73

m/gal
274.1
283.3
81.8
128.3
290.5
257.7

ac / ft
841.18
869.42
251.03
393.74
891.51
790.85

%
21%
22%
6%
10%
22%
20%

m/gal
ac / ft

1,315.7
4,037.74

27.0
32.9
8.1
15.5
25.4
26.6

AUG
22.8
31.5
6.6
15.9
27.2
24.8

135.5
415.83

128.8
395.27

SEP

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
2009

TOTAL

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
25.9
137.7
28.0
132.6
9.1
39.6
14.9
60.1
23.3
147.8
24.4
117.4
125.6
385.45

635.2
1,949.36

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
17.2
136.4
19.7
150.7
6.9
42.2
6.0
68.2
18.8
142.7
19.6
140.3
88.2
270.68

ac / ft
422.59
406.93
121.53
184.44
453.58
360.29

681
2,088.38

ac / ft
418.60
462.48
129.51
209.30
437.93
430.56

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

2010 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

17.4
18.7
4.3
3.3
14.2
16.6

74.5
228.63
JUL

FEB

2011 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

15.9
13.0
5.8
3.8
15.6
15.0

MAR
16.3
25.1
6.4
3.4
14.4
19.9

APR
17.4
22.0
6.4
6.0
16.4
21.0

MAY
23.3
29.3
6.7
19.2
28.1
29.6

69.1
212.06

85.5
262.39

89.2
273.74

136.2
417.98

18.5
25.0
6.7
20.8
41.4
32.1

OCT
18.4
21.8
6.5
20.6
28.5
23.0

NOV
14.5
20.5
5.3
14.1
19.1
20.2

144.5
443.45

118.8
364.58

93.7
287.55

m/gal
223.7
275.2
69.3
180.7
287.3
310.5

ac / ft
686.51
844.56
212.67
554.55
881.69
952.89

%
17%
20%
5%
13%
21%
23%

m/gal
ac / ft

1,346.7
4,132.87

22.4
24.8
5.0
28.2
35.9
39.6

AUG
20.4
23.3
6.0
27.3
20.6
49.4

155.9
478.44

147.0
451.13

SEP

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
2010

TOTAL

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
24.7
115.0
34.7
142.8
5.0
34.6
25.0
60.7
41.2
129.9
26.7
128.8
157.3
482.74

611.8
1,877.55

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
14.5
108.7
17.0
132.4
5.2
34.7
9.0
120.0
11.9
157.4
17.4
181.7
75.0
230.17

ac / ft
352.92
438.24
106.18
186.28
398.65
395.27

735
2,255.33

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

ac / ft
333.59
406.32
106.49
368.27
483.04
557.62

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

13.7
16.7
4.4
10.5
18.7
17.3

81.3
249.50
JUL

FEB

17.4
23.4
3.4
5.5
13.9
15.1

MAR
13.0
18.8
4.3
10.8
17.8
15.8

APR
16.1
21.7
4.8
18.9
20.8
30.6

MAY
24.1
18.9
5.9
25.0
39.8
22.5

78.7
241.52

80.5
247.05

112.9
346.48

136.2
417.98

22.1
29.7
2.3
19.8
37.6
20.8

OCT
22.0
23.9
3.9
12.1
20.7
26.1

NOV
16.0
24.0
3.8
6.1
19.3
11.7

132.3
406.01

108.7
333.59

80.9
248.27

m/gal
227.7
281.5
44.2
180.6
292.7
291.9

ac / ft
698.79
863.89
135.64
554.24
898.26
895.81

%
17%
21%
3%
14%
22%
22%

m/gal
ac / ft

1,318.6
4,046.63

24.7
25.8
2.2
25.1
31.1
39.4

AUG
21.0
27.6
4.5
22.8
29.3
33.6

148.3
455.12

138.8
425.96

SEP

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
2011

TOTAL

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
19.7
104.0
23.7
123.2
4.1
26.9
18.4
89.1
33.4
144.4
33.9
135.2
133.2
408.78

622.8
1,911.30

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
17.9
123.7
27.3
158.3
0.6
17.3
5.6
91.5
10.3
148.3
25.1
156.7
86.8
266.38

ac / ft
319.16
378.09
82.55
273.44
443.15
414.91

695.8
2,135.33

ac / ft
379.62
485.80
53.09
280.80
455.12
480.89

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

2012 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

18.8
28.1
0.8
8.3
19.6
21.5

97.1
297.99
JUL

FEB

17.8
25.9
0.2
7.1
17.4
19.0

MAR
18.9
27.4
0.2
7.7
23.8
15.9

APR
22.3
22.8
0.3
10.5
25.0
17.6

MAY
25.6
32.7
0.4
18.7
35.3
25.9

87.4
268.22

93.9
288.08

98.5
302.29

138.6
425.35

OCT
25.0
27.1
0.3
16.7
55.4

NOV
26.3
11.0
15.8
38.2

124.5
382.08

91.3
280.19

m/gal
291.0
296.1
4.0
178.8
188.6
396.3
4.8
0.4

ac / ft
893.05
908.70
12.15
548.72
578.79
1,216.20
14.73
1.23

29.8
31.2
1.2
23.8
32.2
29.9

AUG
28.1
32.6
0.2
21.4
55.7

148.1
454.50

138.0
423.48

SEP

25.8
29.1
0.3
16.9
58.9

131.0
402.02
WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
2012

TOTAL

m/gal
ac / ft

2013 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
25.6
129.0
28.2
165.1
0.1
2.0
19.4
71.7
35.3
156.4
30.9
130.8
139.5
428.11

655.0
2,010.03

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
27.0
162.0
131.0
2.0
12.5
107.1
32.2
27.4
265.5
4.8
4.8
0.4
0.4
72.1
221.32
%
21.4%
21.8%
0.3%
13.1%
13.9%
29.1%
0.1%
0.0%
1,360.0
4,173.56

ac / ft
395.89
506.67
6.05
220.04
479.97
401.41

705.0
2,163.58

ac / ft
497.16
402.02
6.11
328.68
98.82
814.79
14.73
1.28

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

30.5
1.3
11.1
31.3
3.5
1.5

79.2
243.06
JUL

FEB

24.6
0.2
19.2
29.5
6.1
11.3

MAR
24.7
0.2
23.1
25.8
5.2
28.3

APR
32.9
0.7
27.7
11.6
1.7
51.6

MAY
38.4
0.3
33.5
11.9
0.9
62.1

90.9
279.08

107.3
329.29

126.2
387.29

147.1
451.43

22.6
21.3
0.5
22.1
29.0
35.8
10.2

AUG
31.5
20.3
0.3
20.0
6.9
30.1
33.8

141.5
434.25

143.0
438.85

SEP

29.2
31.1
0.3
6.7
14.3
27.7
27.7

137.0
420.44
WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
2013

OCT

0.2
51.8
0.3
8.7
18.2
19.9
30.0

NOV

8.4
34.0
0.4
7.6
10.3
22.2
24.7

129.1
396.27

107.6
330.21

m/gal
270.6
202.2
5.3
218.8
241.0
177.2
328.8

ac / ft
830.40
620.53
16.39
671.47
739.60
543.81
1,009.05

TOTAL

m/gal
ac / ft

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
20.3
171.4
0.5
3.2
37.5
152.1
23.2
133.3
15.8
33.2
42.2
197.0
139.5
428.11

690.2
2,118.27

DEC

TOTAL m/gal
99.2
202.2
2.1
66.7
29.0
107.7
8.3
144.0
5.4
131.8
7.3
43.7
0.3
1.6

95.6
293.26
%
18.7%
14.0%
0.4%
15.2%
0.0%
16.7%
12.3%
22.8%
1,443.9
4,431.25

ac / ft
526.01
9.94
466.78
409.08
101.89
604.57

753.7
2,312.98

ac / ft
304.39
620.53
6.44
204.69
330.52
441.92
404.48

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

2014 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

23.2
26.1
0.2
1.5
11.6
25.1
18.9

106.6
327.14
JUL

FEB

2015 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

14.2
26.7
0.2
3.4

MAR
18.5
27.1
0.2
6.1

APR
16.4
25.5
0.4
10.0

MAY
22.7
27.2
0.1
19.0

4.1
8.3
19.4

5.8
15.8
21.0

8.5
22.3
25.5

12.6
29.7
27.5

76.3
234.16

94.5
290.01

108.6
333.28

138.8
425.96

22.1
24.7
0.3
14.2

OCT
21.5
22.5
0.2
14.6

NOV
16.8
21.4
0.2
3.6

19.8
21.6
0.2
14.4

AUG
20.7
27.0
0.2
14.4

SEP

23.3
26.8
32.9

16.9
21.9
33.4

11.1
22.3
24.3

9.6
23.5
21.3

10.7
13.4
14.1

139.0
426.58

134.5
412.77

119.0
365.20

113.2
347.40

80.2
246.12

m/gal
233.6
291.3
2.6
127.2
133.9
244.3
279.0

ac / ft
716.89
893.97
7.83
390.36
410.92
749.73
856.22

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
2014

TOTAL

m/gal
ac / ft

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
25.0
120.0
17.5
150.1
0.2
1.3
18.0
58.0
17.7
60.3
27.4
128.6
28.0
140.3
133.8
410.62

658.6
2,021.17

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
12.7
113.6
24.0
141.2
0.2
1.3
8.0
69.2
2.0
73.6
7.8
115.7
12.7
138.7
67.4
206.69
%
17.8%
22.2%
0.2%
9.7%
0.0%
10.2%
18.6%
21.3%
1,311.9
4,025.92

ac / ft
368.27
460.64
3.99
178.00
185.05
394.66
430.56

653.3
2,004.75

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

ac / ft
348.63
433.33
3.84
212.37
225.87
355.07
425.65

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

16.2
17.3
0.1
5.2

MAR
12.9
25.2
0.2
7.3

APR
16.2
21.2
0.2
6.0

MAY
14.3
28.4
0.2
0.3

8.2
11.6
18.8

11.2
13.3
15.3

12.6
17.2
19.8

15.7
16.1
23.7

14.5
15.0
18.2

80.7
247.66
3
JUL
14.8
23.9
0.5
0.2

78.6
241.34

95.2
292.16

99.1
304.13

90.9
278.96

AUG
16.3
22.4
0.1
0.1

14.5
28.8
0.2
8.8

OCT
15.5
21.9
0.2
8.1

NOV
15.2
20.0
0.1
5.8

22.6
16.9
18.6

22.3
17.7
17.8

6.8
13.8
20.4

9.8
14.1
19.3

6.4
11.3
12.2

97.5
299.06

96.7
296.76

93.3
286.33

88.9
272.82

71.0
217.89

m/gal
177.2
283.1
2.3
52.0
150.2
179.2
207.9

ac / ft
543.81
868.80
7.09
159.43
460.95
549.94
638.02

21.3
13.7
0.2
6.9

FEB

SEP

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
2015

TOTAL

m/gal
ac / ft

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
16.6
97.5
22.7
128.5
0.2
1.1
1.0
26.7
15.3
77.5
20.3
93.5
12.7
108.5
88.8
272.52

533.3
1,636.76

DEC

TOTAL m/gal
79.7
154.6
1.2
25.3
4.8
72.7
11.9
85.7
11.1
99.4
3.4
37.6
0.1
2.3

71.2
218.41
%
16.8%
26.9%
0.2%
4.9%
0.0%
14.3%
17.0%
19.8%
1,051.9
3,228.04

ac / ft
299.22
394.35
3.50
81.94
237.84
286.94
332.97

518.5
1,591.28

ac / ft
244.59
474.45
3.59
77.49
223.11
263.00
305.05

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT
2017 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT
2016 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

42.8
0.1
1.0
2.4
7.5
15.4

69.2
212.37
2
JUL
11.0
27.3

FEB
32.2

MAR
20.0
3.5

APR
15.9
18.4

3.9

8.9

8.2

7.4

4.9
10.4
17.0

5.5
19.6
11.7

8.1
15.6
15.1

11.7
16.3
17.5

68.4
209.91

69.2
212.37

81.3
249.50

86.6
265.77

16.7
19.0

OCT
17.8
23.5

NOV
27.5
12.8

AUG
18.5
15.6

SEP

MAY
14.0
19.7

8.1

5.5

11.6
13.5
21.1

18.7
18.8
16.1

7.8
0.8
15.3
18.3
16.1

0.1
12.7
3.2
15.4
16.1

0.1
5.6
7.8
10.3
18.8

92.6
284.18

93.2
286.02

94.0
288.48

88.8
272.52

82.9
254.41

m/gal
193.1
231.3
0.1
60.3
23.7
107.0
171.9
198.3

ac / ft
592.60
709.83
0.31
185.05
72.73
328.37
527.54
608.56

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
2016

TOTAL

m/gal
ac / ft

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
13.9
63.8
16.5
133.1
0.1
9.2
38.6
12.9
45.5
16.3
85.7
21.3
98.0
90.1
276.51

464.8
1,426.42

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
37.8
129.3
98.2
0.1
21.7
4.6
23.7
4.9
61.5
9.9
86.2
12.1
100.3
69.4
212.98
%
19.6%
23.5%
0.0%
6.1%
2.4%
10.9%
17.4%
20.1%
985.7
3,025.00

ac / ft
195.80
408.47
0.31
118.46
139.63
263.00
300.75

520.9
1,598.58

ac / ft
396.81
301.36
66.59
72.73
188.74
264.54
307.81

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

17.5
20.6

MAR
17.4
25.1

APR
19.3
25.9

MAY
21.3
17.3

5.4
10.9
5.6
0.9
4.0

7.0
11.8
4.5
0.1
0.9

4.1
8.6
5.6
5.0
5.9

0.9
1.9
3.6
12.6
11.9

9.6
10.0
7.0
14.7
14.9

67.4
206.84
2
JUL
24.1
27.7

62.4
191.50

71.7
220.04

76.1
233.54

94.8
290.93

AUG
24.6
12.9

3.6
8.3
5.6
16.5
16.1
101.9
312.72

23.2
17.4

FEB

SEP

22.1
21.5

OCT
14.4
39.0

8.9
14.5
19.2
11.1
12.4

4.8
13.1
14.4
22.0
6.6

7.9
12.4
15.7
20.3
-

0.5
16.9
10.1
22.9

103.6
317.94

104.5
320.70

109.7
336.66

83.1
255.02

m/gal
234.9
282.3
53.8
131.8
107.5
160.3
84.7

ac / ft
720.88
866.35
165.11
404.48
329.91
491.94
259.93

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
2017

TOTAL

NOV

6.4
26.3

m/gal
ac / ft

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
22.8
121.5
28.7
135.0
0.4
27.4
8.6
51.8
9.7
36.0
14.9
48.2
12.0
49.6
97.1
297.99

469.5
1,440.84

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
21.8
113.4
19.9
147.3
0.7
26.4
14.8
80.0
6.5
71.5
19.3
112.1
35.1
83.0
254.72
%
22.3%
26.8%
0.0%
5.1%
12.5%
10.2%
15.2%
8.0%
1,055.3
3,238.60

ac / ft
372.87
414.30
84.09
158.97
110.48
147.92
152.22

585.8
1,797.75

ac / ft
348.01
452.05
81.02
245.51
219.43
344.02
107.72

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

2018 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft
WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

19.8
21.9

FEB

18.6
21.7

2019 WELL PRODUCTION SUMMARY

MAR
18.0
22.1

APR
20.7
26.5

MAY
23.4
30.5

1.8
8.1
10.3
16.2

1.0
7.6
12.9
15.8

5.2
3.8
16.8
3.3
10.3

10.8
9.8
0.6
17.5

8.8
9.2
14.7
13.3

78.1
239.68

77.6
238.15

79.5
243.98

85.9
263.62

99.9
306.58

22.7
31.1

OCT
14.8
28.4

NOV
22.3
27.0

JUL

25.4
28.0

AUG
23.5
31.6

SEP

12.0
12.7
16.6
13.2

8.2
13.0
16.6
14.4

10.9
8.4
12.1
15.6

5.2
12.5
16.7
24.2

2.9
10.9
14.3
11.0

107.9
331.13

107.3
329.29

100.8
309.34

101.8
312.41

88.4
271.29

m/gal
250.7
317.5
75.9
116.4
165.4
173.3
10.3

ac / ft
769.37
974.37
232.93
357.22
507.59
531.84
31.61

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
2018

TOTAL

m/gal
ac / ft

JUN
TOTAL m/gal
21.4
121.9
30.3
153.0
6.4
34.0
12.6
51.1
16.5
71.8
16.2
82.3
10.3
103.4
317.32

524.4
1,609.32

DEC
TOTAL m/gal
20.1
128.8
18.4
164.5
2.7
41.9
7.8
65.3
17.3
93.6
12.6
91.0
78.9
242.14
%
22.6%
28.6%
0.0%
6.8%
10.5%
14.9%
15.6%
0.9%
1,109.5
3,404.93

ac / ft
374.10
469.54
104.34
156.82
220.35
252.57
31.61

585.1
1,795.61

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

ac / ft
395.27
504.83
128.59
200.40
287.25
279.27
-

WELLS
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG
TOTAL m/gal
ac / ft

JAN

17.4
22.1

MAR
21.3
19.7

3.5
3.5
14.7
4.3

3.4
2.7
8.3
10.8

3.8
4.5
8.6
13.0

67.7
207.76

64.7
198.56

70.9
217.58

17.9
23.8

JUL

FEB

AUG

-

SEP

-

2019

MAY

OCT

WELL
10
11
12
29
30
31
34
WG

APR

JUN

NOV

m/gal
56.6
65.6
10.7
10.7
31.6
28.1
TOTAL

DEC

ac / ft
173.70
201.32
32.84
32.84
96.98
86.24
m/gal
ac / ft

TOTAL m/gal
56.6
65.6
10.7
10.7
31.6
28.1
203.3
623.90
TOTAL m/gal
-

%
27.8%
32.3%
0.0%
5.3%
5.3%
15.5%
13.8%
0.0%
203.3
623.90

ac / ft
173.70
201.32
32.84
32.84
96.98
86.24
-

-

ac / ft

-
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&).#)() LTTP'(9LN )10,6#.)/&().--/,.".."1)/&"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(MKNK60(.")/!".).&'(1--.#'..)&#(6/-) 
*,)$./,(!,)1."(--)#."#!",'(#(."(),.",(() ."-#(69!96
."),.,,9LO
-().#(.#)(N9M9O6)0,&&1.,'(#(."-#(#-(.##*..)&#(
3MKNK6/..).&/,((-,*,)$..)#(,- ,)'OP6KKK,: .*,
3,CD#(LTTP.)SP6KKKCTKU#(,-D-)(*,)$.!,)1."6
&,!*,.) 1"#"#-2*..))/,#(."(),.",(() ."0&&39"
')&#(!-")1-.".1#."*,)$.MKNK'(-6-1.,#(.,/-#)(1#."
#'*&'(..#)() ."*,)*)-*,)$.'3.).&M6MKK,: .*,3,CD
CLK6PKK) #(.,/-#)(#-(.##*..))/,1#.")/.."*,)$.D9),."#-
,-)(6.", . @ ,*),.-.".."'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(
."&)(!.,'9LP
" &-)/.#)(.".>(3#.#)(&1.,(-1#."#((#(.,/
!,)/(1.,-#(1)/&2,.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?LQ
;0 *'%!'%(&"!*!"'"!'%",(%%!' ! !'"%'&
(& !&+#%"'"!&0
.."'(.L*,-(.-#-/--#)() ."')&#(!--/'*.#)(-)'*,.)
-/-+/(.)(#.#)(-(#-/--#)() =-/,,(.%()1&!'(.(
-#(.# #)/'(..#)(.".."2#-.#(!!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-,().
-/ ##(..)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."9.."'(.L')(-.,.-.".8
•

•

" --/'.".-#(!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!1)/&&#(
-/-.(.#&&3 ,)'LTTP.)MKNK6 ,)'OQN6KKK 3.)OON6KKK 36-)(&,!
2*.,/.#)(-#(!,#/&./,&*/'*#(!61"#")'#(.--#(1.,'(9
)10,6!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(."MK3,--#(LTTP-/-.(.#&&32
LTTP&0&-60,!#(!1&&)0,PKK6KKK 39

)&#(! ),."/(,-..."&0&) *)-.:LTTP*/'*#(!."."-
./&&3)/,,(.".6#((30(.6." )(&3&#'."
1)/&"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&(/-9

"2#-.#(!!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-"0)(&3(&.)-&)1
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9"#&,*),.--")1."..",.) -1.,#(.,/-#)("-
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&#(-#(."&-.,)/!".:#(/-*#%#(#(.,/-#)(/,#(!LTTR:LTTT6
#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-9/,.",'),6(1,)/!".:#(/-*#%61"#".3*#&&3
)&&)1-,)/!". .,&!*,#)) -)'3,-6#-()1&#%&3.))/,/.)."
&.(. .-,(.,)/!".9LR

• "/-6"-)(&/.".(1*,)$.),*,)$.--/**&3#(!(#.#)(&
OS6KKK 3) !,)/(1.,,",!6)0,()0.".-/**&#3."6
1)/&,+/#,#(),,.)'#(.#(*,)..#0!,)/(1.,&0.#)(--/ ##(.
.))(.,)&-1.,#(.,/-#)(9

0  "!'%,"*!& 2&&(&&"!"*'%&(##, #'&"(&&"!
*'%&(##,"'"!!%',"#( #!&,&' &!&&( &''
'!&,'% %"'*'&*'%!'%(&"!9

" ,*),.-.".6*/,-/(..)LTTN!,'(.((2#(!."),.,,#(.))(-
M(M) .")(.,3)/(.3.,-)/,-!(36,#()-..,#-.,#.
CD'31#.",1/*.)Q6QKK 3 ,)'." ),/-#(.",)''/(#.39
C *9O9S:T9D" ,*),.-.".."),.,/-/."),#.3CD"--/:
&&).."#-Q6QKK 3.)."'',!(#-."."0&)&&(/-$/,#-#.#)(#(."
,)''/(#.37."..")-'',!(#-"0#(./,(&&).-)') ."#,-/:
&&).#)(-.)**,)00&)*'(.*,)$.-7(.".-#()(.,3)/(.3-.#&&
,.#(OLM9T 3) ."#,,-*.#0-/:&&).#)(-."."0().3.()''#...)
**,)0*,)$.-9C *9O9LT:M.)O9LT:P9D" )(&/-.".."#-/(&&).
1.,1)/&-/ ##(..)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.6/..".#.#)(&1.,
-/**&#-1)/&,+/#, ),"--O:Q9C *9O9LT:MO6O9S:NO9D
")(.,3)1(- )(&/-."."--L:N) ."*,)$.1#&&()."0
-#!(# #(.#'*.)(!,)/(1.,/-CLD.")-*"-->1)/&)(&3/-!,)/(1.,
.".#-1#."#(=-2#-.#(!Q6QKK&&).#)(?(CMD>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3
#-)(-#,,&#&)(+/(.#.3(+/&#.3-#-9?C *9O9S:NO7- *9O9LT:
NM9D-#-/--#(."(2..1)-.#)(-6(#.",) ."-.1),-)(- ),)(&/#(!."
#'*.#-().-#!(# #(.,$/-.# #9



")(&/-#)(.".>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#-)(-#,,&#&)(+/(.#.3(
+/&#.3-#-?C *9O9S:NOD#-.%( ,)'.".,/**&3----'(.CD9LS"
#( ),'.#)(#(.%(#(./,( ,)'."MKLK,(.,(!'(.&(
CD9LT (-/**),.) ."&#'.".."1.,-/**&3#->,&#&?." &-)#.-
-./#--.#'.#(!*,)$.1.,'((0&/.#(!-.),'1.,,/() (,",!7
")10,."-#.#)(&)/'(.-,)(,(1#."*,)$.'(-.#'.-6-1,

LN



•

6 6**9N:MN.)N:MO9


LO

9

LR

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6**9P:R.)P:S9
6.,/**&3----'(.(,#..(,# #.#)() /**&3 ),)(.,3)1(-
*# #&(6MKLM6**9MM:MN9

LT
6,(.,(!'(.&(CD6MKLK6*9PN9




LS

LP

6#(& 6*9TL9

LQ

6, . 6*9R:R9
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/-!-.#'.-6(-.),'1.,,/() 6()().*,)0#(3#-/--#)() !,)/(1.,
#'*.-.)."/.)#(,-*/'*#(!.".#-().)(.#(#(."(
9MK
"=-#-/--#)() 1.,-/**&3>,&##&#.3?#.3."#-2*,--&3-)(
."&#'-.".."1#&&#( .&#'#(.)0,, .#(!(*,0(.-&#(
)(.'#(.#)((.".*/'*#(!1#&&,-*.>&)(!:.,'- 3#&-8?
P9L.,/**&3&##&#.3:#(!&(/&.#*&,3,('()'*,#-)(
",(.,(!'(.&((#(!.,+/#,--,#*.#)() 1.,
*,)0#,=--/**&3,&##&#.3(0/&(,#&#.3.)-"),.! ),(0,!1.,3,6
-#(!&,33,),'/&.#*&,33,-9/"(&3-#-#-')-.&,&3,&0(..)
1.,-3-.'-.".,-/**&#3-/, 1.,9#(."/&%) =--/**&3
#-!,)/(1.,(.",'#(,#- ,)'-&#(.-/**&36-"),.:('#/':
.,'"3,)&)!#0(.-)0,*,#)) &--."( #03,-/-/&&3"0&#..&
,#(!)(1.,0#&#&#.39,)/(1.,-3-.'-.(.)"0&,!,",!
,-9"&#(--#(#-#3.1)&,!-.),!,-,0)#,-6#'#(.)(
((.)(#)6*,)0##(!)/.RKK6KKK: .) -.),!9"-,-,0)#,-,!/&.
-/, 1.,#( &)1.)."-#(-"# .#(!1#(., &)1-#(.)-*,#(!(-/'',
,&-- ),)(-/'*.#0/-61"#"&-)&&)1- ),#(,--#(,",!9"
&#(-&&3.,,)$.#-2*..)#(,-."0,!&0&) 
!,)/(1.,-.),!6')0#(!."-#( ,)'-#./.#)(1",0,!-.),!#-
&#(#(!.)(.#(,-#(-.),!) )/.Q6KKK: .((/&&39,)0#
!,)/(1.,#-*,).. ,)')(.'#(.#)((&)(!:.,'- 3#&-#(."-#(
,,-*.61.,#-0#&&((/&&31#.")/.,!,.)-"),.:.,',)/!".-9
"#-#-/.)."&,!-.),!0)&/') ."-#(.".(/.#&#4.)) -.
((/&0,#.#)(-#(-/, ,/() 9", ),6=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#- /&&3
0#&&#(((/&0,!6-#(!&,33,('/&.#*&,33,-9ML
"MKLK#-/---*,0#)/-!,)/(1.,'(!'(. ),.-#(&/#(!."
#'#(.)(((.)(#),-,0)#,-(."-.,)0#&&1., (.,/-#)(,)$.
C D9MM"."(-..-.".."1-0&)*.)> /&&3&#'#(.-#(

MK
9!96 **9O9S:OS.)O9S:OT6 6**9LL9O:LQMN6LL9O:LQMS.)LL9O:LQMT6LL9O:
LQLL6LL9O:LPQT6LL9O:LPRO6LL9O:LPRP6LL9O:LPSP6#.#(!)(.,3 ),-,%,)$..,
'((1!(,.#)(C ),-,%.,1,DC"#.-)((!#(,-6/!/-.LQ6MKLMD7
.,/**&3----'(.(,#..(,# #.#)() /**&3 ),.")(.,3)1(-*# #&(
C" 5"&,)(-/&.#(!(!#(,-6)0',Q6MKLMD7.,/**&3----'(. ),."
)(.,3)1(-*# #&(*..)&P:MC,#()-..,#-.,#.6)0',MS6
MKLMD7#.3) -#A)(.,3)1(-/**&'(.C#')(-. (),*),.6,/,3
ML6MKLOD7()(.,3)1(-.,(1,'(./3CDC#')(-.
(),*),.6*.',MO6MKLMD9

ML
6MKLK6*9PN9

MM
6MKLK6**9NK:NL9
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)0,, .(-1.,#(.,/-#)(6?(&#'-.".>')&#(!)(&/-.".."#-
)'*)((.1#&&&#'#(.-#()0,, .(#(.,/-#)(9?MN"MKLK,*),.-.".
."--/'-."..",1#&&MK6KKK 3,/.#)(#('(3MKNK6
)(-#-.(.1#."." =-')&#(!--/'*.#)(-9MO"MKLO/**&'(.
*,*,3#')(-.)("& ) ."**&#(.,*),.-."-&#'-.".."
1#&&,0,-.")0,, .)(#.#)(C,-/&.#(>(.#(,-#(-.),!) )/.
Q6KKK: .((/&&3?D60)#-&#()(.'#(.#)(6(.".'(#-*,)$..)
&#(MK6KKK 33MKNK9MP
)10,6." 6."6(."/**&'(.&& #&.),*),..".."
%()1&!-.".."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.)(.#(/-.)0(#(."0##(#.3) ."
,#((,)''/(#.36(.",.(-."1&&--/**&3#(!.",)''/(#.39MQ"3
&-) #&.),*),..".."-..-.".."#-2*..)"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)()(&3-)(LTTP*/'*#(!-&#(6.".>#.#-/(,.#(1".",."#-)/.)'
1#&&),()/../,,(.&32*.&0&-) */'*#(!#(,--#(.")-.&',!#(-) 
.",--/,-/,6?(."."-&-))/'(.."..">'3()."&.
#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!,/((.".#.#)(&-/, 1.,&#0,-#(.).")-.&,!#)(?
'3(9MR#.",." 6."6),."/**&'(.#-/--=-
/,,(.,*),.-()/'(..#)(6#-/--#(.."'(.L6.".CLD'("-
2."'(*,)$.#)(-/-3."')&#(!6CMD./&*/'*#(!#(."
#-/(-/-.#(&1#.")/.0,-#'*.-/-#.2-."&)(!:.,'- 3#&6
(CND#.#)(&!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-61"#",(#.",)''#..(),
/(6,(.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(/-3/,,(.*/'*#(!/-."
1#&&().)-)9
0  "!'%,"*!& !,&&&&"!'(!"(!&&( #'"!
'''%*"(!"&!!' #'&"!&'"'"%' %#( #!&
&&'!=-=88,."*)%-!,'"!#( #!*(%'%%)'
+&'!&*'%!'%(&"!%%&&"*'%#"%'"!&"'=-=88,
% !(!"'0

-().6'$),*,'#-) ." =-)(&/-#)(.".1.,-/**&3#'*.- ),"--L:N
,().-#!(# #(.#-.".."*,)$.>1)/&)(&3/-!,)/(1.,.".#-1#."#(=-
2#-.#(!Q6QKK&&).#)(9?C *9O9S:NO9D )10,6."2#-.() 1.,-/**&3


MN



MO

6MKLK6*9NL9
6MKLK6*9OL9


MP

#')(-.6/**&'(.6MKLO6*9LN9


MQ

6MKLK6*9NQ9

MR

6MKLK6*9OM9
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(.#.&'(.)-().#'*&3."..",,()#'*.- ,)'/-#(!.".1.,9",&0(.
+/-.#)( ),#'*.(&3-#-#-1".",#(,-*/'*#(!.)-/**),.."*,)$.1#&&
/-*"3-#&#'*.-6,!,&--) (3(.#.&'(..)/-.".1.,9-#-/--&)16
#.#)(&*/'*#(!#(."6-*#&&3#(.")-.&,-61#&&#( .!!,0.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6/.." )-().%()1&!."#--,&0(.-#- ),#'*.
(&3-#-9
" */,*),.-.).#, ,)'.",)!,' *,*, ),."-/-&(#(LTTR
C." D9 )10,6." #().--/'."..",1)/&()-#!(# #(.
!,)/(1.,#'*.-/(&--(/(.#&,)''/(#.3*/'*#(!,"-Q6QKK 39"
 (&3-#-) 1.,-/**&3#'*.-'%-#.&,.".#().(--,#&32*.
.".Q6QKK 3)/&*/'* ,)'(."),.,1#.")/./-#(! /,.",-1.,
#(.,/-#)(6(#.-'#.#!.#)()-().*,'#.."!(#-.)&3-)&/.#)(# #(.,/-#)(
*,-#-.-9
" #'*.(&3-#-+/&# #-(3,&#()(."Q6QKK 3&&).#)(3-..#(!
.".*).&1.,-/**&3#->--/'.)--/, ,)'1&&1.,/(.#&,*&'(.
#-'0#&&3."6?/.)(&3>*,)0#.".-/"1#.",1&-)().
&,..")0,, .(-1.,#(.,/-#)(*,)&'-#(."&#(-&&3
!,)/(1.,+/# ,9?C *9O:PNC'*"-#-DD9 .-..-.".."Q6QKK 3
>)/&?-/**),.." #,-.*"-) ,)''/(#.30&)*'(..",)/!"MKLP(."(
().->!#0(."2#-.#(!)(#.#)() ."!,)/(1.,+/# ,6.",#-*/&#)(,()0,
."#&#.3) ."1.,1&&-.)<--/,=0(."Q6QKK 39?C *9O:PN9D"/-6."
 0&/.-."#'*.-) .".",)/!"MKLP#(.1)#-.#(.(&3--6)() 
1"#"--/'-.".Q6QKK 3(-/**&#1#.")/.#'*.-(.").",) 1"#"
--/'-.".#.(().9 (*,.#/&,6#.*,)0#-.".>EF--/'#(!!,)/(1.,1&&-)(
),',),.,1,&.)-/**&3Q6QKK 36?(#.#)(&R6TNM 3) -/**&31)/&
,+/#,3MKLP9C 6*9O:PN9D )10,6#.."(*,)0#-#(."&.,(.#0.".
>E#F !,)/(1.,1&&-1,/(&.)-/**&3."*,)$.MKLP'() Q6QKK 3) 
1., ), ),',),.,&(/--69!96# */'*#(!/- /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)
."&#(-&&3+/# ,6?#.#)(&-/**&#-1)/&"0.)0&)*-))(,6(
0( /,.",,)''(->.".(&.,(.1.,-/**&3-)/,6-/"-)(:-#.-.),!
#&#.#-6)(-#,9?C 6*9O:PO9D
" *,)0#--*# #*)&#3,+/#,'(.-.)(-/,+/.6.#'&3'#.#!.#)(
) -1.,#(.,/-#)(6'#.#!.#)(.".'3(.)#'*&'(. ),Q6QKK 3#-
)''#..),*/'* ),(10&)*'(.9)&#3:L,+/#,-.".."'',-
>-"&&(-/,#.#)(&1.,-/**&39?)&#3:M,+/#,-)(#.#)(#(!*,)$.**,)0&
)(0,# #.#)() (>--/,&)(!:.,'1.,-/**&39?)&#3:N,+/#,-."'',
!(#-))*,.1#."(>.)'#.#!. /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(
-)(."&#(-&&3-#((!'(.&(9?,)!,':N9L,+/#,-."'',
!(#-.)1),%1#."."1.,!(#->.)-.#'./,,(.- 3#&-1#."#(.")(.2.
) ."&#(-&&3-#((!'(.&( ),.")-*),.#)(-) ." ),',),.,
)0,&3#(!."&#(-&&3(-#!,)/(1.,-#(-6.).,'#(0#&&1.,
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-/**&#-9?"-()1.,'#(.".."- 3#&) .",--/,/,#-)/.
LLK6KKK.)LLR6KKK 3(.".2#-.#(!*/'*#(!2-."#-- 3#&3)/.LM6KKK.)
LT6KKK 39MS (6." %()1&!-.".*/'*#(!#(."LSK: )).(OKK:
)).+/# ,-">2- 3#&6-#(#.3-1.,#(.,/-#)((1.,&0&-
&)1-&0&9?C *9O:QN9D" -..-."..">)(#.#)(-) ."TKK:
)).+/# ,,/(,.#(?6#(&/#(!."- 3#&(1".",."+/# ,#-#()0,, .9
 
" 2*&#(-.".)&##-:L6:M6(:N,#(.(.)> #,'."&)&
$/,#-#.#)(-=)''#.'(..)*,0(.#(! /,.",",'.)."&)&+/# ,-9993&#'#.#(!
0&)*'(.#(),(1#."."0#&#&#.3) -/,-/**&#-9?C 6*9O:PP9D
"2*&##.*,)0#-#)(- ),.,'#(.#)() - 3#&( ),&,.#)() 1.,-/**&3
*,)$.-# Q6QKK 3(().-/**&#1#.")/. /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(&,&3
')(-.,.."#(.(..".."'',!(#-().-#'*&3 ,.#)(/(.#&Q6QKK 3"-
(&&)..)0&)*'(.*,)$.-# -1.,#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-9).")(.,,36#.
-'-&,.".." #,.."'',!(#->.)'#.#!. /,.",-1.,
#(.,/-#)(?36')(!).",."#(!-6(-/,#(!.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!3)(."
.,'#(- 3#&#-().*,'#.. ),(10&)*'(.*,)$.-9" =-
/'/&.#0(&3-#-'%-#.&,.".)&#3:N)-().*,'#./(,#.#&,&#()(
Q6QKK 3&&).#)(8>2#-.#(!1.,&&).#)(-) Q6QKK 39991)/&&&)1 ),
0&)*'(..)*,).)."3,MKLP6*,)0#.".-1.,#(.,/-#)()(#.#)(-,
().2,.C)&#3:ND9?C *9P:PC'*"-#-D9D
(-/'6/(&#%.")(.,3)1(- 6." )-().--/'.".."Q6QKK 3
(.#.&'(.#--/ ##(.-#-.).,'#(1".",.",1#&&-#!(# #(.1.,
-/**&3#'*. ,)')(.#(/!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!9
-#-/--)06."*,)&') -1.,#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-#.-',"#(&(6,+/#,#(!
*,,*&'(.1&&--."0)&/') /-&!,)/(1.,&#(-6("-().(
-)&0#(."LT3,--#(.",.# #.#)() ."LTTR 9 ( .6-#(."
,.# #.#)() ."LTTR 6-1.,#(.,/-#)('*-(.&-')(-.,.(
0() )0,M'#&-#(."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.#(."LSK: )).+/# ,#(."),.
,,(-/-.(.#&0(-&-1",#()."."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-
"0)/,,9MT-."#-&)--6-1&&-"0)')(.'#(.6#."-(
(--,3.),#&&(11&&- ,.",#(&((.)#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."-:3.
/()(.'#(.TKK: )).+/# ,9NK(.",,()/,,(.&3)''#..6 /(*,)$.-
.".,2*..)-)&0."*,)&'9-#-/--&)16." *,-(.-()0#(
.".*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,1#&&0)#!!,0.#)() -1.,#(.,/-#)(6(

MS

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9


MT

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6**9P:M.)P:P9

NK

6MKLK6**9NN:NR9
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.",#-&,0#(.).")(.,,39 (&#!".) ."#-6." -")/&#-&)-.".
#(,-*/'*#(!.)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.1)/&"0*).(.#&&3-#!(# #(.
#'*.),)/&'%)(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(.)-#!(# #(./'/&.#0#'*.)(."
!,)/(1.,+/# , ,)'1"#"."*,)$.1)/&-/**&#9
"')-.,(.)'*,"(-#0-./3.)."')(-.,.-."..",#-#,.
)((.#)(.1((3#.#)(&!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.",--/,/,(
#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(9"MKLP..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(
*),.#(#.-."..",--/,/,,'#(-#()0,, .(.".!,)/(1.,
&0.#)(-,1&&&)1)/'(.*,)..#0&0.#)(-9NL"/-6#.)(&/-."..">
:LSK+/# ,)(.#(/-.)-/-*.#&.)-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(#.#-/(&#%&3.".."#-
-#./.#)(1#&&,0,-#(.")'#(!3,-6*,.#/&,&3# .",)/!".)(#.#)(-
)(.#(/9?NM",*),.&-)-..-.".>!,)/(1.,&0.#)(-1&&&)1."*,)..#0
&0.#)(-#(#.."..":OKK+/# ,)(.#(/-.)-/-*.#&.) 6*,.#/&,&3# 
."/,,(.,)/!".)(#.#)(-)(.#(/#(.).")'#(!3,-9?NN",*),.,)''(-
,/#(!2#-.#(!*/'*#(!#(.",--/,/,/->."/,,(.#-.,#/.#)() 
!,)/(1.,2.,.#)(-#-().-/-.#(&9?NO",*),.2*&#(.".)0,."*,#)) 
(&3-#-6 ,)'LTPN.)MKLN6.","-((0,!&)--) -.),! ),."(.#,) 
,)'LR6KKK 3.)MO6KKK 39NP>1.,#(.,/-#)(()/(. ),LS6KKK 3) .".).&
-.),!&)--) MO6KKK 39?NQ (-"),.6"#.#)(&,: )).) */'*#(!#(.",--/,
/,#(/-(#.#)(&K9RP,: )).) -1.,#(.,/-#)(9
0  "!'%,"*!& !,&&&&"!'(!"(!&&( #'"!
'''%*"(!"&!!' #'&"!&&(##,&3%04

-().)06.").",'$),*,'#-) ." =-)(&/-#)(.".1.,-/**&3#'*.-
),"--L:N1)/&().-#!(# #(.#-.".>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#-)(-#,
,&#&)(+/(.#.3(+/&#.3-#-9?C *9O9S:NO9D ,6>,&##&#.3?-.".,'#-
/-#(." 66(6)-().#'*&3."..",1)/&()-#!(# #(.
!,)/(1.,#'*. ,)'/-#(!."-/**&39
#,-.6(,,+/#,.),-->,&##&#.3?) 1.,-/**&3631"#"
."&1-#'*&3,+/#,-(&3-#-) 1".",1.,1#&&0#&&/,#(!(),'&6-#(!&

NL

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:R9


NM

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:R9

NN

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:S9




NO

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9Q:N9


NP

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9:LQ9

NQ

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP66*9:LQ9
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,36('/&.#*&,33,-9NR!,)/(1.,1.,-/**&3'3,&#&6#(."-(-
.".1.,1)/&,'#(0#&&0(/,#(!'/&.#:3,,)/!".60(.")/!"."/-) 
.".1.,/---#!(# #(.#'*.-.)."+/# ,9),2'*&6().1#."-.(#(!."
)(!)#(!-1.,#(.,/-#)(/-3)(.#(/#(!)0,, .)(#.#)(-6().",
/-,-"0."/- ,(&.)')0*/'*#(!#(&((.).**,+/# ,-.)-/,
!,)/(1.,-/**&#-9 )10,6."#&#.3.)*/'* ,)'(/(,!,)/(,-,0)#,) 
-.),!,)/(1.,.".#-&,!()/!".)-')).")/.&#'.#0,#.#)(-#'*&3)-().
#'*&3.".."#-*/'*#(!#-1#.")/.#'*.-6-/"-!,)/(1.,*&.#)(6'#(#(!(
/,.",!!,0.#)() -1.,#(.,/-#)(9
)(6."(MKLK#.."*/,*),. #3) ."-."-#- ),
&#'#(!.".."1.,-/**&3#->,&#&9? )10,6."&#'-."-)/'(.-'% ),
.",)0,-..6-#(." #().#(#..".-1.,#(.,/-#)(
1)/&"&.1#."(3,.#(.33MKNK6(."-)/'(.-,()1)/..-#(
."()1"-)/'(..".."1#&&().#( .*,0(.)(.#(/#(!
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9-#-/--#(.."'(.L6." /./,'(--/'*.#)(-'3
." (/- ),')&#(!." #3) ."*,)$.&#(#(!1.,
/-!#(."6 ,)'OQN6KKK 3#(LTTP.)OON6KKK 3#(MKNK9*),.*/'*#(!#(
."MK3,--#(LTTP"-().&#(/."-#( .0,!PKM6LQL 3C($/-.
.)#(&/(-.#'. ),()(:,*),.#(!1&&-#(."-4)(-6."0,!#-PMT6KMO 3D9
"/-6,*),.-)/'(..".."1#&&()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9)"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6.")/(.3'/-.,/)-.&*/'*#(!3OS6KKK 361"#"1)/&
,+/#,-/,#(!#.#)(&-/, 1.,-/**&#-.)/-.),*&.".!,)/(1.,
*/'*#(!#()-.&,-9NS
"#,6."#.-." ..".."TKK: )).+/# ,"-().3.-")1(-#!(-) -1.,
#(.,/-#)(-0#() >,&#&?-/**&39NT" .."."--) ,(&.)
,&).1&&-6*,), ,.",#(&(6.) #(1.,-/**&3().3.-/$..)#(.,/-#)(
)-().'(.".#(,-*/'*#(!)-()./-#.#)(&#'*.-9/,.",'),6-
#-/--&)1(#.",."(),." *,)0#(+/.#-/--#)() ."
*).(.#&#'*.- ,)'#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,C."*+/# ,D6
1"#"#(&/#'*.-.).")0,&3#(!LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-) .",--/,
/,(#'*.-.)."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& 9-#-/--&)16#(,-*/'*#(!
) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.).")0,&3#(!LSK: )).

NR
.,)GGLKQNLCDC'/-.----,&##&#.3 ),0,!6-#(!&,36('/&.#*&
,33,-D6LKTLKCDCNDC'/-.#-/--1.,0#&#&#.3/,#(!(),'&6-#(!&,36('/&.#*&
,31.,3,-D7-6MKLK*9PNC,&##&#.3#-/--#)(D766**9N6MM:MN
C,&##&#.3#-/--#)(D9

NS
6,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL9

NT
66*9MN9
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(OKK: )).+/# ,-61#&&*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& 6(#.'3#( .,-/&.
/&.#'.&3#(-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."TKK: )).+/# ,9
0

!%&#( #!"'@881""'$(%*#''@881""'$(%-
,!('"!&*'%!'%(&"!-!!'%' !"% 
#%")!$('&(&&"!"'&9


(."=-)''(.-MKS:P.)MKS:LO,+/-.#( ),'.#)()/.."-*# #+/# ,-
,)'1"#"1.,1#&&*/'*/-CLD." #'*&#-.".1.,(-/**&#
- &3 ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,0(# ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-,
)(.'#(.3-1.,6/.CMD#.&-)-..-."..",#-"3,/&#)((.#)((
,",!,&.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-9 (."=-
)''(.-, &..")(,(.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,)/&
/,.",#(.,/."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-('3&-)#(.,/."TKK: )).
+/# ,#.-& 9" )-().-/**&3.",+/-.#( ),'.#)((#'*,)*,&3
#-'#---#.-,&0(/-#. #&-.)%()1&!.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."
TKK: )).C*D+/# ,'3#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.""3,/&#&&3
)((./**,+/# ,-( #&-.)#-/--,#-%-.)."TKK: )).+/# ,9
L9 "  #&-.),-- (."=-)''(.-(,+/-.- ),#( ),'.#)(9

(."-%")1'/"#-*/'* ,)'") ."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-/(,-&#()(#.#)(-(")1'/"1#&&*/'*#(." /./,9C)''(.
MKS:P9D (,-*)(-." -..-.".." =-(&3-#-#->-)(.")*.
MKLK6(.".#&-)(,(#(!+/# ,)*,.#)(-)(). .." =-
(&3--9?C 6*9LO:O:LKMM9D )10,6.")-().*,)0#.",+/-.
#( ),'.#)(,!,#(!2#-.#(!(*,)$.*/'*#(!3+/# ,9C)..".&O9S:L#(
." *,)0#-*/'*#(!*#.331&&(3+/# ,6/.#.)-().*,)0#
-&#(),*,)$.*/'*#(!0)&/'-9C 6*9O9S:LK9DD
(."-%.".." #(.# 3-./#-#.3." 6#(*,.#/&,.">,(.
-.,.#!,*"#(&3--?.".>"0#(#.?"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6
OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-9C)''(.MKS:P9D" ,*.." =-
&#'(#.."MKLKC 6*9LL9O:LKMKD6/.#.#().#(.# 3."
,(.-.,.#!,*"#(&3--9")-().*,)0#-.,.#!,*"#(&3-#-9
")-#. =-MKKN>*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36?1"#"'3*)--#&3
)() ."-.,.#!,*"#(&3--, ,(3." 6&.")/!"."#-#-/(&,
/-#.#-().,(.9OK )10,6-#-/--&)16 MKKN#(#.-.".
#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,1#&&().1#.")/.#'*.-9
(."-%.".." 2*&#(." =-&#'-.".LD0#(()1-")1-
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-(MD."TKK:
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)).+/# ,#--,#-) +/# ,-().&&) 1"#","3,/&#&&3)((.9CMKS:P9D
(."-%1".",."#-#'*&#.".)(&3*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,,
)((..)(,",!3."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9CMKS:P9D (."
-%# .",#-#( .(3,",!).",."( ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9
CMKS:P9D )10,6." -#'*&3,*.." =-#-/--#)(C *9LL9O:
LKMKD1#.")/.,--#(!."-+/-.#)(-9
(."-%# ."1&&-#(."TKK: )).+/# ,.".1)/&-/**),.."*,)$.,#(
(,) .".+/# ,.".#-,",!3."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9CMKS:Q9D
" !#(-#'*&3,*.." =-&#'-.".LD0#(()1-")1-
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-(MD."TKK:
)).+/# ,#--,#-) +/# ,-().&&) 1"#","3,/&#&&3)((.(."(
-...".>#.1)/&-*/&.#0.)-..2.&31"#"+/# ,1)/&-/**&3.",)$.6
-#(."3,)((."3,/&#&&39?C *9LL9O:LKMM9D-#-/--&)16
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-'(-.".&&
*/'*#(!1#&&)(.#(/.)!!,0.*&.#)() ."/**,+/# ,-(#(,--1.,
#(.,/-#)(6(1",."*,TKK: )).+/# ,#-#-)&.#.1#&&/--#!(# #(.
*&.#)() ."TKK: )).*,+/# ,61"#"."  #&-.)#-&)-9
" =--..'(..".*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,,()."3,/&#&&3)((.
.)).",*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,1)/&&&)1 ),."*)--##&#.3."..")-
/()((.*),.#)(-,&-)#-)&. ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-61"#"
1)/&"#!"&3,&0(..)1".",*/'*#(!.")-,-1)/& .-1.,#(.,/-#)(
#(."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9"  #&-.),--."#-*)--##&#.39 )10,6
-#-/--&)160(.")/!".",,.1)#-.#(.+/# ,-) ."*+/# ,
-3-.'6OL#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*,) ."-.1)+/# ,-#-().0#&/.)."
&%) 3#&9OM/,.",'),60#( ,)' =-MKKN*+/# , (0-.#!.#0
./3#(#.-.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."/**,*+/# ,1#&&#(,-."
)(!)#(!*&.#)() ."/**,+/# ,-("-."--)#.*).(.#&.)#(,-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9ON
(.",+/-..".." 2*&#(1".",,",!.)."TKK: )).+/# , ,)'
."-1.,:#(.,/LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-)/&)(.'#(.."TKK: )).
+/# ,61".",#(,-*/'*#(!#(."TKK: )).+/# ,1)/&#(,-."#-,#-%6(
")1'/"*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,#--/-.#(&9CMKS:R.",)/!"MKS:LL9D
" -..-.".>."TKK: )).+/# ,#-().2*..))(.'#(.3-&.1.,
.",)/!",",! ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,6-."1&&-,)/.-#) 
.",/,,(.&3 .3-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?C *9LL9O:LKMMC'*"-#-D9D

OL

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9P:L9


OM

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9O:R9

ON

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6**9P:L.)P:M9


OK
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",-*)(-'#---."*)#(.."..",#--#!(# #(.*).(.#& ), /./,)(.'#(.#)(
) ."TKK: )).+/# ,--1.,#(.,/-#)(0(-.).",-1",.",#-0,.#&
)((.#0#.3.1(&&) ."+/# ,-9",-*)(--#'*&3 #&-.)'%(3----'(.
) ."#-*).(.#&-,+/-.3)''(.-9-#-/--)0(#(.".."'(.6
/,,(.-./#-)( #,'.".."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.)-#( .)(.#(/.)0(
/.)!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(2--) ,",!9-#-/--#''#.&3&)16
-./#-)( #,'."..",#-0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(."LSK:6OKK:6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-9".)((.#0#.36(."#(/&%! ,)'."/**,+/# ,--."*
+/# ,-3-.'#-*/'*6*,)0#-*, ,(.#&*."13 ),-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."
*+/# ,-3-.'9
" =-,-*)(--&-)'#--."*)#(..".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# , /,.",)(.,#/.-.)."2#-.#(!#(.,/-#)() ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9
"#.- =-MKKN>*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./3?-0#(.".
*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,1#&&#( .#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(.)."
/**,+/# ,-/.)0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(.".",+/# ,-9OO )10,6(#.",
."(),." 61"#"#.).",*),.#)(-) ."6,*),.."#-)(&/-#)( ,)'
."9
M9

(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,-3-.'1#&&*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,
('3#(/#.#)(&-1.,#(.,/-#)(9


(&3-#-#( MKKN-/**),.-.")(&/-#)(.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,1)/&#(/#.#)(&#(.,/-#)(#(.)."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-8
",-*)(-/,0-#(#..".#.#)(&#(,--#(."*+/# ,
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.")-.&,-'3#(/#.#)(&,/.#)(#(."
!,)/(1.,"-6(-/-+/(.&3#.#)(&&(1,-/-/,  &)1- ,)'
,)--.")-.&#(9OP
)&#(!#( MKKN#(#.-.".#(,-#(!*/'*#(!) ."*+/# ,3L6OKK
 3)0,."M6OKK 3-&#(MKKN*/'*#(!&0&1)/&&)1,!,)/(1.,&0&-#(."
LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(*+/# ,-61)/&#(/0,.#& &)1- ,)'."/**,.)."
&)1,+/# ,-6(1)/&#(/-/-.(.#&)-.&!,)/(1., &)16#996-1.,
#(.,/-#)(9OQ (-"),.6#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,-3-.'-**,-&#%&3.)
#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-C."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-D0(# 
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."*+/# ,-,().3.#(.,/9"  #&-.)#-/--),#-&)-."#-60(#(
,-*)(-.) (."=-+/-.#)(-9
 MKKN*,)0#- /,.",0#(."..",,.1)#-.#(.TKK: )).+/# ,-9 (
*,.#/&,6#.)(&/-.".."/**,')-.*+/# ,#-#(."-))&-),'.#)(
(."&)1,')-.#-#(."/,#-#'),'.#)((."..">/,#-#'),'.#)(#-
,&.#0&3#-)&."3,/&#&&3 ,)'.")0,&3#(!-))&-),'.#)((,.")-.9?OR
)10,6."&%) "3,/&#)((.#)(.1(.".1)#-.#(.+/# ,-) ."*
+/# ,-3-.')-().'..,1#.",-*.(&3-#-) #(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(9"#-#-
/- MKKN)(&/-.".,",!.))."."-))&-(/,#-'
*),.#)(-) ."*+/# ,)' ,)'.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-8>E.F",&#-.,#/.#)((
-.,.#!,*"#&).#)() ."-))&-(/,#-'),'.#)(-&#'#.,",!.)&%!
,)')0,&3#(!+/# ,-6?#996."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9OS/,.",'),6-().6
#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."&)1,*+/# ,#-().0#&/.)&%) *).(.#&3#&9OT
 MKKN)(&/-."..",1-(+/#&#,#/'.1(*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,(#.-,",! ,)'.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-%#(MKKN9PK .&-))(&/-.".
>."0)&/') !,)/(1.,#(-.),!#(."&)1,+/# ,-#--'&&?(.".>E#F(,-
*,)/.#)(1)/&&#%&3)' ,)'#(,-&%!9?PL"/-6#.)(&/-.".#(,--
#(*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3#(/#.#)(&#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-9PM
(&3-'&&*),.#)() )-.&*/'*#(!' ,)'."*+/# ,#(MKKN9"
 ,*),.-.".TKU) !,)/(1.,*/'*#(!(),.") &#(-' ,)'."OKK: )).
+/# ,()(&3PU ,)'*+/# ,-) MKKN9PN"/-6."-"# . ,)'."OKK: ))..)."
TKK: )).+/# ,.)-/**),.#(,-*/'*#(! ),.",)''/(#.3-#(MKKN1#&&
&#%&3/*-..".+/#&#,#/'().3 (1#&&"0*).(.#&&3-/-.(.#& .
)(."TKK: )).()0,&3#(!+/# ,-6#.",3*&.#(!."TKK: )).+/# ,63
#(,-#(!."#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-6),)."9


OR

 MKKN6**6P:L.)P:M9


OS

 MKKN6*9P:L9


OT





PK
OO

6MKLK6*9NQ9

 MKKN6*9P:L9




OP

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9O:R9

PL

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9P:M6.."9

 MKKN6*9P:L9







PM

 MKKN6*9P:M9

OQ

PN

 6**9P9N:L.)P9N:N9

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6**9O:LL.)O:LM9
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(-/'6."#'*&#.#)(- ,)' MKKN,6 #,-.6.".*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,'3)(.#(/.)#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(.)."+/# ,-)0#./-.")-
+/# ,-1#&&#(/.)&%)1(1,.)*,)0#,",!9PO
)(6# #(,-&%! ,)'."/**,+/# ,-1,&--."(."#(,-*/'*#(!
,.6."MKKN+/#&#,#/'.1(,",!(*/'*#(!1)/&/*-.(."TKK: )).
+/# ,1)/&*&./-.")(&3-)/,) ,",!#-.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-(
.">0)&/') !,)/(1.,#(-.),!#(."&)1,+/# ,-#--'&&9?PP"/-6#(,-
*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'/-.#.",*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,0#'#(#(!),
#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-3#(,-#(!."#,&%!6(#.",) 
1"#",%()1&!3." 9
"#,6# (1"(."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.) ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-')0-
#(&()0,.",-) 0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-6#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3,-/&.#(#.-,",!1#."-&#(
)(.'#(.1., ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9 (.,+/# , &)1 ,)'
)(.'#(./**,+/# ,.)&)1,+/# ,--)/,) -&#(#.3)(.'#(.#)() ."
&)1,+/# ,"-&,3()/'(..1(."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-#(
."),.,,/.)."#(),'#--#(!+/#.,6#,."3,/&#)((.#)(6),1&&-.".
.-)(/#.-.1(+/# ,-9PQ"!,#/&./,&1&&-.".&-).*."*+/# ,
-3-.'PR.3*#&&3"0&)(!-,(#(.,0&-.)'2#'#4*,)/.#)(7(."#-,)--
)((.#)() '/&.#*&+/# ,-#(,--."*).(.#& ),)1(1,0,.#&'#!,.#)() 
)(.'#(.#)(9PS (.,+/# , &)1 ,)'1&&),-#-)'')(9),2'*&6#(."(.
&,&&36-.#'..".."'$),#.3) ,",!.)*,4)(+/# ,-1- ,)'
1&&),-9
",#-&,3*)--#&0#() *).(.#&-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."*+/# ,
-3-.'*,)0##(."..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(*),.91)*
+/# ,"3,)!,*"-#(.",--/,/,-")1#(,-#(!"&),##(#-7)() 
1"#"'),."()/&.1(LTSK(MKLN7.").",-")1(#(,-#(!.,(

PO

 MKKN6*9P:LC>#(,-*,)/.#)(1)/&&#%&3)' ,)'#(,-&%!?D9


PP

 MKKN6*9P:L9
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/(.#&-'*&#(!-.)**#()/.MKKK9PT"*),.)-().,--."#-.,(#("&),#
)((.,.#)(#(."*+/# ,#(."(,,.#09 )10,#.)-()..".."
!,)/(1.,&0&->2"##.()0,&&-.3&#(-#(**,)2#'.&3MKKN9?QK"
*),.-..-.".) PSK'-/,'(.*)#(.-/-#(."-./36)(&3LM,-,(1#."
."*+/# ,#(.",--/,/,6QL/(,-),#(!.",.") !,)/(1.,&0&
(!,)/(1.,+/&#.3.0#&& ),."*+/# ,#(.",--/,/,6(
--)#."#!",/(,.#(.3 ),*,#.#(!."*).(.#& ),-#!(# #(.#'*.- ,)'."
*/'*#(!*,#(."-#(9
#(&&36." &-) #&-.)#-&)-(#-/--." ..".."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& '3
)*(.))(.,336*,)0##(!#,.,)/. ),-1.,#(.,/-#)(.).".+/# ,
1#.")/.'#.#)(3."/**,+/# ,-9" -..-.".>.",#-()0#(
.".."*)(#-().)((..).")(9?C 6*9O:PR9D",(...) 
."-#(,*),.&-)-..-.".>E/F(&#%.":LSK(:OKK+/# ,-6#.#-().%()1(
1".",."),()..",--/,*+/# ,#-"3,/&#&&3)((..).")(9?QM 
#.#-)((.6.",#-(#.#)(&*.".)#(.,/-#)(#(.)."TKK: )).+/# ,.".)/&
#(/3#(,-*/'*#(!9
0  "!'%,"*!& &'"#%")!$('( (')!,&&
(&'%)!'&"#"( (')!,&&&',%(,
"!!'-!"' %,' %-!(&'%&!"&&'"
 !'"!:<8,"#( #!'"&&'!"!&%
"!'%('"!'"&!!'( (') #' %,(&'%#%&!'&
& #%!'"'"'#( #!0

(.")$..".." &#'#.-."!)!,*"#-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-
) !,)/(1.,-/**&3#'*.-.)),.,*,)$.-9C O9S:OR6O9LT:NK.)O9LT:NM9D
"/-6." )-().*,)0#-&#(),*,)$. /./,'( ),.",--/,
/,),."-1")&6),#(.# 3#.",."*,)$.-.".1)/&)(.,#/..)."
/'/&.#0#'*.-),-/'',3) *,)$.#)(-) ."1.,'() .")-*,)$.-9-
#-/--6#.#-1&&/(,-.)).".61"#&)-.&*/'*#(!"-."!,.-. .6-1.,
#(.,/-#)(#-,-/&.) /'/&.#0)0,*/'*#(! ,)'&&,-) ."6/-."-
,-,"3,/&#&&3)((.9QN" .."../&/,,(.-&#(*/'*#(! ),."
-1")&#-1&&#(2--) ."*/'*#(!--/'#(." 6(.".."#-
*/'*#(!#-*,)$..)-/-.(.#&&32."&0&--/'3." 6#-"#!"&3



PQ
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6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9P:S9



PR

6MKLP, .6*9NS60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'19),!@)-@!(H'#(/.-@MKLQ:KQ:KQH),@ .'UMKLL:UMK:
UMKUMK, .UMKMKLPUMKUMK0MKLQKPMK9* 9

PS
(-)(6.&96)'*,#-)() !,)/(1., &)1#()/.",(&# ),(#)-.&+/# ,-6
)&)!#&)#.3) ',#6*#&*,OPO6MKKT6**9Q:R6LL6LN6LO6LT6MQ60#&&.
"..*-8@@1119,-,"!.9(.@*/&#.#)(@MRTNNPPOKH)'*,#-)(H) H!,)/(1.,H &)1H#(H)/."
,(H&# ),(#H)-.&H+/# ,-9

P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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PT

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6#!/,N:S9

QK

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9N:LQ9




QL

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9N:LQ9


QM

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9Q:O9

QN

6#(& 6*9M:NP.)M:NQ9




P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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,&0(..)."(&3-#-) ."2.(.) /'/&.#0#'*.-#(." ),') -1.,
#(.,/-#)(9

'(!'(.*,)$.-(.".(3#.#)(&*/'*#(!6#(&/#(!."*/'*#(!) ."
/(&&).*),.#)() ."Q6QKK 3(.#.&'(.61#&&!!,0.."#-)(#.#)(9

- (."*)#(.)/.6." #----/'/&.#0#'*.-) ),.,
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.",!#)(&)(.2.) .).&'(-)(."(6#(6
)(&/.".."/'/&.#0#'*.) ."1--#!(# #(.(/(0)#&9C
 *9P:P9D")(.,3)1(- )-().,*),.."#-(&3-#-),)(&/-#)(9

" &#'-.".#.-,-*)(-.) (."=-)''(.MKS:P2*&#(-1"3."
!)!,*"#-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-#-&#'#..).",9C **9LL9O:
LKMK6,-*)(-.)MKS:O6(*9LL9O:LKMN6,-*)(-.)MKS:LP9D",-*)(-.)
MKS:P)-().$/-.# 3."&#'#..#)() ."!)!,*"#-)*.)."),.,,9".
,-*)(-*/,*),.-.),-- (."=-)$.#)(-.".." #(+/.&3
#(.# #-(",.,#4-."*/'*#(!-)/,+/# ,C-D1#."#(),.,6 #&-.)#(.# 3
).",1&&-(/'/&.#0*/'*#(!#(."TKK: )).+/# ,6( #&-.)#-/--,",!6
-&#()(.'#(.#)((-/-.#(3#&) ."TKK: )).+/# ,9C 6**9LL9O:LKMK.)
LL9O:LKMM9D)."2.(.."..",-*)(-,---.")/.-#."),.,,.
&&6#.#-)(&3.),*.." =-&#'-.".#.-(&3-#-#--)(."(.".."
#-/----1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."9 #%." 6." )-().
./&&3,*),.),0&/.."MKLK=-)(&/-#)(-)/.."),,--."
*)-.:MKLK#( ),'.#)(#(#.#(!.".-1.,#(.,/-#)(#-()./(,)(.,)&9

" %()1&!-.".."!)!,*"#-)*) ." =-/'/&.#0(&3-#-)-
().)#(#1#."."!)!,*"3#(." -=/'/&.#0#'*.(&3-#-/-#.#-
&#'#..).",6/(&#%." =-,!#)(&(&3-#-9C *9LL9O:LKMO9D"
 ,!/-.".." "--#'*&3'."")#.),&3)(-/'',3) 
*,)$.#)(-("-")-(."-/'',3) *,)$.#)(-) .",=- /./,1.,
'(61"#")-().#(&/'()/.-#) .",)''/(#.39C *9LL9O:
LKMO9D )10,6." ..".'3*,'#.(!(3.)/--/'',3) *,)$.#)(-
.)#(.# 3,&0(./'/&.#0#'*.-)/,-(().$/-.# 3.",#.,,3")#) 
-/'',3) *,)$.#)(- ),!)!,*"#,.".#-.))&#'#..)-/**),.'(#(! /&
/'/&.#0(&3-#-9
&.")/!"." &%-(3-&#(.6." *,)0#-&.-.#'.) 
.).&/,,(.*/'*#(!#(."9C *9LL:O:LKMN.)LKMO9D )10,6." )-
()./-."#--&#(.#((31369!963,&.#(!#..)((&3-#-) !,)/(1.,
#'*.-),.)."')&#(! ),."&#(-&&3.,,)$..".1-/(,#.#&&3#.
3."MKLK(."#')(-./**&'(.9QO),)." ),
 *,)0#(3----'(.)  /./,.).&*/'*#(!#(."6-*#. (."=-
)$.#)(.".."#-.#-( ),(+/.(&3-#-9
(-.6." ,!/-.".." ,&#)(."MKLK(&3-#-) 
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(.".#.->#'*.(&3-#-#--)(."MKLK61"#"
()'*---."-,0#,9?C **9LL9O:LKMN6LL9O:LKMP9D" ."(
,#.--.#)() .".".,&#-)(." /./, #3) ."&#(-&&3.,
,)$..))(.,)&-1.,#(.,/-#)(('#(.#(!,)/(1.,&0.#)(-6#(&/#(!."
)/.:) :.(#(),,.&#'.".."1#&&,-/&.#(Q6KKK 3-/,*&/-#(."9
C *9LL9O:LKMP6+/).#(!MKLK6*9PN9D" =-,-*)(- #&-.)
*,)0#.",+/-.#( ),'.#)(,!,#(!2#-.#(!( /./,!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(
."( #&-.),&..".#( ),'.#)(.)-/-.#(&&0&) */'*#(!.".)-().
/-*&.#)(),-1.,#(.,/-#)(9",-*)(-&-) #&-.)2*&#(1"3&#'#.#(!."
-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-.).",#-$/-.# ##(&#!".) .""3,/&#
)((.#)() ."-1")&.).",9

" ,!/-.".!,#/&./,&1.,/-)(-/'-."'$),#.3) 1.,(.".
."*/'*#(!#-)(&3LU) .).&*/'*#(!9C *9LL9O:LKMO9D"#-
,!/'(. #&-.),)!(#4.".)-.&*/'*#(!&#%=-*,.#/&,&3!!,0.-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6.".."#-)-.&*/'*#(!'/-.,/(,*&()1.)"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9QP .&-) #&-.),)!(#4.".#.#--#'*&3#,,&0(.")1."*/'*
!,)/(1.,#-/-8
999."#&#.3.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(6()1(#(." /./,6#-().-)(
1".",#.#-&#0,.)!,#/&./,&/--),/,(/--9).") ."-/--,1
."-'1., ,)'."-'!,)/(1.,-#(9/#(!1#.",1&) 
!,)/(1.,#(."(),.",(&#(-&&361".",.",)/!",*&'(.) 
!,#/&./,&),/,(*/'*#(!6"-."-' .9QQ
."#'*&#.#)() ." =-&#'.".*/'*#(!')/(.-.))(&3LU) .).&
*/'*#(!#-.".."#-*/'*#(!6),."#(,-*/'*#(! ),.")(.,3)1(-
*,)$.6)-().)(-.#./.)(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(.)-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(#.",."
 (),." ./&&3-..."#--."-#-) ."/'/&.#0#'*.(&3-#-9
)10,6# ."&#'1,'6#.1)/&()./,.9)-().*,'#.(!(3
-#'*&3.)#-'#--*,)$.=-#'*.-&--."()(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(/-#.#-
,&.#0&3-'&&9"*).(.#&-#!(# #('/-.0&/.#(.")(.2.) ."-0,#.3
) ."/'/&.#0#'*.61"#"."  #&-.))9

)-.-#!(# #(.&36." =-,-*)(-- #&.)#-&)-." .."..",#-(2#-.#(!
-#!(# #(./'/&.#0#'*..".#-().*,)$..)'#.#!.32#-.#(!!,)/(1.,







QO

6MKLK6**9NL6OL7#')(-.6/**&'(.6MKLO6*9LN9
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QP

6 6*9N:MN76,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL9

QQ

6 6*9R:S9
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,6."'!(#./) ."((/&-.),!"(!#(.",--/,/,."."-/-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#- ,)')/.:MKK 3.))/.:L6QKK 3)0,."*,#) ,)'LTOO.)
MKLN9QR,)'LTPT.)MKLN6."0,!"(!#(-.),!1- ,)':PK 3.):PKK 39QS
"-.#'.- ),-/-.#(&3#& ),.",--/,/,6#996."&0&) */'*#(!
.".)/&-/-.#(1#.")/.-1.,#(.,/-#)(6#- ,)'LLK6KKK.)LLR6KKK 36/.
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!2-."#-3#&3)/.LM6KKK.)LT6KKK 39QT"-#!(# #(
) ."*,)*)-#(,-#(*/'*#(!.)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.61"#"1)/&
.&-.MPK9Q 36(1"#"'3)'.)NTQ9N 3# ."/,,(.&3/(0#&&,3&
1.,)-().'.,#&#4C 6*9O9LT:MND6-")/&----#(,&.#)(.)."-
#!/,-6().#(,&.#)(.)."(.#,PKK6KKKV 3*/'*#(! ,)'."6/--1.,
#(.,/-#)(#-/-3',!#(& .-6#996-.),!"(!-C+/# ,*&.#)(D(
*/'*#(!#(2--) -/-.#(&3#&6().3.).&*/'*#(!9" )-().*,)0#
."#-)'*,#-)(9 (0#1) .",)!(#.#)(.".)-.&*/'*#(!'/-.,/.)
,---1.,#(.,/-#)(6RK.",#-()&)(!,(3/-"#)( ),#(,-*/'*#(!((3
#.#)(&*/'*#(!.."',!#(-")/&')(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(9
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'' !'95 "!&&( #'"!&!"('" &"%' .  2&
!"* !'''' *!"''&*'%!'%(&"!
90   !"'#%"'''' *"('"!1'% &*'%
!'%(&"!0

*,*,(,.# #(  ),."#(MKKL(MKKM9C6
 6MKKM9D-)(-*# #--/'*.#)(-)/. /./,'((- 3#&C#-/--
&)1D6." *,)$..".."*,)*)->1)/&,0,-."((/&
,/.#)(#(!,)/(1.,-.),!.)(**,)2#'.&3M6PKK#(,-#(!,)/(1.,
-.),!9?C N:NK9D"/-6#.*,)$..".-1.,#(.,/-#)()/&"&.9
)10,6." +/&# #."#-)(&/-#)(#(.1),#.#&,-*.-9
#,-.6." /.#)(.".>(3#.#)(&1.,(-1#."#((#(.,/
!,)/(1.,-#(1)/&2,.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?C 6*9R:R9D)."
)(&/-#)(1-.#.)-*# #--/'*.#)(-,!,#(!1.,/-9-#-/--&)16
/./,1.,/-#-*,)$..)2."&0&-*,)$.#(." 9 (6
=-) )"(-)(%()1&!.).")(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(.".
." '(*,)$.#)(-1,()./,.(.".*/'*#(!1-'),."(
*,)$.9C,(-,#*.) )(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(6.9MT6MKLO6*9
KKPLSR70#&&#(0#) #&.
"..*8@@')(.,39!,(#/-9)'@#&3,9*"*;0#1H#WLO5&#*H#WMROP9D
)(6." %()1&!.".."*,)*)-*,)$.1)/&)(&3"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&0&-) '(8
"#&." #(#.-.".-1.,#(.,/-#)(1#&&"&.3."*,)$.C#(
)($/(.#)(1#."." &#0,#-D-)(/,,(.CLTTPD'(-61#."
*,)$.#(,-#(1.,'(-C*,#',#&3--)#.1#."/,(
0&)*'(.D#(."(),."0&&3,#(." /./,6-1.,#(.,/-#)('3().
/&&3"&.-)(3,MKNK*,)$.#)(-9),."3,MKNK6')&#(!#(#.-
-1.,#(.,/-#)('3M6MKK1#."-/, 1.,&#0,#-)(&3.)." 
,9C 6*9N:MN9D


QR

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:LMC0,!-.),!"(!6
*(#(!)(."-.),!) ##(.0&/D9

QS
6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9

QT
6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9

RK
6,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL76..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,
-#(6*9Q:N9

P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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"*,.'(.) ." (.,#),*)#(.)/..".." )(.,#.-#.-& #(-..#(!
.".>."*,)*)-.#)(1)/&"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(?(&-).".I"3,)&)!#
')&#(!-")1-.".."*,)$.'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!:.,' /./,I
(-% ),&,# #.#)(9C 6*9M:SM6)''(.M:LM9D (,-*)(-6."
 !#(%()1&!.".#.-')&#(!)(&3-")1.".."1)/&>"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."(,.,'?-)(LTTP1.,'(9C 6*9M:TL9D
)10,61#."(.##*.MKNK'(6.".')&#(!-")1.".>-1.,#(.,/-#)(
1#."#'*&'(..#)() ."*,)*)-*,)$.'3.).&M6MKK,: .*,3,CD
CLK6PKK) #(.,/-#)(#-(.##*..))/,1#.")/.."*,)$.D9),."#-,-)(6."
, . @ ,*),.-.".."'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!.,'9?
C 6*9M:TL9D"MKLK)(.,3)/(.3(,&&( #.-& %()1&!-
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.".."'3)(&3"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."-"),..,'9CMKLK(,&&( 6
*9O9N:NS9D
/-.#)()/.."#-..".),MT6MKLO)(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(
",#(!6=-) )"(-)(%()1&!.".."1)/&)(&3"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&(/-9C,(-,#*.) )(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(
,#(!6.9MT6MKLO6*9KKPLSS9D-#-/--&)16,9 )"(-)(&-)%()1&!
.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#-"#!",."((.##*.3." (.".(
#.#)(&PS6KKK @3) !,)/(1.,63)(.".*,)0#3."/,,(.-/#.) 1.,
-/**&3*,)$.-6#--.#&&(.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9C96**9KKPLRS:KKPLRT6
KKPLST:KKPLTK9D
:0 &  !"*&-%"(!*'%#( #!&+')
&&( !'  -!'&)''&'&!,&&-**&+#%&&,
&"!'&&( #'"!''%"(!*'%#( #!*"(!")%' 0

,*),.--")1.".*/'*#(!#-'/""#!",."(*,#.3." 9)
.,'#(."2.(.) )0,, .#(!(-1.,#(.,/-#)(6." ,&#)(
')&#(!*,)0#3."&#(-&&3 (.!,.,)/((/, .,)&
C> =D61"#"#(./,(1--)(--/'*.#)(-,!,#(!&(/-6*)*/&.#)(6(
1.,/-9C 6**9P:LC#(.# 3#(!-&#(( /./,)(#.#)(-D6P9N:LK.)P9N:LL
C)0,0#1)  D6R:O.)R:PC.#&#(!'$),--/'*.#)(-/-#(." 
,!,#(!*)*/&.#)((#,,#!.,!D9D
--.)/.#(.".&&)16." ,*),.#.---/'*.#)(-(')&#(!,-/&.-
),.1)-(,#)-8LTTP-&#()(#.#)(-(MKNK /./,)(#.#)(-8
 8*)*/&.#)((
&(/---/'*.#)(-1#."
-&#((*,)$.1.,
/-

LTTP

MKNK

)*/&.#)(

LSS6TOT*,-)(-

NPP6SMT*,-)(-

,(1.,*/'*#(!

OP6KKK 3

SP6KKK 3

,'&(

LTQ6NPR,-

LTO6PKS,-

!,#/&./,&1.,*/'*#(!

OLS6KKK 3

NPS6KKK 3

)/,8 6**9L:RC&L:M6>-.#'.2#-.#(!(/./,.,
)(#.#)(-?D7**9P:L6Q:N6R:N6R:LKC#(.# 3#(!-&#(( /./,)(#.#)(-D9

" --/'.".!,#/&./,&1.,/-1)/&&#(3QK6KKK 3 ,)'LTTP
.)MKNK/.)PU#(,-#(1.,)(-,0.#)(6"(!-#(,)*/--6(L6SOT,
P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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,-#(#,,#!.!,#/&./,&,!9C **9L:R6R:P6R:LK9D" 
--/'."./,(1.,/-1)/&#(,-3OK6KKK 3.1(LTTP(MKNK-
)(*)*/&.#)(!,)1."((--/'PU*,*#.,/.#)(#(1.,'(/.)
)(-,0.#)(9C 6**9L:R6R:P9D
(-/'6." --/'.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#()(M1)/&&#(MK6KKK
 3)0,NP3,*,#)6 ,)'.).&) OQN6KKK 3#(LTTP.)OON6KKK 3#(MKNK9
( .6#(." #,-.MK3,--#(LTTP*/'*#(!"-!,.&32." 
*,)$.#)(9*),.!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#()(-M6M6(M"-0,!PKM6LQL
 39$/-..)#(&/(-.#'. ),()(:,*),.#(!1&&-#(."-4)(-6."0,!#-
PMT6KMO9"-.,-)(."((/&,)/(.,/'',3*),.-*/&#-"3
#(LTTP:MKLO60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@!,)/(1.,H2.,.#)(H-/'',3@!,)/(1.,H2
.,.#)(H-/'',39*"*9".,-/'',#4#(.".&&)19

%



%!

"'

%!'"
*&!"'
%#"%'!

"'),
#%!'"*&
%#"%'!'"(&'"%
!"!1%#"%'!*&

LTTP OQM6MQS

OL6SSO PKO6PLM

MU PLO6SKS

LTTQ PMK6SKO

OM6QNO PQN6ONS

OU PSQ6TLP

LTTR PPL6TKK

OQ6MNS PTS6LNT

RU QON6LQK

LTTS NTT6PML

OL6PMR OOL6KOS

RU ORO6MOP

LTTT OQO6KKS

OK6PPT PKO6PQR

TU PPO6OQT

MKKK OOM6KQL

OM6MTN OSO6NPO

LLU POO6MLS

MKKL OKN6PSN

NR6QTN OOL6MRQ

LSU PNS6LOL

MKKM ORN6MOQ

OQ6TPQ PMK6MKM

RU PPT6NPR

MKKN OPK6SQO

PK6ORM PKL6NNQ

NU PLQ6SOL

MKKO ORL6KPM

PN6KQM PMO6LLO

NU POK6NMO

MKKP OON6PQR

PK6ORT OTO6KOQ

MU PKO6LMT

MKKQ OML6QNO

OT6QKQ ORL6MOK

OU OTK6SRP

MKKR ORP6LPP

PK6OOK PMP6PTP

NU POL6SPL

MKKS ORR6LMO

PK6KOR PMR6LRL

NU PON6ORP

MKKT OQP6RKR

OP6PLR PLL6MMO

NU PMR6KNP

P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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MKLK OLQ6OML

OO6KMM OQK6OON

NU ORO6QSO

MKLL OKO6LLK

OO6ORO OOS6PSO

NU OQM6OPS

MKLM OOQ6QMK

OM6QML OST6MOL

NU PKO6NRM

MKLN OQM6SRN

OP6NNM PKS6MKP

NU PMN6TMN

MKLO

OSK6LQK

OO6NMR

MK3,0,!

PMO6OSR
PKM6LQL 3

MU

PNP6LTL

Monterey Downs

"!,)1."#(*/'*#(!#---)#.1#."#(,--#(!,#/&./,&&(/-9-().6."
 --/'.".#,,#!.!,#/&./,&,!1)/&,- ,)'LTQ6NPR,-
#(LTTP.)LTO6PKS,-#(MKNK9C 6*9R:LK9D )10,6!,#/&./,&,!"-
./&&3#(,--#(LTTP9
•

"(!#(,-*),.,*),.-."..",1,MLM6KKN,-) #,,#!.
,'&(#()(M-) MKKN9C(!#(,-*),.6**9N:LK6N:LPC&-N:
P(N:T*,)0##(!,!.).&- ),> ,,#!.!,#/&./,?D60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@-&#(-H0&&3H1.,H*,)$.H @-&#(-H0&&3
H1.,H*,)$.H 9*"*9D"#-#--/-.(.#&&3'),#,,#!.,!."(."LTQ6NPR
,-.".." ,*),. ),LTTP9C 6*9R:LK9D"
(!#(,-*),..1,-)(>*,&#( ),'.#)(6#(&/#(!&(/-6
,!64)(().",.?0&)*39C(!#(,-*),.6*9N:LK9D

•

"MKLK)(.,3)/(.3(,&&( ,*),.*,.'(.) )(-,0.#)(
,'&('**#(!.-")1#(!(#(,-) S6MKT,-) "#..)(0,..)
(1 ,'&( ,)'LTTQ:MKKQ/.)(&3M6SNR,-) 2#-.#(!!,#/&./,&&(&)-.
.)/,(/-9)(.,3)/(.3MKLK(,&&( 6**9O9T:OQ(O9M:R
C-")1#(! ,'&(!#(-(&)---LTTQ:MKKQ-)(.D9"#-
,*,-(.-(.!#()  ,'&() P6NRM,-6()-().)/(. ),#.#)(&
1.,'(- ,)''/&.#*&,)*-CM:OD*,,*,--)(9

)/,8,)/(.,/'',3*),.-*/&#-"36LTTP:MKLO60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@!,)/(1.,H2.,.#)(H-/'',3@!,)/(1.,H2.,.#)(H
-/'',39*"*9

-().6." (&3-#-1--)(-*# #--/'*.#)(-)/. /./,1.,
'(6(#./.#)(.".>(3#.#)(&1.,(-1#."#((#(.,/!,)/(1.,
-#(1)/&2,.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?C 6*9R:R9D
(-/'6 ),'),."("& ) ."*&((#(!*,#))0,3." =-LTTP:MKNK
*,)$.#)(-6!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!"-!,.&32#.---/''(&0&-9"
')/(.31"#"./&'(2---/''(#-.1).).",.#'-!,.,
."(."')/(.) 1.,.".."1-2*..)*,)0#9RL
=-) )"(-)(%()1&!."../&'("-2." =-
*,)$.#)(-9C,(-,#*.) )(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)( ,#(!6.9MT6MKLO6

RL
"1-#(.(,.#(/*.)(#.#)(&NK6KKK 3) 1.,#('-(."(
*,)0#)/.T6RKK 3) .".1.,.)."-.,)0#&&1., (.,/-#)(,)$.C> ?D.),*&
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!6)/.LK6KKK 3.)#(,--#(,",!6(().",LK6KKK 3 ),
#(-.,' &)1/!'(..#)(9)(.,3)/(.3MKLK(,&&( 6**9O9N:NQ.)O9N:NS7
)(.,3)/(.3MKLK(,&&( M:QS.)M:RL9")(.,3)/(.3(,&&( 6
 /**&'(.&'.,#&-6( ,0#&&.
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RESUME

Timothy K. Parker, PG, CEG, CHG
Principal
WORK EXPERIENCE
2009
–
Present:
Parker
Groundwater,
President/Principal.
Sacramento, California. Privately owned business, specializing in strategic
groundwater planning, groundwater monitoring, groundwater modeling,
groundwater recharge and aquifer storage recovery projects, program
implementation, stakeholder facilitation, groundwater monitoring, policy and
regulatory analysis, environmental document review and litigation support.
Provides strategic planning, policy consulting and groundwater technical
expertise to public and private sector clients to develop effective, sustainable
solutions to complex problems in the water and evolving environmental and
energy industries.
2005
–
2009:
Schlumberger
Water
Services,
Principal
Hydrogeologist. Sacramento, California. Provided hydrogeologic expertise
and project management on groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, groundwater monitoring, groundwater resources
management, and groundwater contaminant projects for public and private
sector clientele. Application of advanced oilfield tools and technologies to
groundwater projects. Integration of groundwater quality monitoring and
protection on CO2 sequestration projects; liaison to Schlumberger Carbon
Services, including planning, scope development, technical implementation,
facilitation, and oversight. Business Development activities included
strategic planning, prospect assessments, sales presentations, targeted
workshops, client development and exploitation. Mentored and provided
direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled projects; worked closely
with clients and other public and private organizations to implement projects
on schedule, on budget with high level of quality.
2001 – 2005: California Department of Water Resources, Division of
Planning and Local Assistance, Conjunctive Water Management
Branch, Senior Engineering Geologist.
Provided local technical and
economic assistance to Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley groundwater
authorities and water districts planning, developing, and implementing
conjunctive water projects, groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, and local and regional groundwater monitoring programs.
Elements include developing technical scope, implementing work, providing
geologic and groundwater technical expertise, attending and speaking at
public meetings. Central District, Groundwater Planning Section,
Sacramento, California (early 2001 prior to joining CWMB). Senior
Engineering Geologist, Groundwater Planning Section.
Elements
included: Integrated Storage Investigations Program conjunctive use project
technical support, coordination, and project management; technical support
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on local groundwater monitoring and subsidence programs; technical support
on Bulletin 118; Proposition 13 groundwater grant applications screening and
ranking process for Central District geographic area.
Supervised and
provided direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled program
budgets; worked closely with other DWR groups, agencies and outside
organizations to develop additional local assistance opportunities for DWR.
2000-2001: California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento, California. Associate Engineering Geologist.
Responsible for: multi-year aerial photograph review, identification of
landslides and potentially unstable areas, field reconnaissance and
confirmation, preparation of maps and images using MapInfo, Vertical Mapper,
ArcView, Spatial Analyst, Model Builder, and ArcInfo working closely with GIS
specialists; assisting in development of GIS methodologies and database for
Northern California watersheds assessment/restoration project; review of
timber harvest plans and pre-harvest inspections; review of regional CEQA
documents as related to engineering geologic issues; watershed assessment;
technical presentations at multi-agency meetings and landslide/mass wasting
public workshops.
1997-2000: CalEPA Department of Toxic Substances Control,
Stringfellow Branch, Sacramento, California. Hazardous Substances
Engineering Geologist. Responsible for: groundwater monitoring and
analysis; developing approach and preparing a work plan for a Stringfellow site
revised hydrogeologic conceptual model; researching, providing, and
maintaining a comprehensive environmental data management system;
assembling and contracting with an expert panel for consultation on the site;
evaluating an existing MODFLOW porous media groundwater flow model;
providing direction on the strategy and approach for the development of a
revised groundwater flow and fate & transport model for the Stringfellow site;
providing input on an as needed basis in support of the litigation and
community relations elements of the project.
1993 - 1997: Law Engineering & Environmental Services, Inc.,
Sacramento, California. Manager Project Management. Responsible for
supervising and providing direction to senior project managers; maintaining
appropriate tracking system and controls for assurance of successful execution
of scope, schedule and budget of major projects; maintaining quality assurance
and controls on projects. Responsibilities included development/implementation
of group budget spending plan, establishing performance standards and
evaluating program progress and quality, staff recruiting, mentoring,
maintaining utilization, business development, proposal preparation,
commercial and government project marketing, client maintenance. Project
Manager and Senior Hydrogeologist on hydrogeologic evaluations, site and
regional groundwater quality monitoring programs, hazardous substance site
investigations and remediation. Responsibilities included technical direction of
projects, project scoping, schedule, budget, supervision of field activities,
preparation of documents, developing cost-effective strategies for follow-on
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investigations and removal actions, and negotiating with state regulators on
three Beale Air Force projects totaling more than $15 million.

2010-2013: Appointed to participate on PAC and to lead new Groundwater
Caucus

1988 - 1993: Dames & Moore, Sacramento and Los Angeles, California.
Senior Geologist. Provided hydrogeologic technical support, project
management, regulatory compliance, technical/regulatory strategy, and on a
variety of commercial and industrial DTSC- and RWQCB-lead hazardous
substance sites. Responsibilities included project technical direction, scope
implementation, budgetary control, groundwater quality monitoring and
analysis, supervision of field investigations, document preparation, client
interface, negotiation with regulatory agencies on projects totaling
approximately $5 million.

Department of Interior, Advisory Committee on Water Information,
Subcommittee on Ground Water
2010-Present: Member – Work Group for Pilot Project Implementation,
Nationwide Groundwater Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Co-Chair - Work Group on Implementation for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Member - Work Group on Network Design for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network

1983-86: Independent Consultant, Sacramento, California. Provided
technical assistance on variety of geologic and geophysics projects to other
independent consultants in local area.

National Ground Water Association
2014-Present: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007- 2010: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007 - 2009: Member - Government Affairs Committee
2007 - Present: Chair - Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2005 – Present: Chair - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2004 – 2005, 2007,2009-10: Chair – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2003 – Present: Member – Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2009 – Present: Member - ASR Task Force
2009 – Present: Member - Hydraulic Fracturing Task Force
2008 – 2009: Member – CO2 Sequestration Task Force

1982: Gasch & Associates, Sacramento, California. Geologic assistant
conducting shallow seismic reflection surveys in the Sierra Nevada for buried
gold-bearing stream deposits.

American Ground Water Trust
2009 – 2012: Chair
2005 - 2013: Director

1981 - 1982: Geologic Assistant, Coast Ranges, Avawatz Mountains, White
Mountains, and Kinston Peak Range. Geologic Assistant on various geological
field studies, including gravity surveys, magnetic surveys, landslide and
geologic mapping projects.

California Groundwater Coalition
2007-Present: Director

1986 - 1988: California Department of Health Services, Toxic
Substances Control Division, Southern California Region, Assessment and
Mitigation Unit, Los Angeles, California. Project Manager in the Assessment
and Mitigation Unit. Responsibilities included development and implementation
of work plans and reports for, and regulatory oversight of, State Superfund
preliminary site assessments, groundwater quality monitoring and analysis,
remedial investigations, feasibility studies, remedial action, and interim
remedial measures. Engineering Geologist. Provided technical support to
Permitting, Enforcement, and Site Mitigation Unit staff, including evaluation of
hydrogeologic assessments, groundwater quality monitoring programs, work
plans, and reports on federal and state Superfund sites and active facilities;
assistance in budget preparation; assistance in zone drilling contract review.

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
California Professional Geologist No. 5594
California Certified Engineering Geologist No. 1926
California Certified Hydrogeologist No. 0012
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
California Department of Water Resources, Public Advisory Committee,
Water Plan Update 2013
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Groundwater Resources Association of California
2000 – Present: Director
2000 – 2001: President State Organization
2001 – Present: Legislative Committee Chair
1998-1999 Vice President
1996-1997 Secretary
1995-1996 President Sacramento Branch
1993-1994 Member-at-Large Sacramento Branch
ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
BS 1983, Geology, University of California, Davis
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Graduate studies in hydrogeology, hydrology, engineering geology, waste
management engineering
Selected Publications
California Groundwater Management, Second Edition, Groundwater
Resources Association of California, co-author and project manager, 2005.
Water Contamination by Low Level Organic Waste Compounds in the
Hydrologic System, in Water Encyclopedia, Wiley, 2004.
Potential Groundwater Quality Impacts Resulting from Geologic Carbon
Sequestration, Water Research Foundation, co-author, 2009.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery in the US, ASR 9, American Ground Water
Trust, Orlando Florida, September 2009 – a compilation of key ASR issues on
DVD, contributing editor and speaker, 2010.
Sustainability From The Ground Up – Groundwater Management In California
– A Framework, Association of California Water Agencies, principal author,
2011.
ISMAR9 Call to Action: Sustainable
Directives, Principal Author, 2016.

Groundwater

Management

Policy
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PARKER GROUNDWATER
Hydrogeologic Consulting
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in Groundwater Resources

RESUME

Timothy K. Parker, PG, CEG, CHG
Principal
WORK EXPERIENCE
2009
–
Present:
Parker
Groundwater,
President/Principal.
Sacramento, California. Privately owned business, specializing in strategic
groundwater planning, groundwater monitoring, groundwater modeling,
groundwater recharge and aquifer storage recovery projects, program
implementation, stakeholder facilitation, groundwater monitoring, policy and
regulatory analysis, environmental document review and litigation support.
Provides strategic planning, policy consulting and groundwater technical
expertise to public and private sector clients to develop effective, sustainable
solutions to complex problems in the water and evolving environmental and
energy industries.
2005
–
2009:
Schlumberger
Water
Services,
Principal
Hydrogeologist. Sacramento, California. Provided hydrogeologic expertise
and project management on groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, groundwater monitoring, groundwater resources
management, and groundwater contaminant projects for public and private
sector clientele. Application of advanced oilfield tools and technologies to
groundwater projects. Integration of groundwater quality monitoring and
protection on CO2 sequestration projects; liaison to Schlumberger Carbon
Services, including planning, scope development, technical implementation,
facilitation, and oversight. Business Development activities included
strategic planning, prospect assessments, sales presentations, targeted
workshops, client development and exploitation. Mentored and provided
direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled projects; worked closely
with clients and other public and private organizations to implement projects
on schedule, on budget with high level of quality.
2001 – 2005: California Department of Water Resources, Division of
Planning and Local Assistance, Conjunctive Water Management
Branch, Senior Engineering Geologist.
Provided local technical and
economic assistance to Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley groundwater
authorities and water districts planning, developing, and implementing
conjunctive water projects, groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, and local and regional groundwater monitoring programs.
Elements include developing technical scope, implementing work, providing
geologic and groundwater technical expertise, attending and speaking at
public meetings. Central District, Groundwater Planning Section,
Sacramento, California (early 2001 prior to joining CWMB). Senior
Engineering Geologist, Groundwater Planning Section.
Elements
included: Integrated Storage Investigations Program conjunctive use project
technical support, coordination, and project management; technical support
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on local groundwater monitoring and subsidence programs; technical support
on Bulletin 118; Proposition 13 groundwater grant applications screening and
ranking process for Central District geographic area.
Supervised and
provided direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled program
budgets; worked closely with other DWR groups, agencies and outside
organizations to develop additional local assistance opportunities for DWR.
2000-2001: California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento, California. Associate Engineering Geologist.
Responsible for: multi-year aerial photograph review, identification of
landslides and potentially unstable areas, field reconnaissance and
confirmation, preparation of maps and images using MapInfo, Vertical Mapper,
ArcView, Spatial Analyst, Model Builder, and ArcInfo working closely with GIS
specialists; assisting in development of GIS methodologies and database for
Northern California watersheds assessment/restoration project; review of
timber harvest plans and pre-harvest inspections; review of regional CEQA
documents as related to engineering geologic issues; watershed assessment;
technical presentations at multi-agency meetings and landslide/mass wasting
public workshops.
1997-2000: CalEPA Department of Toxic Substances Control,
Stringfellow Branch, Sacramento, California. Hazardous Substances
Engineering Geologist. Responsible for: groundwater monitoring and
analysis; developing approach and preparing a work plan for a Stringfellow site
revised hydrogeologic conceptual model; researching, providing, and
maintaining a comprehensive environmental data management system;
assembling and contracting with an expert panel for consultation on the site;
evaluating an existing MODFLOW porous media groundwater flow model;
providing direction on the strategy and approach for the development of a
revised groundwater flow and fate & transport model for the Stringfellow site;
providing input on an as needed basis in support of the litigation and
community relations elements of the project.
1993 - 1997: Law Engineering & Environmental Services, Inc.,
Sacramento, California. Manager Project Management. Responsible for
supervising and providing direction to senior project managers; maintaining
appropriate tracking system and controls for assurance of successful execution
of scope, schedule and budget of major projects; maintaining quality assurance
and controls on projects. Responsibilities included development/implementation
of group budget spending plan, establishing performance standards and
evaluating program progress and quality, staff recruiting, mentoring,
maintaining utilization, business development, proposal preparation,
commercial and government project marketing, client maintenance. Project
Manager and Senior Hydrogeologist on hydrogeologic evaluations, site and
regional groundwater quality monitoring programs, hazardous substance site
investigations and remediation. Responsibilities included technical direction of
projects, project scoping, schedule, budget, supervision of field activities,
preparation of documents, developing cost-effective strategies for follow-on
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investigations and removal actions, and negotiating with state regulators on
three Beale Air Force projects totaling more than $15 million.

2010-2013: Appointed to participate on PAC and to lead new Groundwater
Caucus

1988 - 1993: Dames & Moore, Sacramento and Los Angeles, California.
Senior Geologist. Provided hydrogeologic technical support, project
management, regulatory compliance, technical/regulatory strategy, and on a
variety of commercial and industrial DTSC- and RWQCB-lead hazardous
substance sites. Responsibilities included project technical direction, scope
implementation, budgetary control, groundwater quality monitoring and
analysis, supervision of field investigations, document preparation, client
interface, negotiation with regulatory agencies on projects totaling
approximately $5 million.

Department of Interior, Advisory Committee on Water Information,
Subcommittee on Ground Water
2010-Present: Member – Work Group for Pilot Project Implementation,
Nationwide Groundwater Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Co-Chair - Work Group on Implementation for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Member - Work Group on Network Design for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network

1983-86: Independent Consultant, Sacramento, California. Provided
technical assistance on variety of geologic and geophysics projects to other
independent consultants in local area.

National Ground Water Association
2014-Present: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007- 2010: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007 - 2009: Member - Government Affairs Committee
2007 - Present: Chair - Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2005 – Present: Chair - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2004 – 2005, 2007,2009-10: Chair – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2003 – Present: Member – Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2009 – Present: Member - ASR Task Force
2009 – Present: Member - Hydraulic Fracturing Task Force
2008 – 2009: Member – CO2 Sequestration Task Force

1982: Gasch & Associates, Sacramento, California. Geologic assistant
conducting shallow seismic reflection surveys in the Sierra Nevada for buried
gold-bearing stream deposits.

American Ground Water Trust
2009 – 2012: Chair
2005 - 2013: Director

1981 - 1982: Geologic Assistant, Coast Ranges, Avawatz Mountains, White
Mountains, and Kinston Peak Range. Geologic Assistant on various geological
field studies, including gravity surveys, magnetic surveys, landslide and
geologic mapping projects.

California Groundwater Coalition
2007-Present: Director

1986 - 1988: California Department of Health Services, Toxic
Substances Control Division, Southern California Region, Assessment and
Mitigation Unit, Los Angeles, California. Project Manager in the Assessment
and Mitigation Unit. Responsibilities included development and implementation
of work plans and reports for, and regulatory oversight of, State Superfund
preliminary site assessments, groundwater quality monitoring and analysis,
remedial investigations, feasibility studies, remedial action, and interim
remedial measures. Engineering Geologist. Provided technical support to
Permitting, Enforcement, and Site Mitigation Unit staff, including evaluation of
hydrogeologic assessments, groundwater quality monitoring programs, work
plans, and reports on federal and state Superfund sites and active facilities;
assistance in budget preparation; assistance in zone drilling contract review.

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
California Professional Geologist No. 5594
California Certified Engineering Geologist No. 1926
California Certified Hydrogeologist No. 0012
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
California Department of Water Resources, Public Advisory Committee,
Water Plan Update 2013
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Groundwater Resources Association of California
2000 – Present: Director
2000 – 2001: President State Organization
2001 – Present: Legislative Committee Chair
1998-1999 Vice President
1996-1997 Secretary
1995-1996 President Sacramento Branch
1993-1994 Member-at-Large Sacramento Branch
ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
BS 1983, Geology, University of California, Davis
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Graduate studies in hydrogeology, hydrology, engineering geology, waste
management engineering
Selected Publications
California Groundwater Management, Second Edition, Groundwater
Resources Association of California, co-author and project manager, 2005.
Water Contamination by Low Level Organic Waste Compounds in the
Hydrologic System, in Water Encyclopedia, Wiley, 2004.
Potential Groundwater Quality Impacts Resulting from Geologic Carbon
Sequestration, Water Research Foundation, co-author, 2009.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery in the US, ASR 9, American Ground Water
Trust, Orlando Florida, September 2009 – a compilation of key ASR issues on
DVD, contributing editor and speaker, 2010.
Sustainability From The Ground Up – Groundwater Management In California
– A Framework, Association of California Water Agencies, principal author,
2011.
ISMAR9 Call to Action: Sustainable
Directives, Principal Author, 2016.

Groundwater

Management

Policy
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February 26, 2019
By E-mail
Colonel Gregory Ford
Garrison Commander, Presidio of Monterey
United States Army
1759 Lewis Rd
Monterey, CA 93944
gregory.j.ford6.mil@mail.mil
Re:

Subsequent Environmental Impact Statement Required for Disposal
of Army Interest in Fort Ord Groundwater

Dear Colonel Ford:
On behalf of LandWatch Monterey County, I write to request that you ensure that
the Army prepare a subsequent environmental impact statement (“SEIS”) under the
National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) before considering the disposal of any
remaining Army interest in groundwater in the former Fort Ord area.
LandWatch understands that the Army has been asked to convey a portion of its
purported interest in Fort Ord area groundwater to local agencies to facilitate civilian
reuse of the base. NEPA mandates that the Army prepare an SEIS before taking such an
action. Any additional pumping groundwater in the Fort Ord area would contribute to
cumulative overdraft conditions and would induce seawater intrusion, which is clearly a
significant impact.
In a 1993 agreement, the Monterey County Water Resources Agency
(“MCWRA”) agreed to permit the Army to pump up to 6,600 afy of groundwater from
Fort Ord wells in exchange for the Army’s $7.4 million payment toward a replacement
water supply project of at least 6,600 afy. Recognizing that existing pumping was
contributing to seawater intrusion, the 1993 agreement provides that MCWRA would
develop that replacement water supply and that all groundwater pumping in Fort Ord
must cease when the replacement water supply project is completed. The 1993
agreement expressly anticipates completion of the replacement water supply by 1999.
Twenty-five years later, no agency has provided the replacement supply.
The Army’s 1993 and 1996 environmental reviews of Fort Ord disposal and reuse
expressly assume that MCWRA’s agreement to permit the Army to pump up to 6,600 afy
was a “short-term” agreement and that no pumping would be permitted if seawater
intrusion continued. The Army’s environmental reviews provide that civilian reuse of
Fort Ord would require a replacement water supply. The 1993 EIS and the 1996 SEIS

identified a number of replacement water supply projects then under discussion,
including desalination and various surface water transfers. Provision of one of these
replacement water supplies was identified as “non-Army responsibility” mitigation, to
which the local agencies comprising the Fort Ord Working Group had committed
themselves. Again, the 6,600 afy replacement water supply has not been implemented.
In 2001, the Army assigned its interest in Fort Ord groundwater production to
FORA and MCWD, reserving 1,749 afy for its own use. Since then, based on that
assignment, the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (“FORA”), Marina Coast Water District
(“MCWD”), and the local land use jurisdictions that are members of FORA have
assumed that they may pump up to 6,600 afy from the former Fort Ord indefinitely to
support Army operations and civilian reuse, regardless of the environmental impact of
this pumping. Indeed, these agencies have assumed that their only obligation to provide a
water supply is to build additional capacity when groundwater pumping for Fort Ord
reaches the assumed indefinite supply level of 6,600 afy.
LandWatch does not believe that the 1993 agreement between the Army and
MCWRA, or any subsequent assignment of the Army’s interest in that agreement, created
a “water right,” much less a permanent right to pump groundwater regardless of impact
on the aquifer. However, the purpose of this letter is not to address that question. The
purpose of this letter is to advise the Army that it must prepare an SEIS before it takes
any action that induces, or purports to permit, local agencies to increase their
groundwater pumping, including any further assignment of its interests in the 1993
agreement.
An SEIS is required due to significant new circumstances and information,
including
x

the substantial and accelerating increase in seawater intrusion;

x

the unforeseen failure of local agencies to implement the assumed replacement
water supply;

x

the unforeseen decision by local agencies to treat MCWRA’s agreement to
permit the short-term use of 6,600 afy as a permanent “water right;” and

x

the imminent termination of FORA, which will end its management and
allocation of groundwater, leaving MCWD with unfettered discretion as to
groundwater pumping.

An SEIS is also required because any Army decision to assign an interest in groundwater
pumping to support and induce long-term civilian development is a substantial change to
the action the Army evaluated in its 1993 EIS and 1996 SEIS.
We discuss these points in more detail below.
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I.

Background

A. The 1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement permitted the Army to
continue groundwater pumping pending completion of a replacement water
supply that was expected by 1999.
In 1993, the United States Army, planning to dispose of property in Fort Ord,
entered into the Agreement Between the United States of America and the Monterey
County Water Resources Agency Concerning Annexation of Fort Ord Into Zones 2 and
2A of the Monterey County Water Resource Agency. (Agreement No. A-06404 between
U.S.A. and MCWRA, Sept 21, 1993 [“1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement”].)
In that agreement, the Army sought annexation of Fort Ord into MCWRA Zones 2 and
2A, the benefit assessment areas for the Nacimiento and San Antonio reservoirs. The
agreement required that the Army pay MCWRA $7,400,000 and that MCWRA develop a
project to provide at least 6,600 afy of long-term potable water supply because “stopping
all pumping from the Salinas Basin on Fort Ord lands is necessary to mitigate seawater
intrusion.” Until that project was implemented, MCWRA agreed that the Army or its
successors in interest could withdraw 6,600 afy with a maximum of 5,200 afy from the
180-foot and 400-foot Aquifers.
The 1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement contemplated a 6,600 afy
potable water supply replacement project by 2000. Thus, it provided that the Army could
terminate the agreement if MCWRA had not made reasonable progress by December 31,
1999 on that project. Although MCWRA has not developed the 6,600 afy potable water
project, the Army did not terminate the agreement.
B. In 2001, the Army assigned a portion of its groundwater interest to MCWD,
reserving 1,729 afy for its own use.
In 1998, FORA and MCWD entered into the Water/Wastewater Facilities
Agreement, in which FORA agreed to permit MCWD to acquire the Fort Ord water
distribution system from the Army and MCWD agreed to provide water under FORA’s
supervision and oversight. In the 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, FORA
retained primary authority over the Ord community water supply management, including
authority to administer groundwater supply capacity rights consistent with the 1993
Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement, to determine what additional facilities are
necessary, to approve capital spending budgets, and to oversee MCWD’s operations
through a FORA staff Water/Wastewater Oversight Committee. The 1998 Facilities
Agreement reaffirms MCWD’s earlier commitment not to pump more than 1,400 afy
from the Deep Aquifer for use on Fort Ord.
In June 2000, the Army and FORA entered a Memorandum of Agreement for
disposal of the Army’s interests in Fort Ord. In 2001, consistent with that agreement and
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the provisions of the FORA/MCWD 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, the
Army through FORA granted the Fort Ord waters supply infrastructure facilities to
MCWD in the Assignments Of Easements On Former Fort Ord and Ord Military
Community, County of Monterey, And Quitclaim Deed For Water And Wastewater
Systems. This Assignment requires MCWD to assume and comply with the terms and
conditions of the 2001 conveyance of the water systems from the Army to FORA in the
Easement to FORA for Water And Wastewater Distribution Systems Located On Former
Fort Ord, including the obligation “to cooperate and coordinate with parcel recipients,
MCWRA, FORA, MCWD, and others to ensure that all owners of property at the former
Fort will continue to be provided an equitable supply of water at equitable rates.” The
meaning of “equitable supply” is not defined. Critically, there is no assurance that the
equitable considerations will take into account the environmental impacts of providing
that supply.
When the Army conveyed its interest in the Fort Ord property, it assigned its
interest in groundwater under the 1993 Army/MCWRA Annexation Agreement to
MCWD, reserving 1,729 afy of water exclusively for the Federal Government use.
(MOA between Army and FORA, June 20, 2000, Article 5.) The Army has apparently
subsequently conveyed some portion of this reserved interest to others, because the Fort
Ord Reuse Authority reports that the Army now retains an interest of only 1,577 afy.
(FORA, Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2017-2018, p. 12, available at
https://www.fora.org/Reports/AR/AnnualReport2018-Full.pdf.) FORA reports that the
Army consumed 460.45 afy in 2017, and that it has a remaining 1,116.55 afy
“allocation.” (Ibid.) It is this unused “allocation” that LandWatch has been advised that
the Army may seek to convey to local agencies.
C. Prior Army environmental review of Fort Ord reuse acknowledges that the
right to pump groundwater for Fort Ord is limited in time and that a
replacement water supply is required to support civilian reuse of Fort Ord.
To evaluate the impacts, mitigation, and alternatives for the disposal and likely
civilian reuse of Fort Ord, the Army prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
in 1993 and a Supplemental EIS (SEIS) in 1996.
1. 1993 EIS assumes mitigation for civilian reuse will include a replacement
water supply.
The 1993 EIS acknowledges that water demand for civilian reuse will exceed
existing water use, “which already exceeds safe yield of the groundwater system in the
vicinity of Fort Ord.” (1993 SEIS, p. 6-56.) The EIS concludes that “[i]f the increase
were supplied by local wells, seawater intrusion would be accelerated.” (Ibid.) The EIS
recommends as non-Army responsibility mitigation for the reuse scenarios in the 1993
EIS that the local civilian agencies “Increase Water Supply or Decrease Total Water
Demand to Achieve a Balance.” (1993 ROD, pp. 8, 10; 1993 EIS, pp. 6-57 to 6-59.) The
1993 EIR identifies several proposed water projects to supply potable water for reuse,
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including the Salinas Valley Water Transfer project, which would have piped well-water
from the Arroyo Seco cone to coastal areas; desalination of brackish water; a new dam on
the Arroyo Seco; and new reservoirs on the Fort Ord site. (1993 EIR, pp. 6-57 to 6-58.)
None of these projects has been completed or are now being planned.

in seawater intrusion if it is supplied by local wells.” (SEIS, p. 5-20.) Alternative 7 is the
alternative that reflects reuse according to the Base Reuse Plan.

Reflecting the analysis in the 1993 EIS, the 1993 Record of Decision states that
“implementation of the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan will be contingent upon the provision
of a long-term, reliable potable water system.” (1993 ROD, p. 15.) The 1993 ROD
identifies under the heading “Local Commitment to Mitigation Measures” those
mitigation measures that the “community has indicated it will implement.” (1993 ROD,
p. 14.) The community commitment to water supply mitigation recited in the Record of
Decision includes provision of a replacement water supply through a 9,000 afy
desalination project and/or the 11,000 afy Salinas Valley Water Transfer Project:
Water Supply Mitigation Measures
The implementation of the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan will be contingent upon the
provision of a long-term, reliable potable water system. All development will be
phased based upon the following framework for water availability that was
approved in a memorandum of understanding between the Army and the
Monterey County Water Resources Agency. The initial phases of the plan will
have approximately 6,600 acre-feet available for the POM annex, the Army
Reserve Center, McKinney Act users, the California State University, and other
uses, based on water availability and approved by the Fort Ord reuse group
(FORG). Latter stages of development will make use of desalination,
approximately 9,000 acre-feet and water recycling, approximately 9, 000 acrefeet. Water supplies beyond the year 2000 could be augmented by additional
development or substitute for those above based on the availability of 11,000
acre-feet of water from the Salinas Valley Water Transfer Project, which is part of
the Sea Water Intrusion Program.
(1993 ROD, p. 15.) Again, twenty five years later, neither the desalination project for the
Fort Ord area nor the Salinas Valley Water Transfer Project has been implemented.
2. The 1996 SEIS acknowledges that there is no right to pump the 6,600 afy of
groundwater if it causes seawater intrusion and that civilian reuse requires
a replacement water supply.
The Record of Decision for the 1996 SEIS explains that supplemental
environmental review was intended to evaluate changed conditions, which then included
the conveyance of additional assets in excess of the Army’s needs and the completion of
the Base Reuse Plan. (1996 ROD, p. 1.)
The 1996 SEIS acknowledges that “[t]he water demand for Alternative 7 (with or
without the newly excessed lands and revised use areas) would be large enough to result

The 1996 SEIS acknowledges that its 1993 agreement with MCWRA allows it to
“pump up to 6,600 af/yr from its existing wells to meet Army water demands, provided
the pumping does not result in seawater intrusion.” (SEIS, p. 5-20, emphasis added.) In
short, the 1996 SEIS assumed that any continued use of the 6,600 afy interest in
groundwater pumping was contingent on halting seawater intrusion.
The 1996 SEIS states that the water supply for reuse must come from new water
supply projects:
The great majority of the water demand for Alternative 7 derives from civilian
reuse of former Fort Ord lands. These users will need to cooperate with MCWRA
in developing new water supply projects or develop their own water supplies from
other sources (e.g., desalination).
(1996 SEIR, p. 5-20.) The 1996 SEIS states that the member agencies of the Fort Ord
Reuse Group had entered into a Mitigation Agreement in 1994 that provides that “[t]he
reuse of former Fort Ord lands will be planned and implemented in coordination with the
Monterey County Water Resources Agency (MCWRA) and other appropriate agencies to
ensure adequate water supplies for all reuse areas.” (SEIS, p. 3-11.)
In its discussion of cumulative water supply impacts, the 1996 SEIS again states
that the 1994 Mitigation Agreement requires the civilian agencies to develop alternative
water supplies to support phased future development, because the 1993 Agreement
between the Army and MCWRA requires that groundwater pumping cease:
Alternative 7 includes a provision that development will be in phases subject to
the availability of adequate water supplies as coordinated with the MCWRA (see
the "Mitigation Agreement" portion of Section 3.2.2). The initial phase will use
existing supplies that are in excess of Army needs. However, these resources will
not be available after the MCWRA project is completed. Under the terms of
agreement between the Army and MCWRA, pumping from the Fort Ord wells in
the Salinas aquifer will cease unless environmental and national defense
requirements like the project are met. Later phases will be contingent on
development of new water sources. Some combination of new water supplies,
wastewater reclamation, and aggressive water conservation would be needed to
implement Alternative 7 without substantially increasing the rate of seawater
intrusion. The FORA Final Base Reuse Plan (December 1994) suggests that all
these water supply alternatives will be considered in the early phases of reuse but
that desalination will be the likely water source for long-term development of
former Fort Ord (Fort Ord Reuse Authority 1994).
(1996 SEIS, p. 5-54.)
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3. The Army’s 1996 Record of Decision recognizes the MCWD water supply
allocations are based only on the “short-term” use of groundwater.
After quoting the SEIS language regarding the 1994 Mitigation Agreement by the
Fort Ord Working Group, the 1996 Record of Decision acknowledges that the FORA
water supply allocation is based only on the short-term water supply available under the
1993 Annexation Agreement.
FORA has developed and coordinated a water allocation plan for reuse based on
the short-term water supply available as a result of the Army/MCWRA
agreement.
(1996 ROD, Table 3, p. 1.)
D. Overdraft and seawater intrusion have continued and accelerated in the 180foot and 400-foot Aquifer Subbasin, and the Deep Aquifer is being depleted.
LandWatch engaged hydrologist Timothy Parker to evaluate water supply impact
analyses for two recent projects proposed in the Ord Community. Parker is a Certified
Engineering Geologist and Certified Hydrogeologist, with over 25 years of geologic and
hydrologic professional experience. Parker served as a member of the Technical
Advisory Committee to MCWRA in its study of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin
mandated by Policy PS-3.1 of the 2010 Monterey County General Plan.
In 2016, Parker evaluated the water supply analysis for the proposed Monterey
Downs development project. 1 (Exhibit 1, Timothy K. Parker, Technical Memorandum to
John H. Farrow, October 8, 2016; see also Exhibit 2, John H. Farrow, letter to City of
Seaside City Council, October 12, 2016 [forwarding and discussing Parker
memorandum].)
In 2018 Parker evaluated the proposed annexation of portions of the former Fort
Ord to the MCWD service area. 2 (Exhibit 3, Timothy K. Parker, letter to John H.
Farrow, February 15, 2018; see also Exhibit 4, John H. Farrow, letter to MCWD Board of
Directors, February 19, 2018 [forwarding and discussion Parker letter]; Michael L.
DeLapa, letter to MCWD Board of Directors, January 18, 2017 [challenging annexation
without environmental impact report].)

In response to legal challenges to the sufficiency of the Monterey Downs water supply analysis,
which assumed that 6,600 afy could be pumped without significant impact, the City of Seaside reversed its
approval of that project.

1

In response to legal challenges to the sufficiency of the environmental review for the MCWD
annexation, which assumed that 6,600 afy can be pumped without significant impact, MCWD agreed to
eliminate undeveloped sites from the annexation.

2
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Parker explains and documents that overdraft conditions in the 180-foot and 400foot Aquifer Subbasin have persisted since the time of the Army’s 1993 EIS and 1997
SEIS. The Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin still remains out of hydrological balance
by 17,000 to 24,000 afy. (Parker 2016, p. 2.) As Parker explains, efforts to halt seawater
intrusion have not succeeded; and, by 2016, seawater intrusion had advanced more than
five miles further inland compared to conditions in the 1990s. (Id., pp. 2-4.) The most
recent mapping of seawater intrusion from 2017 shows even more dramatic acceleration
of seawater intruded areas, which have occurred despite reductions in MCWD pumping
during the 2006-2015 period. (Parker 2018, p. 1.)
Parker also explains that since 2003, as seawater has intruded the 180-foot and
400-foot aquifers in the coastal area, pumping has been substantially shifted to the Deep
Aquifer, upsetting any potential equilibrium in the Deep Aquifer. (Parker 2016, pp. 1516.) Thus, increased pumping of the Deep Aquifer to supply water for Fort Ord
development will deplete that aquifer and may induce further seawater intrusion. (Ibid.)
In light of the continuing advance of seawater intrusion, MCWRA staff have
recommended a moratorium on new wells in the Pressure 400-Foot Aquifer within an
“Area of Impact” proximate to the 500 mg/l Chloride front. MCWRA also recommended
a moratorium on new wells within the entirety of the Deep Aquifers of the 180/400 Foot
Aquifer Subbasin pending investigation of its viability as a source of water. Under these
circumstances, Parker concludes that any increase in pumping from the MCWD
production wells serving the Ord Community would aggravate seawater intrusion.
(Parker 2018, p. 2.)
II.

The Army must prepare a supplemental EIS before conveying any
portion of its reserved interest in groundwater that might be used to
support further development.

Before the Army considers assigning or allocating any additional portion of its
reserved interest in groundwater to FORA, MCWD, local land use agencies, or particular
development projects, the Army must complete a supplemental environmental impact
statement.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that an agency “shall
prepare supplements to either draft or final environmental impact statements if (i) The
agency makes substantial changes in the proposed action that are relevant to
environmental concerns; or (ii) There are significant new circumstances or information
relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts. (40
CFR § 1502.9(c).) The Army’s own regulations for implementing NEPA provide that
“Army NEPA documentation must be periodically reviewed for adequacy and
completeness in light of changes in project conditions.” (32 C.F.R. § 651.5(g).)
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A. An SEIS is mandated by significant new circumstances and information.
Here, an SEIS is mandated by significant new circumstances and information
relevant to groundwater impacts from pumping to support reuse of the former Fort Ord.
First, seawater intrusion has accelerated as Fort Ord pumping and other
cumulative pumping from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin has continued. (Parker
2016, pp. 2-5; Parker 2018 pp. 1-2.) The Army’s 1996 SEIS acknowledges that its 1993
agreement with MCWRA allows it to “pump up to 6,600 af/yr from its existing wells to
meet Army water demands, provided the pumping does not result in seawater intrusion.”
(1996 SEIS, p. 5-20, emphasis added.) Clearly, the prior environmental reviews did not
assume that the 6,600 afy of groundwater pumping would occur in the face of continued
seawater intrusion.
Second, neither MCWRA nor local agencies have developed the replacement
water supply called for in the 1993 MCWRA/Army agreement. MCWRA now
acknowledges that its efforts to halt seawater intrusion have not yet been successful, and
that additional groundwater management projects would be required. (Parker 2016, pp.
4-5, 21-27.) The Army’s 1993 EIS and 1996 SEIS are predicated on the assumption that
local agencies had committed themselves to avoid aggravating seawater intrusion and
would do so by developing a replacement water supply before permitting new
development. (1993 EIS, pp. 6-57 to 6-58; 1993 ROD, pp. 14-15; 1996 SEIR, pp. 3-11,
5-54.)
Third, because FORA and MCWD have treated the short-term supply of 6,600 afy
of groundwater as a permanent supply, local land use agencies have permitted
development without making that development contingent on provision of a replacement
water supply. MCWD acknowledges that its sole potable water supply source is the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and that to serve Fort Ord development it relies
entirely on the purported 6,600 afy “allocated groundwater pumping rights” that
MCWRA granted to the Army in 1993. (MCWD, 2015 Urban Water Management Plan,
June 2016, p. 30, available at
https://www.mcwd.org/docs/engr_files/MCWD_2015_UWMP_Final.pdf.) MCWD
claims that “[u]nder that 1993 Agreement, 6,600 afy of Salinas Basin groundwater is
available for use on Ord Community lands.” (Id., p. 16.) MCWD projects that by 2035,
water demand to support Fort Ord development will total 8,292 afy. (Id., pg. 21, Table
3.5.) However, MCWD claims that it will not have to find additional water supplies
until it has exhausted the 6,600 afy “existing groundwater pumping rights.” (Id., p. 16.)
In effect, MCWD and FORA now assume that the “short-term” 6,600 afy interest in
groundwater pumping MCWRA granted to the Army in 1993 represents a permanently
available supply that can be relied on to support indefinitely the permanent civilian
residential and commercial development projects. As discussed above, the Army’s prior
environmental reviews assumed that a replacement water supply would be implemented
and that all groundwater pumping would cease.
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Fourth, FORA is now required to sunset by 2020 (Gov. Code, § 67700(a)), and
there is no committed plan in place to limit future groundwater pumping to support
civilian reuse. (See Exhibit 3, John Farrow, letter to MCWD Board of Directors re
Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community Sphere of Influence
Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast Water District (MCWD), February 19,
2018, pp. 4-8.) When FORA’s oversight of groundwater resources ends and 1998
Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement terminates, MCWD will have no constraint on
its groundwater pumping other than the obligation to provide an “equitable supply of
water at equitable rates.” (Id., p. 6.) As discussed, the Army’s prior environmental
review assumed that FORA would allocate only the “short-term” use of groundwater.
(1996 ROD, Table 3, p. 1.)
B. An SEIS is mandated by substantial change to the previously proposed
action.
The Army’s future allocation of any additional portions of its reserved interest in
groundwater to support and induce long-term development in the former Fort Ord would
be a substantial change to the Army’s proposed 1993 and 1996 actions to dispose of and
permit reuse of Fort Ord. That action contemplated that the 6,600 afy would not be used
indefinitely and permanently to support civilian reuse, but instead would be a short-term
arrangement pending provision of a replacement supply.
C. The Army committed itself to supplemental environmental review in its 1993
EIS and 1996 SEIS.
The 1993 Record of Decision commits the Army to “develop additional environmental
analysis following this record of decision (ROD) to address impacts of those uses in the
community’s reuse plan not already addressed in the EIS.” (1993 ROD, p. 3.) Neither
the 1993 EISW nor the 1996 SEIS evaluated the impact of the permanent commitment of
6,600 afy to support civilian reuse. To the contrary, the prior reviews assumed that
groundwater pumping on the former Fort Ord would cease when a replacement water
supply was developed.
The Army also committed itself not to dispose of property before evaluating the
reuse impacts:
The Army will not dispose of property for reuse not covered by this EIS until the
environmental evaluation is complete. The additional evaluation will be used to
determine if adequate planning changes or mitigation measures have been
developed or included through the local planning process.
(1993 ROD, p. 3.) Accordingly, the Army should not dispose of its remaining interest in
water supply without an SEIS because it is now clear that “adequate planning changes or
mitigation measures” have not been “developed or included through the local planning
process.”
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The 1996 ROD acknowledges that an SEIS is required for changed conditions,
e.g., completion of Base Reuse Plan and the conveyance of additional assets in excess of
Army’s needs. (1996 ROD, p. 1.) The sunsetting of FORA, the termination of the 1998
Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement governing water supply, and the end of the Base
Reuse Plan are at least as significant changes in conditions as the initial completion of the
Base Reuse Plan. Furthermore, the conveyance of an additional interest in groundwater
in excess of the Army’s needs is property disposition that would also demand an SEIS.
III.

Request for notice

Pursuant to 40CFR § 1506.6(b)(1), LandWatch requests mailed and e-mailed
notice of NEPA-related hearings, public meetings, and the availability of environmental
documents related to any action by the Army concerning groundwater in the former Fort
Ord, including, but not limited to, any proposed disposal of the Army’s interest in
groundwater in the former Fort Ord. (See also 32 CFR §§651.22, 651.23, 651.25,
651.36, 651.47 [public involvement required for Army NEPA compliance].) Notice
should be provided as follows:
Michael Delapa
Executive Director
LandWatch Monterey County
306 Capitol Street, Suite 101
Salinas, CA 93901
execdir@landwatch.org

IV.

John Farrow
M. R. Wolfe & Associates. P.C.
555 Sutter Street, Suite 405
San Francisco, CA 94102
jfarrow@mrwolfeassociates.com

Offer to meet

LandWatch encourages the Army to consider the issues raised in this letter before
it takes any action affecting groundwater in the former Fort Ord. LandWatch is willing to
meet with you or other Army representatives to discuss these issues and to attempt to
resolve LandWatch’s concerns about groundwater use in the Fort Ord area.
.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
John Farrow

JHF:hs
cc:

Fort Ord Reuse Agency
Marina Coast Water District

County of Monterey Board of Supervisors and Chief Administrative Officer
City of Seaside City Council and City Manager
City of Marina City Council and City Manager
City of Monterey City Council and City Manager
City of Del Rey Oaks City Council and City Manager
California State University at Monterey Bay, Office of the President
Exhibits
1. Timothy K. Parker, Technical Memorandum to John H. Farrow, October 8,
2016.
2. John H. Farrow, letter to City of Seaside City Council, October 12, 2016.
3. Timothy K. Parker, letter to John H. Farrow, February 15, 2018.
4. John H. Farrow, letter to MCWD Board of Directors, February 19, 2018.
5. Michael L. DeLapa, letter to MCWD Board of Directors, January 18, 2017.
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KKLUMKH HMKKL9* 9

P
6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6**9P:M.)P:Q7&# ),(#
*,.'(.) .,-)/,-6/&&.#(LLS6&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6LSK@OKK)).
+/# ,/-#(60#&&.
"..*8@@11191.,99!)0@!,)/(1.,@/&&.#(LLS@-#(-,#*.#)(-@N:KO9KL9* 9

Q
6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6**9P:M.)P:T9
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)(#.#)(-6()(.#(/,)/!".)(#.#)(-,*,)$..)/--/-.(.#&
&#(-#()."!,)/(1.,"C.#)(N9OD(-.),!C.#)(O9OD9R
"&# ),(#*,.'(.) .,-)/,-CD#-,+/#,3."/-.#(&
,)/(1.,(!'(...)-#!(.->,#.#&&3)0,, .?.")-!,)/(1.,
-#(- ),1"#">continuation of present water management practices would probably

result in significant adverse overdraft-related environmental, social, or economic
impacts9”S#(.# #."LSK@OKK:)).+/# ,) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,
-#(-,#.#&&3)0,, .#( (/,3MKLQ9T

:0 "%'&'""!'%"&*'%!'%(&"!
")(.,3)/(.3.,-)/,-!(3C>?D(*,--),!(#-"0
#'*&'(.-0,&*,)$.-.),---1.,#(.,/-#)(3-.),#(!-/, 1.,6
#(,-#(!,",!6(,/#(!!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!&)(!.")-.9LK"-#(&/
."#'#(.)(((.)(#)-,0)#,-61.,,3&#(!.)-/**),.."-.,)0#&&
1., (.,/-#)(,)$.6(."&#(-&&3.,,)$.CD9"#-."
')-.,(.) ."-*,)$.-6)'*&.#(MKLK9
"  ),."2*&#(-.".-1.,#(.,/-#)(#-.,'#(3."')/(.(
&).#)() */'*#(!6(0,#-#(,-*)(-.)((/&*..,(-) *,#*#..#)(9/-
)-.&*/'*#(!/--!,.,#(.,/-#)(#'*.-6."')-. .#0'#.#!.#)( ),
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#-,/.#)() */'*#(!#()-.&,-9LL )10,6.).&*/'*#(!#(
.""3,/&#&&3)((.&-)'..,-8
EF/'*#(!#(.")-.&,&)--..)."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(."-!,.,
#( &/()(-1.,#(.,/-#)(."(*/'*#(!#(0&&3,'),#-.(. ,)'."
,)(.90,."&--6*/'*#(!#(", .--1.,#(.,/-#)(/-"
-/,,1-1., ,)'."-'-#(9LM

R
6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6**9P:R.)P:S6-&-N:M(O:Q
#(.#)(-N9O(O9O9

S
6,#.#&&30,, .-#(-60#&&.
"..*8@@11191.,99!)0@!,)/(1.,@-!'@)9 '9

T
6,#.#&&30,, .-#(-CL@MKLQD60#&&.
"..*8@@11191.,99!)0@!,)/(1.,@-!'@* -@H-#(-&9* 9

LK
,#()-..,#-.,#.CD6,(.,(!'(.&(CD6MKLK6**9
NK:NL9

LL
6#(& 6*9M:NQ60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@-&#(-H0&&3H1.,H*,)$.H @)/'(.-@#(&UMK :
 UMKH:)&UMKL9* 9
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6#(& 6*9M:NP.)M:NQC'*"-#-#(),#!#(&D9
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"MKKM *,#.."..")/&"&.-1.,-)(."')/(.(
&).#)() LTTP'(9LN )10,6#.)/&().--/,.".."1)/&"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(MKNK60(.")/!".).&'(1--.#'..)&#(6/-) 
*,)$./,(!,)1."(--)#."#!",'(#(."(),.",(() ."-#(69!96
."),.,,9LO
-().#(.#)(N9M9O6)0,&&1.,'(#(."-#(#-(.##*..)&#(
3MKNK6/..).&/,((-,*,)$..)#(,- ,)'OP6KKK,: .*,
3,CD#(LTTP.)SP6KKKCTKU#(,-D-)(*,)$.!,)1."6
&,!*,.) 1"#"#-2*..))/,#(."(),.",(() ."0&&39"
')&#(!-")1-.".1#."*,)$.MKNK'(-6-1.,#(.,/-#)(1#."
#'*&'(..#)() ."*,)*)-*,)$.'3.).&M6MKK,: .*,3,CD
CLK6PKK) #(.,/-#)(#-(.##*..))/,1#.")/.."*,)$.D9),."#-
,-)(6.", . @ ,*),.-.".."'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(
."&)(!.,'9LP
" &-)/.#)(.".>(3#.#)(&1.,(-1#."#((#(.,/
!,)/(1.,-#(1)/&2,.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?LQ
;0 *'%!'%(&"!*!"'"!'%",(%%!' ! !'"%'&
(& !&+#%"'"!&0
.."'(.L*,-(.-#-/--#)() ."')&#(!--/'*.#)(-)'*,.)
-/-+/(.)(#.#)(-(#-/--#)() =-/,,(.%()1&!'(.(
-#(.# #)/'(..#)(.".."2#-.#(!!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-,().
-/ ##(..)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."9.."'(.L')(-.,.-.".8
•

•

" --/'.".-#(!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!1)/&&#(
-/-.(.#&&3 ,)'LTTP.)MKNK6 ,)'OQN6KKK 3.)OON6KKK 36-)(&,!
2*.,/.#)(-#(!,#/&./,&*/'*#(!61"#")'#(.--#(1.,'(9
)10,6!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(."MK3,--#(LTTP-/-.(.#&&32
LTTP&0&-60,!#(!1&&)0,PKK6KKK 39

)&#(! ),."/(,-..."&0&) *)-.:LTTP*/'*#(!."."-
./&&3)/,,(.".6#((30(.6." )(&3&#'."
1)/&"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&(/-9

"2#-.#(!!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-"0)(&3(&.)-&)1
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9"#&,*),.--")1."..",.) -1.,#(.,/-#)("-
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&#(-#(."&-.,)/!".:#(/-*#%#(#(.,/-#)(/,#(!LTTR:LTTT6
#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-9/,.",'),6(1,)/!".:#(/-*#%61"#".3*#&&3
)&&)1-,)/!". .,&!*,#)) -)'3,-6#-()1&#%&3.))/,/.)."
&.(. .-,(.,)/!".9LR

• "/-6"-)(&/.".(1*,)$.),*,)$.--/**&3#(!(#.#)(&
OS6KKK 3) !,)/(1.,,",!6)0,()0.".-/**&#3."6
1)/&,+/#,#(),,.)'#(.#(*,)..#0!,)/(1.,&0.#)(--/ ##(.
.))(.,)&-1.,#(.,/-#)(9

0  "!'%,"*!& 2&&(&&"!"*'%&(##, #'&"(&&"!
*'%&(##,"'"!!%',"#( #!&,&' &!&&( &''
'!&,'% %"'*'&*'%!'%(&"!9

" ,*),.-.".6*/,-/(..)LTTN!,'(.((2#(!."),.,,#(.))(-
M(M) .")(.,3)/(.3.,-)/,-!(36,#()-..,#-.,#.
CD'31#.",1/*.)Q6QKK 3 ,)'." ),/-#(.",)''/(#.39
C *9O9S:T9D" ,*),.-.".."),.,/-/."),#.3CD"--/:
&&).."#-Q6QKK 3.)."'',!(#-."."0&)&&(/-$/,#-#.#)(#(."
,)''/(#.37."..")-'',!(#-"0#(./,(&&).-)') ."#,-/:
&&).#)(-.)**,)00&)*'(.*,)$.-7(.".-#()(.,3)/(.3-.#&&
,.#(OLM9T 3) ."#,,-*.#0-/:&&).#)(-."."0().3.()''#...)
**,)0*,)$.-9C *9O9LT:M.)O9LT:P9D" )(&/-.".."#-/(&&).
1.,1)/&-/ ##(..)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.6/..".#.#)(&1.,
-/**&#-1)/&,+/#, ),"--O:Q9C *9O9LT:MO6O9S:NO9D
")(.,3)1(- )(&/-."."--L:N) ."*,)$.1#&&()."0
-#!(# #(.#'*.)(!,)/(1.,/-CLD.")-*"-->1)/&)(&3/-!,)/(1.,
.".#-1#."#(=-2#-.#(!Q6QKK&&).#)(?(CMD>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3
#-)(-#,,&#&)(+/(.#.3(+/&#.3-#-9?C *9O9S:NO7- *9O9LT:
NM9D-#-/--#(."(2..1)-.#)(-6(#.",) ."-.1),-)(- ),)(&/#(!."
#'*.#-().-#!(# #(.,$/-.# #9



")(&/-#)(.".>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#-)(-#,,&#&)(+/(.#.3(
+/&#.3-#-?C *9O9S:NOD#-.%( ,)'.".,/**&3----'(.CD9LS"
#( ),'.#)(#(.%(#(./,( ,)'."MKLK,(.,(!'(.&(
CD9LT (-/**),.) ."&#'.".."1.,-/**&3#->,&#&?." &-)#.-
-./#--.#'.#(!*,)$.1.,'((0&/.#(!-.),'1.,,/() (,",!7
")10,."-#.#)(&)/'(.-,)(,(1#."*,)$.'(-.#'.-6-1,

LN



•

6 6**9N:MN.)N:MO9


LO

9

LR

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6**9P:R.)P:S9
6.,/**&3----'(.(,#..(,# #.#)() /**&3 ),)(.,3)1(-
*# #&(6MKLM6**9MM:MN9

LT
6,(.,(!'(.&(CD6MKLK6*9PN9




LS

LP

6#(& 6*9TL9

LQ

6, . 6*9R:R9
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/-!-.#'.-6(-.),'1.,,/() 6()().*,)0#(3#-/--#)() !,)/(1.,
#'*.-.)."/.)#(,-*/'*#(!.".#-().)(.#(#(."(
9MK
"=-#-/--#)() 1.,-/**&3>,&##&#.3?#.3."#-2*,--&3-)(
."&#'-.".."1#&&#( .&#'#(.)0,, .#(!(*,0(.-&#(
)(.'#(.#)((.".*/'*#(!1#&&,-*.>&)(!:.,'- 3#&-8?
P9L.,/**&3&##&#.3:#(!&(/&.#*&,3,('()'*,#-)(
",(.,(!'(.&((#(!.,+/#,--,#*.#)() 1.,
*,)0#,=--/**&3,&##&#.3(0/&(,#&#.3.)-"),.! ),(0,!1.,3,6
-#(!&,33,),'/&.#*&,33,-9/"(&3-#-#-')-.&,&3,&0(..)
1.,-3-.'-.".,-/**&#3-/, 1.,9#(."/&%) =--/**&3
#-!,)/(1.,(.",'#(,#- ,)'-&#(.-/**&36-"),.:('#/':
.,'"3,)&)!#0(.-)0,*,#)) &--."( #03,-/-/&&3"0&#..&
,#(!)(1.,0#&#&#.39,)/(1.,-3-.'-.(.)"0&,!,",!
,-9"&#(--#(#-#3.1)&,!-.),!,-,0)#,-6#'#(.)(
((.)(#)6*,)0##(!)/.RKK6KKK: .) -.),!9"-,-,0)#,-,!/&.
-/, 1.,#( &)1.)."-#(-"# .#(!1#(., &)1-#(.)-*,#(!(-/'',
,&-- ),)(-/'*.#0/-61"#"&-)&&)1- ),#(,--#(,",!9"
&#(-&&3.,,)$.#-2*..)#(,-."0,!&0&) 
!,)/(1.,-.),!6')0#(!."-#( ,)'-#./.#)(1",0,!-.),!#-
&#(#(!.)(.#(,-#(-.),!) )/.Q6KKK: .((/&&39,)0#
!,)/(1.,#-*,).. ,)')(.'#(.#)((&)(!:.,'- 3#&-#(."-#(
,,-*.61.,#-0#&&((/&&31#.")/.,!,.)-"),.:.,',)/!".-9
"#-#-/.)."&,!-.),!0)&/') ."-#(.".(/.#&#4.)) -.
((/&0,#.#)(-#(-/, ,/() 9", ),6=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#- /&&3
0#&&#(((/&0,!6-#(!&,33,('/&.#*&,33,-9ML
"MKLK#-/---*,0#)/-!,)/(1.,'(!'(. ),.-#(&/#(!."
#'#(.)(((.)(#),-,0)#,-(."-.,)0#&&1., (.,/-#)(,)$.
C D9MM"."(-..-.".."1-0&)*.)> /&&3&#'#(.-#(

MK
9!96 **9O9S:OS.)O9S:OT6 6**9LL9O:LQMN6LL9O:LQMS.)LL9O:LQMT6LL9O:
LQLL6LL9O:LPQT6LL9O:LPRO6LL9O:LPRP6LL9O:LPSP6#.#(!)(.,3 ),-,%,)$..,
'((1!(,.#)(C ),-,%.,1,DC"#.-)((!#(,-6/!/-.LQ6MKLMD7
.,/**&3----'(.(,#..(,# #.#)() /**&3 ),.")(.,3)1(-*# #&(
C" 5"&,)(-/&.#(!(!#(,-6)0',Q6MKLMD7.,/**&3----'(. ),."
)(.,3)1(-*# #&(*..)&P:MC,#()-..,#-.,#.6)0',MS6
MKLMD7#.3) -#A)(.,3)1(-/**&'(.C#')(-. (),*),.6,/,3
ML6MKLOD7()(.,3)1(-.,(1,'(./3CDC#')(-.
(),*),.6*.',MO6MKLMD9

ML
6MKLK6*9PN9

MM
6MKLK6**9NK:NL9
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)0,, .(-1.,#(.,/-#)(6?(&#'-.".>')&#(!)(&/-.".."#-
)'*)((.1#&&&#'#(.-#()0,, .(#(.,/-#)(9?MN"MKLK,*),.-.".
."--/'-."..",1#&&MK6KKK 3,/.#)(#('(3MKNK6
)(-#-.(.1#."." =-')&#(!--/'*.#)(-9MO"MKLO/**&'(.
*,*,3#')(-.)("& ) ."**&#(.,*),.-."-&#'-.".."
1#&&,0,-.")0,, .)(#.#)(C,-/&.#(>(.#(,-#(-.),!) )/.
Q6KKK: .((/&&3?D60)#-&#()(.'#(.#)(6(.".'(#-*,)$..)
&#(MK6KKK 33MKNK9MP
)10,6." 6."6(."/**&'(.&& #&.),*),..".."
%()1&!-.".."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.)(.#(/-.)0(#(."0##(#.3) ."
,#((,)''/(#.36(.",.(-."1&&--/**&3#(!.",)''/(#.39MQ"3
&-) #&.),*),..".."-..-.".."#-2*..)"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)()(&3-)(LTTP*/'*#(!-&#(6.".>#.#-/(,.#(1".",."#-)/.)'
1#&&),()/../,,(.&32*.&0&-) */'*#(!#(,--#(.")-.&',!#(-) 
.",--/,-/,6?(."."-&-))/'(.."..">'3()."&.
#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!,/((.".#.#)(&-/, 1.,&#0,-#(.).")-.&,!#)(?
'3(9MR#.",." 6."6),."/**&'(.#-/--=-
/,,(.,*),.-()/'(..#)(6#-/--#(.."'(.L6.".CLD'("-
2."'(*,)$.#)(-/-3."')&#(!6CMD./&*/'*#(!#(."
#-/(-/-.#(&1#.")/.0,-#'*.-/-#.2-."&)(!:.,'- 3#&6
(CND#.#)(&!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-61"#",(#.",)''#..(),
/(6,(.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(/-3/,,(.*/'*#(!/-."
1#&&().)-)9
0  "!'%,"*!& !,&&&&"!'(!"(!&&( #'"!
'''%*"(!"&!!' #'&"!&'"'"%' %#( #!&
&&'!=-=88,."*)%-!,'"!#( #!*(%'%%)'
+&'!&*'%!'%(&"!%%&&"*'%#"%'"!&"'=-=88,
% !(!"'0

-().6'$),*,'#-) ." =-)(&/-#)(.".1.,-/**&3#'*.- ),"--L:N
,().-#!(# #(.#-.".."*,)$.>1)/&)(&3/-!,)/(1.,.".#-1#."#(=-
2#-.#(!Q6QKK&&).#)(9?C *9O9S:NO9D )10,6."2#-.() 1.,-/**&3


MN



MO

6MKLK6*9NL9
6MKLK6*9OL9


MP

#')(-.6/**&'(.6MKLO6*9LN9


MQ

6MKLK6*9NQ9

MR

6MKLK6*9OM9
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(.#.&'(.)-().#'*&3."..",,()#'*.- ,)'/-#(!.".1.,9",&0(.
+/-.#)( ),#'*.(&3-#-#-1".",#(,-*/'*#(!.)-/**),.."*,)$.1#&&
/-*"3-#&#'*.-6,!,&--) (3(.#.&'(..)/-.".1.,9-#-/--&)16
#.#)(&*/'*#(!#(."6-*#&&3#(.")-.&,-61#&&#( .!!,0.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6/.." )-().%()1&!."#--,&0(.-#- ),#'*.
(&3-#-9
" */,*),.-.).#, ,)'.",)!,' *,*, ),."-/-&(#(LTTR
C." D9 )10,6." #().--/'."..",1)/&()-#!(# #(.
!,)/(1.,#'*.-/(&--(/(.#&,)''/(#.3*/'*#(!,"-Q6QKK 39"
 (&3-#-) 1.,-/**&3#'*.-'%-#.&,.".#().(--,#&32*.
.".Q6QKK 3)/&*/'* ,)'(."),.,1#.")/./-#(! /,.",-1.,
#(.,/-#)(6(#.-'#.#!.#)()-().*,'#.."!(#-.)&3-)&/.#)(# #(.,/-#)(
*,-#-.-9
" #'*.(&3-#-+/&# #-(3,&#()(."Q6QKK 3&&).#)(3-..#(!
.".*).&1.,-/**&3#->--/'.)--/, ,)'1&&1.,/(.#&,*&'(.
#-'0#&&3."6?/.)(&3>*,)0#.".-/"1#.",1&-)().
&,..")0,, .(-1.,#(.,/-#)(*,)&'-#(."&#(-&&3
!,)/(1.,+/# ,9?C *9O:PNC'*"-#-DD9 .-..-.".."Q6QKK 3
>)/&?-/**),.." #,-.*"-) ,)''/(#.30&)*'(..",)/!"MKLP(."(
().->!#0(."2#-.#(!)(#.#)() ."!,)/(1.,+/# ,6.",#-*/&#)(,()0,
."#&#.3) ."1.,1&&-.)<--/,=0(."Q6QKK 39?C *9O:PN9D"/-6."
 0&/.-."#'*.-) .".",)/!"MKLP#(.1)#-.#(.(&3--6)() 
1"#"--/'-.".Q6QKK 3(-/**&#1#.")/.#'*.-(.").",) 1"#"
--/'-.".#.(().9 (*,.#/&,6#.*,)0#-.".>EF--/'#(!!,)/(1.,1&&-)(
),',),.,1,&.)-/**&3Q6QKK 36?(#.#)(&R6TNM 3) -/**&31)/&
,+/#,3MKLP9C 6*9O:PN9D )10,6#.."(*,)0#-#(."&.,(.#0.".
>E#F !,)/(1.,1&&-1,/(&.)-/**&3."*,)$.MKLP'() Q6QKK 3) 
1., ), ),',),.,&(/--69!96# */'*#(!/- /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)
."&#(-&&3+/# ,6?#.#)(&-/**&#-1)/&"0.)0&)*-))(,6(
0( /,.",,)''(->.".(&.,(.1.,-/**&3-)/,6-/"-)(:-#.-.),!
#&#.#-6)(-#,9?C 6*9O:PO9D
" *,)0#--*# #*)&#3,+/#,'(.-.)(-/,+/.6.#'&3'#.#!.#)(
) -1.,#(.,/-#)(6'#.#!.#)(.".'3(.)#'*&'(. ),Q6QKK 3#-
)''#..),*/'* ),(10&)*'(.9)&#3:L,+/#,-.".."'',-
>-"&&(-/,#.#)(&1.,-/**&39?)&#3:M,+/#,-)(#.#)(#(!*,)$.**,)0&
)(0,# #.#)() (>--/,&)(!:.,'1.,-/**&39?)&#3:N,+/#,-."'',
!(#-))*,.1#."(>.)'#.#!. /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(
-)(."&#(-&&3-#((!'(.&(9?,)!,':N9L,+/#,-."'',
!(#-.)1),%1#."."1.,!(#->.)-.#'./,,(.- 3#&-1#."#(.")(.2.
) ."&#(-&&3-#((!'(.&( ),.")-*),.#)(-) ." ),',),.,
)0,&3#(!."&#(-&&3(-#!,)/(1.,-#(-6.).,'#(0#&&1.,
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-/**&#-9?"-()1.,'#(.".."- 3#&) .",--/,/,#-)/.
LLK6KKK.)LLR6KKK 3(.".2#-.#(!*/'*#(!2-."#-- 3#&3)/.LM6KKK.)
LT6KKK 39MS (6." %()1&!-.".*/'*#(!#(."LSK: )).(OKK:
)).+/# ,-">2- 3#&6-#(#.3-1.,#(.,/-#)((1.,&0&-
&)1-&0&9?C *9O:QN9D" -..-."..">)(#.#)(-) ."TKK:
)).+/# ,,/(,.#(?6#(&/#(!."- 3#&(1".",."+/# ,#-#()0,, .9
 
" 2*&#(-.".)&##-:L6:M6(:N,#(.(.)> #,'."&)&
$/,#-#.#)(-=)''#.'(..)*,0(.#(! /,.",",'.)."&)&+/# ,-9993&#'#.#(!
0&)*'(.#(),(1#."."0#&#&#.3) -/,-/**&#-9?C 6*9O:PP9D
"2*&##.*,)0#-#)(- ),.,'#(.#)() - 3#&( ),&,.#)() 1.,-/**&3
*,)$.-# Q6QKK 3(().-/**&#1#.")/. /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(&,&3
')(-.,.."#(.(..".."'',!(#-().-#'*&3 ,.#)(/(.#&Q6QKK 3"-
(&&)..)0&)*'(.*,)$.-# -1.,#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-9).")(.,,36#.
-'-&,.".." #,.."'',!(#->.)'#.#!. /,.",-1.,
#(.,/-#)(?36')(!).",."#(!-6(-/,#(!.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!3)(."
.,'#(- 3#&#-().*,'#.. ),(10&)*'(.*,)$.-9" =-
/'/&.#0(&3-#-'%-#.&,.".)&#3:N)-().*,'#./(,#.#&,&#()(
Q6QKK 3&&).#)(8>2#-.#(!1.,&&).#)(-) Q6QKK 39991)/&&&)1 ),
0&)*'(..)*,).)."3,MKLP6*,)0#.".-1.,#(.,/-#)()(#.#)(-,
().2,.C)&#3:ND9?C *9P:PC'*"-#-D9D
(-/'6/(&#%.")(.,3)1(- 6." )-().--/'.".."Q6QKK 3
(.#.&'(.#--/ ##(.-#-.).,'#(1".",.",1#&&-#!(# #(.1.,
-/**&3#'*. ,)')(.#(/!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!9
-#-/--)06."*,)&') -1.,#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-#.-',"#(&(6,+/#,#(!
*,,*&'(.1&&--."0)&/') /-&!,)/(1.,&#(-6("-().(
-)&0#(."LT3,--#(.",.# #.#)() ."LTTR 9 ( .6-#(."
,.# #.#)() ."LTTR 6-1.,#(.,/-#)('*-(.&-')(-.,.(
0() )0,M'#&-#(."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.#(."LSK: )).+/# ,#(."),.
,,(-/-.(.#&0(-&-1",#()."."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-
"0)/,,9MT-."#-&)--6-1&&-"0)')(.'#(.6#."-(
(--,3.),#&&(11&&- ,.",#(&((.)#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."-:3.
/()(.'#(.TKK: )).+/# ,9NK(.",,()/,,(.&3)''#..6 /(*,)$.-
.".,2*..)-)&0."*,)&'9-#-/--&)16." *,-(.-()0#(
.".*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,1#&&0)#!!,0.#)() -1.,#(.,/-#)(6(

MS

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9


MT

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6**9P:M.)P:P9

NK

6MKLK6**9NN:NR9
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.",#-&,0#(.).")(.,,39 (&#!".) ."#-6." -")/&#-&)-.".
#(,-*/'*#(!.)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.1)/&"0*).(.#&&3-#!(# #(.
#'*.),)/&'%)(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(.)-#!(# #(./'/&.#0#'*.)(."
!,)/(1.,+/# , ,)'1"#"."*,)$.1)/&-/**&#9
"')-.,(.)'*,"(-#0-./3.)."')(-.,.-."..",#-#,.
)((.#)(.1((3#.#)(&!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.",--/,/,(
#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(9"MKLP..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(
*),.#(#.-."..",--/,/,,'#(-#()0,, .(.".!,)/(1.,
&0.#)(-,1&&&)1)/'(.*,)..#0&0.#)(-9NL"/-6#.)(&/-."..">
:LSK+/# ,)(.#(/-.)-/-*.#&.)-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(#.#-/(&#%&3.".."#-
-#./.#)(1#&&,0,-#(.")'#(!3,-6*,.#/&,&3# .",)/!".)(#.#)(-
)(.#(/9?NM",*),.&-)-..-.".>!,)/(1.,&0.#)(-1&&&)1."*,)..#0
&0.#)(-#(#.."..":OKK+/# ,)(.#(/-.)-/-*.#&.) 6*,.#/&,&3# 
."/,,(.,)/!".)(#.#)(-)(.#(/#(.).")'#(!3,-9?NN",*),.,)''(-
,/#(!2#-.#(!*/'*#(!#(.",--/,/,/->."/,,(.#-.,#/.#)() 
!,)/(1.,2.,.#)(-#-().-/-.#(&9?NO",*),.2*&#(.".)0,."*,#)) 
(&3-#-6 ,)'LTPN.)MKLN6.","-((0,!&)--) -.),! ),."(.#,) 
,)'LR6KKK 3.)MO6KKK 39NP>1.,#(.,/-#)(()/(. ),LS6KKK 3) .".).&
-.),!&)--) MO6KKK 39?NQ (-"),.6"#.#)(&,: )).) */'*#(!#(.",--/,
/,#(/-(#.#)(&K9RP,: )).) -1.,#(.,/-#)(9
0  "!'%,"*!& !,&&&&"!'(!"(!&&( #'"!
'''%*"(!"&!!' #'&"!&&(##,&3%04

-().)06.").",'$),*,'#-) ." =-)(&/-#)(.".1.,-/**&3#'*.-
),"--L:N1)/&().-#!(# #(.#-.".>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#-)(-#,
,&#&)(+/(.#.3(+/&#.3-#-9?C *9O9S:NO9D ,6>,&##&#.3?-.".,'#-
/-#(." 66(6)-().#'*&3."..",1)/&()-#!(# #(.
!,)/(1.,#'*. ,)'/-#(!."-/**&39
#,-.6(,,+/#,.),-->,&##&#.3?) 1.,-/**&3631"#"
."&1-#'*&3,+/#,-(&3-#-) 1".",1.,1#&&0#&&/,#(!(),'&6-#(!&

NL

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:R9


NM

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:R9

NN

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:S9




NO

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9Q:N9


NP

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9:LQ9

NQ

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP66*9:LQ9
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,36('/&.#*&,33,-9NR!,)/(1.,1.,-/**&3'3,&#&6#(."-(-
.".1.,1)/&,'#(0#&&0(/,#(!'/&.#:3,,)/!".60(.")/!"."/-) 
.".1.,/---#!(# #(.#'*.-.)."+/# ,9),2'*&6().1#."-.(#(!."
)(!)#(!-1.,#(.,/-#)(/-3)(.#(/#(!)0,, .)(#.#)(-6().",
/-,-"0."/- ,(&.)')0*/'*#(!#(&((.).**,+/# ,-.)-/,
!,)/(1.,-/**&#-9 )10,6."#&#.3.)*/'* ,)'(/(,!,)/(,-,0)#,) 
-.),!,)/(1.,.".#-&,!()/!".)-')).")/.&#'.#0,#.#)(-#'*&3)-().
#'*&3.".."#-*/'*#(!#-1#.")/.#'*.-6-/"-!,)/(1.,*&.#)(6'#(#(!(
/,.",!!,0.#)() -1.,#(.,/-#)(9
)(6."(MKLK#.."*/,*),. #3) ."-."-#- ),
&#'#(!.".."1.,-/**&3#->,&#&9? )10,6."&#'-."-)/'(.-'% ),
.",)0,-..6-#(." #().#(#..".-1.,#(.,/-#)(
1)/&"&.1#."(3,.#(.33MKNK6(."-)/'(.-,()1)/..-#(
."()1"-)/'(..".."1#&&().#( .*,0(.)(.#(/#(!
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9-#-/--#(.."'(.L6." /./,'(--/'*.#)(-'3
." (/- ),')&#(!." #3) ."*,)$.&#(#(!1.,
/-!#(."6 ,)'OQN6KKK 3#(LTTP.)OON6KKK 3#(MKNK9*),.*/'*#(!#(
."MK3,--#(LTTP"-().&#(/."-#( .0,!PKM6LQL 3C($/-.
.)#(&/(-.#'. ),()(:,*),.#(!1&&-#(."-4)(-6."0,!#-PMT6KMO 3D9
"/-6,*),.-)/'(..".."1#&&()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9)"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6.")/(.3'/-.,/)-.&*/'*#(!3OS6KKK 361"#"1)/&
,+/#,-/,#(!#.#)(&-/, 1.,-/**&#-.)/-.),*&.".!,)/(1.,
*/'*#(!#()-.&,-9NS
"#,6."#.-." ..".."TKK: )).+/# ,"-().3.-")1(-#!(-) -1.,
#(.,/-#)(-0#() >,&#&?-/**&39NT" .."."--) ,(&.)
,&).1&&-6*,), ,.",#(&(6.) #(1.,-/**&3().3.-/$..)#(.,/-#)(
)-().'(.".#(,-*/'*#(!)-()./-#.#)(&#'*.-9/,.",'),6-
#-/--&)1(#.",."(),." *,)0#(+/.#-/--#)() ."
*).(.#&#'*.- ,)'#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,C."*+/# ,D6
1"#"#(&/#'*.-.).")0,&3#(!LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-) .",--/,
/,(#'*.-.)."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& 9-#-/--&)16#(,-*/'*#(!
) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.).")0,&3#(!LSK: )).

NR
.,)GGLKQNLCDC'/-.----,&##&#.3 ),0,!6-#(!&,36('/&.#*&
,33,-D6LKTLKCDCNDC'/-.#-/--1.,0#&#&#.3/,#(!(),'&6-#(!&,36('/&.#*&
,31.,3,-D7-6MKLK*9PNC,&##&#.3#-/--#)(D766**9N6MM:MN
C,&##&#.3#-/--#)(D9

NS
6,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL9

NT
66*9MN9
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(OKK: )).+/# ,-61#&&*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& 6(#.'3#( .,-/&.
/&.#'.&3#(-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."TKK: )).+/# ,9
0

!%&#( #!"'@881""'$(%*#''@881""'$(%-
,!('"!&*'%!'%(&"!-!!'%' !"% 
#%")!$('&(&&"!"'&9


(."=-)''(.-MKS:P.)MKS:LO,+/-.#( ),'.#)()/.."-*# #+/# ,-
,)'1"#"1.,1#&&*/'*/-CLD." #'*&#-.".1.,(-/**&#
- &3 ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,0(# ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-,
)(.'#(.3-1.,6/.CMD#.&-)-..-."..",#-"3,/&#)((.#)((
,",!,&.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-9 (."=-
)''(.-, &..")(,(.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,)/&
/,.",#(.,/."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-('3&-)#(.,/."TKK: )).
+/# ,#.-& 9" )-().-/**&3.",+/-.#( ),'.#)((#'*,)*,&3
#-'#---#.-,&0(/-#. #&-.)%()1&!.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."
TKK: )).C*D+/# ,'3#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.""3,/&#&&3
)((./**,+/# ,-( #&-.)#-/--,#-%-.)."TKK: )).+/# ,9
L9 "  #&-.),-- (."=-)''(.-(,+/-.- ),#( ),'.#)(9

(."-%")1'/"#-*/'* ,)'") ."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-/(,-&#()(#.#)(-(")1'/"1#&&*/'*#(." /./,9C)''(.
MKS:P9D (,-*)(-." -..-.".." =-(&3-#-#->-)(.")*.
MKLK6(.".#&-)(,(#(!+/# ,)*,.#)(-)(). .." =-
(&3--9?C 6*9LO:O:LKMM9D )10,6.")-().*,)0#.",+/-.
#( ),'.#)(,!,#(!2#-.#(!(*,)$.*/'*#(!3+/# ,9C)..".&O9S:L#(
." *,)0#-*/'*#(!*#.331&&(3+/# ,6/.#.)-().*,)0#
-&#(),*,)$.*/'*#(!0)&/'-9C 6*9O9S:LK9DD
(."-%.".." #(.# 3-./#-#.3." 6#(*,.#/&,.">,(.
-.,.#!,*"#(&3--?.".>"0#(#.?"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6
OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-9C)''(.MKS:P9D" ,*.." =-
&#'(#.."MKLKC 6*9LL9O:LKMKD6/.#.#().#(.# 3."
,(.-.,.#!,*"#(&3--9")-().*,)0#-.,.#!,*"#(&3-#-9
")-#. =-MKKN>*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36?1"#"'3*)--#&3
)() ."-.,.#!,*"#(&3--, ,(3." 6&.")/!"."#-#-/(&,
/-#.#-().,(.9OK )10,6-#-/--&)16 MKKN#(#.-.".
#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,1#&&().1#.")/.#'*.-9
(."-%.".." 2*&#(." =-&#'-.".LD0#(()1-")1-
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-(MD."TKK:
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)).+/# ,#--,#-) +/# ,-().&&) 1"#","3,/&#&&3)((.9CMKS:P9D
(."-%1".",."#-#'*&#.".)(&3*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,,
)((..)(,",!3."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9CMKS:P9D (."
-%# .",#-#( .(3,",!).",."( ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9
CMKS:P9D )10,6." -#'*&3,*.." =-#-/--#)(C *9LL9O:
LKMKD1#.")/.,--#(!."-+/-.#)(-9
(."-%# ."1&&-#(."TKK: )).+/# ,.".1)/&-/**),.."*,)$.,#(
(,) .".+/# ,.".#-,",!3."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9CMKS:Q9D
" !#(-#'*&3,*.." =-&#'-.".LD0#(()1-")1-
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-(MD."TKK:
)).+/# ,#--,#-) +/# ,-().&&) 1"#","3,/&#&&3)((.(."(
-...".>#.1)/&-*/&.#0.)-..2.&31"#"+/# ,1)/&-/**&3.",)$.6
-#(."3,)((."3,/&#&&39?C *9LL9O:LKMM9D-#-/--&)16
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-'(-.".&&
*/'*#(!1#&&)(.#(/.)!!,0.*&.#)() ."/**,+/# ,-(#(,--1.,
#(.,/-#)(6(1",."*,TKK: )).+/# ,#-#-)&.#.1#&&/--#!(# #(.
*&.#)() ."TKK: )).*,+/# ,61"#"."  #&-.)#-&)-9
" =--..'(..".*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,,()."3,/&#&&3)((.
.)).",*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,1)/&&&)1 ),."*)--##&#.3."..")-
/()((.*),.#)(-,&-)#-)&. ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-61"#"
1)/&"#!"&3,&0(..)1".",*/'*#(!.")-,-1)/& .-1.,#(.,/-#)(
#(."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9"  #&-.),--."#-*)--##&#.39 )10,6
-#-/--&)160(.")/!".",,.1)#-.#(.+/# ,-) ."*+/# ,
-3-.'6OL#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*,) ."-.1)+/# ,-#-().0#&/.)."
&%) 3#&9OM/,.",'),60#( ,)' =-MKKN*+/# , (0-.#!.#0
./3#(#.-.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."/**,*+/# ,1#&&#(,-."
)(!)#(!*&.#)() ."/**,+/# ,-("-."--)#.*).(.#&.)#(,-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9ON
(.",+/-..".." 2*&#(1".",,",!.)."TKK: )).+/# , ,)'
."-1.,:#(.,/LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-)/&)(.'#(.."TKK: )).
+/# ,61".",#(,-*/'*#(!#(."TKK: )).+/# ,1)/&#(,-."#-,#-%6(
")1'/"*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,#--/-.#(&9CMKS:R.",)/!"MKS:LL9D
" -..-.".>."TKK: )).+/# ,#-().2*..))(.'#(.3-&.1.,
.",)/!",",! ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,6-."1&&-,)/.-#) 
.",/,,(.&3 .3-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?C *9LL9O:LKMMC'*"-#-D9D

OL

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9P:L9


OM

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9O:R9

ON

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6**9P:L.)P:M9


OK

Page 13
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",-*)(-'#---."*)#(.."..",#--#!(# #(.*).(.#& ), /./,)(.'#(.#)(
) ."TKK: )).+/# ,--1.,#(.,/-#)(0(-.).",-1",.",#-0,.#&
)((.#0#.3.1(&&) ."+/# ,-9",-*)(--#'*&3 #&-.)'%(3----'(.
) ."#-*).(.#&-,+/-.3)''(.-9-#-/--)0(#(.".."'(.6
/,,(.-./#-)( #,'.".."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.)-#( .)(.#(/.)0(
/.)!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(2--) ,",!9-#-/--#''#.&3&)16
-./#-)( #,'."..",#-0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(."LSK:6OKK:6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-9".)((.#0#.36(."#(/&%! ,)'."/**,+/# ,--."*
+/# ,-3-.'#-*/'*6*,)0#-*, ,(.#&*."13 ),-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."
*+/# ,-3-.'9
" =-,-*)(--&-)'#--."*)#(..".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# , /,.",)(.,#/.-.)."2#-.#(!#(.,/-#)() ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9
"#.- =-MKKN>*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./3?-0#(.".
*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,1#&&#( .#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(.)."
/**,+/# ,-/.)0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(.".",+/# ,-9OO )10,6(#.",
."(),." 61"#"#.).",*),.#)(-) ."6,*),.."#-)(&/-#)( ,)'
."9
M9

(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,-3-.'1#&&*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,
('3#(/#.#)(&-1.,#(.,/-#)(9


(&3-#-#( MKKN-/**),.-.")(&/-#)(.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,1)/&#(/#.#)(&#(.,/-#)(#(.)."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-8
",-*)(-/,0-#(#..".#.#)(&#(,--#(."*+/# ,
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.")-.&,-'3#(/#.#)(&,/.#)(#(."
!,)/(1.,"-6(-/-+/(.&3#.#)(&&(1,-/-/,  &)1- ,)'
,)--.")-.&#(9OP
)&#(!#( MKKN#(#.-.".#(,-#(!*/'*#(!) ."*+/# ,3L6OKK
 3)0,."M6OKK 3-&#(MKKN*/'*#(!&0&1)/&&)1,!,)/(1.,&0&-#(."
LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(*+/# ,-61)/&#(/0,.#& &)1- ,)'."/**,.)."
&)1,+/# ,-6(1)/&#(/-/-.(.#&)-.&!,)/(1., &)16#996-1.,
#(.,/-#)(9OQ (-"),.6#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,-3-.'-**,-&#%&3.)
#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-C."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-D0(# 
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."*+/# ,-,().3.#(.,/9"  #&-.)#-/--),#-&)-."#-60(#(
,-*)(-.) (."=-+/-.#)(-9
 MKKN*,)0#- /,.",0#(."..",,.1)#-.#(.TKK: )).+/# ,-9 (
*,.#/&,6#.)(&/-.".."/**,')-.*+/# ,#-#(."-))&-),'.#)(
(."&)1,')-.#-#(."/,#-#'),'.#)((."..">/,#-#'),'.#)(#-
,&.#0&3#-)&."3,/&#&&3 ,)'.")0,&3#(!-))&-),'.#)((,.")-.9?OR
)10,6."&%) "3,/&#)((.#)(.1(.".1)#-.#(.+/# ,-) ."*
+/# ,-3-.')-().'..,1#.",-*.(&3-#-) #(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(9"#-#-
/- MKKN)(&/-.".,",!.))."."-))&-(/,#-'
*),.#)(-) ."*+/# ,)' ,)'.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-8>E.F",&#-.,#/.#)((
-.,.#!,*"#&).#)() ."-))&-(/,#-'),'.#)(-&#'#.,",!.)&%!
,)')0,&3#(!+/# ,-6?#996."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9OS/,.",'),6-().6
#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."&)1,*+/# ,#-().0#&/.)&%) *).(.#&3#&9OT
 MKKN)(&/-."..",1-(+/#&#,#/'.1(*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,(#.-,",! ,)'.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-%#(MKKN9PK .&-))(&/-.".
>."0)&/') !,)/(1.,#(-.),!#(."&)1,+/# ,-#--'&&?(.".>E#F(,-
*,)/.#)(1)/&&#%&3)' ,)'#(,-&%!9?PL"/-6#.)(&/-.".#(,--
#(*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3#(/#.#)(&#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-9PM
(&3-'&&*),.#)() )-.&*/'*#(!' ,)'."*+/# ,#(MKKN9"
 ,*),.-.".TKU) !,)/(1.,*/'*#(!(),.") &#(-' ,)'."OKK: )).
+/# ,()(&3PU ,)'*+/# ,-) MKKN9PN"/-6."-"# . ,)'."OKK: ))..)."
TKK: )).+/# ,.)-/**),.#(,-*/'*#(! ),.",)''/(#.3-#(MKKN1#&&
&#%&3/*-..".+/#&#,#/'().3 (1#&&"0*).(.#&&3-/-.(.#& .
)(."TKK: )).()0,&3#(!+/# ,-6#.",3*&.#(!."TKK: )).+/# ,63
#(,-#(!."#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-6),)."9


OR

 MKKN6**6P:L.)P:M9


OS

 MKKN6*9P:L9


OT





PK
OO

6MKLK6*9NQ9

 MKKN6*9P:L9




OP

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9O:R9

PL

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9P:M6.."9

 MKKN6*9P:L9







PM

 MKKN6*9P:M9

OQ

PN

 6**9P9N:L.)P9N:N9

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6**9O:LL.)O:LM9
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(-/'6."#'*&#.#)(- ,)' MKKN,6 #,-.6.".*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,'3)(.#(/.)#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(.)."+/# ,-)0#./-.")-
+/# ,-1#&&#(/.)&%)1(1,.)*,)0#,",!9PO
)(6# #(,-&%! ,)'."/**,+/# ,-1,&--."(."#(,-*/'*#(!
,.6."MKKN+/#&#,#/'.1(,",!(*/'*#(!1)/&/*-.(."TKK: )).
+/# ,1)/&*&./-.")(&3-)/,) ,",!#-.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-(
.">0)&/') !,)/(1.,#(-.),!#(."&)1,+/# ,-#--'&&9?PP"/-6#(,-
*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'/-.#.",*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,0#'#(#(!),
#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-3#(,-#(!."#,&%!6(#.",) 
1"#",%()1&!3." 9
"#,6# (1"(."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.) ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-')0-
#(&()0,.",-) 0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-6#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3,-/&.#(#.-,",!1#."-&#(
)(.'#(.1., ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9 (.,+/# , &)1 ,)'
)(.'#(./**,+/# ,.)&)1,+/# ,--)/,) -&#(#.3)(.'#(.#)() ."
&)1,+/# ,"-&,3()/'(..1(."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-#(
."),.,,/.)."#(),'#--#(!+/#.,6#,."3,/&#)((.#)(6),1&&-.".
.-)(/#.-.1(+/# ,-9PQ"!,#/&./,&1&&-.".&-).*."*+/# ,
-3-.'PR.3*#&&3"0&)(!-,(#(.,0&-.)'2#'#4*,)/.#)(7(."#-,)--
)((.#)() '/&.#*&+/# ,-#(,--."*).(.#& ),)1(1,0,.#&'#!,.#)() 
)(.'#(.#)(9PS (.,+/# , &)1 ,)'1&&),-#-)'')(9),2'*&6#(."(.
&,&&36-.#'..".."'$),#.3) ,",!.)*,4)(+/# ,-1- ,)'
1&&),-9
",#-&,3*)--#&0#() *).(.#&-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."*+/# ,
-3-.'*,)0##(."..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(*),.91)*
+/# ,"3,)!,*"-#(.",--/,/,-")1#(,-#(!"&),##(#-7)() 
1"#"'),."()/&.1(LTSK(MKLN7.").",-")1(#(,-#(!.,(

PO

 MKKN6*9P:LC>#(,-*,)/.#)(1)/&&#%&3)' ,)'#(,-&%!?D9


PP
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/(.#&-'*&#(!-.)**#()/.MKKK9PT"*),.)-().,--."#-.,(#("&),#
)((.,.#)(#(."*+/# ,#(."(,,.#09 )10,#.)-()..".."
!,)/(1.,&0&->2"##.()0,&&-.3&#(-#(**,)2#'.&3MKKN9?QK"
*),.-..-.".) PSK'-/,'(.*)#(.-/-#(."-./36)(&3LM,-,(1#."
."*+/# ,#(.",--/,/,6QL/(,-),#(!.",.") !,)/(1.,&0&
(!,)/(1.,+/&#.3.0#&& ),."*+/# ,#(.",--/,/,6(
--)#."#!",/(,.#(.3 ),*,#.#(!."*).(.#& ),-#!(# #(.#'*.- ,)'."
*/'*#(!*,#(."-#(9
#(&&36." &-) #&-.)#-&)-(#-/--." ..".."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& '3
)*(.))(.,336*,)0##(!#,.,)/. ),-1.,#(.,/-#)(.).".+/# ,
1#.")/.'#.#)(3."/**,+/# ,-9" -..-.".>.",#-()0#(
.".."*)(#-().)((..).")(9?C 6*9O:PR9D",(...) 
."-#(,*),.&-)-..-.".>E/F(&#%.":LSK(:OKK+/# ,-6#.#-().%()1(
1".",."),()..",--/,*+/# ,#-"3,/&#&&3)((..).")(9?QM 
#.#-)((.6.",#-(#.#)(&*.".)#(.,/-#)(#(.)."TKK: )).+/# ,.".)/&
#(/3#(,-*/'*#(!9
0  "!'%,"*!& &'"#%")!$('( (')!,&&
(&'%)!'&"#"( (')!,&&&',%(,
"!!'-!"' %,' %-!(&'%&!"&&'"
 !'"!:<8,"#( #!'"&&'!"!&%
"!'%('"!'"&!!'( (') #' %,(&'%#%&!'&
& #%!'"'"'#( #!0

(.")$..".." &#'#.-."!)!,*"#-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-
) !,)/(1.,-/**&3#'*.-.)),.,*,)$.-9C O9S:OR6O9LT:NK.)O9LT:NM9D
"/-6." )-().*,)0#-&#(),*,)$. /./,'( ),.",--/,
/,),."-1")&6),#(.# 3#.",."*,)$.-.".1)/&)(.,#/..)."
/'/&.#0#'*.-),-/'',3) *,)$.#)(-) ."1.,'() .")-*,)$.-9-
#-/--6#.#-1&&/(,-.)).".61"#&)-.&*/'*#(!"-."!,.-. .6-1.,
#(.,/-#)(#-,-/&.) /'/&.#0)0,*/'*#(! ,)'&&,-) ."6/-."-
,-,"3,/&#&&3)((.9QN" .."../&/,,(.-&#(*/'*#(! ),."
-1")&#-1&&#(2--) ."*/'*#(!--/'#(." 6(.".."#-
*/'*#(!#-*,)$..)-/-.(.#&&32."&0&--/'3." 6#-"#!"&3



PQ
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6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9P:S9



PR

6MKLP, .6*9NS60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'19),!@)-@!(H'#(/.-@MKLQ:KQ:KQH),@ .'UMKLL:UMK:
UMKUMK, .UMKMKLPUMKUMK0MKLQKPMK9* 9

PS
(-)(6.&96)'*,#-)() !,)/(1., &)1#()/.",(&# ),(#)-.&+/# ,-6
)&)!#&)#.3) ',#6*#&*,OPO6MKKT6**9Q:R6LL6LN6LO6LT6MQ60#&&.
"..*-8@@1119,-,"!.9(.@*/&#.#)(@MRTNNPPOKH)'*,#-)(H) H!,)/(1.,H &)1H#(H)/."
,(H&# ),(#H)-.&H+/# ,-9
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PT

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6#!/,N:S9

QK

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9N:LQ9




QL

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9N:LQ9


QM

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9Q:O9

QN

6#(& 6*9M:NP.)M:NQ9
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,&0(..)."(&3-#-) ."2.(.) /'/&.#0#'*.-#(." ),') -1.,
#(.,/-#)(9

'(!'(.*,)$.-(.".(3#.#)(&*/'*#(!6#(&/#(!."*/'*#(!) ."
/(&&).*),.#)() ."Q6QKK 3(.#.&'(.61#&&!!,0.."#-)(#.#)(9

- (."*)#(.)/.6." #----/'/&.#0#'*.-) ),.,
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.",!#)(&)(.2.) .).&'(-)(."(6#(6
)(&/.".."/'/&.#0#'*.) ."1--#!(# #(.(/(0)#&9C
 *9P:P9D")(.,3)1(- )-().,*),.."#-(&3-#-),)(&/-#)(9

" &#'-.".#.-,-*)(-.) (."=-)''(.MKS:P2*&#(-1"3."
!)!,*"#-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-#-&#'#..).",9C **9LL9O:
LKMK6,-*)(-.)MKS:O6(*9LL9O:LKMN6,-*)(-.)MKS:LP9D",-*)(-.)
MKS:P)-().$/-.# 3."&#'#..#)() ."!)!,*"#-)*.)."),.,,9".
,-*)(-*/,*),.-.),-- (."=-)$.#)(-.".." #(+/.&3
#(.# #-(",.,#4-."*/'*#(!-)/,+/# ,C-D1#."#(),.,6 #&-.)#(.# 3
).",1&&-(/'/&.#0*/'*#(!#(."TKK: )).+/# ,6( #&-.)#-/--,",!6
-&#()(.'#(.#)((-/-.#(3#&) ."TKK: )).+/# ,9C 6**9LL9O:LKMK.)
LL9O:LKMM9D)."2.(.."..",-*)(-,---.")/.-#."),.,,.
&&6#.#-)(&3.),*.." =-&#'-.".#.-(&3-#-#--)(."(.".."
#-/----1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."9 #%." 6." )-().
./&&3,*),.),0&/.."MKLK=-)(&/-#)(-)/.."),,--."
*)-.:MKLK#( ),'.#)(#(#.#(!.".-1.,#(.,/-#)(#-()./(,)(.,)&9

" %()1&!-.".."!)!,*"#-)*) ." =-/'/&.#0(&3-#-)-
().)#(#1#."."!)!,*"3#(." -=/'/&.#0#'*.(&3-#-/-#.#-
&#'#..).",6/(&#%." =-,!#)(&(&3-#-9C *9LL9O:LKMO9D"
 ,!/-.".." "--#'*&3'."")#.),&3)(-/'',3) 
*,)$.#)(-("-")-(."-/'',3) *,)$.#)(-) .",=- /./,1.,
'(61"#")-().#(&/'()/.-#) .",)''/(#.39C *9LL9O:
LKMO9D )10,6." ..".'3*,'#.(!(3.)/--/'',3) *,)$.#)(-
.)#(.# 3,&0(./'/&.#0#'*.-)/,-(().$/-.# 3.",#.,,3")#) 
-/'',3) *,)$.#)(- ),!)!,*"#,.".#-.))&#'#..)-/**),.'(#(! /&
/'/&.#0(&3-#-9
&.")/!"." &%-(3-&#(.6." *,)0#-&.-.#'.) 
.).&/,,(.*/'*#(!#(."9C *9LL:O:LKMN.)LKMO9D )10,6." )-
()./-."#--&#(.#((31369!963,&.#(!#..)((&3-#-) !,)/(1.,
#'*.-),.)."')&#(! ),."&#(-&&3.,,)$..".1-/(,#.#&&3#.
3."MKLK(."#')(-./**&'(.9QO),)." ),
 *,)0#(3----'(.)  /./,.).&*/'*#(!#(."6-*#. (."=-
)$.#)(.".."#-.#-( ),(+/.(&3-#-9
(-.6." ,!/-.".." ,&#)(."MKLK(&3-#-) 
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(.".#.->#'*.(&3-#-#--)(."MKLK61"#"
()'*---."-,0#,9?C **9LL9O:LKMN6LL9O:LKMP9D" ."(
,#.--.#)() .".".,&#-)(." /./, #3) ."&#(-&&3.,
,)$..))(.,)&-1.,#(.,/-#)(('#(.#(!,)/(1.,&0.#)(-6#(&/#(!."
)/.:) :.(#(),,.&#'.".."1#&&,-/&.#(Q6KKK 3-/,*&/-#(."9
C *9LL9O:LKMP6+/).#(!MKLK6*9PN9D" =-,-*)(- #&-.)
*,)0#.",+/-.#( ),'.#)(,!,#(!2#-.#(!( /./,!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(
."( #&-.),&..".#( ),'.#)(.)-/-.#(&&0&) */'*#(!.".)-().
/-*&.#)(),-1.,#(.,/-#)(9",-*)(-&-) #&-.)2*&#(1"3&#'#.#(!."
-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-.).",#-$/-.# ##(&#!".) .""3,/&#
)((.#)() ."-1")&.).",9

" ,!/-.".!,#/&./,&1.,/-)(-/'-."'$),#.3) 1.,(.".
."*/'*#(!#-)(&3LU) .).&*/'*#(!9C *9LL9O:LKMO9D"#-
,!/'(. #&-.),)!(#4.".)-.&*/'*#(!&#%=-*,.#/&,&3!!,0.-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6.".."#-)-.&*/'*#(!'/-.,/(,*&()1.)"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9QP .&-) #&-.),)!(#4.".#.#--#'*&3#,,&0(.")1."*/'*
!,)/(1.,#-/-8
999."#&#.3.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(6()1(#(." /./,6#-().-)(
1".",#.#-&#0,.)!,#/&./,&/--),/,(/--9).") ."-/--,1
."-'1., ,)'."-'!,)/(1.,-#(9/#(!1#.",1&) 
!,)/(1.,#(."(),.",(&#(-&&361".",.",)/!",*&'(.) 
!,#/&./,&),/,(*/'*#(!6"-."-' .9QQ
."#'*&#.#)() ." =-&#'.".*/'*#(!')/(.-.))(&3LU) .).&
*/'*#(!#-.".."#-*/'*#(!6),."#(,-*/'*#(! ),.")(.,3)1(-
*,)$.6)-().)(-.#./.)(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(.)-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(#.",."
 (),." ./&&3-..."#--."-#-) ."/'/&.#0#'*.(&3-#-9
)10,6# ."&#'1,'6#.1)/&()./,.9)-().*,'#.(!(3
-#'*&3.)#-'#--*,)$.=-#'*.-&--."()(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(/-#.#-
,&.#0&3-'&&9"*).(.#&-#!(# #('/-.0&/.#(.")(.2.) ."-0,#.3
) ."/'/&.#0#'*.61"#"."  #&-.))9

)-.-#!(# #(.&36." =-,-*)(-- #&.)#-&)-." .."..",#-(2#-.#(!
-#!(# #(./'/&.#0#'*..".#-().*,)$..)'#.#!.32#-.#(!!,)/(1.,







QO

6MKLK6**9NL6OL7#')(-.6/**&'(.6MKLO6*9LN9
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QP

6 6*9N:MN76,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL9

QQ

6 6*9R:S9
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,6."'!(#./) ."((/&-.),!"(!#(.",--/,/,."."-/-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#- ,)')/.:MKK 3.))/.:L6QKK 3)0,."*,#) ,)'LTOO.)
MKLN9QR,)'LTPT.)MKLN6."0,!"(!#(-.),!1- ,)':PK 3.):PKK 39QS
"-.#'.- ),-/-.#(&3#& ),.",--/,/,6#996."&0&) */'*#(!
.".)/&-/-.#(1#.")/.-1.,#(.,/-#)(6#- ,)'LLK6KKK.)LLR6KKK 36/.
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!2-."#-3#&3)/.LM6KKK.)LT6KKK 39QT"-#!(# #(
) ."*,)*)-#(,-#(*/'*#(!.)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.61"#"1)/&
.&-.MPK9Q 36(1"#"'3)'.)NTQ9N 3# ."/,,(.&3/(0#&&,3&
1.,)-().'.,#&#4C 6*9O9LT:MND6-")/&----#(,&.#)(.)."-
#!/,-6().#(,&.#)(.)."(.#,PKK6KKKV 3*/'*#(! ,)'."6/--1.,
#(.,/-#)(#-/-3',!#(& .-6#996-.),!"(!-C+/# ,*&.#)(D(
*/'*#(!#(2--) -/-.#(&3#&6().3.).&*/'*#(!9" )-().*,)0#
."#-)'*,#-)(9 (0#1) .",)!(#.#)(.".)-.&*/'*#(!'/-.,/.)
,---1.,#(.,/-#)(6RK.",#-()&)(!,(3/-"#)( ),#(,-*/'*#(!((3
#.#)(&*/'*#(!.."',!#(-")/&')(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(9
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'' !'95 "!&&( #'"!&!"('" &"%' .  2&
!"* !'''' *!"''&*'%!'%(&"!
90   !"'#%"'''' *"('"!1'% &*'%
!'%(&"!0

*,*,(,.# #(  ),."#(MKKL(MKKM9C6
 6MKKM9D-)(-*# #--/'*.#)(-)/. /./,'((- 3#&C#-/--
&)1D6." *,)$..".."*,)*)->1)/&,0,-."((/&
,/.#)(#(!,)/(1.,-.),!.)(**,)2#'.&3M6PKK#(,-#(!,)/(1.,
-.),!9?C N:NK9D"/-6#.*,)$..".-1.,#(.,/-#)()/&"&.9
)10,6." +/&# #."#-)(&/-#)(#(.1),#.#&,-*.-9
#,-.6." /.#)(.".>(3#.#)(&1.,(-1#."#((#(.,/
!,)/(1.,-#(1)/&2,.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?C 6*9R:R9D)."
)(&/-#)(1-.#.)-*# #--/'*.#)(-,!,#(!1.,/-9-#-/--&)16
/./,1.,/-#-*,)$..)2."&0&-*,)$.#(." 9 (6
=-) )"(-)(%()1&!.).")(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(.".
." '(*,)$.#)(-1,()./,.(.".*/'*#(!1-'),."(
*,)$.9C,(-,#*.) )(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(6.9MT6MKLO6*9
KKPLSR70#&&#(0#) #&.
"..*8@@')(.,39!,(#/-9)'@#&3,9*"*;0#1H#WLO5&#*H#WMROP9D
)(6." %()1&!.".."*,)*)-*,)$.1)/&)(&3"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&0&-) '(8
"#&." #(#.-.".-1.,#(.,/-#)(1#&&"&.3."*,)$.C#(
)($/(.#)(1#."." &#0,#-D-)(/,,(.CLTTPD'(-61#."
*,)$.#(,-#(1.,'(-C*,#',#&3--)#.1#."/,(
0&)*'(.D#(."(),."0&&3,#(." /./,6-1.,#(.,/-#)('3().
/&&3"&.-)(3,MKNK*,)$.#)(-9),."3,MKNK6')&#(!#(#.-
-1.,#(.,/-#)('3M6MKK1#."-/, 1.,&#0,#-)(&3.)." 
,9C 6*9N:MN9D


QR

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:LMC0,!-.),!"(!6
*(#(!)(."-.),!) ##(.0&/D9

QS
6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9

QT
6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9

RK
6,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL76..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,
-#(6*9Q:N9
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"*,.'(.) ." (.,#),*)#(.)/..".." )(.,#.-#.-& #(-..#(!
.".>."*,)*)-.#)(1)/&"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(?(&-).".I"3,)&)!#
')&#(!-")1-.".."*,)$.'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!:.,' /./,I
(-% ),&,# #.#)(9C 6*9M:SM6)''(.M:LM9D (,-*)(-6."
 !#(%()1&!.".#.-')&#(!)(&3-")1.".."1)/&>"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."(,.,'?-)(LTTP1.,'(9C 6*9M:TL9D
)10,61#."(.##*.MKNK'(6.".')&#(!-")1.".>-1.,#(.,/-#)(
1#."#'*&'(..#)() ."*,)*)-*,)$.'3.).&M6MKK,: .*,3,CD
CLK6PKK) #(.,/-#)(#-(.##*..))/,1#.")/.."*,)$.D9),."#-,-)(6."
, . @ ,*),.-.".."'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!.,'9?
C 6*9M:TL9D"MKLK)(.,3)/(.3(,&&( #.-& %()1&!-
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.".."'3)(&3"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."-"),..,'9CMKLK(,&&( 6
*9O9N:NS9D
/-.#)()/.."#-..".),MT6MKLO)(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(
",#(!6=-) )"(-)(%()1&!.".."1)/&)(&3"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&(/-9C,(-,#*.) )(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(
,#(!6.9MT6MKLO6*9KKPLSS9D-#-/--&)16,9 )"(-)(&-)%()1&!
.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#-"#!",."((.##*.3." (.".(
#.#)(&PS6KKK @3) !,)/(1.,63)(.".*,)0#3."/,,(.-/#.) 1.,
-/**&3*,)$.-6#--.#&&(.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9C96**9KKPLRS:KKPLRT6
KKPLST:KKPLTK9D
:0 &  !"*&-%"(!*'%#( #!&+')
&&( !'  -!'&)''&'&!,&&-**&+#%&&,
&"!'&&( #'"!''%"(!*'%#( #!*"(!")%' 0

,*),.--")1.".*/'*#(!#-'/""#!",."(*,#.3." 9)
.,'#(."2.(.) )0,, .#(!(-1.,#(.,/-#)(6." ,&#)(
')&#(!*,)0#3."&#(-&&3 (.!,.,)/((/, .,)&
C> =D61"#"#(./,(1--)(--/'*.#)(-,!,#(!&(/-6*)*/&.#)(6(
1.,/-9C 6**9P:LC#(.# 3#(!-&#(( /./,)(#.#)(-D6P9N:LK.)P9N:LL
C)0,0#1)  D6R:O.)R:PC.#&#(!'$),--/'*.#)(-/-#(." 
,!,#(!*)*/&.#)((#,,#!.,!D9D
--.)/.#(.".&&)16." ,*),.#.---/'*.#)(-(')&#(!,-/&.-
),.1)-(,#)-8LTTP-&#()(#.#)(-(MKNK /./,)(#.#)(-8
 8*)*/&.#)((
&(/---/'*.#)(-1#."
-&#((*,)$.1.,
/-

LTTP

MKNK

)*/&.#)(

LSS6TOT*,-)(-

NPP6SMT*,-)(-

,(1.,*/'*#(!

OP6KKK 3

SP6KKK 3

,'&(

LTQ6NPR,-

LTO6PKS,-

!,#/&./,&1.,*/'*#(!

OLS6KKK 3

NPS6KKK 3

)/,8 6**9L:RC&L:M6>-.#'.2#-.#(!(/./,.,
)(#.#)(-?D7**9P:L6Q:N6R:N6R:LKC#(.# 3#(!-&#(( /./,)(#.#)(-D9

" --/'.".!,#/&./,&1.,/-1)/&&#(3QK6KKK 3 ,)'LTTP
.)MKNK/.)PU#(,-#(1.,)(-,0.#)(6"(!-#(,)*/--6(L6SOT,
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,-#(#,,#!.!,#/&./,&,!9C **9L:R6R:P6R:LK9D" 
--/'."./,(1.,/-1)/&#(,-3OK6KKK 3.1(LTTP(MKNK-
)(*)*/&.#)(!,)1."((--/'PU*,*#.,/.#)(#(1.,'(/.)
)(-,0.#)(9C 6**9L:R6R:P9D
(-/'6." --/'.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#()(M1)/&&#(MK6KKK
 3)0,NP3,*,#)6 ,)'.).&) OQN6KKK 3#(LTTP.)OON6KKK 3#(MKNK9
( .6#(." #,-.MK3,--#(LTTP*/'*#(!"-!,.&32." 
*,)$.#)(9*),.!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#()(-M6M6(M"-0,!PKM6LQL
 39$/-..)#(&/(-.#'. ),()(:,*),.#(!1&&-#(."-4)(-6."0,!#-
PMT6KMO9"-.,-)(."((/&,)/(.,/'',3*),.-*/&#-"3
#(LTTP:MKLO60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@!,)/(1.,H2.,.#)(H-/'',3@!,)/(1.,H2
.,.#)(H-/'',39*"*9".,-/'',#4#(.".&&)19

%



%!

"'

%!'"
*&!"'
%#"%'!

"'),
#%!'"*&
%#"%'!'"(&'"%
!"!1%#"%'!*&

LTTP OQM6MQS

OL6SSO PKO6PLM

MU PLO6SKS

LTTQ PMK6SKO

OM6QNO PQN6ONS

OU PSQ6TLP

LTTR PPL6TKK

OQ6MNS PTS6LNT

RU QON6LQK

LTTS NTT6PML

OL6PMR OOL6KOS

RU ORO6MOP

LTTT OQO6KKS

OK6PPT PKO6PQR

TU PPO6OQT

MKKK OOM6KQL

OM6MTN OSO6NPO

LLU POO6MLS

MKKL OKN6PSN

NR6QTN OOL6MRQ

LSU PNS6LOL

MKKM ORN6MOQ

OQ6TPQ PMK6MKM

RU PPT6NPR

MKKN OPK6SQO

PK6ORM PKL6NNQ

NU PLQ6SOL

MKKO ORL6KPM

PN6KQM PMO6LLO

NU POK6NMO

MKKP OON6PQR

PK6ORT OTO6KOQ

MU PKO6LMT

MKKQ OML6QNO

OT6QKQ ORL6MOK

OU OTK6SRP

MKKR ORP6LPP

PK6OOK PMP6PTP

NU POL6SPL

MKKS ORR6LMO

PK6KOR PMR6LRL

NU PON6ORP

MKKT OQP6RKR

OP6PLR PLL6MMO

NU PMR6KNP
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MKLK OLQ6OML

OO6KMM OQK6OON

NU ORO6QSO
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Technology, Innovation, Management
in Groundwater Resources

RESUME

Timothy K. Parker, PG, CEG, CHG
Principal
WORK EXPERIENCE
2009
–
Present:
Parker
Groundwater,
President/Principal.
Sacramento, California. Privately owned business, specializing in strategic
groundwater planning, groundwater monitoring, groundwater modeling,
groundwater recharge and aquifer storage recovery projects, program
implementation, stakeholder facilitation, groundwater monitoring, policy and
regulatory analysis, environmental document review and litigation support.
Provides strategic planning, policy consulting and groundwater technical
expertise to public and private sector clients to develop effective, sustainable
solutions to complex problems in the water and evolving environmental and
energy industries.
2005
–
2009:
Schlumberger
Water
Services,
Principal
Hydrogeologist. Sacramento, California. Provided hydrogeologic expertise
and project management on groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, groundwater monitoring, groundwater resources
management, and groundwater contaminant projects for public and private
sector clientele. Application of advanced oilfield tools and technologies to
groundwater projects. Integration of groundwater quality monitoring and
protection on CO2 sequestration projects; liaison to Schlumberger Carbon
Services, including planning, scope development, technical implementation,
facilitation, and oversight. Business Development activities included
strategic planning, prospect assessments, sales presentations, targeted
workshops, client development and exploitation. Mentored and provided
direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled projects; worked closely
with clients and other public and private organizations to implement projects
on schedule, on budget with high level of quality.
2001 – 2005: California Department of Water Resources, Division of
Planning and Local Assistance, Conjunctive Water Management
Branch, Senior Engineering Geologist.
Provided local technical and
economic assistance to Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley groundwater
authorities and water districts planning, developing, and implementing
conjunctive water projects, groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, and local and regional groundwater monitoring programs.
Elements include developing technical scope, implementing work, providing
geologic and groundwater technical expertise, attending and speaking at
public meetings. Central District, Groundwater Planning Section,
Sacramento, California (early 2001 prior to joining CWMB). Senior
Engineering Geologist, Groundwater Planning Section.
Elements
included: Integrated Storage Investigations Program conjunctive use project
technical support, coordination, and project management; technical support
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on local groundwater monitoring and subsidence programs; technical support
on Bulletin 118; Proposition 13 groundwater grant applications screening and
ranking process for Central District geographic area.
Supervised and
provided direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled program
budgets; worked closely with other DWR groups, agencies and outside
organizations to develop additional local assistance opportunities for DWR.
2000-2001: California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento, California. Associate Engineering Geologist.
Responsible for: multi-year aerial photograph review, identification of
landslides and potentially unstable areas, field reconnaissance and
confirmation, preparation of maps and images using MapInfo, Vertical Mapper,
ArcView, Spatial Analyst, Model Builder, and ArcInfo working closely with GIS
specialists; assisting in development of GIS methodologies and database for
Northern California watersheds assessment/restoration project; review of
timber harvest plans and pre-harvest inspections; review of regional CEQA
documents as related to engineering geologic issues; watershed assessment;
technical presentations at multi-agency meetings and landslide/mass wasting
public workshops.
1997-2000: CalEPA Department of Toxic Substances Control,
Stringfellow Branch, Sacramento, California. Hazardous Substances
Engineering Geologist. Responsible for: groundwater monitoring and
analysis; developing approach and preparing a work plan for a Stringfellow site
revised hydrogeologic conceptual model; researching, providing, and
maintaining a comprehensive environmental data management system;
assembling and contracting with an expert panel for consultation on the site;
evaluating an existing MODFLOW porous media groundwater flow model;
providing direction on the strategy and approach for the development of a
revised groundwater flow and fate & transport model for the Stringfellow site;
providing input on an as needed basis in support of the litigation and
community relations elements of the project.
1993 - 1997: Law Engineering & Environmental Services, Inc.,
Sacramento, California. Manager Project Management. Responsible for
supervising and providing direction to senior project managers; maintaining
appropriate tracking system and controls for assurance of successful execution
of scope, schedule and budget of major projects; maintaining quality assurance
and controls on projects. Responsibilities included development/implementation
of group budget spending plan, establishing performance standards and
evaluating program progress and quality, staff recruiting, mentoring,
maintaining utilization, business development, proposal preparation,
commercial and government project marketing, client maintenance. Project
Manager and Senior Hydrogeologist on hydrogeologic evaluations, site and
regional groundwater quality monitoring programs, hazardous substance site
investigations and remediation. Responsibilities included technical direction of
projects, project scoping, schedule, budget, supervision of field activities,
preparation of documents, developing cost-effective strategies for follow-on
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investigations and removal actions, and negotiating with state regulators on
three Beale Air Force projects totaling more than $15 million.

2010-2013: Appointed to participate on PAC and to lead new Groundwater
Caucus

1988 - 1993: Dames & Moore, Sacramento and Los Angeles, California.
Senior Geologist. Provided hydrogeologic technical support, project
management, regulatory compliance, technical/regulatory strategy, and on a
variety of commercial and industrial DTSC- and RWQCB-lead hazardous
substance sites. Responsibilities included project technical direction, scope
implementation, budgetary control, groundwater quality monitoring and
analysis, supervision of field investigations, document preparation, client
interface, negotiation with regulatory agencies on projects totaling
approximately $5 million.

Department of Interior, Advisory Committee on Water Information,
Subcommittee on Ground Water
2010-Present: Member – Work Group for Pilot Project Implementation,
Nationwide Groundwater Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Co-Chair - Work Group on Implementation for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Member - Work Group on Network Design for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network

1983-86: Independent Consultant, Sacramento, California. Provided
technical assistance on variety of geologic and geophysics projects to other
independent consultants in local area.

National Ground Water Association
2014-Present: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007- 2010: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007 - 2009: Member - Government Affairs Committee
2007 - Present: Chair - Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2005 – Present: Chair - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2004 – 2005, 2007,2009-10: Chair – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2003 – Present: Member – Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2009 – Present: Member - ASR Task Force
2009 – Present: Member - Hydraulic Fracturing Task Force
2008 – 2009: Member – CO2 Sequestration Task Force

1982: Gasch & Associates, Sacramento, California. Geologic assistant
conducting shallow seismic reflection surveys in the Sierra Nevada for buried
gold-bearing stream deposits.

American Ground Water Trust
2009 – 2012: Chair
2005 - 2013: Director

1981 - 1982: Geologic Assistant, Coast Ranges, Avawatz Mountains, White
Mountains, and Kinston Peak Range. Geologic Assistant on various geological
field studies, including gravity surveys, magnetic surveys, landslide and
geologic mapping projects.

California Groundwater Coalition
2007-Present: Director

1986 - 1988: California Department of Health Services, Toxic
Substances Control Division, Southern California Region, Assessment and
Mitigation Unit, Los Angeles, California. Project Manager in the Assessment
and Mitigation Unit. Responsibilities included development and implementation
of work plans and reports for, and regulatory oversight of, State Superfund
preliminary site assessments, groundwater quality monitoring and analysis,
remedial investigations, feasibility studies, remedial action, and interim
remedial measures. Engineering Geologist. Provided technical support to
Permitting, Enforcement, and Site Mitigation Unit staff, including evaluation of
hydrogeologic assessments, groundwater quality monitoring programs, work
plans, and reports on federal and state Superfund sites and active facilities;
assistance in budget preparation; assistance in zone drilling contract review.

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
California Professional Geologist No. 5594
California Certified Engineering Geologist No. 1926
California Certified Hydrogeologist No. 0012
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
California Department of Water Resources, Public Advisory Committee,
Water Plan Update 2013
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Groundwater Resources Association of California
2000 – Present: Director
2000 – 2001: President State Organization
2001 – Present: Legislative Committee Chair
1998-1999 Vice President
1996-1997 Secretary
1995-1996 President Sacramento Branch
1993-1994 Member-at-Large Sacramento Branch
ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
BS 1983, Geology, University of California, Davis
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Graduate studies in hydrogeology, hydrology, engineering geology, waste
management engineering
Selected Publications
California Groundwater Management, Second Edition, Groundwater
Resources Association of California, co-author and project manager, 2005.
Water Contamination by Low Level Organic Waste Compounds in the
Hydrologic System, in Water Encyclopedia, Wiley, 2004.
Potential Groundwater Quality Impacts Resulting from Geologic Carbon
Sequestration, Water Research Foundation, co-author, 2009.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery in the US, ASR 9, American Ground Water
Trust, Orlando Florida, September 2009 – a compilation of key ASR issues on
DVD, contributing editor and speaker, 2010.
Sustainability From The Ground Up – Groundwater Management In California
– A Framework, Association of California Water Agencies, principal author,
2011.
ISMAR9 Call to Action: Sustainable
Directives, Principal Author, 2016.

Groundwater

Management

Policy
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Via Hand Delivery and E-mail

x

6,600 afy does not represent a baseline or “no new impact” pumping level for Fort
Ord. In fact, the SEIR identifies baseline pumping as the currently existing level of
pumping – variously reported by the SEIR as from 1,650 afy to 2,311 afy.

x

6,600 afy does not represent a safe yield for Fort Ord pumping. Safe yield cannot
be determined for the Fort Ord area by itself because it must be determined for the
hydrologically interconnected Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a whole.
MCWRA’s 2016 State of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin report explains that
the existing level of groundwater pumping is well beyond the Basin’s safe yield.
The California Department of Water Resource’s identification of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin as critically overdrafted confirms this. So does Mr. Parker’s
attached technical memorandum.

x

Contrary to the out-of-date 2010 MCWD Urban Water Management Report relied
upon by the SEIR, the Salinas Valley Water Project will not halt seawater intrusion
and balance the Basin hydrologically. MCWRA now acknowledges that the
existing groundwater management projects, including the Salinas Valley Water
project, are insufficient to accomplish this, and that additional groundwater
management projects would be needed. These projects are not approved,
environmentally reviewed, or funded. The SEIR simply ignores this information,
despite Seaside’s obligation under the BRP to cooperate with MCWRA in
addressing seawater intrusion and determining the safe yield.

x

The SEIR fails to provide a discussion and analysis of actual physical impacts from
increased pumping as CEQA requires. The SEIR improperly assumes that as long
as a water supply has been allocated on paper, there is no need to discuss the
physical impacts from using that supply. The SEIR gets this entirely wrong: as the
California Supreme Court has explained, the “ultimate question under CEQA . . . is
not whether an EIR establishes a likely source of water, but whether it adequately
addresses the reasonably foreseeable impacts of supplying water to the project.”
Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007)
40 Cal.4th 412, 434 (emphasis in original).

x

The SEIR fails to provide an adequate discussion of cumulative water supply
impacts. The DSEIR purports to “tier” from the program EIR for the Base Reuse
Plan, but then does not even summarize that document’s conclusion. The Base
Reuse plan PEIR concludes that cumulative impacts, viewed at the relevant
geographic scale of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, are significant and
unavoidable. The Monterey Downs SEIR looks only at Fort Ord demand,
improperly conflating its project-specific and cumulative analyses, and then claims
that there would be no significant cumulative impact as long as total Fort Ord
demand remains within the 6,600 afy allocation. This ostrich-like approach ignores

City of Seaside City Council
c/o City Clerk
440 Harcourt Avenue
Seaside, CA 93955
e-mail: CityClerk@ci.seaside.ca.us
Re: Final EIR for Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and Central Coast
Cemetery Specific Plan (SCH201291056)
Dear Members of the City Council:
On behalf of LandWatch Monterey County (“LandWatch”) we write regarding
the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (“FSEIR”) and the Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (“DSEIR”) (together, the “SEIR”) for the
Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and Central Coast Cemetery Specific Plan
(“Project”) and regarding the proposed approval of Project entitlements.
The FSEIR fails adequately to address the issues raised by public comments on
the DSEIR made by LandWatch and others. In addition, approval of the project
entitlements is inconsistent with the Fort Ord Reuse Plan (also known as the Base Reuse
plan or “BRP”).
LandWatch reiterates its request that the City revise and recirculate the SEIR to
address the defects set out in its comments.
A. Summary of comments
WATER ANALYSIS INADEQUATE: The SEIR fails to meet CEQA’s
requirements for an adequate analysis of water supply impacts because it assumes
uncritically that there would be no significant impacts to the Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin as long as pumping to support Fort Ord demand does not exceed the 6,600 afy that
MCWRA “allocated” to the Army in 1993. Thus, it concludes that there would be no
significant impact for Phases 1-3 of the project because water for those phases could be
supplied from uncommitted portions of the 6,600 afy allocation. The SEIR does not
support this conclusion with any actual analysis of impacts to the basin from increased
pumping; it simply assumes that 6,600 afy can be pumped without impact. As the
comments below and the attached letter from hydrologist Timothy Parker explains that
assumption is completely unfounded:
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the fact that there is already a significant cumulative impact and that additional
pumping will aggravate overdraft and seawater intrusion.
PARTIAL PROJECT NOT ANALYZED: The SEIR admits that a water supply
for Phases 4-6 is uncertain and so proposes simply not building Phases 4-6 as a
mitigation measure for water supply impacts. Despite LandWatch’s request and CEQA’s
mandate, the SEIR fails to assess the impact of not building these phases. Not building
Phases 4-6 would render the project primarily residential and eliminate most of the
commercial and jobs-creating uses. This would render the project inconsistent with
Seaside and BRP policies mandating a strong jobs to housing ratio. It would also force
residents to travel farther for jobs and shopping, increasing vehicle trips per capita and
aggravating GHG impacts, which are based on per capita CO2 emissions. And not
building the hotels, commercial space, and racetrack would render the fiscal effects of the
project negative.
GHG ANALYSIS INADEQUATE: The FSEIR violates CEQA because if fails
to disclose the actual basis of the numerous mitigation credits taken for GHG reduction
measures. The DSEIR takes 25 distinct credits for project features to reduce the
projected GHG emissions. When LandWatch asked for the specific assumptions that
would justify these credits, the FSEIR simply referred LandWatch to documentation that
confirms that project-specific assumptions are required, but does not provide those
assumptions for this project. Thus, there is no evidence in the record that the claimed
GHG reductions are warranted, and the FSEIR violates CEQA because it fails to provide
good-faith reasoned responses to comments.
GHG MITIGATION INADEQUATE: The SEIR admits that GHG impacts will
remain significant and unavoidable even after implementation of proposed mitigation.
CEQA requires that the City adopt all feasible mitigation as long as impacts remain
significant. CEQA also requires that the City respond to each mitigation measure
proposed by the public and either adopt it or explain why it would not be effective or
feasible. The FSEIR fails to respond at all to numerous feasible GHG mitigation
proposed by the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control Agency and by LandWatch.
The FSEIR rejects other mitigation, such as mandated solar electrical and water heating
systems, without any showing that it is infeasible or ineffective. This violates CEQA.
FSEIR TAKES UNJUSTIFIED VEHICLE TRIP REDUCTION CREDIT AND
REFUSES TO EXPLAIN IT: The traffic analysis assumes that 28% of vehicle trips will
remain within the project site. Caltrans, TAMC, and LandWatch objected that this socalled “internal capture” rate is unjustified and unjustifiable. The FSEIR claimed that it
provided documentation to Caltrans in response to its objection and that Caltrans had
made no further objection. Not true. Caltrans has continued to object. Regardless,
giving documentation to Caltrans does not answer the objections and questions raised by
TAMC and LandWatch. The FSEIR also claims that the trip capture data is in the
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DSEIR. This is not true. Indeed, if it were, it would not have been necessary to furnish
the information privately to Caltrans.
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION IS INADEQUATE: The traffic
analysis contains a number of additional flaws.
x

The proposed mitigation for special event traffic, events which could occur as
frequently as 125 times per year, is a to-be-determined-later “Events Management
Plan.” This mitigation is entirely ad hoc with no standards for what level of
congestion will be permitted. This violates CEQA’s requirement for specific
performance standards when formulation of mitigation is deferred until after project
approval.

x

As Caltrans objected, the FSEIR fails to apply Caltrans’ level of service standard in
its analysis of the significance of impacts, even though it applies the adopted
service standards for other jurisdictions (e.g., Marina, the County). Caltrans’ goal is
to maintain service at the cusp of LOS C and D. The FSEIR ignores impacts unless
service degrades to LOS D, and thus fails to disclose additional significant impacts
to Caltrans’ facilities.

x

The SEIR admits dozens of significant impacts to roads and intersections that will
not be mitigated. LandWatch proposes that impacts to freeway ramps could be
addressed with ramp metering and that the project should make fair share payments
for this. The FSEIR responds that ramp metering is not planned by Caltrans so is
infeasible. This is not true. Caltrans’ current plan for the SR 1 corridor in the
project vicinity expressly plans ramp metering. Again, the FSEIR’s comment
responses fail to evince good-faith.

NOISE ANALYSIS IS DEEPLY FLAWED: Noise from recreational areas of the
project, including the Sports Arena, horse track, swimming center, and other equestrian
facilities, noise from project construction, and noise from project traffic will exceed noise
standards adopted by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan and the City of Seaside. Despite
LandWatch’s objections, the SEIR fails to acknowledge this and to provide a legally
adequate noise analysis:
x

The SEIR ignores one whole category of noise standards from the Base Reuse
Plan, which are specifically intended to protect sensitive uses from loud short-term
noise from activities like construction, sports events, and musical concerts. Unlike
the 24-hour average noise standards, these so-called “statistical” noise standards
regulate peak noise events and cumulative noise for intervals of 1, 5, 15, and 30
minutes in an hour. Without these standards, highly annoying short-term noise
would be permitted, such as crowd cheering, PA systems, musical events, and
swimming pool timing horns. Seaside has failed to adopt the BRP’s statistical
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noise standards even though the BRP mandates that it do so and in fact bars it from
approving any projects in Fort Ord until it does so.

a failure to build out the commercial and recreational uses, the project will conflict with
BRP (and Seaside) policies mandating a balanced jobs/housing ratio.

x

The SEIR’s analysis and mitigation of construction noise contains no quantitative
analysis to determine if the project would exceed applicable standards, despite
express requirements in the Seaside noise ordinance and BRP policies for
quantitative assessment. Mitigation does not require the construction noise to meet
any noise standard. Noise engineer Derek Watry demonstrates that construction
noise would exceed applicable standards and that mitigation to meet applicable
standards is infeasible.

BELATED ELIMINATION OF RACING RENDERS ANALYSIS INVALID:
The last-minute elimination of horse-racing from the list of allowed uses does not
actually ensure that racing will not be permitted by a subsequent interpretation or revision
of the specific plan, particularly if regulation of racing is found to be preempted by state
law. If Seaside were serious about the racing ban, it could and should make the ban
enforceable by identifying it as CEQA mitigation and by banning horseracing by
ordinance.

x

The SEIR’s analysis of stationary noise impacts, e.g., noise from recreational
facilities, fails to identify a consistent threshold of significance so it is unclear how
the SEIR determines significance. Furthermore, the only noise standard mentioned
in the proposed mitigation differs from the noise standards discussed in the
qualitative assessment of the significance of impacts. And again, the SEIR fails to
provide the required quantitative assessment of noise levels with and without
mitigation.

Horseracing is an integral part of the economic justification for the project,
representing 40% of the jobs and the primary attraction that would generate hotel taxes,
without which the Wildan Report indicates that the project would be a fiscal loss for
Seaside. There is no analysis that would suggest that other uses will replace these
equestrian jobs and revenues.

x

x

The SEIR fails to assess and mitigate noise impacts to open space users. BRP
policies mandate strict standards to protect passively used open space, and
information in the FSEIR indicates that this standard is not met. Passive open
space use will be directly adjacent to the noisiest portions of the project.
Numerous comments have objected to the imposition of the project’s noise on this
use.
The traffic noise analysis is flawed because the analysis fails to protect outdoor
uses by failing to measure impacts at the property line as required by both the
City’s noise ordinance and the BRP. Furthermore, the FSEIR refused to provide
essential information to understand the traffic noise analysis requested by
LandWatch: the identification of the land use and applicable noise standards on the
road segments affected by the project. As Mr. Watry explains, for at least one
segment, this omission obscures the fact that the project will contribute
considerably to a significant cumulative noise impact.

THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE BASE REUSE PLAN: The
project conflicts with numerous noise policies in the BRP. Seaside has failed to adopt
required BRP noise standards and has failed to undertake noise analysis required by BRP
policies. Project noise will exceed standards in several BRP noise policies. The SEIR
admits that the project is inconsistent with BRP water policies requiring additional water
supplies and prohibiting approval of a development project without an assured long-term
water supply. If water supply limitations result in a predominately residential project and

And even if Seaside is not concerned about fiscal consequences of the bait-andswitch strategy saddling it with unbalanced residential construction, Seaside is still
accountable for the inadequate environmental analysis. Without the commercial and jobs
uses assumed in the SEIR, the assumed jobs/housing balance will not materialize. This
would result in inconsistencies with Seaside and BRP policies, including policies
intended to minimize transportation and air pollution impacts and conserve water
supplies to support balanced growth.
For all of these reasons, LandWach urges the Seaside City Council to decline to
certify the inadequate SEIR and to decline to approve project entitlements.
Detailed comments are set out below and in the attached letters from hydrologist
Timothy Parker and noise engineer Derek Watry.
B. The SEIR fails as an informational document because its discussion of
groundwater impacts is incomplete and inadequate.
Because the FSEIR fails to provide adequate responses to the issues LandWatch
raised in its DSEIR comments, LandWwatch asked hydrogeologist Timothy Parker to
review the SEIR and relevant documentation. Mr. Parker’s comments are attached and
incorporated by reference in the discussion below.
1.

The FSEIR fails to respond adequately to comments objecting to reliance on
the 6,600 afy allocation as the basis to find impacts less than significant.

LandWatch objected that the DSEIR improperly concludes that project-specific
and cumulative impacts would be less than significant in Phases 1-3 based on the fact that
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a portion of the 6,600 afy allocation to Fort Ord from the 1993 annexation agreement
remains unallocated and thus available to the Project. Comment PO 208-22.

because 1) it mischaracterizes LandWatch’s comments and 2) it implies that there is no
connection between the 6,600 afy allocation and the remaining unclaimed portions of the
sub-allocations to the City and County:

The SEIR consistently implies or states that impacts would be less than significant
as long as the 6,600 afy “allocation” to Fort Ord, or the “sub-allocation” to the City of
Seaside and/or the County of Monterey that remains available to the project, is not
exceeded. See DSEIR at 4.8-34 to 35 (project-specific groundwater supply impact less
than significant through Phase 3 because “Project would only use groundwater that is
within MCWD’s existing 6,600 AFY allocation”), 4.8-46 (same for cumulative water
quality impact), 4.19-22 to 25 (project specific water supply impact less than significant
through phase 3 and “potentially significant” for Phases 4-6), 4.19-32 (“project-related
cumulatively considerable water supply impacts” are “significant and unavoidably
cumulatively-considerable” for Phases 4-6). 1
Thus, the DSEIR’s clear implication is that as long as total pumping for Fort Ord
does not exceed the 6,600 afy allocation, there would be no significant impact.
LandWatch objected that this conclusion is unwarranted because the 6,600 afy
does not represent either a baseline usage or a safe yield determination. The FSEIR
admits that the 6,600 afy is neither a baseline nor a safe yield. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1027.
However, the FSEIR response fails to provide the required good-faith reasoned analysis
DSEIR section 4.19 outlines the allocation of the 6,600 afy to the various jurisdiction within the
Ord Community in Table 4.19-2, Groundwater Allocation by Jurisdiction. DSEIR, p. 4.19-4. Section 4.19
then identifies the sub-allocations to projects within the City of Seaside and the County of Monterey in
Table 4.19-4, Groundwater Sub-Allocations, concluding that there is 412.9 afy of “City/County
Unallocated” water supply. DSEIR, p. 4.19-5. DSEIR section 4.19 explains that the project’s potable
demand for Phases 1-4 would be 410.8 afy, which is within the “existing unallocated water supply of 412.9
AFY” and therefore “a less than significant impact concerning potable water demand is concluded for
Project Phases I through IV.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-23. Section 4.19 then explains that there is only sufficient
“unallocated non-potable water supply” for Phases 1-3 and that therefore a “potentially significant impact
is identified for Project Phases IV through VI.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-24. Section 4.19 proposes Mitigation
Measure W-1, which would require “proof of an adequate water supply” that ensures “current unused water
supply is allocated” before future development is permitted. Section 4.19 then concludes that “given the
uncertainties involving the water supply options, sufficient water supplies would not be endured to Phases
IV through VI. Therefore impacts concerning water supply availability would remain significant and
unavoidable.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-26.
1

Section 4.19 uses the same arithmetic to conclude that the “project-related cumulatively
considerable water supply impacts” are less than significant for phases 1-3 but significant and unavoidable
for phases 4-6 due to “the uncertainties involving the water supply options.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-32.
DSEIR section 4.8 references the discussion in section 4.19 and states that impacts from Phases 46 would be “potentially significant” because “additional groundwater would be need to be acquired to meet
the remainder of the Project’s groundwater demand for Phases IV through VI.” DSEIR, p. 4.8-34. Section
4.8 goes on to explain that because of “uncertainties involving the water supply options, sufficient water
supplies would not be ensured to Phases IV through VI. Therefore impacts in this regard would be
significant and unavoidable.” DSEIR, pp. 4.8-34 to 4.8-35.
Section 4.8 draws the same conclusions regarding cumulative impacts as section 4.19.

The commenter's following assertions are incorrect: (1) SEIR does not conclude
that water supply impacts would be less than significant if total water demand for
Project buildout is below 6,600 AFY; and (2) SEIR does not conclude that water
supply impacts would be less than significant if total water demand for Phases IIII is below 6,600 AFY. Rather, DSEIR page 4.19-30 states that under the
1993Agreement, 6,600 AFY of the Salinas Basin groundwater is available for use
on Ord Community Service Area lands, not limited only to the Project. As stated
in MR 11.3.9 (Water) and Response PO 208-5, DSEIR page 4.19-23 concludes
that Phases I-IV would have a less than significant impact concerning potable
water demand because the existing unallocated potable water supply of 412.9
AFY (from the 1,722 AFY of groundwater FORA allocated to the City and
County) would be sufficient to meet the total potable water demand of
approximately 410.8 AFY for these phases combined. Furthermore, as stated in
MR 11.3.9 (Water) and Response PO 208-5, DSEIR page 4.19-26 concludes that
sufficient water supplies cannot be assured to Phases IV-VI at this time, despite
implementation of feasible mitigation (Mitigation Measure W-1); therefore,
impacts concerning water supply availability would remain significant and
unavoidable. As can be seen from these statements, the above conclusions are not
premised on the assumption that the 6,600 AFY allocation from the Agreement
either represents the baseline condition or the safe yield from the affected
aquifers, on which to base the Project's water supply analysis, as falsely asserted
by commenter.”
FSEIR p. 11.4-1027, emphasis added.
First, LandWatch did not suggest, as the FSEIR states, that the DSEIR finds
impacts less than significant as long as the Project itself does not use 6,600 afy.
LandWatch objected that “the DEIR assumes that as long as the Project does not exceed
its allocation of a portion of the 6,600 ‘entitlement’ there will be no significant water
supply impacts.” PO 208-22.
Second, the response simply ignores the fact that the sub-allocations to the City
and the County that will not be exceeded until Phase 4 represent portions of the 6,600 afy
allocation and that the DSEIR clearly identifies exceeding the 6,600 afy allocation as the
basis for a significant impact. For example, in discussing the rationale for its conclusion
that project-specific impacts are less than significant through Phase 3 but not after that,
the DSEIR explains that “the Ord Community is allocated 6,600 AFY of groundwater”
and that “[t]he project would only use groundwater that is within the MCWD’s existing
allocation.” DSEIR, p. 4.8-34; see DSEIR, p. 4.9-9 (identifying the 1993 Annexation
Agreement as the source of this allocation); 4.19-4 to 5 (explaining that the groundwater
allocation by jurisdiction is based on FORA’s sub-allocation of the 6,600 afy allocation
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to the Ord Community); see also FSEIR, p. 11.4-1027 (“sufficient water supplies cannot
be assured to Phases IV-VI at this time, despite implementation of feasible mitigation
(Mitigation Measure W-1); therefore, impacts concerning water supply availability would
remain significant and unavoidable”)

As Mr. Parker explains, the existence of the 6,600 afy allocation to Fort Ord does
not establish that additional pumping within that 6,600 afy would have not significant
impact. Mr. Parker demonstrates the following:

Indeed, if exceeding the 6,600 afy allocation is not the basis on which the SEIR
identifies a significant cumulative impact, then the SEIR fails to provide any clear
threshold for that conclusion. The FSEIR itself confirms that “groundwater supply is
determined by the allocations and sub-allocations shown in DSEIR Tables 4.19-3 and
4.19-4.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1027. These tables clearly indicate that the groundwater supply
to the Ord Community is 6,600 afy. DSEIR, p. 4.19-4.
2. The SEIR’s assumption that the project’s Phase 1-3 impact is less than
significant because it is within the 6,600 afy allocation is not supported by
analysis in the SEIR and is not accurate.
It is clear that the SEIR assumes that 1) there will be no significant cumulative
impact from all BRP projects taken together as long as their combined water use is less
than 6,600 afy, and 2) the Project itself will not make a considerable contribution to a
significant cumulative impact as long as its water use does not exceed the portion of that
6,600 afy that has not been allocated to other projects.
Because the SEIR assumes that there would be no significant cumulative impact
(and no considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact) as long as Fort Ord
projects stay within the 6,600 afy entitlement, it fails to consider the possibilities that,
even if the 6,600 afy threshold is not crossed, 1) there is already a significant cumulative
impact from existing pumping, 2) that increased pumping from all projects including
Monterey Downs in the future may result in a significant cumulative impact, and 3)
increased pumping for the Monterey Downs project may be a considerable contribution
to a significant cumulative impact.
In fact, the SEIR’s conclusions that there is no significant cumulative impact as
long as total Fort Ord pumping stays within 6,600 afy and that there is no considerable
contribution to such an impact if the project does not exceed its sub-allocation of that
6,600 afy are legally flawed and factually unsupported.
As the California Supreme Court has explained, the “ultimate question under
CEQA . . . is not whether an EIR establishes a likely source of water, but whether it
adequately addresses the reasonably foreseeable impacts of supplying water to the
project.” Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova
(“Vineyard”) (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 434 (emphasis in original). The SEIR gets this
exactly wrong, focusing on whether there is a water source (i.e., a portion of the 6,600
afy allocation) for the project instead of discussing the impact of using that water source.

x

The BRP Program Environmental Impact Report (“PEIR”) did not assume that
6,600 afy could be pumped without impact. That document expressly provided
that pumping within this allocation might in fact cause additional seawater
intrusion, and it required specific mitigation that was intended to avoid this
outcome. This includes the duty to determine safe yield and to accelerate the
provision of additional water supply if groundwater pumping were unable to
supply 6,600 afy without causing further seawater intrusion. BRP PEIR, pp. 4-49,
4-53 to 4-54.

x

In fact, even though the allocated 6,600 afy has not yet been pumped, seawater
intrusion has been exacerbated by cumulative pumping since the BRP PEIR was
certified (e.g., another 2 miles advance of the seawater intrusion front) and will be
exacerbated in the future by any additional pumping, including pumping to
support the Project, whether from the 180-foot, 400-foot, or 900-foot aquifers.

Nor does the purported “reliability” of the water supply demonstrate that its use is
without significant impacts. Mr. Parker demonstrates the following:
x The fact that the capacity of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin (“SVGB”) is
large enough to smooth out year-to-year climatic variations does not mean that
this pumping does not deplete the aquifer over time. In fact, an ongoing annual
average rate of depletion of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin since the
1930’s has caused more than 5 miles of seawater intrusion. Thus, the
groundwater supply may be “reliable” only in the sense that there would be
available water in normal, single, and multiple dry years, the analytic periods
required by the Water Code for an urban water management plan. But using that
water exacerbates an overdraft condition and exacerbates seawater intrusion.
x The claim in MCWD’s WSA and 2010 UWMP that the Salinas Valley Water
Project (“SVWP”) ensures a “reliable supply” in the sense of a “no impact”
supply is not accurate. The Salinas Valley Water Project’s 2002 modeling
assumptions for cumulative demand have not proved accurate. Demand
substantially exceeds the levels at which the Salinas Valley Water Project
modeling assumed seawater intrusion would be controlled. The Monterey
County Water Resources Agency (“MCWRA”) now admits that the Salinas
Valley Water Project will not halt seawater intrusion and that additional projects
are needed. The most recent comprehensive report on the state of the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin indicates that existing pumping from the basin as a
whole is not sustainable. The report documents that the safe or sustainable yield
of the Pressure Subarea, the subarea from which the project would draw its
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water, is only 110,000 to 117,000 afy, but groundwater pumping exceeds this
yield by about 12,000 to 19,000 afy.
x The fact that seawater intrusion has not been detected yet in the 900-foot aquifer
does not mean that pumping the 900-foot aquifer is without impact. Existing
stratigraphy and modeling show that pumping the 900-foot aquifer will induce
seawater intrusion in the upper aquifers, i.e, the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers.
And pumping the 900-foot aquifer and may lead to seawater intrusion in the 900foot aquifer through either of two routes: a direct hydraulic connection with the
bay or through inter-aquifer transfer. The SEIR fails to address this, despite
LandWatch comments asking for just this information.
3. 6,600 afy does not constitute baseline use.
It is clear that the 6,600 afy allocation does not represent baseline pumping.
Thus, the City may not simply assume that pumping within the 6,600 allocation is not a
new impact.
First, in response to landWatch’s comments, the FSEIR denies that 6,600 afy is
intended to represent either a baseline or safe yield. FSEIR, p. p. 11.4-1027.
Second, in response to LandWatch’s request that the SEIR actually identify
baseline use (PO 208-10, 208-14), the FSEIR references Master Response 11.3.9 and the
discussions in the DSEIR sections 4.8 and 4.19. FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1022-1023. The
FSEIR’s Master Response 11.3.9 identifies baseline conditions for MCWD’s Fort Ord
area as the 2015 consumption of 1,650 afy (of which total the City was using 505 afy and
the County 55 afy). FSEIR, p. 11.3-9. Section 4.19 of the DSEIR reports baseline
pumping in the Ord Community Service Area from 2001 to 2010 as 2,311 afy, based on
the MCWD Water Supply Assessment. DSEIR, p. 4.19-1 to 4.19-2. (Section 4.8 of the
DSEIR reports pumping capacity and planned future pumping, but not baseline pumping.
DSEIR, pp. 4.8-8 to 4.8-10, 4.8-33 to 4.8-35.) Regardless whether baseline pumping is
assumed to be the 1,650 pumped in 2015 or the 2,311 afy average from 2001 to 2010, it
is clear that the baseline is not 6,600 afy.
Third, the average pumping at the time that Fort Ord was in use by the Army was
never 6,600 afy. That amount represents a single peak year pumping in 1984. The 1993
Army/MCWRA agreement reports that average pumping from 1988-1992, the period that
brackets the 1991 closure decision, was about 5,200 afy. Agreement No. A-06404
between U.S.A. and MCWRA, Sept 21, 1993, ¶ 4c.
Fourth, the BRP PEIR does not identify 6,600 afy as the baseline use. The
discussion of water supply in the section captioned “environmental setting” references
the Army/MCWRA agreement that “6,600 acre feet per year (afy) of water is available
from the Salinas Valley groundwater basin for Former Fort Ord land uses, provided that
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such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion.” BRP
PEIR, p. 4-49. However, the discussion in this section does not identify any prior
pumping amounts, and a reference to an agreement regarding future pumping does not
even purport to identify historic baseline pumping. As Mr. Parker explains, the BRP
PEIR provides that mitigation would be required for any pumping that would lead to an
increase in seawater intrusion, even if this occurs before the 6,600 afy allocation is
pumped. The BRP PEIR’s discussion of the environmental setting with respect to water
supplies identifies the 6,600 afy figure as the allocation in the MCWRA/Army
agreement, not as baseline use. The discussion expressly provides that this allocation is
available only “provided that such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing
seawater intrusion.” BRP PEIR, p. 4-49.
Fifth, if the BRP PEIR adopts any baseline figure for Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin pumping on the Former Fort Ord, that figure is not 6,600 afy. The figure may be
the 5,100 afy average pumping for the 4 to 5 years immediately prior to 1991, based on
the Army’s NEPA documents. In Section 1.2.2, Baseline Determination, the BRP PEIR
expressly adopts the Amy’s NEPA document baseline: “As with the Army’s FEIS and
DSEIS, this EIR determines whether the proposed project may have a significant effect
on the environment based on physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” BRP
PEIR, p. 1-3. The BRP PEIR states that this approach “complies with Section 21083.8.1
of the Public Resources Code and utilizes the extensive research already conducted for
the Army’s NEPA documents, which use the same baseline year.” Id. Section
21083.8.1 permits a reuse plan EIR or EIS to rely on conditions at the time of the closure
decision as a baseline provided that certain procedures are followed. 2
The BRP PEIR then identifies the specific NEPA documents that were used to
determine the Environmental Setting for water supply analysis. BRP PEIR, pp. 1-3, 1-10
(Table 1.9-1). These include the Army’s December 1995 Draft SEIS, the Army’s June
1993 Final EIS Volume 1, and the Army’s April 1992 “Other Physical Attributes
Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California.” These documents identify the baseline water
use from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as 5,100 afy, not as 6,600 afy, as follows:

These procedures include circulation of proposed baseline conditions to affected agencies “prior to
circulating a draft EIR” followed by a public hearing at which “the lead agency shall specify whether it will
adopt any of the baseline physical conditions for the reuse plan EIR and identify those conditions.”
Guidelines, § 15229(a)(1), (2). Although the BRP PEIR states that it availed itself of the Public Resources
Code § 21083.8.1 baseline provisions and that baseline conditions are as of the September 1991 closure
decision (BRP PEIR p. 1-3), there is no evidence that FORA actually followed the process required by
Public Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify baseline water use
conditions in a document circulated before the PEIR and to state an intent to adopt that as the baseline. See
FORA, Resolution 97-6, June 13, 1997 (Certifying BRP PEIR and discussing proceedings and hearings).
CEQA does not authorize FORA to rely on the Army’s prior compliance with these procedures, if in fact
the Army did comply.
2
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x The 1996 Final SEIS states that “[a]s reported in the final EIS (Volume 1, page 456), average water demand on Fort Ord was 5,100 acre-feet (af) during 19861989. Water use has declined in recent years with the decrease in the number of
personnel living on and occupying the base. Annual water use was 5,634 af in
water year 1992, 3,971 af in 1993, and 3,235 af in 1994.” 3
x The June 1993 Final EIS states that “[a]nnual water consumption decreased from
a high of 6,600 acre-feet in 1984 to an average of 5,100 acre-feet during 19861989.” 4 Table 4.5-2 identifies 5,100 afy as the average pumpage for Fort Ord. 5
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full. CEQA does not permit the imposition of mitigation unless there are significant
impacts. Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(3). Thus, treating 6,600 afy as a baseline “no impact”
level is inconsistent with the fact that BRP PEIR repeatedly states that use of the 6,600
afy allocation is only to be permitted if it does not contribute to seawater intrusion and
that mitigation may be required even if water use does not rise to 6,600 afy. See BRP
PEIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54.
And the Army’s EIS also makes clear that 1) there is no categorical right to pump
6,600 afy, and 2) even the right to pump up to 5,200 afy is subject to a no-harm
condition:

x The April 1992 Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California,
provides a table of annual pumping, from which it is apparent that average annual
pumping from 1986-1989 is 5,083 afy and the average from 1986-1990 is 5,126
afy. 6 That 1992 report identified declining water use from 1980 to 1990, except
for the single year 1984. 7
In sum, if the Army actually followed the procedures of Public Resources Code §
21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to adopt a baseline figure and if FORA also
complied with those procedures, then the baseline water use was not 6,600 afy but only
5,100 afy. The outlier 6,600 afy figure from 1984 could not have been used as a baseline
because it does not represent the “physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” BRP
PEIR, p. 1-3; see Public Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c).
Sixth, even if FORA or the Army had followed the process required by Public
Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify a baseline
condition for water, they were required to “state in writing how the lead agency intends to
integrate the baseline for analysis with the reuse planning and environmental review
process.” Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(C). The BRP PEIR does explain how
the 6,600 afy figure is to be integrated into its analysis and mitigation of water supply
impacts. BRP PEIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54. And that discussion does not indicate an
intent to treat 6,600 afy as a baseline condition within which there is no significant
impact, because it requires mitigation even if the 6,600 afy allocation is not pumped in
3
Dept. Of the Army, Final Supplemental EIS Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1996, p. 4-11,
available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1538//Section_4.pdf. The quote from the
Final SEIS is of the unchanged text of the 1995 Draft SEIS.
4
Dept. of the Army, Final EIS, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1993, p. 4-57, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
5

Id. at 4-59.

US Army Corps of Engineers, Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California,
April 1992, p. 1-6, available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-2202//Section_1.pdf.

6

7

Id. at 1-6, 1-14.

MCWRA will not object to Fort Ord/POM Annex withdrawal from the basin of
up to 6,600 af/yr, provided that no more than 5,200 af/yr are withdrawn from the
180-foot aquifer and 400-foot aquifer and that such withdrawals do not threaten to
aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion problem. 8
Seventh, Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(A) provides that “[p]rior to the
close of the hearing, the lead agency may specify the baseline conditions for the reuse
plan environmental impact report prepared, or in the process of being prepared, for the
closure of the base. The lead agency may specify particular physical conditions that it
will examine in greater detail than were examined in the environmental impact
statement.” The BRP FEIR does in fact require further analysis of physical conditions
than the analysis provided in the EIR. For example, Program C-3.1 requires
determination of the safe yield of the portion of Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin “to determine available water supplies.” BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.
Program C-3.2 require further investigation of seawater intrusion in the context of the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan and measures to prevent further intrusion. Again,
these provisions are simply inconsistent with treating 6,600 afy as a permissible baseline
use that would not constitute a significant impact.
4. 6,600 afy is not a safe yield.
Safe yield or sustainable yield is defined as “the amount of groundwater that can
be pumped annually on a long-term basis without causing undesirable results.” 9 The
FSEIR admits that 6,600 afy does not represent a safe yield figure for pumping to support
Fort Ord reuse. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1027.

Dept. of the Army, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Fort Ord Disposal and
Reuse, June 1996, p. 4-11, emphasis added, available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1538//Section_4.pdf.
8

9
Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
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The Final EIS for the Fort Ord base closure and reuse also acknowledges that 1)
safe yield must be determined for the entire groundwater basin and 2) pumping for Fort
Ord already exceeded safe yield as of 1993:

Valley Water Project) is from 499,000 to 506,000 afy, and existing pumping already
exceeds this yield by 17,000 to 24,000 afy. 12

The concept of safe yield is meaningful only when applied to an entire
groundwater basin. The amount of yield available to individual users within the
basin depends of the amounts and locations of pumping by other users. In the
Salinas Valley groundwater basin, present pumping in and near Fort Ord exceeds
safe yield in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers, as indicated by continuing
seawater intrusion and water levels below sea level in those aquifers. This
indicates that the yield from the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers for Fort Ord is
less than its present pumpage, assuming that pumping by other users remains
unchanged. 10

Instead of providing current information about safe yield for the basin, the FSEIR
recites the out-of-date claim in the MCWD 2010 UWMP that the Salinas Valley Water
Project is expected to balance the basin by resulting in a “net increase in storage of about
6,000 ac-ft annually.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1025. As Mr. Parker demonstrates, this claim is
simply unsupportable in light of current information:
x The Salinas Valley Water Project EIR’s modeling analysis claimed only that the
Salinas Valley Water Project would balance the basin on the basis of 1995
demand levels, of about 473,000 afy.
x The Salinas Valley Water Project modeling projected that basin-wide demand
would decline from 1995 to 2030 from 473,000 afy to 443,000 afy; however
demand has averaged over 500,000 afy since 1995.

Base Reuse Plan Hydrology and Water Quality Program C 3-1 requires that Seaside work
with MCWRA to determine safe yield to determine available water supplies:
The City shall continue to work with the MCWRA and the MPWMD to estimate the
safe yield in the context of the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those
portions of the former Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley and the Seaside
groundwater basins to determine available water supplies.

x MCWRA has acknowledged that the demand assumptions used for the Salinas
Valley Water Project modeling did in fact understate basin-wide demand.
x MCWRA now acknowledges that additional future groundwater management
projects, in addition to the existing projects such as the Salinas Valley Water
Project, are required to mitigate and avoid future seawater intrusion.

BRP PEIR, p. 4-55. There is no evidence in the record that Seaside has in fact worked
with MCWRA to determine safe yield for the Fort Ord area. LandWatch’s DSEIR
comments specifically requested a water balance analysis showing sustainable yields for
the 180, 400, and 900 foot aquifers, i.e., the amounts that could be pumped without
mining or depleting the aquifers. PO 208-10, 208-14. The FSEIR did not provide this
information. FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1023, 11.3-7 to 11.3-11.3-17.
Furthermore, as the Final EIS for the Fort Ord base closure and reuse indicates,
the concept of safe yield only makes sense for a basin as whole, not just the Fort Ord
area. MCWRA’s most recent determination of the sustainable or safe yield for the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and the Pressure Subarea indicates that pumping has
been and remains in excess of safe yield. In particular, the 2016 State of the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin report indicates that the safe yield of the Pressure Subarea is
about 110,000 to 117, 000 afy and that existing pumping already exceeds this yield by
about 12,000 to 19,000 afy. 11 The safe yield for the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as
a whole (the four subareas constituting Zone 2C, the assessment area for the Salinas

10

Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57.

MCWRA, State of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, 2016, p. 4-25, available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/hydrogeologic_reports/documents/State_of_the_SRGBasin_Jan16_2
015.pdf.
11

x MCWRA’s current analysis, based on 2013 modeling by Geoscience, calls for
using 130,000 afy of surface water from the Salinas River to deliver additional
water for coastal use, above and beyond the amount that can be provided by the
Salinas Valley Water Project, in order to reduce coastal pumping and to establish
the necessary groundwater elevations to prevent seawater intrusion.
x There is no certainty that seawater intrusion will be mitigated or avoided because
the projects that are required to deliver this additional water are not committed,
funded, or environmentally reviewed.
The FSEIR’s continued reliance on the out-of-date claims for the Salinas Valley Water
Project made in the MCWD 2010 UWMP are unaccountable in light of the MCWRA’s
open and public work on the continuing problem of seawater intrusion since 2010. The
City of Seaside is required by BRP Hydrology and Water Quality Policy C-3 to “work
with” MCWRA “to estimate the current safe yield” and to “participate in implementing
measures to prevent future intrusion.” DSEIR, p. 4.8-20. It is difficult to believe that the
City has honored this policy obligation if it remains ignorant of MCWRA’s current
analysis of the seawater intrusion problem.
12

Id. at 4-26.
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Regardless, the City cannot claim that additional pumping in the Fort Ord area up
to 6,600 afy would be without impact on the grounds that 6,600 afy represents a safe
yield level for Fort Ord pumping.

Second, the expected basin management plan, the cooperation in mitigation of
seawater intrusion and development of new water supply, and the determination of safe
yield required by BRP policies, including Hydrology and Water Quality Policies B-1, B2, and C-3 have not materialized, and this is a substantial change in the BRP project
itself. Public Resources Code § 21166(a). Indeed, the FSEIR admits that there have been
substantial changes within the meaning of Public Resources Code § 21166. FSEIR at
14.4-1017 (acknowledging that the “various changes in the environmental and/or
regulatory setting over the years” requires an SEIR). One of the admitted change in
circumstances or changes in the BRP project is the “uncertainty” regarding “previously
identified long-term water supply options,” i.e., the options identified by the BRP PEIR
as the purported basis for finding impacts less than significant. DSEIR p. 4.8-47. The
DSEIR acknowledges that, in light of this uncertainty, it is no longer possible to find, as
the BRP PEIR found, that the project’s “adherence to the BRP policies and programs (as
outlined below) and additional mitigation measures” would adequately mitigate impacts
for all phases of the project.

5. The SEIR must provide an adequate and independent cumulative analysis of
water supply impacts because it may not rely on tiering from the BRP PEIR.
Changed circumstances, new information, and changes in the BRP itself that have
occurred since the BRP PEIR require reexamination of the cumulative analysis and
preclude tiering. Accordingly, the City is obliged to prepare a new water supply analysis
and not to tier from the water supply analysis in the BRP PEIR.
As LandWatch has objected, the SEIR may not tier from the BRP PEIR, at least
with respect to the water supply discussion. Public Resources Code § 21094(b) bars
tiering if the Project is not consistent with the plan for which the first tier EIR was
prepared. The SEIR admits that it is inconsistent with the BRP Hydrology and Water
Quality Policies B-1 and B-2, which policies require additional water supplies and
prohibit approval of a development project without an assured long-term water supply.
DSEIR, p. 4.9-10; FSEIR 14.4-1020.
Public Resources Code § 21094(b) also bars tiering if the project is not consistent
with the applicable General Plan. The project is inconsistent with Seaside’s General
Plan, as is evident from the need for substantial amendments to that General Plan. The
FSEIR’s argument that the Project would be consistent with the General Plan after
amendment would simply read this section of Public Resources Code § 21094(b) out of
the statute because the State Planning and Zoning law bars approval of projects that are
inconsistent with the General Plan. Furthermore, if the Project is inconsistent with the
General Plan, there can be no assurance that its impacts were adequately assessed by the
General Plan EIR.
Most problematically, Public Resources Code § 21094(b)(3) bars tiering if a
project is subject to Public Resources Code § 21166 and/or CEQA Guidelines § 15162
due to changed circumstances and/or new information. Here, there are changed
circumstances and new information that bar reliance on the out-of-date cumulative
analysis.
First, seawater intrusion has advanced significantly since the 1997 BRP PEIR,
constituting a substantially more severe significant effect than shown in the BRP PEIR.
See Guidelines § 15162(a)(3)(B) (“Significant effects previously examined will be
substantially more severe than shown in the previous EIR”). Within the meaning of
Public Resources Code § 21166(b) and (c) this is a “substantial change[] . . . with respect
to the circumstances under which the project is being undertaken” as well as “new
information, which was not known and could not have been known” at the time of the
BRP PEIR.

The FSEIR admits that “MCWD has not implemented their long-term water
supplies options to date” but apparently offers the excuse that this is “because the reuse
of the former Army base slowed down considerably during the economic downturn
beginning in 2008.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1026. This misinterprets the BRP PEIR’s water
supply policies and mitigation requirements by implying that there is no obligation to
provide any additional supply until 6,600 afy has been allocated to approved
development projects. As discussed above and in Mr. Parker’s comments, the BRP PEIR
analysis of water supply impacts makes it clear that FORA did not necessarily expect that
6,600 afy could be pumped from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin to support uses
on Fort Ord without causing further seawater intrusion, and its policies and mitigation do
not permit the agencies to delay a solution if seawater intrusion persists. BRP PEIR, pp.
4-49, 4-53 to 4-54. As Mr. Parker demonstrates, seawater intrusion has advanced another
two miles since the BRP PEIR was certified.
Case law is clear that additional analysis of water supply impacts is required
under section 21166 when new information shows more severe impacts or the planned
water sources are not implemented timely:
To the extent that a subsequent subdivision proposal relies on different water
sources than were proposed in the specific plan it implements, or the likely
availability of the intended water sources has changed between the time of the
specific plan and the subdivision application (or more has been learned about the
effects of exploiting those sources), changes in the project, the surrounding
circumstances or the available information would exist within the meaning of
section 21166, requiring additional CEQA analysis under that section . . .
Vineyard, supra, 40 Cal.4th at 438; see also id. at 431, n. 7. Here, the new information
about the severity of cumulative impacts, changes to circumstances, and to the project
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itself with regard to water supply are subject to Public Resources Code § 21166 and/or
CEQA Guidelines § 15162 and therefore tiering, at least for the water supply analysis, is
not permitted. The SEIR erred by not providing a new analysis of water supply impacts,
in particular, a new cumulative analysis.
6.

Even if tiering were proper, the City must assess whether the project makes
a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative effect.

Finally, even if tiering were permitted, the City must still assess whether the
incremental effects of the Project would be considerable when viewed in the context of
past, present, and probable future projects.” Guidelines, § 15152(f)(2). We note that the
California Supreme Court has clarified that additional review of a subsequent project may
be required in a tiering context even where 21166 does not apply:
The standard for determining whether to engage in additional CEQA review for
subsequent projects under a tiered EIR is more relaxed than the prohibition
against additional review imposed by Public Resources Code section 21166 for
project EIR's.” (Friends of Mammoth v. Town of Mammoth Lakes Redevelopment
Agency (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 511, 528, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 334.) For project EIRs, of
course, a subsequent or supplemental impact report is required in the event there
are substantial changes to the project or its circumstances, or in the event of
material new and previously unavailable information. (Ibid., citing § 21166.) In
contrast, when a tiered EIR has been prepared, review of a subsequent project
proposal is more searching. If the subsequent project is consistent with the
program or plan for which the EIR was certified, then “CEQA requires a lead
agency to prepare an initial study to determine if the later project may cause
significant environmental effects not examined in the first tier EIR.” (Ibid. citing
Pub. Resources Code, § 21094, subds. (a), (c).)
Friends of the Coll. of San Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo Cty. Cmty. Coll. Dist. (2016)
207 Cal. Rptr. 3d 314, slip op. at p. 11 (emphasis added).
The determination whether a project’s effects are a considerable contribution to a
significant cumulative impact requires an acknowledgement of the existence of that
cumulative impact and assessment of its severity because “the greater the existing
environmental problems are, the lower the threshold should be for treating a project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts as significant.” Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency (“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th
98, 120. Here, as discussed below, the SEIR simply fails to provide this assessment
because it fails to provide an adequate cumulative analysis.
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7. The SEIR fails to provide an adequate cumulative analysis of water supply
impacts because it fails to acknowledge the existence of a significant regional
cumulative impact and improperly limits the scope of cumulative analysis to
the BRP area.
The DSEIR’s cumulative analysis of water supply impacts is inadequate because
1) it is limited to the area subject to the BRP PEIR, i.e., former Fort Ord, and 2) it fails to
consider in the first instance whether there is a significant cumulative impact from
cumulative regional groundwater pumping. DSEIR 4.8-47, 4.19-30 to 4.19-32.
Furthermore, to the extent that the FSEIR implies that cumulative impacts may be
ignored because the project’s contribution is a relatively small part of basin-wide
pumping, the FSEIR is legally and factually in error.
By way of background, cumulative impact analysis requires an agency to make
two determinations: (1) whether the impacts of the project in combination with those
from other past, present, and future projects are cumulatively significant, and (2) if so,
whether the project’s own effect is a considerable contribution. Guidelines, § 15130(a);
see Kostka and Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act (2nd
Ed., 2014 Update), § 13.39. In step one, the agency must determine whether the
combined effect of the project and other projects is significant, because those impacts
may be “individually minor but collectively significant.” Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency (“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th
98, 119-120. To provide an adequate step one analysis, the agency must
x
x
x
x

“define the scope of the area affected by the cumulative effect,”
explain “the geographic limitation used,”
identify the past, present, and future projects “producing related or cumulative
impacts” or provide projections of the conditions “contributing to the cumulative
effect,”
provide a “summary of the expected environmental effects to be produced by
those projects.” Guidelines, § 15130(b)(3), (4).

In step two, if there a significant cumulative effect, the agency must determine
whether the project’s contribution is “considerable,” i.e., “whether ‘any additional
amount’ of effect should be considered significant in the context of the existing
cumulative effect.” CBE v. CRA, supra, 103 CalApp.4th at 119.
a. The DSEIR errs by purporting to tier from the BRP PEIR but failing to
summarize its cumulative groundwater analysis and conclusions.
Notably, the geographic scope of the BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis was
regional, including the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a whole, and it found
significant unavoidable cumulative impacts. BRP PEIR, p. 5-5. The DSEIR does not
acknowledge this; indeed, despite its claim that it tiers from the BRP PEIR, the DSEIR
fails even to summarize the regional cumulative analysis from the BRP PEIR. As
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discussed above, tiering is not appropriate here. However, if it were proper, then the
DSEIR would be inadequate because it fails to summarize the discussion.

example, this is acknowledged by the BRP PEIR (at p. 5-5, acknowledging that regional
growth could cumulatively affect aquifers and cause further overdraft and seawater
intrusion), the MCWD 2010 UWMP (at p. 29, acknowledging that basin-wide pumping
causes declining water levels in Pressure Subarea), and the Army’s 1993 FEIS (at p. 457, acknowledging that the available yield without seawater intrusion depends on the
amount of pumping throughout the basin).

b. The cumulative analysis is inadequate because it fails to justify limiting the
geographic scope of analysis to the BRP area.
There is no justification for limiting the geographic scope of the cumulative
analysis to the BRP area (former Fort Ord) because the seawater intrusion and aquifer
depletion impacts are due to pumping throughout the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin.
The FSEIR claims that “[t]he geographic scope of the area affected by the
Project’s cumulative effect is the former Fort Ord (BRP boundaries).” FEIR 11.4-1024.
This is not true. Nor is the FSEIR’s claim true that the area affected by the Project’s
impact limited to the MCWD service area. Id. As Mr. Parker explains, the area that
would be affected by project pumping includes the Pressure Subbasin and the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin as a whole since these areas are hydraulically interconnected.
More importantly, CEQA does not define the geographic scope of cumulative
analysis based on the area affected but based on the location of the cumulative projects
that cause effects in the same area that the project causes effects. The Guidelines require
identification of projects “producing related or cumulative impacts” or projections of
conditions “contributing to the cumulative effect.” Guidelines §15130(b)(1). Case law is
clear that it is improper to omit relevant past, present, and future projects that create
related impacts. Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124
Cal.App.4th 1184, 1213-1214 (failure to consider all relevant projects in its cumulative
impact analysis is an “overarching legal flaw”); Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of
Ventura (1985) 126 Cal.App.3d 421, 430-432 (failure to justify omission of offshore
emissions is failure to comply with CEQA’s legal mandates); San Joaquin Raptor Rescue
Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713, 739-741 (omission of other
known development projects).
In Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692,
720, 724 the court invalidated an EIR’s cumulative air quality impact analysis not
because its conclusions were unsupported by substantial evidence, but because the
agency there – as here – had failed to conduct the analysis in the legally required manner
by omitting consideration of all “past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable
future projects.” Id. at 720, 724. The court rejected the agency’s argument that it must
defer to any substantial evidence within an EIR to support to support of the scope of
cumulative analysis. Id. at 721-724. The court held that when an EIR’s analysis fails to
consider required factual information, the error is one of law, not fact, because the
exclusion of relevant information improperly burdens the public to provide the relevant
analysis. Id. at 724.
Again, as Mr. Parker explains, it is indisputable that projects and pumping outside
the BRP area affect aquifer depletion and seawater intrusion within the BRP area. For

Responding to Comment PO 208-16 objecting to the truncated scope of
cumulative analysis, the FSEIR asserts that it has simply made the choice to rely on a
summary of projections and has chosen the BRP as the source of that summary. FSEIR
p. 11.4-1024. However, reliance on a summary of projections in an adopted plan is
impermissible if there is evidence that the geographic scope is drawn too narrowly.
Bakersfield Citizens, supra, 124 Cal.App.4th at 1216-1217.
The FSEIR claims that its response PO 208-5 explains why the geographic scope
was limited to the BRP. FSEIR pp. 11.4-1020, response PO 208-4, and p. 11.4-1023,
response PO 208-15. However, response 208-5 does not justify the limitation of the
geographic scope. That response purports to address objections that the DSEIR
inadequately identifies and characterizes the pumping source aquifer(s), fails to identify
other wells and cumulative pumping in the 900-foot aquifer, and fails to discuss recharge,
saline contamination and sustained yield of the 900-foot aquifer. Response 208-5 makes
the following points, which do not even purport to justify the geographic limitation:
x

It claims it is speculative to state whether the 180-foot, 400-foot, or the 900-foot
aquifer would supply Project water since they are connected hydraulically and the
180-foot and 400-foot aquifers are recharging the 900-foot aquifer. FSEIR 11.41020. This claim does not explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is
limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the 900-foot aquifer is “in reality a series of aquifers, not all of which
are hydraulically connected.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1020. This claim, which on its face
contradicts the claim that all of the aquifers are hydraulically connected, does not
explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It claims that the deep aquifer (the 900-foot aquifer) is not experiencing seawater
intrusion. FSEIR p. 11.4-1021. This claim does not explain why the scope of
cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It reiterates that the threshold of significance is substantial depletion of
groundwater supplies or interference with recharge such that there would be a net
deficit in aquifer volume or lowering of groundwater table level. FSEIR p. 11.41020. This claim does not explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is
limited to the BRP area.
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x

It states that mitigation will be required, that the impact will be significant and
unavoidable for phases 4-6, and that a statement of overriding considerations will
be required. FSEIR p. 11.4-1020 to 1021. This claim does not explain why the
scope of cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the DSEIR relied on the MCWD UWMP, which discussed the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin. This claim admits that the relevant
geographic scope of cumulative analysis should be the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin.

x

It claims that there is adequate pumping capacity, that the project would be
required to submit proof of adequate water supply before development is allowed,
that the project does not overlay areas subject to seawater intrusion, and that all of
this means that it will not cause any increase in seawater intrusion. FSEIR p.
11.4-1021. This claim, which on its face is inconsistent with the well-established
fact that all Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin pumping, and especially coastal
pumping, is causing an increase in seawater intrusion, does not in any event
explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the Project will not interfere with recharge. FSEIR p. 11.4-1021 to
1022. This claim does not explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is
limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the Ord area is limited to 6,600 afy from the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin and that not all of this has been allocated. FSEIR p. 11.41022. This claim admits that the relevant geographic scope of cumulative
analysis should be the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin.

x

It claims that the DSEIR’s analysis is based on the 2010 UWMP and that
therefore “the details concerning aquifer operations do not affect the DSEIR’s
analysis,” which is “considered sufficient to allow decision-makers to make an
informed decision concerning the project’s impacts.” FSEIR p. 11.4-22. Again,
this claim does not address the relevant geographic scope of cumulative analysis.

In sum, the SEIR is inadequate because it fails to justify the geographic limitation of its
cumulative analysis to the BRP area. And the SEIR’s cumulative analysis is inadequate
because it fails to list projects “producing related or cumulative impacts” or to provide a
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summary of projections of conditions “contributing to the cumulative effect.” Guidelines
§15130(b)(1).
c. Failure to consider whether there is a significant cumulative impact from
cumulative regional groundwater pumping is legally erroneous; failure to identify
such an impact is a critical factual omission.
As noted, cumulative analysis may require two distinct determinations: whether
there is a significant cumulative impact from all relevant projects and, if so, whether the
project under review makes a considerable contribution to that impact.
Nowhere in a step-one analysis does the DSEIR consider whether, much less
acknowledge that, there is a significant cumulative impact caused by groundwater
pumping from regional projects or, alternatively, conclude that there is no significant
cumulative impact from regional projects. Indeed, the DSEIR erroneously fails to
distinguish between the single-step analysis required for a project-specific significance
determination and the two-step analysis required for cumulative significance
determinations. Instead, the DSEIR offers essentially the same analysis and conclusions
for both its project-specific and cumulative analyses of groundwater supply impacts. It
finds both the project specific impacts and the cumulative impacts to be less than
significant for Phases 1-3, because an unallocated portion of the 6,600 afy allocation is
available, and unavoidably significant for Phases 4-6, because additional sources of water
are not certain. DSEIR, pp. 4.8-34 to 4.8-35 (project-specific groundwater impact), 4.847 to 4.8-48 (cumulative groundwater impact), 4.19-31 to 4.19-32 (project-specific water
supply impact), 4.19-24 to 4.19-26 (cumulative water supply impact). The cumulative
analysis does not even purport to provide the required two-step analysis that would
include a step-one determination whether there is a significant cumulative impact and a
step-two determination whether the project makes a considerable contribution to it.
Again, this error reflects the fundamental confusion of the question as to whether
there is an available water supply with the question of whether there will be impacts from
using that supply.
Here, there is overwhelming evidence that a step-one determination must
conclude that there is a significant regional cumulative impact from groundwater
pumping by past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, including the
Monterey Downs project. The evidence, including Mr. Parker’s comments, shows that
x

there has been and still is an ongoing significant cumulative impact to
groundwater resources in the form of declining groundwater levels and seawater
intrusion due to over-pumping of groundwater;

x

this impact is due to basin-wide pumping, not just pumping within the BRP area;

x

this impact has not been avoided by existing groundwater management projects;
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x

there are no committed, funded groundwater management projects that will avoid
this impact in the foreseeable future; and

x

the impact will be aggravated by increases in pumping to support future
development, including projected increases in agricultural pumping and new
urban development such as the Monterey Downs project.

Given this evidence, and the complete lack of analysis of relevant cumulative conditions
in the Monterey Downs SEIR, the omission of an adequate cumulative analysis is
prejudicial to informed decision making and public participation.
Furthermore, the SEIR presents no contrary evidence to support a step-one
finding that there is no significant cumulative impact from cumulative groundwater
pumping – an issue that the DSEIR simply fails to address. The lack of analysis
precludes any step-one conclusion or finding that there is not a significant cumulative
impact.
The lack of analysis also precludes any step-two conclusion that project’s water
demand does not constitute a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative
impact. And, as discussed below, any implied approach to a step-two conclusion based
on the relatively small percentage of basin pumping undertaken by MCWD or the fact
that the pumping may be from the 900-foot aquifer would be based on a legally and
factually erroneous approach to cumulative analysis.
d. Any implication that pumping by MCWD is less than significant, or less than
cumulatively considerable would be legally and factually flawed.
Responding to LandWatch’s objections to the DSEIR’s cumulative analysis, the
FSEIR argues that agricultural water use consumes 95% of Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin water and that urban use consumes only 5%, and that the MCWD pumping is only
1% of total Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin pumping, apparently implying some kind
of support for the DSEIR’s conclusion that cumulative impacts for Phases 1-3 would be
less than significant. FSEIR p. 11.4-1024 (“these details provide further clarification of
the cumulative impacts associated with groundwater demand and supply . . .”). If the
implication of this discussion is that the project does not make a considerable
contribution to a significant cumulative impact, it is wrong as a matter of law and fact.
An EIR may not conclude a cumulative impact is insignificant merely because the
project’s individual contribution to an unacceptable existing condition is, by itself,
relatively small. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. City of Los Angeles (“LAUSD”)
(1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019, 1025-1026; CBE v. CRA, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at 117118, 121. In Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
692,718, the Court rejected the agency’s “ratio” theory that found impacts not to be a
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considerable contribution merely because they were a relatively small percent of the total
impact. Id. at 720. Because the relevant question was “whether any additional amount”
of incremental impact “should be considered significant in light of the serious nature” of
the problem (id. at 718), a valid determination whether a project’s contribution is
considerable must reflect the severity of the cumulative problem. “[T]he greater the
existing environmental problems are, the lower the threshold should be for treating a
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts as significant.” CBE v. CRA, supra, 103
Cal.App.4th at 120. Thus, even an “individually minor” impact may be “cumulatively
considerable.” Id.; see also Guidelines, §§ 15355(b), 15065(a)(3); LAUSD, supra, 58
Cal.App.4th at 1024-25.
As Mr. Parker explains, it is irrelevant whether groundwater is used for
agriculture or urban uses – it depletes the same basin. And the magnitude of existing
pumping by MCWD or others is also irrelevant. What is relevant is whether marginal
increases in pumping will be a considerable contribution in light of the severity of the
overdraft and seawater intrusion problem. Because seawater intrusion is caused by the
problem of overdraft, not by total pumping, the severity of the cumulative problem
should be measured in terms of the size of the overdraft or the amount of induced
seawater intrusion. Here, the basin as a whole and the Pressure Subarea are in overdraft
and, as Mr. Parker explains, any additional pumping will induce seawater intrusion equal
to about 75% of the volume pumped. Furthermore, coastal pumping is more problematic
than inland pumping. Thus, as Mr. Parker explains, the project’s 250 afy increase in
pumping demand should be evaluated in light of the annual Pressure Subarea overdraft of
12,000 to 19,000 afy, not in relation to the 500,000 afy of total pumping in the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin. Viewed in this light, and viewed in the light of the current
recommendations by MCWRA that existing pumping be reduced in the Pressure Subarea,
the project’s marginal pumping demand is a considerable contribution.
And, in any event, the Monterey Downs SEIR does not address the legally
relevant questions because it fails in the first instance to identify the severity of the
cumulative problem and fails in the second instance to consider the project’s impact in
light of that severity.
Any implication that the project’s pumping is not a considerable contribution
because it is small in comparison to total basin-wide pumping would make the same error
as made in Kings County by focusing on the ratio of the project’s pumping to the overall
aquifer pumping or capacity and using these comparisons to “trivialize the project’s
impact” without putting Project demand in the context of the serious nature of the
cumulative problem. Kings County, supra, 221 Cal.App.3d at 718. An EIR is legally
inadequate if it is “focused upon the individual project’s relative effects and omit[s] facts
relevant to an analysis of the collective effect.” Id. at 721.
Furthermore, it is clear that the FSEIR bases its significance conclusions solely on
the availability of water supply, not the effects of using that supply or the relative
magnitude of pumping. For example, despite the fact that the demand for Phases 1-3 is
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approximately equal to the demand for Phases 4-6, the SEIR finds Phase 1-3 demand to
have a less than significant impact and phase 4-6 demand to have an unavoidably
significant impact.

mentions the potential environmental impacts of those water supply projects. DSEIR, pp.
4.19-7 to 4.19-9, 4.19-25 to 4.19-26.

Finally, the SEIR cannot be used to argue that project pumping would be less than
a considerable contribution to significant groundwater impacts because some portion of
that pumping would come from the 900-foot Aquifer, also known as the Deep Aquifer.
Mr. Parker demonstrates, based on available stratigraphic analysis and modeling, that
increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer will also cause depletion of the 180-Foot and
400-Foot Aquifers because those aquifers are the source of recharge to the Deep Aquifer.
Mr. Parker also demonstrates that increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer will
aggravate seawater intrusion to the 180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers. Increased pumping
from the Deep Aquifer may deplete that aquifer and it may also induce seawater intrusion
into the Deep Aquifer itself. Because the SEIR declined to discuss the relation of the
180-Foot, 400-Foot, and Deep Aquifers or to provide any assessment of impacts to the
three aquifers in response to LandWatch’s comments and questions, the SEIR provides
no evidence to the contrary.

Instead of making good-faith efforts to investigate and provide the available
information about the environmental effects of alternative water supplies, the FSEIR
states that “[b]ecause it is unknown at this time what those environmental impacts would
be, the DSEIR concluded that the impact with the provision of water for phases IV
through VI could be significant and unavoidable.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1028. The contention
that the environmental impacts of the RUWAP project “are unknown at this time” is not
true. MCWD has certified four separate environmental reviews of the RUWAP project
from 2004 to 2016, including the September 2004 Final EIR, the October 2006
Addendum No. 1, the February 2007, Addendum No. 2, and the April 2016 Addendum
No. 3. 13 The SEIR could and should have discussed this available information, which it
could have done by tiering and incorporation by reference. Furthermore, an agency may
not simply label an impact unavoidably significant in order to dispense with analysis.
Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Committee v. Board of Port Commissioners (2001) 91
Cal.App.4th 1344, 1371.

8. The SEIR’s conclusion regarding phases 4-6 are not based on adequate
analysis and the SEIR fails to discuss impacts from alterative water supplies.
As discussed, the SEIR errs by concluding without adequate analysis that water
supply impacts for Phases 1-3 of the project would be less than significant and would not
make a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact. The SEIR does
acknowledge that supplying water for Phases 4-6 would be a significant unavoidable
impact. However, the SEIR bases this conclusion solely on the fact that the Phase 4-6
water supply cannot be made available from the unallocated portion of the 6,600 afy
allocation and that additional water supplies are uncertain, not based on any analysis of
physical impacts on the environment from the water that is likely to be used by Phases 46.
Where a water supply is uncertain, an agency must identify alternative supplies
and discuss the environmental impacts of tapping those sources. Vineyard, supra, 40
th
Cal.4 at 430, 431, 434. As LandWatch objected, the SEIR fails to provide any
discussion of the environmental impacts of developing and providing alternative water
supplies, such as the proposed desalinated or recycled water supplies. For example, the
SEIR identifies the Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project (“RUWAP”) and
desalination as possible future water supply. DSEIR, pp. 4.19-7 to 4.19-9, 4.19-25 to
4.19-26; FSEIR pp. 11.3-13 to 11.3-15. However, despite LandWatch’s request for a
discussion of the environmental impacts of alternative supplies (PO 208-25), neither the
DSEIR nor the FSEIR provide any information about these environmental impacts.
The FSEIR admits that “[s]ome of these water supply options were evaluated in
past agency documents, as discussed in the DSEIR Section 4.9 [sic, 4.19], Water.”
However, nothing in in the discussion of future water supplies in Section 4.19 even

9. Significant new information since the DSEIR was released requires
recirculation.
An agency must recirculate a draft EIR for public comments and responses when
there is significant new information after the draft EIR is released but prior to
certification. Guidelines, § 15088.5(a). Recirculation of a draft EIR for public comment
and response is required where the record shows that a potentially significant impact, or
the efficacy of mitigation, was not evaluated in the draft EIR. Vineyard, supra, 40
Cal.4th at 447-448 (potential impact to salmon); Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167
Cal.App.4th 1099, 1120 (water supply mitigation). The new information triggering the
obligation to recirculate may appear in the FEIR or in post-FEIR material. Cadiz Land
Co. v. Rail Cycle (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 74, 95; Save our Peninsula Committee v.
Monterey County Board of Supervisors (“Save Our Peninsula”) (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th
99, 131. The purpose of recirculation is to provide the public the same opportunity to
evaluate the new information and the validity of the EIR’s conclusions as it had for
information in the draft EIR. Save Our Peninsula, supra, 87 Cal.App.4th at 131; Sutter
Sensible Planning v. Board of Supervisors (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 813, 822; Laurel
Heights Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. (“Laurel Heights II”)(1993) 6
Cal.4th 1112, 1132.

Marina Coast Water District (“MCWD”), Notice of Determination, Regional Urban Water
Augmentation Project, June 2, 2005; MCWD, Notice of Determination, Regional Urban Water
Augmentation Project, Addendum No. 1, December 18, 2006; MCWD, Notice of Determination, Regional
Urban Water Augmentation Project, Addendum No. 2, Feb. 24, 2009; MCWD, Notice of Determination,
Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project, Addendum No. 3, April 19, 2016.

13
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Here, significant new information includes (1) new information showing a new or
more severe significant impact resulting from the project (Guidelines, § 15088.5(a)(1),
(2); Laurel Heights II, supra, 6 Cal.4th at 1130) and (2) new information showing that the
draft EIR was “so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that
meaningful public review and comment were precluded” (CEQA Guidelines, §
15088.5(a)(4); Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish & Game Com. (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d
1043, 1052).

DSEIR was so fundamentally inadequate as to deny the public a meaningful opportunity
for comment and response.

As discussed by Mr. Parker, the DSEIR relies on the MCWD Water Supply
Assessment contention that the groundwater supply is “reliable,” which in turn relies on
the contention in the MCWD 2010 UWMP that the Salinas Valley Water Project will
result in an average annual basin-wide water surplus of 6,000 acre feet instead of an
average annual water deficit. 14 However, the contention that the Salinas Valley Water
Project will balance the basin and prevent seawater intrusion is no longer tenable in light
of significant new information that does not appear in the draft EIR. In addition to Mr.
Parker’s comments this information also includes DWR findings, MCWRA groundwater
studies, and MCWRA testimony cited by Mr. Parker, including for example:
x

DWR, Critically Overdrafted Basins, January 2016 – identifying the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin as critically overdrafted and therefore requiring an
accelerated Groundwater Sustainability Plan under the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act.

x

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, January, 2015 –
identifying existing pumping from the Basin as unsustainable and
recommending pumping reductions in the Pressure Subarea from which this
project proposes to increase pumping.

x

MCWRA, Protective Elevations to Control Seawater Intrusion in the Salinas
Valley, 2013 – acknowledging the need for additional groundwater
management projects to deliver water to replace coastal area pumping.

x

Testimony of Robert Johnson, MCWRA, to Monterey County Planning
Commission, Oct. 29, 2014 – acknowledging that the demand projections
used for the Salinas Valley Water Project understated actual demand, that the
Salinas Valley Water project would not be sufficient to halt seawater
intrusion, and that additional groundwater management projects are needed.

This information demonstrates, contrary to the out-of-date 2010 UWMP relied upon by
the DSEIR, that the Salinas Valley Water Project will not balance the basin
hydrologically and will not halt seawater intrusion. Thus, the information demonstrates a
new or more severe impact than disclosed by the DSEIR and demonstrates that the
14
See DSEIR, p. 4.8-34; MCWD, Water Supply Assessment and Written Verification of Supply for
Monterey Downs Specific Plan, 2012, pp. 22-23; MCWD, 2010 UWMP, p. 53.

10. The SEIR fails to respond adequately to comments regarding water supply
issues.
Responses in a final EIR to substantive comments on a DEIR must contain factbased analysis. People v. County of Kern (1974) 39 Cal.App.3d 830, 841-842 (duty to
provide “good faith, reasoned analysis in response”); Guidelines, § 15088(c)
(“Conclusory statements unsupported by factual information will not suffice”). For
example, in Cleary v. County of Stanislaus (1981) 118 Cal.App.3d 348, an agency
violated CEQA by providing only conclusory responses to comments. The court held the
agency had a duty to address comments “in detail,” providing “specific factual
information” as had been requested by the commenter. Id. at 359. Where comments seek
omitted facts or analysis essential to a draft EIR’s conclusions, the failure to correct those
omissions “renders the EIR defective as an informational document.” California Oak
Foundation v. City of Santa Clarita (2005) 133 Cal.App.4th 1219, 1244 (failure to
provide reasoned analysis in response to comments pointing out uncertainty of water
supply).
An agency must provide specific information to support its conclusions as to the
adequacy of water supplies. People v. County of Kern (1976) 62 Cal.App.3d 761, 772
(insufficient to claim that “all available data” showed there was sufficient water supply
without providing the data). In Santa Clarita Organization for Planning the Environment
v. County of Los Angeles (“SCOPE”) (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 715, 722, responses to
comments questioning a water supply analysis were inadequate because they failed to
provide any facts, data, or estimates from the Department of Water Resources, the agency
that would supply the water. Citing Cleary, supra, 118 Cal.App.3d at 357, the court
explained:
Problems raised by the public and responsible experts require a good faith
reasoned analysis in response. [Citation.] The requirement of a detailed analysis
in response ensures that stubborn problems or serious criticism are not “swept
under the rug.”
Id. at 723.
As Mr. Parker explains, the FSEIR fails to provide good-faith reasoned analysis in
response to LandWatch’s comments and questions regarding pumping from the180-foot,
400-foot, and 900-foot aquifers under baseline and future conditions. See comment PO
208-5. The FSEIR fails to identify the studies cited by the DSEIR including the “recent
stratigraphic analyses” that “have indicated” a hydraulic connection between the 180foot, 400-foot, and 900-foot aquifers. See comment PO 208-5. The FSEIR fails to
respond adequately to LandWatch’s comments asking for an explanation of the DSEIR’s
claims regarding the hydraulic connections between the 180-foot, 400-foot, and 900-foot
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aquifers. See comment PO 208-6. The FSEIR fails to provide adequate responses to
LandWatch’s comments asking whether recharge to the 900-foot aquifer from the
seawater-intruded 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers could contaminate the 900-foot aquifer,
whether increased pumping in the 900-foot aquifer would increase this risk, and how
much pumping from the 900-foot aquifer is sustainable. See PO 208-7 through 208-11.
As discussed above, the FSEIR fails to respond adequately to comments objecting to
reliance on the 6,600 afy allocation as the basis to find impacts less than significant. See,
e.g., comment PO 208-22. The FSEIR also fails to respond adequately to LandWatch’s
request for a discussion of the environmental impacts of alternative water supplies. See
comment PO 208-25.
11. The SEIR fails to provide an adequate discussion of the effect of not building
Phases 4-6.
Where mitigation includes the possibility of not building later phases of a project
due to lack of water, an agency must discuss “the environmental impacts of curtailing the
project before completion.” Vineyard Citizens, supra, 40 Cal.4th at 444. Here, buildout
of only part of the project has the potential to aggravate certain environmental impacts,
but the SEIR fails to disclose this.
The FSEIR confirms that phases 1-3 are in fact disproportionately residential
compared to full buildout of the project: building only phases 1-3 would yield 47% of
the residential plan but only 26% of the jobs-generating commercial uses. FSEIR, p.
11.3-2.
An unbalanced jobs/housing ratio for the project would result in greater per capita
impacts from transportation and transportation-related air pollutants and GHG emissions
as residents would be required to travel to more distant jobs. It would also frustrate BRP
and City policies related to jobs/housing balance and economic development. Evidence
for this is as follows:
First, the BRP relies on maintenance of a strong jobs/housing balance to manage
travel demand and to minimize transportation-related impacts:
3.5.5 Demand Management
The proposed roadway network addresses many of the key issues raised and
much of the increased transportation demand that will result from the reuse of
the former Fort Ord. To supplement the roadway improvements, there are a
number of strategies that can be pursued to reduce the demand for vehicle
trips. Taking steps to reduce the number of vehicle trips can also lead to reduced
infrastructure costs. Land use and transportation strategies are incorporated
into the Reuse Plan to reduce vehicle demand and encourage walking and bicycle
use.
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Jobs/Housing Balance
Providing a jobs/housing balance is intended to encourage employers to locate
in areas where there are significantly more residents than jobs and to add housing
development near employment centers. Efforts to create a jobs/housing balance
should ensure that the jobs provided are compatible with the skill-levels and
income expectations of nearby residents. Developing jobs and housing in
proximity to each other provides an opportunity to reduce the travel demands
on key regional facilities by reducing the length of the trip and/or shifting a
vehicle trip to an alternative mode. The Reuse Plan seeks to achieve a better
job/housing balance within the former Fort Ord. The desired result of this
balance is the reduced demand on those regional roadways connecting employees
living off-base with employment centers on-base.
BRP, p. 120. The BRP seeks to generate 45,000 to 46,000 jobs and 17,000 dwelling units
to ensure that there are 2.67 jobs per household (2.06 counting the student population).
BRP, p. 92. The BRP also counts on mixed use development to reduce transportation
demand. BRP, p. 121.
Second, the DSEIR relies on jobs generated by the project and a mix of office,
retail, commercial and residential uses from full buildout of the project to project a
reduction of trips by 28% compared to development of just residential or just commercial
uses. DSEIR, p. 4.16-63. The FSEIR also argues that this 28% “internal capture” is
justified based on the fact that the project would include a mix of jobs and housing.
FSEIR, p. 11.4-17. This internal capture would significantly reduce per capita
transportation and GHG impacts through reduced vehicle trips compared to a primarily
residential development project in which residents had to commute longer distances and
to travel longer distances to shop. However, the internal capture rate would be reduced if
the project did not provide a robust mix of land use types, including commercial, retail,
residential, and recreation and/or if it did not provide as many jobs per unit of housing.
Third, the SEIR assesses the significance of the GHG impact based on a per
capita basis. DSEIR, p. 4.6-13 to 4.6-14. Mobile source emissions amount to 29,062
tons of the project’s total 49,174 tons of CO2 – about 59% of the total. If internal capture
were reduced because the mix of land uses were not as diverse and the jobs/housing ratio
were not as high as assumed, then the per capita vehicle trips would increase (even if
total trips did not increase), resulting in higher per capita GHG impacts. The DSEIR
already finds GHG impacts to be unavoidably significant because GHJG emissions
exceed the per capita threshold of significance. An unbalanced jobs/housing ratio
resulting from failure to build out Phases 4-6 would further aggravate an already
significant GHG impact.
Fourth, the SEIR also identifies an unbalanced jobs/housing ratio as a potential
inconsistency with the Seaside General Plan and a source of potential impacts in its
analysis of population and housing impacts, impacts that are avoided only because the
full project is projected to provide many jobs in proportion to its housing units. DSEIR,
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pp. 4.9-20, 4.11-15. Seaside identifies a jobs/housing ratio target of 1.5:1. DSEIR, p.
4.9-20.

The difference in the DSEIR’s two jobs estimate is equal to the 1,015 projected
“equestrian” jobs identified in the fiscal analysis of the project. 15 Of the equestrian jobs,
976 are tied to Phases 4-6 and would not be generated if these Phases were not
constructed, especially the Phase 6 Sports Arena and race track which, by itself, is
projected to create 950 of the equestrian jobs. 16 Most of the non-equestrian jobs are also
tied to Phases 4-6.

Fifth, the BRP also contains goals and policies intended to ensure a strong
jobs/housing balance. As noted, the BRP jobs/housing goal is a ratio of 2.67. BRP, p.
92. The BRP’s Development and Resource Management Plan (“DRMP”) is intended to
ensure that development goals are met within resource constraints. The DRMC sets an
objective of replacing the 18,000 jobs lost by the base closure by 2015. BRP, p. 199.
Critical to meeting that goal are the coordinated Residential Development Program
(DRMP § 3.11.5.4(b)) and Industrial and Job Creation Program (DRMC, § 3.11.5.4(c)),
which limit residential development until the 18,000 jobs goal is met in order to prevent
using up the limited water supply to support unbalanced residential development. BRP,
pp. 197-199. A large development project that consumes water supply without doing its
fair share to create jobs is inconsistent with the BRP jobs/housing policies.
Because the FSEIR declined to address the issue in response to LandWatch’s
questions (FSEIR, p. 11.4-1028), we examined the effect of not building the relatively
jobs-rich Phases 4-6, which contain the lion’s share of the commercial and recreational
facilities.
We note that the DSEIR is equivocal as to the actual volumes of jobs and the
effect on the jobs/housing ratio. The DSEIR provides two widely varying claims
regarding the numbers of jobs, although both claims are advanced to support the
contention that buildout of the project would improve Seaside’s existing jobs/housing
ratio, which is currently housing-rich and jobs-poor. In particular, the DSEIR states the
project would create 1,743 new jobs in its analysis of the project’s consistency with
Seaside General Plan Policy LU 1.2, a policy that requiring the City to encourage
development that is job intensive:
As concluded in Section 4.11, Population and Housing, the Project would
generate approximately 1,743 new jobs, which would beneficially impact the
City’s jobs-to-housing ratio, increasing it from 0.67 to 0.75. The Project would be
in furtherance of the City meeting its jobs/housing ratio of 1.5:1.
DSEIR, p. 4.9-20, emphasis added. However, Section 4.11actually states that the project
would generate 2,758 new jobs:
“Finally, the Project would generate approximately 2,758 new jobs, which would
beneficially impact the City’s jobs-to-housing ratio, increasing it from 0.67 to
0.83.”
DSEIR, p. 4.11-15, emphasis added.

In fact, only 620 total jobs, equestrian and non-equestrian, would be generated by
phases 1-3; the remaining 1,771 jobs depend on phases 4-6 and would not occur if these
phases were not constructed due to a lack of water supply. 17
Phases 1-3 would include 473 dwelling units from RES-1 and 124 dwelling units
from RES-2, for a total of 597 dwelling units. 18 Phases 4-6 would include 426 units from
RM and 256 units from RES-3, for a total of 683 units. 19 Thus, the jobs/housing ratio for
Phases 1-3 would be 620 jobs/597 housing units, a ratio of 1.04. The jobs/housing ratio
for Phases 4-6 would be 1771 jobs/ 683 housing units, a ratio of 2.59. At full buildout,
the jobs/housing ratio would be 2,391 on-site jobs/1280 housing units, a ratio of 1.87.

On site jobs
Housing units
Jobs/housing
ratio

Phases 1-3
620
597
1.04

Phases 4-6
1,771
683
2.59

Full Buildout
2,391
1,280
1.87

Including the 297 jobs generated by the project’s economic effects in Seaside rather than
on the project site itself (see Wildan, Table 28) the jobs/housing ratio at buildout would
be 2,658 jobs/1280 housing units, a ratio of 2.08. (Modeling for these off-site jobs
assumes that they would be driven by overall economic activity attributed to the project,
not to specific activities; and therefore these off-site jobs would presumably be spread
among the six phases.)

15

Willdan, Monterey Downs Fiscal and Economic Analysis, Aug. 2015, p. iv.

16

Id. at 17.

Id., Table 8. Table 8 reports only on-site employees. Thus, its 2,391 total jobs do not include the
290 jobs from ongoing operations generated in Seaside that are identified in Table 28. These 290 Table 28
jobs in Seaside plus the 2,391 Table 8 jobs within the project account for 2,681 of the 2,758 total jobs
reported by the DSEIR at page 4.11-15. It is unclear wat accounts for additional 77 jobs reported by the
DSEIR.
17

18

MDSP, Figure 8-1 (phasing plan); DSEIR, Table 2-2 (land use summary).

19

Id.
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Notably, the BRP sets a goal for the jobs/housing ratio of 2.67, based on 45,000 to
46,000 jobs and 17,000 housing units. BRP, p. 92. Omitting the CSUMB students, the
BRP goal is 2.06. Thus, full buildout of the project, including the 950 equestrian jobs
created in phase 6 and the off-site jobs created in Seaside, would be required to meet the
BRP goal of 2.06 jobs per housing unit.

The SEIR should have provided an analysis of these entirely foreseeable outcomes.

In sum, if Phases 4-6 were not build due to a lack of water:

Furthermore, because there are significant unmitigated impacts, CEQA requires
that the City adopt a statement of overriding considerations to approve the project. An
analysis of the fiscal effect of building only the first three phases is clearly relevant to any
findings regarding fiscal and job impacts since fiscal and job benefits are cited as
overriding considerations. However, as discussed, the jobs benefits would be greatly
reduced if only phases 1-3 were built. And the economic benefits of the project are
critically dependent on building Phases 4-6. For example, without the hotel uses in Phase
4 there would be at most half of the projected transient occupancy taxes and the net
impact of the project on Seaside’s general fund may be negative instead of positive. 20

x

The project would not meet the BRP jobs/housing goal intended to minimize
transportation and other impacts because the 1.04:1 jobs/housing ratio for Phases
1-3 is well below the BRP’s target jobs/housing ratio of at least 2.06:1.

x

The project would not contribute as projected in the DSEIR in meeting Seaside’s
jobs/housing policies. A project with a jobs/housing ratio below the City’s 1.5:1
target, e.g., the 1.04:1 ratio in Phases 1-3, cannot contribute to attainment of the
1.5:1 ratio called for by Seaside General Plan Policy ED-8.1. Approving a project
with a jobs/housing ratio below the 1.5:1 target, especially a project that will
account for the lion’s share of future growth in Seaside, effectively frustrates
attainment of that target ratio. The draft general plan consistency findings for the
City Council meeting state that the full project would add 1,280 housing units to
Seaside’s existing 11,335 units and add 2,758 jobs to Seaside’s existing 7,790
jobs, thereby improving the jobs/housing ratio from 0.69:1 to 0.84:1. However, if
only phases 1-3 are build, the resulting 8,410 jobs and 11,937 housing units would
provide a jobs housing ratio of only 0.70. The post-project jobs/housing ratio
would be essentially unchanged if only Phases 1-3 were built.

In response to LandWatch’s request for an analysis of the effect of building only
Phases 1-3, the FSEIR claims that any such analysis would be “speculative” since 1) the
project phasing plan is subject to change and 2) the DSEIR conservatively assumes full
buildout of all phases. FSEIR, pp. 11.3-1, 11.4-1028. The claim that the phasing plan is
subject to change is a red herring. The Specific Plan calls for developing certain specific
residential and commercial areas in Phases 1-3. Specific Plan, p. 8-1 and Figure 8.1.
This is how the project is described and it is how it should be evaluated in the EIR;
otherwise the EIR simply fails to provide an adequate and stable project description as
CEQA requires. Guidelines, §15124. Indeed, the EIR’s water supply analysis is in fact
predicated on the specific phasing plan set out in section 8.2 of the Specific Plan, with
demand calculated separately for these phases. Because the DDSEIR treats the phasing
plan as adequately settled for some of its analyses, it is unreasonable to characterize the
phasing plan as “speculative” when the public asks for additional analysis predicated on
that same phasing plan.

x

Permitting top-heavy residential development would also be inconsistent with
Seaside General Plan Policy LU-1 to encourage regional commercial and visitor
serving use and its Policies ED-1.1 and ED 5.1 to establish a diverse mix of
businesses and tax sources, because the city would have consumed a major
portion of its water-constrained development capacity without advancing those
policies.

x

Failure to meet the BRP jobs/housing goal would be inconsistent with the BRP’s
DRMP § 3.11.5.4(b), (c) provisions to balance residential and job-creating
development to ensure that water remains available for job-creating development.

The FSEIR’s argument that the phasing does not matter because the overall
analysis conservatively assumes buildout of all phases simply ignores the question
LandWatch posed, which is whether there would be different or more intense impacts in
some environmental areas if less than the full project were built. As discussed, a
predominately residential project would aggravate the jobs/housing balance and increase
the per capita transportation, air pollution, and GHG impacts. These are different and
potentially more intense impacts.

x

And failure to fulfill the DSEIR’s own assumptions regarding the mix of
development types and the jobs/housing ratio would increase the per capita GHG
emissions over the level projected by the DSEIR, aggravating an already
significant GHG impact.

The FSEIR states that the city could require changes to the phasing plan if it later
concludes that “a different land use mix is required to address environmental
issues/constraints including available water supply limits.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1029. If this
contention is that the City might later decide to adopt mitigation intended to address
impacts from unbalanced development and a poor jobs/housing mix, then it is entirely
unsupported by analysis of these impacts in this EIR and constitutes improper deferral of
both analysis and mitigation. The FSEIR simply fails to provide any answer to the

20

Id., Table 25.
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questions raised by LandWatch as to the effects of not building part of the project due to
lack of water.
12. The SEIR relies on inadequate fair share payments to mitigate water supply
impacts.
Impact fees are permissible mitigation for cumulative impacts as long as a project
pays a fair share of a committed project that has been environmentally reviewed and
found adequate. However, a mitigation measure calling for payment of unspecified
mitigation fees for project that may not be built is not adequate mitigation. LandWatch
requested that the SEIR identify the mitigation projects and fair shares that would be
required of the project under mitigation Measure W-3. Comment PO 208-30. The
DSEIR and FSEIR refer only to the “appropriate FORA fees, a portion of which is
allocated for water supply augmentation improvements.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-28; FSEIR, p.
11.4-1030. Despite LandWatch’s request, the SEIR fails to identify the amount of the fee
or the projects for which it will pay.
C. The FSEIR fails to provide good-faith reasoned responses to comments seeking
the basis of the DSEIR’s GHG mitigation claims.
As LandWatch objected (comments 208-71 to 208-80), the DSEIR’s analysis of
GHG emissions fails to clarify the specific measures for which mitigation credit is taken
and fails to specify the assumptions behind that mitigation credit. LandWatch objected
that the reductions were taken through the CalEEMod emissions modeling software, but
that the DSEIR fails adequately to describe, specify, quantify, or justify each GHG
emission reduction feature for which credit was taken. In response, the FSEIR directs the
public to pages 38-39 of CaEEMod 2013 User’s Guide and unspecified pages of
CAPCOA’s 2010 546-page report, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures.
Here is the FSEIR’s response:
The GHG emission reduction features used in CalEEMod for the Project are
specifically listed in DSEIR Appendix 10.2 for each of the Project operations
modeling scenario (pages 234-265 of the PDF), and are based on CAPCOA’s
Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures document (refer to pages 38
and 39 of the CalEEMod User’s Guide Version 2013.2, http://www.aqmd.gov/
docs/default-source/caleemod/usersguide.pdf?sfvrsn=2). Definitions of the
mitigation measures and terms used in CalEEMod (and in quantifying the
mitigated Project GHG emissions) can be found at
http://www.capcoa.org/wpcontent/
uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-Final.pdf.
CalEEMod conservatively programs the reductions from the CAPCOA research
and guidance, and prevents double counting. The CalEEMod outputs for
mitigated GHG emissions do not provide a breakdown by specific mitigation
measures. Rather, the mitigated emissions outputs are displayed by emission
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source (i.e., area, mobile, energy). For example, in the “mobile” category of the
modeling outputs, all programmed vehicle trips, VMT and mobile-source GHG
emissions reductions from the CAPCOA mitigation measures which are
applicable to the Project are clearly listed, and a review of those pages shows that
the specific model inputs are the same as those listed in the comment. This
methodology discloses the particular GHG emissions reductions claimed for each
applicable CAPCOA mitigation measure by emission source, which represents the
justification for the modeled reductions which commenter falsely asserts is
missing in the DSEIR.
In response to the full paragraph below the bulleted list in this comment, the
calculated GHG reduction credits are already built into CalEEMod for each
applicable CAPCOA mitigation measure selected. The empirical basis behind the
underlying assumptions, parameters or values for these measures and reductions
are detailed in the above-referenced CAPCOA document. Therefore, it is
inappropriate for this DSEIR to cite such empirical evidence or to “justify” the
conclusions already documented in the CAPCOA document that such features
“will in fact reduce VMT”, vehicle trips or mobile-source GHG emissions, as
incorrectly asserted by commenter. This same logic applies to commenter’s
incorrect assertions in the next paragraph regarding non-mobile-source GHG
emissions reductions (i.e., area, energy) for each applicable CAPCOA mitigation
measure selected.
In conclusion, commenter fails to provide evidence that any applicable CAPCOA
mitigation measure to reduce GHG emissions for the Project is missing from the
CalEEMod runs in DSEIR Appendix 10.2. Therefore, since the DSEIR clearly
discloses this information, recirculation of the document as suggested by
commenter is not warranted.
FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1048 to 11.4-1049.
Preliminarily, we note that neither the DSEIR’s discussion of GHG impacts
(Section 4.6) nor its Appendix 10.2 analyzing GHG impacts makes any reference
whatsoever to the CAPCOA guidance document, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation Measures, that the FSEIR identifies for the first time as the source of
information justifying the GHG mitigation credits.
The CalEEMod User’s Guide does provide at pages 38-39 that the mitigation is
based on mitigation measures specified in the CAPCOA report and that the CalEEMod
user is supposed to follow the instructions in the CalEEMod “mitigation module” to enter
the various data required by the mitigation measures specified in CAPCOA’s report.
However, neither CalEEMod nor the CAPCOA report provide the information
LandWatch requested, which is necessarily specific to this project.
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Fact Sheets in Chapter 7 of the CAPCOA report identify a number of specific
mitigation measures. The CAPCOA Fact Sheets provide formulae for calculating GHG
reductions that are dependent on provision of project-specific assumptions and that result
in greatly varying ranges of emission reductions depending on those assumptions. For
example, CAPCOA indicates that the GHG reduction credit for the measure identified as
“increased density” (CAPCOA mitigation measure “LUT-1”) can range from 0.8% to
30% because it depends on three project-specific variables: housing units per acre, jobs
per acre, and the selection of one of two different assumptions about the elasticity of
VMT with respect to density.
The FSEIR claims that “the emission reduction features used in CalEEMod for
the Project are specifically listed in DSEIR Appendix 10.2 for each of the Project
operations modeling scenario (pages 234-265 of the PDF).” FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1048.
However, the cited pages simply identify the category of emission reduction but fail to
set out the critical project-specific assumptions that were used in the analysis. These are
the data that LandWatch specifically requested (comment PO 208-79), explaining that the
range of effectiveness of the GHG mitigation measures is dependent on accurate
assumptions. The CalEEMod user was required to enter these project-specific
assumptions, but the CalEEMod output in the DSEIR Appendix 10.2 does not report
these assumptions.
MOBILE SOURCE GHG MITIGTION: The table below lists the data required
by CAPCOA for the seven mobile source (transportation) mitigation measures that were
presumably provided by the air quality analyst pursuant to the data requirements of
CalEEMod. See CalEEMod user’s Guide, p. 41. The missing information is the data that
LandWatch requested and that the FSEIR simply refused to provide:
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CAPCOA Project-specific data required by
Mobile source
measure
CAPCOA and/or CalEEMod, but
mitigation
not provided in DSEIR or FSEIR
feature identified
despite LandWatch’s request
in Appendix 10.2
Increase density

LUT-1

Increase diversity

LUT-3

Improve
LUT-8
walkability design

Increase transit
accessibility

LUT-5

Integrate below
market rate
housing
Improve
pedestrian
network
Expand transit
network

LUT-6

-housing units per acre;
-jobs per acre;
-elasticity of VMT with respect to
density
Note: two possible elasticity values
from the literature are identified.
-percentage of each land use
type in the project (land use types
include residential, retail, park, open
space, or office)
-intersections per square mile;
-elasticity of VMT with respect to
percentage of intersections
(Note: two possible elasticity
approaches from the literature are
identified.)

Project-specific
range of
effectiveness in
reducing GHG
emissions
0.8% to 30%

9% to 30%

3% to 21.3%

-distance to transit station in project;
-transit mode share for typical ITE
development
(Note: this project contains numerous
ITE categories so it is unclear which
“typical mode share” was assumed, or
whether a blended mode share was
determined)
-percentage of units in project that are
deed-restricted BMR housing

0.5% to 24.6%

SDT-1

-information regarding extent of
pedestrian accommodation

0% to 2%

TST-3

-percent increase in transit network
coverage;
-existing transit mode share;
-project location: urban center, urban,
or suburban

0.1 to 8.2%

0.04% to 1.2%
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As is evident, the range of effectiveness of the above mobile source measures is critically
dependent on the specific assumptions describing the project. The public has no way to
evaluate the accuracy of the analysis or to challenge the applicability of the assumptions.
Contrary to the FSEIR, the citations to the CalEEMod User’s Guide and CAPCOA do not
provide the information that LandWatch requested, and it is not provided in Section 4.6
or Appendix 10.2 of the DSEIR..

outdoor water use. CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 43. This information is not provided in
the DSEIR or FSEIR. CAPCOA requires specification of reclaimed water use and total
non-potable water use and identifies a range of effectiveness of up to 40%. CAPCOA, p.
332. This information is not provided in the DSEIR or FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s
request.

AREA SOURCE GHG MITIGATION: The picture for the five mitigation credits
taken for area sources is even more opaque. The DSEIR identifies four categories of
credit for use of low VOC paints and another credit for requiring natural gas hearths as
measures for which operational emission reduction credits were taken. The FSEIR states
that the CalEEMod credits are based on CAPCOA mitigation measures. However,
CAPCOA does not mention low VOC paints, and the CalEEMod User’s Guide does not
identify a CAPCOA mitigation measure related to low VOC paints. Instead CalEEMod
identifies a credit based on unspecified SCAQMD (South Coast Air Quality Management
District) assumptions and apparently requiring assumptions regarding paint reapplication
rates and VOC contents. CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 32. This information is not
provided in the DSEIR or FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s request.
CalEEMod’s discussion of its credit for all natural gas hearths states only that the
use of natural gas hearths is “consistent with the mitigation number A-1 in the CAPCOA
Quantifying GHG mitigation document.” 21 CalEEMode User’s Guide, p. 42.
However, Mitigation number A-1 is for prohibition of gas powered landscaping
equipment and CAPCOA does not mention a credit for requiring natural gas hearths.
CAPCOA, p. 69. There is no apparent connection between CAPCOA’s credit for
prohibiting gas powered landscaping equipment and CalEEMod’s credit for requiring
gas-powered hearths. If there is, neither CAPCOA, the CalEEMod User’s Guide, nor the
SEIR explain that connection.
Furthermore, neither the SEIR nor CalEEMod nor CAPCOA identify the GHG
reduction percentage claimed for these low VOC paints and natural gas hearths.
WATER SUPPLY GHG MITIGATION: The DSEIR claims four credits for low
flow bathroom faucets, kitchen faucets, toilets, and showers, which CalEEMod indicates
are based on CAPCOA measure WUW-1. This measure has a range of effectiveness of
17-31% and requires specification of the percent flow reduction. CalEEMod User’s
Guide, p. 43; CAPCOA, p. 348. This information is not provided in the DSEIR or
FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s request.
The DSEIR claims another GHG mitigation credit for reclaimed water use.
CalEEMod requires specification of the percent of indoor water use and the percent of
The CalEEMod User’s Guide provides data entry screens to specify hearths and woodstoves and
to override regulatory limits on these, but these screens do not appear to relate to emission credits for
requiring all natural gas hearths. CalEEMode User’s Guide, pp. 31-32.

21

Furthermore, the actual commitment to use recycled water for the project is
unclear because the SEIR acknowledges that provision of recycled water is uncertain.
DSEIR, pp. 4.19-26, 4.19-32, 4.19-33. If a credit is taken for recycled water use in the
GHG mitigation analysis, the public has no way to understand how much recycled water
is assumed to be used, where it is assumed to be used, and the consistency of those
assumptions with the discussions of recycled water elsewhere in the SEIR.
SOLID WASTE GHG MITIGATION: The DSEIR claims a credit for solid waste
recycling and composting services. CalEEMod does not indicate what data must be
supplied, but states that this credit corresponds to CAPCOA’s measure SW-1.
CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 43. CAPCOA indicates that this measure requires an
estimate of the number of residents, building square footage for office and retail uses,
visitors to public venues, employees for other commercial buildings, waste disposal
methods, and amount of waste diverted to recycling or composting. CAPCOA, p. 393.
This information is not provided in the DSEIR or FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s request.
It is unclear how CalEEmod determines the credit because the CalEEMod User’s Guide
referenced by the FSEIR as the source of the information LandWatch requested does not
in fact explain the basis of the credit.
CONSTRUCTION GHG MITIGATION: The DSEIR Appendix 10.2 claims a
mitigation credit for seven construction measures including:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Use Cleaner Engines for Construction Equipment
Use DPF for Construction Equipment
Replace Ground Cover
Water Exposed Area
Water Unpaved Roads
Reduce Vehicle Speed on Unpaved Roads
Clean Paved Roads

The CalEEMod User’s Guide discussion of construction assumptions does not identify
the source of these measures and does not illustrate input screens with mitigation options.
See CalEEMod User’s Guide, pp. 24-27. None of the seven measures listed in Appendix
10.2 appear to correspond to items in CAPCOA’s list of five construction mitigation
measures, C-1 to C-5. See CAPCOA, pp. 409-432. In short, the FSEIR’s contention that
all of the GHG mitigation credits “are based on CAPCOA’s Quantifying Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation Measures document” is apparently not true. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1048. If there is
some relation between the CAPCOA construction mitigation measures and the
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CalEEMod construction measures for which credit is taken in Appendix 10.2, it remains
unclear.

x
x
x

As with the other CAPCOA mitigation measures, the CAPCOA construction
mitigation measures have a wide range of effectiveness depending on the specific
assumptions provide, e.g., assumptions about specific carbon-based fuels used, about use
of electric or hybrid equipment, idling limitations beyond regulatory requirements, the
use of a heavy duty off road vehicle plan, and the use of a construction vehicle inventory
tracking system. CAPCOA, pp. 409-432. It is clear that the effectiveness of construction
GHG mitigation depends on these specific assumptions. However, the SEIR does not
provide this information, despite LandWatch’s request.

x
x
x
x
x

In sum, the SEIR relies on a study of unmitigated and mitigated GHG impacts to
assess the extent of the GHG impact. That study uses a software tool, CalEEMod, that
requires specific assumptions about what mitigation will actually be undertaken by the
Project in 25 specific contexts related to mobile sources, area sources, water, solid waste,
and construction. The effectiveness of the GHG mitigation varies widely based on these
specific assumptions. Because the assumptions are not in the DSEIR Appendix 10.2,
LandWatch requested them. However, the FSEIR simply failed to provide the requested
information.

x
x
x
x
x

D. The FSEIR fails to respond adequately to comments proposing additional
mitigation for GHG impacts.

x

The DSEIR concludes that, despite the mitigation measures proposed in the
DSEIR, GHG impacts will be significant and unavoidable. DSEIR, p. 4.6-22.
Accordingly, LandWatch and the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District
(“MBUAPCD”) proposed a number of additional mitigation measures. While the FSEIR
does indicate that some of the measures proposed by LandWatch will be implemented as
project features or as a result of Title 24 compliance, the FSEIR fails to respond
adequately to other proposed mitigation measures. The FSEIR states that the lead agency
need only “focus on mitigation measures that are feasible, practical, and effective.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-1051. However, the FSEIR does not demonstrate that the proposed
measures that it did not discuss are not feasible, practical, and effective.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

For each of the following proposed mitigation measures the FSEIR fails to
provide any discussion, much less to demonstrate that the proposed measure is not
feasible, practical, and effective:
x
x

Use passive solar design and provide shade on at least 30% of onsite impervious
surfaces, including parking areas, driveways, walkways, plazas, patios, etc.
(excluding roofs).
Use light colored “cool” roofs with high-albedo materials (reflectance of at least
0.3) for 30% of the Project’s non-roof impervious surfaces.

Use thermal pool covers and efficient pumps and motors for apartments,
commercial pools and spa uses.
Educate residents, customers and tenants on energy efficiency.
Design outdoor water features for low flow pumps and places where shading can
be provided.
Use low-impact development practices.
Provide educational information about water conservation.
Provide educational information about reducing waste and available recycling
services.
Incorporate public transit into the Project design.
Provide free or low-cost monthly transit passes for students, employees, residents,
and customers. 22
Provide secured bicycle parking for all apartments, flats, and commercial uses.
Provide a low- or zero-emission trolley at the County Walk.
Provide convenient locations accessible by public transportation for car sharing
and car pools for all events.
Provide housing units for all track workers within walking distance of work.
Use alternative-fueled (e.g., bio-diesel, electric) construction vehicles/equipment
for at least 15% of the fleet.
Use local building materials where reasonably available (i.e., within the general
Monterey Bay area defined as Monterey County, Santa Cruz County, and San
Benito County)
Recycle at least 50% of construction waste or demolition materials.
Exceed Title 24 building envelope energy efficiency standards (applicable at the
time of the building permit issuance) by 20%.
Install programmable thermostat timers and smart meters.
Obtain third-party heating, ventilation, and air conditioning commissioning and
verification of energy savings.
Install green roofs.
Install tankless water heaters.
HVAC duct sealing.
Increase roof/ceiling insulation.
Install high-efficiency area lighting.
Maximize interior day light.
Install rainwater collection systems.
Restrict the use of water for cleaning outdoor surfaces and prohibit systems that
apply water to non-vegetated surfaces.

The FSEIR admits that its voluntary approach to transit subsidy is less effective, but does not
claim that, or explain why, the more effective mitigation proposed by LandWatch is infeasible.

22
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x
x

x

Use only electric-powered landscaping equipment (not gas powered).
Require off-site mitigation including:
o Paying for energy-efficiency upgrades of existing homes and business.
o Installing off-site renewable energy.
o Paying for off-site waste reduction.
o Off-site mitigation must be maintained in perpetuity to match the length of
Project operations to provide ongoing annual emission reductions.
Carbon Offsets - Purchase offsets from a validated source to offset annual GHG
emissions

In addition to ignoring the above proposals, the FSEIR makes no response to
MBUAPCD’s proposal to require a hotel shuttle to local destinations.
The FSEIR sole response to MBUAPCD’s proposal for a three-year funding
commitment for a new transit route to serve the Gigling Road transit stop is that the
proposal “has been noted.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-379. This is not an adequate response. It
certainly does not demonstrate that the proposal is not feasible, practical, and effective.
LandWatch and MBUAPCD proposed requiring onsite solar power generation
and solar water heating. Responding to MBUAPCD, the FSEIR stated that this
mitigation would be “speculative” because the “exact location, size, height, building
orientation, etc. of the new buildings on the Project site are unknown at the time.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-379. Calling the mitigation “speculative” for this reason is incoherent. In
fact, the Specific Plan locates and orients major buildings and lays out illustrative
residential lots and building sites in section 2. More fundamentally, the architectural
guidelines in section 5 and development guidelines in section 6 of the Specific Plan
specify numerous building and site layout features, and could be modified to require
accommodation and inclusion of solar electrical and solar water heating panels unless
specific, enumerated considerations (e.g., the presence of a heritage tree shading all
available roof) made such an accommodation infeasible.
The FSEIR’s response improperly assumes that mitigation through solar energy
capture must take a back seat to all other considerations and that no mitigation vial solar
energy can be required for any building unless that mitigation is feasible for all buildings.
This misreads CEQA’s mitigation requirements because CEQA requires modification of
a proposed project in order to address significant environmental impacts unless the
mitigation is in fact infeasible or the mitigation is not required to render impacts less than
significant:
A public agency should not approve a project as proposed if there are feasible
alternatives or mitigation measures available that would substantially lessen any
significant effects that the project would have on the environment.
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Guidelines, § 15021(a)(2). In determining that mitigation is infeasible, an agency must
identify “specific economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.”
Guidelines, § 15021(a)(3) (emphasis added). The FSEIR has not done so.
E. The analysis and mitigation of transportation impacts is inadequate.
1. The SEIR fails to provide the analysis of claimed internal trips despite
LandWatch’s request for this information.
An EIR “must contain facts and analysis, not just the agency’s bare conclusions or
opinions.” Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California
(“Laurel Heights I”) (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 404. Even if an agency’s conclusions or
opinions are ultimately proven correct, statements unsupported by facts and meaningful
analysis are not sufficient: “the critical point [is] that the public must be equally
informed.” Id. (emphasis in original). The requisite facts and analysis supporting an
agency’s conclusions must be in an EIR, not scattered elsewhere throughout an
administrative record. Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Coastside County Water
Dist. (1972) 27 Cal.App.3d 695, 706 (“whatever is required to be considered in an EIR
must be in that formal report; what any official might have known from other writings or
oral presentations cannot supply what is lacking in the report”); Vineyard, supra, 40
Cal.4th at 442 (“To the extent the County, in certifying the FEIR as complete, relied on
information not actually incorporated or described and referenced in the FEIR, it failed to
proceed in the manner provided in CEQA”).
As LandWatch objected in its DSEIR comments (PO 208-34), the DSEIR fails to
provide the basis for its claim that 28% of vehicle trips would be internal to the project
site. Since the 28% reduction in external trips would substantially reduce transportation
impacts to facilities outside the project area and would substantially reduce both criteria
pollutants (NOx, PM-10, etc) and GHG emissions, the 28% assumption is a critical
parameter. LandWatch asked whether this internal trip rate was based on the standard
traffic analysis methodology (ITE’s Trip Generation Handbook) or some other
methodology. And LandWatch asked that the City show its work by providing the facts
and analysis behind this 28% internal trip rate assumption.
In response, the FSEIR refers LandWatch to its response to PA 3-1, a comment in
which Caltrans also objected that the 28% internal trip rate was unsupported by analysis
and appears to be inconsistent with the standard ITE methodology. In response to
Caltrans, the FSEIR states that “[t]he requested documentation was provided to the
commenter shortly after the request was received by the City, and no further comments
were received from Caltrans.” But provision of the documentation to Caltrans does not
address LandWatch’s concerns. Thus, the response to LandWatch that simply references
response PA-3 is entirely inadequate, violating CEQA’s requirement for good-faith
reasoned analysis in response to comments. Guidelines, §15088.
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And the FSEIR’s claim that Caltrans has accepted the internal capture analysis is
not true. Caltrans wrote on August 30, 2016 to reiterate its objection to the “exaggerated
internal capture rate” and the use of an unjustified method to determine internal capture.

all other factors being equal. 25 CUTR indicates that proximity factors should be used in
the analysis for any development bigger than 55 acres. 26 However, here the public has no
way to evaluate whether or how this was done. What is missing in the Monterey Downs
SEIR is any evidence that the internal capture rate is based on empirical data, or, any
disclosure of that empirical data.

And even if Caltrans had been persuaded that 28% was justified, based on
privately shared data or analysis, it is not sufficient to tell the public only that there is
some expert opinion that supports or acquiesces in an EIR’s conclusion. Substantial
evidence requires an EIR to present the facts and analysis, not just raw opinion.
The FSEIR claims that “the data supporting this traffic impact analysis, including
trip capture rates, is included in DSEIR Appendix 10.8, Traffic Impact Analysis Data.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-1031. This is not true. Appendix 10.8 contains 723 pages of computer
output sheets for the Level of Service Computation Reports for the affected intersections
under the no-project, with-project, and with-mitigation scenarios under existing, 2018,
and 2035 conditions. Nothing in that output for intersection LOS would enable the
public to reconstruct the basis of the 28% internal capture analysis. Indeed, if the 28%
internal trip claim could have been validated with reference to the materials in the
DSEIR, then Caltrans would not have needed to ask for the analysis and the City would
not have needed to supply the “requested documentation” to Caltrans in response to its
comment.
The FSEIR’s response to Caltrans indicates that the trip distribution patterns were
developed through customization of the AMBAG travel demand model. This
information is clearly not supplied in Appendix 10.8, which provides no information
about the AMBAG model.
The FSEIR claims that the ITE methodology would understate internal capture
because it omits “site interaction” for the equestrian facilities, the hotels, the tennis club,
warehousing, and cemetery land uses. Site interactions must be determined through
empirical analyses of similar mixed-use development projects. Thus, ITE’s handbook
provides internal capture data for various mixed use combinations based on empirical
studies that compare stand-alone development trip rates to mixed use trip rates. 23
Additional empirical studies are available that supplement the ITE data sets and that
include site interactions for additional uses such as hotels. For example, a 2014 analysis
by the Center for Urban Transportation Research (“CUTR”) reports data sets that do
include hotel uses. 24 But the analysis of capture is based on a number of factors, none of
which were revealed to the public here. For example, the CUTR report indicates that site
interactions decrease as proximity decreases, so a sprawling 711-acre suburban-style
project would have a lower capture rate than a smaller, denser urban mixed-use project,
23

Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation Handbook, 2nd Ed.

24
Center for Urban Transportation Research, Trip Internalization in Multi-use Developments, April
2014, available at http://www.dot.state.fl.us/research-center/Completed_Proj/Summary_PL/FDOTBDK84-977-10-rpt.pdf.

The FSEIR states that after assigning trips to the roadway network using the
AMBAG model “it was determined that approximately 28 percent of the total trips
generated by the proposed Specific Plan land uses would travel to another zone within the
Specific plan.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-17. However, the SEIR does not explain how “it was
determined.” The FSEIR provides no empirical analysis to the public that would support
the validity of the internal capture.
2. The SEIR fails to provide adequate performance standards for Mitigation
measure TRA-8.
Mitigation Measure TRA-8 provides for an entirely ad hoc response to special
event traffic, including events that may attract thousands of vehicles to the Sports Arena.
The requirement to prepare an Events Management Plan does not include any
performance standard for acceptable levels of congestion. The FSEIR fails to respond
adequately to LandWatch’s concern that the measure improperly delegates mitigation to
an unelected official without providing a meaningful performance standard. The FSEIR
also fails to respond adequately to LandWatch’s concern that the traffic control measures
all remain optional under the phrasing of Mitigation Measure TRA-8. DSEIR, p. 4.17-85
(the “measures may include. . .”). There is no assurance that any effective or reasonable
traffic control measures will be implemented since there is neither a congestion relief
performance standard nor a requirement to use any particular traffic control measure.
The FSEIR claims that an Events Management Plan cannot be prepared in
advance, but the DSEIR states that the applicant will in fact be required to prepare an
“annual special events traffic and emergency services management plan.” DSEIR, p.
4.17-83. If such a plan can be prepared a year in advance for the 125 or more days of
special events, then it is unreasonable to claim that the SEIR could not provide even the
sample plan requested by LandWatch.
3. Recirculation is required because the FSEIR identifies a new significant
impact at intersection 49, SR-1 NB Ramps at Reservation Road.
The FSEIR acknowledges that impacts to intersection 49, SR-1 NB Ramps at
Reservation Road, will remain significant and unmitigated. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1040 to 11.41043. This was not disclosed in the DSEIR. The FSEIR’s acknowledgement constitutes
25

Id. at 82.

26

Id. at 84-85.
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significant new information that requires recirculation because it discloses a new
significant impact. Guidelines §15088.5(a)(1).

would add a trip to “an existing state highway facility [that] is operating at less than the
appropriate target LOS.” DSEIR, pp. 4.17-47 to 4.17-48. The DSEIR identifies the
“LOS Std.” for every intersection or ramp, roadway segment, or freeway segment that is
under Caltrans jurisdiction as “C/D,” not as “D.” DSEIR, Tables 4.17-13, 4.17-14, 4.1719, 4.17-21, 4.17-25. Despite stating that the threshold of significance is the C/D
transition and designating it in the tables, the DSEIR unaccountably fails to acknowledge
impacts are significant where the project causes degradation of service to below the C/D
transition or where it adds trips to a facility that operates below the C/D transition.
Instead, the DSEIR only treats impacts to Caltrans’ facilities as sisgnficant if they operate
below LOS D. For example, for existing plus project conditions the DSEIR fails to
identify a significant impact despite LOS below the C/D transition at intersection 42 in
Table 4.17-13, at intersection 38 in Table 4.17-15, at six SR 1 segments in Table 4.17-16,
and at ten ramps in Table 4.17-17. The SDEIR similarly fails to identify significant
impacts with reference to the stated LOS C/D threshold of significance under interim
2018 and cumulative conditions.

4. The SEIR fails to identify a significant impact at intersection 38, SR 1 SB
Ramps at Imjin Parkway.
Recirculation is required because the DSEIR fails to disclose a significant
unmitigated impact at intersection 38, SR 1 SB Ramps at Imjin Parkway, under 2018
conditions. The LOS calculations in DSEIR Appendix 10.2 for mitigated conditions
under both the existing and 2018 scenarios assume that a signal has been installed at this
location pursuant to Mitigation Measure TRA-5. App. 10.2, pdf pages 689, 706. Under
existing AM conditions with mitigation, the average delay is 52.6 seconds yielding a
LOS D, which the DSEIR treates as a less than significant impact. App. 10.2, pdf page
689; DSEIR, p. 4.17-75 (Table 4.17-14). Under 2018 AM conditions, the average delay
is degraded to 62.4 seconds, yielding LOS E. App. 10.2, pdf page 706. Thus, despite the
traffic signal mitigation, there would be a significant impact because the LOS E is below
the acceptable LOS for Caltrans facilities. Additional mitigation improvements should be
proposed for this facility; or, if that is infeasible, the impact should be identified as
unavoidable. 27
The DSEIR unaccountably and erroneously indicates in Table 4.17-20 that the
mitigated AM LOS at intersection 38 would be LOS B, based on an average delay of 14.1
seconds. DSEIR, p. 4.17-93. This is an error because it is unsupported by the technical
appendix.
5.

The SEIR fails to apply the Caltrans LOS standard for determining
significance.

As Caltrans objected, the SEIR fails to acknowledge that Caltrans requires
maintenance of a Level of Service at the cusp of LOS C and LOS D on SR1 facilities.
Comment PA 3-2. The FSEIR claims that a 2006 planning document would justify this
approach, but Caltrans has pointed out that this document does not apply to traffic
management or operations. 28
The DSEIR states in the section identifying thresholds of significance for each
jurisdiction that an impact to a Caltrans facility would be significant if the project would
“result in a LOS lower than the transition between LOC C and LOS D” or if the project
While the DSEIR identifies the impact under existing conditions as unavoidably significant, it
fails to do so under 2018 conditions. DSEIR, pp. 4.17-130 to 4.17-131. Furthermore, the only basis for
characterizing the impact as unavoidably significant under existing conditions is the fact that the required
mitigation improvements, widening the intersection and installing a traffic signal, are not under the lead
agency’s jurisdiction. DSEIR, p. 4.17-84.

27

28

John Olejnic, Caltrans, to Rick Medina, Seaside, Aug. 30, 2016.

In sum, the SEIR’s failure to honor Caltrans’ LOS standard in determining
significance is unaccountable since 1) it honors and applies the adopted LOS standards of
other agencies, including the County of Monterey and the City of Marina, in assessing
impacts to their facilities, 2) it expressly identifies the LOS C/D transition as the
threshold for significant impacts, and 3) Caltrans has repeatedly and specifically advised
Seaside that its standards requires LOS C/D, ever since the scoping meeting for this
project. 29 The contradiction in the stated significance thresholds and the threshold
actually applied and the failure to approach significance determination consistently
among the various jurisdictions vitiates substantial evidence for the SEIR’s conclusions.
It also demonstrates a results-driven approach to analysis. The SEIR should be revised
and recirculated to assess and mitigate impacts with reference to the actual Caltrans
standards, as identified in the DSEIR.
6. The FSEIR fails to respond adequately to proposed mitigation in the form of
ramp metering.
LandWatch requested that ramp metering be proposed by the SEIR to address
significant and unmitigated impacts to freeway ramps. In response, the FSEIR simply
refers LandWatch to the discussion in the DSEIR at page 4.17-80, which the FSEIR
claims establishes the infeasibility of this mitigation. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1043. However the
DSEIR’s discussion states only that ramp metering is not currently planned and is not
within the jurisdiction of the lead agency to implement. DSEIR, p. 4.17-80.
In fact, contrary to the DSEIR, ramp metering is part of Caltrans planning for SR
1 segment 14, which includes the portions of SR 1 evaluated in the SEIR. Caltrans’
Transportation Concept Report for State Route 1 in District 5 identifies ramp metering as
29

Id.
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an important part of the Intelligent Transportation Systems (“ITS”) strategy to optimize
traffic flow that will be managed by Caltrans Traffic Management Center. 30 Caltrans
specifically identifies ramp metering as part of the measures it plans to implement to
maintain acceptable LOS on SR 1 segment 14:

CEQA does not permit an agency to dismiss mitigation suggestions from the
public without good-faith reasoned analysis. The fact that the mitigation is within
another agency’s jurisdiction is not a sufficient basis to decline to consider it. CEQA
specifically requires an agency to make findings as to whether mitigation is “within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and have been, or can and should
be, adopted by that other agency.” Public Resources Code, §21081(a)(2). And indeed
the DSEIR proposes numerous other traffic improvements that are not within the
jurisdiction of the lead agency (e.g., mitigation Measures TRA-2, 4, 5, 6, and 7).

a combination of widening, operational improvements, and enhanced alternatives
to travel by single occupant vehicles will be required. ITS elements such as loop
detection and ramp metering will be a major component of operational
improvements. 31
Caltrans states that Ramp metering is planned specifically for SR 1 “between SR 68 West
and Reservation Road,” which would include all of the ramps evaluated in the SEIR:
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) – ITS will play a critical role in
managing operations on State Route 1 in Monterey County. ITS projects have
been implemented in the County and additional projects have a high priority.
When the Central Coast ITS Strategic Plan is fully implemented, the following
elements will be available on Route 1 in Monterey County:
- Smart call boxes from San Luis Obispo/Monterey County line to
Monterey/Santa Cruz County line
- Traffic surveillance stations (loop detectors) through Segments 14 (freeway
portion) and 15
- CCTV camera installation and freeway control ramp metering between SR 68
West and Reservation Road . . . 32
The DSEIR and FSEIR offer no evidence that ramp metering would not be effective at
reducing or avoiding impacts, and it is clear that Caltrans believes that ramp metering
would be effective at the ramps under review. The DSEIR and FSEIR provide no
evidence that Caltrans would not accept fair share payments toward ramp metering and
consider implementing ramp metering if it were proposed in the SEIR; and the fact that
Caltrans actually plans to implement metering indicates that Caltrans would be receptive.

30

Caltrans, Transportation Concept Report for State Route 1 in District 5, April 2006, p. 10-11,
available at http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist05/planning/sys_plan_docs/tcr_factsheet_combo/mon_sr1_tcrfs.pdf.
Ramp metering is a “traffic management strategy that utilizes a system of traffic signals on freeway
entrance and connector ramps to regulate the volume of traffic entering a freeway corridor. This is to
maximize the efficiency of the freeway and thereby minimize the total delay in the transportation corridor.”
Id., Appendix A.
31

Id. at 46, emphasis added

32

Id. at 44, underlining in original, italics and bolding added.

Seaside may require fair share payments toward effective mitigation measures,
including ramp metering, and may even provide that if Caltrans declines to implement the
measure the fair share funds can be returned. Seaside may also conclude that the impacts
for which these mitigation measures are proposed will remain significant and
unavoidable due to its lack of jurisdiction to require implementation. But Seaside cannot
simply decline to consider mitigation proposed by the public on the grounds that it lacks
legal authority to compel that mitigation be implemented or based on the false claim that
this mitigation is not currently planned by Caltrans.
F. The analysis and mitigation of noise impact is inadequate.
LandWatch engaged noise consultant Derek Watry to review the discussion of
noise in the DSEIR, LandWatch’s comments, and the FSEIR’s response. His comments
are attached and incorporated by reference.
1. The analysis of noise is inadequate under CEQA because it fails to recognize
that non-compliance with statistical noise standards may be a significant
impact.
Statistical noise standards (“Ln” standards or “Exceedence Level” standards) are
standards for the noise levels that may not be exceeded for various periods of time. See
DSEIR, p. 4.10-3, Table 4.10-2, Noise Descriptors. For example, BRP Noise Policies B1, B-2, B-3, and B-5 apply the statistical noise standards from BRP Table 4.5-3, which is
reproduced in the DSEIR as Table 4.10-7. See DSEIR, pp. 4.10-9 (Table 4.10-7) and
4.10-10 (BRP noise policies). Under the BRP’s statistical noise standards applicable
from 7 am to 10 pm, noise may not ever exceed 65 dBA, may not exceed 60 dBA for
more than 1 minute, may not exceed 55 dBA for more than 5 minutes, may not exceed 50
dBA for more than 15 minutes, and may not exceed 45 dBA for more than 30 minutes.
e.g., for one minute, five minutes, ten minutes, 15 minutes, or 30 minutes. Permissible
noise levels are dBA less from 10 pm to 7am. The BRP applies these statistical noise
standards at the property line.
As Mr. Watry explains, BRP Noise Policies and programs expressly require
compliance with the BRP statistical noise standards. This SEIR identifies exceeding
applicable noise standards as a significant impact. DSEIR, p. 4.10-12. The BRP PEIR
specifically identifies the expectation that construction noise and stationary noise,
including noise from a proposed amphitheater, would be required to comply with the
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BRP’s statistical noise standards as a basis to conclude that these noise sources would be
less than significant. BRP PEIR, pp. 4-139 to 4-140, 4-146, 4-149.

Bay Comm. v. Bd. of Port Comm'rs (2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1381–82; see also
Protect The Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116
Cal.App.4th 1099, 1109 (“a threshold of significance cannot be applied in such a way
that would foreclose consideration of other substantial evidence tending to show the
environmental effect to which the threshold relates might be significant”). The SEIR also
errs by failing to acknowledge that the project is inconsistent with the BRP policies that
mandate compliance with the BRP’s statistical noise standards. Guidelines, §15125(d).

Statistical noise standards may be applied in addition to and independent of 24hour average noise standards (“CNEL” or “Ldn” standards). See DSEIR, p. 4.10-3,
Table 4.10-2, “Community Noise Equivalent level (CNEL)” noise descriptor. The BRP
Noise Policies B-1, B-2, B-3, and B-5 do in fact also and independently apply the 24hour average CNEL noise standards from BRP Table 4.5-3, which is reproduced in the
DSEIR as Table 4.10-6. See DSEIR, pp. 4.10-9 (Table 4.10-6) and 4.10-10 (BRP noise
policies).
LandWatch’s DSEIR comments objected that the DSEIR fails to apply statistical
noise standards from the BRP or from any source to determine the significance of noise
impacts. The FSEIR responded that these standards are not relevant. FSEIR, p. 11.41053. As Mr. Watry explains, that claim is not true.
Statistical noise standards are in fact highly relevant to determining annoyance
from noise, particularly when a noise source is not continuous over a 24-hour period but
instead consists of short-term, episodic and/or irregular loud noise such as noise from the
recreational events at the project. The rationale for applying statistical noise standards in
addition to 24-hour noise standards is that irritation can be caused by short periods of
relatively loud noise, even if the average noise level complies with standards for longer
periods, e.g., a 24-hour average CNEL standards. The BRP includes both 24-hour
standards and statistical noise standards for just this reason.
Mr. Watry explains that stationary noise and construction noise from the Project
will exceed the BRP’s statistical noise standards and that this will substantially adversely
affect sensitive receptors adjacent to the project. For example, maximum noise from
cheering crowns at the Sports Arena would exceed the BRP allowable maximum noise
level at the Oak Oval. Cheering noise that continues for as little as one minute per hour
would exceed the BRP statistical noise limits at the Oak Oval and at the nearest
residential receptor. Grandstand noise and the swimming pool timing system noise
would exceed the BRP’s statistical limit for maximum noise levels. Construction noise
would exceed the BRP statistical limits.
The SEIR errs by uncritically relying only on 24-hour noise standards to
determine significance despite evidence that episodic loud noise events will in fact result
in substantial irritation to noise receptors and without any analysis of the effects of
shorter-duration noise events on the ambient conditions. 33 Berkeley Keep Jets Over the
Although the DSEIR references the City’s 65 dBA maximum noise standard in its discussion of
the mitigation of stationary noise impacts (DSEIR, p. 4.10-24), that reference is insufficient because (1) the
City’s maximum noise standard is not the same as the BRP’s statistical noise standards, which include a
more restrictive 0-minute (maximum) standard and which include standards for intervals greater than 0
minutes (compare DSEIR Table 4.10-4 to Table 4.10-7) , (2) the 65 dBA maximum noise standard was not
apparently used to determine the significance of impacts (DSEIR, pp. 4.10-18 to 4.10-24).

33

2. Analysis of construction noise is inadequate.
The DSEIR announces that that construction impacts would be significant if any
of the standards in the City’s General Plan or noise ordinance or other applicable plans
(e.g., the BRP) were exceeded. DSEIR p. 4.10-12. However, the DSEIR provides no
actual quantitative assessment of whether construction activities would exceed any of the
applicable standards (i.e., the 24-hour average, maximum, or statistical standards
promulgated by either the City or the BRP), despite the express requirement in Seaside’s
Municipal Code §17.30.060(G)(6) for a quantitative analysis of noise levels postmitigation. The DSEIR also ignores the effects of construction noise on open space users
even though these users are sensitive receptors and will be located immediately adjacent
to the project site.
Thus there is no substantial evidence to support a conclusion that construction
noise would not exceed applicable standards. However, there is evidence that
construction noise would exceed applicable standards.
As Mr. Watry explains, the BRP statistical noise standards are clearly relevant to
the significance of construction noise impacts. As explained above, the BRP PEIR
specifically referenced the expectation that projects would meet the BRP statistical noise
standards as one basis for finding construction noise impact to be less than significant.
However the SEIR fails to apply these standards and improperly dismisses their
relevance. Mr. Watry demonstrates that construction noise would exceed the BRP
statistical noise standards.
Construction noise would also exceed the 65 dBA maximum allowable noise
level for residential uses in the City’s noise ordinance.
3. Mitigation of construction noise is inadequate.
CEQA requires that mitigation address the significant impacts identified in the
EIR and do so with adequate certainty. Guidelines 15126.4(a)(2) (measures must be
“fully enforceable”). A threshold of significance is a criterion “non-compliance with
which” means the effect is significant and “compliance with which” means it is less than
significant, e.g., adequately mitigated. Guidelines, § 15064.7(a). Mitigation must
address the significant impact that is “identified in the EIR,” and “as identified in the
EIR.” Guidelines, §§ 15126.4(a)(1)(A), 15091(a)(1). Lotus v. Department of
Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 655-658 holds that an EIR must clearly state
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its significance threshold; in particular, it must do so to inform discussion of proposed
mitigation measures.

BRP’s “statistical noise Ln standards are not practicable for use in the Project’s context.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-1056. It would be error to reject use of the BRP’s statistical noise
standards to determine significance based on a determination that the project cannot
feasibly meet those standards.

Here, although the DSEIR identifies the noise standards in the City’s General
Plan, noise ordinance, and/or the BRP as the significance thresholds, Mitigation NOI-1
for construction noise impacts lacks any performance standard that would ensure that the
purported significance thresholds are met. As Mr. Watry explains, the provisions of
Mitigation NOI-1 simply do not require that construction noise meet any adopted
standards, much less the standards that the DSEIR purporst to apply to determine
significance of impacts. The actual provisions in NOI-1 – notice, complaint resolution,
siting stationary equipment, and limiting work to daylight hours – would not ensure that
applicable standards are met.
Furthermore, Mr. Watry explains that it is unlikely that construction noise could
meet the adopted standards, particularly the statistical noise standards. The nature of the
noise sources, e.g, diesel equipment with elevated exhaust stacks, and the area extent of
construction activity renders mitigation by noise barrier infeasible. The SEIR itself
provides no evidence that mitigation could feasibly meet adopted standards, despite the
Seaside noise ordinance that requires a quantitative demonstration of the efficacy of
mitigation. Because mitigation is not demonstrably feasible, its formulation cannot be
deferred. Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 184
Cal.App.4th 70, 92-96. The SEIR must be revised to formulate mitigation that would
meet the applicable Seaside and BRP noise standards.
4. The SEIR improperly concludes that impacts are less than significant if
mitigation is not feasible.
The FSEIR improperly injects a consideration of feasibility into the determination
of significance by implying that construction noise would be less than significant because
the proposed mitigation “would minimize construction noise to the maximum extent
feasible.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1056. CEQA neither requires nor allows lead agencies to
consider costs or feasibility in determining the significance of impacts. Guidelines,
§§15064, 15064.4, 15064.5, 15065, 15126.2, 15130, 15355, 15382. Under CEQA,
feasibility considerations arise only in the context of determining if feasible mitigation
measure are available after significance is determined (Public Resources Code,
§21081(a)(3), Guidelines, §§15091(a)(3), 15364), and the determination of “acceptable”
environmental harm arises only in the final step of the CEQA analysis in the context of a
statement of overriding considerations. City of Marina v. Board of Trustees of the
California State University (2006) 39 Cal.4th 341, 368-369; Public Resources Code,
§21081(b).
The FSEIR also improperly injects the issue of feasibility into its determination of
the significance of stationary noise impacts. The FSEIR argues that BRP Noise Policy B1 requires that BRP’s 24-hour and statistical noise standards be met only “where feasible
and practical.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1056. The FSEIR then argues that application of the

The FSEIR also improperly injects the issue of infeasibility into the determination
of the significance of noise from the City Corporation Yard and fire station. Siren and
horn noise from fire trucks (at least 101 dBA Lmax at 50 feet – see DSEIR, p. 4.10-20)
would exceed the City’s 65 dBA maximum exterior noise standard (DSEIR, Table 4.107). Low speed truck maneuvering in the City Corporation Yard would generate 75 dBA
Lmax at 50 feet, which would also exceed the City’s 65 dBA Lmax standard. DSEIR, p.
4.10-20. The FSEIR argues that “such noise sources are exempt from the City’s Noise
Ordinance (pursuant to SMC Section 9.12.040) and therefore by extension, CEQA
significance thresholds do not apply.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1057, emphasis added. While
legal considerations may justify a conclusion that mitigation is legally infeasible
(Guidelines, § 15364), the significance of the unmitigated impact cannot be denied on the
basis that mitigation is infeasible.
In sum, if the project cannot meet applicable noise standards, the City should
identify the impact as significant and unmitigated. CEQA does not permit the City to
conclude that noise is less than significant simply because mitigation is infeasible.
5. Analysis of stationary noise impact is inadequate because it fails to employ a
consistent threshold of significance, fails to compare projected noise to any of
these thresholds, and fails to consider relevant noise events.
There are three fundamental flaws in the SEIR’s evaluation of stationary noise
sources.
First, the SEIR fails to set out significance thresholds for stationary noise sources
coherently. Determining significance of impacts requires “careful judgment on the part
of the public agency involved, based to the extent possible on scientific and factual data.”
Guidelines, §15064(b). An EIR must clearly identify and apply standards of significance.
Lotus v. Department of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 655. As Mr. Watry
documents, the DSEIR identifies several completely different thresholds:
x

The threshold identification at DSEIR p. 4.10-12 says stationary noise
(i.e., noise discussed in Impact Statement 4.10-3) is a significant impact
only if the project causes a substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise.

x

The discussion of threshold of significance at DSEIR p.4.10-13 to 4.10-14
states that stationary noise would be significant if it cause an exceedance
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of Seaside’s Municipal Code standards at Tables 3-2 and 3-3. 34 These
tables provide absolute noise standards, not noise standards expressed as
an allowable increase. For example, these noise standards permit a
maximum exterior noise level of 65 dBA for residential uses and a
normally acceptable 24-hour average exterior residential noise level of 55
dB CNEL.
x

The discussion of stationary source impacts actually purports to
determines significance of noise from residential uses, non-residential
mechanical equipment, equestrian event noise, swim center, and swim
event center and pool activity based on whether it exceeds the BRP
absolute standards of 50 to 55 dBA for residential uses, not, as stated
earlier, based on whether it exceeds Seaside’s absolute standards. See
DSEIR pp. 4.10-19 to 4.10-24. The BRP standard referenced is
apparently from DSEIR Table 4.10-6, BRP’s land use compatibility
matrix, which specifies normally acceptable noise for single family
residential use at 50-55 CNEL or Ldn. The confusion as to whether
significance is determined by using Seaside’s standards or the BRP
standards is consequential because those standards differ. For example,
the BRP has a 50 CNEL normally acceptable standard for passively used
open space but the City has no standard for that use. And the BRP has a
less restrictive standard than the City for multi-family residential use.

In short, the SEIR errs because it is impossible for the public to understand what
threshold the SEIR applies to determine significance of stationary sources.
Second, the SEIR fails to provide any actual analysis that would support the
determination of significance using the 24-hour average thresholds of significance
identified as applicable standards. The SEIR identifies various 24-hour noise standards
as applicable; however, for a number of critical noise sources (e.g., crowd noise, musical
events), the SEIR does not actually determine the 24-hour average noise that the project
would produce. For example, there is no analysis of the projected 24-hour average noise
produced by events in Planning Areas REC-2, C-1, or REC-1. Instead, the DSEIR’s
discussion of significance repeatedly and erroneously compares peak or short term noise
generated by the project to 24-hours standards.
In fact, the project description is not sufficient to enable the determination of 24hour average noise impacts. Planning Areas REC-2, C-1, and REC-1 would permit noise
from many different sources, such as musical events, equestrian events, swim meets, dog
shows, and other sporting events. As Mr. Watry explains, the SEIR lacks an adequate
description of the average noise generated by, or the duration of, the events in these areas
In the Municipal Code at §17.030.060(E) these are currently identified as Tables
3-3 and 3-4. They are reproduced in the DSEIR as Tables 4.10-4 and 4.10-5.
34
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to support determination of 24-hour average noise levels. 35 The FSEIR admits that “the
exact activities associated with these potential uses is not known at this time . . ..”
FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1057 to 11.4-1058. Thus, the EIR is inadequate because it fails to
provide a project description that is sufficient to enable analysis of impacts (Guidelines,
§15024) and fails to provide an adequate determination of the significance of impacts
(Guidelines, §§ 15064, 15126.2). Furthermore, as Mr. Watry explains, the analysis also
confusingly compares peak noise levels to noise standards measured by a 24-hour
average noise level.
Third, the discussion fails to apply statistical noise standards from the BRP or any
standard that would determine significance of annoyance from high volume, transient
noise events. Mr. Watry explains that short duration noise, e.g., crowd noise, would in
fact exceed the BRP’s statistical noise standards and would be a substantial source of
irritation to sensitive receptors, including open space users. Thus, the SEIR errs by
uncritically relying only on 24-hour noise standards to determine significance despite
evidence that episodic loud noise events will in fact result in substantial irritation to noise
receptors and without any analysis of the effects of shorter-duration noise events on the
ambient conditions. Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Comm. v. Bd. of Port Comm'rs
(2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1381–82; see also Protect The Historic Amador
Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1109 (“a threshold of
significance cannot be applied in such a way that would foreclose consideration of other
substantial evidence tending to show the environmental effect to which the threshold
relates might be significant”).
The SEIR’s errors are prejudicial because the public has no clear picture of the
SEIR’s thresholds and no clear description of the project’s actual noise generation and
because it is clear that applicable noise standards would be exceeded.
6. Mitigation of stationary noise impacts is inadequate.
CEQA requires an EIR to describe “feasible measures which could minimize
significant adverse impacts.” Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(1). Mitigation must be fully
enforceable and certain. Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(2). Here, the SEIR fails to discuss or
propose effective, enforceable mitigation for stationary source noise.
First, the mitigation in NOI-2 calls for meeting “the 65 dBA standard in the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan, and Seaside Municipal Code Sections 9.12 (Noise Regulations) and
17.30.060 (Noise Standards).” DSEIR, p. 4.10-24. As Mr. Watry explains, this reference
to “the 65 dBA standard” is entirely ambiguous and therefore not enforceable with any
certainty. NOI-2 fails to specify whether the standard is a 24-hour average standard (i.e.,
a CNEL of Ldn metric) or a standard for the maximum noise level in an instant (e.g., the
BRP statistical noise standard for zero minutes in Table 4.10-7). If it is a 24-hour CNEL
The project description also fails to provide information sufficient to determine noise using
statistical noise standards, e.g., to determine if crowd noise would exceed the 1 minute, 5 minute, 15 minute
or 30 minute standards.

35
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standard, then NOI-2 fails to explain how it is related to or derived from the actual
standards in the Seaside noise regulations and the BRP. These standards include
Seaside’s “Noise/Land Use Compatibility Matrix” (DSEIR Table 4.10-5), Seaside’s
“Maximum Interior and Exterior Noise Standards” (DSEIR Table 4.10-4) or BRP’s
“Land Use Compatibility Criteria for Exterior Community Noise” (DSEIR, Table 4.106). NOI-2 implies that the project must meet both Seaside and BRP standards; however,
the Seaside and BRP CNEL standards are not uniform with respect to allowable noise
levels or even with respect to classification of land uses. It is simply unclear what
standard must be met.

and that obtaining the necessary noise attenuation by barrier for the noise sources at
REC-2 and C-1 is simply implausible. Indeed, the FSEIR admits that the effectiveness
of mitigation is unknown:

Second, the “65 dBA standard” referenced in NOI-2 is not the standard that the
DSEIR used to determine the significance of impacts. The entire discussion of the
significance of stationary noise was based on a determination whether project noise
would exceed the BRP’s 24-hour standard of 50-55 CNEL, which was repeatedly
referenced in that discussion. DSEIR, pp. 4.10-19 (claiming non-residential stationary
noise is “below the BRP’s noise standards,” referencing Table 4.10-6, and “therefore
impacts would be less than significant”), 4.10-21 (referencing BRP’s residential noise
standard of 50 to 55 dBA in discussing significance of REC-2 Planning Area noise),
4.10-22 (claiming swim center noise is less than significant because it is within “BRP’s
standard of 50 to 55 dBA (exterior) for residential uses.”) Indeed, the BRP’s normally
acceptable CNEL noise standard was also used to assess the significance of traffic noise
impacts. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054 (referencing the BRP’s normally acceptable noise limit for
multi-family housing of 60 CNEL). Using a different standard to determine the
significance of impacts than is used to determine the efficacy of mitigation violates both
common sense and CEQA because mitigation must address the significant impact that is
“identified in the EIR,” and “as identified in the EIR.” Guidelines, §§ 15126.4(a)(1)(A),
15091(a)(1).
Third, NOI-2 fails to specify that compliance is required with BRP’s 50 dBA
CNEL standard for open space uses, not just its standard for residential uses. See DSEIR,
p. 4.10-9 (Table 4.10-6, BRP noise standards). As Mr. Watry explains, compliance may
not be possible, especially if the FSEIR is correct that this standard is already exceeded in
open space areas.
Fourth, NOI-2 fails to specify that compliance with the mitigation must be
determined at the property line, as is required by both the BRP standards and the Seaside
Municipal Code. DSEIR, p. 4.10-9; BRP, pp. 411-412; Seaside Municipal Code, §
17.30.060(H).
Fifth, NOI-2 fails to specify that, even if the project meets 24-hour average noise
standards, it must also mitigate short-term loud noise events by complying with the
BRP’s statistical noise standards. See DSEIR, p. 4.10-p. Table 4.10-7.
Sixth, as Mr. Watry explains, effective mitigation is uncertain, e.g., mitigation for
crowd noise. Mr. Watry explains that mitigation of via a barrier or berm is not described

The DSEIR identifies Mitigation Measures NOI-2 and NOI-3 that require noise
management and attenuation associated with the sports arena and swim center that
is proportional to the noise generated at these facilities. As the exact activities
associated with these potential uses is not known at this time, it is not possible for
the DSEIR to quantify the measurable extent to which implementation of such
performance standards would reduce noise events to less than significant levels.
The mitigation measures include performance standards to ensure that
exceedances of noise standards would not occur. The listed performance
standards are comprehensive but are not intended to be exhaustive, nor does
CEQA require such standards.
FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1057 to 11.4-1058, emphasis added. Where mitigation is not known to
be feasible, CEQA does not permit deferral of its formulation, regardless whether
performance standards are proposed. Communities for a Better Environment v. City of
Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 92-96. Accordingly, it is improper to defer the
formulation of the Noise Management Plan called for by NOI-2. The Noise Management
Program must be specified now and the SEIR must demonstrate that it would be effective
with reference to unambiguously identified performance standards.
Furthermore, the FSEIR’s statement that post-mitigation noise levels cannot be
determined is an admission that the City is failing to comply with the City noise
ordinance at SMC § 17.30.060(G)(5), (6) and BRP Noise Policy B-3, both of which
mandate that he City identify mitigation and assess post-mitigation noise levels.
Seventh, the mitigation proposed for the swim center under NOI-3 is inadequate
because it does not address the admittedly significant impact from the Time System.
7. The analysis and mitigation of impacts to open space use is inadequate.
The BRP FEIR acknowledges that open space, park, and recreation areas are
noise-sensitive areas. BRP PEIR, p. 4-132. It is clear that the open space in the project
vicinity is in fact extensively used for passive recreation by numerous members of the
public, many of whom have objected to the project’s impacts, including the noise
impacts. See comment letters by Elizabeth Murray, Fort Ord Recreation Trails Friends,
Suzanne Worcester, Eric Petersen, Monterey Off-road Cycling Association, Susan
Schiavone, Robert McGinley, Cameron Binkley, Tim Townsend, Cosma Bua.
The BRP requires protection of open spaces via a 50 dBA CNEL/Ldn noise
standard specifically applicable to passively used open space; via statistical noise
standards applicable at the property line of noise-generating uses; and via Policy B-8,
barring a 3 dB Ldn/CNEL increase where noise levels are already over the 50 dBA
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standard. See DSEIR, pp. 4.10-8 to 4.10-11. Inconsistency with these policies should be
identified as a significant environmental impact and as, discussed below, as a reason that
the project should not be approved based on inconsistency with the Fort Ord Reuse Act.

adjacent to REC-2, as Mr. Watry demonstrates. The proposed mitigation in NOI-2 fails
to mandate compliance with statistical noise standards.

First, the proposed mitigation of stationary noise in NOI-2 that identifies only a
“65 dBA standard” clearly fails to mandate compliance with the BRP’s 50 dBA
CNEL/Ldn open space noise standard.
Second, as Mr. Watry explains, responding to LandWatch’s request for baseline
open space noise levels, the FSEIR states that the baseline CNEL noise level for
passively used open space is within a decibel of the 52.3 dBA Leq noise level measured
at the baseline measurement location #2. 36 FSEIR, p. 11.4-1052. Thus, according to the
SEIR, the noise level for open space already exceeds the BRP’s 50 Ldn/CNEL
standard. 37 Thus, BRP Policy B-8 would come into play, and would bar any noise
increase over 3 dBA Ldn/CNEL. The SEIR fails to provide any assessment to determine
whether project noise would increase noise by 3 dBA at the property line; thus, there is
no substantial evidence that the project would comply with BRP Noise Policy B-8. Noncompliance with a policy intended to protect noise-sensitive open space uses would be a
significant impact.
Third, the analysis of stationary noise impacts fails to disclose that the project will
cause noise in excess of the BRP’s statistical noise standards in the open space areas

Baseline information must be presented in the draft EIR, not later in the EIR process. Guidelines,
§ 15120(c) (draft EIR must contain information required by Guidelines, § 15125); Save Our Peninsula v.
Monterey County Board of Supervisors (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th 99, 120-124, 128; Communities for a Better
Env't v. City of Richmond (“CBE v. Richmond”)(2010) 184 Cal. App. 4th 70, 89. However, here, the
DSEIR fails to provide any assessment of the existing noise levels in open space areas that would be
affected by the project. This information was not provided until the FSEIR, responding to LandWatch’s
objection, claimed that noise levels measured on a roadway at 8th and Gigling was representative of open
space noise levels. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1052.

Fourth, even if the mitigation were revised to require compliance with the BRP’s
open space noise standards, there is no evidence that mitigation is feasible and substantial
evidence to the contrary. Again, the deferral of the formulation of the Noise
Management Program called for by NOI-2 in the face of uncertainty violates CEQA.
8. The SEIR fails to identify a substantial increase in traffic noise as a significant
impact.
The DSEIR’s significance thresholds for both project-specific and cumulative
impacts depend on a determination of the project-caused traffic noise increase and a
determination whether the resulting combined noise from the Project and other
development would exceed noise standards for the receiving property use. In particular,
the DSEIR finds project-specific impacts to be significant only if total noise (existing
traffic noise plus project traffic noise) exceeds “the applicable exterior standard at a noise
sensitive land use” and the Project itself contributes 3 dB to that noise level. DSEIR p.
4.10-13. The DSEIR’s two-step cumulative analysis first determines whether all future
projects combined with the Monterey Downs project will cause a 3 dB increase and result
in a noise level over the applicable standard. If so, the second step determines whether
the Monterey Downs project contributes at least 1 dB to the future noise level. DSEIR p.
4.10-13.

36

There is reason to doubt the FSEIR’s claim that the measurement of noise at location # 2 is in fact
typical of open space noise levels. DSEIR Appendix A-7 indicates and demonstrates by photograph that
the noise measurement was taken on the shoulder of 8th Avenue over a ten minute period and that the
dominant noise source was passing cars. The open space adjacent to REC-2 and REC-1 would not be
proximate to existing vehicle traffic.
If the baseline measurement is not accurate, then the SEIR violates CEQA because an EIR must
describe the existing environmental setting so that it considers impacts “in the full environmental context.”
Guidelines, § 15125(a), (c). An accurate baseline is critical because impact assessment must be based on
“changes in the existing physical conditions in the affected area.” Guidelines, § 15126.2(a); see Neighbors
For Smart Rail v. Exposition Metro Line Construction Authority (2013) 57 Cal.4th 439, 447; County of
Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency (1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 931, 952.
Without accurate baseline noise levels for open space areas, it is impossible to determine whether
and to what extent the project would cause noise increases, which may be significant impacts under CEQA.
Nor is it possible to determine if the project would be consistent with BRP Noise Policy B-8, which bars a
3 dB increase in noise to open space areas that are already over the normally acceptable level of 50 dBA
CNEL. DSEIR, pp. 4.10-9, 4.10-11.
37

Thus, in both analyses, it is necessary to determine whether traffic noise levels at
the receiving property will exceed the applicable absolute noise thresholds for the
receiving property’s land use.
This approach to significance determination is inadequate because it fails to
acknowledge that there may be a significant impact due to a substantial noise increase
even if the resulting absolute noise does not exceed the applicable standard. An agency
may not take refuge in a project’s compliance with some regulatory standard when there
is evidence that, notwithstanding that compliance, impacts are significant. Protect The
Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 1099,
1109 (“a threshold of significance cannot be applied in such a way that would foreclose
consideration of other substantial evidence tending to show the environmental effect to
which the threshold relates might be significant”). The possibility that a noise increase
may be significant even if the absolute regulatory standard is not exceeded is expressly
recognized in the CEQA Guidelines, quoted by the DSEIR, which identify a significant
impact if a project either causes a substantial increase in ambient noise or causes noise in
excess of applicable standards. DSEIR, p. 4.10-12. The possibility is also recognized by
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BRP Noise Policy B-6, which bars a noise increase over 5 dBA Ldn/CNEL even where
noise is within the normally acceptable range. 38 DSEIR, p. 4.10-10.

to mitigate transportation noise impacts in order to “maintain outdoor and indoor noise
levels” in compliance with standards).

As Mr. Watry explains, and as LandWatch objected in comment PO 208-91, the
project will cause a significant impact and a violation of BRP Policy B-6 by increasing
noise by more than 5 dBA at 7th Avenue between Gigling and Colonel Durham and at 8th
Street between Inter Garrison and 6th. DSEIR, pp. 4.10-25, 4.10-26 to 4.10-27 (Table
4.10-11).

As Mr. Watry explains, the error results in a failure to disclose a significant
impact. The DSEIR’s criteria for a project-specific impact is a 3 dBA CNEL increase
where noise would exceed the applicable standard. On Gigling Road between 6th and 7th
Avenues, noise would exceed the 60 dBA CNEL standard at the receiving residential use
property line, even though it would not exceed the 60 dBA CNEL at standard at 100 feet
from the roadway centerline, and the project would cause more than a 3 dBA CNEL
increase. This should be identified as a significant impact. It should also be identified as
an inconsistency with BRP Policy B-6, which bars a 3 dBA increase where noise exceeds
the BRP’s normally acceptable residential use standard “measured at the property line.”
DSEIR, p. 4.10-10.

The FSEIR’s response to LandWatch’s objection is disingenuous. It claims that
existing noise barriers would attenuate the traffic noise. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054. As Mr.
Watry explains, the presence of barriers does not affect the analysis: the increase in noise
with and without the project would be the same regardless of the presence of barriers.
The FSEIR response is also disingenuous in claiming that interior noise levels
would be maintained in residences on these road segments. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054. The
absolute level of interior noise levels is simply not relevant to the issue LandWatch
raised, which is the increase in exterior noise levels. Impacts to exterior noise levels are
an independent issue, as is evident from the fact that both Seaside and the BRP provide
distinct standards for exterior and interior noise levels.
Finally, the FSEIR’s observation that noise was modeled at 100 feet from the
roadway centerline instead of the property line is also not relevant to this issue. As
discussed below, both the Seaside noise ordinance and the BRP mandate noise analysis
be at the property line. Regardless, even if it were correct to assess noise impacts at 100
feet instead of at the property line, here the noise increases modeled at 100 feet do exceed
5 dBA CNEL/Ldn in violation of BRP Policy B-6.
9. The SEIR’s failures to measure noise impacts at the property line as mandated
by the BRP and Seaside noise ordinance results in a failure to disclose a
significant impact and a violation of BRP Policy B-6.
The traffic noise analysis assesses noise at 100 feet from the roadway centerline
rather than at the property line of the receiving use. Thus, as LandWatch objected (PO
208-106) and Mr. Watry explains, the DSEIR errs by failing to honor the explicit
requirements in both the Seaside noise ordinance and the BRP policies that noise be
measured and controlled at the property line. SMC, § 17.30.060(E)(1)(a), (H); BRP
Noise Policies B-6, B-7, B-8. The express purpose of the requirement to determine
impacts at the property line is to protect outdoor uses. SMC, § 17.30.060(F) (obligation
38

The policy bars an increase over 3 dBA Ldn/CNEL if noise is over the normally acceptable range.

10. The SEIR is informationally inadequate because it fails to identify land use
noise thresholds and applicable standards for roadway segments affected by
project; and because of this the SEIR fails to disclose considerable contribution
to a significant cumulative impact on 2nd Avenue.
As LandWatch objected, the traffic noise analysis fails to identify the type of
receiving land use (e.g., single family residential, multi-family residential, commercial) at
each affected roadway segment, and this matters because the analysis purports to apply a
different noise standard based on the type of land use. Comment PO 208-107. Nothing
in DSEIR Tables 4.10-11, 4.10-12, or 4.10-13 listing noise levels and determining
significance of impacts for various roadway segments identifies the adjacent land uses for
these segments or the applicable noise standard. It is thus impossible for the public to see
what noise impacts would occur at each type of land use or what noise standard the
DSEIR actually applies.
The FSEIR claims that the DSEIR “considers the specific noise standards to each
relevant land use” and that “the analysis reviewed the distance of the receivers to the
roadway and the location of existing barriers to determine if an impact would actually
occur.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1058. If this level of analysis was actually undertaken, it does not
appear anywhere in the DSEIR.
For example, the FSEIR claims that the DSEIR applies a 55 dBA standard for
single family residential uses and a 60 dBA standard for multi-family residential use.
FSEIR p. 11.4-1058 (Response PO 208-108.) However, Tables 4.10-11, 4.10-12, and
4.10-13 do not provide any indication of the actual uses for the affected segments that
would allow the public to verify this claim.
The FSEIR failed to provide the requested information even though it claims that
this information was developed in the noise analysis. The FSEIR claims that that the
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noise analysis “considers the specific noise standards to each relevant land use” and that
it “reviewed the distance of the receivers to the roadway and the location of existing
barriers to determine if an impact would actually occur.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1058. If the
specific land uses and applicable noise standards were in fact determined in the noise
analysis, then there was no reason for the FSEIR to have failed to provide this available
information in response to LandWatch’s request. Instead of providing the information
for each roadway segment, the FSEIR provides only two cursory examples, claiming that
residential uses on two segments have barriers; the FSEIR then claims that other sensitive
receptors are “generally” located more than 100 feet from the centerline. FSEIR p. 11.41054. This is not responsive to the request for specific land uses and applicable
standards. 39
Mr. Watry explains that there is at least one roadway segment where the SEIR’s
lack of care in analysis and its failure to respond to comments with available information
is prejudicial, because the SEIR fails to disclose that the project would make a
considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact based on the SEIR’s own
criteria. Noise levels on 2nd Avenue between Inter Garrison Road and 8th Street would
meet the DSEIR’s criteria for a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative
impact because 1) the cumulative noise level would exceed the applicable 60 dBA CNEL
standard for multi-family residential use and educational use; 2) the cumulative increase
is greater than 3 dBA; and 3) the project adds more than 1 dBA. This is just one example
of a prejudicial failure to provide adequate disclosure. Because the SEIR fails to identify
receiving land uses and applicable standards for each affected segment, the public cannot
determine if there are more.
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a. The project is inconsistent with BRP noise policies requiring projects to
evaluate and to meet statistical noise standards; and unless and until
Seaside adopts the required BRP Noise Programs it may not approve this
project.
The project is inconsistent with the BRP because 1) it does not comply with the
BRP’s statistical noise standards and 2) the City has failed to adopt those standards.
Mr. Watry has explained that construction noise and stationary noise from the
project will violate the statistical noise standards, and that proposed mitigation will not
ensure that the project will meet the statistical noise standards. Compliance with these
standards is unambiguously required by BRP Noise Policy A-1 and Noise Program A1.2, which specifically require Seaside to enact the BRP’s statistical noise standards (the
standards shown in Table 4.5-4) into its noise ordinance and to apply those standards in
the Former Fort Ord area. 40 BRP, pp. 412-413. Seaside has not enacted these standards;
the only standards in Seaside’s noise ordinance are 24-hour CNEL or Ldn standards.
Seaside Municipal Code, § 17.30.060(E), Tables 3-3 and 3-4.
Furthermore, FORA bars approval of development entitlements for this project
unless and until Seaside actually adopts the Noise Programs as specified in the BRP, i.e.,
adopts a noise ordinance that contains the statistical noise standards mandated by the
BRP:
No development entitlement shall be approved or conditionally approved within
the jurisdiction of any land use agency until the land use agency has taken
appropriate action, in the discretion of the land use agency, to adopt the programs
specified in the Reuse Plan, the Habitat Management Plan, the Development and
Resource Management Plan, the Reuse Plan Environmental Impact Report
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan and this Master Resolution applicable to such
development entitlement.

11. Seaside may not approve the Project because it is inconsistent with Base Reuse
Plan noise policies.
Under the Fort Ord Reuse Act, Seaside may not approve a development project
that is not consistent with the BRP. Gov. Code, § 67675.8(b)(1). The project is not
consistent with BRP noise policies as discussed above and detailed below.
The determinations of consistency with the BRP is not the same determination as
the determination of significance under CEQA. Where a plan calls for the use of a
particular method of analysis and compliance with particular standards, an agency must
actually use the required analysis and standards in determining consistency. Endangered
Habitats League, Inc. v. Cty. of Orange (2005) 131 Cal. App. 4th 777, 783 (agency may
not substitute VC method for determining traffic impacts where plan calls for use of the
HCM method). The EIR does not provide this analysis.
Furthermore, it appears that the FSEIR may be claiming that applicable noise standards are met
because residential structures are “generally” located more than 100 feet from the centerline. As discussed,
this would not demonstrate that the exterior standard is met at the property line and that outdoor uses are
protected. And even if it were appropriate to evaluate impacts at 100 feet from the centerline, the FSEIR’s
assertion that the protected use (presumably the residence itself) is “generally” more than 100 feet from the
centerline suggests that either (1) there are exceptions or (2) the analysis did not in fact verify this claim.
39

Fort Ord Reuse Authority Master Resolution, § 8.02.040.
Contrary to the FSEIR, these standards are clearly relevant to determining
significant impacts under CEQA. And, regardless of CEQA’s provisions, the Fort Ord
Reuse Act makes adoption and application of these standards in the Fort Ord area
mandatory as provided by the BRP provisions.
In addition to Noise Policy A-1 and Noise Program A-1.2, Noise Policy B-1
mandates compliance with the statistical noise standards in Table 4.5-4 for existing
residences and other existing noise-sensitive uses where feasible and practical. BRP, p.
414. Noise Policy B-2 mandates that new development not adversely affect any existing
or proposed uses by complying with the statistical noise standards in Table 4.5-4 for all
The BRP adopts identical standards and policies for Seaside and the County of Monterey, so the
entire project areas is subject to the same requirements. BRP, pp. 413-417.

40
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new development. BRP, p. 414. This means that new development may not adversely
affect existing uses and that it may not generate noise levels that would adversely affect
other portions of the new development. Noise Policy B-5 requires that if it is not feasible
or practical to meet the statistical noise standards, the City must either provide noise
barriers for new development or ensure that interior standards are met.
The SEIR has not evaluated impacts in terms of statistical noise standards and has
not determined feasibility of compliance with these standards. This violates Noise Policy
B-3, which requires analysis of impacts and mitigation with reference to statistical noise
standards before accepting development applications as complete. The project is not in
compliance with the analysis requirements in Noise Policy B-3, and the City cannot
conclude that it is in compliance with Noise Policies B-1 and B-2, until the City
completes the required analysis and considers feasible mitigation and alternatives.
b. Seaside has failed to adopt the BRP’s 24-hour noise standards in its noise
ordinance as mandated by BRP Noise Policy A-1 and may not approve the
project until it has done so.
BRP Noise Policy A-1 and Programs A-1.1 and A-1.2 mandate that Seaside adopt
by ordinance and apply the 24-hour noise standards set out in BRP Table 4.5-3. See
BRP, pp. 411, 413. Seaside has not done so because the 24-hour noise standards in its
ordinance differ from the BRP’s standards. Compare Seaside Municipal Code,
§17.30.060(E), Table 3-4 to BRP Table 4.5-3 (or compare DSEIR, Table 4.10-5 to Table
4.10-6, which contain these differing noise standards). For example, Seaside’s noise
ordinance lacks any standard for passively used open space, whereas the BRP provides
that at most a 50 dBA noise level is “normally acceptable.” Seaside’s ordinance provides
that 65 dBA is “conditionally acceptable” for single family residential use, whereas the
BRP provides that at most 60 dBA is “conditionally acceptable” for that use.
As discussed, the SEIR is unclear as to the noise standards it uses to determine the
significance of project noise impacts and to require mitigation under CEQA, referencing
both the Seaside General Plan and noise ordinance standards and the BRP noise
standards. 41 DSEIR, pp. 4.10-13 to 4.10-14, 4.10-19 to 4.10-24. Thus, it is impossible to
determine to what standards the project would be held or even whether proposed
mitigation is feasible. Not only does this violate CEQA, but there can be no substantial
evidence that the project would be consistent with the BRP Noise Policy A-1 and
Program A-1.1, which require application of the BRP noise standards.
Again, FORA bars approval of development entitlements for this project unless
and until Seaside actually adopts the Noise Programs as specified in the BRP, i.e., adopts
a noise ordinance that contains the 24-hour noise standards mandated by the BRP. Fort
Ord Reuse Authority Master Resolution, § 8.02.040.
The Seaside General Plan Noise standards are substantially similar to the standards in its noise
ordinance. See Seaside 2004 General Plan, p. N-5.

41
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c. The project is inconsistent with the BRP policies requiring protection of
open space uses from noise.
The BRP contains several policies that mandate evaluation of noise impacts to
open space uses and compliance with noise standards for open space receptors. BRP
Noise Policies A-1, B-1, B-2, and B-5 require compliance with the 24-hour average noise
standards for open space specified in BRP Table 4.5-3 (reproduced in DSEIR as Table
4.10-6). See BRP, pp. 411, 413-414.
As discussed, Seaside has failed to comply with BRP Noise Policy A-1 and
Programs A-1.1 and A-1.2 mandating inclusion of the BRP’s 24-hour noise standards in
the Seaside noise ordinance and application of that standard to projects in Fort Ord. As a
result, the Seaside noise ordinance omits the BRP’s 50 dBA CNEL standard for passively
used open space.
Furthermore, as Mr. Watry explains, the SEIR fails to provide an adequate
assessment of the project’s compliance with BRP open space noise standards by 1)
failing to assess compliance with BRP statistical noise standards, 2) failing to determine
24-hour average noise levels at affected open space proximate to the project and failing to
assess compliance with the BRP’s 50 CNEL normally acceptable noise standard for open
space use, and 3) failing to specify that mitigation must meet relevant noise standards for
open space, e.g., the BRP 24-hour average and statistical noise standards. The failure of
assessment and mitigation is not only a violation of CEQA, but also of BRP Policy B-3,
which requires that an acoustical study be submitted prior to accepting a development
application as complete that evaluates a project’s compliance with Table 4.5-3 and Table
4.5-4 noise standards and proposes necessary mitigation.
Mr. Watry has explained that construction noise and stationary noise from the
project will in fact exceed the statistical noise standards in BRP Table 4.5-4, and that
there is no assurance that proposed mitigation will ensure that the project will meet these
statistical noise standards or even meet applicable 24-hour average standards. In light of
the City’s failure to evaluate open space noise impacts and the evidence that the project
will not meet open space noise standards, there can be no substantial evidence that the
project is consistent with BRP Policies A-1, B-1, B-2, and B-5.
Finally, BRP Noise Policy B-8 bars any noise increase of 3 dBA Ldn or more at
the property line where ambient noise already exceeds the normally acceptable open
space standard of 50 dBA. BRP, p. 415. The FSEIR indicates that open space noise
already exceeds that standard, by claiming that monitored noise at Site 2 represents
existing ambient open space noise levels. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1052. As Mr. Watry explains,
the SEIR fails to make any determination whether noise levels would increase by 3 dBA
at open space locations adjacent to the project or to impose mitigation that would ensure
compliance. Thus, there can be no substantial evidence that the project complies with
BRP Noise Policy B-8.
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d. The project is inconsistent with BRP Policy B-6.
BRP Noise Policy B-6 bars a 5 dBA Ldn noise increase to residential uses caused
by new development where ambient noise levels for those residential uses are not above
the normally acceptable level in BRP Table 4.4-3. BRP, p. 414. BRP Table 4.4-3
provides that the normally acceptable noise level for single family residential uses is 5055 dBA Ldn and for multi-family residential use it is 50 to 60 Ldn. BRP, p. 411.
Traffic noise from the project will increase noise by more than 5 dBA at a number
of locations, even though the SEIR does not conclude that noise will exceed the 60 dBA
Ldn standard. For example:
th

x

noise on 7 Avenue between Gigling Road and Colonel Durham Street
will increase by 6.3 dBA under existing with project conditions (DSEIR,
Table 4.10-11);

x

noise on 8th Street between Inter Garison Road and 6th Avenue will
increase by 5.1 dBA under existing with project conditions (DSEIR, Table
4.10-11);

x

noise on 7th Avenue between Gigling Road and Colonel Durham Street
will increase by 6.4 dBA under 2035 with project conditions (DSEIR,
Table 4.10-12).

These noise increases violate BRP Policy B-6.
As Mr. Watry explains, the FSEIR’s argument that the noise determination in the
DSEIR is 100 feet from the roadway and that there are intervening structures is simply
irrelevant. BRP Noise Policy B-6 requires measurement at the property line, and if the
noise increase exceeds 5 dBA at 100 feet, the increase will exceed 5 dBA at locations
closer to the source. Furthermore, the effect of intervening structures on total noise levels
would be the same for both pre-and post-project noise, so the increase in noise would still
be 5 dBA regardless of intervening structures.
The FSEIR’s argument that provision of interior noise mitigation as required by
BRP Noise Policy B-5 would somehow ensure compliance with Policy Noise B-6 is also
irrelevant. The two BRP policies are distinct and independent requirements, and are
intended to attain different standards. Provision of interior noise mitigation would do
nothing to ensure that exterior noise standards are met at the property line.
e. The project is inconsistent with both BRP policies and the Seaside
Municipal Code provisions that require noise to be assessed and standards
to be met at the property line.

Compliance with exterior noise standards must be determined based on noise
levels “measured at the property line of the noise-sensitive land use receiving the noise”
under SMC, § 17.30.060(H); see also SMC, § 17.30.060E(1)(a) (no use may generate
noise in excess of standards “as the noise is measured at the property line of a noise
sensitive land use identified in Tables 3-3 and 3-4”). BRP’s statistical noise standards
and its 24-hour average noise standards, compliance with which is mandated by BRP
Noise Policies A-1, B-1, B-2, B-3, and B-5, are expressly “applicable at the property
line.” BRP PEIR, pp. 411-412, Tables 4.5-3 and 4.5-4. BRP Noise Policies B-6, B-7,
and B-8, which bar certain noise increases depending on ambient conditions, are all
enforceable as “measured at the property line.” BRP, pp. 414-415.
As Mr. Watry explains, the purpose of determining compliance at the property
line is in part to protect noise-sensitive outdoor land uses that cannot be protected by
building insulation or HVAC systems. Despite this, the SEIR fails to determine traffic
noise impacts at the property line of the receiving land uses.
12. The SEIR fails to acknowledge that it would be inconsistent with Municipal
Code section 17.30.060(F) to site new noise-sensitive uses where traffic noise
causes an exceedance of City standards.
LandWatch objected that the DSEIR fails to acknowledge that Seaside Municipal
Code section 17.30.060(F) bars any new noise-sensitive uses in areas where the standards
in Table 3-4 (reprinted as DSEIR Table 4.10-5) are or would be exceeded unless
mitigation ensures meeting both indoor and outdoor standards, as determined at the
property line. Comments PO 208-92, 208-110. Portions of the project would be sited in
areas that exceed or will exceed the Table 3-4 standards at the property line. For
example, the project would include residential uses on Gigling Road between 8th Avenue
and 7th Avenue. DSEIR, Figure 2-16. Traffic noise at 57.9 CNEL at 100 feet from the
roadway centerline would exceed the City’s 55 CNEL normally acceptable residential
standard on that segment. DSEIR, Table 4.10-12; SMC §17.30.060(E) (Table 3-4).
Regardless whether this is deemed a significant impact under CEQA, the City must
acknowledge that it is an inconsistency with its noise ordinance.
The FSEIR responds by arguing that the noise levels are determined at 100 feet and
that there are intervening barriers and that sensitive uses are “generally” located more
than 100 feet from the centerline. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054. This misreads the ordinance,
which clearly states that “exterior noise levels shall be measures at the property line of
the noise-sensitive land use receiving the noise” in order to “maintain outdoor and indoor
noise levels on the receptor site in compliance with Tables 3-3 and 3-4.” SMC, §
17.30.060(H), (F).
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G. The elimination of references to horse racing as an allowed use in the specific
plan does not ensure that horse racing will not be permitted.

If the City does not believe it has the authority to ban horse-racing under state law
and does not take the other actions that could inhibit horse-racing, then its elimination of
references to horse-racing in the specific plan is a hollow and cynical exercise intended to
assuage horse-racing opponents without actually addressing their concerns.

At the eleventh hour, staff now proposes to eliminate horse-racing as an allowed
use from the specific plan. The specific plan would still permit construction of horseracing facilities, including the track (now termed a “training track”) and the grandstand.
Nothing in the proposed conditions of approval would actually ban horse-racing or
preclude identifying it as an allowed use in a future interpretation or revision of the
specific plan. The applicant would remain free to condition sales of residential properties
on acceptance of this potential future use.
The City has prepared an SEIR that assumes that horse-racing would be an
allowed use. If horse-racing were identified as an allowed use in a future interpretation
or revision of the specific plan, the applicant would likely argue that certification of the
SEIR would obviate the need for additional environmental review.
Not only could the City easily identify horse-racing as an allowed use in a future
interpretation or revision of the specific plan, regulation of horse-racing could be found to
be preempted by statute and state regulation and not subject to a municipal veto. Indeed,
a city official has acknowledged as much:
Malin acknowledged, the racing enterprise could be re-inserted into the plan at
some point.
“…In both a conceptual and practical sense, horse racing is a legal business.
Conceptually, cities can’t generally prohibit legal businesses from operating in a
community, particularly those that are as much creatures of state regulation as
horse racing is. Conceptually, horse racing could come to almost any city with
infrastructure that exists (or may be constructed) to support it. Practically
speaking, should the project move forward, it would be very difficult to add horse
racing back into the project if homes are sold without that use allowed within the
first approvals.
Monterey Bay Partisan, Seaside officials want to remove horse racing from Monterey
Downs venture, at least for now, Sept. 5, 2016, available at
http://www.montereybaypartisan.com/2016/09/05/seaside-officials-want-to-removehorse-racing-from-monterey-downs-venture-at-least-for-now.
If the City is serious about precluding horse-racing at the site, it should take steps
that would inhibit or effectively ban the use. For example, the City could disallow the
construction of a “training-track” and grandstand. The City could acknowledge that the
horse-racing use would contribute to substantial adverse environmental impacts to traffic
and noise and, accordingly, identify a ban on horse-racing as required mitigation. The
City could simply ban horse-racing by ordinance.

H. The elimination of references to horse racing as an allowed use in the specific
plan renders the SEIR’s project description unstable.
An adequate project description must be stable and accurate in order to support
public participation and informed decision making. Guidelines, § 15124; County of Inyo
v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 192-193, 197-198. An inaccurate
project description vitiates the EIR’s analysis; that is, a failure of description causes a
failure of analysis. Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of
California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 396-397. An inconsistent project description also
vitiates adequate analysis. Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond
(2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 89; San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Merced
(2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 645, 654-657, 672. A curtailed and shifting project description
that precludes informed public participation and decision making is a prejudicial failure
to proceed as required by law. San Joaquin Raptor v. Merced, supra, 149 Cal.App.4th at
655, 672.
The last-minute elimination of horse-racing from the specific plan renders the
project description prejudicially unstable. The analysis of impacts was expressly
predicated on the assumption that horse-racing would occur, and, without that use, the
SEIR’s analyses are no longer justified. For example, as discussed above, 950 of the
project’s projected 2,391 on-site jobs are identified as equestrian jobs associated with the
Phase 6 construction of the horse-racing facilities. There is no analysis that would
support a finding that other uses would replace those jobs. Without those jobs, there
would only be 1,441 jobs at buildout, resulting in a jobs/housing ratio of 1,441 jobs/1,280
housing units, a ratio of 1.13. SEIR’s analyses that are dependent on a strong
jobs/housing ratio are invalid. As discussed above, the project would not meet the BRP
jobs/housing goal or contribute to meeting the Seaside goal. A reduction in the
jobs/housing ratio would result in increased per capita off-site vehicle trips and aggravate
the significant per-capita GHG impact.
The elimination of the horse-racing use, if it is in fact eliminated, is significant
new information that requires recirculation of a draft EIR to re-assess impacts that are
dependent on the DSEIR’s assumptions about race track jobs and land uses. Guidelines,
§ 15088.5(a).
I. The project is inconsistent with the Base Reuse Plan.
Under the Fort Ord Reuse Act, Seaside may not approve a development project
that is not consistent with the BRP. Gov. Code, § 67675.8(b)(1). As discussed above,
the project is inconsistent with a number BRP noise policies and programs. In addition,
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the SEIR admits that it is inconsistent with the BRP Hydrology and Water Quality
Policies B-1 and B-2, which policies require additional water supplies and prohibit
approval of a development project without an assured long-term water supply. DSEIR, p.
4.9-10; FSEIR 14.4-1020. As discussed above, approval of the project with mitigation
that may compel construction of only Phases 1-3 is inconsistent with BRP policies
mandating a balanced jobs/housing ratio, including DRMP § 3.11.5.4(b), (c).
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2001 – 2005: California Department of Water Resources, Division of
Planning and Local Assistance, Conjunctive Water Management
Branch, Senior Engineering Geologist.
Provided local technical and
economic assistance to Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley groundwater
authorities and water districts planning, developing, and implementing
conjunctive water projects, groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, and local and regional groundwater monitoring programs.
Elements include developing technical scope, implementing work, providing
geologic and groundwater technical expertise, attending and speaking at
public meetings. Central District, Groundwater Planning Section,
Sacramento, California (early 2001 prior to joining CWMB). Senior
Engineering Geologist, Groundwater Planning Section.
Elements
included: Integrated Storage Investigations Program conjunctive use project
technical support, coordination, and project management; technical support
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WORK EXPERIENCE
2009
–
Present:
Parker
Groundwater,
President/Principal.
Sacramento, California. Privately owned business, specializing in strategic
groundwater planning, groundwater monitoring, groundwater modeling,
groundwater recharge and aquifer storage recovery projects, program
implementation, stakeholder facilitation, groundwater monitoring, policy and
regulatory analysis, environmental document review and litigation support.
Provides strategic planning, policy consulting and groundwater technical
expertise to public and private sector clients to develop effective, sustainable
solutions to complex problems in the water and evolving environmental and
energy industries.
2005
–
2009:
Schlumberger
Water
Services,
Principal
Hydrogeologist. Sacramento, California. Provided hydrogeologic expertise
and project management on groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, groundwater monitoring, groundwater resources
management, and groundwater contaminant projects for public and private
sector clientele. Application of advanced oilfield tools and technologies to
groundwater projects. Integration of groundwater quality monitoring and
protection on CO2 sequestration projects; liaison to Schlumberger Carbon
Services, including planning, scope development, technical implementation,
facilitation, and oversight. Business Development activities included
strategic planning, prospect assessments, sales presentations, targeted
workshops, client development and exploitation. Mentored and provided
direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled projects; worked closely
with clients and other public and private organizations to implement projects
on schedule, on budget with high level of quality.
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on local groundwater monitoring and subsidence programs; technical support
on Bulletin 118; Proposition 13 groundwater grant applications screening and
ranking process for Central District geographic area.
Supervised and
provided direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled program
budgets; worked closely with other DWR groups, agencies and outside
organizations to develop additional local assistance opportunities for DWR.

investigations and removal actions, and negotiating with state regulators on
three Beale Air Force projects totaling more than $15 million.

2000-2001: California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento, California. Associate Engineering Geologist.
Responsible for: multi-year aerial photograph review, identification of
landslides and potentially unstable areas, field reconnaissance and
confirmation, preparation of maps and images using MapInfo, Vertical Mapper,
ArcView, Spatial Analyst, Model Builder, and ArcInfo working closely with GIS
specialists; assisting in development of GIS methodologies and database for
Northern California watersheds assessment/restoration project; review of
timber harvest plans and pre-harvest inspections; review of regional CEQA
documents as related to engineering geologic issues; watershed assessment;
technical presentations at multi-agency meetings and landslide/mass wasting
public workshops.
1997-2000: CalEPA Department of Toxic Substances Control,
Stringfellow Branch, Sacramento, California. Hazardous Substances
Engineering Geologist. Responsible for: groundwater monitoring and
analysis; developing approach and preparing a work plan for a Stringfellow site
revised hydrogeologic conceptual model; researching, providing, and
maintaining a comprehensive environmental data management system;
assembling and contracting with an expert panel for consultation on the site;
evaluating an existing MODFLOW porous media groundwater flow model;
providing direction on the strategy and approach for the development of a
revised groundwater flow and fate & transport model for the Stringfellow site;
providing input on an as needed basis in support of the litigation and
community relations elements of the project.
1993 - 1997: Law Engineering & Environmental Services, Inc.,
Sacramento, California. Manager Project Management. Responsible for
supervising and providing direction to senior project managers; maintaining
appropriate tracking system and controls for assurance of successful execution
of scope, schedule and budget of major projects; maintaining quality assurance
and controls on projects. Responsibilities included development/implementation
of group budget spending plan, establishing performance standards and
evaluating program progress and quality, staff recruiting, mentoring,
maintaining utilization, business development, proposal preparation,
commercial and government project marketing, client maintenance. Project
Manager and Senior Hydrogeologist on hydrogeologic evaluations, site and
regional groundwater quality monitoring programs, hazardous substance site
investigations and remediation. Responsibilities included technical direction of
projects, project scoping, schedule, budget, supervision of field activities,
preparation of documents, developing cost-effective strategies for follow-on
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1988 - 1993: Dames & Moore, Sacramento and Los Angeles, California.
Senior Geologist. Provided hydrogeologic technical support, project
management, regulatory compliance, technical/regulatory strategy, and on a
variety of commercial and industrial DTSC- and RWQCB-lead hazardous
substance sites. Responsibilities included project technical direction, scope
implementation, budgetary control, groundwater quality monitoring and
analysis, supervision of field investigations, document preparation, client
interface, negotiation with regulatory agencies on projects totaling
approximately $5 million.
1986 - 1988: California Department of Health Services, Toxic
Substances Control Division, Southern California Region, Assessment and
Mitigation Unit, Los Angeles, California. Project Manager in the Assessment
and Mitigation Unit. Responsibilities included development and implementation
of work plans and reports for, and regulatory oversight of, State Superfund
preliminary site assessments, groundwater quality monitoring and analysis,
remedial investigations, feasibility studies, remedial action, and interim
remedial measures. Engineering Geologist. Provided technical support to
Permitting, Enforcement, and Site Mitigation Unit staff, including evaluation of
hydrogeologic assessments, groundwater quality monitoring programs, work
plans, and reports on federal and state Superfund sites and active facilities;
assistance in budget preparation; assistance in zone drilling contract review.
1983-86: Independent Consultant, Sacramento, California. Provided
technical assistance on variety of geologic and geophysics projects to other
independent consultants in local area.
1982: Gasch & Associates, Sacramento, California. Geologic assistant
conducting shallow seismic reflection surveys in the Sierra Nevada for buried
gold-bearing stream deposits.
1981 - 1982: Geologic Assistant, Coast Ranges, Avawatz Mountains, White
Mountains, and Kinston Peak Range. Geologic Assistant on various geological
field studies, including gravity surveys, magnetic surveys, landslide and
geologic mapping projects.
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
California Professional Geologist No. 5594
California Certified Engineering Geologist No. 1926
California Certified Hydrogeologist No. 0012
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
California Department of Water Resources, Public Advisory Committee,
Water Plan Update 2013
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2010-2013: Appointed to participate on PAC and to lead new Groundwater
Caucus

Graduate studies in hydrogeology, hydrology, engineering geology, waste
management engineering

Department of Interior, Advisory Committee on Water Information,
Subcommittee on Ground Water
2010-Present: Member – Work Group for Pilot Project Implementation,
Nationwide Groundwater Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Co-Chair - Work Group on Implementation for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Member - Work Group on Network Design for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network

Selected Publications
California Groundwater Management, Second Edition, Groundwater
Resources Association of California, co-author and project manager, 2005.

National Ground Water Association
2014-Present: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007- 2010: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007 - 2009: Member - Government Affairs Committee
2007 - Present: Chair - Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2005 – Present: Chair - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2004 – 2005, 2007,2009-10: Chair – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2003 – Present: Member – Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2009 – Present: Member - ASR Task Force
2009 – Present: Member - Hydraulic Fracturing Task Force
2008 – 2009: Member – CO2 Sequestration Task Force

Water Contamination by Low Level Organic Waste Compounds in the
Hydrologic System, in Water Encyclopedia, Wiley, 2004.
Potential Groundwater Quality Impacts Resulting from Geologic Carbon
Sequestration, Water Research Foundation, co-author, 2009.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery in the US, ASR 9, American Ground Water
Trust, Orlando Florida, September 2009 – a compilation of key ASR issues on
DVD, contributing editor and speaker, 2010.
Sustainability From The Ground Up – Groundwater Management In California
– A Framework, Association of California Water Agencies, principal author,
2011.
ISMAR9 Call to Action: Sustainable
Directives, Principal Author, 2016.

Groundwater

Management

Policy



American Ground Water Trust
2009 – 2012: Chair
2005 - 2013: Director
California Groundwater Coalition
2007-Present: Director
Groundwater Resources Association of California
2000 – Present: Director
2000 – 2001: President State Organization
2001 – Present: Legislative Committee Chair
1998-1999 Vice President
1996-1997 Secretary
1995-1996 President Sacramento Branch
1993-1994 Member-at-Large Sacramento Branch
ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
BS 1983, Geology, University of California, Davis
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EXHIBIT 4
February 19, 2018
Board of Directors
Care of Paula Riso, Clerk to the Board
Marina Coast Water District
11 Reservation Road,
Marina, CA 93933
priso@mcwd.org
Re: Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community Sphere of
Influence Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast Water
District (MCWD)

Dear Member of the Board:
I write on behalf of LandWatch Monterey County to object to the inadequate
environmental review of Marina Coast Water District’s proposed Sphere of Influence
Amendment and Annexation.
As LandWatch explained in its January 18, 2018 comments to the Board, the
proposed annexation would allow and facilitate increased pumping of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin to provide additional water for projected development in the Ord
Community, which is projected to require an additional 2,492 afy by 2035. This
increased pumping would make a considerable contribution to significant cumulative
impacts, including seawater intrusion and overdraft and depletion of the affected aquifers.
The Initial Study does not provide an adequate environmental analysis of the
impacts of increased pumping to support future Ord community development, an analysis
that is required to support annexation. FORA, the agency with overall authority and
responsibility to manage water resources for the Ord community, will terminate in 2020.
MCWD proposes the annexation in contemplation of that termination. Because there is
no assurance that the present water management policies and mitigation measures will
continue, and because these policies and mitigation measures have been ineffective,
MCWD must evaluate the impacts that may occur after FORA is dissolved. If MCWD
does not evaluate the impacts and is allowed to annex the land as it proposes, the
significant water problems that the Army transferred to FOR A will in turn be transferred
to MCWD – without assessment and without a commitment to avoid further harm.
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If MCWD’s proposed annexation is allowed to proceed prior to approval of a
FORA transition plan and some new commitment to manage the water resource impacts
from the Ord community, then it should be limited to just those parcels to which MCWD
is currently providing service, e.g., parcels with a water meter that are currently being
served. Without an adequate environmental review of the impacts of providing
additional water for new development, MCWD should not act to commit itself in any
way to serve these areas with water in the future.

Management Plan.” Program C-3.1 requires the member agencies to work with
the water agencies “to estimate current safe yields within the context of the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those portions of the former Fort Ord
overlying the Salinas Valley and Seaside groundwater basins, to determine
available water supplies.” MCWRA has now determined that the safe yield of the
Pressure Subarea is about 110,000 to 117,000 afy and that existing pumping
exceeds this safe yield by about 12,000 to 19,000 afy. 1 Indeed, the BRP PEIR
acknowledges that pumping in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers had “exceeded
safe yield, as indicated by seawater intrusion and water levels below sea level.”
(BRP PEIR p. 4-63.) The BRP PEIR states that the “conditions of the 900-foot
aquifer are uncertain”, including the safe yield and whether the aquifer is in
overdraft. Id.

At MCWD’s January 20, 2018 meeting, the Board considered a proposed
negative declaration. MCWD now proposes to adopt a negative declaration and to find
the project exempt from CEQA. The record does not support either a negative
declaration or an exemption.

The BRP PEIR explains that Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 are intended to “affirm
the local jurisdictions’ commitment to preventing further harm to the local
aquifers . . . by limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure
supplies.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.) The explicit provisions for determination of safe
yield and for acceleration of water supply projects if 6,600 afy cannot be supplied
without further seawater intrusion clearly demonstrate the intent that the member
agencies not simply defer action until 6,600 afy has been allocated to
development projects if seawater intrusion continues. To the contrary, it seems
clear that the BRP PEIR directed the member agencies “to mitigate further
seawater intrusion” by, among other things, ensuring that groundwater pumping
beyond the determined safe yield is not permitted for new development projects.
The BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis makes it clear that Policy C-3 does not
permit uncritical reliance on a 6,600 afy allocation: “existing water allocations of
6,600 afy . . . would allow for development to proceed to the year 2015, provided
that seawater intrusion conditions are not exacerbated (Policy C-3).” (BRP PEIR
p. 5-5 (emphasis added).)

A. Increased groundwater pumping to support future development of the
Ord Community would be a considerable contribution to significant
cumulative impacts in the form of seawater intrusion and depletion of the
Deep Aquifer, but MCWD and the Initial Study fail to acknowledge this.
LandWatch’s January 18 letter to MCWD and its attachments demonstrate that
additional pumping to support Ord Community development will aggravate seawater
intrusion and deplete the Deep Aquifer. Comments by hydrologist Timothy Parker in his
February 15, 2018 letter, attached to this letter, further amplify this concern.
Comments by LandWatch and Parker demonstrate that seawater intrusion has
continued despite the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and mitigation that were supposed to
ensure that new development not use groundwater if seawater intrusion was not halted.
A key reason for this continuing harm has been the practices by FORA, MCWD,
and FORA member agencies of (1) misinterpreting the 6,600 afy allocation of water
rights to Fort Ord as an amount that can be pumped without harm, (2) ignoring the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan policies that mandate the development of an additional water supply if
seawater intrusion continues instead of pumping right up to the 6,600 afy allocation, and
(3) failing to determine and respect the safe yield of the aquifers that are used to supply
the ORD community. As Timothy Parker explained:
The BRP PEIR [Base Reuse Plan Program EIR] provides specific policy
requirements to ensure adequate, timely mitigation of seawater intrusion,
mitigation that may need to be implemented before 6,600 afy is committed or
pumped for new development. Policy B-1 requires that the FORA members
“shall ensure additional water supply.” Policy B-2 requires conditioning project
approval on verification of an “assured long-term water supply.” Policy C-3
requires the member agencies cooperate with MCWRA and MPWMD “to
mitigate further seawater intrusion based on the Salinas Valley Basin

Timothy Parker to John Farrow, Technical Memorandum, Oct. 8, 2016, pp. 8-9.
In light of the historic failure to honor the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and
mitigation, the contention in the Annexation Initial Study that these measures “have been
incorporated in local jurisdiction planning documents” is either untrue or irrelevant to the
issue of water supply impacts. Annexation Initial Study, p. 52.
MCWD’s Annexation Initial Study is inadequate because it fails to acknowledge
that increased pumping to support Ord community development will cause impacts. The
Annexation Initial Study fails to acknowledge that it is no longer possible to rely on the
1

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, p. 4-25.
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1997 Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR due to changes in circumstances, new information, and
failure to implement the Fort Ord Reuse Plan itself. These include

substantial changes to the environmental setting, significant new information, and
changes to the Fort Ord Reuse Plan.

x

x
x
x

x

The significant advance in the seawater intrusion front since 1997, which
should have precluded any reliance on the presumption that there is 6,600
afy of water to use without impact and should have triggered the
obligation under the Fort Ord Reuse Plan to accelerate the provision of
alternative supplies for any new development;
The failure of MCWRA and MPWMD to mitigate further seawater
intrusion based on the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan, as
provided by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
The failure of member agencies to prevent harm to the affected aquifers by
limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure water
supplies, as provided by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
The failure of FORA, MCWD, MCWRA, and member agencies to
determine and abide by the safe yield, including the safe yield of the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and its Deep Aquifer, as required by
the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
Significant new information regarding the Deep Aquifer. As explained by
Parker and the 2018 MCWRA report recommending a moratorium on new
wells in the Deep Aquifer, there is no evidence of significant recharge to
the Deep Aquifer, and increased pumping will result in its depletion and
will induce seawater intrusion in the overlying aquifers.

Furthermore, as discussed below, even if the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and
mitigation were effective in avoiding impacts, there is no assurance that MCWD would
be subject to these policies and mitigation after FORA is dissolved in 2020.
B. MCWD’s proposed annexation is a project subject to CEQA because (1)
MCWD acts in the expectation that FORA will be dissolved and that
MCWD will assume authority for provision of water for new
development unconstrained by FORA or Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies
and (2) MCWD would serve new development with additional
groundwater pumping.
MCWD’s claim that its proposed annexation would have no physical impacts is
based on two unfounded assumptions: that there have been no changes to the
environmental setting that would warrant new analyses and that MCWD would continue
to provide the same amounts of water that have been previously planned and in
accordance with the existing management regime. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 11, 18,
23. As discussed above, the first assumption is incorrect because there have been

The second assumption, that MCWD would simply implement existing plans for
water supply is legally irrelevant and factually incorrect. The assumption is legally
irrelevant with respect to the duty to provide an adequate analysis because CEQA
requires an agency to compare its action to a baseline consisting of existing conditions,
not a baseline consisting of a plan or a hypothetical future condition. Thus, it is not
sufficient for the Initial Study to claim there would be no change to previous plans for
groundwater pumping because the salient question is whether there would be changes to
existing groundwater pumping.
The second assumption is factually incorrect because, as discussed below, the
existing management regime for the Ord community water supply will be terminated in
2020, and MCWD is proposing to act based on that expectation, but without proposing a
replacement plan.
1. MCWD acts in the expectation that FORA will be dissolved; and MCWD
may assume authority for provision of water for new development
unconstrained by FORA or Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies.
FORA is required to dissolve itself by June 30, 2020. Gov. Code, § 67700(a).
Indeed, MCWD proposes the annexation with the expectation that the FORA will be
dissolved by 2020, and MCWD expressly rejects the no-project alternative for just that
reason. Annexation Initial Study, Appendix D.
Currently, MCWD is subordinate to FORA in critical decision-making regarding
water supply under the Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement between FORA and
MCWD. Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Articles 4.1, 5.1.1,
5.2. Thus, FORA, not MCWD, is authorized to obtain water extraction capacity rights.
Id., Article 3.4.1. And FORA, not MCWD, has decided to sub-allocate 6,600 afy of its
presumed capacity rights to its member agencies. FORA, Development Resources
Management Plan (DRMP), section 3.11.5.4 and Table 3.11-2, available at
http://www.fora.org/Reports/DevResourcePlan.pdf. And, FORA, not MCWD, has
primary responsibility to implement the policies and mitigation contained in the Fort Ord
Reuse Plan.
The 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement will no longer be in effect after
FORA sunsets. Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Article 9.
Thus, after FORA is dissolved, and in the absence of another binding plan addressing
water supply issues, MCWD, as a County Water District, would assume plenary authority
over the water use and allocation that is currently constrained by FORA. For example,
MCWD would have essentially unfettered responsibility and authority to establish rules
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and regulations for water distribution. Gov. Code, § 31024. MCWD would have also
have unfettered responsibility and authority to restrict water use in accordance with a
threatened or existing water shortage. Gov. Code, §§ 31026, 31029.1, 31035.1; Water
Code § 350.

FORA Board Report, Transition Planning Update, January 12, 2018, Attachment A1,
Transition Planning/Summary Chart, Water Wastewater.

After FORA is dissolved, and in the absence of the 1998 Water/Wastewater
Facilities Agreement or a binding transition plan addressing water supply issues,
MCWD’s provision of water supply might be constrained only by the October 2001
“Assignments Of Easements On Former Fort Ord and Ord Military Community, County
of Monterey, And Quitclaim Deed For Water And Wastewater Systems.” This
Assignment would purport to constrain MCWD to assume and comply with the terms and
conditions of the October 24, 2001 “Federal Instruments” that conveyed the water
systems from the Army to FORA. These Federal Instruments include, as consideration
for the transfer, the assumption of the Army’s obligation “to cooperate and coordinate
with parcel recipients, MCWRA, FORA, MCWD, and others to ensure that all owners of
property at the former Fort will continue to be provided an equitable supply of water at
equitable rates.” Department of the Army, Easement to FORA for Water And Wastewater
Distribution Systems Located On Former Fort Ord,” paragraph 2, emphasis added.
However, the meaning of “equitable supply” is not defined. Critically, there is no
assurance that the equitable considerations will take into account the environmental
impacts of providing that supply. It is possible that MCWD would interpret “equitable”
by simply reaffirming its stubborn and unsustainable commitment to provide up to 6,600
afy of groundwater regardless of environmental impacts.
Although FORA is now considering a transition plan, no plan has yet been
adopted or approved by LAFCO. It is not yet clear whether there will be a successor
agency to FORA, or, if there is, what powers and responsibilities that successor agency
may have to manage water resources. In its transition planning, FORA has raised, but not
yet answered, the critical questions as to the continuing effect of the Fort Ord Reuse Plan
policies and mitigation provisions and the meaning of the obligation to provide a “fair
and equitable” water supply. Consider this excerpt from FORA’s most recent transition
planning update:
“MCWD ANNEXATION: All infrastructure and water rights were provided to
MCWD to provide for a fair and equitable water allocation. Can MCWD later
only annex a portion of the former Fort Ord? Is this consistent? Does LAFCO
need to consider and abide by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan when considering MCWD
annexation?
“In the event of a water shortage how will MCWD provide a “fair and equitable”
water supply to the former Fort Ord? Will only entitled projects receive water?
Only projects with a water supply assessment?”

As discussed, the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and mitigation have not been
effective in preventing further seawater intrusion or depletion of the Deep Aquifer. More
fundamentally, as FORA acknowledges, MCWD may not even have to abide by these
ineffective policies and mitigation after 2020. Certainly LAFCO cannot approve
MCWD’s proposed annexation without resolving this question.
In response to LandWatch’s comments, the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration (FIS/ND) claims that FORA allocates water supply. FIS/ND, p. 43. The
Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration also claims that the annexation would not
change the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies. FIS/ND, p. 49. MCWD has failed to
acknowledge that FORA will no longer manage this process, the Reuse Plan Policies will
no longer govern the resource, and that MCWD will have the primary authority to do so.
To support LAFCO in its determination whether to approve annexation, and
before MCWD is assigned any additional authority over the water resources, MCWD
must provide an adequate analysis of water supply impacts and an effective plan to avoid
or mitigate significant impacts – a plan that will supersede the ineffective Fort Ord Reuse
Plan. The Annexation Initial Study does not provide such an analysis or plan. Instead, it
states that addressing the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies is “beyond the scope of the
IS/ND.” FIS/ND, p. 47.
As FORA also acknowledges, there is no understanding of MCWD’s future
obligation to provide an “equitable” water supply in the context of a water shortage.
Indeed, MCWD fails to recognize that a significant water shortage already exists, and
that this requires hard decisions about supplies for future development, because MCWD’s
Annexation Initial Study fails to come to terms with continuing seawater intrusion and
aquifer depletion. Absent an adequate CEQA document that takes into account current
conditions, and without a binding and continuing commitment to avoid or mitigate
impacts, there is no assurance that MCWD would interpret “equitable” to ensure
protection of the groundwater resources.
And as FORA points out, there are other water supply-related issues that must be
clarified before FORA sunsets. For example, FORA admits that it has not yet met the
Fort Ord Reuse Plan FEIR’s mitigation requirement to develop a 2,400 afy water
augmentation plan because MCWD’s RUWAP project at 1,427 afy does not provide
sufficient capacity. FORA Administrative Committee, Memorandum, January 27, 2016,
p. 2, available at http://www.fora.org/TTF/Additional/Transition-SunsetPlanMemo.pdf.
And FORA admits that oversight over Fort Ord water allocations must be assigned to
another entity before its dissolution. Id., p. 4.
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MCWD’s Agenda Transmittal, its proposed findings, and its response to
comments all claim incorrectly that there would be no change to water service after the
annexation because MCWD is contractually obliged to supply water. Agenda
Transmittal, pp. 1, 3; FIS/ND, p. 49; Proposed Findings, p. 1. This claim fails to
acknowledge that the annexation is being undertaken in express contemplation of the
expiration of the primary contract that governs MCWD, the 1998 Facilities Agreement,
which would end FORA’s authority to allocate water and manage the resource. As a
County Water District for the annexed areas, MCWD would have the authority to allocate
water and to respond to water shortages, without any oversight by FORA, and subject
only to the undefined obligation as a FORA successor to provide “equitable” service
under the Army easement. Department of the Army, Easement to FORA for Water And
Wastewater Distribution Systems Located On Former Fort Ord,” paragraph 2.

in service for new development in the Ord community. MCWD’s current UWMP
projects an increased demand of 2,492 afy to serve Fort Ord development between 2020
and 2035. MCWD, 2015 UWMP, p. 21. The Annexation Initial Study repeats this
projection and identifies it as the “total expected growth in demands from all currently
expected development projects and population growth through 2035. Annexation Initial
Study, p. 51.

In light of MCWD’s assumption that it can pump up to 6,600 afy without further
aggravation of seawater intrusion or depletion of the Deep Aquifer, MCWD is poorly
positioned to accept the responsibility to manage the water resource. Thus, it is critical
that MCWD provide an adequate environmental review before it annexes undeveloped
portions of Fort Ord. CEQA requires an adequate review as a document of public
accountability that protects informed self-government.
2.

Annexation will allow and lead to additional groundwater pumping.

The response to comments states that the annexation is of “developed areas,” and
the proposed findings reference “annexation of developed areas already served by
MCWD” and “all customers currently served.” FIS/ND, p. 40; Proposed Findings, p. 2.
The response to comments repeatedly claims that the annexation “will not allow for []
any increase in groundwater pumping. FIS/ND, pp. 46, 47.
This claim is not true. First, elsewhere in its response to comments, MCWD
claims only that the “majority of the areas to be annexed are currently served.” FIS/ND,
p. 49, emphasis added. Second, the list of areas to be annexed in the Initial Study clearly
includes undeveloped areas for which future development may occur and that are not
currently being served. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 16-17. Indeed, the list of
annexation areas includes a number of areas for which there are no development
entitlements or for which there is not even an approved specific plan. Nothing in the
proposed annexation would prohibit service based on increased groundwater pumping to
parcels or development projects that are not currently served. As discussed below, the
refinement to the project description in the Final Initial Study/ Negative Declaration to
reduce the scope of the annexation does not exclude all undeveloped areas. See FIS/ND,
pp. 60-61.
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 41), the current Urban Water
Management Plan and Annexation Initial Study do provide evidence of planned increases

And contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 46), MCWD’s plans do
allow and assume the full use of the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation. For example, in
calculating the Ord community groundwater shortfall through 2035, the UWMP assumes
the full use of the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation. MCWD, 2015 UWMP, p. 57 (Table
4.3). MCWD’s calculated need for an additional 2,901 afy to meet its groundwater
shortfall is based on the difference between the 8,293 afy 2035 demand and the 6,600 afy
allocation. Id. The Annexation Initial Study also assumes that the 6,600 afy allocation
will be used to meet Ord community demand. See, e.g., Annexation Initial Study, pp. 5051, Tables 5 and 6, notes 4 (comparison of demand growth to supply assumes use of
6,600 afy allocation plus 300 afy of existing desalination capacity).
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 44-45), the fact that MCWD
has plans to obtain recycled or desalinated water does not mean that it does not intend to
exhaust the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation, regardless of the impacts of any increased
pumping. MCWD’s plans to develop addition water supplies are based on fulfilling its
incorrect interpretation of the Fort Ord Reuse Plan requirement for augmented water
supplies, which would be to require additional water supplies only after the 6,600 afy is
exhausted. As set out in previous comments by Parker and LandWatch, MCWD and
FORA have misinterpreted the Fort Ord Reuse Plan to permit the full use of the 6,600 afy
groundwater allocation regardless whether increased pumping aggravates seawater
intrusion and regardless of whether it has been determined to represents a safe yield.
Significantly, MCWD’s response to comments admits that the 6,600 afy allocation is
neither the baseline use nor a sustained yield. FIS/ND, pp. 46-47.
Furthermore, MCWD has offered to furnish 600 afy of its entitlement to
PWM/GWR recycled water and up to 700 afy of groundwater for use, directly or
indirectly, on the Monterey Peninsula, for a ten-year term with options for renewal. 2
This offer is not identified as a potential use of MCWD’s water resources in its 2015
UWMP. MCWD’s willingness to commit its recycled water and groundwater supplies to
this venture is further evidence that MCWD expects to be able to use the entire 6,600 afy
allocation for Ord community demand.
California Public Utilities Commission, Proceeding A1204019, In the Matter of the Application of
California-American Water Company (U210 W) for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to
Construct and Operate its Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project and to Recover All Present and Future
Costs in Connection Therewith in Rates, Direct Testimony Of Keith Van Der Maaten, Submitted On Behalf
Of Marina Coast Water District -Supplemental Phase 1 Testimony, Sept. 29, 2001, pp. 10-14.
2
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Finally, MCWD’s approved and funded plans for additional water supplies will
not even make up the 2,901 afy Ord community shortfall in 2035. MCWD, 2015
UWMP, p. 57 (Table 4.3 - shortfall); FIS/ND, p. 45 (outlining approved plans). And as
noted, FORA and MCWD have not yet met the Fort Ord Reuse Plan FEIR’s mitigation
requirement to develop a 2,400 afy water augmentation plan because MCWD’s RUWAP
project at 1,427 afy does not provide sufficient capacity. FORA Administrative
Committee, Memorandum, January 27, 2016, p. 2.
C. MCWD’s negative declaration is inadequate and an EIR is required.
As discussed above and in previous comments, the proposed negative declaration
is inadequate because it fails to disclose impacts to groundwater due to increased
pumping. Those comments, supported by expert opinion and by substantial scientific
evidence, constitute a fair argument that the annexation may result in significant impacts.
Accordingly, an EIR is required if MCWD intends to pursue the proposed annexation.
In addition to its failure to disclose significant impacts, the Initial Study is flawed
in other respects, and its flaws are not cured by the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration.
Revisions to the project description are offered in the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration in order to make the project “more environmentally benign.” FIS/ND, pp. 6061. Revisions to a project to mitigate potentially significant effects must be included in
the negative declaration that is circulated for public review. Public Resources Code
§21080(c)(2); 14 CCR §§ 15070(b), 15071(e). Given the change to the project
description, MCWD must recirculate the negative declaration. 14 CCR §15073.5.
Furthermore, the last-minute revisions render the project description unclear.
First, the inclusion of the refinements in the Appendix D for alternatives renders it
unclear whether the revisions are part of the project or merely an alternative project that
may or may not be approved. The proposed findings do not clarify this. Second, the
revisions are made with reference to large scale maps and parcel descriptions. No
explanation is provided as to which part of the future development identified in the
Annexation Initial Study in Table 2 would be included or omitted from the proposed
annexation, although it is apparent that the revisions do not restrict the annexation area to
parcels that are currently served by MCWD. In sum, the revision is insufficient because
the public has no way to determine what the scope of the actual annexation project would
be and because the annexation would still include undeveloped parcels expected to be
developed. This must be rectified before MCWD acts to certify a CEQA document,
whether a negative declaration, an exemption, or an EIR.
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Purporting to buttress the claim that it provides an adequate impact analysis, the
Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration “references” a number of additional CEQA
documents as “background documentation.” FIS/ND, pp. 46, 52-53, 59-60. The Final
Initial Study/Negative Declaration also incorporate by reference three of these
documents: the RUWAP EIR and Addenda, the PWM/GWR EIR and Addenda, and the
Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR. FIS/ND, pp. 52-53. These documents do not cure the failure
of the Annexation Initial Study to provide an adequate analysis.
First, the Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration disavows any actual reliance on
these documents: “the IS/ND does not tier from the previous documents or rely on the
conclusions in the previous documents for its conclusions regarding potential
environmental impacts of the project.” FIS/ND, p. 53.
Second, the Annexation Initial Study fails to summarize, explain, or provide a
roadmap to these referenced documents. The bare fact that CEQA review of prior
development and alternative water supply projects has occurred does not address the
concerns LandWatch has raised regarding the effects of supplying additional groundwater
to future development.
Third, as previous comments have explained, reliance on the analysis in the 1997
Base Reuse Plan EIR is misplaced due to changed circumstances and the failure to
implement its policies and mitigation.
Fourth, the Annexation Initial Study discusses the RUWAP and PMW/GWR
projects to support its claim that additional water supplies are planned; however, it does
not summarize or discuss any findings in these documents that would be relevant to the
impacts of increased groundwater pumping. Indeed, it is unlikely that an EIR for these
projects, which are intended to supply water in lieu of groundwater, would provide an
analysis of the effects of increased groundwater pumping, including the effects of
MCWD exhausting the 6,600 afy allocation.
Fifth, none of these prior CEQA documents reflect the significant new
information relevant to the impacts of increased pumping, such as the most recent
seawater intrusion mapping or the MCWRA recommendations for pumping moratorium
in the Deep Aquifer and the 400-foot aquifer proximate to the seawater intrusion front.
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, pp. 42-43), the Initial Study does
not present an adequate cumulative analysis. The fundamental flaw is that the Initial;
Study fails to acknowledge the severity of the existing cumulative impact or to assess
whether any increase in groundwater pumping would be a considerable contribution in
light of the serious problem.
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The cumulative analysis is deficient in other respects. For example, the Initial
Study provides no justification, and there is none, for the claim made in the Final Initial
Study/Negative Declaration that the proper geographic scope of cumulative analysis can
be confined to the former Fort Ord area. FIS/ND, p. 58. Seawater intrusion and aquifer
depletion impacts are due to pumping throughout the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin.
As Mr. Parker explains, the area that would be affected by increased groundwater
pumping includes the Pressure Subbasin and the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a
whole since these areas are hydraulically interconnected. Furthermore, CEQA does not
define the geographic scope of cumulative analysis based on the area affected but based
on the location of the cumulative projects that cause effects in the same area that the
project causes effects. The Guidelines require identification of projects “producing
related or cumulative impacts” or projections of conditions “contributing to the
cumulative effect.” Guidelines §15130(b)(1). Case law is clear that it is improper to omit
relevant past, present, and future projects that create related impacts. Bakersfield Citizens
for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1213-1214;
Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of Ventura (1985) 126 Cal.App.3d 421, 430-432;
San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713,
739-741; Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692,
720, 724. As Mr. Parker explains, it is indisputable that past, present and future projects
and pumping outside the Ord community affect the aquifer depletion and seawater
intrusion to which addition pumping for the Ord community would contribute. This is
acknowledged by the Reuse Plan EIR (at p. 5-5, acknowledging that regional growth
could cumulatively affect aquifers and cause further overdraft and seawater intrusion),
the MCWD 2010 UWMP (at p. 29, acknowledging that basin-wide pumping causes
declining water levels in Pressure Subarea), and the Army’s 1993 FEIS (at p. 4-57,
acknowledging that the available yield without seawater intrusion depends on the amount
of pumping throughout the basin). The Annexation Initial Study simply fails to provide
any justification for limiting the scope of cumulative analysis to the Ord community.
Nor does the Annexation Initial Study provide other essential information for
cumulative analysis. An adequate analysis must provide either (1) a list of past, present,
and future projects producing related impacts, including projects outside the control of
the agency, of (2) a summary of projections of regional conditions contributing to the
cumulative impact. 14 CCR § 15130(b)(1). There is no information about projected
groundwater pumping in the Salinas Basin or its Pressure Subbasin.
In fact, the Annexation Initial Study does not provide any actual analysis of
cumulative impacts other than vague references to the discussion in the Reuse Plan EIR.
FIS/ND, p. 58. Not only is that prior analysis out of date, but, as noted, the Annexation
Initial Study states that it “does not tier from the previous documents or rely on the
conclusions in the previous documents for its conclusions regarding potential
environmental impacts of the project.” FIS/ND, p. 53.
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D. The project is not exempt.
Although MCWD did not include a proposed finding that the annexation would
be exempt on the agenda for its January 20, 2018 meeting, staff has now proposed a
finding of exemption to be considered at the February 20, 2018 meeting. Staff proposed
that the Board find the annexation exempt under 14 CCR §§ 15301, 15319, or
15061(b)(3).
The exemption for existing facilities under 14 CCR § 15301 is inapplicable
because that exemption precludes any expansion of previous use beyond that existing at
the time of the lead agency’s determination. Because the annexation will allow, and is
intended to facilitate, the provision of water supply to currently undeveloped parcels
there would be an expansion of previous use.
The exemption for annexations of existing facilities and lots for exempt facilities
under 14 CCR § 15319 is inapplicable because that exemption is not allowed if it is
foreseeable that utility services would extend into the annexed parcels and have the
potential to serve a greater capacity than existing uses. Again, the annexation will allow,
and is intended to facilitate, the provision of water supply to currently undeveloped
parcels. Thus, there is an obvious potential to serve a greater capacity than existing uses.
Even if the annexation otherwise qualified for a categorical exemption, an
exemption would be prohibited here due to the presence of unusual circumstances and the
possibility of a significant impact. 14 CCR § 15300.2(c). One unusual circumstance is
the fact that the annexation is being undertaken with the expectation that the existing
governance structure to protect the resource will be terminated, leaving MCWD free to
manage the resource without constraints of the current governance structure. Another
unusual circumstance is that the existing governance structure has not in fact protected
the resource because it has allowed ground water pumping to induce further seawater
intrusion and to exceed sustainable yield, and MCWD has not committed itself to avoid
additional groundwater pumping.
A categorical exemption would also be barred because the cumulative effect of
successive projects of the same type in the same place over time would be significant. 14
CCR § 15300.2(b). MCWD has identified the remainder of the developable areas of the
Ord community as future study areas for annexation and seeks to include them in its
sphere of influence. Thus, MCWD contemplates successive annexations in the Fort Ord
area, which would result in provision of additional groundwater, resulting in a significant
cumulative impact.
The common sense exemption under 14 CCR § 15061(b)(3) does not apply
because MCWD cannot find with certainty that that there is no possibility of a significant
effect. MCWD’s claim in this regard is based on the incorrect assertion that there would
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be no change to existing conditions after the annexation. In fact, the annexation would
allow, and is intended to facilitate, increased groundwater pumping to support new
development in the Ord community. This increased pumping would result in significant
impacts. Furthermore, the annexation is proposed with the expectation that the current
governance structure intended to protect the water resource will terminate and without
any commitment to a governance structure that would in fact protect the resource.

obligation to provide service to areas without current water service but for which building
permits or vesting subdivision maps had been issued, or even for areas without such
entitlements but for which a specific plan had been approved, or even merely initiated, or
even for areas for which MCWD had only provided a Water Supply Assessment. He also
suggested that denial of water service to these areas might be considered a taking.

E. Annexation should be deferred until approval of a FORA transition plan
or some other plan to manage water for future development; or, if
annexation is not deferred, it should be limited to developed parcels
already served by MCWD.
MCWD’s proposed annexation puts the cart before the horse; it should await
approval of a FORA transition plan that will address provision of water for future
development in the Ord community. Alternatively, it must be accompanied with the
adoption of policies, regulations, and mitigation that would ensure that provision of water
supply for future development in the Ord community will not cause significant impacts.
LAFCO staff explain that the FORA transition plan must provide “clear direction
on all projects, obligations and other pending matters in the transition plan.” Kate
McKenna, Report of the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FOR A) Dissolution Process, January
22, 2018, p. 4. LAFCO staff explain that the transition plan is required in order to “lay
the foundation for future LAFCO actions such as annexations by local agencies to ensure
the provision of municipal services (i.e. water, sewer fire, etc.)” Id., emphasis added.
The Initial Study suggests that the rationale for the annexation is to give existing
customers a vote. Annexation Initial Study, p. 9. LandWatch has also been advised that
MCWD seeks annexation to further its objective to qualify as a Groundwater
Sustainability Agency under the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. If MCWD
intends to pursue the annexation for these reasons, and since it has seen fit to defer
annexation of other developable portions of the Ord Community, there is no reason that it
needs to annex any area that is not currently developed and currently being served with
water. The Initial Study indicates that the annexation would include parcels in which
hundreds of addition water service hook-ups would be required or that are not currently
receiving water service. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 16-17, Table 2. LandWatch’s
concern that MCWD not assume plenary authority over provision of water for future
development without a commitment to avoid or mitigate impacts would be addressed in
part if the annexation were limited to just those parcels for which MCWD is now actually
providing service.
In a telephone conversation on February 16, 2018 between LandWatch and Keith
Van Der Maaten, Mr. Van Der Matten indicated that restricting the area of annexation to
parcels with current service may be problematic. He suggested that MCWD may feel an

There are several response to this concern. First, MCWD’s authority to deny
hookups in the event of a water shortage, which clearly exists today, includes authority
do deny service to proposed development for which there is an existing subdivision map.
Building Industry Assn. v. Marin Mun. Water Dist. (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1641; see also
Swanson v. Marin Municipal Water Dist. (1976) 56 Cal.App.3d 512; San Diego County
Water Authority v. Metropolitan Water Dist. of Southern California (2004) 117
Cal.App.4th 13. Second, MCWD already plans to consider annexation of the Ord
Community in phases, so there is no reason not to postpone annexation of currently
undeveloped parcels until MCWD has provided adequate environmental review. Again,
we note that MCWD’s interests in the annexation – providing governance participation to
the existing customers and facilitation of MCWD’s SGMA role – can be met without
annexing undeveloped parcels.
Finally, to the extent that the annexation of any of the Ord Community will
provide bureaucratic momentum for MCWD to annex the rest, LandWatch opposes that
annexation unless and until MCWD provides adequate environmental review of any
increase in groundwater pumping to support the Ord community. At a minimum that
review must include the evaluate the impacts of providing water for all of the foreseeable
Ord community development as well as other cumulative projects affecting the Deep
Aquifer or contributing to seawater intrusion.
LandWatch joins in the objections to the proposed annexation made by other
members of the public and by public agencies. LandWatch remains willing to continue
its discussions with MCWD staff to resolve its concerns with the proposed annexation.
Please let us know if you would like to confer further toward that end. In the meantime,
LandWatch asks that the MCWD Board not certify an inadequate CEQA document or act
on the annexation at its February 20 meeting.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

John Farrow
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ATTACHMENT - Timothy Parker, letter to John Farrow,
re Groundwater Impacts from Increased Pumping to
Support Ord Community Development, February 15, 2018

EXHIBIT 5

safely and sustainably produce. MCWD’s decision to annex the Ord Community would
constitute a commitment to serve this community with increasing amounts of water, a
significant portion of which MCWD intends to provide through increased groundwater
pumping. For example, the Initial Study projects that MCWD will increase its water
service to the Ord Community by over 2,492 acre-feet/year (afy) between 2020 and
2035. Initial Study, p. 50. The reason for this increase in demand is the expectation that
currently undeveloped parcels will become developed in accordance with the Fort Ord
Reuse Plan and the General Plans of the FORA member agencies. This proposed
increase in water supplied by MCWD, partially provided by increased groundwater
pumping, would clearly have physical impacts on the environment.
January 18, 2017
Via e-mail and hand delivery
Board of Directors
Care of Paula Riso, Clerk to the Board
Marina Coast Water District
11 Reservation Road,
Marina, CA 93933
priso@mcwd.org
Subject: Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community Sphere of Influence
Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast Water District (MCWD)
Dear Members of the Board of Directors:
LandWatch Monterey County has reviewed the Initial Study and Negative Declaration for
the proposed project. The Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin (SVGB) is critically
overdrafted and has been so identified by the Department of Water Resources; and,
because of that cumulative overdraft, seawater intrusion continues to advance inland,
rendering large portions of the aquifer unusable. Any action that furthers and facilitates
increased pumping from the aquifer, including the proposed annexation of the Ord
Community to MCWD’s service area, will make a considerable contribution to the
existing significant cumulative impact.
Because MCWD must acknowledge the existence of a significant cumulative impact to
which the annexation will make a considerable contribution, MCWD may not approve the
annexation without preparing an environmental impact report in which MCWD should
propose mitigation to address significant impacts. Pending preparation of an
environmental impact report, LandWatch asks that MCWD decline to certify the
proposed negative declaration or to approve the annexation.
1. The project will cause physical impacts on the environment by facilitating
increased pumping from the SVGB.
The Initial Study repeatedly claims that the project will have no physical effect on the
environment because, it claims, MCWD already intends to provide service to the Ord
community. However, regardless of its prior intentions, MCWD is not legally obligated to
provide a water supply that it cannot provide without causing harm to the aquifer. That is,
MCWD need not commit itself to serve the Ord Community with water that it cannot

2. Overdraft and seawater intrusion in the SVGB continues and existing
groundwater management efforts are not sufficient to mitigate or halt it.
In connection with the Final EIR for Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and
Central CoastCemetery Specific Plan (SCH201291056) dated October 12, 2016,
LandWatch and its hydrologist Timothy Parker submitted extensive comments. We
incorporate those comments by reference and provide copies herewith. We note that
provision of water for the proposed development of the Monterey Downs project is
precisely the kind of future water supply commitment that the MCWD annexation would
facilitate because the Monterey Downs project purported to be consistent with the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan and with the General Plans of the City of Seaside and Monterey County.
As Mr. Parker substantiates, cumulative pumping in the Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin and its Pressure Subarea has resulted in aquifer depletion and associated
seawater intrusion, and current groundwater management efforts are not sufficient to
avoid this significant cumulative impact. This conclusion is not controversial and is well
documented by the technical reports cited by Mr. Parker, which we also incorporate by
reference.
3. The Initial Study fails to evaluate the effects of increased pumping, instead
relying on the outdated Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR.
The Initial Study purports to rely on and incorporate by reference the 1997 Fort Ord
Reuse Plan Program EIR. The Initial Study claims incorrectly that “there have been no
substantial changes in the environmental setting of the proposed area that would
warrant new analyses.” Initial Study, p. 23. The Initial Study claims that policies,
programs and mitigation measures in the Fort Ord Reuse plan reduced impacts to a less
than significant level. Initial Study, pp. 23, 52.
In fact, there is significant new information since 1997 that demonstrates that the
analysis in the Reuse Plan EIR is outdated and that new analysis is warranted. This
information includes, for example,
•

DWR, Critically Overdrafted Basins, January 2016 – identifying the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin as critically overdrafted and therefore requiring an
accelerated Groundwater Sustainability Plan under the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act.

•

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, January, 2015 –
identifying existing pumping from the Basin as unsustainable and
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recommending pumping reductions in the Pressure Subarea from which this
project proposes to increase pumping.
•

MCWRA, Protective Elevations to Control Seawater Intrusion in the Salinas
Valley, 2013 – acknowledging the need for additional groundwater
management projects to deliver water to replace coastal area pumping.

•

Testimony of Robert Johnson, MCWRA, to Monterey County Planning
Commission, Oct. 29, 2014 – acknowledging that the demand projections
used for the Salinas Valley Water Project understated actual demand, that
the Salinas Valley Water project would not be sufficient to halt seawater
intrusion, and that additional groundwater management projects are needed.

•

MCWRA, Recommendations to Address the Expansion of Seawater Intrusion
in the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, Oct. 2017 – acknowledging that
seawater intrusion has leapfrogged forward through 2015 and recommending
that pumping cease in the areas of impact, recommending a moratorium on
extractions from new wells in the 900-foot Deep Aquifer,

The BRP PEIR impact analysis qualifies any reliance on the 6,600 afy allocation
by stating that a potable water supply is “assumed to be assured from well water
until a replacement is made available by the MCWRA,” but only “provided that
such withdrawals do not accelerate the overdraft and seawater intrusion
problems in the Salinas Valley groundwater aquifer.” (BRP PEIR p. 4-53
(emphasis added)). It states that the 6,600 afy “could” support the first phase of
Ord community development through 2015 and then notes “given the existing
condition of the groundwater aquifer, there is public concern over the ability of
the water wells to ‘assure’ even the 6,600 afy.” (BRP PEIR p. 4-53.) Thus, the
BRP EIR evaluates the impacts of the BRP through 2015 in two distinct analyses,
one of which assumes that 6,600 afy can be supplied without impacts and the
other of which assumes that it cannot. In particular, it provides that “[a]ssuming
groundwater wells on former Fort Ord were able to supply 6,600 afy,” an
additional 7,932 afy of supply would be required by 2015. (BRP PEIR, p. 4-53.)
However, it then provides in the alternative that “[i]f groundwater wells were
unable to supply the projected 2015 demand of 6,600 afy of water for former Fort
Ord land uses, e.g., if pumping caused further seawater intrusion into the Salinas
Valley Aquifer,” additional supplies would have to be developed sooner, and
even further recommends “that an alternate water supply source, such as on-site
storage facilities, be considered.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-54.)

This and other information cited by Mr. Parker demonstrates that there have in fact been
substantial changes in the environmental setting of the proposed area over the past 20
years that would warrant new analyses. First, seawater intrusion has advanced another
two miles inland since the 1997 Reuse Plan EIR, constituting a substantially more
severe significant effect than shown in the Reuse Plan EIR. Within the meaning of Public
Resources Code § 21166(b) and (c) this is a “substantial change[] . . . with respect to the
circumstances under which the project is being undertaken” as well as “new information,
which was not known and could not have been known” at the time of the Reuse Plan
EIR. Second, the expected basin management plan, the cooperation in mitigation of
seawater intrusion and development of new water supply, and the determination of safe
yield required by Reuse Plan policies, including Hydrology and Water Quality Policies B1, B-2, and C-3 have not materialized, and this is a substantial change in the Reuse Plan
itself.
4.

The BRP PEIR provides specific policy requirements to ensure adequate, timely
mitigation of seawater intrusion, mitigation that may need to be implemented
before 6,600 afy is committed or pumped for new development. Policy B-1
requires that the FORA members “shall ensure additional water supply.” Policy
B-2 requires conditioning project approval on verification of an “assured longterm water supply.” Policy C-3 requires the member agencies cooperate with
MCWRA and MPWMD “to mitigate further seawater intrusion based on the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan.” Program C-3.1 requires the member
agencies to work with the water agencies “to estimate current safe yields within
the context of the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those portions of
the former Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley and Seaside groundwater basins,
to determine available water supplies.” MCWRA has now determined that the
safe yield of the Pressure Subarea is about 110,000 to 117,000 afy and that
existing pumping exceeds this safe yield by about 12,000 to 19,000 afy.1 Indeed,
the BRP PEIR acknowledges that pumping in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers
had “exceeded safe yield, as indicated by seawater intrusion and water levels
below sea level.” (BRP PEIR p. 4-63.) The BRP PEIR states that the “conditions
of the 900-foot aquifer are uncertain”, including the safe yield and whether the
aquifer is in overdraft. Id.

The Initial Study assumes without evidence that there would be no
significant impacts as long as pumping stays within the 6,600 afy allocation.

The Initial Study projects that MCWD may pump up to its 6,600 afy allocation of SVGB
groundwater to meet projected demand through 2035. Initial Study, pp. 50-51. The Initial
Study does not provide any discussion of the impacts of increased pumping, but it
implies that there would be no significant impact as long as groundwater pumping stays
within the 6,600 afy allocation of SVGB groundwater that was assigned to MCWD and
then sub-assigned to the FORA member agencies. This same assumption was made in
the Monterey Downs EIR, and Mr. Parker’s comments establish that it is fundamentally
flawed.
Mr. Parker establishes that the Base Reuse Plan EIR does not assume that 6,600 afy
can be pumped without significant impacts. Instead, it expressly provides that additional
water supplies will have to be obtained instead of relying on the 6,600 afy allocation if
seawater intrusion continues. Mr. Parker writes:
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The BRP PEIR explains that Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 are intended to “affirm
the local jurisdictions’ commitment to preventing further harm to the local
aquifers . . . by limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure
supplies.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.) The explicit provisions for determination of safe
yield and for acceleration of water supply projects if 6,600 afy cannot be supplied
without further seawater intrusion clearly demonstrate the intent that the member
agencies not simply defer action until 6,600 afy has been allocated to
1

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, p. 4-25.
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development projects if seawater intrusion continues. To the contrary, it seems
clear that the BRP PEIR directed the member agencies “to mitigate further
seawater intrusion” by, among other things, ensuring that groundwater pumping
beyond the determined safe yield is not permitted for new development projects.
The BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis makes it clear that Policy C-3 does not
permit uncritical reliance on a 6,600 afy allocation: “existing water allocations of
6,600 afy . . . would allow for development to proceed to the year 2015, provided
that seawater intrusion conditions are not exacerbated (Policy C-3).” (BRP PEIR
p. 5-5 (emphasis added).)
In sum, unlike the Monterey Downs DSEIR, the BRP PEIR does not assume that
the 6,600 afy entitlement is a sufficient basis to determine whether there will be a
significant water supply impact from continued groundwater pumping.2
Here, the Annexation Initial Study makes precisely the same unfounded assumption that
was made in the Monterey Downs EIR that pumping may be increased up to the 6,600
afy allocation without significant impacts. The assumption is belied by both the Reuse
Plan EIR and the fact of 20 more years of continued seawater intrusion.
5. 6,600 afy does not constitute baseline use.

the Army’s NEPA documents. In Section 1.2.2, Baseline Determination, the Reuse Plan
EIR expressly adopts the Amy’s NEPA document baseline: “As with the Army’s FEIS
and DSEIS, this EIR determines whether the proposed project may have a significant
effect on the environment based on physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” Reuse
Plan EIR, p. 1-3. The Reuse Plan EIR states that this approach “complies with Section
21083.8.1 of the Public Resources Code and utilizes the extensive research already
conducted for the Army’s NEPA documents, which use the same baseline year.” Id.
Section 21083.8.1 permits a reuse plan EIR or EIS to rely on conditions at the time of
the closure decision as a baseline provided that certain procedures are followed.3
The Reuse Plan EIR then identifies the specific NEPA documents that were used to
determine the Environmental Setting for water supply analysis. Reuse Plan EIR, pp. 1-3,
1-10 (Table 1.9-1). These include the Army’s December 1995 Draft SEIS, the Army’s
June 1993 Final EIS Volume 1, and the Army’s April 1992 “Other Physical Attributes
Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California.” These documents identify the baseline water use
from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as 5,100 afy, not as 6,600 afy, as follows:
•

The 1996 Final SEIS states that “[a]s reported in the final EIS (Volume 1, page
4-56), average water demand on Fort Ord was 5,100 acre-feet (af) during 19861989. Water use has declined in recent years with the decrease in the number of
personnel living on and occupying the base. Annual water use was 5,634 af in
water year 1992, 3,971 af in 1993, and 3,235 af in 1994.”4

•

The June 1993 Final EIS states that “[a]nnual water consumption decreased
from a high of 6,600 acre-feet in 1984 to an average of 5,100 acre-feet during

The 6,600 afy allocation does not represent baseline pumping. Thus, MCWD may not
simply assume that pumping within the 6,600 allocation is not a new impact.
First, the average pumping at the time that Fort Ord was in use by the Army was never
6,600 afy. That amount represents a single peak year pumping in 1984. The 1993
Army/MCWRA agreement reports that average pumping from 1988-1992, the period that
brackets the 1991 closure decision, was about 5,200 afy. Agreement No. A-06404
between U.S.A. and MCWRA, Sept 21, 1993, ¶ 4c.
Second, the Reuse Plan EIR does not identify 6,600 afy as the baseline use. The
discussion of water supply in the section captioned “environmental setting” references
the Army/MCWRA agreement that “6,600 acre feet per year (afy) of water is available
from the Salinas Valley groundwater basin for Former Fort Ord land uses, provided that
such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion.” Reuse
Plan EIR, p. 4-49. However, the discussion in this section does not identify any prior
pumping amounts, and a reference to an agreement regarding future pumping does not
even purport to identify historic baseline pumping. As Mr. Parker explains, the Reuse
Plan EIR provides that mitigation would be required for any pumping that would lead to
an increase in seawater intrusion, even if this occurs before the 6,600 afy allocation is
pumped. The Reuse Plan EIR’s discussion of the environmental setting with respect to
water supplies identifies the 6,600 afy figure as the allocation in the MCWRA/Army
agreement, not as baseline use. The discussion expressly provides that this allocation is
available only “provided that such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing
seawater intrusion.” Reuse Plan EIR, p. 4-49.
Third, if the Reuse Plan EIR adopts any baseline figure for Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin pumping on the Former Fort Ord, that figure is not 6,600 afy. The figure may be
the 5,100 afy average pumping for the 4 to 5 years immediately prior to 1991, based on
2

Timothy Parker, Technical Memorandum to John Farrow, Oct. 8, 2016, pp. 8-9.
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3
These procedures include circulation of proposed baseline conditions to
affected agencies “prior to circulating a draft EIR” followed by a public hearing at
which “the lead agency shall specify whether it will adopt any of the baseline physical
conditions for the reuse plan EIR and identify those conditions.” Guidelines, §
15229(a)(1), (2). Although the BRP PEIR states that it availed itself of the Public
Resources Code § 21083.8.1 baseline provisions and that baseline conditions are as of
the September 1991 closure decision (Reuse Plan EIR, p. 1-3), there is no evidence
that FORA actually followed the process required by Public Resources Code §
21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify baseline water use conditions in
a document circulated before the PEIR and to state an intent to adopt that as the
baseline. See FORA, Resolution 97-6, June 13, 1997 (Certifying BRP PEIR and discussing
proceedings and hearings). CEQA does not authorize FORA to rely on the Army’s prior
compliance with these procedures, if in fact the Army did comply.
4
Dept. Of the Army, Final Supplemental EIS Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June
1996, p. 4-11, available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1538//Section_4.pdf. The quote from the Final SEIS is of the unchanged text of the
1995 Draft SEIS.
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1986-1989.”5 Table 4.5-2 identifies 5,100 afy as the average pumpage for Fort
Ord.6
•

The April 1992 Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California,
provides a table of annual pumping, from which it is apparent that average
annual pumping from 1986-1989 is 5,083 afy and the average from 1986-1990 is
5,126 afy.7 That 1992 report identified declining water use from 1980 to 1990,
except for the single year 1984.8

In sum, if the Army actually followed the procedures of Public Resources Code §
21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to adopt a baseline figure and if FORA also
complied with those procedures, then the baseline water use was not 6,600 afy but only
5,100 afy. The outlier 6,600 afy figure from 1984 could not have been used as a baseline
because it does not represent the “physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” Reuse
Plan EIR, p. 1-3; see Public Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c).
Fourth, even if FORA or the Army had followed the process required by Public
Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify a baseline
condition for water, they were required to “state in writing how the lead agency intends to
integrate the baseline for analysis with the reuse planning and environmental review
process.” Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(C). The Reuse Plan EIR does explain
how the 6,600 afy figure is to be integrated into its analysis and mitigation of water
supply impacts. Reuse Plan EIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54. And that discussion does not
indicate an intent to treat 6,600 afy as a baseline condition within which there is no
significant impact, because it requires mitigation even if the 6,600 afy allocation is not
pumped in full. CEQA does not permit the imposition of mitigation unless there are
significant impacts. Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(3). Thus, treating 6,600 afy as a baseline
“no impact” level is inconsistent with the fact that Reuse Plan EIR repeatedly states that
use of the 6,600 afy allocation is only to be permitted if it does not contribute to seawater
intrusion and that mitigation may be required even if water use does not rise to 6,600 afy.
See Reuse Plan EIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54.

180-foot aquifer and 400-foot aquifer and that such withdrawals do not threaten
to aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion problem.9
Fifth, Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(A) provides that “[p]rior to the close of the
hearing, the lead agency may specify the baseline conditions for the reuse plan
environmental impact report prepared, or in the process of being prepared, for the
closure of the base. The lead agency may specify particular physical conditions that it
will examine in greater detail than were examined in the environmental impact
statement.” The Reuse Plan EIR does in fact require further analysis of physical
conditions than the analysis provided in the EIR. For example, Program C-3.1 requires
determination of the safe yield of the portion of Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin “to determine available water supplies.” Reuse Plan EIR, p. 4-55.
Program C-3.2 require further investigation of seawater intrusion in the context of the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan and measures to prevent further intrusion. Again,
these provisions are simply inconsistent with treating 6,600 afy as a permissible baseline
use that would not constitute a significant impact.
6. 6,600 afy is not a safe yield.
MCWD cannot argue that 6,600 afy represents its share of the safe yield for the SVGB,
i.e., an amount that MCWD can pump without significant impact. Safe yield or
sustainable yield is defined as “the amount of groundwater that can be pumped annually
on a long-term basis without causing undesirable results.”10 The Final EIS for the Fort
Ord base closure and reuse also acknowledges that 1) safe yield must be determined for
the entire groundwater basin and 2) pumping for Fort Ord already exceeded safe yield
as of 1993:
The concept of safe yield is meaningful only when applied to an entire
groundwater basin. The amount of yield available to individual users within the
basin depends of the amounts and locations of pumping by other users. In the
Salinas Valley groundwater basin, present pumping in and near Fort Ord
exceeds safe yield in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers, as indicated by
continuing seawater intrusion and water levels below sea level in those aquifers.
This indicates that the yield from the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers for Fort Ord
is less than its present pumpage, assuming that pumping by other users remains
unchanged.11

And the Army’s EIS also makes clear that 1) there is no categorical right to pump 6,600
afy, and 2) even the right to pump up to 5,200 afy is subject to a no-harm condition:
MCWRA will not object to Fort Ord/POM Annex withdrawal from the basin of up
to 6,600 af/yr, provided that no more than 5,200 af/yr are withdrawn from the
5

Dept. of the Army, Final EIS, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1993, p. 4-57,
available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
6

Id. at 4-59.

7

US Army Corps of Engineers, Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort
Ord, California, April 1992, p. 1-6, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-2202//Section_1.pdf.
8

Base Reuse Plan Hydrology and Water Quality Program C 3-1 requires that member
agencies work with MCWRA to determine safe yield to determine available water
supplies. For example, the Reuse Plan EIR provides for the City of Seaside:
9

Dept. of the Army, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Fort
Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1996, p. 4-11, emphasis added, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1538//Section_4.pdf.

10
Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57,
available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
11

Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57.

Id. at 1-6, 1-14.
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The City shall continue to work with the MCWRA and the MPWMD to estimate the
safe yield in the context of the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those
portions of the former Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley and the Seaside
groundwater basins to determine available water supplies.
Reuse Plan EIR, p. 4-55. Similar provisions apply to the other member agencies. There
is no evidence that the member agencies or MCWD have worked with MCWRA to
determine safe yield for the Fort Ord area.
Furthermore, as the Final EIS for the Fort Ord base closure and reuse indicates, the
concept of safe yield only makes sense for a basin as whole, not just the Fort Ord area.
MCWRA’s most recent determination of the sustainable or safe yield for the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin and the Pressure Subarea indicates that pumping has been
and remains in excess of safe yield. In particular, the 2016 State of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin report indicates that the safe yield of the Pressure Subarea is about
110,000 to 117, 000 afy and that existing pumping already exceeds this yield by about
12,000 to 19,000 afy.12 The safe yield for the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a
whole (the four subareas constituting Zone 2C, the assessment area for the Salinas
Valley Water Project) is from 499,000 to 506,000 afy, and existing pumping already
exceeds this yield by 17,000 to 24,000 afy.13
7. The Initial Study fails to provide an adequate cumulative analysis and it
may not tier from the Reuse Plan EIR.
The Initial Study claims that cumulative impacts were adequately evaluated in prior
environmental documents, presumably the Reuse Plan EIR. Initial Study, p. 82. However,
changed circumstances, new information, and changes in the Reuse Plan itself that
have occurred since the Reuse Plan EIR require reexamination of the cumulative
analysis and preclude tiering. Accordingly, MCWD is obliged to prepare a new water
supply analysis and not to tier from the water supply analysis in the Reuse Plan EIR.
Public Resources Code § 21094(b)(3) bars tiering if a project is subject to Public
Resources Code § 21166 and/or CEQA Guidelines § 15162 due to changed
circumstances and/or new information. Here, there are changed circumstances and new
information that bar reliance on the out-of-date cumulative analysis. As discussed above,
information cited by Mr. Parker demonstrates that there have in fact been substantial
changes in the environmental setting of the proposed area that would warrant new
analyses. First, seawater intrusion has advanced another two miles inland since the
1997 Reuse Plan EIR, constituting a substantially more severe significant effect than
shown in the Reuse Plan EIR. Within the meaning of Public Resources Code § 21166(b)
and (c) this is a “substantial change[] . . . with respect to the circumstances under which
the project is being undertaken” as well as “new information, which was not known and
12
MCWRA, State of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, 2016, p. 4-25, available
at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/hydrogeologic_reports/documents/State_of_t
he_SRGBasin_Jan16_2015.pdf.
13

could not have been known” at the time of the Reuse Plan EIR. Second, the expected
basin management plan, the cooperation in mitigation of seawater intrusion and
development of new water supply, and the determination of safe yield required by Reuse
Plan policies, including Hydrology and Water Quality Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 have not
materialized, and this is a substantial change in the Reuse Plan itself. Most significantly,
MCWD has not yet implemented the long-term water supply replacement projects that
are mandated by the Reuse Plan and its EIR in the event that seawater intrusion
continues.
Case law is clear that additional analysis of water supply impacts is required under
section 21166 when new information shows more severe impacts or the planned water
sources are not implemented timely:
To the extent that a subsequent subdivision proposal relies on different water
sources than were proposed in the specific plan it implements, or the likely
availability of the intended water sources has changed between the time of the
specific plan and the subdivision application (or more has been learned about the
effects of exploiting those sources), changes in the project, the surrounding
circumstances or the available information would exist within the meaning of
section 21166, requiring additional CEQA analysis under that section . . .
Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40
Cal.4th 412,438; see also id. at 431, n. 7. Here, the new information about the severity of
cumulative impacts, changes to circumstances, and to the project itself with regard to
water supply are subject to Public Resources Code § 21166 and/or CEQA Guidelines §
15162 and therefore tiering, at least for the water supply analysis, is not permitted. The
Initial Study erred by not providing a new analysis of water supply impacts, in particular,
a new cumulative analysis.
Finally, even if tiering were permitted, MCWD must still assess whether the incremental
effects of the Project would be considerable when viewed in the context of past, present,
and probable future projects. Guidelines, § 15152(f)(2). We note that the California
Supreme Court has clarified that additional review of a subsequent project may be
required in a tiering context even where 21166 does not apply:
The standard for determining whether to engage in additional CEQA review for
subsequent projects under a tiered EIR is more relaxed than the prohibition
against additional review imposed by Public Resources Code section 21166 for
project EIR's.” (Friends of Mammoth v. Town of Mammoth Lakes Redevelopment
Agency (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 511, 528, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 334.) For project EIRs,
of course, a subsequent or supplemental impact report is required in the event
there are substantial changes to the project or its circumstances, or in the event
of material new and previously unavailable information. (Ibid., citing § 21166.) In
contrast, when a tiered EIR has been prepared, review of a subsequent project
proposal is more searching. If the subsequent project is consistent with the
program or plan for which the EIR was certified, then “CEQA requires a lead
agency to prepare an initial study to determine if the later project may cause
significant environmental effects not examined in the first tier EIR.” (Ibid. citing
Pub. Resources Code, § 21094, subds. (a), (c).)

Id. at 4-26.
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Friends of the Coll. of San Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo Cty. Cmty. Coll. Dist. (2016)
207 Cal. Rptr. 3d 314, slip op. at p. 11 (emphasis added).
8.

The Initial Study fails to disclose that increased pumping by MCWD to
supply the Ord community through 2035 would make a considerable
contribution to a significant cumulative impact.

By way of background, cumulative impact analysis requires an agency to make two
determinations: (1) whether the impacts of the project in combination with those from
other past, present, and future projects are cumulatively significant, and (2) if so,
whether the project’s own effect is a considerable contribution. Guidelines, § 15130(a);
see Kostka and Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act (2nd
Ed., 2014 Update), § 13.39. In step one, the agency must determine whether the
combined effect of the project and other projects is significant, because those impacts
may be “individually minor but collectively significant.” Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency (“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98,
119-120. To provide an adequate step one analysis, the agency must
•
•
•
•

“define the scope of the area affected by the cumulative effect,”
explain “the geographic limitation used,”
identify the past, present, and future projects “producing related or cumulative
impacts” or provide projections of the conditions “contributing to the cumulative
effect,”
provide a “summary of the expected environmental effects to be produced by
those projects.” Guidelines, § 15130(b)(3), (4).

In step two, if there a significant cumulative effect, the agency must determine whether
the project’s contribution is “considerable,” i.e., “whether ‘any additional amount’ of effect
should be considered significant in the context of the existing cumulative effect.” CBE v.
CRA, supra, 103 CalApp.4th at 119. The determination whether a project’s effects are a
considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact requires an
acknowledgement of the existence of that cumulative impact and assessment of its
severity because “the greater the existing environmental problems are, the lower the
threshold should be for treating a project’s contribution to cumulative impacts as
significant.” Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency
(“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 120.
Here, there is overwhelming evidence that a step-one determination must conclude that
there is a significant regional cumulative impact from groundwater pumping by past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, including the Monterey Downs
project. The evidence, including Mr. Parker’s comments, shows that
•

there has been and still is an ongoing significant cumulative impact to
groundwater resources in the form of declining groundwater levels and seawater
intrusion due to over-pumping of groundwater;

•

this impact is due to basin-wide pumping, not just pumping within the Reuse Plan
area;

•

this impact has not been avoided by existing groundwater management projects;
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•

there are no committed, funded groundwater management projects that will avoid
this impact in the foreseeable future; and

•

the impact will be aggravated by increases in pumping to support future
development, including projected increases in agricultural pumping and new
urban development such as the Ord community buildout.

Given this evidence, and the complete lack of analysis of relevant cumulative conditions
in the Initial Study, the omission of an adequate cumulative analysis is prejudicial to
informed decision making and public participation.
Furthermore, the Initial Study presents no contrary evidence to support a step-one
finding that there is no significant cumulative impact from cumulative groundwater
pumping – an issue that the Initial Study simply fails to address. The lack of analysis
precludes any step-one conclusion or finding that there is not a significant cumulative
impact.
The lack of analysis also precludes any step-two conclusion that increased water
demand for the Ord buildout does not constitute a considerable contribution to a
significant cumulative impact. Any implied approach to a step-two conclusion based on
the relatively small percentage of basin pumping undertaken by MCWD or the fact that
the pumping may be from the 900-foot aquifer would be based on a legally and factually
erroneous approach to cumulative analysis. Indeed, the Initial Study argues that the
MCWD pumping is only 1% of total Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin pumping. Initial
Study, p. 49. Any implication that this means that pumping to support the Ord buildout it
is not a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative imapct is wrong as a matter
of law and fact.
An EIR may not conclude a cumulative impact is insignificant merely because the
project’s individual contribution to an unacceptable existing condition is, by itself,
relatively small. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. City of Los Angeles (“LAUSD”)
(1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019, 1025-1026; CBE v. CRA, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at 117118, 121. In Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
692,718, the Court rejected the agency’s “ratio” theory that found impacts not to be a
considerable contribution merely because they were a relatively small percent of the
total impact. Id. at 720. Because the relevant question was “whether any additional
amount” of incremental impact “should be considered significant in light of the serious
nature” of the problem (id. at 718), a valid determination whether a project’s contribution
is considerable must reflect the severity of the cumulative problem. “[T]he greater the
existing environmental problems are, the lower the threshold should be for treating a
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts as significant.” CBE v. CRA, supra, 103
Cal.App.4th at 120. Thus, even an “individually minor” impact may be “cumulatively
considerable.” Id.; see also Guidelines, §§ 15355(b), 15065(a)(3); LAUSD, supra, 58
Cal.App.4th at 1024-25.
As Mr. Parker explains, what is relevant is whether marginal increases in pumping will
be a considerable contribution in light of the severity of the overdraft and seawater
intrusion problem. Because seawater intrusion is caused by the problem of overdraft, not
by total pumping, the severity of the cumulative problem should be measured in terms of
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the size of the overdraft or the amount of induced seawater intrusion. Here, the basin as
a whole and the Pressure Subarea are in overdraft and, as Mr. Parker explains, any
additional pumping will induce seawater intrusion equal to about 75% of the volume
pumped. Furthermore, coastal pumping is more problematic than inland pumping. Thus,
as Mr. Parker explains, the increase in pumping demand should be evaluated in light of
the annual Pressure Subarea overdraft of 12,000 to 19,000 afy, not in relation to the
500,000 afy of total pumping in the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin. Viewed in this
light, and viewed in the light of the current recommendations by MCWRA that existing
pumping be reduced in the Pressure Subarea, the marginal increase in pumping of
2,492 afy to support future Ord community buildout is a considerable contribution.
Finally, MCWD cannot argue that pumping to support the Ord buildout would be less
than a considerable contribution to significant groundwater impacts because some
portion of that pumping would come from the 900-foot Aquifer, also known as the Deep
Aquifer. Based on available stratigraphic analysis and modeling, Mr. Parker
demonstrates that increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer will also cause depletion of
the 180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers because those aquifers are the source of recharge
to the Deep Aquifer. Mr. Parker also demonstrates that increased pumping from the
Deep Aquifer will aggravate seawater intrusion to the 180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers.
Increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer may deplete that aquifer and it may also
induce seawater intrusion into the Deep Aquifer itself. Finally, MCWRA has now
recommended a moratorium new pumping from the 900-foot Aquifer.14
9. Other matters

Thank you for the opportunity to review the document.
Sincerely,

Michael DeLapa
Executive Director
References – provided via digital electronic media:
1. Timothy Parker, Technical Memorandum to John Farrow, Oct. 8, 2016.

In addition, many of LandWatch’s 2011 comments on the previous project and
environmental document have never been addressed. We have the following additional
comments on the revised project and environmental document:
a. Project Description. Marina Coast Water District (MCWD) currently is
working with the Salinas Valley Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency
to address requirements of the Groundwater Sustainability Act. Under the
proposed project, MCWD would be able to more effectively address the
Act’s requirements because it would have the authority to levy fees and/or
taxes to fund needed projects. The Initial Study should identify this as a
project outcome.
b. General Plan Consistency with Base Reuse Plan. The document finds
that all General Plans and/or project EIRs are consistent with the Reuse
Plan EIR (p. 18) The germane consistency determination is consistency
of General Plans, etc. with the FORA Reuse Plan, not the FORA Reuse
Plan EIR. Please identify those general plans that have not had a
consistency determination, e.g., 2010 Monterey County General Plan.
Revise the following statement as needed:
c. Table 3. The table identifies Water and Wastewater Service providers. It
shows MCWD as providing water service to the City of Seaside. The
14

MCWRA, Recommendations to Address the Expansion of Seawater Intrusion in
the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, Oct. 2017, pp 2-3, available at
http://www.co.monterey.ca.us/home/showdocument?id=57394
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referenced 2003 City of Seaside General Plan identifies MCWD as
working on the Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project for the
former Fort Ord; however, the table should be augmented to identify the
California American Water as the primary water provider. Table 3 also
identifies MCWD as providing water service to the City of Monterey.
MCWD’s service would only apply to the City of Monterey projects on the
former Fort Ord. The table should be augmented to identify the California
American Water as the primary water provider and MPWMD as the
agency charged with overseeing the water resources in the non-Fort Ord
areas.
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2. John Farrow, letter to City of Seaside City council re Monterey Downs FSEIR,
Oct. 12, 2016.
3. WRIME, Deep Aquifer Investigative Study, 2003.
References – available at referenced website:
4. Dept. Of the Army, Final Supplemental EIS Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June
1996, available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1538//Section_4.pdf. The quote from the Final SEIS is of the unchanged text of
the 1995 Draft SEIS.
5. Dept. of the Army, Final EIS, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1993, available
at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf
6. US Army Corps of Engineers, Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort
Ord, California, April 1992, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-2202//Section_1.pdf.
7. MCWRA, State of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, 2016, available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/hydrogeologic_reports/documents/State_of
_the_SRGBasin_Jan16_2015.pdf
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8. Monterey County Water Resources Agency (MCWRA), Protective Elevations to
Control Seawater Intrusion in the Salinas Valley (“Protective Elevations”), 2013,
available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_II/documents/
ProtectiveElevationsTechnicalMemorandum.pdf.
9. MCWRA, Salinas Valley Water Project Draft EIR (“SVWP DEIR”), 2001, available
at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_I/documents/
DEIR_EIS_2001/2001%20SVWP_DEIR_2001.pdf.
10. DWR, Critically Overdrafted Basins, available at
http://www.water.ca.gov/groundwater/sgm/cod.cfm.

http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_II/salinas_vall
ey_water_project_II_overview.php.
20. MCWRA, Salinas Valley Water Project Phase II, Status, available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_II/salinas_vall
ey_water_project_II_project_status.php.
21. MCWRA, Salinas Valley Water Project Phase II website, Project Description,
available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_II/salinas_vall
ey_water_project_II_overview.php.

11. DWR, Critically Overdrafted Basins (1/2016), available at
http://www.water.ca.gov/groundwater/sgm/pdfs/COD_BasinsTable.pdf.

22. MCWRA Notice of Preparation of EIR, Salinas Valley Water Project Phase II,
June 2014, available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_II/documents/
NOP%20Salinas%20Valley%20Water%20Project%20Phase%20II.pdf.

12. MCWRA, Salinas Valley Water Project Final EIR, available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_I/documents/
Final%20EIR-EIS%20SVWP_RTC-Vol%201.pdf.

23. MCWRA, Recommendations to Address the Expansion of Seawater Intrusion in
the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, Oct. 2017, available at
http://www.co.monterey.ca.us/home/showdocument?id=57394.

13. MCWD, 2015 draft UWMP, available at
http://www.mcwd.org/docs/agenda_minutes/2016-06-06_board/Item%2011A%20-%20MCWD%20Draft%202015%20UWMP%20v20160520.pdf.
14. Hanson, et al., Comparison of groundwater flow in Southern California coastal
aquifers, Geological Society of America, Special Paper 454, 2009, pp. 6-7, 11, 13,
14, 19, 26, available at
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/279335540_Comparison_of_groundwat
er_flow_in_Southern_California_coastal_aquifers.
15. Transcript of Monterey County Planning Commission, Oct. 29, 2014, available in
video file at
http://monterey.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=14&clip_id=2745.
16. Ground Water Summary Reports published by MCWRA in 1995-2014, available
at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/groundwater_extraction_summary/groundw
ater_extraction_summary.php.
17. MCWRA, Salinas Valley Water Project Engineers Report, available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/salinas_valley_water_project_I/documents/
SVWP%20final_engineers_report.pdf.
18. Monterey County General Plan DEIR, available at
http://co.monterey.ca.us/government/departments-i-z/resource-managementagency-rma-/planning/resources-documents/2010-general-plan/draftenvironmental-impact-report-deir.
19. MCWRA, Salinas Valley Water Project Phase II, Overview, Background, Status,
available at
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February 19, 2018
Board of Directors
Care of Paula Riso, Clerk to the Board
Marina Coast Water District
11 Reservation Road,
Marina, CA 93933
priso@mcwd.org
Re: Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community Sphere of
Influence Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast Water
District (MCWD)

Dear Member of the Board:
I write on behalf of LandWatch Monterey County to object to the inadequate
environmental review of Marina Coast Water District’s proposed Sphere of Influence
Amendment and Annexation.
As LandWatch explained in its January 18, 2018 comments to the Board, the
proposed annexation would allow and facilitate increased pumping of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin to provide additional water for projected development in the Ord
Community, which is projected to require an additional 2,492 afy by 2035. This
increased pumping would make a considerable contribution to significant cumulative
impacts, including seawater intrusion and overdraft and depletion of the affected aquifers.
The Initial Study does not provide an adequate environmental analysis of the
impacts of increased pumping to support future Ord community development, an analysis
that is required to support annexation. FORA, the agency with overall authority and
responsibility to manage water resources for the Ord community, will terminate in 2020.
MCWD proposes the annexation in contemplation of that termination. Because there is
no assurance that the present water management policies and mitigation measures will
continue, and because these policies and mitigation measures have been ineffective,
MCWD must evaluate the impacts that may occur after FORA is dissolved. If MCWD
does not evaluate the impacts and is allowed to annex the land as it proposes, the
significant water problems that the Army transferred to FOR A will in turn be transferred
to MCWD – without assessment and without a commitment to avoid further harm.

If MCWD’s proposed annexation is allowed to proceed prior to approval of a
FORA transition plan and some new commitment to manage the water resource impacts
from the Ord community, then it should be limited to just those parcels to which MCWD
is currently providing service, e.g., parcels with a water meter that are currently being
served. Without an adequate environmental review of the impacts of providing
additional water for new development, MCWD should not act to commit itself in any
way to serve these areas with water in the future.
At MCWD’s January 20, 2018 meeting, the Board considered a proposed
negative declaration. MCWD now proposes to adopt a negative declaration and to find
the project exempt from CEQA. The record does not support either a negative
declaration or an exemption.
A. Increased groundwater pumping to support future development of the
Ord Community would be a considerable contribution to significant
cumulative impacts in the form of seawater intrusion and depletion of the
Deep Aquifer, but MCWD and the Initial Study fail to acknowledge this.
LandWatch’s January 18 letter to MCWD and its attachments demonstrate that
additional pumping to support Ord Community development will aggravate seawater
intrusion and deplete the Deep Aquifer. Comments by hydrologist Timothy Parker in his
February 15, 2018 letter, attached to this letter, further amplify this concern.
Comments by LandWatch and Parker demonstrate that seawater intrusion has
continued despite the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and mitigation that were supposed to
ensure that new development not use groundwater if seawater intrusion was not halted.
A key reason for this continuing harm has been the practices by FORA, MCWD,
and FORA member agencies of (1) misinterpreting the 6,600 afy allocation of water
rights to Fort Ord as an amount that can be pumped without harm, (2) ignoring the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan policies that mandate the development of an additional water supply if
seawater intrusion continues instead of pumping right up to the 6,600 afy allocation, and
(3) failing to determine and respect the safe yield of the aquifers that are used to supply
the ORD community. As Timothy Parker explained:
The BRP PEIR [Base Reuse Plan Program EIR] provides specific policy
requirements to ensure adequate, timely mitigation of seawater intrusion,
mitigation that may need to be implemented before 6,600 afy is committed or
pumped for new development. Policy B-1 requires that the FORA members
“shall ensure additional water supply.” Policy B-2 requires conditioning project
approval on verification of an “assured long-term water supply.” Policy C-3
requires the member agencies cooperate with MCWRA and MPWMD “to
mitigate further seawater intrusion based on the Salinas Valley Basin
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Management Plan.” Program C-3.1 requires the member agencies to work with
the water agencies “to estimate current safe yields within the context of the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those portions of the former Fort Ord
overlying the Salinas Valley and Seaside groundwater basins, to determine
available water supplies.” MCWRA has now determined that the safe yield of the
Pressure Subarea is about 110,000 to 117,000 afy and that existing pumping
exceeds this safe yield by about 12,000 to 19,000 afy. 1 Indeed, the BRP PEIR
acknowledges that pumping in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers had “exceeded
safe yield, as indicated by seawater intrusion and water levels below sea level.”
(BRP PEIR p. 4-63.) The BRP PEIR states that the “conditions of the 900-foot
aquifer are uncertain”, including the safe yield and whether the aquifer is in
overdraft. Id.
The BRP PEIR explains that Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 are intended to “affirm
the local jurisdictions’ commitment to preventing further harm to the local
aquifers . . . by limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure
supplies.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.) The explicit provisions for determination of safe
yield and for acceleration of water supply projects if 6,600 afy cannot be supplied
without further seawater intrusion clearly demonstrate the intent that the member
agencies not simply defer action until 6,600 afy has been allocated to
development projects if seawater intrusion continues. To the contrary, it seems
clear that the BRP PEIR directed the member agencies “to mitigate further
seawater intrusion” by, among other things, ensuring that groundwater pumping
beyond the determined safe yield is not permitted for new development projects.
The BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis makes it clear that Policy C-3 does not
permit uncritical reliance on a 6,600 afy allocation: “existing water allocations of
6,600 afy . . . would allow for development to proceed to the year 2015, provided
that seawater intrusion conditions are not exacerbated (Policy C-3).” (BRP PEIR
p. 5-5 (emphasis added).)
Timothy Parker to John Farrow, Technical Memorandum, Oct. 8, 2016, pp. 8-9.
In light of the historic failure to honor the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and
mitigation, the contention in the Annexation Initial Study that these measures “have been
incorporated in local jurisdiction planning documents” is either untrue or irrelevant to the
issue of water supply impacts. Annexation Initial Study, p. 52.
MCWD’s Annexation Initial Study is inadequate because it fails to acknowledge
that increased pumping to support Ord community development will cause impacts. The
Annexation Initial Study fails to acknowledge that it is no longer possible to rely on the
1

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, p. 4-25.
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1997 Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR due to changes in circumstances, new information, and
failure to implement the Fort Ord Reuse Plan itself. These include
x

x
x
x

x

The significant advance in the seawater intrusion front since 1997, which
should have precluded any reliance on the presumption that there is 6,600
afy of water to use without impact and should have triggered the
obligation under the Fort Ord Reuse Plan to accelerate the provision of
alternative supplies for any new development;
The failure of MCWRA and MPWMD to mitigate further seawater
intrusion based on the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan, as
provided by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
The failure of member agencies to prevent harm to the affected aquifers by
limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure water
supplies, as provided by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
The failure of FORA, MCWD, MCWRA, and member agencies to
determine and abide by the safe yield, including the safe yield of the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and its Deep Aquifer, as required by
the Fort Ord Reuse Plan;
Significant new information regarding the Deep Aquifer. As explained by
Parker and the 2018 MCWRA report recommending a moratorium on new
wells in the Deep Aquifer, there is no evidence of significant recharge to
the Deep Aquifer, and increased pumping will result in its depletion and
will induce seawater intrusion in the overlying aquifers.

Furthermore, as discussed below, even if the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and
mitigation were effective in avoiding impacts, there is no assurance that MCWD would
be subject to these policies and mitigation after FORA is dissolved in 2020.
B. MCWD’s proposed annexation is a project subject to CEQA because (1)
MCWD acts in the expectation that FORA will be dissolved and that
MCWD will assume authority for provision of water for new
development unconstrained by FORA or Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies
and (2) MCWD would serve new development with additional
groundwater pumping.
MCWD’s claim that its proposed annexation would have no physical impacts is
based on two unfounded assumptions: that there have been no changes to the
environmental setting that would warrant new analyses and that MCWD would continue
to provide the same amounts of water that have been previously planned and in
accordance with the existing management regime. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 11, 18,
23. As discussed above, the first assumption is incorrect because there have been
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substantial changes to the environmental setting, significant new information, and
changes to the Fort Ord Reuse Plan.

and regulations for water distribution. Gov. Code, § 31024. MCWD would have also
have unfettered responsibility and authority to restrict water use in accordance with a
threatened or existing water shortage. Gov. Code, §§ 31026, 31029.1, 31035.1; Water
Code § 350.

The second assumption, that MCWD would simply implement existing plans for
water supply is legally irrelevant and factually incorrect. The assumption is legally
irrelevant with respect to the duty to provide an adequate analysis because CEQA
requires an agency to compare its action to a baseline consisting of existing conditions,
not a baseline consisting of a plan or a hypothetical future condition. Thus, it is not
sufficient for the Initial Study to claim there would be no change to previous plans for
groundwater pumping because the salient question is whether there would be changes to
existing groundwater pumping.
The second assumption is factually incorrect because, as discussed below, the
existing management regime for the Ord community water supply will be terminated in
2020, and MCWD is proposing to act based on that expectation, but without proposing a
replacement plan.
1. MCWD acts in the expectation that FORA will be dissolved; and MCWD
may assume authority for provision of water for new development
unconstrained by FORA or Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies.
FORA is required to dissolve itself by June 30, 2020. Gov. Code, § 67700(a).
Indeed, MCWD proposes the annexation with the expectation that the FORA will be
dissolved by 2020, and MCWD expressly rejects the no-project alternative for just that
reason. Annexation Initial Study, Appendix D.
Currently, MCWD is subordinate to FORA in critical decision-making regarding
water supply under the Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement between FORA and
MCWD. Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Articles 4.1, 5.1.1,
5.2. Thus, FORA, not MCWD, is authorized to obtain water extraction capacity rights.
Id., Article 3.4.1. And FORA, not MCWD, has decided to sub-allocate 6,600 afy of its
presumed capacity rights to its member agencies. FORA, Development Resources
Management Plan (DRMP), section 3.11.5.4 and Table 3.11-2, available at
http://www.fora.org/Reports/DevResourcePlan.pdf. And, FORA, not MCWD, has
primary responsibility to implement the policies and mitigation contained in the Fort Ord
Reuse Plan.
The 1998 Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement will no longer be in effect after
FORA sunsets. Water/Wastewater Facilities Agreement, March 13, 1998, Article 9.
Thus, after FORA is dissolved, and in the absence of another binding plan addressing
water supply issues, MCWD, as a County Water District, would assume plenary authority
over the water use and allocation that is currently constrained by FORA. For example,
MCWD would have essentially unfettered responsibility and authority to establish rules

After FORA is dissolved, and in the absence of the 1998 Water/Wastewater
Facilities Agreement or a binding transition plan addressing water supply issues,
MCWD’s provision of water supply might be constrained only by the October 2001
“Assignments Of Easements On Former Fort Ord and Ord Military Community, County
of Monterey, And Quitclaim Deed For Water And Wastewater Systems.” This
Assignment would purport to constrain MCWD to assume and comply with the terms and
conditions of the October 24, 2001 “Federal Instruments” that conveyed the water
systems from the Army to FORA. These Federal Instruments include, as consideration
for the transfer, the assumption of the Army’s obligation “to cooperate and coordinate
with parcel recipients, MCWRA, FORA, MCWD, and others to ensure that all owners of
property at the former Fort will continue to be provided an equitable supply of water at
equitable rates.” Department of the Army, Easement to FORA for Water And Wastewater
Distribution Systems Located On Former Fort Ord,” paragraph 2, emphasis added.
However, the meaning of “equitable supply” is not defined. Critically, there is no
assurance that the equitable considerations will take into account the environmental
impacts of providing that supply. It is possible that MCWD would interpret “equitable”
by simply reaffirming its stubborn and unsustainable commitment to provide up to 6,600
afy of groundwater regardless of environmental impacts.
Although FORA is now considering a transition plan, no plan has yet been
adopted or approved by LAFCO. It is not yet clear whether there will be a successor
agency to FORA, or, if there is, what powers and responsibilities that successor agency
may have to manage water resources. In its transition planning, FORA has raised, but not
yet answered, the critical questions as to the continuing effect of the Fort Ord Reuse Plan
policies and mitigation provisions and the meaning of the obligation to provide a “fair
and equitable” water supply. Consider this excerpt from FORA’s most recent transition
planning update:
“MCWD ANNEXATION: All infrastructure and water rights were provided to
MCWD to provide for a fair and equitable water allocation. Can MCWD later
only annex a portion of the former Fort Ord? Is this consistent? Does LAFCO
need to consider and abide by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan when considering MCWD
annexation?
“In the event of a water shortage how will MCWD provide a “fair and equitable”
water supply to the former Fort Ord? Will only entitled projects receive water?
Only projects with a water supply assessment?”
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FORA Board Report, Transition Planning Update, January 12, 2018, Attachment A1,
Transition Planning/Summary Chart, Water Wastewater.

MCWD’s Agenda Transmittal, its proposed findings, and its response to
comments all claim incorrectly that there would be no change to water service after the
annexation because MCWD is contractually obliged to supply water. Agenda
Transmittal, pp. 1, 3; FIS/ND, p. 49; Proposed Findings, p. 1. This claim fails to
acknowledge that the annexation is being undertaken in express contemplation of the
expiration of the primary contract that governs MCWD, the 1998 Facilities Agreement,
which would end FORA’s authority to allocate water and manage the resource. As a
County Water District for the annexed areas, MCWD would have the authority to allocate
water and to respond to water shortages, without any oversight by FORA, and subject
only to the undefined obligation as a FORA successor to provide “equitable” service
under the Army easement. Department of the Army, Easement to FORA for Water And
Wastewater Distribution Systems Located On Former Fort Ord,” paragraph 2.

As discussed, the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies and mitigation have not been
effective in preventing further seawater intrusion or depletion of the Deep Aquifer. More
fundamentally, as FORA acknowledges, MCWD may not even have to abide by these
ineffective policies and mitigation after 2020. Certainly LAFCO cannot approve
MCWD’s proposed annexation without resolving this question.
In response to LandWatch’s comments, the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration (FIS/ND) claims that FORA allocates water supply. FIS/ND, p. 43. The
Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration also claims that the annexation would not
change the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies. FIS/ND, p. 49. MCWD has failed to
acknowledge that FORA will no longer manage this process, the Reuse Plan Policies will
no longer govern the resource, and that MCWD will have the primary authority to do so.
To support LAFCO in its determination whether to approve annexation, and
before MCWD is assigned any additional authority over the water resources, MCWD
must provide an adequate analysis of water supply impacts and an effective plan to avoid
or mitigate significant impacts – a plan that will supersede the ineffective Fort Ord Reuse
Plan. The Annexation Initial Study does not provide such an analysis or plan. Instead, it
states that addressing the Fort Ord Reuse Plan policies is “beyond the scope of the
IS/ND.” FIS/ND, p. 47.
As FORA also acknowledges, there is no understanding of MCWD’s future
obligation to provide an “equitable” water supply in the context of a water shortage.
Indeed, MCWD fails to recognize that a significant water shortage already exists, and
that this requires hard decisions about supplies for future development, because MCWD’s
Annexation Initial Study fails to come to terms with continuing seawater intrusion and
aquifer depletion. Absent an adequate CEQA document that takes into account current
conditions, and without a binding and continuing commitment to avoid or mitigate
impacts, there is no assurance that MCWD would interpret “equitable” to ensure
protection of the groundwater resources.
And as FORA points out, there are other water supply-related issues that must be
clarified before FORA sunsets. For example, FORA admits that it has not yet met the
Fort Ord Reuse Plan FEIR’s mitigation requirement to develop a 2,400 afy water
augmentation plan because MCWD’s RUWAP project at 1,427 afy does not provide
sufficient capacity. FORA Administrative Committee, Memorandum, January 27, 2016,
p. 2, available at http://www.fora.org/TTF/Additional/Transition-SunsetPlanMemo.pdf.
And FORA admits that oversight over Fort Ord water allocations must be assigned to
another entity before its dissolution. Id., p. 4.

In light of MCWD’s assumption that it can pump up to 6,600 afy without further
aggravation of seawater intrusion or depletion of the Deep Aquifer, MCWD is poorly
positioned to accept the responsibility to manage the water resource. Thus, it is critical
that MCWD provide an adequate environmental review before it annexes undeveloped
portions of Fort Ord. CEQA requires an adequate review as a document of public
accountability that protects informed self-government.
2.

Annexation will allow and lead to additional groundwater pumping.

The response to comments states that the annexation is of “developed areas,” and
the proposed findings reference “annexation of developed areas already served by
MCWD” and “all customers currently served.” FIS/ND, p. 40; Proposed Findings, p. 2.
The response to comments repeatedly claims that the annexation “will not allow for []
any increase in groundwater pumping. FIS/ND, pp. 46, 47.
This claim is not true. First, elsewhere in its response to comments, MCWD
claims only that the “majority of the areas to be annexed are currently served.” FIS/ND,
p. 49, emphasis added. Second, the list of areas to be annexed in the Initial Study clearly
includes undeveloped areas for which future development may occur and that are not
currently being served. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 16-17. Indeed, the list of
annexation areas includes a number of areas for which there are no development
entitlements or for which there is not even an approved specific plan. Nothing in the
proposed annexation would prohibit service based on increased groundwater pumping to
parcels or development projects that are not currently served. As discussed below, the
refinement to the project description in the Final Initial Study/ Negative Declaration to
reduce the scope of the annexation does not exclude all undeveloped areas. See FIS/ND,
pp. 60-61.
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 41), the current Urban Water
Management Plan and Annexation Initial Study do provide evidence of planned increases
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in service for new development in the Ord community. MCWD’s current UWMP
projects an increased demand of 2,492 afy to serve Fort Ord development between 2020
and 2035. MCWD, 2015 UWMP, p. 21. The Annexation Initial Study repeats this
projection and identifies it as the “total expected growth in demands from all currently
expected development projects and population growth through 2035. Annexation Initial
Study, p. 51.
And contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 46), MCWD’s plans do
allow and assume the full use of the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation. For example, in
calculating the Ord community groundwater shortfall through 2035, the UWMP assumes
the full use of the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation. MCWD, 2015 UWMP, p. 57 (Table
4.3). MCWD’s calculated need for an additional 2,901 afy to meet its groundwater
shortfall is based on the difference between the 8,293 afy 2035 demand and the 6,600 afy
allocation. Id. The Annexation Initial Study also assumes that the 6,600 afy allocation
will be used to meet Ord community demand. See, e.g., Annexation Initial Study, pp. 5051, Tables 5 and 6, notes 4 (comparison of demand growth to supply assumes use of
6,600 afy allocation plus 300 afy of existing desalination capacity).
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, p. 44-45), the fact that MCWD
has plans to obtain recycled or desalinated water does not mean that it does not intend to
exhaust the 6,600 afy groundwater allocation, regardless of the impacts of any increased
pumping. MCWD’s plans to develop addition water supplies are based on fulfilling its
incorrect interpretation of the Fort Ord Reuse Plan requirement for augmented water
supplies, which would be to require additional water supplies only after the 6,600 afy is
exhausted. As set out in previous comments by Parker and LandWatch, MCWD and
FORA have misinterpreted the Fort Ord Reuse Plan to permit the full use of the 6,600 afy
groundwater allocation regardless whether increased pumping aggravates seawater
intrusion and regardless of whether it has been determined to represents a safe yield.
Significantly, MCWD’s response to comments admits that the 6,600 afy allocation is
neither the baseline use nor a sustained yield. FIS/ND, pp. 46-47.
Furthermore, MCWD has offered to furnish 600 afy of its entitlement to
PWM/GWR recycled water and up to 700 afy of groundwater for use, directly or
indirectly, on the Monterey Peninsula, for a ten-year term with options for renewal. 2
This offer is not identified as a potential use of MCWD’s water resources in its 2015
UWMP. MCWD’s willingness to commit its recycled water and groundwater supplies to
this venture is further evidence that MCWD expects to be able to use the entire 6,600 afy
allocation for Ord community demand.
California Public Utilities Commission, Proceeding A1204019, In the Matter of the Application of
California-American Water Company (U210 W) for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to
Construct and Operate its Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project and to Recover All Present and Future
Costs in Connection Therewith in Rates, Direct Testimony Of Keith Van Der Maaten, Submitted On Behalf
Of Marina Coast Water District -Supplemental Phase 1 Testimony, Sept. 29, 2001, pp. 10-14.
2
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Finally, MCWD’s approved and funded plans for additional water supplies will
not even make up the 2,901 afy Ord community shortfall in 2035. MCWD, 2015
UWMP, p. 57 (Table 4.3 - shortfall); FIS/ND, p. 45 (outlining approved plans). And as
noted, FORA and MCWD have not yet met the Fort Ord Reuse Plan FEIR’s mitigation
requirement to develop a 2,400 afy water augmentation plan because MCWD’s RUWAP
project at 1,427 afy does not provide sufficient capacity. FORA Administrative
Committee, Memorandum, January 27, 2016, p. 2.
C. MCWD’s negative declaration is inadequate and an EIR is required.
As discussed above and in previous comments, the proposed negative declaration
is inadequate because it fails to disclose impacts to groundwater due to increased
pumping. Those comments, supported by expert opinion and by substantial scientific
evidence, constitute a fair argument that the annexation may result in significant impacts.
Accordingly, an EIR is required if MCWD intends to pursue the proposed annexation.
In addition to its failure to disclose significant impacts, the Initial Study is flawed
in other respects, and its flaws are not cured by the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration.
Revisions to the project description are offered in the Final Initial Study/Negative
Declaration in order to make the project “more environmentally benign.” FIS/ND, pp. 6061. Revisions to a project to mitigate potentially significant effects must be included in
the negative declaration that is circulated for public review. Public Resources Code
§21080(c)(2); 14 CCR §§ 15070(b), 15071(e). Given the change to the project
description, MCWD must recirculate the negative declaration. 14 CCR §15073.5.
Furthermore, the last-minute revisions render the project description unclear.
First, the inclusion of the refinements in the Appendix D for alternatives renders it
unclear whether the revisions are part of the project or merely an alternative project that
may or may not be approved. The proposed findings do not clarify this. Second, the
revisions are made with reference to large scale maps and parcel descriptions. No
explanation is provided as to which part of the future development identified in the
Annexation Initial Study in Table 2 would be included or omitted from the proposed
annexation, although it is apparent that the revisions do not restrict the annexation area to
parcels that are currently served by MCWD. In sum, the revision is insufficient because
the public has no way to determine what the scope of the actual annexation project would
be and because the annexation would still include undeveloped parcels expected to be
developed. This must be rectified before MCWD acts to certify a CEQA document,
whether a negative declaration, an exemption, or an EIR.
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Purporting to buttress the claim that it provides an adequate impact analysis, the
Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration “references” a number of additional CEQA
documents as “background documentation.” FIS/ND, pp. 46, 52-53, 59-60. The Final
Initial Study/Negative Declaration also incorporate by reference three of these
documents: the RUWAP EIR and Addenda, the PWM/GWR EIR and Addenda, and the
Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR. FIS/ND, pp. 52-53. These documents do not cure the failure
of the Annexation Initial Study to provide an adequate analysis.

The cumulative analysis is deficient in other respects. For example, the Initial
Study provides no justification, and there is none, for the claim made in the Final Initial
Study/Negative Declaration that the proper geographic scope of cumulative analysis can
be confined to the former Fort Ord area. FIS/ND, p. 58. Seawater intrusion and aquifer
depletion impacts are due to pumping throughout the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin.
As Mr. Parker explains, the area that would be affected by increased groundwater
pumping includes the Pressure Subbasin and the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a
whole since these areas are hydraulically interconnected. Furthermore, CEQA does not
define the geographic scope of cumulative analysis based on the area affected but based
on the location of the cumulative projects that cause effects in the same area that the
project causes effects. The Guidelines require identification of projects “producing
related or cumulative impacts” or projections of conditions “contributing to the
cumulative effect.” Guidelines §15130(b)(1). Case law is clear that it is improper to omit
relevant past, present, and future projects that create related impacts. Bakersfield Citizens
for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1213-1214;
Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of Ventura (1985) 126 Cal.App.3d 421, 430-432;
San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713,
739-741; Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692,
720, 724. As Mr. Parker explains, it is indisputable that past, present and future projects
and pumping outside the Ord community affect the aquifer depletion and seawater
intrusion to which addition pumping for the Ord community would contribute. This is
acknowledged by the Reuse Plan EIR (at p. 5-5, acknowledging that regional growth
could cumulatively affect aquifers and cause further overdraft and seawater intrusion),
the MCWD 2010 UWMP (at p. 29, acknowledging that basin-wide pumping causes
declining water levels in Pressure Subarea), and the Army’s 1993 FEIS (at p. 4-57,
acknowledging that the available yield without seawater intrusion depends on the amount
of pumping throughout the basin). The Annexation Initial Study simply fails to provide
any justification for limiting the scope of cumulative analysis to the Ord community.

First, the Final Initial Study/Negative Declaration disavows any actual reliance on
these documents: “the IS/ND does not tier from the previous documents or rely on the
conclusions in the previous documents for its conclusions regarding potential
environmental impacts of the project.” FIS/ND, p. 53.
Second, the Annexation Initial Study fails to summarize, explain, or provide a
roadmap to these referenced documents. The bare fact that CEQA review of prior
development and alternative water supply projects has occurred does not address the
concerns LandWatch has raised regarding the effects of supplying additional groundwater
to future development.
Third, as previous comments have explained, reliance on the analysis in the 1997
Base Reuse Plan EIR is misplaced due to changed circumstances and the failure to
implement its policies and mitigation.
Fourth, the Annexation Initial Study discusses the RUWAP and PMW/GWR
projects to support its claim that additional water supplies are planned; however, it does
not summarize or discuss any findings in these documents that would be relevant to the
impacts of increased groundwater pumping. Indeed, it is unlikely that an EIR for these
projects, which are intended to supply water in lieu of groundwater, would provide an
analysis of the effects of increased groundwater pumping, including the effects of
MCWD exhausting the 6,600 afy allocation.
Fifth, none of these prior CEQA documents reflect the significant new
information relevant to the impacts of increased pumping, such as the most recent
seawater intrusion mapping or the MCWRA recommendations for pumping moratorium
in the Deep Aquifer and the 400-foot aquifer proximate to the seawater intrusion front.
Contrary to the response to comments (FIS/ND, pp. 42-43), the Initial Study does
not present an adequate cumulative analysis. The fundamental flaw is that the Initial;
Study fails to acknowledge the severity of the existing cumulative impact or to assess
whether any increase in groundwater pumping would be a considerable contribution in
light of the serious problem.

Nor does the Annexation Initial Study provide other essential information for
cumulative analysis. An adequate analysis must provide either (1) a list of past, present,
and future projects producing related impacts, including projects outside the control of
the agency, of (2) a summary of projections of regional conditions contributing to the
cumulative impact. 14 CCR § 15130(b)(1). There is no information about projected
groundwater pumping in the Salinas Basin or its Pressure Subbasin.
In fact, the Annexation Initial Study does not provide any actual analysis of
cumulative impacts other than vague references to the discussion in the Reuse Plan EIR.
FIS/ND, p. 58. Not only is that prior analysis out of date, but, as noted, the Annexation
Initial Study states that it “does not tier from the previous documents or rely on the
conclusions in the previous documents for its conclusions regarding potential
environmental impacts of the project.” FIS/ND, p. 53.
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D. The project is not exempt.
Although MCWD did not include a proposed finding that the annexation would
be exempt on the agenda for its January 20, 2018 meeting, staff has now proposed a
finding of exemption to be considered at the February 20, 2018 meeting. Staff proposed
that the Board find the annexation exempt under 14 CCR §§ 15301, 15319, or
15061(b)(3).
The exemption for existing facilities under 14 CCR § 15301 is inapplicable
because that exemption precludes any expansion of previous use beyond that existing at
the time of the lead agency’s determination. Because the annexation will allow, and is
intended to facilitate, the provision of water supply to currently undeveloped parcels
there would be an expansion of previous use.
The exemption for annexations of existing facilities and lots for exempt facilities
under 14 CCR § 15319 is inapplicable because that exemption is not allowed if it is
foreseeable that utility services would extend into the annexed parcels and have the
potential to serve a greater capacity than existing uses. Again, the annexation will allow,
and is intended to facilitate, the provision of water supply to currently undeveloped
parcels. Thus, there is an obvious potential to serve a greater capacity than existing uses.
Even if the annexation otherwise qualified for a categorical exemption, an
exemption would be prohibited here due to the presence of unusual circumstances and the
possibility of a significant impact. 14 CCR § 15300.2(c). One unusual circumstance is
the fact that the annexation is being undertaken with the expectation that the existing
governance structure to protect the resource will be terminated, leaving MCWD free to
manage the resource without constraints of the current governance structure. Another
unusual circumstance is that the existing governance structure has not in fact protected
the resource because it has allowed ground water pumping to induce further seawater
intrusion and to exceed sustainable yield, and MCWD has not committed itself to avoid
additional groundwater pumping.
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be no change to existing conditions after the annexation. In fact, the annexation would
allow, and is intended to facilitate, increased groundwater pumping to support new
development in the Ord community. This increased pumping would result in significant
impacts. Furthermore, the annexation is proposed with the expectation that the current
governance structure intended to protect the water resource will terminate and without
any commitment to a governance structure that would in fact protect the resource.
E. Annexation should be deferred until approval of a FORA transition plan
or some other plan to manage water for future development; or, if
annexation is not deferred, it should be limited to developed parcels
already served by MCWD.
MCWD’s proposed annexation puts the cart before the horse; it should await
approval of a FORA transition plan that will address provision of water for future
development in the Ord community. Alternatively, it must be accompanied with the
adoption of policies, regulations, and mitigation that would ensure that provision of water
supply for future development in the Ord community will not cause significant impacts.
LAFCO staff explain that the FORA transition plan must provide “clear direction
on all projects, obligations and other pending matters in the transition plan.” Kate
McKenna, Report of the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FOR A) Dissolution Process, January
22, 2018, p. 4. LAFCO staff explain that the transition plan is required in order to “lay
the foundation for future LAFCO actions such as annexations by local agencies to ensure
the provision of municipal services (i.e. water, sewer fire, etc.)” Id., emphasis added.

A categorical exemption would also be barred because the cumulative effect of
successive projects of the same type in the same place over time would be significant. 14
CCR § 15300.2(b). MCWD has identified the remainder of the developable areas of the
Ord community as future study areas for annexation and seeks to include them in its
sphere of influence. Thus, MCWD contemplates successive annexations in the Fort Ord
area, which would result in provision of additional groundwater, resulting in a significant
cumulative impact.

The Initial Study suggests that the rationale for the annexation is to give existing
customers a vote. Annexation Initial Study, p. 9. LandWatch has also been advised that
MCWD seeks annexation to further its objective to qualify as a Groundwater
Sustainability Agency under the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. If MCWD
intends to pursue the annexation for these reasons, and since it has seen fit to defer
annexation of other developable portions of the Ord Community, there is no reason that it
needs to annex any area that is not currently developed and currently being served with
water. The Initial Study indicates that the annexation would include parcels in which
hundreds of addition water service hook-ups would be required or that are not currently
receiving water service. Annexation Initial Study, pp. 16-17, Table 2. LandWatch’s
concern that MCWD not assume plenary authority over provision of water for future
development without a commitment to avoid or mitigate impacts would be addressed in
part if the annexation were limited to just those parcels for which MCWD is now actually
providing service.

The common sense exemption under 14 CCR § 15061(b)(3) does not apply
because MCWD cannot find with certainty that that there is no possibility of a significant
effect. MCWD’s claim in this regard is based on the incorrect assertion that there would

In a telephone conversation on February 16, 2018 between LandWatch and Keith
Van Der Maaten, Mr. Van Der Matten indicated that restricting the area of annexation to
parcels with current service may be problematic. He suggested that MCWD may feel an
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obligation to provide service to areas without current water service but for which building
permits or vesting subdivision maps had been issued, or even for areas without such
entitlements but for which a specific plan had been approved, or even merely initiated, or
even for areas for which MCWD had only provided a Water Supply Assessment. He also
suggested that denial of water service to these areas might be considered a taking.

JHF:hs

There are several response to this concern. First, MCWD’s authority to deny
hookups in the event of a water shortage, which clearly exists today, includes authority
do deny service to proposed development for which there is an existing subdivision map.
Building Industry Assn. v. Marin Mun. Water Dist. (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1641; see also
Swanson v. Marin Municipal Water Dist. (1976) 56 Cal.App.3d 512; San Diego County
Water Authority v. Metropolitan Water Dist. of Southern California (2004) 117
Cal.App.4th 13. Second, MCWD already plans to consider annexation of the Ord
Community in phases, so there is no reason not to postpone annexation of currently
undeveloped parcels until MCWD has provided adequate environmental review. Again,
we note that MCWD’s interests in the annexation – providing governance participation to
the existing customers and facilitation of MCWD’s SGMA role – can be met without
annexing undeveloped parcels.
Finally, to the extent that the annexation of any of the Ord Community will
provide bureaucratic momentum for MCWD to annex the rest, LandWatch opposes that
annexation unless and until MCWD provides adequate environmental review of any
increase in groundwater pumping to support the Ord community. At a minimum that
review must include the evaluate the impacts of providing water for all of the foreseeable
Ord community development as well as other cumulative projects affecting the Deep
Aquifer or contributing to seawater intrusion.
LandWatch joins in the objections to the proposed annexation made by other
members of the public and by public agencies. LandWatch remains willing to continue
its discussions with MCWD staff to resolve its concerns with the proposed annexation.
Please let us know if you would like to confer further toward that end. In the meantime,
LandWatch asks that the MCWD Board not certify an inadequate CEQA document or act
on the annexation at its February 20 meeting.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

John Farrow
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2001 – 2005: California Department of Water Resources, Division of
Planning and Local Assistance, Conjunctive Water Management
Branch, Senior Engineering Geologist.
Provided local technical and
economic assistance to Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley groundwater
authorities and water districts planning, developing, and implementing
conjunctive water projects, groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, and local and regional groundwater monitoring programs.
Elements include developing technical scope, implementing work, providing
geologic and groundwater technical expertise, attending and speaking at
public meetings. Central District, Groundwater Planning Section,
Sacramento, California (early 2001 prior to joining CWMB). Senior
Engineering Geologist, Groundwater Planning Section.
Elements
included: Integrated Storage Investigations Program conjunctive use project
technical support, coordination, and project management; technical support
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WORK EXPERIENCE
2009
–
Present:
Parker
Groundwater,
President/Principal.
Sacramento, California. Privately owned business, specializing in strategic
groundwater planning, groundwater monitoring, groundwater modeling,
groundwater recharge and aquifer storage recovery projects, program
implementation, stakeholder facilitation, groundwater monitoring, policy and
regulatory analysis, environmental document review and litigation support.
Provides strategic planning, policy consulting and groundwater technical
expertise to public and private sector clients to develop effective, sustainable
solutions to complex problems in the water and evolving environmental and
energy industries.
2005
–
2009:
Schlumberger
Water
Services,
Principal
Hydrogeologist. Sacramento, California. Provided hydrogeologic expertise
and project management on groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, groundwater monitoring, groundwater resources
management, and groundwater contaminant projects for public and private
sector clientele. Application of advanced oilfield tools and technologies to
groundwater projects. Integration of groundwater quality monitoring and
protection on CO2 sequestration projects; liaison to Schlumberger Carbon
Services, including planning, scope development, technical implementation,
facilitation, and oversight. Business Development activities included
strategic planning, prospect assessments, sales presentations, targeted
workshops, client development and exploitation. Mentored and provided
direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled projects; worked closely
with clients and other public and private organizations to implement projects
on schedule, on budget with high level of quality.
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Principal
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on local groundwater monitoring and subsidence programs; technical support
on Bulletin 118; Proposition 13 groundwater grant applications screening and
ranking process for Central District geographic area.
Supervised and
provided direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled program
budgets; worked closely with other DWR groups, agencies and outside
organizations to develop additional local assistance opportunities for DWR.

investigations and removal actions, and negotiating with state regulators on
three Beale Air Force projects totaling more than $15 million.

2000-2001: California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento, California. Associate Engineering Geologist.
Responsible for: multi-year aerial photograph review, identification of
landslides and potentially unstable areas, field reconnaissance and
confirmation, preparation of maps and images using MapInfo, Vertical Mapper,
ArcView, Spatial Analyst, Model Builder, and ArcInfo working closely with GIS
specialists; assisting in development of GIS methodologies and database for
Northern California watersheds assessment/restoration project; review of
timber harvest plans and pre-harvest inspections; review of regional CEQA
documents as related to engineering geologic issues; watershed assessment;
technical presentations at multi-agency meetings and landslide/mass wasting
public workshops.
1997-2000: CalEPA Department of Toxic Substances Control,
Stringfellow Branch, Sacramento, California. Hazardous Substances
Engineering Geologist. Responsible for: groundwater monitoring and
analysis; developing approach and preparing a work plan for a Stringfellow site
revised hydrogeologic conceptual model; researching, providing, and
maintaining a comprehensive environmental data management system;
assembling and contracting with an expert panel for consultation on the site;
evaluating an existing MODFLOW porous media groundwater flow model;
providing direction on the strategy and approach for the development of a
revised groundwater flow and fate & transport model for the Stringfellow site;
providing input on an as needed basis in support of the litigation and
community relations elements of the project.
1993 - 1997: Law Engineering & Environmental Services, Inc.,
Sacramento, California. Manager Project Management. Responsible for
supervising and providing direction to senior project managers; maintaining
appropriate tracking system and controls for assurance of successful execution
of scope, schedule and budget of major projects; maintaining quality assurance
and controls on projects. Responsibilities included development/implementation
of group budget spending plan, establishing performance standards and
evaluating program progress and quality, staff recruiting, mentoring,
maintaining utilization, business development, proposal preparation,
commercial and government project marketing, client maintenance. Project
Manager and Senior Hydrogeologist on hydrogeologic evaluations, site and
regional groundwater quality monitoring programs, hazardous substance site
investigations and remediation. Responsibilities included technical direction of
projects, project scoping, schedule, budget, supervision of field activities,
preparation of documents, developing cost-effective strategies for follow-on
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1988 - 1993: Dames & Moore, Sacramento and Los Angeles, California.
Senior Geologist. Provided hydrogeologic technical support, project
management, regulatory compliance, technical/regulatory strategy, and on a
variety of commercial and industrial DTSC- and RWQCB-lead hazardous
substance sites. Responsibilities included project technical direction, scope
implementation, budgetary control, groundwater quality monitoring and
analysis, supervision of field investigations, document preparation, client
interface, negotiation with regulatory agencies on projects totaling
approximately $5 million.
1986 - 1988: California Department of Health Services, Toxic
Substances Control Division, Southern California Region, Assessment and
Mitigation Unit, Los Angeles, California. Project Manager in the Assessment
and Mitigation Unit. Responsibilities included development and implementation
of work plans and reports for, and regulatory oversight of, State Superfund
preliminary site assessments, groundwater quality monitoring and analysis,
remedial investigations, feasibility studies, remedial action, and interim
remedial measures. Engineering Geologist. Provided technical support to
Permitting, Enforcement, and Site Mitigation Unit staff, including evaluation of
hydrogeologic assessments, groundwater quality monitoring programs, work
plans, and reports on federal and state Superfund sites and active facilities;
assistance in budget preparation; assistance in zone drilling contract review.
1983-86: Independent Consultant, Sacramento, California. Provided
technical assistance on variety of geologic and geophysics projects to other
independent consultants in local area.
1982: Gasch & Associates, Sacramento, California. Geologic assistant
conducting shallow seismic reflection surveys in the Sierra Nevada for buried
gold-bearing stream deposits.
1981 - 1982: Geologic Assistant, Coast Ranges, Avawatz Mountains, White
Mountains, and Kinston Peak Range. Geologic Assistant on various geological
field studies, including gravity surveys, magnetic surveys, landslide and
geologic mapping projects.
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
California Professional Geologist No. 5594
California Certified Engineering Geologist No. 1926
California Certified Hydrogeologist No. 0012
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
California Department of Water Resources, Public Advisory Committee,
Water Plan Update 2013
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2010-2013: Appointed to participate on PAC and to lead new Groundwater
Caucus

Graduate studies in hydrogeology, hydrology, engineering geology, waste
management engineering

Department of Interior, Advisory Committee on Water Information,
Subcommittee on Ground Water
2010-Present: Member – Work Group for Pilot Project Implementation,
Nationwide Groundwater Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Co-Chair - Work Group on Implementation for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Member - Work Group on Network Design for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network

Selected Publications
California Groundwater Management, Second Edition, Groundwater
Resources Association of California, co-author and project manager, 2005.

National Ground Water Association
2014-Present: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007- 2010: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007 - 2009: Member - Government Affairs Committee
2007 - Present: Chair - Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2005 – Present: Chair - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2004 – 2005, 2007,2009-10: Chair – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2003 – Present: Member – Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2009 – Present: Member - ASR Task Force
2009 – Present: Member - Hydraulic Fracturing Task Force
2008 – 2009: Member – CO2 Sequestration Task Force

Water Contamination by Low Level Organic Waste Compounds in the
Hydrologic System, in Water Encyclopedia, Wiley, 2004.
Potential Groundwater Quality Impacts Resulting from Geologic Carbon
Sequestration, Water Research Foundation, co-author, 2009.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery in the US, ASR 9, American Ground Water
Trust, Orlando Florida, September 2009 – a compilation of key ASR issues on
DVD, contributing editor and speaker, 2010.
Sustainability From The Ground Up – Groundwater Management In California
– A Framework, Association of California Water Agencies, principal author,
2011.
ISMAR9 Call to Action: Sustainable
Directives, Principal Author, 2016.

Groundwater

Management

Policy



American Ground Water Trust
2009 – 2012: Chair
2005 - 2013: Director
California Groundwater Coalition
2007-Present: Director
Groundwater Resources Association of California
2000 – Present: Director
2000 – 2001: President State Organization
2001 – Present: Legislative Committee Chair
1998-1999 Vice President
1996-1997 Secretary
1995-1996 President Sacramento Branch
1993-1994 Member-at-Large Sacramento Branch
ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
BS 1983, Geology, University of California, Davis
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safely and sustainably produce. MCWD’s decision to annex the Ord Community would
constitute a commitment to serve this community with increasing amounts of water, a
significant portion of which MCWD intends to provide through increased groundwater
pumping. For example, the Initial Study projects that MCWD will increase its water
service to the Ord Community by over 2,492 acre-feet/year (afy) between 2020 and
2035. Initial Study, p. 50. The reason for this increase in demand is the expectation that
currently undeveloped parcels will become developed in accordance with the Fort Ord
Reuse Plan and the General Plans of the FORA member agencies. This proposed
increase in water supplied by MCWD, partially provided by increased groundwater
pumping, would clearly have physical impacts on the environment.
January 18, 2017
Via e-mail and hand delivery
Board of Directors
Care of Paula Riso, Clerk to the Board
Marina Coast Water District
11 Reservation Road,
Marina, CA 93933
priso@mcwd.org
Subject: Negative Declaration and Initial Study for Ord Community Sphere of Influence
Amendment and Annexation for the Marine Coast Water District (MCWD)
Dear Members of the Board of Directors:
LandWatch Monterey County has reviewed the Initial Study and Negative Declaration for
the proposed project. The Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin (SVGB) is critically
overdrafted and has been so identified by the Department of Water Resources; and,
because of that cumulative overdraft, seawater intrusion continues to advance inland,
rendering large portions of the aquifer unusable. Any action that furthers and facilitates
increased pumping from the aquifer, including the proposed annexation of the Ord
Community to MCWD’s service area, will make a considerable contribution to the
existing significant cumulative impact.
Because MCWD must acknowledge the existence of a significant cumulative impact to
which the annexation will make a considerable contribution, MCWD may not approve the
annexation without preparing an environmental impact report in which MCWD should
propose mitigation to address significant impacts. Pending preparation of an
environmental impact report, LandWatch asks that MCWD decline to certify the
proposed negative declaration or to approve the annexation.
1. The project will cause physical impacts on the environment by facilitating
increased pumping from the SVGB.
The Initial Study repeatedly claims that the project will have no physical effect on the
environment because, it claims, MCWD already intends to provide service to the Ord
community. However, regardless of its prior intentions, MCWD is not legally obligated to
provide a water supply that it cannot provide without causing harm to the aquifer. That is,
MCWD need not commit itself to serve the Ord Community with water that it cannot

2. Overdraft and seawater intrusion in the SVGB continues and existing
groundwater management efforts are not sufficient to mitigate or halt it.
In connection with the Final EIR for Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and
Central CoastCemetery Specific Plan (SCH201291056) dated October 12, 2016,
LandWatch and its hydrologist Timothy Parker submitted extensive comments. We
incorporate those comments by reference and provide copies herewith. We note that
provision of water for the proposed development of the Monterey Downs project is
precisely the kind of future water supply commitment that the MCWD annexation would
facilitate because the Monterey Downs project purported to be consistent with the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan and with the General Plans of the City of Seaside and Monterey County.
As Mr. Parker substantiates, cumulative pumping in the Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin and its Pressure Subarea has resulted in aquifer depletion and associated
seawater intrusion, and current groundwater management efforts are not sufficient to
avoid this significant cumulative impact. This conclusion is not controversial and is well
documented by the technical reports cited by Mr. Parker, which we also incorporate by
reference.
3. The Initial Study fails to evaluate the effects of increased pumping, instead
relying on the outdated Fort Ord Reuse Plan EIR.
The Initial Study purports to rely on and incorporate by reference the 1997 Fort Ord
Reuse Plan Program EIR. The Initial Study claims incorrectly that “there have been no
substantial changes in the environmental setting of the proposed area that would
warrant new analyses.” Initial Study, p. 23. The Initial Study claims that policies,
programs and mitigation measures in the Fort Ord Reuse plan reduced impacts to a less
than significant level. Initial Study, pp. 23, 52.
In fact, there is significant new information since 1997 that demonstrates that the
analysis in the Reuse Plan EIR is outdated and that new analysis is warranted. This
information includes, for example,
•

DWR, Critically Overdrafted Basins, January 2016 – identifying the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin as critically overdrafted and therefore requiring an
accelerated Groundwater Sustainability Plan under the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act.

•

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, January, 2015 –
identifying existing pumping from the Basin as unsustainable and
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recommending pumping reductions in the Pressure Subarea from which this
project proposes to increase pumping.
•

MCWRA, Protective Elevations to Control Seawater Intrusion in the Salinas
Valley, 2013 – acknowledging the need for additional groundwater
management projects to deliver water to replace coastal area pumping.

•

Testimony of Robert Johnson, MCWRA, to Monterey County Planning
Commission, Oct. 29, 2014 – acknowledging that the demand projections
used for the Salinas Valley Water Project understated actual demand, that
the Salinas Valley Water project would not be sufficient to halt seawater
intrusion, and that additional groundwater management projects are needed.

•

MCWRA, Recommendations to Address the Expansion of Seawater Intrusion
in the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, Oct. 2017 – acknowledging that
seawater intrusion has leapfrogged forward through 2015 and recommending
that pumping cease in the areas of impact, recommending a moratorium on
extractions from new wells in the 900-foot Deep Aquifer,

The BRP PEIR impact analysis qualifies any reliance on the 6,600 afy allocation
by stating that a potable water supply is “assumed to be assured from well water
until a replacement is made available by the MCWRA,” but only “provided that
such withdrawals do not accelerate the overdraft and seawater intrusion
problems in the Salinas Valley groundwater aquifer.” (BRP PEIR p. 4-53
(emphasis added)). It states that the 6,600 afy “could” support the first phase of
Ord community development through 2015 and then notes “given the existing
condition of the groundwater aquifer, there is public concern over the ability of
the water wells to ‘assure’ even the 6,600 afy.” (BRP PEIR p. 4-53.) Thus, the
BRP EIR evaluates the impacts of the BRP through 2015 in two distinct analyses,
one of which assumes that 6,600 afy can be supplied without impacts and the
other of which assumes that it cannot. In particular, it provides that “[a]ssuming
groundwater wells on former Fort Ord were able to supply 6,600 afy,” an
additional 7,932 afy of supply would be required by 2015. (BRP PEIR, p. 4-53.)
However, it then provides in the alternative that “[i]f groundwater wells were
unable to supply the projected 2015 demand of 6,600 afy of water for former Fort
Ord land uses, e.g., if pumping caused further seawater intrusion into the Salinas
Valley Aquifer,” additional supplies would have to be developed sooner, and
even further recommends “that an alternate water supply source, such as on-site
storage facilities, be considered.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-54.)

This and other information cited by Mr. Parker demonstrates that there have in fact been
substantial changes in the environmental setting of the proposed area over the past 20
years that would warrant new analyses. First, seawater intrusion has advanced another
two miles inland since the 1997 Reuse Plan EIR, constituting a substantially more
severe significant effect than shown in the Reuse Plan EIR. Within the meaning of Public
Resources Code § 21166(b) and (c) this is a “substantial change[] . . . with respect to the
circumstances under which the project is being undertaken” as well as “new information,
which was not known and could not have been known” at the time of the Reuse Plan
EIR. Second, the expected basin management plan, the cooperation in mitigation of
seawater intrusion and development of new water supply, and the determination of safe
yield required by Reuse Plan policies, including Hydrology and Water Quality Policies B1, B-2, and C-3 have not materialized, and this is a substantial change in the Reuse Plan
itself.
4.

The BRP PEIR provides specific policy requirements to ensure adequate, timely
mitigation of seawater intrusion, mitigation that may need to be implemented
before 6,600 afy is committed or pumped for new development. Policy B-1
requires that the FORA members “shall ensure additional water supply.” Policy
B-2 requires conditioning project approval on verification of an “assured longterm water supply.” Policy C-3 requires the member agencies cooperate with
MCWRA and MPWMD “to mitigate further seawater intrusion based on the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan.” Program C-3.1 requires the member
agencies to work with the water agencies “to estimate current safe yields within
the context of the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those portions of
the former Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley and Seaside groundwater basins,
to determine available water supplies.” MCWRA has now determined that the
safe yield of the Pressure Subarea is about 110,000 to 117,000 afy and that
existing pumping exceeds this safe yield by about 12,000 to 19,000 afy.1 Indeed,
the BRP PEIR acknowledges that pumping in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers
had “exceeded safe yield, as indicated by seawater intrusion and water levels
below sea level.” (BRP PEIR p. 4-63.) The BRP PEIR states that the “conditions
of the 900-foot aquifer are uncertain”, including the safe yield and whether the
aquifer is in overdraft. Id.

The Initial Study assumes without evidence that there would be no
significant impacts as long as pumping stays within the 6,600 afy allocation.

The Initial Study projects that MCWD may pump up to its 6,600 afy allocation of SVGB
groundwater to meet projected demand through 2035. Initial Study, pp. 50-51. The Initial
Study does not provide any discussion of the impacts of increased pumping, but it
implies that there would be no significant impact as long as groundwater pumping stays
within the 6,600 afy allocation of SVGB groundwater that was assigned to MCWD and
then sub-assigned to the FORA member agencies. This same assumption was made in
the Monterey Downs EIR, and Mr. Parker’s comments establish that it is fundamentally
flawed.
Mr. Parker establishes that the Base Reuse Plan EIR does not assume that 6,600 afy
can be pumped without significant impacts. Instead, it expressly provides that additional
water supplies will have to be obtained instead of relying on the 6,600 afy allocation if
seawater intrusion continues. Mr. Parker writes:
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The BRP PEIR explains that Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 are intended to “affirm
the local jurisdictions’ commitment to preventing further harm to the local
aquifers . . . by limiting development in accordance with the availability of secure
supplies.” (BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.) The explicit provisions for determination of safe
yield and for acceleration of water supply projects if 6,600 afy cannot be supplied
without further seawater intrusion clearly demonstrate the intent that the member
agencies not simply defer action until 6,600 afy has been allocated to
1

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, p. 4-25.
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development projects if seawater intrusion continues. To the contrary, it seems
clear that the BRP PEIR directed the member agencies “to mitigate further
seawater intrusion” by, among other things, ensuring that groundwater pumping
beyond the determined safe yield is not permitted for new development projects.
The BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis makes it clear that Policy C-3 does not
permit uncritical reliance on a 6,600 afy allocation: “existing water allocations of
6,600 afy . . . would allow for development to proceed to the year 2015, provided
that seawater intrusion conditions are not exacerbated (Policy C-3).” (BRP PEIR
p. 5-5 (emphasis added).)
In sum, unlike the Monterey Downs DSEIR, the BRP PEIR does not assume that
the 6,600 afy entitlement is a sufficient basis to determine whether there will be a
significant water supply impact from continued groundwater pumping.2
Here, the Annexation Initial Study makes precisely the same unfounded assumption that
was made in the Monterey Downs EIR that pumping may be increased up to the 6,600
afy allocation without significant impacts. The assumption is belied by both the Reuse
Plan EIR and the fact of 20 more years of continued seawater intrusion.
5. 6,600 afy does not constitute baseline use.

the Army’s NEPA documents. In Section 1.2.2, Baseline Determination, the Reuse Plan
EIR expressly adopts the Amy’s NEPA document baseline: “As with the Army’s FEIS
and DSEIS, this EIR determines whether the proposed project may have a significant
effect on the environment based on physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” Reuse
Plan EIR, p. 1-3. The Reuse Plan EIR states that this approach “complies with Section
21083.8.1 of the Public Resources Code and utilizes the extensive research already
conducted for the Army’s NEPA documents, which use the same baseline year.” Id.
Section 21083.8.1 permits a reuse plan EIR or EIS to rely on conditions at the time of
the closure decision as a baseline provided that certain procedures are followed.3
The Reuse Plan EIR then identifies the specific NEPA documents that were used to
determine the Environmental Setting for water supply analysis. Reuse Plan EIR, pp. 1-3,
1-10 (Table 1.9-1). These include the Army’s December 1995 Draft SEIS, the Army’s
June 1993 Final EIS Volume 1, and the Army’s April 1992 “Other Physical Attributes
Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California.” These documents identify the baseline water use
from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as 5,100 afy, not as 6,600 afy, as follows:
•

The 1996 Final SEIS states that “[a]s reported in the final EIS (Volume 1, page
4-56), average water demand on Fort Ord was 5,100 acre-feet (af) during 19861989. Water use has declined in recent years with the decrease in the number of
personnel living on and occupying the base. Annual water use was 5,634 af in
water year 1992, 3,971 af in 1993, and 3,235 af in 1994.”4

•

The June 1993 Final EIS states that “[a]nnual water consumption decreased
from a high of 6,600 acre-feet in 1984 to an average of 5,100 acre-feet during

The 6,600 afy allocation does not represent baseline pumping. Thus, MCWD may not
simply assume that pumping within the 6,600 allocation is not a new impact.
First, the average pumping at the time that Fort Ord was in use by the Army was never
6,600 afy. That amount represents a single peak year pumping in 1984. The 1993
Army/MCWRA agreement reports that average pumping from 1988-1992, the period that
brackets the 1991 closure decision, was about 5,200 afy. Agreement No. A-06404
between U.S.A. and MCWRA, Sept 21, 1993, ¶ 4c.
Second, the Reuse Plan EIR does not identify 6,600 afy as the baseline use. The
discussion of water supply in the section captioned “environmental setting” references
the Army/MCWRA agreement that “6,600 acre feet per year (afy) of water is available
from the Salinas Valley groundwater basin for Former Fort Ord land uses, provided that
such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion.” Reuse
Plan EIR, p. 4-49. However, the discussion in this section does not identify any prior
pumping amounts, and a reference to an agreement regarding future pumping does not
even purport to identify historic baseline pumping. As Mr. Parker explains, the Reuse
Plan EIR provides that mitigation would be required for any pumping that would lead to
an increase in seawater intrusion, even if this occurs before the 6,600 afy allocation is
pumped. The Reuse Plan EIR’s discussion of the environmental setting with respect to
water supplies identifies the 6,600 afy figure as the allocation in the MCWRA/Army
agreement, not as baseline use. The discussion expressly provides that this allocation is
available only “provided that such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing
seawater intrusion.” Reuse Plan EIR, p. 4-49.
Third, if the Reuse Plan EIR adopts any baseline figure for Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin pumping on the Former Fort Ord, that figure is not 6,600 afy. The figure may be
the 5,100 afy average pumping for the 4 to 5 years immediately prior to 1991, based on
2

Timothy Parker, Technical Memorandum to John Farrow, Oct. 8, 2016, pp. 8-9.
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3
These procedures include circulation of proposed baseline conditions to
affected agencies “prior to circulating a draft EIR” followed by a public hearing at
which “the lead agency shall specify whether it will adopt any of the baseline physical
conditions for the reuse plan EIR and identify those conditions.” Guidelines, §
15229(a)(1), (2). Although the BRP PEIR states that it availed itself of the Public
Resources Code § 21083.8.1 baseline provisions and that baseline conditions are as of
the September 1991 closure decision (Reuse Plan EIR, p. 1-3), there is no evidence
that FORA actually followed the process required by Public Resources Code §
21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify baseline water use conditions in
a document circulated before the PEIR and to state an intent to adopt that as the
baseline. See FORA, Resolution 97-6, June 13, 1997 (Certifying BRP PEIR and discussing
proceedings and hearings). CEQA does not authorize FORA to rely on the Army’s prior
compliance with these procedures, if in fact the Army did comply.
4
Dept. Of the Army, Final Supplemental EIS Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June
1996, p. 4-11, available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1538//Section_4.pdf. The quote from the Final SEIS is of the unchanged text of the
1995 Draft SEIS.
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1986-1989.”5 Table 4.5-2 identifies 5,100 afy as the average pumpage for Fort
Ord.6
•

The April 1992 Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California,
provides a table of annual pumping, from which it is apparent that average
annual pumping from 1986-1989 is 5,083 afy and the average from 1986-1990 is
5,126 afy.7 That 1992 report identified declining water use from 1980 to 1990,
except for the single year 1984.8

In sum, if the Army actually followed the procedures of Public Resources Code §
21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to adopt a baseline figure and if FORA also
complied with those procedures, then the baseline water use was not 6,600 afy but only
5,100 afy. The outlier 6,600 afy figure from 1984 could not have been used as a baseline
because it does not represent the “physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” Reuse
Plan EIR, p. 1-3; see Public Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c).
Fourth, even if FORA or the Army had followed the process required by Public
Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify a baseline
condition for water, they were required to “state in writing how the lead agency intends to
integrate the baseline for analysis with the reuse planning and environmental review
process.” Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(C). The Reuse Plan EIR does explain
how the 6,600 afy figure is to be integrated into its analysis and mitigation of water
supply impacts. Reuse Plan EIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54. And that discussion does not
indicate an intent to treat 6,600 afy as a baseline condition within which there is no
significant impact, because it requires mitigation even if the 6,600 afy allocation is not
pumped in full. CEQA does not permit the imposition of mitigation unless there are
significant impacts. Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(3). Thus, treating 6,600 afy as a baseline
“no impact” level is inconsistent with the fact that Reuse Plan EIR repeatedly states that
use of the 6,600 afy allocation is only to be permitted if it does not contribute to seawater
intrusion and that mitigation may be required even if water use does not rise to 6,600 afy.
See Reuse Plan EIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54.

180-foot aquifer and 400-foot aquifer and that such withdrawals do not threaten
to aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion problem.9
Fifth, Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(A) provides that “[p]rior to the close of the
hearing, the lead agency may specify the baseline conditions for the reuse plan
environmental impact report prepared, or in the process of being prepared, for the
closure of the base. The lead agency may specify particular physical conditions that it
will examine in greater detail than were examined in the environmental impact
statement.” The Reuse Plan EIR does in fact require further analysis of physical
conditions than the analysis provided in the EIR. For example, Program C-3.1 requires
determination of the safe yield of the portion of Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin “to determine available water supplies.” Reuse Plan EIR, p. 4-55.
Program C-3.2 require further investigation of seawater intrusion in the context of the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan and measures to prevent further intrusion. Again,
these provisions are simply inconsistent with treating 6,600 afy as a permissible baseline
use that would not constitute a significant impact.
6. 6,600 afy is not a safe yield.
MCWD cannot argue that 6,600 afy represents its share of the safe yield for the SVGB,
i.e., an amount that MCWD can pump without significant impact. Safe yield or
sustainable yield is defined as “the amount of groundwater that can be pumped annually
on a long-term basis without causing undesirable results.”10 The Final EIS for the Fort
Ord base closure and reuse also acknowledges that 1) safe yield must be determined for
the entire groundwater basin and 2) pumping for Fort Ord already exceeded safe yield
as of 1993:
The concept of safe yield is meaningful only when applied to an entire
groundwater basin. The amount of yield available to individual users within the
basin depends of the amounts and locations of pumping by other users. In the
Salinas Valley groundwater basin, present pumping in and near Fort Ord
exceeds safe yield in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers, as indicated by
continuing seawater intrusion and water levels below sea level in those aquifers.
This indicates that the yield from the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers for Fort Ord
is less than its present pumpage, assuming that pumping by other users remains
unchanged.11

And the Army’s EIS also makes clear that 1) there is no categorical right to pump 6,600
afy, and 2) even the right to pump up to 5,200 afy is subject to a no-harm condition:
MCWRA will not object to Fort Ord/POM Annex withdrawal from the basin of up
to 6,600 af/yr, provided that no more than 5,200 af/yr are withdrawn from the
5

Dept. of the Army, Final EIS, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1993, p. 4-57,
available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
6

Id. at 4-59.

7

US Army Corps of Engineers, Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort
Ord, California, April 1992, p. 1-6, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-2202//Section_1.pdf.
8

Base Reuse Plan Hydrology and Water Quality Program C 3-1 requires that member
agencies work with MCWRA to determine safe yield to determine available water
supplies. For example, the Reuse Plan EIR provides for the City of Seaside:
9

Dept. of the Army, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Fort
Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1996, p. 4-11, emphasis added, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1538//Section_4.pdf.

10
Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57,
available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
11

Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57.

Id. at 1-6, 1-14.
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The City shall continue to work with the MCWRA and the MPWMD to estimate the
safe yield in the context of the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those
portions of the former Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley and the Seaside
groundwater basins to determine available water supplies.
Reuse Plan EIR, p. 4-55. Similar provisions apply to the other member agencies. There
is no evidence that the member agencies or MCWD have worked with MCWRA to
determine safe yield for the Fort Ord area.
Furthermore, as the Final EIS for the Fort Ord base closure and reuse indicates, the
concept of safe yield only makes sense for a basin as whole, not just the Fort Ord area.
MCWRA’s most recent determination of the sustainable or safe yield for the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin and the Pressure Subarea indicates that pumping has been
and remains in excess of safe yield. In particular, the 2016 State of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin report indicates that the safe yield of the Pressure Subarea is about
110,000 to 117, 000 afy and that existing pumping already exceeds this yield by about
12,000 to 19,000 afy.12 The safe yield for the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a
whole (the four subareas constituting Zone 2C, the assessment area for the Salinas
Valley Water Project) is from 499,000 to 506,000 afy, and existing pumping already
exceeds this yield by 17,000 to 24,000 afy.13
7. The Initial Study fails to provide an adequate cumulative analysis and it
may not tier from the Reuse Plan EIR.
The Initial Study claims that cumulative impacts were adequately evaluated in prior
environmental documents, presumably the Reuse Plan EIR. Initial Study, p. 82. However,
changed circumstances, new information, and changes in the Reuse Plan itself that
have occurred since the Reuse Plan EIR require reexamination of the cumulative
analysis and preclude tiering. Accordingly, MCWD is obliged to prepare a new water
supply analysis and not to tier from the water supply analysis in the Reuse Plan EIR.
Public Resources Code § 21094(b)(3) bars tiering if a project is subject to Public
Resources Code § 21166 and/or CEQA Guidelines § 15162 due to changed
circumstances and/or new information. Here, there are changed circumstances and new
information that bar reliance on the out-of-date cumulative analysis. As discussed above,
information cited by Mr. Parker demonstrates that there have in fact been substantial
changes in the environmental setting of the proposed area that would warrant new
analyses. First, seawater intrusion has advanced another two miles inland since the
1997 Reuse Plan EIR, constituting a substantially more severe significant effect than
shown in the Reuse Plan EIR. Within the meaning of Public Resources Code § 21166(b)
and (c) this is a “substantial change[] . . . with respect to the circumstances under which
the project is being undertaken” as well as “new information, which was not known and
12
MCWRA, State of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, 2016, p. 4-25, available
at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/hydrogeologic_reports/documents/State_of_t
he_SRGBasin_Jan16_2015.pdf.
13

could not have been known” at the time of the Reuse Plan EIR. Second, the expected
basin management plan, the cooperation in mitigation of seawater intrusion and
development of new water supply, and the determination of safe yield required by Reuse
Plan policies, including Hydrology and Water Quality Policies B-1, B-2, and C-3 have not
materialized, and this is a substantial change in the Reuse Plan itself. Most significantly,
MCWD has not yet implemented the long-term water supply replacement projects that
are mandated by the Reuse Plan and its EIR in the event that seawater intrusion
continues.
Case law is clear that additional analysis of water supply impacts is required under
section 21166 when new information shows more severe impacts or the planned water
sources are not implemented timely:
To the extent that a subsequent subdivision proposal relies on different water
sources than were proposed in the specific plan it implements, or the likely
availability of the intended water sources has changed between the time of the
specific plan and the subdivision application (or more has been learned about the
effects of exploiting those sources), changes in the project, the surrounding
circumstances or the available information would exist within the meaning of
section 21166, requiring additional CEQA analysis under that section . . .
Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40
Cal.4th 412,438; see also id. at 431, n. 7. Here, the new information about the severity of
cumulative impacts, changes to circumstances, and to the project itself with regard to
water supply are subject to Public Resources Code § 21166 and/or CEQA Guidelines §
15162 and therefore tiering, at least for the water supply analysis, is not permitted. The
Initial Study erred by not providing a new analysis of water supply impacts, in particular,
a new cumulative analysis.
Finally, even if tiering were permitted, MCWD must still assess whether the incremental
effects of the Project would be considerable when viewed in the context of past, present,
and probable future projects. Guidelines, § 15152(f)(2). We note that the California
Supreme Court has clarified that additional review of a subsequent project may be
required in a tiering context even where 21166 does not apply:
The standard for determining whether to engage in additional CEQA review for
subsequent projects under a tiered EIR is more relaxed than the prohibition
against additional review imposed by Public Resources Code section 21166 for
project EIR's.” (Friends of Mammoth v. Town of Mammoth Lakes Redevelopment
Agency (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 511, 528, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 334.) For project EIRs,
of course, a subsequent or supplemental impact report is required in the event
there are substantial changes to the project or its circumstances, or in the event
of material new and previously unavailable information. (Ibid., citing § 21166.) In
contrast, when a tiered EIR has been prepared, review of a subsequent project
proposal is more searching. If the subsequent project is consistent with the
program or plan for which the EIR was certified, then “CEQA requires a lead
agency to prepare an initial study to determine if the later project may cause
significant environmental effects not examined in the first tier EIR.” (Ibid. citing
Pub. Resources Code, § 21094, subds. (a), (c).)

Id. at 4-26.
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Friends of the Coll. of San Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo Cty. Cmty. Coll. Dist. (2016)
207 Cal. Rptr. 3d 314, slip op. at p. 11 (emphasis added).
8.

The Initial Study fails to disclose that increased pumping by MCWD to
supply the Ord community through 2035 would make a considerable
contribution to a significant cumulative impact.

By way of background, cumulative impact analysis requires an agency to make two
determinations: (1) whether the impacts of the project in combination with those from
other past, present, and future projects are cumulatively significant, and (2) if so,
whether the project’s own effect is a considerable contribution. Guidelines, § 15130(a);
see Kostka and Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act (2nd
Ed., 2014 Update), § 13.39. In step one, the agency must determine whether the
combined effect of the project and other projects is significant, because those impacts
may be “individually minor but collectively significant.” Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency (“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98,
119-120. To provide an adequate step one analysis, the agency must
•
•
•
•

“define the scope of the area affected by the cumulative effect,”
explain “the geographic limitation used,”
identify the past, present, and future projects “producing related or cumulative
impacts” or provide projections of the conditions “contributing to the cumulative
effect,”
provide a “summary of the expected environmental effects to be produced by
those projects.” Guidelines, § 15130(b)(3), (4).

In step two, if there a significant cumulative effect, the agency must determine whether
the project’s contribution is “considerable,” i.e., “whether ‘any additional amount’ of effect
should be considered significant in the context of the existing cumulative effect.” CBE v.
CRA, supra, 103 CalApp.4th at 119. The determination whether a project’s effects are a
considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact requires an
acknowledgement of the existence of that cumulative impact and assessment of its
severity because “the greater the existing environmental problems are, the lower the
threshold should be for treating a project’s contribution to cumulative impacts as
significant.” Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency
(“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 120.
Here, there is overwhelming evidence that a step-one determination must conclude that
there is a significant regional cumulative impact from groundwater pumping by past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, including the Monterey Downs
project. The evidence, including Mr. Parker’s comments, shows that
•

there has been and still is an ongoing significant cumulative impact to
groundwater resources in the form of declining groundwater levels and seawater
intrusion due to over-pumping of groundwater;

•

this impact is due to basin-wide pumping, not just pumping within the Reuse Plan
area;

•

this impact has not been avoided by existing groundwater management projects;
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•

there are no committed, funded groundwater management projects that will avoid
this impact in the foreseeable future; and

•

the impact will be aggravated by increases in pumping to support future
development, including projected increases in agricultural pumping and new
urban development such as the Ord community buildout.

Given this evidence, and the complete lack of analysis of relevant cumulative conditions
in the Initial Study, the omission of an adequate cumulative analysis is prejudicial to
informed decision making and public participation.
Furthermore, the Initial Study presents no contrary evidence to support a step-one
finding that there is no significant cumulative impact from cumulative groundwater
pumping – an issue that the Initial Study simply fails to address. The lack of analysis
precludes any step-one conclusion or finding that there is not a significant cumulative
impact.
The lack of analysis also precludes any step-two conclusion that increased water
demand for the Ord buildout does not constitute a considerable contribution to a
significant cumulative impact. Any implied approach to a step-two conclusion based on
the relatively small percentage of basin pumping undertaken by MCWD or the fact that
the pumping may be from the 900-foot aquifer would be based on a legally and factually
erroneous approach to cumulative analysis. Indeed, the Initial Study argues that the
MCWD pumping is only 1% of total Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin pumping. Initial
Study, p. 49. Any implication that this means that pumping to support the Ord buildout it
is not a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative imapct is wrong as a matter
of law and fact.
An EIR may not conclude a cumulative impact is insignificant merely because the
project’s individual contribution to an unacceptable existing condition is, by itself,
relatively small. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. City of Los Angeles (“LAUSD”)
(1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019, 1025-1026; CBE v. CRA, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at 117118, 121. In Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
692,718, the Court rejected the agency’s “ratio” theory that found impacts not to be a
considerable contribution merely because they were a relatively small percent of the
total impact. Id. at 720. Because the relevant question was “whether any additional
amount” of incremental impact “should be considered significant in light of the serious
nature” of the problem (id. at 718), a valid determination whether a project’s contribution
is considerable must reflect the severity of the cumulative problem. “[T]he greater the
existing environmental problems are, the lower the threshold should be for treating a
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts as significant.” CBE v. CRA, supra, 103
Cal.App.4th at 120. Thus, even an “individually minor” impact may be “cumulatively
considerable.” Id.; see also Guidelines, §§ 15355(b), 15065(a)(3); LAUSD, supra, 58
Cal.App.4th at 1024-25.
As Mr. Parker explains, what is relevant is whether marginal increases in pumping will
be a considerable contribution in light of the severity of the overdraft and seawater
intrusion problem. Because seawater intrusion is caused by the problem of overdraft, not
by total pumping, the severity of the cumulative problem should be measured in terms of
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the size of the overdraft or the amount of induced seawater intrusion. Here, the basin as
a whole and the Pressure Subarea are in overdraft and, as Mr. Parker explains, any
additional pumping will induce seawater intrusion equal to about 75% of the volume
pumped. Furthermore, coastal pumping is more problematic than inland pumping. Thus,
as Mr. Parker explains, the increase in pumping demand should be evaluated in light of
the annual Pressure Subarea overdraft of 12,000 to 19,000 afy, not in relation to the
500,000 afy of total pumping in the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin. Viewed in this
light, and viewed in the light of the current recommendations by MCWRA that existing
pumping be reduced in the Pressure Subarea, the marginal increase in pumping of
2,492 afy to support future Ord community buildout is a considerable contribution.
Finally, MCWD cannot argue that pumping to support the Ord buildout would be less
than a considerable contribution to significant groundwater impacts because some
portion of that pumping would come from the 900-foot Aquifer, also known as the Deep
Aquifer. Based on available stratigraphic analysis and modeling, Mr. Parker
demonstrates that increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer will also cause depletion of
the 180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers because those aquifers are the source of recharge
to the Deep Aquifer. Mr. Parker also demonstrates that increased pumping from the
Deep Aquifer will aggravate seawater intrusion to the 180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers.
Increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer may deplete that aquifer and it may also
induce seawater intrusion into the Deep Aquifer itself. Finally, MCWRA has now
recommended a moratorium new pumping from the 900-foot Aquifer.14
9. Other matters

Thank you for the opportunity to review the document.
Sincerely,

Michael DeLapa
Executive Director
References – provided via digital electronic media:
1. Timothy Parker, Technical Memorandum to John Farrow, Oct. 8, 2016.

In addition, many of LandWatch’s 2011 comments on the previous project and
environmental document have never been addressed. We have the following additional
comments on the revised project and environmental document:
a. Project Description. Marina Coast Water District (MCWD) currently is
working with the Salinas Valley Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency
to address requirements of the Groundwater Sustainability Act. Under the
proposed project, MCWD would be able to more effectively address the
Act’s requirements because it would have the authority to levy fees and/or
taxes to fund needed projects. The Initial Study should identify this as a
project outcome.
b. General Plan Consistency with Base Reuse Plan. The document finds
that all General Plans and/or project EIRs are consistent with the Reuse
Plan EIR (p. 18) The germane consistency determination is consistency
of General Plans, etc. with the FORA Reuse Plan, not the FORA Reuse
Plan EIR. Please identify those general plans that have not had a
consistency determination, e.g., 2010 Monterey County General Plan.
Revise the following statement as needed:
c. Table 3. The table identifies Water and Wastewater Service providers. It
shows MCWD as providing water service to the City of Seaside. The
14

MCWRA, Recommendations to Address the Expansion of Seawater Intrusion in
the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, Oct. 2017, pp 2-3, available at
http://www.co.monterey.ca.us/home/showdocument?id=57394
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referenced 2003 City of Seaside General Plan identifies MCWD as
working on the Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project for the
former Fort Ord; however, the table should be augmented to identify the
California American Water as the primary water provider. Table 3 also
identifies MCWD as providing water service to the City of Monterey.
MCWD’s service would only apply to the City of Monterey projects on the
former Fort Ord. The table should be augmented to identify the California
American Water as the primary water provider and MPWMD as the
agency charged with overseeing the water resources in the non-Fort Ord
areas.
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3. WRIME, Deep Aquifer Investigative Study, 2003.
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ey_water_project_II_overview.php.
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x

6,600 afy does not represent a baseline or “no new impact” pumping level for Fort
Ord. In fact, the SEIR identifies baseline pumping as the currently existing level of
pumping – variously reported by the SEIR as from 1,650 afy to 2,311 afy.

x

6,600 afy does not represent a safe yield for Fort Ord pumping. Safe yield cannot
be determined for the Fort Ord area by itself because it must be determined for the
hydrologically interconnected Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a whole.
MCWRA’s 2016 State of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin report explains that
the existing level of groundwater pumping is well beyond the Basin’s safe yield.
The California Department of Water Resource’s identification of the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin as critically overdrafted confirms this. So does Mr. Parker’s
attached technical memorandum.

x

Contrary to the out-of-date 2010 MCWD Urban Water Management Report relied
upon by the SEIR, the Salinas Valley Water Project will not halt seawater intrusion
and balance the Basin hydrologically. MCWRA now acknowledges that the
existing groundwater management projects, including the Salinas Valley Water
project, are insufficient to accomplish this, and that additional groundwater
management projects would be needed. These projects are not approved,
environmentally reviewed, or funded. The SEIR simply ignores this information,
despite Seaside’s obligation under the BRP to cooperate with MCWRA in
addressing seawater intrusion and determining the safe yield.

x

The SEIR fails to provide a discussion and analysis of actual physical impacts from
increased pumping as CEQA requires. The SEIR improperly assumes that as long
as a water supply has been allocated on paper, there is no need to discuss the
physical impacts from using that supply. The SEIR gets this entirely wrong: as the
California Supreme Court has explained, the “ultimate question under CEQA . . . is
not whether an EIR establishes a likely source of water, but whether it adequately
addresses the reasonably foreseeable impacts of supplying water to the project.”
Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007)
40 Cal.4th 412, 434 (emphasis in original).

x

The SEIR fails to provide an adequate discussion of cumulative water supply
impacts. The DSEIR purports to “tier” from the program EIR for the Base Reuse
Plan, but then does not even summarize that document’s conclusion. The Base
Reuse plan PEIR concludes that cumulative impacts, viewed at the relevant
geographic scale of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, are significant and
unavoidable. The Monterey Downs SEIR looks only at Fort Ord demand,
improperly conflating its project-specific and cumulative analyses, and then claims
that there would be no significant cumulative impact as long as total Fort Ord
demand remains within the 6,600 afy allocation. This ostrich-like approach ignores

City of Seaside City Council
c/o City Clerk
440 Harcourt Avenue
Seaside, CA 93955
e-mail: CityClerk@ci.seaside.ca.us
Re: Final EIR for Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and Central Coast
Cemetery Specific Plan (SCH201291056)
Dear Members of the City Council:
On behalf of LandWatch Monterey County (“LandWatch”) we write regarding
the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (“FSEIR”) and the Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (“DSEIR”) (together, the “SEIR”) for the
Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and Central Coast Cemetery Specific Plan
(“Project”) and regarding the proposed approval of Project entitlements.
The FSEIR fails adequately to address the issues raised by public comments on
the DSEIR made by LandWatch and others. In addition, approval of the project
entitlements is inconsistent with the Fort Ord Reuse Plan (also known as the Base Reuse
plan or “BRP”).
LandWatch reiterates its request that the City revise and recirculate the SEIR to
address the defects set out in its comments.
A. Summary of comments
WATER ANALYSIS INADEQUATE: The SEIR fails to meet CEQA’s
requirements for an adequate analysis of water supply impacts because it assumes
uncritically that there would be no significant impacts to the Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin as long as pumping to support Fort Ord demand does not exceed the 6,600 afy that
MCWRA “allocated” to the Army in 1993. Thus, it concludes that there would be no
significant impact for Phases 1-3 of the project because water for those phases could be
supplied from uncommitted portions of the 6,600 afy allocation. The SEIR does not
support this conclusion with any actual analysis of impacts to the basin from increased
pumping; it simply assumes that 6,600 afy can be pumped without impact. As the
comments below and the attached letter from hydrologist Timothy Parker explains that
assumption is completely unfounded:
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the fact that there is already a significant cumulative impact and that additional
pumping will aggravate overdraft and seawater intrusion.
PARTIAL PROJECT NOT ANALYZED: The SEIR admits that a water supply
for Phases 4-6 is uncertain and so proposes simply not building Phases 4-6 as a
mitigation measure for water supply impacts. Despite LandWatch’s request and CEQA’s
mandate, the SEIR fails to assess the impact of not building these phases. Not building
Phases 4-6 would render the project primarily residential and eliminate most of the
commercial and jobs-creating uses. This would render the project inconsistent with
Seaside and BRP policies mandating a strong jobs to housing ratio. It would also force
residents to travel farther for jobs and shopping, increasing vehicle trips per capita and
aggravating GHG impacts, which are based on per capita CO2 emissions. And not
building the hotels, commercial space, and racetrack would render the fiscal effects of the
project negative.
GHG ANALYSIS INADEQUATE: The FSEIR violates CEQA because if fails
to disclose the actual basis of the numerous mitigation credits taken for GHG reduction
measures. The DSEIR takes 25 distinct credits for project features to reduce the
projected GHG emissions. When LandWatch asked for the specific assumptions that
would justify these credits, the FSEIR simply referred LandWatch to documentation that
confirms that project-specific assumptions are required, but does not provide those
assumptions for this project. Thus, there is no evidence in the record that the claimed
GHG reductions are warranted, and the FSEIR violates CEQA because it fails to provide
good-faith reasoned responses to comments.
GHG MITIGATION INADEQUATE: The SEIR admits that GHG impacts will
remain significant and unavoidable even after implementation of proposed mitigation.
CEQA requires that the City adopt all feasible mitigation as long as impacts remain
significant. CEQA also requires that the City respond to each mitigation measure
proposed by the public and either adopt it or explain why it would not be effective or
feasible. The FSEIR fails to respond at all to numerous feasible GHG mitigation
proposed by the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control Agency and by LandWatch.
The FSEIR rejects other mitigation, such as mandated solar electrical and water heating
systems, without any showing that it is infeasible or ineffective. This violates CEQA.
FSEIR TAKES UNJUSTIFIED VEHICLE TRIP REDUCTION CREDIT AND
REFUSES TO EXPLAIN IT: The traffic analysis assumes that 28% of vehicle trips will
remain within the project site. Caltrans, TAMC, and LandWatch objected that this socalled “internal capture” rate is unjustified and unjustifiable. The FSEIR claimed that it
provided documentation to Caltrans in response to its objection and that Caltrans had
made no further objection. Not true. Caltrans has continued to object. Regardless,
giving documentation to Caltrans does not answer the objections and questions raised by
TAMC and LandWatch. The FSEIR also claims that the trip capture data is in the
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DSEIR. This is not true. Indeed, if it were, it would not have been necessary to furnish
the information privately to Caltrans.
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION IS INADEQUATE: The traffic
analysis contains a number of additional flaws.
x

The proposed mitigation for special event traffic, events which could occur as
frequently as 125 times per year, is a to-be-determined-later “Events Management
Plan.” This mitigation is entirely ad hoc with no standards for what level of
congestion will be permitted. This violates CEQA’s requirement for specific
performance standards when formulation of mitigation is deferred until after project
approval.

x

As Caltrans objected, the FSEIR fails to apply Caltrans’ level of service standard in
its analysis of the significance of impacts, even though it applies the adopted
service standards for other jurisdictions (e.g., Marina, the County). Caltrans’ goal is
to maintain service at the cusp of LOS C and D. The FSEIR ignores impacts unless
service degrades to LOS D, and thus fails to disclose additional significant impacts
to Caltrans’ facilities.

x

The SEIR admits dozens of significant impacts to roads and intersections that will
not be mitigated. LandWatch proposes that impacts to freeway ramps could be
addressed with ramp metering and that the project should make fair share payments
for this. The FSEIR responds that ramp metering is not planned by Caltrans so is
infeasible. This is not true. Caltrans’ current plan for the SR 1 corridor in the
project vicinity expressly plans ramp metering. Again, the FSEIR’s comment
responses fail to evince good-faith.

NOISE ANALYSIS IS DEEPLY FLAWED: Noise from recreational areas of the
project, including the Sports Arena, horse track, swimming center, and other equestrian
facilities, noise from project construction, and noise from project traffic will exceed noise
standards adopted by the Fort Ord Reuse Plan and the City of Seaside. Despite
LandWatch’s objections, the SEIR fails to acknowledge this and to provide a legally
adequate noise analysis:
x

The SEIR ignores one whole category of noise standards from the Base Reuse
Plan, which are specifically intended to protect sensitive uses from loud short-term
noise from activities like construction, sports events, and musical concerts. Unlike
the 24-hour average noise standards, these so-called “statistical” noise standards
regulate peak noise events and cumulative noise for intervals of 1, 5, 15, and 30
minutes in an hour. Without these standards, highly annoying short-term noise
would be permitted, such as crowd cheering, PA systems, musical events, and
swimming pool timing horns. Seaside has failed to adopt the BRP’s statistical
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noise standards even though the BRP mandates that it do so and in fact bars it from
approving any projects in Fort Ord until it does so.

a failure to build out the commercial and recreational uses, the project will conflict with
BRP (and Seaside) policies mandating a balanced jobs/housing ratio.

x

The SEIR’s analysis and mitigation of construction noise contains no quantitative
analysis to determine if the project would exceed applicable standards, despite
express requirements in the Seaside noise ordinance and BRP policies for
quantitative assessment. Mitigation does not require the construction noise to meet
any noise standard. Noise engineer Derek Watry demonstrates that construction
noise would exceed applicable standards and that mitigation to meet applicable
standards is infeasible.

BELATED ELIMINATION OF RACING RENDERS ANALYSIS INVALID:
The last-minute elimination of horse-racing from the list of allowed uses does not
actually ensure that racing will not be permitted by a subsequent interpretation or revision
of the specific plan, particularly if regulation of racing is found to be preempted by state
law. If Seaside were serious about the racing ban, it could and should make the ban
enforceable by identifying it as CEQA mitigation and by banning horseracing by
ordinance.

x

The SEIR’s analysis of stationary noise impacts, e.g., noise from recreational
facilities, fails to identify a consistent threshold of significance so it is unclear how
the SEIR determines significance. Furthermore, the only noise standard mentioned
in the proposed mitigation differs from the noise standards discussed in the
qualitative assessment of the significance of impacts. And again, the SEIR fails to
provide the required quantitative assessment of noise levels with and without
mitigation.

Horseracing is an integral part of the economic justification for the project,
representing 40% of the jobs and the primary attraction that would generate hotel taxes,
without which the Wildan Report indicates that the project would be a fiscal loss for
Seaside. There is no analysis that would suggest that other uses will replace these
equestrian jobs and revenues.

x

x

The SEIR fails to assess and mitigate noise impacts to open space users. BRP
policies mandate strict standards to protect passively used open space, and
information in the FSEIR indicates that this standard is not met. Passive open
space use will be directly adjacent to the noisiest portions of the project.
Numerous comments have objected to the imposition of the project’s noise on this
use.
The traffic noise analysis is flawed because the analysis fails to protect outdoor
uses by failing to measure impacts at the property line as required by both the
City’s noise ordinance and the BRP. Furthermore, the FSEIR refused to provide
essential information to understand the traffic noise analysis requested by
LandWatch: the identification of the land use and applicable noise standards on the
road segments affected by the project. As Mr. Watry explains, for at least one
segment, this omission obscures the fact that the project will contribute
considerably to a significant cumulative noise impact.

THE PROJECT IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE BASE REUSE PLAN: The
project conflicts with numerous noise policies in the BRP. Seaside has failed to adopt
required BRP noise standards and has failed to undertake noise analysis required by BRP
policies. Project noise will exceed standards in several BRP noise policies. The SEIR
admits that the project is inconsistent with BRP water policies requiring additional water
supplies and prohibiting approval of a development project without an assured long-term
water supply. If water supply limitations result in a predominately residential project and

And even if Seaside is not concerned about fiscal consequences of the bait-andswitch strategy saddling it with unbalanced residential construction, Seaside is still
accountable for the inadequate environmental analysis. Without the commercial and jobs
uses assumed in the SEIR, the assumed jobs/housing balance will not materialize. This
would result in inconsistencies with Seaside and BRP policies, including policies
intended to minimize transportation and air pollution impacts and conserve water
supplies to support balanced growth.
For all of these reasons, LandWach urges the Seaside City Council to decline to
certify the inadequate SEIR and to decline to approve project entitlements.
Detailed comments are set out below and in the attached letters from hydrologist
Timothy Parker and noise engineer Derek Watry.
B. The SEIR fails as an informational document because its discussion of
groundwater impacts is incomplete and inadequate.
Because the FSEIR fails to provide adequate responses to the issues LandWatch
raised in its DSEIR comments, LandWwatch asked hydrogeologist Timothy Parker to
review the SEIR and relevant documentation. Mr. Parker’s comments are attached and
incorporated by reference in the discussion below.
1.

The FSEIR fails to respond adequately to comments objecting to reliance on
the 6,600 afy allocation as the basis to find impacts less than significant.

LandWatch objected that the DSEIR improperly concludes that project-specific
and cumulative impacts would be less than significant in Phases 1-3 based on the fact that
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a portion of the 6,600 afy allocation to Fort Ord from the 1993 annexation agreement
remains unallocated and thus available to the Project. Comment PO 208-22.

because 1) it mischaracterizes LandWatch’s comments and 2) it implies that there is no
connection between the 6,600 afy allocation and the remaining unclaimed portions of the
sub-allocations to the City and County:

The SEIR consistently implies or states that impacts would be less than significant
as long as the 6,600 afy “allocation” to Fort Ord, or the “sub-allocation” to the City of
Seaside and/or the County of Monterey that remains available to the project, is not
exceeded. See DSEIR at 4.8-34 to 35 (project-specific groundwater supply impact less
than significant through Phase 3 because “Project would only use groundwater that is
within MCWD’s existing 6,600 AFY allocation”), 4.8-46 (same for cumulative water
quality impact), 4.19-22 to 25 (project specific water supply impact less than significant
through phase 3 and “potentially significant” for Phases 4-6), 4.19-32 (“project-related
cumulatively considerable water supply impacts” are “significant and unavoidably
cumulatively-considerable” for Phases 4-6). 1
Thus, the DSEIR’s clear implication is that as long as total pumping for Fort Ord
does not exceed the 6,600 afy allocation, there would be no significant impact.
LandWatch objected that this conclusion is unwarranted because the 6,600 afy
does not represent either a baseline usage or a safe yield determination. The FSEIR
admits that the 6,600 afy is neither a baseline nor a safe yield. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1027.
However, the FSEIR response fails to provide the required good-faith reasoned analysis
DSEIR section 4.19 outlines the allocation of the 6,600 afy to the various jurisdiction within the
Ord Community in Table 4.19-2, Groundwater Allocation by Jurisdiction. DSEIR, p. 4.19-4. Section 4.19
then identifies the sub-allocations to projects within the City of Seaside and the County of Monterey in
Table 4.19-4, Groundwater Sub-Allocations, concluding that there is 412.9 afy of “City/County
Unallocated” water supply. DSEIR, p. 4.19-5. DSEIR section 4.19 explains that the project’s potable
demand for Phases 1-4 would be 410.8 afy, which is within the “existing unallocated water supply of 412.9
AFY” and therefore “a less than significant impact concerning potable water demand is concluded for
Project Phases I through IV.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-23. Section 4.19 then explains that there is only sufficient
“unallocated non-potable water supply” for Phases 1-3 and that therefore a “potentially significant impact
is identified for Project Phases IV through VI.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-24. Section 4.19 proposes Mitigation
Measure W-1, which would require “proof of an adequate water supply” that ensures “current unused water
supply is allocated” before future development is permitted. Section 4.19 then concludes that “given the
uncertainties involving the water supply options, sufficient water supplies would not be endured to Phases
IV through VI. Therefore impacts concerning water supply availability would remain significant and
unavoidable.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-26.
1

Section 4.19 uses the same arithmetic to conclude that the “project-related cumulatively
considerable water supply impacts” are less than significant for phases 1-3 but significant and unavoidable
for phases 4-6 due to “the uncertainties involving the water supply options.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-32.
DSEIR section 4.8 references the discussion in section 4.19 and states that impacts from Phases 46 would be “potentially significant” because “additional groundwater would be need to be acquired to meet
the remainder of the Project’s groundwater demand for Phases IV through VI.” DSEIR, p. 4.8-34. Section
4.8 goes on to explain that because of “uncertainties involving the water supply options, sufficient water
supplies would not be ensured to Phases IV through VI. Therefore impacts in this regard would be
significant and unavoidable.” DSEIR, pp. 4.8-34 to 4.8-35.
Section 4.8 draws the same conclusions regarding cumulative impacts as section 4.19.

The commenter's following assertions are incorrect: (1) SEIR does not conclude
that water supply impacts would be less than significant if total water demand for
Project buildout is below 6,600 AFY; and (2) SEIR does not conclude that water
supply impacts would be less than significant if total water demand for Phases IIII is below 6,600 AFY. Rather, DSEIR page 4.19-30 states that under the
1993Agreement, 6,600 AFY of the Salinas Basin groundwater is available for use
on Ord Community Service Area lands, not limited only to the Project. As stated
in MR 11.3.9 (Water) and Response PO 208-5, DSEIR page 4.19-23 concludes
that Phases I-IV would have a less than significant impact concerning potable
water demand because the existing unallocated potable water supply of 412.9
AFY (from the 1,722 AFY of groundwater FORA allocated to the City and
County) would be sufficient to meet the total potable water demand of
approximately 410.8 AFY for these phases combined. Furthermore, as stated in
MR 11.3.9 (Water) and Response PO 208-5, DSEIR page 4.19-26 concludes that
sufficient water supplies cannot be assured to Phases IV-VI at this time, despite
implementation of feasible mitigation (Mitigation Measure W-1); therefore,
impacts concerning water supply availability would remain significant and
unavoidable. As can be seen from these statements, the above conclusions are not
premised on the assumption that the 6,600 AFY allocation from the Agreement
either represents the baseline condition or the safe yield from the affected
aquifers, on which to base the Project's water supply analysis, as falsely asserted
by commenter.”
FSEIR p. 11.4-1027, emphasis added.
First, LandWatch did not suggest, as the FSEIR states, that the DSEIR finds
impacts less than significant as long as the Project itself does not use 6,600 afy.
LandWatch objected that “the DEIR assumes that as long as the Project does not exceed
its allocation of a portion of the 6,600 ‘entitlement’ there will be no significant water
supply impacts.” PO 208-22.
Second, the response simply ignores the fact that the sub-allocations to the City
and the County that will not be exceeded until Phase 4 represent portions of the 6,600 afy
allocation and that the DSEIR clearly identifies exceeding the 6,600 afy allocation as the
basis for a significant impact. For example, in discussing the rationale for its conclusion
that project-specific impacts are less than significant through Phase 3 but not after that,
the DSEIR explains that “the Ord Community is allocated 6,600 AFY of groundwater”
and that “[t]he project would only use groundwater that is within the MCWD’s existing
allocation.” DSEIR, p. 4.8-34; see DSEIR, p. 4.9-9 (identifying the 1993 Annexation
Agreement as the source of this allocation); 4.19-4 to 5 (explaining that the groundwater
allocation by jurisdiction is based on FORA’s sub-allocation of the 6,600 afy allocation
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to the Ord Community); see also FSEIR, p. 11.4-1027 (“sufficient water supplies cannot
be assured to Phases IV-VI at this time, despite implementation of feasible mitigation
(Mitigation Measure W-1); therefore, impacts concerning water supply availability would
remain significant and unavoidable”)

As Mr. Parker explains, the existence of the 6,600 afy allocation to Fort Ord does
not establish that additional pumping within that 6,600 afy would have not significant
impact. Mr. Parker demonstrates the following:

Indeed, if exceeding the 6,600 afy allocation is not the basis on which the SEIR
identifies a significant cumulative impact, then the SEIR fails to provide any clear
threshold for that conclusion. The FSEIR itself confirms that “groundwater supply is
determined by the allocations and sub-allocations shown in DSEIR Tables 4.19-3 and
4.19-4.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1027. These tables clearly indicate that the groundwater supply
to the Ord Community is 6,600 afy. DSEIR, p. 4.19-4.
2. The SEIR’s assumption that the project’s Phase 1-3 impact is less than
significant because it is within the 6,600 afy allocation is not supported by
analysis in the SEIR and is not accurate.
It is clear that the SEIR assumes that 1) there will be no significant cumulative
impact from all BRP projects taken together as long as their combined water use is less
than 6,600 afy, and 2) the Project itself will not make a considerable contribution to a
significant cumulative impact as long as its water use does not exceed the portion of that
6,600 afy that has not been allocated to other projects.
Because the SEIR assumes that there would be no significant cumulative impact
(and no considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact) as long as Fort Ord
projects stay within the 6,600 afy entitlement, it fails to consider the possibilities that,
even if the 6,600 afy threshold is not crossed, 1) there is already a significant cumulative
impact from existing pumping, 2) that increased pumping from all projects including
Monterey Downs in the future may result in a significant cumulative impact, and 3)
increased pumping for the Monterey Downs project may be a considerable contribution
to a significant cumulative impact.
In fact, the SEIR’s conclusions that there is no significant cumulative impact as
long as total Fort Ord pumping stays within 6,600 afy and that there is no considerable
contribution to such an impact if the project does not exceed its sub-allocation of that
6,600 afy are legally flawed and factually unsupported.
As the California Supreme Court has explained, the “ultimate question under
CEQA . . . is not whether an EIR establishes a likely source of water, but whether it
adequately addresses the reasonably foreseeable impacts of supplying water to the
project.” Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova
(“Vineyard”) (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 434 (emphasis in original). The SEIR gets this
exactly wrong, focusing on whether there is a water source (i.e., a portion of the 6,600
afy allocation) for the project instead of discussing the impact of using that water source.

x

The BRP Program Environmental Impact Report (“PEIR”) did not assume that
6,600 afy could be pumped without impact. That document expressly provided
that pumping within this allocation might in fact cause additional seawater
intrusion, and it required specific mitigation that was intended to avoid this
outcome. This includes the duty to determine safe yield and to accelerate the
provision of additional water supply if groundwater pumping were unable to
supply 6,600 afy without causing further seawater intrusion. BRP PEIR, pp. 4-49,
4-53 to 4-54.

x

In fact, even though the allocated 6,600 afy has not yet been pumped, seawater
intrusion has been exacerbated by cumulative pumping since the BRP PEIR was
certified (e.g., another 2 miles advance of the seawater intrusion front) and will be
exacerbated in the future by any additional pumping, including pumping to
support the Project, whether from the 180-foot, 400-foot, or 900-foot aquifers.

Nor does the purported “reliability” of the water supply demonstrate that its use is
without significant impacts. Mr. Parker demonstrates the following:
x The fact that the capacity of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin (“SVGB”) is
large enough to smooth out year-to-year climatic variations does not mean that
this pumping does not deplete the aquifer over time. In fact, an ongoing annual
average rate of depletion of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin since the
1930’s has caused more than 5 miles of seawater intrusion. Thus, the
groundwater supply may be “reliable” only in the sense that there would be
available water in normal, single, and multiple dry years, the analytic periods
required by the Water Code for an urban water management plan. But using that
water exacerbates an overdraft condition and exacerbates seawater intrusion.
x The claim in MCWD’s WSA and 2010 UWMP that the Salinas Valley Water
Project (“SVWP”) ensures a “reliable supply” in the sense of a “no impact”
supply is not accurate. The Salinas Valley Water Project’s 2002 modeling
assumptions for cumulative demand have not proved accurate. Demand
substantially exceeds the levels at which the Salinas Valley Water Project
modeling assumed seawater intrusion would be controlled. The Monterey
County Water Resources Agency (“MCWRA”) now admits that the Salinas
Valley Water Project will not halt seawater intrusion and that additional projects
are needed. The most recent comprehensive report on the state of the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin indicates that existing pumping from the basin as a
whole is not sustainable. The report documents that the safe or sustainable yield
of the Pressure Subarea, the subarea from which the project would draw its
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water, is only 110,000 to 117,000 afy, but groundwater pumping exceeds this
yield by about 12,000 to 19,000 afy.
x The fact that seawater intrusion has not been detected yet in the 900-foot aquifer
does not mean that pumping the 900-foot aquifer is without impact. Existing
stratigraphy and modeling show that pumping the 900-foot aquifer will induce
seawater intrusion in the upper aquifers, i.e, the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers.
And pumping the 900-foot aquifer and may lead to seawater intrusion in the 900foot aquifer through either of two routes: a direct hydraulic connection with the
bay or through inter-aquifer transfer. The SEIR fails to address this, despite
LandWatch comments asking for just this information.
3. 6,600 afy does not constitute baseline use.
It is clear that the 6,600 afy allocation does not represent baseline pumping.
Thus, the City may not simply assume that pumping within the 6,600 allocation is not a
new impact.
First, in response to landWatch’s comments, the FSEIR denies that 6,600 afy is
intended to represent either a baseline or safe yield. FSEIR, p. p. 11.4-1027.
Second, in response to LandWatch’s request that the SEIR actually identify
baseline use (PO 208-10, 208-14), the FSEIR references Master Response 11.3.9 and the
discussions in the DSEIR sections 4.8 and 4.19. FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1022-1023. The
FSEIR’s Master Response 11.3.9 identifies baseline conditions for MCWD’s Fort Ord
area as the 2015 consumption of 1,650 afy (of which total the City was using 505 afy and
the County 55 afy). FSEIR, p. 11.3-9. Section 4.19 of the DSEIR reports baseline
pumping in the Ord Community Service Area from 2001 to 2010 as 2,311 afy, based on
the MCWD Water Supply Assessment. DSEIR, p. 4.19-1 to 4.19-2. (Section 4.8 of the
DSEIR reports pumping capacity and planned future pumping, but not baseline pumping.
DSEIR, pp. 4.8-8 to 4.8-10, 4.8-33 to 4.8-35.) Regardless whether baseline pumping is
assumed to be the 1,650 pumped in 2015 or the 2,311 afy average from 2001 to 2010, it
is clear that the baseline is not 6,600 afy.
Third, the average pumping at the time that Fort Ord was in use by the Army was
never 6,600 afy. That amount represents a single peak year pumping in 1984. The 1993
Army/MCWRA agreement reports that average pumping from 1988-1992, the period that
brackets the 1991 closure decision, was about 5,200 afy. Agreement No. A-06404
between U.S.A. and MCWRA, Sept 21, 1993, ¶ 4c.
Fourth, the BRP PEIR does not identify 6,600 afy as the baseline use. The
discussion of water supply in the section captioned “environmental setting” references
the Army/MCWRA agreement that “6,600 acre feet per year (afy) of water is available
from the Salinas Valley groundwater basin for Former Fort Ord land uses, provided that
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such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion.” BRP
PEIR, p. 4-49. However, the discussion in this section does not identify any prior
pumping amounts, and a reference to an agreement regarding future pumping does not
even purport to identify historic baseline pumping. As Mr. Parker explains, the BRP
PEIR provides that mitigation would be required for any pumping that would lead to an
increase in seawater intrusion, even if this occurs before the 6,600 afy allocation is
pumped. The BRP PEIR’s discussion of the environmental setting with respect to water
supplies identifies the 6,600 afy figure as the allocation in the MCWRA/Army
agreement, not as baseline use. The discussion expressly provides that this allocation is
available only “provided that such provisions do not aggravate or accelerate the existing
seawater intrusion.” BRP PEIR, p. 4-49.
Fifth, if the BRP PEIR adopts any baseline figure for Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin pumping on the Former Fort Ord, that figure is not 6,600 afy. The figure may be
the 5,100 afy average pumping for the 4 to 5 years immediately prior to 1991, based on
the Army’s NEPA documents. In Section 1.2.2, Baseline Determination, the BRP PEIR
expressly adopts the Amy’s NEPA document baseline: “As with the Army’s FEIS and
DSEIS, this EIR determines whether the proposed project may have a significant effect
on the environment based on physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” BRP
PEIR, p. 1-3. The BRP PEIR states that this approach “complies with Section 21083.8.1
of the Public Resources Code and utilizes the extensive research already conducted for
the Army’s NEPA documents, which use the same baseline year.” Id. Section
21083.8.1 permits a reuse plan EIR or EIS to rely on conditions at the time of the closure
decision as a baseline provided that certain procedures are followed. 2
The BRP PEIR then identifies the specific NEPA documents that were used to
determine the Environmental Setting for water supply analysis. BRP PEIR, pp. 1-3, 1-10
(Table 1.9-1). These include the Army’s December 1995 Draft SEIS, the Army’s June
1993 Final EIS Volume 1, and the Army’s April 1992 “Other Physical Attributes
Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California.” These documents identify the baseline water
use from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as 5,100 afy, not as 6,600 afy, as follows:

These procedures include circulation of proposed baseline conditions to affected agencies “prior to
circulating a draft EIR” followed by a public hearing at which “the lead agency shall specify whether it will
adopt any of the baseline physical conditions for the reuse plan EIR and identify those conditions.”
Guidelines, § 15229(a)(1), (2). Although the BRP PEIR states that it availed itself of the Public Resources
Code § 21083.8.1 baseline provisions and that baseline conditions are as of the September 1991 closure
decision (BRP PEIR p. 1-3), there is no evidence that FORA actually followed the process required by
Public Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify baseline water use
conditions in a document circulated before the PEIR and to state an intent to adopt that as the baseline. See
FORA, Resolution 97-6, June 13, 1997 (Certifying BRP PEIR and discussing proceedings and hearings).
CEQA does not authorize FORA to rely on the Army’s prior compliance with these procedures, if in fact
the Army did comply.
2
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x The 1996 Final SEIS states that “[a]s reported in the final EIS (Volume 1, page 456), average water demand on Fort Ord was 5,100 acre-feet (af) during 19861989. Water use has declined in recent years with the decrease in the number of
personnel living on and occupying the base. Annual water use was 5,634 af in
water year 1992, 3,971 af in 1993, and 3,235 af in 1994.” 3
x The June 1993 Final EIS states that “[a]nnual water consumption decreased from
a high of 6,600 acre-feet in 1984 to an average of 5,100 acre-feet during 19861989.” 4 Table 4.5-2 identifies 5,100 afy as the average pumpage for Fort Ord. 5
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full. CEQA does not permit the imposition of mitigation unless there are significant
impacts. Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(3). Thus, treating 6,600 afy as a baseline “no impact”
level is inconsistent with the fact that BRP PEIR repeatedly states that use of the 6,600
afy allocation is only to be permitted if it does not contribute to seawater intrusion and
that mitigation may be required even if water use does not rise to 6,600 afy. See BRP
PEIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54.
And the Army’s EIS also makes clear that 1) there is no categorical right to pump
6,600 afy, and 2) even the right to pump up to 5,200 afy is subject to a no-harm
condition:

x The April 1992 Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California,
provides a table of annual pumping, from which it is apparent that average annual
pumping from 1986-1989 is 5,083 afy and the average from 1986-1990 is 5,126
afy. 6 That 1992 report identified declining water use from 1980 to 1990, except
for the single year 1984. 7
In sum, if the Army actually followed the procedures of Public Resources Code §
21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to adopt a baseline figure and if FORA also
complied with those procedures, then the baseline water use was not 6,600 afy but only
5,100 afy. The outlier 6,600 afy figure from 1984 could not have been used as a baseline
because it does not represent the “physical conditions that were present at the time the
decision became final to close Fort Ord as a military base (September, 1991).” BRP
PEIR, p. 1-3; see Public Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c).
Sixth, even if FORA or the Army had followed the process required by Public
Resources Code § 21083.8.1(c) and CEQA Guidelines § 15229 to identify a baseline
condition for water, they were required to “state in writing how the lead agency intends to
integrate the baseline for analysis with the reuse planning and environmental review
process.” Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(C). The BRP PEIR does explain how
the 6,600 afy figure is to be integrated into its analysis and mitigation of water supply
impacts. BRP PEIR, pp. 4-49, 4-53 to 4-54. And that discussion does not indicate an
intent to treat 6,600 afy as a baseline condition within which there is no significant
impact, because it requires mitigation even if the 6,600 afy allocation is not pumped in
3
Dept. Of the Army, Final Supplemental EIS Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1996, p. 4-11,
available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1538//Section_4.pdf. The quote from the
Final SEIS is of the unchanged text of the 1995 Draft SEIS.
4
Dept. of the Army, Final EIS, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse, June 1993, p. 4-57, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
5

Id. at 4-59.

US Army Corps of Engineers, Other Physical Attributes Baseline Study of Fort Ord, California,
April 1992, p. 1-6, available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-2202//Section_1.pdf.

6

7

Id. at 1-6, 1-14.

MCWRA will not object to Fort Ord/POM Annex withdrawal from the basin of
up to 6,600 af/yr, provided that no more than 5,200 af/yr are withdrawn from the
180-foot aquifer and 400-foot aquifer and that such withdrawals do not threaten to
aggravate or accelerate the existing seawater intrusion problem. 8
Seventh, Public Resources Code, § 21083.8.1(c)(A) provides that “[p]rior to the
close of the hearing, the lead agency may specify the baseline conditions for the reuse
plan environmental impact report prepared, or in the process of being prepared, for the
closure of the base. The lead agency may specify particular physical conditions that it
will examine in greater detail than were examined in the environmental impact
statement.” The BRP FEIR does in fact require further analysis of physical conditions
than the analysis provided in the EIR. For example, Program C-3.1 requires
determination of the safe yield of the portion of Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin “to determine available water supplies.” BRP PEIR, p. 4-55.
Program C-3.2 require further investigation of seawater intrusion in the context of the
Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan and measures to prevent further intrusion. Again,
these provisions are simply inconsistent with treating 6,600 afy as a permissible baseline
use that would not constitute a significant impact.
4. 6,600 afy is not a safe yield.
Safe yield or sustainable yield is defined as “the amount of groundwater that can
be pumped annually on a long-term basis without causing undesirable results.” 9 The
FSEIR admits that 6,600 afy does not represent a safe yield figure for pumping to support
Fort Ord reuse. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1027.

Dept. of the Army, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement Fort Ord Disposal and
Reuse, June 1996, p. 4-11, emphasis added, available at http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW1538//Section_4.pdf.
8

9
Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57, available at
http://docs.fortordcleanup.com/ar_pdfs/AR-BW-1348//Section_4/section_4.5.pdf.
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The Final EIS for the Fort Ord base closure and reuse also acknowledges that 1)
safe yield must be determined for the entire groundwater basin and 2) pumping for Fort
Ord already exceeded safe yield as of 1993:

Valley Water Project) is from 499,000 to 506,000 afy, and existing pumping already
exceeds this yield by 17,000 to 24,000 afy. 12

The concept of safe yield is meaningful only when applied to an entire
groundwater basin. The amount of yield available to individual users within the
basin depends of the amounts and locations of pumping by other users. In the
Salinas Valley groundwater basin, present pumping in and near Fort Ord exceeds
safe yield in the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers, as indicated by continuing
seawater intrusion and water levels below sea level in those aquifers. This
indicates that the yield from the 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers for Fort Ord is
less than its present pumpage, assuming that pumping by other users remains
unchanged. 10

Instead of providing current information about safe yield for the basin, the FSEIR
recites the out-of-date claim in the MCWD 2010 UWMP that the Salinas Valley Water
Project is expected to balance the basin by resulting in a “net increase in storage of about
6,000 ac-ft annually.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1025. As Mr. Parker demonstrates, this claim is
simply unsupportable in light of current information:
x The Salinas Valley Water Project EIR’s modeling analysis claimed only that the
Salinas Valley Water Project would balance the basin on the basis of 1995
demand levels, of about 473,000 afy.
x The Salinas Valley Water Project modeling projected that basin-wide demand
would decline from 1995 to 2030 from 473,000 afy to 443,000 afy; however
demand has averaged over 500,000 afy since 1995.

Base Reuse Plan Hydrology and Water Quality Program C 3-1 requires that Seaside work
with MCWRA to determine safe yield to determine available water supplies:
The City shall continue to work with the MCWRA and the MPWMD to estimate the
safe yield in the context of the Salinas Valley Basin Management Plan for those
portions of the former Fort Ord overlying the Salinas Valley and the Seaside
groundwater basins to determine available water supplies.

x MCWRA has acknowledged that the demand assumptions used for the Salinas
Valley Water Project modeling did in fact understate basin-wide demand.
x MCWRA now acknowledges that additional future groundwater management
projects, in addition to the existing projects such as the Salinas Valley Water
Project, are required to mitigate and avoid future seawater intrusion.

BRP PEIR, p. 4-55. There is no evidence in the record that Seaside has in fact worked
with MCWRA to determine safe yield for the Fort Ord area. LandWatch’s DSEIR
comments specifically requested a water balance analysis showing sustainable yields for
the 180, 400, and 900 foot aquifers, i.e., the amounts that could be pumped without
mining or depleting the aquifers. PO 208-10, 208-14. The FSEIR did not provide this
information. FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1023, 11.3-7 to 11.3-11.3-17.
Furthermore, as the Final EIS for the Fort Ord base closure and reuse indicates,
the concept of safe yield only makes sense for a basin as whole, not just the Fort Ord
area. MCWRA’s most recent determination of the sustainable or safe yield for the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and the Pressure Subarea indicates that pumping has
been and remains in excess of safe yield. In particular, the 2016 State of the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin report indicates that the safe yield of the Pressure Subarea is
about 110,000 to 117, 000 afy and that existing pumping already exceeds this yield by
about 12,000 to 19,000 afy. 11 The safe yield for the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as
a whole (the four subareas constituting Zone 2C, the assessment area for the Salinas

10

Dept. of the Army, Fort Ord Disposal and Reuse Final EIS, June 1993, p. 4-57.

MCWRA, State of the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin, 2016, p. 4-25, available at
http://www.mcwra.co.monterey.ca.us/hydrogeologic_reports/documents/State_of_the_SRGBasin_Jan16_2
015.pdf.
11

x MCWRA’s current analysis, based on 2013 modeling by Geoscience, calls for
using 130,000 afy of surface water from the Salinas River to deliver additional
water for coastal use, above and beyond the amount that can be provided by the
Salinas Valley Water Project, in order to reduce coastal pumping and to establish
the necessary groundwater elevations to prevent seawater intrusion.
x There is no certainty that seawater intrusion will be mitigated or avoided because
the projects that are required to deliver this additional water are not committed,
funded, or environmentally reviewed.
The FSEIR’s continued reliance on the out-of-date claims for the Salinas Valley Water
Project made in the MCWD 2010 UWMP are unaccountable in light of the MCWRA’s
open and public work on the continuing problem of seawater intrusion since 2010. The
City of Seaside is required by BRP Hydrology and Water Quality Policy C-3 to “work
with” MCWRA “to estimate the current safe yield” and to “participate in implementing
measures to prevent future intrusion.” DSEIR, p. 4.8-20. It is difficult to believe that the
City has honored this policy obligation if it remains ignorant of MCWRA’s current
analysis of the seawater intrusion problem.
12

Id. at 4-26.
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Regardless, the City cannot claim that additional pumping in the Fort Ord area up
to 6,600 afy would be without impact on the grounds that 6,600 afy represents a safe
yield level for Fort Ord pumping.

Second, the expected basin management plan, the cooperation in mitigation of
seawater intrusion and development of new water supply, and the determination of safe
yield required by BRP policies, including Hydrology and Water Quality Policies B-1, B2, and C-3 have not materialized, and this is a substantial change in the BRP project
itself. Public Resources Code § 21166(a). Indeed, the FSEIR admits that there have been
substantial changes within the meaning of Public Resources Code § 21166. FSEIR at
14.4-1017 (acknowledging that the “various changes in the environmental and/or
regulatory setting over the years” requires an SEIR). One of the admitted change in
circumstances or changes in the BRP project is the “uncertainty” regarding “previously
identified long-term water supply options,” i.e., the options identified by the BRP PEIR
as the purported basis for finding impacts less than significant. DSEIR p. 4.8-47. The
DSEIR acknowledges that, in light of this uncertainty, it is no longer possible to find, as
the BRP PEIR found, that the project’s “adherence to the BRP policies and programs (as
outlined below) and additional mitigation measures” would adequately mitigate impacts
for all phases of the project.

5. The SEIR must provide an adequate and independent cumulative analysis of
water supply impacts because it may not rely on tiering from the BRP PEIR.
Changed circumstances, new information, and changes in the BRP itself that have
occurred since the BRP PEIR require reexamination of the cumulative analysis and
preclude tiering. Accordingly, the City is obliged to prepare a new water supply analysis
and not to tier from the water supply analysis in the BRP PEIR.
As LandWatch has objected, the SEIR may not tier from the BRP PEIR, at least
with respect to the water supply discussion. Public Resources Code § 21094(b) bars
tiering if the Project is not consistent with the plan for which the first tier EIR was
prepared. The SEIR admits that it is inconsistent with the BRP Hydrology and Water
Quality Policies B-1 and B-2, which policies require additional water supplies and
prohibit approval of a development project without an assured long-term water supply.
DSEIR, p. 4.9-10; FSEIR 14.4-1020.
Public Resources Code § 21094(b) also bars tiering if the project is not consistent
with the applicable General Plan. The project is inconsistent with Seaside’s General
Plan, as is evident from the need for substantial amendments to that General Plan. The
FSEIR’s argument that the Project would be consistent with the General Plan after
amendment would simply read this section of Public Resources Code § 21094(b) out of
the statute because the State Planning and Zoning law bars approval of projects that are
inconsistent with the General Plan. Furthermore, if the Project is inconsistent with the
General Plan, there can be no assurance that its impacts were adequately assessed by the
General Plan EIR.
Most problematically, Public Resources Code § 21094(b)(3) bars tiering if a
project is subject to Public Resources Code § 21166 and/or CEQA Guidelines § 15162
due to changed circumstances and/or new information. Here, there are changed
circumstances and new information that bar reliance on the out-of-date cumulative
analysis.
First, seawater intrusion has advanced significantly since the 1997 BRP PEIR,
constituting a substantially more severe significant effect than shown in the BRP PEIR.
See Guidelines § 15162(a)(3)(B) (“Significant effects previously examined will be
substantially more severe than shown in the previous EIR”). Within the meaning of
Public Resources Code § 21166(b) and (c) this is a “substantial change[] . . . with respect
to the circumstances under which the project is being undertaken” as well as “new
information, which was not known and could not have been known” at the time of the
BRP PEIR.

The FSEIR admits that “MCWD has not implemented their long-term water
supplies options to date” but apparently offers the excuse that this is “because the reuse
of the former Army base slowed down considerably during the economic downturn
beginning in 2008.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1026. This misinterprets the BRP PEIR’s water
supply policies and mitigation requirements by implying that there is no obligation to
provide any additional supply until 6,600 afy has been allocated to approved
development projects. As discussed above and in Mr. Parker’s comments, the BRP PEIR
analysis of water supply impacts makes it clear that FORA did not necessarily expect that
6,600 afy could be pumped from the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin to support uses
on Fort Ord without causing further seawater intrusion, and its policies and mitigation do
not permit the agencies to delay a solution if seawater intrusion persists. BRP PEIR, pp.
4-49, 4-53 to 4-54. As Mr. Parker demonstrates, seawater intrusion has advanced another
two miles since the BRP PEIR was certified.
Case law is clear that additional analysis of water supply impacts is required
under section 21166 when new information shows more severe impacts or the planned
water sources are not implemented timely:
To the extent that a subsequent subdivision proposal relies on different water
sources than were proposed in the specific plan it implements, or the likely
availability of the intended water sources has changed between the time of the
specific plan and the subdivision application (or more has been learned about the
effects of exploiting those sources), changes in the project, the surrounding
circumstances or the available information would exist within the meaning of
section 21166, requiring additional CEQA analysis under that section . . .
Vineyard, supra, 40 Cal.4th at 438; see also id. at 431, n. 7. Here, the new information
about the severity of cumulative impacts, changes to circumstances, and to the project
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itself with regard to water supply are subject to Public Resources Code § 21166 and/or
CEQA Guidelines § 15162 and therefore tiering, at least for the water supply analysis, is
not permitted. The SEIR erred by not providing a new analysis of water supply impacts,
in particular, a new cumulative analysis.
6.

Even if tiering were proper, the City must assess whether the project makes
a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative effect.

Finally, even if tiering were permitted, the City must still assess whether the
incremental effects of the Project would be considerable when viewed in the context of
past, present, and probable future projects.” Guidelines, § 15152(f)(2). We note that the
California Supreme Court has clarified that additional review of a subsequent project may
be required in a tiering context even where 21166 does not apply:
The standard for determining whether to engage in additional CEQA review for
subsequent projects under a tiered EIR is more relaxed than the prohibition
against additional review imposed by Public Resources Code section 21166 for
project EIR's.” (Friends of Mammoth v. Town of Mammoth Lakes Redevelopment
Agency (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 511, 528, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 334.) For project EIRs, of
course, a subsequent or supplemental impact report is required in the event there
are substantial changes to the project or its circumstances, or in the event of
material new and previously unavailable information. (Ibid., citing § 21166.) In
contrast, when a tiered EIR has been prepared, review of a subsequent project
proposal is more searching. If the subsequent project is consistent with the
program or plan for which the EIR was certified, then “CEQA requires a lead
agency to prepare an initial study to determine if the later project may cause
significant environmental effects not examined in the first tier EIR.” (Ibid. citing
Pub. Resources Code, § 21094, subds. (a), (c).)
Friends of the Coll. of San Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo Cty. Cmty. Coll. Dist. (2016)
207 Cal. Rptr. 3d 314, slip op. at p. 11 (emphasis added).
The determination whether a project’s effects are a considerable contribution to a
significant cumulative impact requires an acknowledgement of the existence of that
cumulative impact and assessment of its severity because “the greater the existing
environmental problems are, the lower the threshold should be for treating a project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts as significant.” Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency (“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th
98, 120. Here, as discussed below, the SEIR simply fails to provide this assessment
because it fails to provide an adequate cumulative analysis.
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7. The SEIR fails to provide an adequate cumulative analysis of water supply
impacts because it fails to acknowledge the existence of a significant regional
cumulative impact and improperly limits the scope of cumulative analysis to
the BRP area.
The DSEIR’s cumulative analysis of water supply impacts is inadequate because
1) it is limited to the area subject to the BRP PEIR, i.e., former Fort Ord, and 2) it fails to
consider in the first instance whether there is a significant cumulative impact from
cumulative regional groundwater pumping. DSEIR 4.8-47, 4.19-30 to 4.19-32.
Furthermore, to the extent that the FSEIR implies that cumulative impacts may be
ignored because the project’s contribution is a relatively small part of basin-wide
pumping, the FSEIR is legally and factually in error.
By way of background, cumulative impact analysis requires an agency to make
two determinations: (1) whether the impacts of the project in combination with those
from other past, present, and future projects are cumulatively significant, and (2) if so,
whether the project’s own effect is a considerable contribution. Guidelines, § 15130(a);
see Kostka and Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act (2nd
Ed., 2014 Update), § 13.39. In step one, the agency must determine whether the
combined effect of the project and other projects is significant, because those impacts
may be “individually minor but collectively significant.” Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency (“CBE v. CRA”) (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th
98, 119-120. To provide an adequate step one analysis, the agency must
x
x
x
x

“define the scope of the area affected by the cumulative effect,”
explain “the geographic limitation used,”
identify the past, present, and future projects “producing related or cumulative
impacts” or provide projections of the conditions “contributing to the cumulative
effect,”
provide a “summary of the expected environmental effects to be produced by
those projects.” Guidelines, § 15130(b)(3), (4).

In step two, if there a significant cumulative effect, the agency must determine
whether the project’s contribution is “considerable,” i.e., “whether ‘any additional
amount’ of effect should be considered significant in the context of the existing
cumulative effect.” CBE v. CRA, supra, 103 CalApp.4th at 119.
a. The DSEIR errs by purporting to tier from the BRP PEIR but failing to
summarize its cumulative groundwater analysis and conclusions.
Notably, the geographic scope of the BRP PEIR’s cumulative analysis was
regional, including the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin as a whole, and it found
significant unavoidable cumulative impacts. BRP PEIR, p. 5-5. The DSEIR does not
acknowledge this; indeed, despite its claim that it tiers from the BRP PEIR, the DSEIR
fails even to summarize the regional cumulative analysis from the BRP PEIR. As
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discussed above, tiering is not appropriate here. However, if it were proper, then the
DSEIR would be inadequate because it fails to summarize the discussion.

example, this is acknowledged by the BRP PEIR (at p. 5-5, acknowledging that regional
growth could cumulatively affect aquifers and cause further overdraft and seawater
intrusion), the MCWD 2010 UWMP (at p. 29, acknowledging that basin-wide pumping
causes declining water levels in Pressure Subarea), and the Army’s 1993 FEIS (at p. 457, acknowledging that the available yield without seawater intrusion depends on the
amount of pumping throughout the basin).

b. The cumulative analysis is inadequate because it fails to justify limiting the
geographic scope of analysis to the BRP area.
There is no justification for limiting the geographic scope of the cumulative
analysis to the BRP area (former Fort Ord) because the seawater intrusion and aquifer
depletion impacts are due to pumping throughout the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin.
The FSEIR claims that “[t]he geographic scope of the area affected by the
Project’s cumulative effect is the former Fort Ord (BRP boundaries).” FEIR 11.4-1024.
This is not true. Nor is the FSEIR’s claim true that the area affected by the Project’s
impact limited to the MCWD service area. Id. As Mr. Parker explains, the area that
would be affected by project pumping includes the Pressure Subbasin and the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin as a whole since these areas are hydraulically interconnected.
More importantly, CEQA does not define the geographic scope of cumulative
analysis based on the area affected but based on the location of the cumulative projects
that cause effects in the same area that the project causes effects. The Guidelines require
identification of projects “producing related or cumulative impacts” or projections of
conditions “contributing to the cumulative effect.” Guidelines §15130(b)(1). Case law is
clear that it is improper to omit relevant past, present, and future projects that create
related impacts. Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124
Cal.App.4th 1184, 1213-1214 (failure to consider all relevant projects in its cumulative
impact analysis is an “overarching legal flaw”); Citizens to Preserve the Ojai v. County of
Ventura (1985) 126 Cal.App.3d 421, 430-432 (failure to justify omission of offshore
emissions is failure to comply with CEQA’s legal mandates); San Joaquin Raptor Rescue
Center v. County of Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713, 739-741 (omission of other
known development projects).
In Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692,
720, 724 the court invalidated an EIR’s cumulative air quality impact analysis not
because its conclusions were unsupported by substantial evidence, but because the
agency there – as here – had failed to conduct the analysis in the legally required manner
by omitting consideration of all “past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable
future projects.” Id. at 720, 724. The court rejected the agency’s argument that it must
defer to any substantial evidence within an EIR to support to support of the scope of
cumulative analysis. Id. at 721-724. The court held that when an EIR’s analysis fails to
consider required factual information, the error is one of law, not fact, because the
exclusion of relevant information improperly burdens the public to provide the relevant
analysis. Id. at 724.
Again, as Mr. Parker explains, it is indisputable that projects and pumping outside
the BRP area affect aquifer depletion and seawater intrusion within the BRP area. For

Responding to Comment PO 208-16 objecting to the truncated scope of
cumulative analysis, the FSEIR asserts that it has simply made the choice to rely on a
summary of projections and has chosen the BRP as the source of that summary. FSEIR
p. 11.4-1024. However, reliance on a summary of projections in an adopted plan is
impermissible if there is evidence that the geographic scope is drawn too narrowly.
Bakersfield Citizens, supra, 124 Cal.App.4th at 1216-1217.
The FSEIR claims that its response PO 208-5 explains why the geographic scope
was limited to the BRP. FSEIR pp. 11.4-1020, response PO 208-4, and p. 11.4-1023,
response PO 208-15. However, response 208-5 does not justify the limitation of the
geographic scope. That response purports to address objections that the DSEIR
inadequately identifies and characterizes the pumping source aquifer(s), fails to identify
other wells and cumulative pumping in the 900-foot aquifer, and fails to discuss recharge,
saline contamination and sustained yield of the 900-foot aquifer. Response 208-5 makes
the following points, which do not even purport to justify the geographic limitation:
x

It claims it is speculative to state whether the 180-foot, 400-foot, or the 900-foot
aquifer would supply Project water since they are connected hydraulically and the
180-foot and 400-foot aquifers are recharging the 900-foot aquifer. FSEIR 11.41020. This claim does not explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is
limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the 900-foot aquifer is “in reality a series of aquifers, not all of which
are hydraulically connected.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1020. This claim, which on its face
contradicts the claim that all of the aquifers are hydraulically connected, does not
explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It claims that the deep aquifer (the 900-foot aquifer) is not experiencing seawater
intrusion. FSEIR p. 11.4-1021. This claim does not explain why the scope of
cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It reiterates that the threshold of significance is substantial depletion of
groundwater supplies or interference with recharge such that there would be a net
deficit in aquifer volume or lowering of groundwater table level. FSEIR p. 11.41020. This claim does not explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is
limited to the BRP area.
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x

It states that mitigation will be required, that the impact will be significant and
unavoidable for phases 4-6, and that a statement of overriding considerations will
be required. FSEIR p. 11.4-1020 to 1021. This claim does not explain why the
scope of cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the DSEIR relied on the MCWD UWMP, which discussed the
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin. This claim admits that the relevant
geographic scope of cumulative analysis should be the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin.

x

It claims that there is adequate pumping capacity, that the project would be
required to submit proof of adequate water supply before development is allowed,
that the project does not overlay areas subject to seawater intrusion, and that all of
this means that it will not cause any increase in seawater intrusion. FSEIR p.
11.4-1021. This claim, which on its face is inconsistent with the well-established
fact that all Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin pumping, and especially coastal
pumping, is causing an increase in seawater intrusion, does not in any event
explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the Project will not interfere with recharge. FSEIR p. 11.4-1021 to
1022. This claim does not explain why the scope of cumulative analysis is
limited to the BRP area.

x

It states that the Ord area is limited to 6,600 afy from the Salinas Valley
Groundwater Basin and that not all of this has been allocated. FSEIR p. 11.41022. This claim admits that the relevant geographic scope of cumulative
analysis should be the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin.

x

It claims that the DSEIR’s analysis is based on the 2010 UWMP and that
therefore “the details concerning aquifer operations do not affect the DSEIR’s
analysis,” which is “considered sufficient to allow decision-makers to make an
informed decision concerning the project’s impacts.” FSEIR p. 11.4-22. Again,
this claim does not address the relevant geographic scope of cumulative analysis.

In sum, the SEIR is inadequate because it fails to justify the geographic limitation of its
cumulative analysis to the BRP area. And the SEIR’s cumulative analysis is inadequate
because it fails to list projects “producing related or cumulative impacts” or to provide a
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summary of projections of conditions “contributing to the cumulative effect.” Guidelines
§15130(b)(1).
c. Failure to consider whether there is a significant cumulative impact from
cumulative regional groundwater pumping is legally erroneous; failure to identify
such an impact is a critical factual omission.
As noted, cumulative analysis may require two distinct determinations: whether
there is a significant cumulative impact from all relevant projects and, if so, whether the
project under review makes a considerable contribution to that impact.
Nowhere in a step-one analysis does the DSEIR consider whether, much less
acknowledge that, there is a significant cumulative impact caused by groundwater
pumping from regional projects or, alternatively, conclude that there is no significant
cumulative impact from regional projects. Indeed, the DSEIR erroneously fails to
distinguish between the single-step analysis required for a project-specific significance
determination and the two-step analysis required for cumulative significance
determinations. Instead, the DSEIR offers essentially the same analysis and conclusions
for both its project-specific and cumulative analyses of groundwater supply impacts. It
finds both the project specific impacts and the cumulative impacts to be less than
significant for Phases 1-3, because an unallocated portion of the 6,600 afy allocation is
available, and unavoidably significant for Phases 4-6, because additional sources of water
are not certain. DSEIR, pp. 4.8-34 to 4.8-35 (project-specific groundwater impact), 4.847 to 4.8-48 (cumulative groundwater impact), 4.19-31 to 4.19-32 (project-specific water
supply impact), 4.19-24 to 4.19-26 (cumulative water supply impact). The cumulative
analysis does not even purport to provide the required two-step analysis that would
include a step-one determination whether there is a significant cumulative impact and a
step-two determination whether the project makes a considerable contribution to it.
Again, this error reflects the fundamental confusion of the question as to whether
there is an available water supply with the question of whether there will be impacts from
using that supply.
Here, there is overwhelming evidence that a step-one determination must
conclude that there is a significant regional cumulative impact from groundwater
pumping by past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, including the
Monterey Downs project. The evidence, including Mr. Parker’s comments, shows that
x

there has been and still is an ongoing significant cumulative impact to
groundwater resources in the form of declining groundwater levels and seawater
intrusion due to over-pumping of groundwater;

x

this impact is due to basin-wide pumping, not just pumping within the BRP area;

x

this impact has not been avoided by existing groundwater management projects;
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x

there are no committed, funded groundwater management projects that will avoid
this impact in the foreseeable future; and

x

the impact will be aggravated by increases in pumping to support future
development, including projected increases in agricultural pumping and new
urban development such as the Monterey Downs project.

Given this evidence, and the complete lack of analysis of relevant cumulative conditions
in the Monterey Downs SEIR, the omission of an adequate cumulative analysis is
prejudicial to informed decision making and public participation.
Furthermore, the SEIR presents no contrary evidence to support a step-one
finding that there is no significant cumulative impact from cumulative groundwater
pumping – an issue that the DSEIR simply fails to address. The lack of analysis
precludes any step-one conclusion or finding that there is not a significant cumulative
impact.
The lack of analysis also precludes any step-two conclusion that project’s water
demand does not constitute a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative
impact. And, as discussed below, any implied approach to a step-two conclusion based
on the relatively small percentage of basin pumping undertaken by MCWD or the fact
that the pumping may be from the 900-foot aquifer would be based on a legally and
factually erroneous approach to cumulative analysis.
d. Any implication that pumping by MCWD is less than significant, or less than
cumulatively considerable would be legally and factually flawed.
Responding to LandWatch’s objections to the DSEIR’s cumulative analysis, the
FSEIR argues that agricultural water use consumes 95% of Salinas Valley Groundwater
Basin water and that urban use consumes only 5%, and that the MCWD pumping is only
1% of total Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin pumping, apparently implying some kind
of support for the DSEIR’s conclusion that cumulative impacts for Phases 1-3 would be
less than significant. FSEIR p. 11.4-1024 (“these details provide further clarification of
the cumulative impacts associated with groundwater demand and supply . . .”). If the
implication of this discussion is that the project does not make a considerable
contribution to a significant cumulative impact, it is wrong as a matter of law and fact.
An EIR may not conclude a cumulative impact is insignificant merely because the
project’s individual contribution to an unacceptable existing condition is, by itself,
relatively small. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. City of Los Angeles (“LAUSD”)
(1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019, 1025-1026; CBE v. CRA, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at 117118, 121. In Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
692,718, the Court rejected the agency’s “ratio” theory that found impacts not to be a
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considerable contribution merely because they were a relatively small percent of the total
impact. Id. at 720. Because the relevant question was “whether any additional amount”
of incremental impact “should be considered significant in light of the serious nature” of
the problem (id. at 718), a valid determination whether a project’s contribution is
considerable must reflect the severity of the cumulative problem. “[T]he greater the
existing environmental problems are, the lower the threshold should be for treating a
project’s contribution to cumulative impacts as significant.” CBE v. CRA, supra, 103
Cal.App.4th at 120. Thus, even an “individually minor” impact may be “cumulatively
considerable.” Id.; see also Guidelines, §§ 15355(b), 15065(a)(3); LAUSD, supra, 58
Cal.App.4th at 1024-25.
As Mr. Parker explains, it is irrelevant whether groundwater is used for
agriculture or urban uses – it depletes the same basin. And the magnitude of existing
pumping by MCWD or others is also irrelevant. What is relevant is whether marginal
increases in pumping will be a considerable contribution in light of the severity of the
overdraft and seawater intrusion problem. Because seawater intrusion is caused by the
problem of overdraft, not by total pumping, the severity of the cumulative problem
should be measured in terms of the size of the overdraft or the amount of induced
seawater intrusion. Here, the basin as a whole and the Pressure Subarea are in overdraft
and, as Mr. Parker explains, any additional pumping will induce seawater intrusion equal
to about 75% of the volume pumped. Furthermore, coastal pumping is more problematic
than inland pumping. Thus, as Mr. Parker explains, the project’s 250 afy increase in
pumping demand should be evaluated in light of the annual Pressure Subarea overdraft of
12,000 to 19,000 afy, not in relation to the 500,000 afy of total pumping in the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin. Viewed in this light, and viewed in the light of the current
recommendations by MCWRA that existing pumping be reduced in the Pressure Subarea,
the project’s marginal pumping demand is a considerable contribution.
And, in any event, the Monterey Downs SEIR does not address the legally
relevant questions because it fails in the first instance to identify the severity of the
cumulative problem and fails in the second instance to consider the project’s impact in
light of that severity.
Any implication that the project’s pumping is not a considerable contribution
because it is small in comparison to total basin-wide pumping would make the same error
as made in Kings County by focusing on the ratio of the project’s pumping to the overall
aquifer pumping or capacity and using these comparisons to “trivialize the project’s
impact” without putting Project demand in the context of the serious nature of the
cumulative problem. Kings County, supra, 221 Cal.App.3d at 718. An EIR is legally
inadequate if it is “focused upon the individual project’s relative effects and omit[s] facts
relevant to an analysis of the collective effect.” Id. at 721.
Furthermore, it is clear that the FSEIR bases its significance conclusions solely on
the availability of water supply, not the effects of using that supply or the relative
magnitude of pumping. For example, despite the fact that the demand for Phases 1-3 is
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approximately equal to the demand for Phases 4-6, the SEIR finds Phase 1-3 demand to
have a less than significant impact and phase 4-6 demand to have an unavoidably
significant impact.

mentions the potential environmental impacts of those water supply projects. DSEIR, pp.
4.19-7 to 4.19-9, 4.19-25 to 4.19-26.

Finally, the SEIR cannot be used to argue that project pumping would be less than
a considerable contribution to significant groundwater impacts because some portion of
that pumping would come from the 900-foot Aquifer, also known as the Deep Aquifer.
Mr. Parker demonstrates, based on available stratigraphic analysis and modeling, that
increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer will also cause depletion of the 180-Foot and
400-Foot Aquifers because those aquifers are the source of recharge to the Deep Aquifer.
Mr. Parker also demonstrates that increased pumping from the Deep Aquifer will
aggravate seawater intrusion to the 180-Foot and 400-Foot Aquifers. Increased pumping
from the Deep Aquifer may deplete that aquifer and it may also induce seawater intrusion
into the Deep Aquifer itself. Because the SEIR declined to discuss the relation of the
180-Foot, 400-Foot, and Deep Aquifers or to provide any assessment of impacts to the
three aquifers in response to LandWatch’s comments and questions, the SEIR provides
no evidence to the contrary.

Instead of making good-faith efforts to investigate and provide the available
information about the environmental effects of alternative water supplies, the FSEIR
states that “[b]ecause it is unknown at this time what those environmental impacts would
be, the DSEIR concluded that the impact with the provision of water for phases IV
through VI could be significant and unavoidable.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1028. The contention
that the environmental impacts of the RUWAP project “are unknown at this time” is not
true. MCWD has certified four separate environmental reviews of the RUWAP project
from 2004 to 2016, including the September 2004 Final EIR, the October 2006
Addendum No. 1, the February 2007, Addendum No. 2, and the April 2016 Addendum
No. 3. 13 The SEIR could and should have discussed this available information, which it
could have done by tiering and incorporation by reference. Furthermore, an agency may
not simply label an impact unavoidably significant in order to dispense with analysis.
Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Committee v. Board of Port Commissioners (2001) 91
Cal.App.4th 1344, 1371.

8. The SEIR’s conclusion regarding phases 4-6 are not based on adequate
analysis and the SEIR fails to discuss impacts from alterative water supplies.
As discussed, the SEIR errs by concluding without adequate analysis that water
supply impacts for Phases 1-3 of the project would be less than significant and would not
make a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact. The SEIR does
acknowledge that supplying water for Phases 4-6 would be a significant unavoidable
impact. However, the SEIR bases this conclusion solely on the fact that the Phase 4-6
water supply cannot be made available from the unallocated portion of the 6,600 afy
allocation and that additional water supplies are uncertain, not based on any analysis of
physical impacts on the environment from the water that is likely to be used by Phases 46.
Where a water supply is uncertain, an agency must identify alternative supplies
and discuss the environmental impacts of tapping those sources. Vineyard, supra, 40
th
Cal.4 at 430, 431, 434. As LandWatch objected, the SEIR fails to provide any
discussion of the environmental impacts of developing and providing alternative water
supplies, such as the proposed desalinated or recycled water supplies. For example, the
SEIR identifies the Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project (“RUWAP”) and
desalination as possible future water supply. DSEIR, pp. 4.19-7 to 4.19-9, 4.19-25 to
4.19-26; FSEIR pp. 11.3-13 to 11.3-15. However, despite LandWatch’s request for a
discussion of the environmental impacts of alternative supplies (PO 208-25), neither the
DSEIR nor the FSEIR provide any information about these environmental impacts.
The FSEIR admits that “[s]ome of these water supply options were evaluated in
past agency documents, as discussed in the DSEIR Section 4.9 [sic, 4.19], Water.”
However, nothing in in the discussion of future water supplies in Section 4.19 even

9. Significant new information since the DSEIR was released requires
recirculation.
An agency must recirculate a draft EIR for public comments and responses when
there is significant new information after the draft EIR is released but prior to
certification. Guidelines, § 15088.5(a). Recirculation of a draft EIR for public comment
and response is required where the record shows that a potentially significant impact, or
the efficacy of mitigation, was not evaluated in the draft EIR. Vineyard, supra, 40
Cal.4th at 447-448 (potential impact to salmon); Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167
Cal.App.4th 1099, 1120 (water supply mitigation). The new information triggering the
obligation to recirculate may appear in the FEIR or in post-FEIR material. Cadiz Land
Co. v. Rail Cycle (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 74, 95; Save our Peninsula Committee v.
Monterey County Board of Supervisors (“Save Our Peninsula”) (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th
99, 131. The purpose of recirculation is to provide the public the same opportunity to
evaluate the new information and the validity of the EIR’s conclusions as it had for
information in the draft EIR. Save Our Peninsula, supra, 87 Cal.App.4th at 131; Sutter
Sensible Planning v. Board of Supervisors (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 813, 822; Laurel
Heights Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. (“Laurel Heights II”)(1993) 6
Cal.4th 1112, 1132.

Marina Coast Water District (“MCWD”), Notice of Determination, Regional Urban Water
Augmentation Project, June 2, 2005; MCWD, Notice of Determination, Regional Urban Water
Augmentation Project, Addendum No. 1, December 18, 2006; MCWD, Notice of Determination, Regional
Urban Water Augmentation Project, Addendum No. 2, Feb. 24, 2009; MCWD, Notice of Determination,
Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project, Addendum No. 3, April 19, 2016.

13
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Here, significant new information includes (1) new information showing a new or
more severe significant impact resulting from the project (Guidelines, § 15088.5(a)(1),
(2); Laurel Heights II, supra, 6 Cal.4th at 1130) and (2) new information showing that the
draft EIR was “so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that
meaningful public review and comment were precluded” (CEQA Guidelines, §
15088.5(a)(4); Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish & Game Com. (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d
1043, 1052).

DSEIR was so fundamentally inadequate as to deny the public a meaningful opportunity
for comment and response.

As discussed by Mr. Parker, the DSEIR relies on the MCWD Water Supply
Assessment contention that the groundwater supply is “reliable,” which in turn relies on
the contention in the MCWD 2010 UWMP that the Salinas Valley Water Project will
result in an average annual basin-wide water surplus of 6,000 acre feet instead of an
average annual water deficit. 14 However, the contention that the Salinas Valley Water
Project will balance the basin and prevent seawater intrusion is no longer tenable in light
of significant new information that does not appear in the draft EIR. In addition to Mr.
Parker’s comments this information also includes DWR findings, MCWRA groundwater
studies, and MCWRA testimony cited by Mr. Parker, including for example:
x

DWR, Critically Overdrafted Basins, January 2016 – identifying the Salinas
Valley Groundwater Basin as critically overdrafted and therefore requiring an
accelerated Groundwater Sustainability Plan under the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act.

x

MCWRA, State of the Salinas River Groundwater Basin, January, 2015 –
identifying existing pumping from the Basin as unsustainable and
recommending pumping reductions in the Pressure Subarea from which this
project proposes to increase pumping.

x

MCWRA, Protective Elevations to Control Seawater Intrusion in the Salinas
Valley, 2013 – acknowledging the need for additional groundwater
management projects to deliver water to replace coastal area pumping.

x

Testimony of Robert Johnson, MCWRA, to Monterey County Planning
Commission, Oct. 29, 2014 – acknowledging that the demand projections
used for the Salinas Valley Water Project understated actual demand, that the
Salinas Valley Water project would not be sufficient to halt seawater
intrusion, and that additional groundwater management projects are needed.

This information demonstrates, contrary to the out-of-date 2010 UWMP relied upon by
the DSEIR, that the Salinas Valley Water Project will not balance the basin
hydrologically and will not halt seawater intrusion. Thus, the information demonstrates a
new or more severe impact than disclosed by the DSEIR and demonstrates that the
14
See DSEIR, p. 4.8-34; MCWD, Water Supply Assessment and Written Verification of Supply for
Monterey Downs Specific Plan, 2012, pp. 22-23; MCWD, 2010 UWMP, p. 53.

10. The SEIR fails to respond adequately to comments regarding water supply
issues.
Responses in a final EIR to substantive comments on a DEIR must contain factbased analysis. People v. County of Kern (1974) 39 Cal.App.3d 830, 841-842 (duty to
provide “good faith, reasoned analysis in response”); Guidelines, § 15088(c)
(“Conclusory statements unsupported by factual information will not suffice”). For
example, in Cleary v. County of Stanislaus (1981) 118 Cal.App.3d 348, an agency
violated CEQA by providing only conclusory responses to comments. The court held the
agency had a duty to address comments “in detail,” providing “specific factual
information” as had been requested by the commenter. Id. at 359. Where comments seek
omitted facts or analysis essential to a draft EIR’s conclusions, the failure to correct those
omissions “renders the EIR defective as an informational document.” California Oak
Foundation v. City of Santa Clarita (2005) 133 Cal.App.4th 1219, 1244 (failure to
provide reasoned analysis in response to comments pointing out uncertainty of water
supply).
An agency must provide specific information to support its conclusions as to the
adequacy of water supplies. People v. County of Kern (1976) 62 Cal.App.3d 761, 772
(insufficient to claim that “all available data” showed there was sufficient water supply
without providing the data). In Santa Clarita Organization for Planning the Environment
v. County of Los Angeles (“SCOPE”) (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 715, 722, responses to
comments questioning a water supply analysis were inadequate because they failed to
provide any facts, data, or estimates from the Department of Water Resources, the agency
that would supply the water. Citing Cleary, supra, 118 Cal.App.3d at 357, the court
explained:
Problems raised by the public and responsible experts require a good faith
reasoned analysis in response. [Citation.] The requirement of a detailed analysis
in response ensures that stubborn problems or serious criticism are not “swept
under the rug.”
Id. at 723.
As Mr. Parker explains, the FSEIR fails to provide good-faith reasoned analysis in
response to LandWatch’s comments and questions regarding pumping from the180-foot,
400-foot, and 900-foot aquifers under baseline and future conditions. See comment PO
208-5. The FSEIR fails to identify the studies cited by the DSEIR including the “recent
stratigraphic analyses” that “have indicated” a hydraulic connection between the 180foot, 400-foot, and 900-foot aquifers. See comment PO 208-5. The FSEIR fails to
respond adequately to LandWatch’s comments asking for an explanation of the DSEIR’s
claims regarding the hydraulic connections between the 180-foot, 400-foot, and 900-foot
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aquifers. See comment PO 208-6. The FSEIR fails to provide adequate responses to
LandWatch’s comments asking whether recharge to the 900-foot aquifer from the
seawater-intruded 180-foot and 400-foot aquifers could contaminate the 900-foot aquifer,
whether increased pumping in the 900-foot aquifer would increase this risk, and how
much pumping from the 900-foot aquifer is sustainable. See PO 208-7 through 208-11.
As discussed above, the FSEIR fails to respond adequately to comments objecting to
reliance on the 6,600 afy allocation as the basis to find impacts less than significant. See,
e.g., comment PO 208-22. The FSEIR also fails to respond adequately to LandWatch’s
request for a discussion of the environmental impacts of alternative water supplies. See
comment PO 208-25.
11. The SEIR fails to provide an adequate discussion of the effect of not building
Phases 4-6.
Where mitigation includes the possibility of not building later phases of a project
due to lack of water, an agency must discuss “the environmental impacts of curtailing the
project before completion.” Vineyard Citizens, supra, 40 Cal.4th at 444. Here, buildout
of only part of the project has the potential to aggravate certain environmental impacts,
but the SEIR fails to disclose this.
The FSEIR confirms that phases 1-3 are in fact disproportionately residential
compared to full buildout of the project: building only phases 1-3 would yield 47% of
the residential plan but only 26% of the jobs-generating commercial uses. FSEIR, p.
11.3-2.
An unbalanced jobs/housing ratio for the project would result in greater per capita
impacts from transportation and transportation-related air pollutants and GHG emissions
as residents would be required to travel to more distant jobs. It would also frustrate BRP
and City policies related to jobs/housing balance and economic development. Evidence
for this is as follows:
First, the BRP relies on maintenance of a strong jobs/housing balance to manage
travel demand and to minimize transportation-related impacts:
3.5.5 Demand Management
The proposed roadway network addresses many of the key issues raised and
much of the increased transportation demand that will result from the reuse of
the former Fort Ord. To supplement the roadway improvements, there are a
number of strategies that can be pursued to reduce the demand for vehicle
trips. Taking steps to reduce the number of vehicle trips can also lead to reduced
infrastructure costs. Land use and transportation strategies are incorporated
into the Reuse Plan to reduce vehicle demand and encourage walking and bicycle
use.
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Jobs/Housing Balance
Providing a jobs/housing balance is intended to encourage employers to locate
in areas where there are significantly more residents than jobs and to add housing
development near employment centers. Efforts to create a jobs/housing balance
should ensure that the jobs provided are compatible with the skill-levels and
income expectations of nearby residents. Developing jobs and housing in
proximity to each other provides an opportunity to reduce the travel demands
on key regional facilities by reducing the length of the trip and/or shifting a
vehicle trip to an alternative mode. The Reuse Plan seeks to achieve a better
job/housing balance within the former Fort Ord. The desired result of this
balance is the reduced demand on those regional roadways connecting employees
living off-base with employment centers on-base.
BRP, p. 120. The BRP seeks to generate 45,000 to 46,000 jobs and 17,000 dwelling units
to ensure that there are 2.67 jobs per household (2.06 counting the student population).
BRP, p. 92. The BRP also counts on mixed use development to reduce transportation
demand. BRP, p. 121.
Second, the DSEIR relies on jobs generated by the project and a mix of office,
retail, commercial and residential uses from full buildout of the project to project a
reduction of trips by 28% compared to development of just residential or just commercial
uses. DSEIR, p. 4.16-63. The FSEIR also argues that this 28% “internal capture” is
justified based on the fact that the project would include a mix of jobs and housing.
FSEIR, p. 11.4-17. This internal capture would significantly reduce per capita
transportation and GHG impacts through reduced vehicle trips compared to a primarily
residential development project in which residents had to commute longer distances and
to travel longer distances to shop. However, the internal capture rate would be reduced if
the project did not provide a robust mix of land use types, including commercial, retail,
residential, and recreation and/or if it did not provide as many jobs per unit of housing.
Third, the SEIR assesses the significance of the GHG impact based on a per
capita basis. DSEIR, p. 4.6-13 to 4.6-14. Mobile source emissions amount to 29,062
tons of the project’s total 49,174 tons of CO2 – about 59% of the total. If internal capture
were reduced because the mix of land uses were not as diverse and the jobs/housing ratio
were not as high as assumed, then the per capita vehicle trips would increase (even if
total trips did not increase), resulting in higher per capita GHG impacts. The DSEIR
already finds GHG impacts to be unavoidably significant because GHJG emissions
exceed the per capita threshold of significance. An unbalanced jobs/housing ratio
resulting from failure to build out Phases 4-6 would further aggravate an already
significant GHG impact.
Fourth, the SEIR also identifies an unbalanced jobs/housing ratio as a potential
inconsistency with the Seaside General Plan and a source of potential impacts in its
analysis of population and housing impacts, impacts that are avoided only because the
full project is projected to provide many jobs in proportion to its housing units. DSEIR,
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pp. 4.9-20, 4.11-15. Seaside identifies a jobs/housing ratio target of 1.5:1. DSEIR, p.
4.9-20.

The difference in the DSEIR’s two jobs estimate is equal to the 1,015 projected
“equestrian” jobs identified in the fiscal analysis of the project. 15 Of the equestrian jobs,
976 are tied to Phases 4-6 and would not be generated if these Phases were not
constructed, especially the Phase 6 Sports Arena and race track which, by itself, is
projected to create 950 of the equestrian jobs. 16 Most of the non-equestrian jobs are also
tied to Phases 4-6.

Fifth, the BRP also contains goals and policies intended to ensure a strong
jobs/housing balance. As noted, the BRP jobs/housing goal is a ratio of 2.67. BRP, p.
92. The BRP’s Development and Resource Management Plan (“DRMP”) is intended to
ensure that development goals are met within resource constraints. The DRMC sets an
objective of replacing the 18,000 jobs lost by the base closure by 2015. BRP, p. 199.
Critical to meeting that goal are the coordinated Residential Development Program
(DRMP § 3.11.5.4(b)) and Industrial and Job Creation Program (DRMC, § 3.11.5.4(c)),
which limit residential development until the 18,000 jobs goal is met in order to prevent
using up the limited water supply to support unbalanced residential development. BRP,
pp. 197-199. A large development project that consumes water supply without doing its
fair share to create jobs is inconsistent with the BRP jobs/housing policies.
Because the FSEIR declined to address the issue in response to LandWatch’s
questions (FSEIR, p. 11.4-1028), we examined the effect of not building the relatively
jobs-rich Phases 4-6, which contain the lion’s share of the commercial and recreational
facilities.
We note that the DSEIR is equivocal as to the actual volumes of jobs and the
effect on the jobs/housing ratio. The DSEIR provides two widely varying claims
regarding the numbers of jobs, although both claims are advanced to support the
contention that buildout of the project would improve Seaside’s existing jobs/housing
ratio, which is currently housing-rich and jobs-poor. In particular, the DSEIR states the
project would create 1,743 new jobs in its analysis of the project’s consistency with
Seaside General Plan Policy LU 1.2, a policy that requiring the City to encourage
development that is job intensive:
As concluded in Section 4.11, Population and Housing, the Project would
generate approximately 1,743 new jobs, which would beneficially impact the
City’s jobs-to-housing ratio, increasing it from 0.67 to 0.75. The Project would be
in furtherance of the City meeting its jobs/housing ratio of 1.5:1.
DSEIR, p. 4.9-20, emphasis added. However, Section 4.11actually states that the project
would generate 2,758 new jobs:
“Finally, the Project would generate approximately 2,758 new jobs, which would
beneficially impact the City’s jobs-to-housing ratio, increasing it from 0.67 to
0.83.”
DSEIR, p. 4.11-15, emphasis added.

In fact, only 620 total jobs, equestrian and non-equestrian, would be generated by
phases 1-3; the remaining 1,771 jobs depend on phases 4-6 and would not occur if these
phases were not constructed due to a lack of water supply. 17
Phases 1-3 would include 473 dwelling units from RES-1 and 124 dwelling units
from RES-2, for a total of 597 dwelling units. 18 Phases 4-6 would include 426 units from
RM and 256 units from RES-3, for a total of 683 units. 19 Thus, the jobs/housing ratio for
Phases 1-3 would be 620 jobs/597 housing units, a ratio of 1.04. The jobs/housing ratio
for Phases 4-6 would be 1771 jobs/ 683 housing units, a ratio of 2.59. At full buildout,
the jobs/housing ratio would be 2,391 on-site jobs/1280 housing units, a ratio of 1.87.

On site jobs
Housing units
Jobs/housing
ratio

Phases 1-3
620
597
1.04

Phases 4-6
1,771
683
2.59

Full Buildout
2,391
1,280
1.87

Including the 297 jobs generated by the project’s economic effects in Seaside rather than
on the project site itself (see Wildan, Table 28) the jobs/housing ratio at buildout would
be 2,658 jobs/1280 housing units, a ratio of 2.08. (Modeling for these off-site jobs
assumes that they would be driven by overall economic activity attributed to the project,
not to specific activities; and therefore these off-site jobs would presumably be spread
among the six phases.)

15

Willdan, Monterey Downs Fiscal and Economic Analysis, Aug. 2015, p. iv.

16

Id. at 17.

Id., Table 8. Table 8 reports only on-site employees. Thus, its 2,391 total jobs do not include the
290 jobs from ongoing operations generated in Seaside that are identified in Table 28. These 290 Table 28
jobs in Seaside plus the 2,391 Table 8 jobs within the project account for 2,681 of the 2,758 total jobs
reported by the DSEIR at page 4.11-15. It is unclear wat accounts for additional 77 jobs reported by the
DSEIR.
17

18

MDSP, Figure 8-1 (phasing plan); DSEIR, Table 2-2 (land use summary).

19

Id.
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Notably, the BRP sets a goal for the jobs/housing ratio of 2.67, based on 45,000 to
46,000 jobs and 17,000 housing units. BRP, p. 92. Omitting the CSUMB students, the
BRP goal is 2.06. Thus, full buildout of the project, including the 950 equestrian jobs
created in phase 6 and the off-site jobs created in Seaside, would be required to meet the
BRP goal of 2.06 jobs per housing unit.

The SEIR should have provided an analysis of these entirely foreseeable outcomes.

In sum, if Phases 4-6 were not build due to a lack of water:

Furthermore, because there are significant unmitigated impacts, CEQA requires
that the City adopt a statement of overriding considerations to approve the project. An
analysis of the fiscal effect of building only the first three phases is clearly relevant to any
findings regarding fiscal and job impacts since fiscal and job benefits are cited as
overriding considerations. However, as discussed, the jobs benefits would be greatly
reduced if only phases 1-3 were built. And the economic benefits of the project are
critically dependent on building Phases 4-6. For example, without the hotel uses in Phase
4 there would be at most half of the projected transient occupancy taxes and the net
impact of the project on Seaside’s general fund may be negative instead of positive. 20

x

The project would not meet the BRP jobs/housing goal intended to minimize
transportation and other impacts because the 1.04:1 jobs/housing ratio for Phases
1-3 is well below the BRP’s target jobs/housing ratio of at least 2.06:1.

x

The project would not contribute as projected in the DSEIR in meeting Seaside’s
jobs/housing policies. A project with a jobs/housing ratio below the City’s 1.5:1
target, e.g., the 1.04:1 ratio in Phases 1-3, cannot contribute to attainment of the
1.5:1 ratio called for by Seaside General Plan Policy ED-8.1. Approving a project
with a jobs/housing ratio below the 1.5:1 target, especially a project that will
account for the lion’s share of future growth in Seaside, effectively frustrates
attainment of that target ratio. The draft general plan consistency findings for the
City Council meeting state that the full project would add 1,280 housing units to
Seaside’s existing 11,335 units and add 2,758 jobs to Seaside’s existing 7,790
jobs, thereby improving the jobs/housing ratio from 0.69:1 to 0.84:1. However, if
only phases 1-3 are build, the resulting 8,410 jobs and 11,937 housing units would
provide a jobs housing ratio of only 0.70. The post-project jobs/housing ratio
would be essentially unchanged if only Phases 1-3 were built.

In response to LandWatch’s request for an analysis of the effect of building only
Phases 1-3, the FSEIR claims that any such analysis would be “speculative” since 1) the
project phasing plan is subject to change and 2) the DSEIR conservatively assumes full
buildout of all phases. FSEIR, pp. 11.3-1, 11.4-1028. The claim that the phasing plan is
subject to change is a red herring. The Specific Plan calls for developing certain specific
residential and commercial areas in Phases 1-3. Specific Plan, p. 8-1 and Figure 8.1.
This is how the project is described and it is how it should be evaluated in the EIR;
otherwise the EIR simply fails to provide an adequate and stable project description as
CEQA requires. Guidelines, §15124. Indeed, the EIR’s water supply analysis is in fact
predicated on the specific phasing plan set out in section 8.2 of the Specific Plan, with
demand calculated separately for these phases. Because the DDSEIR treats the phasing
plan as adequately settled for some of its analyses, it is unreasonable to characterize the
phasing plan as “speculative” when the public asks for additional analysis predicated on
that same phasing plan.

x

Permitting top-heavy residential development would also be inconsistent with
Seaside General Plan Policy LU-1 to encourage regional commercial and visitor
serving use and its Policies ED-1.1 and ED 5.1 to establish a diverse mix of
businesses and tax sources, because the city would have consumed a major
portion of its water-constrained development capacity without advancing those
policies.

x

Failure to meet the BRP jobs/housing goal would be inconsistent with the BRP’s
DRMP § 3.11.5.4(b), (c) provisions to balance residential and job-creating
development to ensure that water remains available for job-creating development.

The FSEIR’s argument that the phasing does not matter because the overall
analysis conservatively assumes buildout of all phases simply ignores the question
LandWatch posed, which is whether there would be different or more intense impacts in
some environmental areas if less than the full project were built. As discussed, a
predominately residential project would aggravate the jobs/housing balance and increase
the per capita transportation, air pollution, and GHG impacts. These are different and
potentially more intense impacts.

x

And failure to fulfill the DSEIR’s own assumptions regarding the mix of
development types and the jobs/housing ratio would increase the per capita GHG
emissions over the level projected by the DSEIR, aggravating an already
significant GHG impact.

The FSEIR states that the city could require changes to the phasing plan if it later
concludes that “a different land use mix is required to address environmental
issues/constraints including available water supply limits.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1029. If this
contention is that the City might later decide to adopt mitigation intended to address
impacts from unbalanced development and a poor jobs/housing mix, then it is entirely
unsupported by analysis of these impacts in this EIR and constitutes improper deferral of
both analysis and mitigation. The FSEIR simply fails to provide any answer to the

20

Id., Table 25.
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questions raised by LandWatch as to the effects of not building part of the project due to
lack of water.
12. The SEIR relies on inadequate fair share payments to mitigate water supply
impacts.
Impact fees are permissible mitigation for cumulative impacts as long as a project
pays a fair share of a committed project that has been environmentally reviewed and
found adequate. However, a mitigation measure calling for payment of unspecified
mitigation fees for project that may not be built is not adequate mitigation. LandWatch
requested that the SEIR identify the mitigation projects and fair shares that would be
required of the project under mitigation Measure W-3. Comment PO 208-30. The
DSEIR and FSEIR refer only to the “appropriate FORA fees, a portion of which is
allocated for water supply augmentation improvements.” DSEIR, p. 4.19-28; FSEIR, p.
11.4-1030. Despite LandWatch’s request, the SEIR fails to identify the amount of the fee
or the projects for which it will pay.
C. The FSEIR fails to provide good-faith reasoned responses to comments seeking
the basis of the DSEIR’s GHG mitigation claims.
As LandWatch objected (comments 208-71 to 208-80), the DSEIR’s analysis of
GHG emissions fails to clarify the specific measures for which mitigation credit is taken
and fails to specify the assumptions behind that mitigation credit. LandWatch objected
that the reductions were taken through the CalEEMod emissions modeling software, but
that the DSEIR fails adequately to describe, specify, quantify, or justify each GHG
emission reduction feature for which credit was taken. In response, the FSEIR directs the
public to pages 38-39 of CaEEMod 2013 User’s Guide and unspecified pages of
CAPCOA’s 2010 546-page report, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures.
Here is the FSEIR’s response:
The GHG emission reduction features used in CalEEMod for the Project are
specifically listed in DSEIR Appendix 10.2 for each of the Project operations
modeling scenario (pages 234-265 of the PDF), and are based on CAPCOA’s
Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures document (refer to pages 38
and 39 of the CalEEMod User’s Guide Version 2013.2, http://www.aqmd.gov/
docs/default-source/caleemod/usersguide.pdf?sfvrsn=2). Definitions of the
mitigation measures and terms used in CalEEMod (and in quantifying the
mitigated Project GHG emissions) can be found at
http://www.capcoa.org/wpcontent/
uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-Final.pdf.
CalEEMod conservatively programs the reductions from the CAPCOA research
and guidance, and prevents double counting. The CalEEMod outputs for
mitigated GHG emissions do not provide a breakdown by specific mitigation
measures. Rather, the mitigated emissions outputs are displayed by emission
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source (i.e., area, mobile, energy). For example, in the “mobile” category of the
modeling outputs, all programmed vehicle trips, VMT and mobile-source GHG
emissions reductions from the CAPCOA mitigation measures which are
applicable to the Project are clearly listed, and a review of those pages shows that
the specific model inputs are the same as those listed in the comment. This
methodology discloses the particular GHG emissions reductions claimed for each
applicable CAPCOA mitigation measure by emission source, which represents the
justification for the modeled reductions which commenter falsely asserts is
missing in the DSEIR.
In response to the full paragraph below the bulleted list in this comment, the
calculated GHG reduction credits are already built into CalEEMod for each
applicable CAPCOA mitigation measure selected. The empirical basis behind the
underlying assumptions, parameters or values for these measures and reductions
are detailed in the above-referenced CAPCOA document. Therefore, it is
inappropriate for this DSEIR to cite such empirical evidence or to “justify” the
conclusions already documented in the CAPCOA document that such features
“will in fact reduce VMT”, vehicle trips or mobile-source GHG emissions, as
incorrectly asserted by commenter. This same logic applies to commenter’s
incorrect assertions in the next paragraph regarding non-mobile-source GHG
emissions reductions (i.e., area, energy) for each applicable CAPCOA mitigation
measure selected.
In conclusion, commenter fails to provide evidence that any applicable CAPCOA
mitigation measure to reduce GHG emissions for the Project is missing from the
CalEEMod runs in DSEIR Appendix 10.2. Therefore, since the DSEIR clearly
discloses this information, recirculation of the document as suggested by
commenter is not warranted.
FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1048 to 11.4-1049.
Preliminarily, we note that neither the DSEIR’s discussion of GHG impacts
(Section 4.6) nor its Appendix 10.2 analyzing GHG impacts makes any reference
whatsoever to the CAPCOA guidance document, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation Measures, that the FSEIR identifies for the first time as the source of
information justifying the GHG mitigation credits.
The CalEEMod User’s Guide does provide at pages 38-39 that the mitigation is
based on mitigation measures specified in the CAPCOA report and that the CalEEMod
user is supposed to follow the instructions in the CalEEMod “mitigation module” to enter
the various data required by the mitigation measures specified in CAPCOA’s report.
However, neither CalEEMod nor the CAPCOA report provide the information
LandWatch requested, which is necessarily specific to this project.
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Fact Sheets in Chapter 7 of the CAPCOA report identify a number of specific
mitigation measures. The CAPCOA Fact Sheets provide formulae for calculating GHG
reductions that are dependent on provision of project-specific assumptions and that result
in greatly varying ranges of emission reductions depending on those assumptions. For
example, CAPCOA indicates that the GHG reduction credit for the measure identified as
“increased density” (CAPCOA mitigation measure “LUT-1”) can range from 0.8% to
30% because it depends on three project-specific variables: housing units per acre, jobs
per acre, and the selection of one of two different assumptions about the elasticity of
VMT with respect to density.
The FSEIR claims that “the emission reduction features used in CalEEMod for
the Project are specifically listed in DSEIR Appendix 10.2 for each of the Project
operations modeling scenario (pages 234-265 of the PDF).” FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1048.
However, the cited pages simply identify the category of emission reduction but fail to
set out the critical project-specific assumptions that were used in the analysis. These are
the data that LandWatch specifically requested (comment PO 208-79), explaining that the
range of effectiveness of the GHG mitigation measures is dependent on accurate
assumptions. The CalEEMod user was required to enter these project-specific
assumptions, but the CalEEMod output in the DSEIR Appendix 10.2 does not report
these assumptions.
MOBILE SOURCE GHG MITIGTION: The table below lists the data required
by CAPCOA for the seven mobile source (transportation) mitigation measures that were
presumably provided by the air quality analyst pursuant to the data requirements of
CalEEMod. See CalEEMod user’s Guide, p. 41. The missing information is the data that
LandWatch requested and that the FSEIR simply refused to provide:
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CAPCOA Project-specific data required by
Mobile source
measure
CAPCOA and/or CalEEMod, but
mitigation
not provided in DSEIR or FSEIR
feature identified
despite LandWatch’s request
in Appendix 10.2
Increase density

LUT-1

Increase diversity

LUT-3

Improve
LUT-8
walkability design

Increase transit
accessibility

LUT-5

Integrate below
market rate
housing
Improve
pedestrian
network
Expand transit
network

LUT-6

-housing units per acre;
-jobs per acre;
-elasticity of VMT with respect to
density
Note: two possible elasticity values
from the literature are identified.
-percentage of each land use
type in the project (land use types
include residential, retail, park, open
space, or office)
-intersections per square mile;
-elasticity of VMT with respect to
percentage of intersections
(Note: two possible elasticity
approaches from the literature are
identified.)

Project-specific
range of
effectiveness in
reducing GHG
emissions
0.8% to 30%

9% to 30%

3% to 21.3%

-distance to transit station in project;
-transit mode share for typical ITE
development
(Note: this project contains numerous
ITE categories so it is unclear which
“typical mode share” was assumed, or
whether a blended mode share was
determined)
-percentage of units in project that are
deed-restricted BMR housing

0.5% to 24.6%

SDT-1

-information regarding extent of
pedestrian accommodation

0% to 2%

TST-3

-percent increase in transit network
coverage;
-existing transit mode share;
-project location: urban center, urban,
or suburban

0.1 to 8.2%

0.04% to 1.2%
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As is evident, the range of effectiveness of the above mobile source measures is critically
dependent on the specific assumptions describing the project. The public has no way to
evaluate the accuracy of the analysis or to challenge the applicability of the assumptions.
Contrary to the FSEIR, the citations to the CalEEMod User’s Guide and CAPCOA do not
provide the information that LandWatch requested, and it is not provided in Section 4.6
or Appendix 10.2 of the DSEIR..

outdoor water use. CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 43. This information is not provided in
the DSEIR or FSEIR. CAPCOA requires specification of reclaimed water use and total
non-potable water use and identifies a range of effectiveness of up to 40%. CAPCOA, p.
332. This information is not provided in the DSEIR or FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s
request.

AREA SOURCE GHG MITIGATION: The picture for the five mitigation credits
taken for area sources is even more opaque. The DSEIR identifies four categories of
credit for use of low VOC paints and another credit for requiring natural gas hearths as
measures for which operational emission reduction credits were taken. The FSEIR states
that the CalEEMod credits are based on CAPCOA mitigation measures. However,
CAPCOA does not mention low VOC paints, and the CalEEMod User’s Guide does not
identify a CAPCOA mitigation measure related to low VOC paints. Instead CalEEMod
identifies a credit based on unspecified SCAQMD (South Coast Air Quality Management
District) assumptions and apparently requiring assumptions regarding paint reapplication
rates and VOC contents. CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 32. This information is not
provided in the DSEIR or FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s request.
CalEEMod’s discussion of its credit for all natural gas hearths states only that the
use of natural gas hearths is “consistent with the mitigation number A-1 in the CAPCOA
Quantifying GHG mitigation document.” 21 CalEEMode User’s Guide, p. 42.
However, Mitigation number A-1 is for prohibition of gas powered landscaping
equipment and CAPCOA does not mention a credit for requiring natural gas hearths.
CAPCOA, p. 69. There is no apparent connection between CAPCOA’s credit for
prohibiting gas powered landscaping equipment and CalEEMod’s credit for requiring
gas-powered hearths. If there is, neither CAPCOA, the CalEEMod User’s Guide, nor the
SEIR explain that connection.
Furthermore, neither the SEIR nor CalEEMod nor CAPCOA identify the GHG
reduction percentage claimed for these low VOC paints and natural gas hearths.
WATER SUPPLY GHG MITIGATION: The DSEIR claims four credits for low
flow bathroom faucets, kitchen faucets, toilets, and showers, which CalEEMod indicates
are based on CAPCOA measure WUW-1. This measure has a range of effectiveness of
17-31% and requires specification of the percent flow reduction. CalEEMod User’s
Guide, p. 43; CAPCOA, p. 348. This information is not provided in the DSEIR or
FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s request.
The DSEIR claims another GHG mitigation credit for reclaimed water use.
CalEEMod requires specification of the percent of indoor water use and the percent of
The CalEEMod User’s Guide provides data entry screens to specify hearths and woodstoves and
to override regulatory limits on these, but these screens do not appear to relate to emission credits for
requiring all natural gas hearths. CalEEMode User’s Guide, pp. 31-32.

21

Furthermore, the actual commitment to use recycled water for the project is
unclear because the SEIR acknowledges that provision of recycled water is uncertain.
DSEIR, pp. 4.19-26, 4.19-32, 4.19-33. If a credit is taken for recycled water use in the
GHG mitigation analysis, the public has no way to understand how much recycled water
is assumed to be used, where it is assumed to be used, and the consistency of those
assumptions with the discussions of recycled water elsewhere in the SEIR.
SOLID WASTE GHG MITIGATION: The DSEIR claims a credit for solid waste
recycling and composting services. CalEEMod does not indicate what data must be
supplied, but states that this credit corresponds to CAPCOA’s measure SW-1.
CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 43. CAPCOA indicates that this measure requires an
estimate of the number of residents, building square footage for office and retail uses,
visitors to public venues, employees for other commercial buildings, waste disposal
methods, and amount of waste diverted to recycling or composting. CAPCOA, p. 393.
This information is not provided in the DSEIR or FSEIR, despite LandWatch’s request.
It is unclear how CalEEmod determines the credit because the CalEEMod User’s Guide
referenced by the FSEIR as the source of the information LandWatch requested does not
in fact explain the basis of the credit.
CONSTRUCTION GHG MITIGATION: The DSEIR Appendix 10.2 claims a
mitigation credit for seven construction measures including:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Use Cleaner Engines for Construction Equipment
Use DPF for Construction Equipment
Replace Ground Cover
Water Exposed Area
Water Unpaved Roads
Reduce Vehicle Speed on Unpaved Roads
Clean Paved Roads

The CalEEMod User’s Guide discussion of construction assumptions does not identify
the source of these measures and does not illustrate input screens with mitigation options.
See CalEEMod User’s Guide, pp. 24-27. None of the seven measures listed in Appendix
10.2 appear to correspond to items in CAPCOA’s list of five construction mitigation
measures, C-1 to C-5. See CAPCOA, pp. 409-432. In short, the FSEIR’s contention that
all of the GHG mitigation credits “are based on CAPCOA’s Quantifying Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation Measures document” is apparently not true. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1048. If there is
some relation between the CAPCOA construction mitigation measures and the
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CalEEMod construction measures for which credit is taken in Appendix 10.2, it remains
unclear.

x
x
x

As with the other CAPCOA mitigation measures, the CAPCOA construction
mitigation measures have a wide range of effectiveness depending on the specific
assumptions provide, e.g., assumptions about specific carbon-based fuels used, about use
of electric or hybrid equipment, idling limitations beyond regulatory requirements, the
use of a heavy duty off road vehicle plan, and the use of a construction vehicle inventory
tracking system. CAPCOA, pp. 409-432. It is clear that the effectiveness of construction
GHG mitigation depends on these specific assumptions. However, the SEIR does not
provide this information, despite LandWatch’s request.

x
x
x
x
x

In sum, the SEIR relies on a study of unmitigated and mitigated GHG impacts to
assess the extent of the GHG impact. That study uses a software tool, CalEEMod, that
requires specific assumptions about what mitigation will actually be undertaken by the
Project in 25 specific contexts related to mobile sources, area sources, water, solid waste,
and construction. The effectiveness of the GHG mitigation varies widely based on these
specific assumptions. Because the assumptions are not in the DSEIR Appendix 10.2,
LandWatch requested them. However, the FSEIR simply failed to provide the requested
information.

x
x
x
x
x

D. The FSEIR fails to respond adequately to comments proposing additional
mitigation for GHG impacts.

x

The DSEIR concludes that, despite the mitigation measures proposed in the
DSEIR, GHG impacts will be significant and unavoidable. DSEIR, p. 4.6-22.
Accordingly, LandWatch and the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District
(“MBUAPCD”) proposed a number of additional mitigation measures. While the FSEIR
does indicate that some of the measures proposed by LandWatch will be implemented as
project features or as a result of Title 24 compliance, the FSEIR fails to respond
adequately to other proposed mitigation measures. The FSEIR states that the lead agency
need only “focus on mitigation measures that are feasible, practical, and effective.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-1051. However, the FSEIR does not demonstrate that the proposed
measures that it did not discuss are not feasible, practical, and effective.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

For each of the following proposed mitigation measures the FSEIR fails to
provide any discussion, much less to demonstrate that the proposed measure is not
feasible, practical, and effective:
x
x

Use passive solar design and provide shade on at least 30% of onsite impervious
surfaces, including parking areas, driveways, walkways, plazas, patios, etc.
(excluding roofs).
Use light colored “cool” roofs with high-albedo materials (reflectance of at least
0.3) for 30% of the Project’s non-roof impervious surfaces.

Use thermal pool covers and efficient pumps and motors for apartments,
commercial pools and spa uses.
Educate residents, customers and tenants on energy efficiency.
Design outdoor water features for low flow pumps and places where shading can
be provided.
Use low-impact development practices.
Provide educational information about water conservation.
Provide educational information about reducing waste and available recycling
services.
Incorporate public transit into the Project design.
Provide free or low-cost monthly transit passes for students, employees, residents,
and customers. 22
Provide secured bicycle parking for all apartments, flats, and commercial uses.
Provide a low- or zero-emission trolley at the County Walk.
Provide convenient locations accessible by public transportation for car sharing
and car pools for all events.
Provide housing units for all track workers within walking distance of work.
Use alternative-fueled (e.g., bio-diesel, electric) construction vehicles/equipment
for at least 15% of the fleet.
Use local building materials where reasonably available (i.e., within the general
Monterey Bay area defined as Monterey County, Santa Cruz County, and San
Benito County)
Recycle at least 50% of construction waste or demolition materials.
Exceed Title 24 building envelope energy efficiency standards (applicable at the
time of the building permit issuance) by 20%.
Install programmable thermostat timers and smart meters.
Obtain third-party heating, ventilation, and air conditioning commissioning and
verification of energy savings.
Install green roofs.
Install tankless water heaters.
HVAC duct sealing.
Increase roof/ceiling insulation.
Install high-efficiency area lighting.
Maximize interior day light.
Install rainwater collection systems.
Restrict the use of water for cleaning outdoor surfaces and prohibit systems that
apply water to non-vegetated surfaces.

The FSEIR admits that its voluntary approach to transit subsidy is less effective, but does not
claim that, or explain why, the more effective mitigation proposed by LandWatch is infeasible.

22
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x
x

x

Use only electric-powered landscaping equipment (not gas powered).
Require off-site mitigation including:
o Paying for energy-efficiency upgrades of existing homes and business.
o Installing off-site renewable energy.
o Paying for off-site waste reduction.
o Off-site mitigation must be maintained in perpetuity to match the length of
Project operations to provide ongoing annual emission reductions.
Carbon Offsets - Purchase offsets from a validated source to offset annual GHG
emissions

In addition to ignoring the above proposals, the FSEIR makes no response to
MBUAPCD’s proposal to require a hotel shuttle to local destinations.
The FSEIR sole response to MBUAPCD’s proposal for a three-year funding
commitment for a new transit route to serve the Gigling Road transit stop is that the
proposal “has been noted.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-379. This is not an adequate response. It
certainly does not demonstrate that the proposal is not feasible, practical, and effective.
LandWatch and MBUAPCD proposed requiring onsite solar power generation
and solar water heating. Responding to MBUAPCD, the FSEIR stated that this
mitigation would be “speculative” because the “exact location, size, height, building
orientation, etc. of the new buildings on the Project site are unknown at the time.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-379. Calling the mitigation “speculative” for this reason is incoherent. In
fact, the Specific Plan locates and orients major buildings and lays out illustrative
residential lots and building sites in section 2. More fundamentally, the architectural
guidelines in section 5 and development guidelines in section 6 of the Specific Plan
specify numerous building and site layout features, and could be modified to require
accommodation and inclusion of solar electrical and solar water heating panels unless
specific, enumerated considerations (e.g., the presence of a heritage tree shading all
available roof) made such an accommodation infeasible.
The FSEIR’s response improperly assumes that mitigation through solar energy
capture must take a back seat to all other considerations and that no mitigation vial solar
energy can be required for any building unless that mitigation is feasible for all buildings.
This misreads CEQA’s mitigation requirements because CEQA requires modification of
a proposed project in order to address significant environmental impacts unless the
mitigation is in fact infeasible or the mitigation is not required to render impacts less than
significant:
A public agency should not approve a project as proposed if there are feasible
alternatives or mitigation measures available that would substantially lessen any
significant effects that the project would have on the environment.
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Guidelines, § 15021(a)(2). In determining that mitigation is infeasible, an agency must
identify “specific economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.”
Guidelines, § 15021(a)(3) (emphasis added). The FSEIR has not done so.
E. The analysis and mitigation of transportation impacts is inadequate.
1. The SEIR fails to provide the analysis of claimed internal trips despite
LandWatch’s request for this information.
An EIR “must contain facts and analysis, not just the agency’s bare conclusions or
opinions.” Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California
(“Laurel Heights I”) (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 404. Even if an agency’s conclusions or
opinions are ultimately proven correct, statements unsupported by facts and meaningful
analysis are not sufficient: “the critical point [is] that the public must be equally
informed.” Id. (emphasis in original). The requisite facts and analysis supporting an
agency’s conclusions must be in an EIR, not scattered elsewhere throughout an
administrative record. Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Coastside County Water
Dist. (1972) 27 Cal.App.3d 695, 706 (“whatever is required to be considered in an EIR
must be in that formal report; what any official might have known from other writings or
oral presentations cannot supply what is lacking in the report”); Vineyard, supra, 40
Cal.4th at 442 (“To the extent the County, in certifying the FEIR as complete, relied on
information not actually incorporated or described and referenced in the FEIR, it failed to
proceed in the manner provided in CEQA”).
As LandWatch objected in its DSEIR comments (PO 208-34), the DSEIR fails to
provide the basis for its claim that 28% of vehicle trips would be internal to the project
site. Since the 28% reduction in external trips would substantially reduce transportation
impacts to facilities outside the project area and would substantially reduce both criteria
pollutants (NOx, PM-10, etc) and GHG emissions, the 28% assumption is a critical
parameter. LandWatch asked whether this internal trip rate was based on the standard
traffic analysis methodology (ITE’s Trip Generation Handbook) or some other
methodology. And LandWatch asked that the City show its work by providing the facts
and analysis behind this 28% internal trip rate assumption.
In response, the FSEIR refers LandWatch to its response to PA 3-1, a comment in
which Caltrans also objected that the 28% internal trip rate was unsupported by analysis
and appears to be inconsistent with the standard ITE methodology. In response to
Caltrans, the FSEIR states that “[t]he requested documentation was provided to the
commenter shortly after the request was received by the City, and no further comments
were received from Caltrans.” But provision of the documentation to Caltrans does not
address LandWatch’s concerns. Thus, the response to LandWatch that simply references
response PA-3 is entirely inadequate, violating CEQA’s requirement for good-faith
reasoned analysis in response to comments. Guidelines, §15088.
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And the FSEIR’s claim that Caltrans has accepted the internal capture analysis is
not true. Caltrans wrote on August 30, 2016 to reiterate its objection to the “exaggerated
internal capture rate” and the use of an unjustified method to determine internal capture.

all other factors being equal. 25 CUTR indicates that proximity factors should be used in
the analysis for any development bigger than 55 acres. 26 However, here the public has no
way to evaluate whether or how this was done. What is missing in the Monterey Downs
SEIR is any evidence that the internal capture rate is based on empirical data, or, any
disclosure of that empirical data.

And even if Caltrans had been persuaded that 28% was justified, based on
privately shared data or analysis, it is not sufficient to tell the public only that there is
some expert opinion that supports or acquiesces in an EIR’s conclusion. Substantial
evidence requires an EIR to present the facts and analysis, not just raw opinion.
The FSEIR claims that “the data supporting this traffic impact analysis, including
trip capture rates, is included in DSEIR Appendix 10.8, Traffic Impact Analysis Data.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-1031. This is not true. Appendix 10.8 contains 723 pages of computer
output sheets for the Level of Service Computation Reports for the affected intersections
under the no-project, with-project, and with-mitigation scenarios under existing, 2018,
and 2035 conditions. Nothing in that output for intersection LOS would enable the
public to reconstruct the basis of the 28% internal capture analysis. Indeed, if the 28%
internal trip claim could have been validated with reference to the materials in the
DSEIR, then Caltrans would not have needed to ask for the analysis and the City would
not have needed to supply the “requested documentation” to Caltrans in response to its
comment.
The FSEIR’s response to Caltrans indicates that the trip distribution patterns were
developed through customization of the AMBAG travel demand model. This
information is clearly not supplied in Appendix 10.8, which provides no information
about the AMBAG model.
The FSEIR claims that the ITE methodology would understate internal capture
because it omits “site interaction” for the equestrian facilities, the hotels, the tennis club,
warehousing, and cemetery land uses. Site interactions must be determined through
empirical analyses of similar mixed-use development projects. Thus, ITE’s handbook
provides internal capture data for various mixed use combinations based on empirical
studies that compare stand-alone development trip rates to mixed use trip rates. 23
Additional empirical studies are available that supplement the ITE data sets and that
include site interactions for additional uses such as hotels. For example, a 2014 analysis
by the Center for Urban Transportation Research (“CUTR”) reports data sets that do
include hotel uses. 24 But the analysis of capture is based on a number of factors, none of
which were revealed to the public here. For example, the CUTR report indicates that site
interactions decrease as proximity decreases, so a sprawling 711-acre suburban-style
project would have a lower capture rate than a smaller, denser urban mixed-use project,
23

Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation Handbook, 2nd Ed.

24
Center for Urban Transportation Research, Trip Internalization in Multi-use Developments, April
2014, available at http://www.dot.state.fl.us/research-center/Completed_Proj/Summary_PL/FDOTBDK84-977-10-rpt.pdf.

The FSEIR states that after assigning trips to the roadway network using the
AMBAG model “it was determined that approximately 28 percent of the total trips
generated by the proposed Specific Plan land uses would travel to another zone within the
Specific plan.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-17. However, the SEIR does not explain how “it was
determined.” The FSEIR provides no empirical analysis to the public that would support
the validity of the internal capture.
2. The SEIR fails to provide adequate performance standards for Mitigation
measure TRA-8.
Mitigation Measure TRA-8 provides for an entirely ad hoc response to special
event traffic, including events that may attract thousands of vehicles to the Sports Arena.
The requirement to prepare an Events Management Plan does not include any
performance standard for acceptable levels of congestion. The FSEIR fails to respond
adequately to LandWatch’s concern that the measure improperly delegates mitigation to
an unelected official without providing a meaningful performance standard. The FSEIR
also fails to respond adequately to LandWatch’s concern that the traffic control measures
all remain optional under the phrasing of Mitigation Measure TRA-8. DSEIR, p. 4.17-85
(the “measures may include. . .”). There is no assurance that any effective or reasonable
traffic control measures will be implemented since there is neither a congestion relief
performance standard nor a requirement to use any particular traffic control measure.
The FSEIR claims that an Events Management Plan cannot be prepared in
advance, but the DSEIR states that the applicant will in fact be required to prepare an
“annual special events traffic and emergency services management plan.” DSEIR, p.
4.17-83. If such a plan can be prepared a year in advance for the 125 or more days of
special events, then it is unreasonable to claim that the SEIR could not provide even the
sample plan requested by LandWatch.
3. Recirculation is required because the FSEIR identifies a new significant
impact at intersection 49, SR-1 NB Ramps at Reservation Road.
The FSEIR acknowledges that impacts to intersection 49, SR-1 NB Ramps at
Reservation Road, will remain significant and unmitigated. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1040 to 11.41043. This was not disclosed in the DSEIR. The FSEIR’s acknowledgement constitutes
25

Id. at 82.

26

Id. at 84-85.
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significant new information that requires recirculation because it discloses a new
significant impact. Guidelines §15088.5(a)(1).

would add a trip to “an existing state highway facility [that] is operating at less than the
appropriate target LOS.” DSEIR, pp. 4.17-47 to 4.17-48. The DSEIR identifies the
“LOS Std.” for every intersection or ramp, roadway segment, or freeway segment that is
under Caltrans jurisdiction as “C/D,” not as “D.” DSEIR, Tables 4.17-13, 4.17-14, 4.1719, 4.17-21, 4.17-25. Despite stating that the threshold of significance is the C/D
transition and designating it in the tables, the DSEIR unaccountably fails to acknowledge
impacts are significant where the project causes degradation of service to below the C/D
transition or where it adds trips to a facility that operates below the C/D transition.
Instead, the DSEIR only treats impacts to Caltrans’ facilities as sisgnficant if they operate
below LOS D. For example, for existing plus project conditions the DSEIR fails to
identify a significant impact despite LOS below the C/D transition at intersection 42 in
Table 4.17-13, at intersection 38 in Table 4.17-15, at six SR 1 segments in Table 4.17-16,
and at ten ramps in Table 4.17-17. The SDEIR similarly fails to identify significant
impacts with reference to the stated LOS C/D threshold of significance under interim
2018 and cumulative conditions.

4. The SEIR fails to identify a significant impact at intersection 38, SR 1 SB
Ramps at Imjin Parkway.
Recirculation is required because the DSEIR fails to disclose a significant
unmitigated impact at intersection 38, SR 1 SB Ramps at Imjin Parkway, under 2018
conditions. The LOS calculations in DSEIR Appendix 10.2 for mitigated conditions
under both the existing and 2018 scenarios assume that a signal has been installed at this
location pursuant to Mitigation Measure TRA-5. App. 10.2, pdf pages 689, 706. Under
existing AM conditions with mitigation, the average delay is 52.6 seconds yielding a
LOS D, which the DSEIR treates as a less than significant impact. App. 10.2, pdf page
689; DSEIR, p. 4.17-75 (Table 4.17-14). Under 2018 AM conditions, the average delay
is degraded to 62.4 seconds, yielding LOS E. App. 10.2, pdf page 706. Thus, despite the
traffic signal mitigation, there would be a significant impact because the LOS E is below
the acceptable LOS for Caltrans facilities. Additional mitigation improvements should be
proposed for this facility; or, if that is infeasible, the impact should be identified as
unavoidable. 27
The DSEIR unaccountably and erroneously indicates in Table 4.17-20 that the
mitigated AM LOS at intersection 38 would be LOS B, based on an average delay of 14.1
seconds. DSEIR, p. 4.17-93. This is an error because it is unsupported by the technical
appendix.
5.

The SEIR fails to apply the Caltrans LOS standard for determining
significance.

As Caltrans objected, the SEIR fails to acknowledge that Caltrans requires
maintenance of a Level of Service at the cusp of LOS C and LOS D on SR1 facilities.
Comment PA 3-2. The FSEIR claims that a 2006 planning document would justify this
approach, but Caltrans has pointed out that this document does not apply to traffic
management or operations. 28
The DSEIR states in the section identifying thresholds of significance for each
jurisdiction that an impact to a Caltrans facility would be significant if the project would
“result in a LOS lower than the transition between LOC C and LOS D” or if the project
While the DSEIR identifies the impact under existing conditions as unavoidably significant, it
fails to do so under 2018 conditions. DSEIR, pp. 4.17-130 to 4.17-131. Furthermore, the only basis for
characterizing the impact as unavoidably significant under existing conditions is the fact that the required
mitigation improvements, widening the intersection and installing a traffic signal, are not under the lead
agency’s jurisdiction. DSEIR, p. 4.17-84.

27

28

John Olejnic, Caltrans, to Rick Medina, Seaside, Aug. 30, 2016.

In sum, the SEIR’s failure to honor Caltrans’ LOS standard in determining
significance is unaccountable since 1) it honors and applies the adopted LOS standards of
other agencies, including the County of Monterey and the City of Marina, in assessing
impacts to their facilities, 2) it expressly identifies the LOS C/D transition as the
threshold for significant impacts, and 3) Caltrans has repeatedly and specifically advised
Seaside that its standards requires LOS C/D, ever since the scoping meeting for this
project. 29 The contradiction in the stated significance thresholds and the threshold
actually applied and the failure to approach significance determination consistently
among the various jurisdictions vitiates substantial evidence for the SEIR’s conclusions.
It also demonstrates a results-driven approach to analysis. The SEIR should be revised
and recirculated to assess and mitigate impacts with reference to the actual Caltrans
standards, as identified in the DSEIR.
6. The FSEIR fails to respond adequately to proposed mitigation in the form of
ramp metering.
LandWatch requested that ramp metering be proposed by the SEIR to address
significant and unmitigated impacts to freeway ramps. In response, the FSEIR simply
refers LandWatch to the discussion in the DSEIR at page 4.17-80, which the FSEIR
claims establishes the infeasibility of this mitigation. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1043. However the
DSEIR’s discussion states only that ramp metering is not currently planned and is not
within the jurisdiction of the lead agency to implement. DSEIR, p. 4.17-80.
In fact, contrary to the DSEIR, ramp metering is part of Caltrans planning for SR
1 segment 14, which includes the portions of SR 1 evaluated in the SEIR. Caltrans’
Transportation Concept Report for State Route 1 in District 5 identifies ramp metering as
29

Id.
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an important part of the Intelligent Transportation Systems (“ITS”) strategy to optimize
traffic flow that will be managed by Caltrans Traffic Management Center. 30 Caltrans
specifically identifies ramp metering as part of the measures it plans to implement to
maintain acceptable LOS on SR 1 segment 14:

CEQA does not permit an agency to dismiss mitigation suggestions from the
public without good-faith reasoned analysis. The fact that the mitigation is within
another agency’s jurisdiction is not a sufficient basis to decline to consider it. CEQA
specifically requires an agency to make findings as to whether mitigation is “within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and have been, or can and should
be, adopted by that other agency.” Public Resources Code, §21081(a)(2). And indeed
the DSEIR proposes numerous other traffic improvements that are not within the
jurisdiction of the lead agency (e.g., mitigation Measures TRA-2, 4, 5, 6, and 7).

a combination of widening, operational improvements, and enhanced alternatives
to travel by single occupant vehicles will be required. ITS elements such as loop
detection and ramp metering will be a major component of operational
improvements. 31
Caltrans states that Ramp metering is planned specifically for SR 1 “between SR 68 West
and Reservation Road,” which would include all of the ramps evaluated in the SEIR:
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) – ITS will play a critical role in
managing operations on State Route 1 in Monterey County. ITS projects have
been implemented in the County and additional projects have a high priority.
When the Central Coast ITS Strategic Plan is fully implemented, the following
elements will be available on Route 1 in Monterey County:
- Smart call boxes from San Luis Obispo/Monterey County line to
Monterey/Santa Cruz County line
- Traffic surveillance stations (loop detectors) through Segments 14 (freeway
portion) and 15
- CCTV camera installation and freeway control ramp metering between SR 68
West and Reservation Road . . . 32
The DSEIR and FSEIR offer no evidence that ramp metering would not be effective at
reducing or avoiding impacts, and it is clear that Caltrans believes that ramp metering
would be effective at the ramps under review. The DSEIR and FSEIR provide no
evidence that Caltrans would not accept fair share payments toward ramp metering and
consider implementing ramp metering if it were proposed in the SEIR; and the fact that
Caltrans actually plans to implement metering indicates that Caltrans would be receptive.

30

Caltrans, Transportation Concept Report for State Route 1 in District 5, April 2006, p. 10-11,
available at http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist05/planning/sys_plan_docs/tcr_factsheet_combo/mon_sr1_tcrfs.pdf.
Ramp metering is a “traffic management strategy that utilizes a system of traffic signals on freeway
entrance and connector ramps to regulate the volume of traffic entering a freeway corridor. This is to
maximize the efficiency of the freeway and thereby minimize the total delay in the transportation corridor.”
Id., Appendix A.
31

Id. at 46, emphasis added

32

Id. at 44, underlining in original, italics and bolding added.

Seaside may require fair share payments toward effective mitigation measures,
including ramp metering, and may even provide that if Caltrans declines to implement the
measure the fair share funds can be returned. Seaside may also conclude that the impacts
for which these mitigation measures are proposed will remain significant and
unavoidable due to its lack of jurisdiction to require implementation. But Seaside cannot
simply decline to consider mitigation proposed by the public on the grounds that it lacks
legal authority to compel that mitigation be implemented or based on the false claim that
this mitigation is not currently planned by Caltrans.
F. The analysis and mitigation of noise impact is inadequate.
LandWatch engaged noise consultant Derek Watry to review the discussion of
noise in the DSEIR, LandWatch’s comments, and the FSEIR’s response. His comments
are attached and incorporated by reference.
1. The analysis of noise is inadequate under CEQA because it fails to recognize
that non-compliance with statistical noise standards may be a significant
impact.
Statistical noise standards (“Ln” standards or “Exceedence Level” standards) are
standards for the noise levels that may not be exceeded for various periods of time. See
DSEIR, p. 4.10-3, Table 4.10-2, Noise Descriptors. For example, BRP Noise Policies B1, B-2, B-3, and B-5 apply the statistical noise standards from BRP Table 4.5-3, which is
reproduced in the DSEIR as Table 4.10-7. See DSEIR, pp. 4.10-9 (Table 4.10-7) and
4.10-10 (BRP noise policies). Under the BRP’s statistical noise standards applicable
from 7 am to 10 pm, noise may not ever exceed 65 dBA, may not exceed 60 dBA for
more than 1 minute, may not exceed 55 dBA for more than 5 minutes, may not exceed 50
dBA for more than 15 minutes, and may not exceed 45 dBA for more than 30 minutes.
e.g., for one minute, five minutes, ten minutes, 15 minutes, or 30 minutes. Permissible
noise levels are dBA less from 10 pm to 7am. The BRP applies these statistical noise
standards at the property line.
As Mr. Watry explains, BRP Noise Policies and programs expressly require
compliance with the BRP statistical noise standards. This SEIR identifies exceeding
applicable noise standards as a significant impact. DSEIR, p. 4.10-12. The BRP PEIR
specifically identifies the expectation that construction noise and stationary noise,
including noise from a proposed amphitheater, would be required to comply with the
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BRP’s statistical noise standards as a basis to conclude that these noise sources would be
less than significant. BRP PEIR, pp. 4-139 to 4-140, 4-146, 4-149.

Bay Comm. v. Bd. of Port Comm'rs (2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1381–82; see also
Protect The Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116
Cal.App.4th 1099, 1109 (“a threshold of significance cannot be applied in such a way
that would foreclose consideration of other substantial evidence tending to show the
environmental effect to which the threshold relates might be significant”). The SEIR also
errs by failing to acknowledge that the project is inconsistent with the BRP policies that
mandate compliance with the BRP’s statistical noise standards. Guidelines, §15125(d).

Statistical noise standards may be applied in addition to and independent of 24hour average noise standards (“CNEL” or “Ldn” standards). See DSEIR, p. 4.10-3,
Table 4.10-2, “Community Noise Equivalent level (CNEL)” noise descriptor. The BRP
Noise Policies B-1, B-2, B-3, and B-5 do in fact also and independently apply the 24hour average CNEL noise standards from BRP Table 4.5-3, which is reproduced in the
DSEIR as Table 4.10-6. See DSEIR, pp. 4.10-9 (Table 4.10-6) and 4.10-10 (BRP noise
policies).
LandWatch’s DSEIR comments objected that the DSEIR fails to apply statistical
noise standards from the BRP or from any source to determine the significance of noise
impacts. The FSEIR responded that these standards are not relevant. FSEIR, p. 11.41053. As Mr. Watry explains, that claim is not true.
Statistical noise standards are in fact highly relevant to determining annoyance
from noise, particularly when a noise source is not continuous over a 24-hour period but
instead consists of short-term, episodic and/or irregular loud noise such as noise from the
recreational events at the project. The rationale for applying statistical noise standards in
addition to 24-hour noise standards is that irritation can be caused by short periods of
relatively loud noise, even if the average noise level complies with standards for longer
periods, e.g., a 24-hour average CNEL standards. The BRP includes both 24-hour
standards and statistical noise standards for just this reason.
Mr. Watry explains that stationary noise and construction noise from the Project
will exceed the BRP’s statistical noise standards and that this will substantially adversely
affect sensitive receptors adjacent to the project. For example, maximum noise from
cheering crowns at the Sports Arena would exceed the BRP allowable maximum noise
level at the Oak Oval. Cheering noise that continues for as little as one minute per hour
would exceed the BRP statistical noise limits at the Oak Oval and at the nearest
residential receptor. Grandstand noise and the swimming pool timing system noise
would exceed the BRP’s statistical limit for maximum noise levels. Construction noise
would exceed the BRP statistical limits.
The SEIR errs by uncritically relying only on 24-hour noise standards to
determine significance despite evidence that episodic loud noise events will in fact result
in substantial irritation to noise receptors and without any analysis of the effects of
shorter-duration noise events on the ambient conditions. 33 Berkeley Keep Jets Over the
Although the DSEIR references the City’s 65 dBA maximum noise standard in its discussion of
the mitigation of stationary noise impacts (DSEIR, p. 4.10-24), that reference is insufficient because (1) the
City’s maximum noise standard is not the same as the BRP’s statistical noise standards, which include a
more restrictive 0-minute (maximum) standard and which include standards for intervals greater than 0
minutes (compare DSEIR Table 4.10-4 to Table 4.10-7) , (2) the 65 dBA maximum noise standard was not
apparently used to determine the significance of impacts (DSEIR, pp. 4.10-18 to 4.10-24).

33

2. Analysis of construction noise is inadequate.
The DSEIR announces that that construction impacts would be significant if any
of the standards in the City’s General Plan or noise ordinance or other applicable plans
(e.g., the BRP) were exceeded. DSEIR p. 4.10-12. However, the DSEIR provides no
actual quantitative assessment of whether construction activities would exceed any of the
applicable standards (i.e., the 24-hour average, maximum, or statistical standards
promulgated by either the City or the BRP), despite the express requirement in Seaside’s
Municipal Code §17.30.060(G)(6) for a quantitative analysis of noise levels postmitigation. The DSEIR also ignores the effects of construction noise on open space users
even though these users are sensitive receptors and will be located immediately adjacent
to the project site.
Thus there is no substantial evidence to support a conclusion that construction
noise would not exceed applicable standards. However, there is evidence that
construction noise would exceed applicable standards.
As Mr. Watry explains, the BRP statistical noise standards are clearly relevant to
the significance of construction noise impacts. As explained above, the BRP PEIR
specifically referenced the expectation that projects would meet the BRP statistical noise
standards as one basis for finding construction noise impact to be less than significant.
However the SEIR fails to apply these standards and improperly dismisses their
relevance. Mr. Watry demonstrates that construction noise would exceed the BRP
statistical noise standards.
Construction noise would also exceed the 65 dBA maximum allowable noise
level for residential uses in the City’s noise ordinance.
3. Mitigation of construction noise is inadequate.
CEQA requires that mitigation address the significant impacts identified in the
EIR and do so with adequate certainty. Guidelines 15126.4(a)(2) (measures must be
“fully enforceable”). A threshold of significance is a criterion “non-compliance with
which” means the effect is significant and “compliance with which” means it is less than
significant, e.g., adequately mitigated. Guidelines, § 15064.7(a). Mitigation must
address the significant impact that is “identified in the EIR,” and “as identified in the
EIR.” Guidelines, §§ 15126.4(a)(1)(A), 15091(a)(1). Lotus v. Department of
Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 655-658 holds that an EIR must clearly state
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its significance threshold; in particular, it must do so to inform discussion of proposed
mitigation measures.

BRP’s “statistical noise Ln standards are not practicable for use in the Project’s context.”
FSEIR, p. 11.4-1056. It would be error to reject use of the BRP’s statistical noise
standards to determine significance based on a determination that the project cannot
feasibly meet those standards.

Here, although the DSEIR identifies the noise standards in the City’s General
Plan, noise ordinance, and/or the BRP as the significance thresholds, Mitigation NOI-1
for construction noise impacts lacks any performance standard that would ensure that the
purported significance thresholds are met. As Mr. Watry explains, the provisions of
Mitigation NOI-1 simply do not require that construction noise meet any adopted
standards, much less the standards that the DSEIR purporst to apply to determine
significance of impacts. The actual provisions in NOI-1 – notice, complaint resolution,
siting stationary equipment, and limiting work to daylight hours – would not ensure that
applicable standards are met.
Furthermore, Mr. Watry explains that it is unlikely that construction noise could
meet the adopted standards, particularly the statistical noise standards. The nature of the
noise sources, e.g, diesel equipment with elevated exhaust stacks, and the area extent of
construction activity renders mitigation by noise barrier infeasible. The SEIR itself
provides no evidence that mitigation could feasibly meet adopted standards, despite the
Seaside noise ordinance that requires a quantitative demonstration of the efficacy of
mitigation. Because mitigation is not demonstrably feasible, its formulation cannot be
deferred. Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond (2010) 184
Cal.App.4th 70, 92-96. The SEIR must be revised to formulate mitigation that would
meet the applicable Seaside and BRP noise standards.
4. The SEIR improperly concludes that impacts are less than significant if
mitigation is not feasible.
The FSEIR improperly injects a consideration of feasibility into the determination
of significance by implying that construction noise would be less than significant because
the proposed mitigation “would minimize construction noise to the maximum extent
feasible.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1056. CEQA neither requires nor allows lead agencies to
consider costs or feasibility in determining the significance of impacts. Guidelines,
§§15064, 15064.4, 15064.5, 15065, 15126.2, 15130, 15355, 15382. Under CEQA,
feasibility considerations arise only in the context of determining if feasible mitigation
measure are available after significance is determined (Public Resources Code,
§21081(a)(3), Guidelines, §§15091(a)(3), 15364), and the determination of “acceptable”
environmental harm arises only in the final step of the CEQA analysis in the context of a
statement of overriding considerations. City of Marina v. Board of Trustees of the
California State University (2006) 39 Cal.4th 341, 368-369; Public Resources Code,
§21081(b).
The FSEIR also improperly injects the issue of feasibility into its determination of
the significance of stationary noise impacts. The FSEIR argues that BRP Noise Policy B1 requires that BRP’s 24-hour and statistical noise standards be met only “where feasible
and practical.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1056. The FSEIR then argues that application of the

The FSEIR also improperly injects the issue of infeasibility into the determination
of the significance of noise from the City Corporation Yard and fire station. Siren and
horn noise from fire trucks (at least 101 dBA Lmax at 50 feet – see DSEIR, p. 4.10-20)
would exceed the City’s 65 dBA maximum exterior noise standard (DSEIR, Table 4.107). Low speed truck maneuvering in the City Corporation Yard would generate 75 dBA
Lmax at 50 feet, which would also exceed the City’s 65 dBA Lmax standard. DSEIR, p.
4.10-20. The FSEIR argues that “such noise sources are exempt from the City’s Noise
Ordinance (pursuant to SMC Section 9.12.040) and therefore by extension, CEQA
significance thresholds do not apply.” FSEIR, p. 11.4-1057, emphasis added. While
legal considerations may justify a conclusion that mitigation is legally infeasible
(Guidelines, § 15364), the significance of the unmitigated impact cannot be denied on the
basis that mitigation is infeasible.
In sum, if the project cannot meet applicable noise standards, the City should
identify the impact as significant and unmitigated. CEQA does not permit the City to
conclude that noise is less than significant simply because mitigation is infeasible.
5. Analysis of stationary noise impact is inadequate because it fails to employ a
consistent threshold of significance, fails to compare projected noise to any of
these thresholds, and fails to consider relevant noise events.
There are three fundamental flaws in the SEIR’s evaluation of stationary noise
sources.
First, the SEIR fails to set out significance thresholds for stationary noise sources
coherently. Determining significance of impacts requires “careful judgment on the part
of the public agency involved, based to the extent possible on scientific and factual data.”
Guidelines, §15064(b). An EIR must clearly identify and apply standards of significance.
Lotus v. Department of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 645, 655. As Mr. Watry
documents, the DSEIR identifies several completely different thresholds:
x

The threshold identification at DSEIR p. 4.10-12 says stationary noise
(i.e., noise discussed in Impact Statement 4.10-3) is a significant impact
only if the project causes a substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise.

x

The discussion of threshold of significance at DSEIR p.4.10-13 to 4.10-14
states that stationary noise would be significant if it cause an exceedance
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of Seaside’s Municipal Code standards at Tables 3-2 and 3-3. 34 These
tables provide absolute noise standards, not noise standards expressed as
an allowable increase. For example, these noise standards permit a
maximum exterior noise level of 65 dBA for residential uses and a
normally acceptable 24-hour average exterior residential noise level of 55
dB CNEL.
x

The discussion of stationary source impacts actually purports to
determines significance of noise from residential uses, non-residential
mechanical equipment, equestrian event noise, swim center, and swim
event center and pool activity based on whether it exceeds the BRP
absolute standards of 50 to 55 dBA for residential uses, not, as stated
earlier, based on whether it exceeds Seaside’s absolute standards. See
DSEIR pp. 4.10-19 to 4.10-24. The BRP standard referenced is
apparently from DSEIR Table 4.10-6, BRP’s land use compatibility
matrix, which specifies normally acceptable noise for single family
residential use at 50-55 CNEL or Ldn. The confusion as to whether
significance is determined by using Seaside’s standards or the BRP
standards is consequential because those standards differ. For example,
the BRP has a 50 CNEL normally acceptable standard for passively used
open space but the City has no standard for that use. And the BRP has a
less restrictive standard than the City for multi-family residential use.

In short, the SEIR errs because it is impossible for the public to understand what
threshold the SEIR applies to determine significance of stationary sources.
Second, the SEIR fails to provide any actual analysis that would support the
determination of significance using the 24-hour average thresholds of significance
identified as applicable standards. The SEIR identifies various 24-hour noise standards
as applicable; however, for a number of critical noise sources (e.g., crowd noise, musical
events), the SEIR does not actually determine the 24-hour average noise that the project
would produce. For example, there is no analysis of the projected 24-hour average noise
produced by events in Planning Areas REC-2, C-1, or REC-1. Instead, the DSEIR’s
discussion of significance repeatedly and erroneously compares peak or short term noise
generated by the project to 24-hours standards.
In fact, the project description is not sufficient to enable the determination of 24hour average noise impacts. Planning Areas REC-2, C-1, and REC-1 would permit noise
from many different sources, such as musical events, equestrian events, swim meets, dog
shows, and other sporting events. As Mr. Watry explains, the SEIR lacks an adequate
description of the average noise generated by, or the duration of, the events in these areas
In the Municipal Code at §17.030.060(E) these are currently identified as Tables
3-3 and 3-4. They are reproduced in the DSEIR as Tables 4.10-4 and 4.10-5.
34
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to support determination of 24-hour average noise levels. 35 The FSEIR admits that “the
exact activities associated with these potential uses is not known at this time . . ..”
FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1057 to 11.4-1058. Thus, the EIR is inadequate because it fails to
provide a project description that is sufficient to enable analysis of impacts (Guidelines,
§15024) and fails to provide an adequate determination of the significance of impacts
(Guidelines, §§ 15064, 15126.2). Furthermore, as Mr. Watry explains, the analysis also
confusingly compares peak noise levels to noise standards measured by a 24-hour
average noise level.
Third, the discussion fails to apply statistical noise standards from the BRP or any
standard that would determine significance of annoyance from high volume, transient
noise events. Mr. Watry explains that short duration noise, e.g., crowd noise, would in
fact exceed the BRP’s statistical noise standards and would be a substantial source of
irritation to sensitive receptors, including open space users. Thus, the SEIR errs by
uncritically relying only on 24-hour noise standards to determine significance despite
evidence that episodic loud noise events will in fact result in substantial irritation to noise
receptors and without any analysis of the effects of shorter-duration noise events on the
ambient conditions. Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Comm. v. Bd. of Port Comm'rs
(2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1381–82; see also Protect The Historic Amador
Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1109 (“a threshold of
significance cannot be applied in such a way that would foreclose consideration of other
substantial evidence tending to show the environmental effect to which the threshold
relates might be significant”).
The SEIR’s errors are prejudicial because the public has no clear picture of the
SEIR’s thresholds and no clear description of the project’s actual noise generation and
because it is clear that applicable noise standards would be exceeded.
6. Mitigation of stationary noise impacts is inadequate.
CEQA requires an EIR to describe “feasible measures which could minimize
significant adverse impacts.” Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(1). Mitigation must be fully
enforceable and certain. Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(2). Here, the SEIR fails to discuss or
propose effective, enforceable mitigation for stationary source noise.
First, the mitigation in NOI-2 calls for meeting “the 65 dBA standard in the Fort
Ord Reuse Plan, and Seaside Municipal Code Sections 9.12 (Noise Regulations) and
17.30.060 (Noise Standards).” DSEIR, p. 4.10-24. As Mr. Watry explains, this reference
to “the 65 dBA standard” is entirely ambiguous and therefore not enforceable with any
certainty. NOI-2 fails to specify whether the standard is a 24-hour average standard (i.e.,
a CNEL of Ldn metric) or a standard for the maximum noise level in an instant (e.g., the
BRP statistical noise standard for zero minutes in Table 4.10-7). If it is a 24-hour CNEL
The project description also fails to provide information sufficient to determine noise using
statistical noise standards, e.g., to determine if crowd noise would exceed the 1 minute, 5 minute, 15 minute
or 30 minute standards.
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standard, then NOI-2 fails to explain how it is related to or derived from the actual
standards in the Seaside noise regulations and the BRP. These standards include
Seaside’s “Noise/Land Use Compatibility Matrix” (DSEIR Table 4.10-5), Seaside’s
“Maximum Interior and Exterior Noise Standards” (DSEIR Table 4.10-4) or BRP’s
“Land Use Compatibility Criteria for Exterior Community Noise” (DSEIR, Table 4.106). NOI-2 implies that the project must meet both Seaside and BRP standards; however,
the Seaside and BRP CNEL standards are not uniform with respect to allowable noise
levels or even with respect to classification of land uses. It is simply unclear what
standard must be met.

and that obtaining the necessary noise attenuation by barrier for the noise sources at
REC-2 and C-1 is simply implausible. Indeed, the FSEIR admits that the effectiveness
of mitigation is unknown:

Second, the “65 dBA standard” referenced in NOI-2 is not the standard that the
DSEIR used to determine the significance of impacts. The entire discussion of the
significance of stationary noise was based on a determination whether project noise
would exceed the BRP’s 24-hour standard of 50-55 CNEL, which was repeatedly
referenced in that discussion. DSEIR, pp. 4.10-19 (claiming non-residential stationary
noise is “below the BRP’s noise standards,” referencing Table 4.10-6, and “therefore
impacts would be less than significant”), 4.10-21 (referencing BRP’s residential noise
standard of 50 to 55 dBA in discussing significance of REC-2 Planning Area noise),
4.10-22 (claiming swim center noise is less than significant because it is within “BRP’s
standard of 50 to 55 dBA (exterior) for residential uses.”) Indeed, the BRP’s normally
acceptable CNEL noise standard was also used to assess the significance of traffic noise
impacts. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054 (referencing the BRP’s normally acceptable noise limit for
multi-family housing of 60 CNEL). Using a different standard to determine the
significance of impacts than is used to determine the efficacy of mitigation violates both
common sense and CEQA because mitigation must address the significant impact that is
“identified in the EIR,” and “as identified in the EIR.” Guidelines, §§ 15126.4(a)(1)(A),
15091(a)(1).
Third, NOI-2 fails to specify that compliance is required with BRP’s 50 dBA
CNEL standard for open space uses, not just its standard for residential uses. See DSEIR,
p. 4.10-9 (Table 4.10-6, BRP noise standards). As Mr. Watry explains, compliance may
not be possible, especially if the FSEIR is correct that this standard is already exceeded in
open space areas.
Fourth, NOI-2 fails to specify that compliance with the mitigation must be
determined at the property line, as is required by both the BRP standards and the Seaside
Municipal Code. DSEIR, p. 4.10-9; BRP, pp. 411-412; Seaside Municipal Code, §
17.30.060(H).
Fifth, NOI-2 fails to specify that, even if the project meets 24-hour average noise
standards, it must also mitigate short-term loud noise events by complying with the
BRP’s statistical noise standards. See DSEIR, p. 4.10-p. Table 4.10-7.
Sixth, as Mr. Watry explains, effective mitigation is uncertain, e.g., mitigation for
crowd noise. Mr. Watry explains that mitigation of via a barrier or berm is not described

The DSEIR identifies Mitigation Measures NOI-2 and NOI-3 that require noise
management and attenuation associated with the sports arena and swim center that
is proportional to the noise generated at these facilities. As the exact activities
associated with these potential uses is not known at this time, it is not possible for
the DSEIR to quantify the measurable extent to which implementation of such
performance standards would reduce noise events to less than significant levels.
The mitigation measures include performance standards to ensure that
exceedances of noise standards would not occur. The listed performance
standards are comprehensive but are not intended to be exhaustive, nor does
CEQA require such standards.
FSEIR, pp. 11.4-1057 to 11.4-1058, emphasis added. Where mitigation is not known to
be feasible, CEQA does not permit deferral of its formulation, regardless whether
performance standards are proposed. Communities for a Better Environment v. City of
Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 92-96. Accordingly, it is improper to defer the
formulation of the Noise Management Plan called for by NOI-2. The Noise Management
Program must be specified now and the SEIR must demonstrate that it would be effective
with reference to unambiguously identified performance standards.
Furthermore, the FSEIR’s statement that post-mitigation noise levels cannot be
determined is an admission that the City is failing to comply with the City noise
ordinance at SMC § 17.30.060(G)(5), (6) and BRP Noise Policy B-3, both of which
mandate that he City identify mitigation and assess post-mitigation noise levels.
Seventh, the mitigation proposed for the swim center under NOI-3 is inadequate
because it does not address the admittedly significant impact from the Time System.
7. The analysis and mitigation of impacts to open space use is inadequate.
The BRP FEIR acknowledges that open space, park, and recreation areas are
noise-sensitive areas. BRP PEIR, p. 4-132. It is clear that the open space in the project
vicinity is in fact extensively used for passive recreation by numerous members of the
public, many of whom have objected to the project’s impacts, including the noise
impacts. See comment letters by Elizabeth Murray, Fort Ord Recreation Trails Friends,
Suzanne Worcester, Eric Petersen, Monterey Off-road Cycling Association, Susan
Schiavone, Robert McGinley, Cameron Binkley, Tim Townsend, Cosma Bua.
The BRP requires protection of open spaces via a 50 dBA CNEL/Ldn noise
standard specifically applicable to passively used open space; via statistical noise
standards applicable at the property line of noise-generating uses; and via Policy B-8,
barring a 3 dB Ldn/CNEL increase where noise levels are already over the 50 dBA
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standard. See DSEIR, pp. 4.10-8 to 4.10-11. Inconsistency with these policies should be
identified as a significant environmental impact and as, discussed below, as a reason that
the project should not be approved based on inconsistency with the Fort Ord Reuse Act.

adjacent to REC-2, as Mr. Watry demonstrates. The proposed mitigation in NOI-2 fails
to mandate compliance with statistical noise standards.

First, the proposed mitigation of stationary noise in NOI-2 that identifies only a
“65 dBA standard” clearly fails to mandate compliance with the BRP’s 50 dBA
CNEL/Ldn open space noise standard.
Second, as Mr. Watry explains, responding to LandWatch’s request for baseline
open space noise levels, the FSEIR states that the baseline CNEL noise level for
passively used open space is within a decibel of the 52.3 dBA Leq noise level measured
at the baseline measurement location #2. 36 FSEIR, p. 11.4-1052. Thus, according to the
SEIR, the noise level for open space already exceeds the BRP’s 50 Ldn/CNEL
standard. 37 Thus, BRP Policy B-8 would come into play, and would bar any noise
increase over 3 dBA Ldn/CNEL. The SEIR fails to provide any assessment to determine
whether project noise would increase noise by 3 dBA at the property line; thus, there is
no substantial evidence that the project would comply with BRP Noise Policy B-8. Noncompliance with a policy intended to protect noise-sensitive open space uses would be a
significant impact.
Third, the analysis of stationary noise impacts fails to disclose that the project will
cause noise in excess of the BRP’s statistical noise standards in the open space areas

Baseline information must be presented in the draft EIR, not later in the EIR process. Guidelines,
§ 15120(c) (draft EIR must contain information required by Guidelines, § 15125); Save Our Peninsula v.
Monterey County Board of Supervisors (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th 99, 120-124, 128; Communities for a Better
Env't v. City of Richmond (“CBE v. Richmond”)(2010) 184 Cal. App. 4th 70, 89. However, here, the
DSEIR fails to provide any assessment of the existing noise levels in open space areas that would be
affected by the project. This information was not provided until the FSEIR, responding to LandWatch’s
objection, claimed that noise levels measured on a roadway at 8th and Gigling was representative of open
space noise levels. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1052.

Fourth, even if the mitigation were revised to require compliance with the BRP’s
open space noise standards, there is no evidence that mitigation is feasible and substantial
evidence to the contrary. Again, the deferral of the formulation of the Noise
Management Program called for by NOI-2 in the face of uncertainty violates CEQA.
8. The SEIR fails to identify a substantial increase in traffic noise as a significant
impact.
The DSEIR’s significance thresholds for both project-specific and cumulative
impacts depend on a determination of the project-caused traffic noise increase and a
determination whether the resulting combined noise from the Project and other
development would exceed noise standards for the receiving property use. In particular,
the DSEIR finds project-specific impacts to be significant only if total noise (existing
traffic noise plus project traffic noise) exceeds “the applicable exterior standard at a noise
sensitive land use” and the Project itself contributes 3 dB to that noise level. DSEIR p.
4.10-13. The DSEIR’s two-step cumulative analysis first determines whether all future
projects combined with the Monterey Downs project will cause a 3 dB increase and result
in a noise level over the applicable standard. If so, the second step determines whether
the Monterey Downs project contributes at least 1 dB to the future noise level. DSEIR p.
4.10-13.

36

There is reason to doubt the FSEIR’s claim that the measurement of noise at location # 2 is in fact
typical of open space noise levels. DSEIR Appendix A-7 indicates and demonstrates by photograph that
the noise measurement was taken on the shoulder of 8th Avenue over a ten minute period and that the
dominant noise source was passing cars. The open space adjacent to REC-2 and REC-1 would not be
proximate to existing vehicle traffic.
If the baseline measurement is not accurate, then the SEIR violates CEQA because an EIR must
describe the existing environmental setting so that it considers impacts “in the full environmental context.”
Guidelines, § 15125(a), (c). An accurate baseline is critical because impact assessment must be based on
“changes in the existing physical conditions in the affected area.” Guidelines, § 15126.2(a); see Neighbors
For Smart Rail v. Exposition Metro Line Construction Authority (2013) 57 Cal.4th 439, 447; County of
Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency (1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 931, 952.
Without accurate baseline noise levels for open space areas, it is impossible to determine whether
and to what extent the project would cause noise increases, which may be significant impacts under CEQA.
Nor is it possible to determine if the project would be consistent with BRP Noise Policy B-8, which bars a
3 dB increase in noise to open space areas that are already over the normally acceptable level of 50 dBA
CNEL. DSEIR, pp. 4.10-9, 4.10-11.
37

Thus, in both analyses, it is necessary to determine whether traffic noise levels at
the receiving property will exceed the applicable absolute noise thresholds for the
receiving property’s land use.
This approach to significance determination is inadequate because it fails to
acknowledge that there may be a significant impact due to a substantial noise increase
even if the resulting absolute noise does not exceed the applicable standard. An agency
may not take refuge in a project’s compliance with some regulatory standard when there
is evidence that, notwithstanding that compliance, impacts are significant. Protect The
Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 1099,
1109 (“a threshold of significance cannot be applied in such a way that would foreclose
consideration of other substantial evidence tending to show the environmental effect to
which the threshold relates might be significant”). The possibility that a noise increase
may be significant even if the absolute regulatory standard is not exceeded is expressly
recognized in the CEQA Guidelines, quoted by the DSEIR, which identify a significant
impact if a project either causes a substantial increase in ambient noise or causes noise in
excess of applicable standards. DSEIR, p. 4.10-12. The possibility is also recognized by
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BRP Noise Policy B-6, which bars a noise increase over 5 dBA Ldn/CNEL even where
noise is within the normally acceptable range. 38 DSEIR, p. 4.10-10.

to mitigate transportation noise impacts in order to “maintain outdoor and indoor noise
levels” in compliance with standards).

As Mr. Watry explains, and as LandWatch objected in comment PO 208-91, the
project will cause a significant impact and a violation of BRP Policy B-6 by increasing
noise by more than 5 dBA at 7th Avenue between Gigling and Colonel Durham and at 8th
Street between Inter Garrison and 6th. DSEIR, pp. 4.10-25, 4.10-26 to 4.10-27 (Table
4.10-11).

As Mr. Watry explains, the error results in a failure to disclose a significant
impact. The DSEIR’s criteria for a project-specific impact is a 3 dBA CNEL increase
where noise would exceed the applicable standard. On Gigling Road between 6th and 7th
Avenues, noise would exceed the 60 dBA CNEL standard at the receiving residential use
property line, even though it would not exceed the 60 dBA CNEL at standard at 100 feet
from the roadway centerline, and the project would cause more than a 3 dBA CNEL
increase. This should be identified as a significant impact. It should also be identified as
an inconsistency with BRP Policy B-6, which bars a 3 dBA increase where noise exceeds
the BRP’s normally acceptable residential use standard “measured at the property line.”
DSEIR, p. 4.10-10.

The FSEIR’s response to LandWatch’s objection is disingenuous. It claims that
existing noise barriers would attenuate the traffic noise. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054. As Mr.
Watry explains, the presence of barriers does not affect the analysis: the increase in noise
with and without the project would be the same regardless of the presence of barriers.
The FSEIR response is also disingenuous in claiming that interior noise levels
would be maintained in residences on these road segments. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054. The
absolute level of interior noise levels is simply not relevant to the issue LandWatch
raised, which is the increase in exterior noise levels. Impacts to exterior noise levels are
an independent issue, as is evident from the fact that both Seaside and the BRP provide
distinct standards for exterior and interior noise levels.
Finally, the FSEIR’s observation that noise was modeled at 100 feet from the
roadway centerline instead of the property line is also not relevant to this issue. As
discussed below, both the Seaside noise ordinance and the BRP mandate noise analysis
be at the property line. Regardless, even if it were correct to assess noise impacts at 100
feet instead of at the property line, here the noise increases modeled at 100 feet do exceed
5 dBA CNEL/Ldn in violation of BRP Policy B-6.
9. The SEIR’s failures to measure noise impacts at the property line as mandated
by the BRP and Seaside noise ordinance results in a failure to disclose a
significant impact and a violation of BRP Policy B-6.
The traffic noise analysis assesses noise at 100 feet from the roadway centerline
rather than at the property line of the receiving use. Thus, as LandWatch objected (PO
208-106) and Mr. Watry explains, the DSEIR errs by failing to honor the explicit
requirements in both the Seaside noise ordinance and the BRP policies that noise be
measured and controlled at the property line. SMC, § 17.30.060(E)(1)(a), (H); BRP
Noise Policies B-6, B-7, B-8. The express purpose of the requirement to determine
impacts at the property line is to protect outdoor uses. SMC, § 17.30.060(F) (obligation
38

The policy bars an increase over 3 dBA Ldn/CNEL if noise is over the normally acceptable range.

10. The SEIR is informationally inadequate because it fails to identify land use
noise thresholds and applicable standards for roadway segments affected by
project; and because of this the SEIR fails to disclose considerable contribution
to a significant cumulative impact on 2nd Avenue.
As LandWatch objected, the traffic noise analysis fails to identify the type of
receiving land use (e.g., single family residential, multi-family residential, commercial) at
each affected roadway segment, and this matters because the analysis purports to apply a
different noise standard based on the type of land use. Comment PO 208-107. Nothing
in DSEIR Tables 4.10-11, 4.10-12, or 4.10-13 listing noise levels and determining
significance of impacts for various roadway segments identifies the adjacent land uses for
these segments or the applicable noise standard. It is thus impossible for the public to see
what noise impacts would occur at each type of land use or what noise standard the
DSEIR actually applies.
The FSEIR claims that the DSEIR “considers the specific noise standards to each
relevant land use” and that “the analysis reviewed the distance of the receivers to the
roadway and the location of existing barriers to determine if an impact would actually
occur.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1058. If this level of analysis was actually undertaken, it does not
appear anywhere in the DSEIR.
For example, the FSEIR claims that the DSEIR applies a 55 dBA standard for
single family residential uses and a 60 dBA standard for multi-family residential use.
FSEIR p. 11.4-1058 (Response PO 208-108.) However, Tables 4.10-11, 4.10-12, and
4.10-13 do not provide any indication of the actual uses for the affected segments that
would allow the public to verify this claim.
The FSEIR failed to provide the requested information even though it claims that
this information was developed in the noise analysis. The FSEIR claims that that the
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noise analysis “considers the specific noise standards to each relevant land use” and that
it “reviewed the distance of the receivers to the roadway and the location of existing
barriers to determine if an impact would actually occur.” FSEIR p. 11.4-1058. If the
specific land uses and applicable noise standards were in fact determined in the noise
analysis, then there was no reason for the FSEIR to have failed to provide this available
information in response to LandWatch’s request. Instead of providing the information
for each roadway segment, the FSEIR provides only two cursory examples, claiming that
residential uses on two segments have barriers; the FSEIR then claims that other sensitive
receptors are “generally” located more than 100 feet from the centerline. FSEIR p. 11.41054. This is not responsive to the request for specific land uses and applicable
standards. 39
Mr. Watry explains that there is at least one roadway segment where the SEIR’s
lack of care in analysis and its failure to respond to comments with available information
is prejudicial, because the SEIR fails to disclose that the project would make a
considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact based on the SEIR’s own
criteria. Noise levels on 2nd Avenue between Inter Garrison Road and 8th Street would
meet the DSEIR’s criteria for a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative
impact because 1) the cumulative noise level would exceed the applicable 60 dBA CNEL
standard for multi-family residential use and educational use; 2) the cumulative increase
is greater than 3 dBA; and 3) the project adds more than 1 dBA. This is just one example
of a prejudicial failure to provide adequate disclosure. Because the SEIR fails to identify
receiving land uses and applicable standards for each affected segment, the public cannot
determine if there are more.
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a. The project is inconsistent with BRP noise policies requiring projects to
evaluate and to meet statistical noise standards; and unless and until
Seaside adopts the required BRP Noise Programs it may not approve this
project.
The project is inconsistent with the BRP because 1) it does not comply with the
BRP’s statistical noise standards and 2) the City has failed to adopt those standards.
Mr. Watry has explained that construction noise and stationary noise from the
project will violate the statistical noise standards, and that proposed mitigation will not
ensure that the project will meet the statistical noise standards. Compliance with these
standards is unambiguously required by BRP Noise Policy A-1 and Noise Program A1.2, which specifically require Seaside to enact the BRP’s statistical noise standards (the
standards shown in Table 4.5-4) into its noise ordinance and to apply those standards in
the Former Fort Ord area. 40 BRP, pp. 412-413. Seaside has not enacted these standards;
the only standards in Seaside’s noise ordinance are 24-hour CNEL or Ldn standards.
Seaside Municipal Code, § 17.30.060(E), Tables 3-3 and 3-4.
Furthermore, FORA bars approval of development entitlements for this project
unless and until Seaside actually adopts the Noise Programs as specified in the BRP, i.e.,
adopts a noise ordinance that contains the statistical noise standards mandated by the
BRP:
No development entitlement shall be approved or conditionally approved within
the jurisdiction of any land use agency until the land use agency has taken
appropriate action, in the discretion of the land use agency, to adopt the programs
specified in the Reuse Plan, the Habitat Management Plan, the Development and
Resource Management Plan, the Reuse Plan Environmental Impact Report
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan and this Master Resolution applicable to such
development entitlement.

11. Seaside may not approve the Project because it is inconsistent with Base Reuse
Plan noise policies.
Under the Fort Ord Reuse Act, Seaside may not approve a development project
that is not consistent with the BRP. Gov. Code, § 67675.8(b)(1). The project is not
consistent with BRP noise policies as discussed above and detailed below.
The determinations of consistency with the BRP is not the same determination as
the determination of significance under CEQA. Where a plan calls for the use of a
particular method of analysis and compliance with particular standards, an agency must
actually use the required analysis and standards in determining consistency. Endangered
Habitats League, Inc. v. Cty. of Orange (2005) 131 Cal. App. 4th 777, 783 (agency may
not substitute VC method for determining traffic impacts where plan calls for use of the
HCM method). The EIR does not provide this analysis.
Furthermore, it appears that the FSEIR may be claiming that applicable noise standards are met
because residential structures are “generally” located more than 100 feet from the centerline. As discussed,
this would not demonstrate that the exterior standard is met at the property line and that outdoor uses are
protected. And even if it were appropriate to evaluate impacts at 100 feet from the centerline, the FSEIR’s
assertion that the protected use (presumably the residence itself) is “generally” more than 100 feet from the
centerline suggests that either (1) there are exceptions or (2) the analysis did not in fact verify this claim.
39

Fort Ord Reuse Authority Master Resolution, § 8.02.040.
Contrary to the FSEIR, these standards are clearly relevant to determining
significant impacts under CEQA. And, regardless of CEQA’s provisions, the Fort Ord
Reuse Act makes adoption and application of these standards in the Fort Ord area
mandatory as provided by the BRP provisions.
In addition to Noise Policy A-1 and Noise Program A-1.2, Noise Policy B-1
mandates compliance with the statistical noise standards in Table 4.5-4 for existing
residences and other existing noise-sensitive uses where feasible and practical. BRP, p.
414. Noise Policy B-2 mandates that new development not adversely affect any existing
or proposed uses by complying with the statistical noise standards in Table 4.5-4 for all
The BRP adopts identical standards and policies for Seaside and the County of Monterey, so the
entire project areas is subject to the same requirements. BRP, pp. 413-417.
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new development. BRP, p. 414. This means that new development may not adversely
affect existing uses and that it may not generate noise levels that would adversely affect
other portions of the new development. Noise Policy B-5 requires that if it is not feasible
or practical to meet the statistical noise standards, the City must either provide noise
barriers for new development or ensure that interior standards are met.
The SEIR has not evaluated impacts in terms of statistical noise standards and has
not determined feasibility of compliance with these standards. This violates Noise Policy
B-3, which requires analysis of impacts and mitigation with reference to statistical noise
standards before accepting development applications as complete. The project is not in
compliance with the analysis requirements in Noise Policy B-3, and the City cannot
conclude that it is in compliance with Noise Policies B-1 and B-2, until the City
completes the required analysis and considers feasible mitigation and alternatives.
b. Seaside has failed to adopt the BRP’s 24-hour noise standards in its noise
ordinance as mandated by BRP Noise Policy A-1 and may not approve the
project until it has done so.
BRP Noise Policy A-1 and Programs A-1.1 and A-1.2 mandate that Seaside adopt
by ordinance and apply the 24-hour noise standards set out in BRP Table 4.5-3. See
BRP, pp. 411, 413. Seaside has not done so because the 24-hour noise standards in its
ordinance differ from the BRP’s standards. Compare Seaside Municipal Code,
§17.30.060(E), Table 3-4 to BRP Table 4.5-3 (or compare DSEIR, Table 4.10-5 to Table
4.10-6, which contain these differing noise standards). For example, Seaside’s noise
ordinance lacks any standard for passively used open space, whereas the BRP provides
that at most a 50 dBA noise level is “normally acceptable.” Seaside’s ordinance provides
that 65 dBA is “conditionally acceptable” for single family residential use, whereas the
BRP provides that at most 60 dBA is “conditionally acceptable” for that use.
As discussed, the SEIR is unclear as to the noise standards it uses to determine the
significance of project noise impacts and to require mitigation under CEQA, referencing
both the Seaside General Plan and noise ordinance standards and the BRP noise
standards. 41 DSEIR, pp. 4.10-13 to 4.10-14, 4.10-19 to 4.10-24. Thus, it is impossible to
determine to what standards the project would be held or even whether proposed
mitigation is feasible. Not only does this violate CEQA, but there can be no substantial
evidence that the project would be consistent with the BRP Noise Policy A-1 and
Program A-1.1, which require application of the BRP noise standards.
Again, FORA bars approval of development entitlements for this project unless
and until Seaside actually adopts the Noise Programs as specified in the BRP, i.e., adopts
a noise ordinance that contains the 24-hour noise standards mandated by the BRP. Fort
Ord Reuse Authority Master Resolution, § 8.02.040.
The Seaside General Plan Noise standards are substantially similar to the standards in its noise
ordinance. See Seaside 2004 General Plan, p. N-5.
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c. The project is inconsistent with the BRP policies requiring protection of
open space uses from noise.
The BRP contains several policies that mandate evaluation of noise impacts to
open space uses and compliance with noise standards for open space receptors. BRP
Noise Policies A-1, B-1, B-2, and B-5 require compliance with the 24-hour average noise
standards for open space specified in BRP Table 4.5-3 (reproduced in DSEIR as Table
4.10-6). See BRP, pp. 411, 413-414.
As discussed, Seaside has failed to comply with BRP Noise Policy A-1 and
Programs A-1.1 and A-1.2 mandating inclusion of the BRP’s 24-hour noise standards in
the Seaside noise ordinance and application of that standard to projects in Fort Ord. As a
result, the Seaside noise ordinance omits the BRP’s 50 dBA CNEL standard for passively
used open space.
Furthermore, as Mr. Watry explains, the SEIR fails to provide an adequate
assessment of the project’s compliance with BRP open space noise standards by 1)
failing to assess compliance with BRP statistical noise standards, 2) failing to determine
24-hour average noise levels at affected open space proximate to the project and failing to
assess compliance with the BRP’s 50 CNEL normally acceptable noise standard for open
space use, and 3) failing to specify that mitigation must meet relevant noise standards for
open space, e.g., the BRP 24-hour average and statistical noise standards. The failure of
assessment and mitigation is not only a violation of CEQA, but also of BRP Policy B-3,
which requires that an acoustical study be submitted prior to accepting a development
application as complete that evaluates a project’s compliance with Table 4.5-3 and Table
4.5-4 noise standards and proposes necessary mitigation.
Mr. Watry has explained that construction noise and stationary noise from the
project will in fact exceed the statistical noise standards in BRP Table 4.5-4, and that
there is no assurance that proposed mitigation will ensure that the project will meet these
statistical noise standards or even meet applicable 24-hour average standards. In light of
the City’s failure to evaluate open space noise impacts and the evidence that the project
will not meet open space noise standards, there can be no substantial evidence that the
project is consistent with BRP Policies A-1, B-1, B-2, and B-5.
Finally, BRP Noise Policy B-8 bars any noise increase of 3 dBA Ldn or more at
the property line where ambient noise already exceeds the normally acceptable open
space standard of 50 dBA. BRP, p. 415. The FSEIR indicates that open space noise
already exceeds that standard, by claiming that monitored noise at Site 2 represents
existing ambient open space noise levels. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1052. As Mr. Watry explains,
the SEIR fails to make any determination whether noise levels would increase by 3 dBA
at open space locations adjacent to the project or to impose mitigation that would ensure
compliance. Thus, there can be no substantial evidence that the project complies with
BRP Noise Policy B-8.
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d. The project is inconsistent with BRP Policy B-6.
BRP Noise Policy B-6 bars a 5 dBA Ldn noise increase to residential uses caused
by new development where ambient noise levels for those residential uses are not above
the normally acceptable level in BRP Table 4.4-3. BRP, p. 414. BRP Table 4.4-3
provides that the normally acceptable noise level for single family residential uses is 5055 dBA Ldn and for multi-family residential use it is 50 to 60 Ldn. BRP, p. 411.
Traffic noise from the project will increase noise by more than 5 dBA at a number
of locations, even though the SEIR does not conclude that noise will exceed the 60 dBA
Ldn standard. For example:
th

x

noise on 7 Avenue between Gigling Road and Colonel Durham Street
will increase by 6.3 dBA under existing with project conditions (DSEIR,
Table 4.10-11);

x

noise on 8th Street between Inter Garison Road and 6th Avenue will
increase by 5.1 dBA under existing with project conditions (DSEIR, Table
4.10-11);

x

noise on 7th Avenue between Gigling Road and Colonel Durham Street
will increase by 6.4 dBA under 2035 with project conditions (DSEIR,
Table 4.10-12).

These noise increases violate BRP Policy B-6.
As Mr. Watry explains, the FSEIR’s argument that the noise determination in the
DSEIR is 100 feet from the roadway and that there are intervening structures is simply
irrelevant. BRP Noise Policy B-6 requires measurement at the property line, and if the
noise increase exceeds 5 dBA at 100 feet, the increase will exceed 5 dBA at locations
closer to the source. Furthermore, the effect of intervening structures on total noise levels
would be the same for both pre-and post-project noise, so the increase in noise would still
be 5 dBA regardless of intervening structures.
The FSEIR’s argument that provision of interior noise mitigation as required by
BRP Noise Policy B-5 would somehow ensure compliance with Policy Noise B-6 is also
irrelevant. The two BRP policies are distinct and independent requirements, and are
intended to attain different standards. Provision of interior noise mitigation would do
nothing to ensure that exterior noise standards are met at the property line.
e. The project is inconsistent with both BRP policies and the Seaside
Municipal Code provisions that require noise to be assessed and standards
to be met at the property line.

Compliance with exterior noise standards must be determined based on noise
levels “measured at the property line of the noise-sensitive land use receiving the noise”
under SMC, § 17.30.060(H); see also SMC, § 17.30.060E(1)(a) (no use may generate
noise in excess of standards “as the noise is measured at the property line of a noise
sensitive land use identified in Tables 3-3 and 3-4”). BRP’s statistical noise standards
and its 24-hour average noise standards, compliance with which is mandated by BRP
Noise Policies A-1, B-1, B-2, B-3, and B-5, are expressly “applicable at the property
line.” BRP PEIR, pp. 411-412, Tables 4.5-3 and 4.5-4. BRP Noise Policies B-6, B-7,
and B-8, which bar certain noise increases depending on ambient conditions, are all
enforceable as “measured at the property line.” BRP, pp. 414-415.
As Mr. Watry explains, the purpose of determining compliance at the property
line is in part to protect noise-sensitive outdoor land uses that cannot be protected by
building insulation or HVAC systems. Despite this, the SEIR fails to determine traffic
noise impacts at the property line of the receiving land uses.
12. The SEIR fails to acknowledge that it would be inconsistent with Municipal
Code section 17.30.060(F) to site new noise-sensitive uses where traffic noise
causes an exceedance of City standards.
LandWatch objected that the DSEIR fails to acknowledge that Seaside Municipal
Code section 17.30.060(F) bars any new noise-sensitive uses in areas where the standards
in Table 3-4 (reprinted as DSEIR Table 4.10-5) are or would be exceeded unless
mitigation ensures meeting both indoor and outdoor standards, as determined at the
property line. Comments PO 208-92, 208-110. Portions of the project would be sited in
areas that exceed or will exceed the Table 3-4 standards at the property line. For
example, the project would include residential uses on Gigling Road between 8th Avenue
and 7th Avenue. DSEIR, Figure 2-16. Traffic noise at 57.9 CNEL at 100 feet from the
roadway centerline would exceed the City’s 55 CNEL normally acceptable residential
standard on that segment. DSEIR, Table 4.10-12; SMC §17.30.060(E) (Table 3-4).
Regardless whether this is deemed a significant impact under CEQA, the City must
acknowledge that it is an inconsistency with its noise ordinance.
The FSEIR responds by arguing that the noise levels are determined at 100 feet and
that there are intervening barriers and that sensitive uses are “generally” located more
than 100 feet from the centerline. FSEIR, p. 11.4-1054. This misreads the ordinance,
which clearly states that “exterior noise levels shall be measures at the property line of
the noise-sensitive land use receiving the noise” in order to “maintain outdoor and indoor
noise levels on the receptor site in compliance with Tables 3-3 and 3-4.” SMC, §
17.30.060(H), (F).
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G. The elimination of references to horse racing as an allowed use in the specific
plan does not ensure that horse racing will not be permitted.

If the City does not believe it has the authority to ban horse-racing under state law
and does not take the other actions that could inhibit horse-racing, then its elimination of
references to horse-racing in the specific plan is a hollow and cynical exercise intended to
assuage horse-racing opponents without actually addressing their concerns.

At the eleventh hour, staff now proposes to eliminate horse-racing as an allowed
use from the specific plan. The specific plan would still permit construction of horseracing facilities, including the track (now termed a “training track”) and the grandstand.
Nothing in the proposed conditions of approval would actually ban horse-racing or
preclude identifying it as an allowed use in a future interpretation or revision of the
specific plan. The applicant would remain free to condition sales of residential properties
on acceptance of this potential future use.
The City has prepared an SEIR that assumes that horse-racing would be an
allowed use. If horse-racing were identified as an allowed use in a future interpretation
or revision of the specific plan, the applicant would likely argue that certification of the
SEIR would obviate the need for additional environmental review.
Not only could the City easily identify horse-racing as an allowed use in a future
interpretation or revision of the specific plan, regulation of horse-racing could be found to
be preempted by statute and state regulation and not subject to a municipal veto. Indeed,
a city official has acknowledged as much:
Malin acknowledged, the racing enterprise could be re-inserted into the plan at
some point.
“…In both a conceptual and practical sense, horse racing is a legal business.
Conceptually, cities can’t generally prohibit legal businesses from operating in a
community, particularly those that are as much creatures of state regulation as
horse racing is. Conceptually, horse racing could come to almost any city with
infrastructure that exists (or may be constructed) to support it. Practically
speaking, should the project move forward, it would be very difficult to add horse
racing back into the project if homes are sold without that use allowed within the
first approvals.
Monterey Bay Partisan, Seaside officials want to remove horse racing from Monterey
Downs venture, at least for now, Sept. 5, 2016, available at
http://www.montereybaypartisan.com/2016/09/05/seaside-officials-want-to-removehorse-racing-from-monterey-downs-venture-at-least-for-now.
If the City is serious about precluding horse-racing at the site, it should take steps
that would inhibit or effectively ban the use. For example, the City could disallow the
construction of a “training-track” and grandstand. The City could acknowledge that the
horse-racing use would contribute to substantial adverse environmental impacts to traffic
and noise and, accordingly, identify a ban on horse-racing as required mitigation. The
City could simply ban horse-racing by ordinance.

H. The elimination of references to horse racing as an allowed use in the specific
plan renders the SEIR’s project description unstable.
An adequate project description must be stable and accurate in order to support
public participation and informed decision making. Guidelines, § 15124; County of Inyo
v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 192-193, 197-198. An inaccurate
project description vitiates the EIR’s analysis; that is, a failure of description causes a
failure of analysis. Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of
California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 396-397. An inconsistent project description also
vitiates adequate analysis. Communities for a Better Environment v. City of Richmond
(2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 89; San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Merced
(2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 645, 654-657, 672. A curtailed and shifting project description
that precludes informed public participation and decision making is a prejudicial failure
to proceed as required by law. San Joaquin Raptor v. Merced, supra, 149 Cal.App.4th at
655, 672.
The last-minute elimination of horse-racing from the specific plan renders the
project description prejudicially unstable. The analysis of impacts was expressly
predicated on the assumption that horse-racing would occur, and, without that use, the
SEIR’s analyses are no longer justified. For example, as discussed above, 950 of the
project’s projected 2,391 on-site jobs are identified as equestrian jobs associated with the
Phase 6 construction of the horse-racing facilities. There is no analysis that would
support a finding that other uses would replace those jobs. Without those jobs, there
would only be 1,441 jobs at buildout, resulting in a jobs/housing ratio of 1,441 jobs/1,280
housing units, a ratio of 1.13. SEIR’s analyses that are dependent on a strong
jobs/housing ratio are invalid. As discussed above, the project would not meet the BRP
jobs/housing goal or contribute to meeting the Seaside goal. A reduction in the
jobs/housing ratio would result in increased per capita off-site vehicle trips and aggravate
the significant per-capita GHG impact.
The elimination of the horse-racing use, if it is in fact eliminated, is significant
new information that requires recirculation of a draft EIR to re-assess impacts that are
dependent on the DSEIR’s assumptions about race track jobs and land uses. Guidelines,
§ 15088.5(a).
I. The project is inconsistent with the Base Reuse Plan.
Under the Fort Ord Reuse Act, Seaside may not approve a development project
that is not consistent with the BRP. Gov. Code, § 67675.8(b)(1). As discussed above,
the project is inconsistent with a number BRP noise policies and programs. In addition,
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the SEIR admits that it is inconsistent with the BRP Hydrology and Water Quality
Policies B-1 and B-2, which policies require additional water supplies and prohibit
approval of a development project without an assured long-term water supply. DSEIR, p.
4.9-10; FSEIR 14.4-1020. As discussed above, approval of the project with mitigation
that may compel construction of only Phases 1-3 is inconsistent with BRP policies
mandating a balanced jobs/housing ratio, including DRMP § 3.11.5.4(b), (c).
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&).#)() */'*#(!6(0,#-#(,-*)(-.)((/&*..,(-) *,#*#..#)(9/-
)-.&*/'*#(!/--!,.,#(.,/-#)(#'*.-6."')-. .#0'#.#!.#)( ),
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#-,/.#)() */'*#(!#()-.&,-9LL )10,6.).&*/'*#(!#(
.""3,/&#&&3)((.&-)'..,-8
EF/'*#(!#(.")-.&,&)--..)."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(."-!,.,
#( &/()(-1.,#(.,/-#)(."(*/'*#(!#(0&&3,'),#-.(. ,)'."
,)(.90,."&--6*/'*#(!#(", .--1.,#(.,/-#)(/-"
-/,,1-1., ,)'."-'-#(9LM

R
6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6**9P:R.)P:S6-&-N:M(O:Q
#(.#)(-N9O(O9O9

S
6,#.#&&30,, .-#(-60#&&.
"..*8@@11191.,99!)0@!,)/(1.,@-!'@)9 '9

T
6,#.#&&30,, .-#(-CL@MKLQD60#&&.
"..*8@@11191.,99!)0@!,)/(1.,@-!'@* -@H-#(-&9* 9

LK
,#()-..,#-.,#.CD6,(.,(!'(.&(CD6MKLK6**9
NK:NL9

LL
6#(& 6*9M:NQ60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@-&#(-H0&&3H1.,H*,)$.H @)/'(.-@#(&UMK :
 UMKH:)&UMKL9* 9

LM
6#(& 6*9M:NP.)M:NQC'*"-#-#(),#!#(&D9
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"MKKM *,#.."..")/&"&.-1.,-)(."')/(.(
&).#)() LTTP'(9LN )10,6#.)/&().--/,.".."1)/&"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(MKNK60(.")/!".).&'(1--.#'..)&#(6/-) 
*,)$./,(!,)1."(--)#."#!",'(#(."(),.",(() ."-#(69!96
."),.,,9LO
-().#(.#)(N9M9O6)0,&&1.,'(#(."-#(#-(.##*..)&#(
3MKNK6/..).&/,((-,*,)$..)#(,- ,)'OP6KKK,: .*,
3,CD#(LTTP.)SP6KKKCTKU#(,-D-)(*,)$.!,)1."6
&,!*,.) 1"#"#-2*..))/,#(."(),.",(() ."0&&39"
')&#(!-")1-.".1#."*,)$.MKNK'(-6-1.,#(.,/-#)(1#."
#'*&'(..#)() ."*,)*)-*,)$.'3.).&M6MKK,: .*,3,CD
CLK6PKK) #(.,/-#)(#-(.##*..))/,1#.")/.."*,)$.D9),."#-
,-)(6.", . @ ,*),.-.".."'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(
."&)(!.,'9LP
" &-)/.#)(.".>(3#.#)(&1.,(-1#."#((#(.,/
!,)/(1.,-#(1)/&2,.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?LQ
;0 *'%!'%(&"!*!"'"!'%",(%%!' ! !'"%'&
(& !&+#%"'"!&0
.."'(.L*,-(.-#-/--#)() ."')&#(!--/'*.#)(-)'*,.)
-/-+/(.)(#.#)(-(#-/--#)() =-/,,(.%()1&!'(.(
-#(.# #)/'(..#)(.".."2#-.#(!!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-,().
-/ ##(..)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."9.."'(.L')(-.,.-.".8
•

•

" --/'.".-#(!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!1)/&&#(
-/-.(.#&&3 ,)'LTTP.)MKNK6 ,)'OQN6KKK 3.)OON6KKK 36-)(&,!
2*.,/.#)(-#(!,#/&./,&*/'*#(!61"#")'#(.--#(1.,'(9
)10,6!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(."MK3,--#(LTTP-/-.(.#&&32
LTTP&0&-60,!#(!1&&)0,PKK6KKK 39

)&#(! ),."/(,-..."&0&) *)-.:LTTP*/'*#(!."."-
./&&3)/,,(.".6#((30(.6." )(&3&#'."
1)/&"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&(/-9

"2#-.#(!!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-"0)(&3(&.)-&)1
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9"#&,*),.--")1."..",.) -1.,#(.,/-#)("-
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&#(-#(."&-.,)/!".:#(/-*#%#(#(.,/-#)(/,#(!LTTR:LTTT6
#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-9/,.",'),6(1,)/!".:#(/-*#%61"#".3*#&&3
)&&)1-,)/!". .,&!*,#)) -)'3,-6#-()1&#%&3.))/,/.)."
&.(. .-,(.,)/!".9LR

• "/-6"-)(&/.".(1*,)$.),*,)$.--/**&3#(!(#.#)(&
OS6KKK 3) !,)/(1.,,",!6)0,()0.".-/**&#3."6
1)/&,+/#,#(),,.)'#(.#(*,)..#0!,)/(1.,&0.#)(--/ ##(.
.))(.,)&-1.,#(.,/-#)(9

0  "!'%,"*!& 2&&(&&"!"*'%&(##, #'&"(&&"!
*'%&(##,"'"!!%',"#( #!&,&' &!&&( &''
'!&,'% %"'*'&*'%!'%(&"!9

" ,*),.-.".6*/,-/(..)LTTN!,'(.((2#(!."),.,,#(.))(-
M(M) .")(.,3)/(.3.,-)/,-!(36,#()-..,#-.,#.
CD'31#.",1/*.)Q6QKK 3 ,)'." ),/-#(.",)''/(#.39
C *9O9S:T9D" ,*),.-.".."),.,/-/."),#.3CD"--/:
&&).."#-Q6QKK 3.)."'',!(#-."."0&)&&(/-$/,#-#.#)(#(."
,)''/(#.37."..")-'',!(#-"0#(./,(&&).-)') ."#,-/:
&&).#)(-.)**,)00&)*'(.*,)$.-7(.".-#()(.,3)/(.3-.#&&
,.#(OLM9T 3) ."#,,-*.#0-/:&&).#)(-."."0().3.()''#...)
**,)0*,)$.-9C *9O9LT:M.)O9LT:P9D" )(&/-.".."#-/(&&).
1.,1)/&-/ ##(..)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.6/..".#.#)(&1.,
-/**&#-1)/&,+/#, ),"--O:Q9C *9O9LT:MO6O9S:NO9D
")(.,3)1(- )(&/-."."--L:N) ."*,)$.1#&&()."0
-#!(# #(.#'*.)(!,)/(1.,/-CLD.")-*"-->1)/&)(&3/-!,)/(1.,
.".#-1#."#(=-2#-.#(!Q6QKK&&).#)(?(CMD>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3
#-)(-#,,&#&)(+/(.#.3(+/&#.3-#-9?C *9O9S:NO7- *9O9LT:
NM9D-#-/--#(."(2..1)-.#)(-6(#.",) ."-.1),-)(- ),)(&/#(!."
#'*.#-().-#!(# #(.,$/-.# #9



")(&/-#)(.".>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#-)(-#,,&#&)(+/(.#.3(
+/&#.3-#-?C *9O9S:NOD#-.%( ,)'.".,/**&3----'(.CD9LS"
#( ),'.#)(#(.%(#(./,( ,)'."MKLK,(.,(!'(.&(
CD9LT (-/**),.) ."&#'.".."1.,-/**&3#->,&#&?." &-)#.-
-./#--.#'.#(!*,)$.1.,'((0&/.#(!-.),'1.,,/() (,",!7
")10,."-#.#)(&)/'(.-,)(,(1#."*,)$.'(-.#'.-6-1,

LN



•

6 6**9N:MN.)N:MO9


LO

9

LR

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6**9P:R.)P:S9
6.,/**&3----'(.(,#..(,# #.#)() /**&3 ),)(.,3)1(-
*# #&(6MKLM6**9MM:MN9

LT
6,(.,(!'(.&(CD6MKLK6*9PN9




LS

LP

6#(& 6*9TL9

LQ

6, . 6*9R:R9
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/-!-.#'.-6(-.),'1.,,/() 6()().*,)0#(3#-/--#)() !,)/(1.,
#'*.-.)."/.)#(,-*/'*#(!.".#-().)(.#(#(."(
9MK
"=-#-/--#)() 1.,-/**&3>,&##&#.3?#.3."#-2*,--&3-)(
."&#'-.".."1#&&#( .&#'#(.)0,, .#(!(*,0(.-&#(
)(.'#(.#)((.".*/'*#(!1#&&,-*.>&)(!:.,'- 3#&-8?
P9L.,/**&3&##&#.3:#(!&(/&.#*&,3,('()'*,#-)(
",(.,(!'(.&((#(!.,+/#,--,#*.#)() 1.,
*,)0#,=--/**&3,&##&#.3(0/&(,#&#.3.)-"),.! ),(0,!1.,3,6
-#(!&,33,),'/&.#*&,33,-9/"(&3-#-#-')-.&,&3,&0(..)
1.,-3-.'-.".,-/**&#3-/, 1.,9#(."/&%) =--/**&3
#-!,)/(1.,(.",'#(,#- ,)'-&#(.-/**&36-"),.:('#/':
.,'"3,)&)!#0(.-)0,*,#)) &--."( #03,-/-/&&3"0&#..&
,#(!)(1.,0#&#&#.39,)/(1.,-3-.'-.(.)"0&,!,",!
,-9"&#(--#(#-#3.1)&,!-.),!,-,0)#,-6#'#(.)(
((.)(#)6*,)0##(!)/.RKK6KKK: .) -.),!9"-,-,0)#,-,!/&.
-/, 1.,#( &)1.)."-#(-"# .#(!1#(., &)1-#(.)-*,#(!(-/'',
,&-- ),)(-/'*.#0/-61"#"&-)&&)1- ),#(,--#(,",!9"
&#(-&&3.,,)$.#-2*..)#(,-."0,!&0&) 
!,)/(1.,-.),!6')0#(!."-#( ,)'-#./.#)(1",0,!-.),!#-
&#(#(!.)(.#(,-#(-.),!) )/.Q6KKK: .((/&&39,)0#
!,)/(1.,#-*,).. ,)')(.'#(.#)((&)(!:.,'- 3#&-#(."-#(
,,-*.61.,#-0#&&((/&&31#.")/.,!,.)-"),.:.,',)/!".-9
"#-#-/.)."&,!-.),!0)&/') ."-#(.".(/.#&#4.)) -.
((/&0,#.#)(-#(-/, ,/() 9", ),6=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#- /&&3
0#&&#(((/&0,!6-#(!&,33,('/&.#*&,33,-9ML
"MKLK#-/---*,0#)/-!,)/(1.,'(!'(. ),.-#(&/#(!."
#'#(.)(((.)(#),-,0)#,-(."-.,)0#&&1., (.,/-#)(,)$.
C D9MM"."(-..-.".."1-0&)*.)> /&&3&#'#(.-#(

MK
9!96 **9O9S:OS.)O9S:OT6 6**9LL9O:LQMN6LL9O:LQMS.)LL9O:LQMT6LL9O:
LQLL6LL9O:LPQT6LL9O:LPRO6LL9O:LPRP6LL9O:LPSP6#.#(!)(.,3 ),-,%,)$..,
'((1!(,.#)(C ),-,%.,1,DC"#.-)((!#(,-6/!/-.LQ6MKLMD7
.,/**&3----'(.(,#..(,# #.#)() /**&3 ),.")(.,3)1(-*# #&(
C" 5"&,)(-/&.#(!(!#(,-6)0',Q6MKLMD7.,/**&3----'(. ),."
)(.,3)1(-*# #&(*..)&P:MC,#()-..,#-.,#.6)0',MS6
MKLMD7#.3) -#A)(.,3)1(-/**&'(.C#')(-. (),*),.6,/,3
ML6MKLOD7()(.,3)1(-.,(1,'(./3CDC#')(-.
(),*),.6*.',MO6MKLMD9

ML
6MKLK6*9PN9

MM
6MKLK6**9NK:NL9
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)0,, .(-1.,#(.,/-#)(6?(&#'-.".>')&#(!)(&/-.".."#-
)'*)((.1#&&&#'#(.-#()0,, .(#(.,/-#)(9?MN"MKLK,*),.-.".
."--/'-."..",1#&&MK6KKK 3,/.#)(#('(3MKNK6
)(-#-.(.1#."." =-')&#(!--/'*.#)(-9MO"MKLO/**&'(.
*,*,3#')(-.)("& ) ."**&#(.,*),.-."-&#'-.".."
1#&&,0,-.")0,, .)(#.#)(C,-/&.#(>(.#(,-#(-.),!) )/.
Q6KKK: .((/&&3?D60)#-&#()(.'#(.#)(6(.".'(#-*,)$..)
&#(MK6KKK 33MKNK9MP
)10,6." 6."6(."/**&'(.&& #&.),*),..".."
%()1&!-.".."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.)(.#(/-.)0(#(."0##(#.3) ."
,#((,)''/(#.36(.",.(-."1&&--/**&3#(!.",)''/(#.39MQ"3
&-) #&.),*),..".."-..-.".."#-2*..)"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)()(&3-)(LTTP*/'*#(!-&#(6.".>#.#-/(,.#(1".",."#-)/.)'
1#&&),()/../,,(.&32*.&0&-) */'*#(!#(,--#(.")-.&',!#(-) 
.",--/,-/,6?(."."-&-))/'(.."..">'3()."&.
#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!,/((.".#.#)(&-/, 1.,&#0,-#(.).")-.&,!#)(?
'3(9MR#.",." 6."6),."/**&'(.#-/--=-
/,,(.,*),.-()/'(..#)(6#-/--#(.."'(.L6.".CLD'("-
2."'(*,)$.#)(-/-3."')&#(!6CMD./&*/'*#(!#(."
#-/(-/-.#(&1#.")/.0,-#'*.-/-#.2-."&)(!:.,'- 3#&6
(CND#.#)(&!,)/(1.,'(!'(.*,)$.-61"#",(#.",)''#..(),
/(6,(.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(/-3/,,(.*/'*#(!/-."
1#&&().)-)9
0  "!'%,"*!& !,&&&&"!'(!"(!&&( #'"!
'''%*"(!"&!!' #'&"!&'"'"%' %#( #!&
&&'!=-=88,."*)%-!,'"!#( #!*(%'%%)'
+&'!&*'%!'%(&"!%%&&"*'%#"%'"!&"'=-=88,
% !(!"'0

-().6'$),*,'#-) ." =-)(&/-#)(.".1.,-/**&3#'*.- ),"--L:N
,().-#!(# #(.#-.".."*,)$.>1)/&)(&3/-!,)/(1.,.".#-1#."#(=-
2#-.#(!Q6QKK&&).#)(9?C *9O9S:NO9D )10,6."2#-.() 1.,-/**&3


MN



MO

6MKLK6*9NL9
6MKLK6*9OL9


MP

#')(-.6/**&'(.6MKLO6*9LN9


MQ

6MKLK6*9NQ9

MR

6MKLK6*9OM9
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(.#.&'(.)-().#'*&3."..",,()#'*.- ,)'/-#(!.".1.,9",&0(.
+/-.#)( ),#'*.(&3-#-#-1".",#(,-*/'*#(!.)-/**),.."*,)$.1#&&
/-*"3-#&#'*.-6,!,&--) (3(.#.&'(..)/-.".1.,9-#-/--&)16
#.#)(&*/'*#(!#(."6-*#&&3#(.")-.&,-61#&&#( .!!,0.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6/.." )-().%()1&!."#--,&0(.-#- ),#'*.
(&3-#-9
" */,*),.-.).#, ,)'.",)!,' *,*, ),."-/-&(#(LTTR
C." D9 )10,6." #().--/'."..",1)/&()-#!(# #(.
!,)/(1.,#'*.-/(&--(/(.#&,)''/(#.3*/'*#(!,"-Q6QKK 39"
 (&3-#-) 1.,-/**&3#'*.-'%-#.&,.".#().(--,#&32*.
.".Q6QKK 3)/&*/'* ,)'(."),.,1#.")/./-#(! /,.",-1.,
#(.,/-#)(6(#.-'#.#!.#)()-().*,'#.."!(#-.)&3-)&/.#)(# #(.,/-#)(
*,-#-.-9
" #'*.(&3-#-+/&# #-(3,&#()(."Q6QKK 3&&).#)(3-..#(!
.".*).&1.,-/**&3#->--/'.)--/, ,)'1&&1.,/(.#&,*&'(.
#-'0#&&3."6?/.)(&3>*,)0#.".-/"1#.",1&-)().
&,..")0,, .(-1.,#(.,/-#)(*,)&'-#(."&#(-&&3
!,)/(1.,+/# ,9?C *9O:PNC'*"-#-DD9 .-..-.".."Q6QKK 3
>)/&?-/**),.." #,-.*"-) ,)''/(#.30&)*'(..",)/!"MKLP(."(
().->!#0(."2#-.#(!)(#.#)() ."!,)/(1.,+/# ,6.",#-*/&#)(,()0,
."#&#.3) ."1.,1&&-.)<--/,=0(."Q6QKK 39?C *9O:PN9D"/-6."
 0&/.-."#'*.-) .".",)/!"MKLP#(.1)#-.#(.(&3--6)() 
1"#"--/'-.".Q6QKK 3(-/**&#1#.")/.#'*.-(.").",) 1"#"
--/'-.".#.(().9 (*,.#/&,6#.*,)0#-.".>EF--/'#(!!,)/(1.,1&&-)(
),',),.,1,&.)-/**&3Q6QKK 36?(#.#)(&R6TNM 3) -/**&31)/&
,+/#,3MKLP9C 6*9O:PN9D )10,6#.."(*,)0#-#(."&.,(.#0.".
>E#F !,)/(1.,1&&-1,/(&.)-/**&3."*,)$.MKLP'() Q6QKK 3) 
1., ), ),',),.,&(/--69!96# */'*#(!/- /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)
."&#(-&&3+/# ,6?#.#)(&-/**&#-1)/&"0.)0&)*-))(,6(
0( /,.",,)''(->.".(&.,(.1.,-/**&3-)/,6-/"-)(:-#.-.),!
#&#.#-6)(-#,9?C 6*9O:PO9D
" *,)0#--*# #*)&#3,+/#,'(.-.)(-/,+/.6.#'&3'#.#!.#)(
) -1.,#(.,/-#)(6'#.#!.#)(.".'3(.)#'*&'(. ),Q6QKK 3#-
)''#..),*/'* ),(10&)*'(.9)&#3:L,+/#,-.".."'',-
>-"&&(-/,#.#)(&1.,-/**&39?)&#3:M,+/#,-)(#.#)(#(!*,)$.**,)0&
)(0,# #.#)() (>--/,&)(!:.,'1.,-/**&39?)&#3:N,+/#,-."'',
!(#-))*,.1#."(>.)'#.#!. /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(
-)(."&#(-&&3-#((!'(.&(9?,)!,':N9L,+/#,-."'',
!(#-.)1),%1#."."1.,!(#->.)-.#'./,,(.- 3#&-1#."#(.")(.2.
) ."&#(-&&3-#((!'(.&( ),.")-*),.#)(-) ." ),',),.,
)0,&3#(!."&#(-&&3(-#!,)/(1.,-#(-6.).,'#(0#&&1.,
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-/**&#-9?"-()1.,'#(.".."- 3#&) .",--/,/,#-)/.
LLK6KKK.)LLR6KKK 3(.".2#-.#(!*/'*#(!2-."#-- 3#&3)/.LM6KKK.)
LT6KKK 39MS (6." %()1&!-.".*/'*#(!#(."LSK: )).(OKK:
)).+/# ,-">2- 3#&6-#(#.3-1.,#(.,/-#)((1.,&0&-
&)1-&0&9?C *9O:QN9D" -..-."..">)(#.#)(-) ."TKK:
)).+/# ,,/(,.#(?6#(&/#(!."- 3#&(1".",."+/# ,#-#()0,, .9
 
" 2*&#(-.".)&##-:L6:M6(:N,#(.(.)> #,'."&)&
$/,#-#.#)(-=)''#.'(..)*,0(.#(! /,.",",'.)."&)&+/# ,-9993&#'#.#(!
0&)*'(.#(),(1#."."0#&#&#.3) -/,-/**&#-9?C 6*9O:PP9D
"2*&##.*,)0#-#)(- ),.,'#(.#)() - 3#&( ),&,.#)() 1.,-/**&3
*,)$.-# Q6QKK 3(().-/**&#1#.")/. /,.",-1.,#(.,/-#)(&,&3
')(-.,.."#(.(..".."'',!(#-().-#'*&3 ,.#)(/(.#&Q6QKK 3"-
(&&)..)0&)*'(.*,)$.-# -1.,#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-9).")(.,,36#.
-'-&,.".." #,.."'',!(#->.)'#.#!. /,.",-1.,
#(.,/-#)(?36')(!).",."#(!-6(-/,#(!.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!3)(."
.,'#(- 3#&#-().*,'#.. ),(10&)*'(.*,)$.-9" =-
/'/&.#0(&3-#-'%-#.&,.".)&#3:N)-().*,'#./(,#.#&,&#()(
Q6QKK 3&&).#)(8>2#-.#(!1.,&&).#)(-) Q6QKK 39991)/&&&)1 ),
0&)*'(..)*,).)."3,MKLP6*,)0#.".-1.,#(.,/-#)()(#.#)(-,
().2,.C)&#3:ND9?C *9P:PC'*"-#-D9D
(-/'6/(&#%.")(.,3)1(- 6." )-().--/'.".."Q6QKK 3
(.#.&'(.#--/ ##(.-#-.).,'#(1".",.",1#&&-#!(# #(.1.,
-/**&3#'*. ,)')(.#(/!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!9
-#-/--)06."*,)&') -1.,#(.,/-#)()(.#(/-#.-',"#(&(6,+/#,#(!
*,,*&'(.1&&--."0)&/') /-&!,)/(1.,&#(-6("-().(
-)&0#(."LT3,--#(.",.# #.#)() ."LTTR 9 ( .6-#(."
,.# #.#)() ."LTTR 6-1.,#(.,/-#)('*-(.&-')(-.,.(
0() )0,M'#&-#(."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.#(."LSK: )).+/# ,#(."),.
,,(-/-.(.#&0(-&-1",#()."."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-
"0)/,,9MT-."#-&)--6-1&&-"0)')(.'#(.6#."-(
(--,3.),#&&(11&&- ,.",#(&((.)#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."-:3.
/()(.'#(.TKK: )).+/# ,9NK(.",,()/,,(.&3)''#..6 /(*,)$.-
.".,2*..)-)&0."*,)&'9-#-/--&)16." *,-(.-()0#(
.".*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,1#&&0)#!!,0.#)() -1.,#(.,/-#)(6(

MS

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9


MT

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6**9P:M.)P:P9

NK

6MKLK6**9NN:NR9
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.",#-&,0#(.).")(.,,39 (&#!".) ."#-6." -")/&#-&)-.".
#(,-*/'*#(!.)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.1)/&"0*).(.#&&3-#!(# #(.
#'*.),)/&'%)(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(.)-#!(# #(./'/&.#0#'*.)(."
!,)/(1.,+/# , ,)'1"#"."*,)$.1)/&-/**&#9
"')-.,(.)'*,"(-#0-./3.)."')(-.,.-."..",#-#,.
)((.#)(.1((3#.#)(&!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.",--/,/,(
#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(9"MKLP..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(
*),.#(#.-."..",--/,/,,'#(-#()0,, .(.".!,)/(1.,
&0.#)(-,1&&&)1)/'(.*,)..#0&0.#)(-9NL"/-6#.)(&/-."..">
:LSK+/# ,)(.#(/-.)-/-*.#&.)-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(#.#-/(&#%&3.".."#-
-#./.#)(1#&&,0,-#(.")'#(!3,-6*,.#/&,&3# .",)/!".)(#.#)(-
)(.#(/9?NM",*),.&-)-..-.".>!,)/(1.,&0.#)(-1&&&)1."*,)..#0
&0.#)(-#(#.."..":OKK+/# ,)(.#(/-.)-/-*.#&.) 6*,.#/&,&3# 
."/,,(.,)/!".)(#.#)(-)(.#(/#(.).")'#(!3,-9?NN",*),.,)''(-
,/#(!2#-.#(!*/'*#(!#(.",--/,/,/->."/,,(.#-.,#/.#)() 
!,)/(1.,2.,.#)(-#-().-/-.#(&9?NO",*),.2*&#(.".)0,."*,#)) 
(&3-#-6 ,)'LTPN.)MKLN6.","-((0,!&)--) -.),! ),."(.#,) 
,)'LR6KKK 3.)MO6KKK 39NP>1.,#(.,/-#)(()/(. ),LS6KKK 3) .".).&
-.),!&)--) MO6KKK 39?NQ (-"),.6"#.#)(&,: )).) */'*#(!#(.",--/,
/,#(/-(#.#)(&K9RP,: )).) -1.,#(.,/-#)(9
0  "!'%,"*!& !,&&&&"!'(!"(!&&( #'"!
'''%*"(!"&!!' #'&"!&&(##,&3%04

-().)06.").",'$),*,'#-) ." =-)(&/-#)(.".1.,-/**&3#'*.-
),"--L:N1)/&().-#!(# #(.#-.".>=-!,)/(1.,-/**&3#-)(-#,
,&#&)(+/(.#.3(+/&#.3-#-9?C *9O9S:NO9D ,6>,&##&#.3?-.".,'#-
/-#(." 66(6)-().#'*&3."..",1)/&()-#!(# #(.
!,)/(1.,#'*. ,)'/-#(!."-/**&39
#,-.6(,,+/#,.),-->,&##&#.3?) 1.,-/**&3631"#"
."&1-#'*&3,+/#,-(&3-#-) 1".",1.,1#&&0#&&/,#(!(),'&6-#(!&

NL

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:R9


NM

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:R9

NN

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9P:S9




NO

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9Q:N9


NP

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP6*9:LQ9

NQ

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6MKLP66*9:LQ9
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,36('/&.#*&,33,-9NR!,)/(1.,1.,-/**&3'3,&#&6#(."-(-
.".1.,1)/&,'#(0#&&0(/,#(!'/&.#:3,,)/!".60(.")/!"."/-) 
.".1.,/---#!(# #(.#'*.-.)."+/# ,9),2'*&6().1#."-.(#(!."
)(!)#(!-1.,#(.,/-#)(/-3)(.#(/#(!)0,, .)(#.#)(-6().",
/-,-"0."/- ,(&.)')0*/'*#(!#(&((.).**,+/# ,-.)-/,
!,)/(1.,-/**&#-9 )10,6."#&#.3.)*/'* ,)'(/(,!,)/(,-,0)#,) 
-.),!,)/(1.,.".#-&,!()/!".)-')).")/.&#'.#0,#.#)(-#'*&3)-().
#'*&3.".."#-*/'*#(!#-1#.")/.#'*.-6-/"-!,)/(1.,*&.#)(6'#(#(!(
/,.",!!,0.#)() -1.,#(.,/-#)(9
)(6."(MKLK#.."*/,*),. #3) ."-."-#- ),
&#'#(!.".."1.,-/**&3#->,&#&9? )10,6."&#'-."-)/'(.-'% ),
.",)0,-..6-#(." #().#(#..".-1.,#(.,/-#)(
1)/&"&.1#."(3,.#(.33MKNK6(."-)/'(.-,()1)/..-#(
."()1"-)/'(..".."1#&&().#( .*,0(.)(.#(/#(!
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9-#-/--#(.."'(.L6." /./,'(--/'*.#)(-'3
." (/- ),')&#(!." #3) ."*,)$.&#(#(!1.,
/-!#(."6 ,)'OQN6KKK 3#(LTTP.)OON6KKK 3#(MKNK9*),.*/'*#(!#(
."MK3,--#(LTTP"-().&#(/."-#( .0,!PKM6LQL 3C($/-.
.)#(&/(-.#'. ),()(:,*),.#(!1&&-#(."-4)(-6."0,!#-PMT6KMO 3D9
"/-6,*),.-)/'(..".."1#&&()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9)"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6.")/(.3'/-.,/)-.&*/'*#(!3OS6KKK 361"#"1)/&
,+/#,-/,#(!#.#)(&-/, 1.,-/**&#-.)/-.),*&.".!,)/(1.,
*/'*#(!#()-.&,-9NS
"#,6."#.-." ..".."TKK: )).+/# ,"-().3.-")1(-#!(-) -1.,
#(.,/-#)(-0#() >,&#&?-/**&39NT" .."."--) ,(&.)
,&).1&&-6*,), ,.",#(&(6.) #(1.,-/**&3().3.-/$..)#(.,/-#)(
)-().'(.".#(,-*/'*#(!)-()./-#.#)(&#'*.-9/,.",'),6-
#-/--&)1(#.",."(),." *,)0#(+/.#-/--#)() ."
*).(.#&#'*.- ,)'#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,C."*+/# ,D6
1"#"#(&/#'*.-.).")0,&3#(!LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-) .",--/,
/,(#'*.-.)."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& 9-#-/--&)16#(,-*/'*#(!
) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.).")0,&3#(!LSK: )).

NR
.,)GGLKQNLCDC'/-.----,&##&#.3 ),0,!6-#(!&,36('/&.#*&
,33,-D6LKTLKCDCNDC'/-.#-/--1.,0#&#&#.3/,#(!(),'&6-#(!&,36('/&.#*&
,31.,3,-D7-6MKLK*9PNC,&##&#.3#-/--#)(D766**9N6MM:MN
C,&##&#.3#-/--#)(D9

NS
6,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL9

NT
66*9MN9
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(OKK: )).+/# ,-61#&&*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& 6(#.'3#( .,-/&.
/&.#'.&3#(-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."TKK: )).+/# ,9
0

!%&#( #!"'@881""'$(%*#''@881""'$(%-
,!('"!&*'%!'%(&"!-!!'%' !"% 
#%")!$('&(&&"!"'&9


(."=-)''(.-MKS:P.)MKS:LO,+/-.#( ),'.#)()/.."-*# #+/# ,-
,)'1"#"1.,1#&&*/'*/-CLD." #'*&#-.".1.,(-/**&#
- &3 ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,0(# ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-,
)(.'#(.3-1.,6/.CMD#.&-)-..-."..",#-"3,/&#)((.#)((
,",!,&.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-9 (."=-
)''(.-, &..")(,(.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,)/&
/,.",#(.,/."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-('3&-)#(.,/."TKK: )).
+/# ,#.-& 9" )-().-/**&3.",+/-.#( ),'.#)((#'*,)*,&3
#-'#---#.-,&0(/-#. #&-.)%()1&!.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."
TKK: )).C*D+/# ,'3#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.""3,/&#&&3
)((./**,+/# ,-( #&-.)#-/--,#-%-.)."TKK: )).+/# ,9
L9 "  #&-.),-- (."=-)''(.-(,+/-.- ),#( ),'.#)(9

(."-%")1'/"#-*/'* ,)'") ."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-/(,-&#()(#.#)(-(")1'/"1#&&*/'*#(." /./,9C)''(.
MKS:P9D (,-*)(-." -..-.".." =-(&3-#-#->-)(.")*.
MKLK6(.".#&-)(,(#(!+/# ,)*,.#)(-)(). .." =-
(&3--9?C 6*9LO:O:LKMM9D )10,6.")-().*,)0#.",+/-.
#( ),'.#)(,!,#(!2#-.#(!(*,)$.*/'*#(!3+/# ,9C)..".&O9S:L#(
." *,)0#-*/'*#(!*#.331&&(3+/# ,6/.#.)-().*,)0#
-&#(),*,)$.*/'*#(!0)&/'-9C 6*9O9S:LK9DD
(."-%.".." #(.# 3-./#-#.3." 6#(*,.#/&,.">,(.
-.,.#!,*"#(&3--?.".>"0#(#.?"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6
OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-9C)''(.MKS:P9D" ,*.." =-
&#'(#.."MKLKC 6*9LL9O:LKMKD6/.#.#().#(.# 3."
,(.-.,.#!,*"#(&3--9")-().*,)0#-.,.#!,*"#(&3-#-9
")-#. =-MKKN>*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36?1"#"'3*)--#&3
)() ."-.,.#!,*"#(&3--, ,(3." 6&.")/!"."#-#-/(&,
/-#.#-().,(.9OK )10,6-#-/--&)16 MKKN#(#.-.".
#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,1#&&().1#.")/.#'*.-9
(."-%.".." 2*&#(." =-&#'-.".LD0#(()1-")1-
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-(MD."TKK:
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)).+/# ,#--,#-) +/# ,-().&&) 1"#","3,/&#&&3)((.9CMKS:P9D
(."-%1".",."#-#'*&#.".)(&3*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,,
)((..)(,",!3."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9CMKS:P9D (."
-%# .",#-#( .(3,",!).",."( ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9
CMKS:P9D )10,6." -#'*&3,*.." =-#-/--#)(C *9LL9O:
LKMKD1#.")/.,--#(!."-+/-.#)(-9
(."-%# ."1&&-#(."TKK: )).+/# ,.".1)/&-/**),.."*,)$.,#(
(,) .".+/# ,.".#-,",!3."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9CMKS:Q9D
" !#(-#'*&3,*.." =-&#'-.".LD0#(()1-")1-
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-(MD."TKK:
)).+/# ,#--,#-) +/# ,-().&&) 1"#","3,/&#&&3)((.(."(
-...".>#.1)/&-*/&.#0.)-..2.&31"#"+/# ,1)/&-/**&3.",)$.6
-#(."3,)((."3,/&#&&39?C *9LL9O:LKMM9D-#-/--&)16
"3,/&#)((.#)(.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).+/# ,-'(-.".&&
*/'*#(!1#&&)(.#(/.)!!,0.*&.#)() ."/**,+/# ,-(#(,--1.,
#(.,/-#)(6(1",."*,TKK: )).+/# ,#-#-)&.#.1#&&/--#!(# #(.
*&.#)() ."TKK: )).*,+/# ,61"#"."  #&-.)#-&)-9
" =--..'(..".*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,,()."3,/&#&&3)((.
.)).",*),.#)(-) ."TKK: )).+/# ,1)/&&&)1 ),."*)--##&#.3."..")-
/()((.*),.#)(-,&-)#-)&. ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-61"#"
1)/&"#!"&3,&0(..)1".",*/'*#(!.")-,-1)/& .-1.,#(.,/-#)(
#(."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9"  #&-.),--."#-*)--##&#.39 )10,6
-#-/--&)160(.")/!".",,.1)#-.#(.+/# ,-) ."*+/# ,
-3-.'6OL#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*,) ."-.1)+/# ,-#-().0#&/.)."
&%) 3#&9OM/,.",'),60#( ,)' =-MKKN*+/# , (0-.#!.#0
./3#(#.-.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."/**,*+/# ,1#&&#(,-."
)(!)#(!*&.#)() ."/**,+/# ,-("-."--)#.*).(.#&.)#(,-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9ON
(.",+/-..".." 2*&#(1".",,",!.)."TKK: )).+/# , ,)'
."-1.,:#(.,/LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-)/&)(.'#(.."TKK: )).
+/# ,61".",#(,-*/'*#(!#(."TKK: )).+/# ,1)/&#(,-."#-,#-%6(
")1'/"*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).+/# ,#--/-.#(&9CMKS:R.",)/!"MKS:LL9D
" -..-.".>."TKK: )).+/# ,#-().2*..))(.'#(.3-&.1.,
.",)/!",",! ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,6-."1&&-,)/.-#) 
.",/,,(.&3 .3-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?C *9LL9O:LKMMC'*"-#-D9D

OL

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9P:L9


OM

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9O:R9

ON

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6**9P:L.)P:M9


OK
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",-*)(-'#---."*)#(.."..",#--#!(# #(.*).(.#& ), /./,)(.'#(.#)(
) ."TKK: )).+/# ,--1.,#(.,/-#)(0(-.).",-1",.",#-0,.#&
)((.#0#.3.1(&&) ."+/# ,-9",-*)(--#'*&3 #&-.)'%(3----'(.
) ."#-*).(.#&-,+/-.3)''(.-9-#-/--)0(#(.".."'(.6
/,,(.-./#-)( #,'.".."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.)-#( .)(.#(/.)0(
/.)!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(2--) ,",!9-#-/--#''#.&3&)16
-./#-)( #,'."..",#-0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(."LSK:6OKK:6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-9".)((.#0#.36(."#(/&%! ,)'."/**,+/# ,--."*
+/# ,-3-.'#-*/'*6*,)0#-*, ,(.#&*."13 ),-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."
*+/# ,-3-.'9
" =-,-*)(--&-)'#--."*)#(..".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# , /,.",)(.,#/.-.)."2#-.#(!#(.,/-#)() ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9
"#.- =-MKKN>*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./3?-0#(.".
*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,1#&&#( .#(/#(,--1.,#(.,/-#)(.)."
/**,+/# ,-/.)0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(.".",+/# ,-9OO )10,6(#.",
."(),." 61"#"#.).",*),.#)(-) ."6,*),.."#-)(&/-#)( ,)'
."9
M9

(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,-3-.'1#&&*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,
('3#(/#.#)(&-1.,#(.,/-#)(9


(&3-#-#( MKKN-/**),.-.")(&/-#)(.".#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,1)/&#(/#.#)(&#(.,/-#)(#(.)."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-8
",-*)(-/,0-#(#..".#.#)(&#(,--#(."*+/# ,
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.")-.&,-'3#(/#.#)(&,/.#)(#(."
!,)/(1.,"-6(-/-+/(.&3#.#)(&&(1,-/-/,  &)1- ,)'
,)--.")-.&#(9OP
)&#(!#( MKKN#(#.-.".#(,-#(!*/'*#(!) ."*+/# ,3L6OKK
 3)0,."M6OKK 3-&#(MKKN*/'*#(!&0&1)/&&)1,!,)/(1.,&0&-#(."
LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(*+/# ,-61)/&#(/0,.#& &)1- ,)'."/**,.)."
&)1,+/# ,-6(1)/&#(/-/-.(.#&)-.&!,)/(1., &)16#996-1.,
#(.,/-#)(9OQ (-"),.6#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."*+/# ,-3-.'-**,-&#%&3.)
#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-C."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-D0(# 
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."*+/# ,-,().3.#(.,/9"  #&-.)#-/--),#-&)-."#-60(#(
,-*)(-.) (."=-+/-.#)(-9
 MKKN*,)0#- /,.",0#(."..",,.1)#-.#(.TKK: )).+/# ,-9 (
*,.#/&,6#.)(&/-.".."/**,')-.*+/# ,#-#(."-))&-),'.#)(
(."&)1,')-.#-#(."/,#-#'),'.#)((."..">/,#-#'),'.#)(#-
,&.#0&3#-)&."3,/&#&&3 ,)'.")0,&3#(!-))&-),'.#)((,.")-.9?OR
)10,6."&%) "3,/&#)((.#)(.1(.".1)#-.#(.+/# ,-) ."*
+/# ,-3-.')-().'..,1#.",-*.(&3-#-) #(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(9"#-#-
/- MKKN)(&/-.".,",!.))."."-))&-(/,#-'
*),.#)(-) ."*+/# ,)' ,)'.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-8>E.F",&#-.,#/.#)((
-.,.#!,*"#&).#)() ."-))&-(/,#-'),'.#)(-&#'#.,",!.)&%!
,)')0,&3#(!+/# ,-6?#996."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9OS/,.",'),6-().6
#(,-*/'*#(! ,)'."&)1,*+/# ,#-().0#&/.)&%) *).(.#&3#&9OT
 MKKN)(&/-."..",1-(+/#&#,#/'.1(*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,(#.-,",! ,)'.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-%#(MKKN9PK .&-))(&/-.".
>."0)&/') !,)/(1.,#(-.),!#(."&)1,+/# ,-#--'&&?(.".>E#F(,-
*,)/.#)(1)/&&#%&3)' ,)'#(,-&%!9?PL"/-6#.)(&/-.".#(,--
#(*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3#(/#.#)(&#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-9PM
(&3-'&&*),.#)() )-.&*/'*#(!' ,)'."*+/# ,#(MKKN9"
 ,*),.-.".TKU) !,)/(1.,*/'*#(!(),.") &#(-' ,)'."OKK: )).
+/# ,()(&3PU ,)'*+/# ,-) MKKN9PN"/-6."-"# . ,)'."OKK: ))..)."
TKK: )).+/# ,.)-/**),.#(,-*/'*#(! ),.",)''/(#.3-#(MKKN1#&&
&#%&3/*-..".+/#&#,#/'().3 (1#&&"0*).(.#&&3-/-.(.#& .
)(."TKK: )).()0,&3#(!+/# ,-6#.",3*&.#(!."TKK: )).+/# ,63
#(,-#(!."#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-6),)."9


OR

 MKKN6**6P:L.)P:M9


OS

 MKKN6*9P:L9


OT





PK
OO

6MKLK6*9NQ9

 MKKN6*9P:L9




OP

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9O:R9

PL

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6*9P:M6.."9

 MKKN6*9P:L9







PM

 MKKN6*9P:M9

OQ

PN

 6**9P9N:L.)P9N:N9

 6*+/# , (0-.#!.#0./36MKKN6**9O:LL.)O:LM9
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(-/'6."#'*&#.#)(- ,)' MKKN,6 #,-.6.".*/'*#(! ,)'."TKK: )).
+/# ,'3)(.#(/.)#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(.)."+/# ,-)0#./-.")-
+/# ,-1#&&#(/.)&%)1(1,.)*,)0#,",!9PO
)(6# #(,-&%! ,)'."/**,+/# ,-1,&--."(."#(,-*/'*#(!
,.6."MKKN+/#&#,#/'.1(,",!(*/'*#(!1)/&/*-.(."TKK: )).
+/# ,1)/&*&./-.")(&3-)/,) ,",!#-.")0,&3#(!+/# ,-(
.">0)&/') !,)/(1.,#(-.),!#(."&)1,+/# ,-#--'&&9?PP"/-6#(,-
*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'/-.#.",*&.."TKK: )).+/# ,0#'#(#(!),
#(/-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."/**,+/# ,-3#(,-#(!."#,&%!6(#.",) 
1"#",%()1&!3." 9
"#,6# (1"(."-1.,#(.,/-#)( ,)(.) ."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-')0-
#(&()0,.",-) 0,.#&)((.#0#.3.1(."LSK: )).6OKK: )).6(TKK: )).
+/# ,-6#(,-*/'*#(!) ."TKK: )).+/# ,'3,-/&.#(#.-,",!1#."-&#(
)(.'#(.1., ,)'."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-9 (.,+/# , &)1 ,)'
)(.'#(./**,+/# ,.)&)1,+/# ,--)/,) -&#(#.3)(.'#(.#)() ."
&)1,+/# ,"-&,3()/'(..1(."LSK: )).(OKK: )).+/# ,-#(
."),.,,/.)."#(),'#--#(!+/#.,6#,."3,/&#)((.#)(6),1&&-.".
.-)(/#.-.1(+/# ,-9PQ"!,#/&./,&1&&-.".&-).*."*+/# ,
-3-.'PR.3*#&&3"0&)(!-,(#(.,0&-.)'2#'#4*,)/.#)(7(."#-,)--
)((.#)() '/&.#*&+/# ,-#(,--."*).(.#& ),)1(1,0,.#&'#!,.#)() 
)(.'#(.#)(9PS (.,+/# , &)1 ,)'1&&),-#-)'')(9),2'*&6#(."(.
&,&&36-.#'..".."'$),#.3) ,",!.)*,4)(+/# ,-1- ,)'
1&&),-9
",#-&,3*)--#&0#() *).(.#&-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(.)."*+/# ,
-3-.'*,)0##(."..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(*),.91)*
+/# ,"3,)!,*"-#(.",--/,/,-")1#(,-#(!"&),##(#-7)() 
1"#"'),."()/&.1(LTSK(MKLN7.").",-")1(#(,-#(!.,(

PO

 MKKN6*9P:LC>#(,-*,)/.#)(1)/&&#%&3)' ,)'#(,-&%!?D9


PP

 MKKN6*9P:L9
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/(.#&-'*&#(!-.)**#()/.MKKK9PT"*),.)-().,--."#-.,(#("&),#
)((.,.#)(#(."*+/# ,#(."(,,.#09 )10,#.)-()..".."
!,)/(1.,&0&->2"##.()0,&&-.3&#(-#(**,)2#'.&3MKKN9?QK"
*),.-..-.".) PSK'-/,'(.*)#(.-/-#(."-./36)(&3LM,-,(1#."
."*+/# ,#(.",--/,/,6QL/(,-),#(!.",.") !,)/(1.,&0&
(!,)/(1.,+/&#.3.0#&& ),."*+/# ,#(.",--/,/,6(
--)#."#!",/(,.#(.3 ),*,#.#(!."*).(.#& ),-#!(# #(.#'*.- ,)'."
*/'*#(!*,#(."-#(9
#(&&36." &-) #&-.)#-&)-(#-/--." ..".."TKK: )).+/# ,#.-& '3
)*(.))(.,336*,)0##(!#,.,)/. ),-1.,#(.,/-#)(.).".+/# ,
1#.")/.'#.#)(3."/**,+/# ,-9" -..-.".>.",#-()0#(
.".."*)(#-().)((..).")(9?C 6*9O:PR9D",(...) 
."-#(,*),.&-)-..-.".>E/F(&#%.":LSK(:OKK+/# ,-6#.#-().%()1(
1".",."),()..",--/,*+/# ,#-"3,/&#&&3)((..).")(9?QM 
#.#-)((.6.",#-(#.#)(&*.".)#(.,/-#)(#(.)."TKK: )).+/# ,.".)/&
#(/3#(,-*/'*#(!9
0  "!'%,"*!& &'"#%")!$('( (')!,&&
(&'%)!'&"#"( (')!,&&&',%(,
"!!'-!"' %,' %-!(&'%&!"&&'"
 !'"!:<8,"#( #!'"&&'!"!&%
"!'%('"!'"&!!'( (') #' %,(&'%#%&!'&
& #%!'"'"'#( #!0

(.")$..".." &#'#.-."!)!,*"#-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-
) !,)/(1.,-/**&3#'*.-.)),.,*,)$.-9C O9S:OR6O9LT:NK.)O9LT:NM9D
"/-6." )-().*,)0#-&#(),*,)$. /./,'( ),.",--/,
/,),."-1")&6),#(.# 3#.",."*,)$.-.".1)/&)(.,#/..)."
/'/&.#0#'*.-),-/'',3) *,)$.#)(-) ."1.,'() .")-*,)$.-9-
#-/--6#.#-1&&/(,-.)).".61"#&)-.&*/'*#(!"-."!,.-. .6-1.,
#(.,/-#)(#-,-/&.) /'/&.#0)0,*/'*#(! ,)'&&,-) ."6/-."-
,-,"3,/&#&&3)((.9QN" .."../&/,,(.-&#(*/'*#(! ),."
-1")&#-1&&#(2--) ."*/'*#(!--/'#(." 6(.".."#-
*/'*#(!#-*,)$..)-/-.(.#&&32."&0&--/'3." 6#-"#!"&3



PQ
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6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9P:S9



PR

6MKLP, .6*9NS60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'19),!@)-@!(H'#(/.-@MKLQ:KQ:KQH),@ .'UMKLL:UMK:
UMKUMK, .UMKMKLPUMKUMK0MKLQKPMK9* 9

PS
(-)(6.&96)'*,#-)() !,)/(1., &)1#()/.",(&# ),(#)-.&+/# ,-6
)&)!#&)#.3) ',#6*#&*,OPO6MKKT6**9Q:R6LL6LN6LO6LT6MQ60#&&.
"..*-8@@1119,-,"!.9(.@*/&#.#)(@MRTNNPPOKH)'*,#-)(H) H!,)/(1.,H &)1H#(H)/."
,(H&# ),(#H)-.&H+/# ,-9

P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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PT

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6#!/,N:S9

QK

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9N:LQ9




QL

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9N:LQ9


QM

6..) ."&#(-#0,,)/(1.,-#(6*9Q:O9

QN

6#(& 6*9M:NP.)M:NQ9




P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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,&0(..)."(&3-#-) ."2.(.) /'/&.#0#'*.-#(." ),') -1.,
#(.,/-#)(9

'(!'(.*,)$.-(.".(3#.#)(&*/'*#(!6#(&/#(!."*/'*#(!) ."
/(&&).*),.#)() ."Q6QKK 3(.#.&'(.61#&&!!,0.."#-)(#.#)(9

- (."*)#(.)/.6." #----/'/&.#0#'*.-) ),.,
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(.",!#)(&)(.2.) .).&'(-)(."(6#(6
)(&/.".."/'/&.#0#'*.) ."1--#!(# #(.(/(0)#&9C
 *9P:P9D")(.,3)1(- )-().,*),.."#-(&3-#-),)(&/-#)(9

" &#'-.".#.-,-*)(-.) (."=-)''(.MKS:P2*&#(-1"3."
!)!,*"#-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-#-&#'#..).",9C **9LL9O:
LKMK6,-*)(-.)MKS:O6(*9LL9O:LKMN6,-*)(-.)MKS:LP9D",-*)(-.)
MKS:P)-().$/-.# 3."&#'#..#)() ."!)!,*"#-)*.)."),.,,9".
,-*)(-*/,*),.-.),-- (."=-)$.#)(-.".." #(+/.&3
#(.# #-(",.,#4-."*/'*#(!-)/,+/# ,C-D1#."#(),.,6 #&-.)#(.# 3
).",1&&-(/'/&.#0*/'*#(!#(."TKK: )).+/# ,6( #&-.)#-/--,",!6
-&#()(.'#(.#)((-/-.#(3#&) ."TKK: )).+/# ,9C 6**9LL9O:LKMK.)
LL9O:LKMM9D)."2.(.."..",-*)(-,---.")/.-#."),.,,.
&&6#.#-)(&3.),*.." =-&#'-.".#.-(&3-#-#--)(."(.".."
#-/----1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."9 #%." 6." )-().
./&&3,*),.),0&/.."MKLK=-)(&/-#)(-)/.."),,--."
*)-.:MKLK#( ),'.#)(#(#.#(!.".-1.,#(.,/-#)(#-()./(,)(.,)&9

" %()1&!-.".."!)!,*"#-)*) ." =-/'/&.#0(&3-#-)-
().)#(#1#."."!)!,*"3#(." -=/'/&.#0#'*.(&3-#-/-#.#-
&#'#..).",6/(&#%." =-,!#)(&(&3-#-9C *9LL9O:LKMO9D"
 ,!/-.".." "--#'*&3'."")#.),&3)(-/'',3) 
*,)$.#)(-("-")-(."-/'',3) *,)$.#)(-) .",=- /./,1.,
'(61"#")-().#(&/'()/.-#) .",)''/(#.39C *9LL9O:
LKMO9D )10,6." ..".'3*,'#.(!(3.)/--/'',3) *,)$.#)(-
.)#(.# 3,&0(./'/&.#0#'*.-)/,-(().$/-.# 3.",#.,,3")#) 
-/'',3) *,)$.#)(- ),!)!,*"#,.".#-.))&#'#..)-/**),.'(#(! /&
/'/&.#0(&3-#-9
&.")/!"." &%-(3-&#(.6." *,)0#-&.-.#'.) 
.).&/,,(.*/'*#(!#(."9C *9LL:O:LKMN.)LKMO9D )10,6." )-
()./-."#--&#(.#((31369!963,&.#(!#..)((&3-#-) !,)/(1.,
#'*.-),.)."')&#(! ),."&#(-&&3.,,)$..".1-/(,#.#&&3#.
3."MKLK(."#')(-./**&'(.9QO),)." ),
 *,)0#(3----'(.)  /./,.).&*/'*#(!#(."6-*#. (."=-
)$.#)(.".."#-.#-( ),(+/.(&3-#-9
(-.6." ,!/-.".." ,&#)(."MKLK(&3-#-) 
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(.".#.->#'*.(&3-#-#--)(."MKLK61"#"
()'*---."-,0#,9?C **9LL9O:LKMN6LL9O:LKMP9D" ."(
,#.--.#)() .".".,&#-)(." /./, #3) ."&#(-&&3.,
,)$..))(.,)&-1.,#(.,/-#)(('#(.#(!,)/(1.,&0.#)(-6#(&/#(!."
)/.:) :.(#(),,.&#'.".."1#&&,-/&.#(Q6KKK 3-/,*&/-#(."9
C *9LL9O:LKMP6+/).#(!MKLK6*9PN9D" =-,-*)(- #&-.)
*,)0#.",+/-.#( ),'.#)(,!,#(!2#-.#(!( /./,!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#(
."( #&-.),&..".#( ),'.#)(.)-/-.#(&&0&) */'*#(!.".)-().
/-*&.#)(),-1.,#(.,/-#)(9",-*)(-&-) #&-.)2*&#(1"3&#'#.#(!."
-)*) ."/'/&.#0(&3-#-.).",#-$/-.# ##(&#!".) .""3,/&#
)((.#)() ."-1")&.).",9

" ,!/-.".!,#/&./,&1.,/-)(-/'-."'$),#.3) 1.,(.".
."*/'*#(!#-)(&3LU) .).&*/'*#(!9C *9LL9O:LKMO9D"#-
,!/'(. #&-.),)!(#4.".)-.&*/'*#(!&#%=-*,.#/&,&3!!,0.-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(6.".."#-)-.&*/'*#(!'/-.,/(,*&()1.)"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(9QP .&-) #&-.),)!(#4.".#.#--#'*&3#,,&0(.")1."*/'*
!,)/(1.,#-/-8
999."#&#.3.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(6()1(#(." /./,6#-().-)(
1".",#.#-&#0,.)!,#/&./,&/--),/,(/--9).") ."-/--,1
."-'1., ,)'."-'!,)/(1.,-#(9/#(!1#.",1&) 
!,)/(1.,#(."(),.",(&#(-&&361".",.",)/!",*&'(.) 
!,#/&./,&),/,(*/'*#(!6"-."-' .9QQ
."#'*&#.#)() ." =-&#'.".*/'*#(!')/(.-.))(&3LU) .).&
*/'*#(!#-.".."#-*/'*#(!6),."#(,-*/'*#(! ),.")(.,3)1(-
*,)$.6)-().)(-.#./.)(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(.)-1.,#(.,/-#)(6(#.",."
 (),." ./&&3-..."#--."-#-) ."/'/&.#0#'*.(&3-#-9
)10,6# ."&#'1,'6#.1)/&()./,.9)-().*,'#.(!(3
-#'*&3.)#-'#--*,)$.=-#'*.-&--."()(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(/-#.#-
,&.#0&3-'&&9"*).(.#&-#!(# #('/-.0&/.#(.")(.2.) ."-0,#.3
) ."/'/&.#0#'*.61"#"."  #&-.))9

)-.-#!(# #(.&36." =-,-*)(-- #&.)#-&)-." .."..",#-(2#-.#(!
-#!(# #(./'/&.#0#'*..".#-().*,)$..)'#.#!.32#-.#(!!,)/(1.,







QO

6MKLK6**9NL6OL7#')(-.6/**&'(.6MKLO6*9LN9
P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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QP

6 6*9N:MN76,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL9

QQ

6 6*9R:S9
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,6."'!(#./) ."((/&-.),!"(!#(.",--/,/,."."-/-
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#- ,)')/.:MKK 3.))/.:L6QKK 3)0,."*,#) ,)'LTOO.)
MKLN9QR,)'LTPT.)MKLN6."0,!"(!#(-.),!1- ,)':PK 3.):PKK 39QS
"-.#'.- ),-/-.#(&3#& ),.",--/,/,6#996."&0&) */'*#(!
.".)/&-/-.#(1#.")/.-1.,#(.,/-#)(6#- ,)'LLK6KKK.)LLR6KKK 36/.
!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!2-."#-3#&3)/.LM6KKK.)LT6KKK 39QT"-#!(# #(
) ."*,)*)-#(,-#(*/'*#(!.)-/**),."--L:N) ."*,)$.61"#"1)/&
.&-.MPK9Q 36(1"#"'3)'.)NTQ9N 3# ."/,,(.&3/(0#&&,3&
1.,)-().'.,#&#4C 6*9O9LT:MND6-")/&----#(,&.#)(.)."-
#!/,-6().#(,&.#)(.)."(.#,PKK6KKKV 3*/'*#(! ,)'."6/--1.,
#(.,/-#)(#-/-3',!#(& .-6#996-.),!"(!-C+/# ,*&.#)(D(
*/'*#(!#(2--) -/-.#(&3#&6().3.).&*/'*#(!9" )-().*,)0#
."#-)'*,#-)(9 (0#1) .",)!(#.#)(.".)-.&*/'*#(!'/-.,/.)
,---1.,#(.,/-#)(6RK.",#-()&)(!,(3/-"#)( ),#(,-*/'*#(!((3
#.#)(&*/'*#(!.."',!#(-")/&')(-#,&)(.,#/.#)(9
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'' !'95 "!&&( #'"!&!"('" &"%' .  2&
!"* !'''' *!"''&*'%!'%(&"!
90   !"'#%"'''' *"('"!1'% &*'%
!'%(&"!0

*,*,(,.# #(  ),."#(MKKL(MKKM9C6
 6MKKM9D-)(-*# #--/'*.#)(-)/. /./,'((- 3#&C#-/--
&)1D6." *,)$..".."*,)*)->1)/&,0,-."((/&
,/.#)(#(!,)/(1.,-.),!.)(**,)2#'.&3M6PKK#(,-#(!,)/(1.,
-.),!9?C N:NK9D"/-6#.*,)$..".-1.,#(.,/-#)()/&"&.9
)10,6." +/&# #."#-)(&/-#)(#(.1),#.#&,-*.-9
#,-.6." /.#)(.".>(3#.#)(&1.,(-1#."#((#(.,/
!,)/(1.,-#(1)/&2,.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9?C 6*9R:R9D)."
)(&/-#)(1-.#.)-*# #--/'*.#)(-,!,#(!1.,/-9-#-/--&)16
/./,1.,/-#-*,)$..)2."&0&-*,)$.#(." 9 (6
=-) )"(-)(%()1&!.).")(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(.".
." '(*,)$.#)(-1,()./,.(.".*/'*#(!1-'),."(
*,)$.9C,(-,#*.) )(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(6.9MT6MKLO6*9
KKPLSR70#&&#(0#) #&.
"..*8@@')(.,39!,(#/-9)'@#&3,9*"*;0#1H#WLO5&#*H#WMROP9D
)(6." %()1&!.".."*,)*)-*,)$.1)/&)(&3"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&0&-) '(8
"#&." #(#.-.".-1.,#(.,/-#)(1#&&"&.3."*,)$.C#(
)($/(.#)(1#."." &#0,#-D-)(/,,(.CLTTPD'(-61#."
*,)$.#(,-#(1.,'(-C*,#',#&3--)#.1#."/,(
0&)*'(.D#(."(),."0&&3,#(." /./,6-1.,#(.,/-#)('3().
/&&3"&.-)(3,MKNK*,)$.#)(-9),."3,MKNK6')&#(!#(#.-
-1.,#(.,/-#)('3M6MKK1#."-/, 1.,&#0,#-)(&3.)." 
,9C 6*9N:MN9D


QR

6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:LMC0,!-.),!"(!6
*(#(!)(."-.),!) ##(.0&/D9

QS
6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9

QT
6..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,-#(6*9O:MP9

RK
6,)..#0&0.#)(-6**9L6LL76..) ."&#(-&&3,)/(1.,
-#(6*9Q:N9

P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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"*,.'(.) ." (.,#),*)#(.)/..".." )(.,#.-#.-& #(-..#(!
.".>."*,)*)-.#)(1)/&"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(?(&-).".I"3,)&)!#
')&#(!-")1-.".."*,)$.'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!:.,' /./,I
(-% ),&,# #.#)(9C 6*9M:SM6)''(.M:LM9D (,-*)(-6."
 !#(%()1&!.".#.-')&#(!)(&3-")1.".."1)/&>"&.
-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."(,.,'?-)(LTTP1.,'(9C 6*9M:TL9D
)10,61#."(.##*.MKNK'(6.".')&#(!-")1.".>-1.,#(.,/-#)(
1#."#'*&'(..#)() ."*,)*)-*,)$.'3.).&M6MKK,: .*,3,CD
CLK6PKK) #(.,/-#)(#-(.##*..))/,1#.")/.."*,)$.D9),."#-,-)(6."
, . @ ,*),.-.".."'3()."&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."&)(!.,'9?
C 6*9M:TL9D"MKLK)(.,3)/(.3(,&&( #.-& %()1&!-

P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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.".."'3)(&3"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(#(."-"),..,'9CMKLK(,&&( 6
*9O9N:NS9D
/-.#)()/.."#-..".),MT6MKLO)(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(
",#(!6=-) )"(-)(%()1&!.".."1)/&)(&3"&.-1.,
#(.,/-#)(-)(LTTP&(/-9C,(-,#*.) )(.,3)/(.3&((#(!)''#--#)(
,#(!6.9MT6MKLO6*9KKPLSS9D-#-/--&)16,9 )"(-)(&-)%()1&!
.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#-"#!",."((.##*.3." (.".(
#.#)(&PS6KKK @3) !,)/(1.,63)(.".*,)0#3."/,,(.-/#.) 1.,
-/**&3*,)$.-6#--.#&&(.)"&.-1.,#(.,/-#)(9C96**9KKPLRS:KKPLRT6
KKPLST:KKPLTK9D
:0 &  !"*&-%"(!*'%#( #!&+')
&&( !'  -!'&)''&'&!,&&-**&+#%&&,
&"!'&&( #'"!''%"(!*'%#( #!*"(!")%' 0

,*),.--")1.".*/'*#(!#-'/""#!",."(*,#.3." 9)
.,'#(."2.(.) )0,, .#(!(-1.,#(.,/-#)(6." ,&#)(
')&#(!*,)0#3."&#(-&&3 (.!,.,)/((/, .,)&
C> =D61"#"#(./,(1--)(--/'*.#)(-,!,#(!&(/-6*)*/&.#)(6(
1.,/-9C 6**9P:LC#(.# 3#(!-&#(( /./,)(#.#)(-D6P9N:LK.)P9N:LL
C)0,0#1)  D6R:O.)R:PC.#&#(!'$),--/'*.#)(-/-#(." 
,!,#(!*)*/&.#)((#,,#!.,!D9D
--.)/.#(.".&&)16." ,*),.#.---/'*.#)(-(')&#(!,-/&.-
),.1)-(,#)-8LTTP-&#()(#.#)(-(MKNK /./,)(#.#)(-8
 8*)*/&.#)((
&(/---/'*.#)(-1#."
-&#((*,)$.1.,
/-

LTTP

MKNK

)*/&.#)(

LSS6TOT*,-)(-

NPP6SMT*,-)(-

,(1.,*/'*#(!

OP6KKK 3

SP6KKK 3

,'&(

LTQ6NPR,-

LTO6PKS,-

!,#/&./,&1.,*/'*#(!

OLS6KKK 3

NPS6KKK 3

)/,8 6**9L:RC&L:M6>-.#'.2#-.#(!(/./,.,
)(#.#)(-?D7**9P:L6Q:N6R:N6R:LKC#(.# 3#(!-&#(( /./,)(#.#)(-D9

" --/'.".!,#/&./,&1.,/-1)/&&#(3QK6KKK 3 ,)'LTTP
.)MKNK/.)PU#(,-#(1.,)(-,0.#)(6"(!-#(,)*/--6(L6SOT,
P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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,-#(#,,#!.!,#/&./,&,!9C **9L:R6R:P6R:LK9D" 
--/'."./,(1.,/-1)/&#(,-3OK6KKK 3.1(LTTP(MKNK-
)(*)*/&.#)(!,)1."((--/'PU*,*#.,/.#)(#(1.,'(/.)
)(-,0.#)(9C 6**9L:R6R:P9D
(-/'6." --/'.".!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#()(M1)/&&#(MK6KKK
 3)0,NP3,*,#)6 ,)'.).&) OQN6KKK 3#(LTTP.)OON6KKK 3#(MKNK9
( .6#(." #,-.MK3,--#(LTTP*/'*#(!"-!,.&32." 
*,)$.#)(9*),.!,)/(1.,*/'*#(!#()(-M6M6(M"-0,!PKM6LQL
 39$/-..)#(&/(-.#'. ),()(:,*),.#(!1&&-#(."-4)(-6."0,!#-
PMT6KMO9"-.,-)(."((/&,)/(.,/'',3*),.-*/&#-"3
#(LTTP:MKLO60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@!,)/(1.,H2.,.#)(H-/'',3@!,)/(1.,H2
.,.#)(H-/'',39*"*9".,-/'',#4#(.".&&)19

%



%!

"'

%!'"
*&!"'
%#"%'!

"'),
#%!'"*&
%#"%'!'"(&'"%
!"!1%#"%'!*&

LTTP OQM6MQS

OL6SSO PKO6PLM

MU PLO6SKS

LTTQ PMK6SKO

OM6QNO PQN6ONS

OU PSQ6TLP

LTTR PPL6TKK

OQ6MNS PTS6LNT

RU QON6LQK

LTTS NTT6PML

OL6PMR OOL6KOS

RU ORO6MOP

LTTT OQO6KKS

OK6PPT PKO6PQR

TU PPO6OQT

MKKK OOM6KQL

OM6MTN OSO6NPO

LLU POO6MLS

MKKL OKN6PSN

NR6QTN OOL6MRQ

LSU PNS6LOL

MKKM ORN6MOQ

OQ6TPQ PMK6MKM

RU PPT6NPR

MKKN OPK6SQO

PK6ORM PKL6NNQ

NU PLQ6SOL

MKKO ORL6KPM

PN6KQM PMO6LLO

NU POK6NMO

MKKP OON6PQR

PK6ORT OTO6KOQ

MU PKO6LMT

MKKQ OML6QNO

OT6QKQ ORL6MOK

OU OTK6SRP

MKKR ORP6LPP

PK6OOK PMP6PTP

NU POL6SPL

MKKS ORR6LMO

PK6KOR PMR6LRL

NU PON6ORP

MKKT OQP6RKR

OP6PLR PLL6MMO

NU PMR6KNP

P ARKER GROUNDW ATER
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MKLK OLQ6OML

OO6KMM OQK6OON

NU ORO6QSO

MKLL OKO6LLK

OO6ORO OOS6PSO

NU OQM6OPS

MKLM OOQ6QMK

OM6QML OST6MOL

NU PKO6NRM

MKLN OQM6SRN

OP6NNM PKS6MKP

NU PMN6TMN

MKLO

OSK6LQK

OO6NMR

MK3,0,!

PMO6OSR
PKM6LQL 3

MU

PNP6LTL

Monterey Downs

"!,)1."#(*/'*#(!#---)#.1#."#(,--#(!,#/&./,&&(/-9-().6."
 --/'.".#,,#!.!,#/&./,&,!1)/&,- ,)'LTQ6NPR,-
#(LTTP.)LTO6PKS,-#(MKNK9C 6*9R:LK9D )10,6!,#/&./,&,!"-
./&&3#(,--#(LTTP9
•

"(!#(,-*),.,*),.-."..",1,MLM6KKN,-) #,,#!.
,'&(#()(M-) MKKN9C(!#(,-*),.6**9N:LK6N:LPC&-N:
P(N:T*,)0##(!,!.).&- ),> ,,#!.!,#/&./,?D60#&&.
"..*8@@1119'1,9)9')(.,399/-@-&#(-H0&&3H1.,H*,)$.H @-&#(-H0&&3
H1.,H*,)$.H 9*"*9D"#-#--/-.(.#&&3'),#,,#!.,!."(."LTQ6NPR
,-.".." ,*),. ),LTTP9C 6*9R:LK9D"
(!#(,-*),..1,-)(>*,&#( ),'.#)(6#(&/#(!&(/-6
,!64)(().",.?0&)*39C(!#(,-*),.6*9N:LK9D

•

"MKLK)(.,3)/(.3(,&&( ,*),.*,.'(.) )(-,0.#)(
,'&('**#(!.-")1#(!(#(,-) S6MKT,-) "#..)(0,..)
(1 ,'&( ,)'LTTQ:MKKQ/.)(&3M6SNR,-) 2#-.#(!!,#/&./,&&(&)-.
.)/,(/-9)(.,3)/(.3MKLK(,&&( 6**9O9T:OQ(O9M:R
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Hydrogeologic Consulting



Technology, Innovation, Management
in Groundwater Resources

RESUME

Timothy K. Parker, PG, CEG, CHG
Principal
WORK EXPERIENCE
2009
–
Present:
Parker
Groundwater,
President/Principal.
Sacramento, California. Privately owned business, specializing in strategic
groundwater planning, groundwater monitoring, groundwater modeling,
groundwater recharge and aquifer storage recovery projects, program
implementation, stakeholder facilitation, groundwater monitoring, policy and
regulatory analysis, environmental document review and litigation support.
Provides strategic planning, policy consulting and groundwater technical
expertise to public and private sector clients to develop effective, sustainable
solutions to complex problems in the water and evolving environmental and
energy industries.
2005
–
2009:
Schlumberger
Water
Services,
Principal
Hydrogeologist. Sacramento, California. Provided hydrogeologic expertise
and project management on groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, groundwater monitoring, groundwater resources
management, and groundwater contaminant projects for public and private
sector clientele. Application of advanced oilfield tools and technologies to
groundwater projects. Integration of groundwater quality monitoring and
protection on CO2 sequestration projects; liaison to Schlumberger Carbon
Services, including planning, scope development, technical implementation,
facilitation, and oversight. Business Development activities included
strategic planning, prospect assessments, sales presentations, targeted
workshops, client development and exploitation. Mentored and provided
direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled projects; worked closely
with clients and other public and private organizations to implement projects
on schedule, on budget with high level of quality.
2001 – 2005: California Department of Water Resources, Division of
Planning and Local Assistance, Conjunctive Water Management
Branch, Senior Engineering Geologist.
Provided local technical and
economic assistance to Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley groundwater
authorities and water districts planning, developing, and implementing
conjunctive water projects, groundwater recharge and aquifer storage
recovery projects, and local and regional groundwater monitoring programs.
Elements include developing technical scope, implementing work, providing
geologic and groundwater technical expertise, attending and speaking at
public meetings. Central District, Groundwater Planning Section,
Sacramento, California (early 2001 prior to joining CWMB). Senior
Engineering Geologist, Groundwater Planning Section.
Elements
included: Integrated Storage Investigations Program conjunctive use project
technical support, coordination, and project management; technical support
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on local groundwater monitoring and subsidence programs; technical support
on Bulletin 118; Proposition 13 groundwater grant applications screening and
ranking process for Central District geographic area.
Supervised and
provided direction to staff; developed, tracked and controlled program
budgets; worked closely with other DWR groups, agencies and outside
organizations to develop additional local assistance opportunities for DWR.
2000-2001: California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines
and Geology, Sacramento, California. Associate Engineering Geologist.
Responsible for: multi-year aerial photograph review, identification of
landslides and potentially unstable areas, field reconnaissance and
confirmation, preparation of maps and images using MapInfo, Vertical Mapper,
ArcView, Spatial Analyst, Model Builder, and ArcInfo working closely with GIS
specialists; assisting in development of GIS methodologies and database for
Northern California watersheds assessment/restoration project; review of
timber harvest plans and pre-harvest inspections; review of regional CEQA
documents as related to engineering geologic issues; watershed assessment;
technical presentations at multi-agency meetings and landslide/mass wasting
public workshops.
1997-2000: CalEPA Department of Toxic Substances Control,
Stringfellow Branch, Sacramento, California. Hazardous Substances
Engineering Geologist. Responsible for: groundwater monitoring and
analysis; developing approach and preparing a work plan for a Stringfellow site
revised hydrogeologic conceptual model; researching, providing, and
maintaining a comprehensive environmental data management system;
assembling and contracting with an expert panel for consultation on the site;
evaluating an existing MODFLOW porous media groundwater flow model;
providing direction on the strategy and approach for the development of a
revised groundwater flow and fate & transport model for the Stringfellow site;
providing input on an as needed basis in support of the litigation and
community relations elements of the project.
1993 - 1997: Law Engineering & Environmental Services, Inc.,
Sacramento, California. Manager Project Management. Responsible for
supervising and providing direction to senior project managers; maintaining
appropriate tracking system and controls for assurance of successful execution
of scope, schedule and budget of major projects; maintaining quality assurance
and controls on projects. Responsibilities included development/implementation
of group budget spending plan, establishing performance standards and
evaluating program progress and quality, staff recruiting, mentoring,
maintaining utilization, business development, proposal preparation,
commercial and government project marketing, client maintenance. Project
Manager and Senior Hydrogeologist on hydrogeologic evaluations, site and
regional groundwater quality monitoring programs, hazardous substance site
investigations and remediation. Responsibilities included technical direction of
projects, project scoping, schedule, budget, supervision of field activities,
preparation of documents, developing cost-effective strategies for follow-on
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investigations and removal actions, and negotiating with state regulators on
three Beale Air Force projects totaling more than $15 million.

2010-2013: Appointed to participate on PAC and to lead new Groundwater
Caucus

1988 - 1993: Dames & Moore, Sacramento and Los Angeles, California.
Senior Geologist. Provided hydrogeologic technical support, project
management, regulatory compliance, technical/regulatory strategy, and on a
variety of commercial and industrial DTSC- and RWQCB-lead hazardous
substance sites. Responsibilities included project technical direction, scope
implementation, budgetary control, groundwater quality monitoring and
analysis, supervision of field investigations, document preparation, client
interface, negotiation with regulatory agencies on projects totaling
approximately $5 million.

Department of Interior, Advisory Committee on Water Information,
Subcommittee on Ground Water
2010-Present: Member – Work Group for Pilot Project Implementation,
Nationwide Groundwater Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Co-Chair - Work Group on Implementation for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network
2007-2010: Member - Work Group on Network Design for development of the
Framework for a Nationwide Ground Water Monitoring Network

1983-86: Independent Consultant, Sacramento, California. Provided
technical assistance on variety of geologic and geophysics projects to other
independent consultants in local area.

National Ground Water Association
2014-Present: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007- 2010: Director - Scientists and Engineers Division
2007 - 2009: Member - Government Affairs Committee
2007 - Present: Chair - Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2005 – Present: Chair - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2004 – 2005, 2007,2009-10: Chair – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member – Theis Conference Committee
2002 – Present: Member - Regional Groundwater Management Task Force,
Government Affairs Committee
2003 – Present: Member – Groundwater Protection and Management
Subcommittee
2009 – Present: Member - ASR Task Force
2009 – Present: Member - Hydraulic Fracturing Task Force
2008 – 2009: Member – CO2 Sequestration Task Force

1982: Gasch & Associates, Sacramento, California. Geologic assistant
conducting shallow seismic reflection surveys in the Sierra Nevada for buried
gold-bearing stream deposits.

American Ground Water Trust
2009 – 2012: Chair
2005 - 2013: Director

1981 - 1982: Geologic Assistant, Coast Ranges, Avawatz Mountains, White
Mountains, and Kinston Peak Range. Geologic Assistant on various geological
field studies, including gravity surveys, magnetic surveys, landslide and
geologic mapping projects.

California Groundwater Coalition
2007-Present: Director

1986 - 1988: California Department of Health Services, Toxic
Substances Control Division, Southern California Region, Assessment and
Mitigation Unit, Los Angeles, California. Project Manager in the Assessment
and Mitigation Unit. Responsibilities included development and implementation
of work plans and reports for, and regulatory oversight of, State Superfund
preliminary site assessments, groundwater quality monitoring and analysis,
remedial investigations, feasibility studies, remedial action, and interim
remedial measures. Engineering Geologist. Provided technical support to
Permitting, Enforcement, and Site Mitigation Unit staff, including evaluation of
hydrogeologic assessments, groundwater quality monitoring programs, work
plans, and reports on federal and state Superfund sites and active facilities;
assistance in budget preparation; assistance in zone drilling contract review.

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
California Professional Geologist No. 5594
California Certified Engineering Geologist No. 1926
California Certified Hydrogeologist No. 0012
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
California Department of Water Resources, Public Advisory Committee,
Water Plan Update 2013
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Groundwater Resources Association of California
2000 – Present: Director
2000 – 2001: President State Organization
2001 – Present: Legislative Committee Chair
1998-1999 Vice President
1996-1997 Secretary
1995-1996 President Sacramento Branch
1993-1994 Member-at-Large Sacramento Branch
ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
BS 1983, Geology, University of California, Davis
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Graduate studies in hydrogeology, hydrology, engineering geology, waste
management engineering
Selected Publications
California Groundwater Management, Second Edition, Groundwater
Resources Association of California, co-author and project manager, 2005.
Water Contamination by Low Level Organic Waste Compounds in the
Hydrologic System, in Water Encyclopedia, Wiley, 2004.
Potential Groundwater Quality Impacts Resulting from Geologic Carbon
Sequestration, Water Research Foundation, co-author, 2009.
Aquifer Storage and Recovery in the US, ASR 9, American Ground Water
Trust, Orlando Florida, September 2009 – a compilation of key ASR issues on
DVD, contributing editor and speaker, 2010.
Sustainability From The Ground Up – Groundwater Management In California
– A Framework, Association of California Water Agencies, principal author,
2011.
ISMAR9 Call to Action: Sustainable
Directives, Principal Author, 2016.

Groundwater

Management

Policy
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Attachment – Derek Watry to John Farrow, October 7, 2016

Monterey Downs
Review of EIR Noise Analysis

7 October 2016
Mr. John Farrow
M. R. Wolfe & Associates, P. C.
555 Sutter Street, Suite 405
San Francisco, California 94102

Cumulative Minutes
in Any One Hour
0 minutes (maximum)
1 minute
5 minutes
15 minutes
30 minutes

7 AM – 10 PM
65 dBA
60 dBA
55 dBA
50 dBA
45 dBA

10 PM – 7 AM
60 dBA
55 dBA
50 dBA
45 dBA
40 dBA

Statistical Descriptor
L0 or Lmax
L2
L8
L25
L50

These limits apply at the property line.
Subject:

Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park and Central Coast Veteran Cemetery
Specific Plan Subsequent Environmental Impact Report
Review of EIR Noise Analysis

Dear Mr. Farrow:
As requested, we have reviewed the noise analysis information in the Draft and Final
Subsequent Environmental Impact Reports for the Monterey Downs and Monterey Horse Park
and Central Coast Veteran Cemetery Project proposed on the former Fort Ord Army Base near
Seaside, California. This letter discusses elements of the noise analysis that we find deficient in
some way.
Wilson, Ihrig & Associates, Acoustical Consultants, has practiced exclusively in the field of
acoustics since 1966. During our 50 years of operation, we have prepared hundreds of noise
studies for Environmental Impact Reports and Statements. We have one of the largest
technical laboratories in the acoustical consulting industry. We also utilize industry-standard
acoustical programs such as Environmental Noise Model (ENM), Traffic Noise Model (TNM),
SoundPLAN, and CADNA. In short, we are well qualified to prepare environmental noise studies
and review studies prepared by others.

In acoustics, the noise levels that are comparable to these limits are called statistical noise
levels because they represent the statistical distribution of time-varying sound levels during the
measurement. For example, the noise level exceeded 50% of the time, denoted L50, is the
median noise level during measurement – half the time it was louder than this level, half the
time it was quieter. If the measurement period is one hour, the L50 corresponds to the noise
level exceeded 30 minutes of the hour and not exceeded the other 30 minutes. Similarly, the
L25 (25% of the time) corresponds to the level that was exceeded for 15 minutes of the hour
and not exceeded the other 45 minutes.
Standards such as those in the table above recognize that noise level for most human activities
vary over time and also that most people are able to tolerate some louder noise levels without
excessive irritation if they are interspersed with lower noise levels. These standards are more
sophisticated than a maximum level and/or a daily average level. While the former is useful
and is, in fact, still included as the “0 minutes” or Lmax standard, these cumulative minute
standards recognize that there is a substantial difference in irritation to sensitive noise
receptors between a noise that is 64 dBA for 59 seconds as opposed to 59 minutes.
Meanwhile, the daily average metrics that are ubiquitously used in land use planning are also
useful for high level planning, but often fail to adequately address noise sources that persist for
only a few hours at a time such as sporting events (because the noise from the event is
averaged over 24 hours).

Issue #1: The SEIR fails to assess noise with reference to the BRP’s statistical noise standards
The Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan (BRP) established a number of policies and programs to regulate
noise during the future development of the former Army base. Program A-1.2 established
Noise Level Performance Standards for Non-Transportation Noise Sources, reproduced in the
DSEIR on p. 4.10-9 as Table 4.10-7:

LandWatch objected that the DSEIR to fails to apply the BRP’s cumulative-minutes noise
standards for non-transportation sources in Comment PO 208-90. LandWatch in Comment PO
208-116 also pointed out that the City has failed to incorporate these BRP standards into its
Municipal Code as mandated by the BRP.1
1
We note that the City’s Municipal Code at section 17.30.060E, Table 3-3, contains maximum
interior and exterior noise standards. This table does not provide the same standards as the BRP’s
cumulative-minutes noise standards because 1) it only provides the L0 maximum standard and omits
standards for 1, 5, 15, and 30 minute cumulative noise, 2) it provides a different maximum standard for
different receiving land uses unlike the BRP, which applies a uniform standard regardless of the land use,

2
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Review of EIR Noise Analysis

x
The FSEIR’s response to Comment PO 208-90 claims that the cumulative-minutes or “statistical
Ln” standards in the BRP are not relevant to its analysis:
The BRP statistical noise standards would not apply to occasional events at the Project
site (e.g., swim meets, horse racing, etc.). The statistical Ln standards are appropriate for
short-term event/impulsive noise and not longer-term event noise such as the activities
associated with the proposed Project. For an impulsive noise, the level rises sharply and
then falls rapidly (e.g., hammering, shooting, firecracker noise, etc.). The equivalent
sound (Leq) level, based on an energy average rather than statistical averages (such as
L50), which was found to correlate better with the majority of the population’s
subjective response. As a result, statistical Ln standards are not appropriate to use in the
Project analysis since anticipated events at the swim center and/or Horse Park would be
continuous and would not occur in one, five, 15, or 30 minute increments. [FSEIR p.
11.4-1053]
The rationale of this argument is unsupported and simply untrue. Contrary to the FSEIR
response to Comment PO 208-90, cumulative-minutes noise standards are not relevant only to
short-duration “impulsive” noise like hammering or firecrackers. The cumulative-minutes
standards are precisely designed to assess events such as those proposed at the swim center
and Horse Park. Swim and horse events persist over several hours, and the noise levels during
these events will vary. Relying only on an assessment of the maximum noise level and/or daily
average noise level would be inappropriate for the reasons stated above. Conversely, the
cumulative-minutes standards, which apply to the sound levels in any given hour, are well
suited because the “per hour” time scale matches those of the events and the various
cumulative minute limits allow for a reasonable amount of noise level variation during the
event. The statement that “The statistical Ln standards are appropriate for short-term
event/impulsive noise and not longer-term event noise such as the activities associated with
the proposed Project” is simply untrue.
The BRP makes it clear that statistical noise standards are a fundamental part of noise
regulation on the former Fort Ord:
x The BRP mandates that the City incorporate statistical noise standards into its noise
ordinance (BRP Program A-1.2),

x

x

The BRP mandates that statistical noise standards be met for existing uses where
feasible and practicable (Policy B-1),
The BRP mandates that any new development complies with statistical noise standards
in order to ensure it does not adversely affect existing or proposed uses (Policy B-2),
subject to a narrow exception for infeasibility that still requires noise barriers or
acoustical treatment (Policy B-5), and
The BRP mandates that statistical noise standards be used to evaluate adverse effects
and to identify mitigation in noise studies for new development in order to ensure that
existing and proposed uses would not be adversely affected (Policy B-3).

Thus, application of the BRP cumulative-minutes noise standards is clearly relevant to
determining whether the Project is consistent with the BRP.
We note that the FSEIR does not assert that none of the BRP standards apply under CEQA,
Appendix G, which establishes that a noise impact is significant if the Project would “expose
persons to, or generate noise levels in excess of, standards established in the local general plan
or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies.” Clearly, the BRP standards are
applicable standards to the proposed project. In fact, the DSEIR repeatedly acknowledges the
applicability of the BRP 24-hour average standards in its assessment of stationary noise
impacts. [DSEIR at pp. 4.10-19 to 4.10-24] There is no rationale for utilizing some of the BRP
standards and eschewing others.

Issue #2: Analysis of stationary, non-transportation noise sources is inadequate in terms of
quantitative calculations, significance assessment, and mitigation measures.
The proposed Project would construct several major sports and entertainment facilities
including a sports arena, an equestrian center, and a swim center. It would also provide the
City of Seaside with a new Corporation Yard and Fire Station. These are large, complex facilities
that each have many sources associated with them. Therefore, the noise analysis must likewise
be detailed and complex. It is not. Rather, the calculations are all of the “back of the envelope”
variety, the assessments utilize only some of the many applicable thresholds of significance,
and, therefore, the mitigation measures are inadequate.
In the following section, we briefly point out various inadequacies of the DSEIR’s stationary
noise impact analysis, Section IMPACT 4.10-3 beginning on p. 4.10-18:

and 3) its maximum standard is more lenient than the BRP’s maximum standard for all uses other than
residential and schools. Complicating matters, Table 3-3 contains a footnote indicating that the levels in
the table are not, in fact, L0 or Lmax standards but, rather, CNEL standards. The CNEL metric is not a
statistical metric at all; it is a 24-hour weighted-average. A fuller discussion of this is presented under
Issue #2, Footnote 3.

Seaside Corporation Yard and Fire Station Noise
The DSEIR states that noise impacts from yard activities, trucks, sirens, bells, and horns would
be less than significant because these are all explicitly exempted from the Seaside Noise
Ordinance limits. While it is true that these are exempt from normal community noise limits,
this does not render the noises harmless. Rather, it is an acknowledgement by society that the
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benefits of sirens, horns, bells, etc. overrides the harm done by them. Interestingly, the DSEIR
presents detailed noise level information about how loud sirens are, even as it disavows the
need for assessing it.

The grandstands are under the Sports Arena roof overhang which may serve to amplify
cheering noise by reflecting it, but, ignoring that, simple estimates of maximum noise levels at
the residences and Oak Oval as was done above are 95 and 85 dBA, respectively. These levels
are considerably greater than the BRP maximum daytime noise limit of 65 dBA. As stated
above, there are other, more restrictive noise limits for longer duration noise, but the DSEIR
analysis did not make the calculations that would be necessary to determine compliance with
them, nor does the DSEIR describe the horse racing and other activities sufficiently to enable
independent estimates.

Equestrian Event Noise
Sports Arena. The project includes a 6,500-seat, indoor, sports arena, and the noise analysis
states that the noise levels associated with “cheering crowds” could be as high as 110 dBA
indoors and 90 dBA outdoors. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-21] The document does not state where the
outdoor calculation was made, however, it does state that the outdoor level would be “above
the normally acceptable noise limits for residential areas”. While this seems to imply that the
90 dBA level occurs at the property line, that seems unlikely. This statement is most likely an
erroneous assessment.
Insufficient information is given to calculate precisely what the maximum noise level
would be at either of the two closest receptors, the homes 1,850 ft to the southwest and the
Oak Oval trails 550 ft to the south, because the DSEIR does not indicate at what distance the
stated maximum noise levels occur. However, assuming the 90 dBA occurs at a standardized
distance of 50 ft, the noise levels would be on the order of 75 dBA at Oak Oval and about
65 dBA at the residences.2 The former is well over the maximum allowed by the BRP as
reproduced in DSEIR Table 4.10-7, and the latter is equal to the maximum. Furthermore, the
BRP limits are lower for sounds that persist for more than 1 second (the maximum noise level is
literally the single loudest second in an hour). We note that the FSEIR states that “the DSEIR
provides reference noise levels associated with certain activities but does not use maximum or
peak levels.” [FSEIR p. 11.4-1058] This would imply that the 90 dBA noise level does in fact
persist for more than one second per hour. If loud cheering cumulatively occurred over 1
minute during an hour, the applicable BRP limit would be 60 dBA. If cheering cumulatively
occurred over 5 minutes, the applicable BRP limit would be 55 dBA. The DSEIR analysis is too
simplified to capture, and therefore, assess this level of complexity.
Outdoor Grandstand. The horse track will have a 1,500 seat outdoor grandstand on one side.
The DSEIR states that noise levels associated with the training track would range from 80 to
110 dBA. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-21] These noise levels are presumably outdoors, so would
propagate freely into the surrounding area. Despite this there is no assessment whatsoever of
this project noise source.

2
The DSEIR states that recreational users in the Oak Oval will be 550 feet south of the track and
arena. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-21] However, DSEIR Figure 2-14 shows the sports arena and race track itself
would be directly adjacent to the Oak Oval and to passively used open space to the north (CSUMB
property) and to the east (BLM property). Thus, distances to some open space uses would be less than
550 feet and noise levels would be higher.

5

Concerts and Music Festival. The DSEIR states that concerts and a music festival will be held in
Planning Area REC-2, but it does not indicate where. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-21] Furthermore, there
is no estimation of concert noise and, therefore, no significance assessment.
Mitigation Measure NOI-2. The DSEIR’s own noise analysis clearly indicates that crowd noise
will most likely be the loudest noise associated with the project (exceeded only, potentially, by
amplified music noise levels which were not analyzed). As discussed above, crowd noise could
exceed the BRP maximum noise limit of 65 dBA by up to 30 dB. However, despite the assertion
that “a Noise Management Program shall be prepared to provide sufficient noise attenuation
measures to meet the 65 dBA standard”, the only mitigation measure mentioned that could
possibly reduce crowd noise is a “sound barrier or berm”. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-24] No technical
analysis or even conceptual drawings of such a barrier or berm are provided. It is implausible
that any realizable berm or barrier could be high enough and of sufficient extent to provide
30 dB of noise attenuation for an entire sports arena and horse track with outdoor, presumably
raked grandstands, not to mention reflections off the roof overhang. Noise reduction between
5 and 10 dB is much more likely.
Furthermore, the identification of the applicable noise standard for mitigation in NOI-2
is ambiguous. NOI-2 calls for meeting "the 65 dBA noise standard in the Fort Ord Reuse Plan,
and Seaside Municipal Code Sections 9.12 (Noise Regulations) and 17.30.060 (Noise
Standards)." It is unclear what standard would be applied because NOI-2 does not identify the
applicable noise metric, e.g., a 24-hour CNEL standard or a particular statistical Ln standard for a
specified cumulative number of minutes. Nor does NOI-2 specify the relevant jurisdiction
(Seaside or BRP) from which it derives the “65 dBA noise standard.” The DSEIR’s discussion and
tables of the Seaside’s and BRP’s standards do not make this clear by context. For example, in
discussing significance, the DSEIR references only the BRP's normally acceptable noise limits for
residential land uses, which is a CNEL standard, i.e., a 24-hour weighted-average standard, but
this standard is 50 to 55 dBA CNEL, not 65 dBA CNEL. [DSEIR, Table 4.10-6] The BRP
does include in its statistical noise standards a 65 dBA maximum noise standard for a
cumulative period of 0 minutes (the L0 standard), but that 65 dBA standard is a not a 24-hour
standard but a standard for the maximum noise level permitted for a single instant. [DSEIR,
Table 4.10-7] The City's normally acceptable residential standard is 55 CNEL. [DSEIR, Table
4.10-5] The City also identifies 65 CNEL as the maximum exterior noise standard for residential
uses. [DSEIR, Table 4.10-4] However, this 65 dBA CNEL standard is not referenced in the
discussion of significance and it is unclear why it would take precedence over the City’s
6
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normally acceptable residential standard of 55 CNEL, particularly since the DSEIR consistently
uses normally acceptable noise standards in its discussion of the significance of noise
impacts.3
Thus, NOI-2 fails to clarify what noise standard would be required for mitigation
because it fails to specify the metric and jurisdiction for the “65 dBA noise standard.” In any
event, NOI-2 clearly fails to apply the same 50 to 55 CNEL standard that was used in the
discussion of the significance of stationary noise impacts.
Furthermore, NOI-2 also omits any reference to meeting the BRP’s 50 dBA CNEL
standard (24-hour standard) for open space uses. [DSEIR, Table 4.10-6] It is not clear from the
information provided in the DSEIR that the 24-hour average noise level generated by uses
within Planning Area REC-2 would meet this standard.4
Finally, NOI-2 fails to specify that, even if the project meets the CNEL 24-hour average
noise standards, it must also mitigate short-term noise sources that exceed each of the BRP’s Ln
statistical noise standards, not just the BRP's 65 dBA L 0 standard (i.e., it must meet the L2, L8,
L25, L50 standards too).

Swim Event Spectator and Pool Noise
The DSEIR discussed two primary noise sources from the outdoor swim center: crowd noise
and starting system noise. Regarding crowd noise, although the DSEIR states that the “worst
case would be . . . approximately 2,000 spectator adults” for 11½ hours, it makes no effort to
estimate any noise level from the cheering supporters despite having done so for the sports
arena and equestrian grandstands. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-22] Given that the Swim Center is closer
to the nearest noise sensitive receptor than is the Equestrian Center (300 ft as opposed to 550
ft), it is very likely that crowd noise during “worst case” swim events will exceed the BRP
maximum noise limits as will crowd noise from equestrian events.
The DSEIR does calculate the noise level from the starting system (a very loud “beep;
also referred to by its proprietary name, the Time System) at the nearest receptor. The level,
70.4 dBA, exceeds the maximum of 65 dBA allowed for non-transportation noises by the BRP.
[DSEIR, Table 4.10-7]
The DSEIR erroneously compares the 70.4 dBA maximum level from the starting system
to the BRP 24-hour, weighted daily average criteria rather than the appropriate maximum noise
level, but, albeit inadvertently, the preparers do correctly conclude that “the Time System
would exceed the BRP’s exterior noise standard for residential uses” and indicate that
“Mitigation Measure NOI-3 is required for specific control measures to ensure noise impacts . . .
would be less that significant”. However, Mitigation Measure NOI-3 contains no actual soundreducing measures for the Time System. Therefore, the Time System noise should be identified
as a significant noise impact.
As with crowd noise from the equestrian event areas, mitigation of spectator noise so as
to meet the BRP noise standards is not likely to be feasible.

3

The DSEIR Table 4.10-4 is taken from the City's noise ordinance at section 17.30.060E(1)(b),
which lists "Maximum Interior and Exterior Noise Standards" with a footnote identifying these standards
as CNEL standards. The CNEL label may not have been intended; and the "Maximum Interior and
Exterior Noise Standards" my have been intended to represent the statistical L0 standard for
the maximum noise permitted for a given instant rather than 24-hour average standards. We suggest
this for several reasons. First, there appears to be no clear relation between these exterior noise
standards and the "Noise/Land Use Compatibility Matrix" table providing Normally Acceptable” and
“Conditionally Acceptable” CNEL noise standards in the same section. The two tables do not use the
same land use classifications, and the Maximum Interior and Exterior Noise Standards do not
correspond either to the "Normally Acceptable" noise levels or to the "Conditionally Acceptable" noise
levels in the Noise/Land Use Compatibility Matrix (compare DSEIR Table 4.10-4 to 4.10-5, reproducing
the two tables). Second, section 17.30.060E(1)(a) bars noise in excess of the standards in either table,
but, if both tables were intended to be CNEL standards, it would be difficult to determine which table's
standard applies. A more intelligible regulatory structure (e.g., the BRP’s regulatory structure set out in
DSEIR Tables 4.10-6 and 4.10-7) would require meeting a CNEL standard and an Ln standard.
4

Meeting the open space noise standard would not be possible if, as discussed in Issue # 4 below,
the FSEIR is correct that the 52.3 Leq noise measured at Site 2 [DSEIR, Table 4.10-3] is “representative of
ambient levels at the open space and passive recreation areas” and that the short term Leq
measurement is close to the CNEL value. [FSEIR, p. 11.4-1052] If ambient open space noise already
exceeds the BRP standard, then the DSEIR should have considered whether the project’s incremental
noise would make a considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact. Note that BRP Noise
Policy B-8 bars an increase over 3 dBA measured at the property line where ambient daily-weightedaverage noise levels (Ldn – roughly equivalent to CNEL) already exceeds the normally acceptable noise
range for open space use. [DSEIR, p. 4.10-11]

7

Confusion Over Significance Criteria
In the discussions above, we pointed out several times that the noise levels either do or, when
not calculated by the DSEIR preparers, would likely exceed the maximum noise limit of 65 dBA
for non-transportation sources established by the BRP. The noises discussed – crowd cheering,
amplified music, the starting “beeps” for swim meets – are appropriately assessed by the
maximum level and the other cumulative minute limits, though this has not been done. In the
DSEIR, every one of these noises is apparently only assessed using the 24-hour, weighted daily
average criteria from the BRP, namely, 50 to 55 Ldn or CNEL.5 We say “apparently” because the
DSEIR does not expressly say that. Rather, it makes statements such as “The normally
acceptable limits for residential land uses, according to the BRP, range from 50 dBA to 55 dBA”.
Considering the numerical values in DSEIR Tables 4.10-6 and 4.10-7, the 50 dBA to 55 dBA
standard would appear to be the “normally acceptable” 24-hour average (Ldn or CNEL) criteria
5

We note also that the DSEIR indicates that significance of noise in Impact Statement 4.10-3 will
be determined by whether the project causes a substantial noise increase over ambient levels. [DSEIR at
p. 4.10-12] However, none of the DSEIR’s discussion of the significance of stationary noise source
impacts considers the magnitude of noise increases. Instead, it references absolute noise standards,
albeit unclearly,
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for exterior community noise at residences. This is confusing because the simple noise
calculations presented in the DSEIR for comparison to stated standards are clearly not 24-hour
average levels. Thus, it appears that the DSEIR erroneously compares what are peak or short
term noise levels to 24-hour standards. For example, after stating that “the normally
acceptable noise limits for residential land uses, according to the BRP, range from 50 dBA to 55
dBA” the DSEIR reports that “noise levels from the sports arena would be as high as 90 dBA,
which is above the normally acceptable noise limits for residential uses.” [DSEIR at p. 4.10-21]
The 90 dBA figure is clearly not a 24-hour average noise level, even though the referenced BRP
standard is a 24-hour standard.
Furthermore, in order to determine the 24-hour average noise levels the analyst would
need information about the location, duration, and intensity of each noise source, which the
DSEIR does not provide. Finally, adding to the confusion, Mitigation Measure NOI-2 apparently
refers to a different standard than did the DSEIR’s discussion of the significance of event noises
precipitating the need for mitigation. As discussed above, MM NOI-2 is unclear what metric or
jurisdiction is intended by its reference to “the 65 dBA standard”. NOI-2 might be referring to
the BRP's 65 dBA L0 standard, the statistical standard identifying the maximum noise
permitted for a single instant [DSEIR, Table 4.10-7] Alternatively, it might be the City's
maximum residential standard of 65 CNEL, the maximum 24-hour average standard.
Regardless, the 65 dBA standard referenced in NOI-2 is clearly not the same standard as the
BRP's 50 to 55 dBA CNEL normally acceptable noise limit for residential uses that was
consistently identified in the discussion of the significance of noise impacts. Nor does the NOI-2
reference provide an unambiguous standard to be met through mitigation.
In summary, the DSEIR presents detailed descriptions of all applicable standards, but
then fails to utilize them completely, correctly, or consistently.

Issue #3: Analysis and mitigation of construction noise is inadequate
As reproduced in the DSEIR, Program A-1.2 of the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan (BRP) states:
The City shall adopt a noise ordinance to control noise from non-transportation source,
including construction noise, that incorporates the performance standards shown in
[DSEIR, Table 4.10-7]. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-9; emphasis added]
Despite this explicit direction to apply this applicable standard, the DSEIR failed to calculate any
noise level or to make any quantitative assessment against any applicable standard. However,
the DSEIR does provide sufficient information to enable us to make and assess a simple
example that demonstrates that the BRP Program A-1.2 limits will be exceeded.
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x
x

Dozers are typically utilized 40% of the time (Table 4.10-8)
The closest residential receptor is 200 ft away (p. 4.10-15)

Using this information, one can calculate that for 24 minutes per hour (40% of the time) dozer
noise at the nearest residence will be 70 dBA (attenuated 12 dB because the distance is
doubled twice from 50 to 200 ft). Because the time period is between 15 and 30 minutes, the
applicable standard from DSEIR Table 4.10-7 is that for 30 minutes, specifically, 45 dBA.
This simple calculation and assessment demonstrates that a single piece of heavy equipment
will cause the BRP noise standards to be grossly exceeded. A standard construction noise
analysis typically considers the noise from the three loudest pieces of equipment.
The BRP non-transportation noise standards are restrictive, but the DSEIR repeatedly applies
other BRP standards elsewhere in the document, so there is no question about their
applicability to this project, in general, and to construction noise, in particular.
The FSEIR’s contention that noise mitigation will be adequate is not supported by any actual
analysis, as is required by Seaside Municipal Code section 17.30.060G(6), which requires that
the City “estimate noise exposure after prescribed mitigation measures are implemented.”
Mitigation NOI-1 contains no actual standards for acceptable off-site noise levels. The
provisions that Mitigation Measure NOI-1 does include will not ensure that the significance
thresholds (i.e., the adopted noise standards) are met. For example, compliance with muffler
and noise attenuation regulations will not ensure that noise levels are acceptable because the
equipment will still generate noise that can cause exceedance of off-site standards, as evident
from the stated construction equipment noise levels in DSEIR Table 4.10-8. Notice to neighbors
and a complaint response arrangement will not attenuate noise or ensure that noise standards
are met, particularly when the remedy is merely to take “reasonable measures” without any
obligation to meet noise standards. Siting stationary equipment will not ensure that off-site
standards are met because there is no requirement to meet standards; and it will do nothing to
address mobile equipment noise which is likely to be a substantial source of the off-site noise
impacts. And limiting hours will not ensure that standards are met, since those standards also
limit noise during the day.
In our experience, it would likely be infeasible to meet the strict BRP and City noise standards
during a construction project of this magnitude, especially the BRP statistical noise standards.
For example, using noise barriers would be impractical as a method to attenuate heavy diesel
equipment noise due to the elevated exhaust stack heights and the extensive areas of earth
moving and tree removal planned.

The DSEIR states:
x Construction noise levels attenuate at 6 dB per doubling of distance (p. 4.10-14)
x Dozers generate levels of 82 dBA at 50 ft (Table 4.10-8)
9
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Issue #4: Noise assessment of passively used open space impacts is inadequate
As with many former military bases, the former Fort Ord site presents the local community with a large,
undeveloped tract of land, something that is rare along otherwise developed stretches of the California
coastline. The noise policies and programs in the BRP explicitly recognize the unique opportunities for
quiet, passive enjoyment of these lands by, for example, including a land use compatibility criterion for
“Passively Use Open Spaces” [DEIR at p. 4.10-9, Table 4.10-6]. Like most land use compatibility criteria,
these are cast in terms of the day-night equivalent level (Ldn) or the essentially equivalent community
noise equivalent level (CNEL). Both of these are metrics that average the noise level over a 24-hour
period with extra emphasis (weighting) on the evening and/or nighttime hours. The BRP also includes
cumulative-minute or statistical standards that apply to non-transportation noises. These standards are
fairly restrictive, again signaling that the intent of the BRP is to preserve the uniquely quiet environment
provided by the former base lands.
The noise measurement made for the DEIR used to represent the open areas was made along a
roadway, 8th Avenue, that cuts through the open area site. As a technical basis for subsequent analysis,
the measurement is questionable because it was only made for 10 minutes. [DEIR at p. 4.10-2]
However, in FSEIR response to Comment PO 208-86, the preparers state that “Noise sources in the
project area (i.e., traffic and mechanical equipment) become less active and generate less noise in the
project area during the nighttime period. As a result, the variance between Leq and CNEL is typically less
than one dBA in areas such as the project site. Therefore, short term noise measurements are
appropriate for the project.”6 [FSEIR at p. 11.4-1052] Given that the reported Leq for the 10-minute
sample is 52.3 dBA, the open space CNEL – according to the DSEIR – should be between 51.3 and
53.3 CNEL.
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at pp. 4.16-2 and 4.16-4 (trail maps, without scale), pp 2-58 and 2-60 (tentative map with scale)]. Those
users will be exposed to uses that generate substantial noise, including uses at REC-2 (the horse race
track, training, and special events facility), REC-1 (the horse park, also hosting events and visitor uses),
and R3 (residential use). [DSEIR at pp. 2-28 to 2-36 (summary of plan)] Despite this, the DEIR does not
present any estimate of the Ldn or CNEL levels at these open space areas for the days in which there
would be events at the equestrian center or the swim center, nor does it present any estimates of the
statistical noise level distribution in the open space areas. Therefore, it fails to assess the noise impacts
against the policies and programs of the BRP that were specifically enacted to regulate noise levels on
the former base lands.
Although the DSEIR lacks adequate analysis, we can infer that noise impacts to open space land
immediately adjacent to Planning Area REC-2 to the north, east, and south, where the Sports Arena and
racing facility are to be located, would in fact exceed the 65 dBA L 0 (Lmax) noise level permitted by the
BRP statistical noise standards for non-transportation noise sources [DSEIR, Table 4.10-7] The DSEIR
states that event noise outside the sports arena would be as high as 90 dBA. [DSEIR, p. 4.10-21] As
discussed above, this level at the sports arena implies a level on the order of 75 dBA at the Oak Oval
550 ft way, and even higher levels at the closest trails. Depending on the duration and level of noise
from REC-2, other statistical noise thresholds may be exceeded as well. As discussed above, mitigation
of noise from the sports arena and race track by sound barrier or berm would be infeasible.
In summary, the DEIR’s noise analysis fails to adequately assess the noise impacts of the proposed
development on the open spaces that afford a unique opportunity for quiet enjoyment by hiking
through unspoiled lands on the former army base. The noise levels from the proposed developments
are not quantified in the same metrics as used in the BRP, making assessment with its germane policies
and programs impossible.

The BRP standard for normally acceptable noise levels for passively used open space is CNEL 50. Since
the baseline noise level exceeds this, BRP Noise Policy B-8 applies:
Issue #5: Assessment of long-term mobile noise impacts fails to follow CEQA guidelines
Noise Policy B-8: If the ambient DNL [i.e., Ldn or CNEL] exceeds the normally acceptable noise
range for public or institutional uses (passively and actively used open spaces; auditoriums,
concert halls, and amphitheaters; schools, libraries, churches, hospitals and nursing homes; golf
courses, riding stables, water recreation areas, and cemeteries), as identified in Fort Ord Reuse
Plan (refer to Table 4.10-6), new development shall not increase ambient Ldn by more than 3
dBA measured at the property line. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-11]
Passive open space users will be the closest sensitive users to the project, frequently within 200 feet of
the project or closer, since many trails are adjacent to or actually intersect the site boundaries.7 [DSEIR
6

The “Leq” is the average noise level over the 10 minute sample.

7

The DSEIR claims that recreational users in the Oak Oval will be 550 feet south of the track and arena.
[DSEIR at p. 4.10-21] However, DSEIR Figure 2-14 shows the sports arena and race track itself would be
directly adjacent to the Oak Oval and to passively used open space to the north (CSUMB property) and
to the east (BLM property). Thus, distances to open space uses would be much less than 550 feet,
especially where trails intersect the Project site.

11

With respect to noise impact analysis, the CEQA guidelines, as faithfully reproduced on page
4.10-12 of the DSEIR, state:
“ . . . a project impact would be considered significant if the project would:
x

Expose persons to, or generate, noise levels in excess of standards established in
the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies . . .

x

Substantially permanently increase ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project . . .”

In the assessment of long-term mobile noise impacts, the DSEIR notes that “The Project would
increase noise levels on the surrounding roadways by a maximum of 6.3 dBA along 7 th Avenue
(between Gigling Road and Colonel Durham Street) and 5.1 dBA along 8th Street (between Inter
Garrison Road and 6th Avenue)”, goes on to state that “. . . the resultant noise level along each
12
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of these roadway segments would not exceed the City’s land use compatibility criteria of 60
dBA”, and then concludes “as the resultant ‘With Project’ traffic noise levels do not exceed the
applicable land use compatibility criteria, impacts would not occur in this regard”. [DSEIR at p.
4.10-25] This analysis addresses the first CEQA guideline presented above, but does not
address the second.

In summary, the DSEIR failed to follow the CEQA guideline to assess relative increases in noise
levels cause by a project in addition to the resultant absolute levels. Had it done so, it’s clear
that the noise level increases along 7th and 8th Avenues would have been identified as
significant impacts.

BRP Noise Policy B-6 presents unambiguously clear criteria to assess the relative increase in
ambient levels:

Issue #6: The DSEIR fails to determine traffic noise impacts at the property line as is required
by the municipal code and base reuse plan to protect outdoor uses

Noise Policy B-6: If the ambient day-night average sound level (DNL) [i.e., Ldn or CNEL]
exceeds the normally acceptable noise range for residential uses (low density single
family, duplex, and mobile homes; multi-family; and transient lodging), as identified in
Fort Ord Reuse Plan (refer to Table 4.10-6), new development shall not increase
ambient DNL in residential areas by more than 3 dBA measured at the property line. If
the ambient DNL is within the normally acceptable noise range for residential uses, new
development shall not increase the ambient DNL by more than 5 dBA measured at the
property line. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-10; emphasis added]

The DSEIR finds project-specific impacts to be significant “when a permanent increase in
ambient noise levels of 3.0 dB occur upon Project implementation and the resulting noise level
exceeds the applicable exterior standard at a noise sensitive use”. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-13]

Based on the CEQA guideline and this applicable policy, the noise level increases along 7 th and
8th Avenues should be identified as significant impacts.

In both analyses, it is necessary to determine whether traffic noise levels will exceed applicable
thresholds for the receiving property’s land use. It is clear that the City standards are intended
to protect outdoor uses by requiring measurement at the property line of the receiving use.
Seaside Municipal Code section 17.30.060H provides that “exterior noise levels shall be
measured at the property line of the noise-sensitive land use receiving the noise”. Seaside
Municipal Code section 17.30.060F states that its standards are intended to “maintain outdoor
and indoor noise levels on the receptor sites in compliance with Tables 3-3 and 3-4”. Seaside
Municipal Code section 17.30.060F(2) provides that noise mitigation must attain noise
standards “at the property line”. Similarly, BRP Policies require protection of exterior uses by
determining noise impacts at the property line. BRP’s statistical noise standards specify that
they are applicable “at the property line”. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-9] BRP Noise Policies B-6, B-7, and
B-8 all bar specified noise increases “at the property line”. [DSEIR at pp. 4.10-10 to 4.10-11]

This issue was raised by the LandWatch group during the public comment period [Comment PO
208-91]. The response in the FSEIR fails to address the issue, however. The response states
that the noise prediction model does not account for intervening structures, barriers, or
topography, and that “The model’s purpose is to directly compare the Project’s effects based
on the traffic that it would add to the modeled roadways.” It goes on to say that there are
existing barriers, implying that this would render the noise level increase less than 5 dBA. It
doesn’t because the barriers would have exactly the same effect on the “existing without
project” and “existing with project” calculations. For example, if noise 100 feet from the
centerline without the project were 50 Ldn and with the project were 55 Ldn, there would be a
5 dBA increase. If there were a barrier providing 3 dB of attenuation, then the noise without
the project would be 47 Ldn and the noise with the project would be 52 Ldn, and there would still
be a 5 dB increase. So, in fact, the model does exactly what’s needed to assess the noise
following the “permanently increase” CEQA guideline – it calculates the relative increase. Now,
this does imply that the absolute levels predicted by the model as presented in Tables 4.10-11
and 4.10-12 may not be correct, but this makes no difference to the relative increase analysis.

The DSEIR’s two-step cumulative analysis first determines whether all future projects combined
with the Monterey Downs Project will cause a 3 dB increase and result in a noise level over the
applicable standard. If so, the second step determines whether the Monterey Downs Project
contributes at least 1 dB to the future noise level. [DSEIR at p. 4.10-13]

Because the DSEIR fails to determine the actual noise at the property line, there is no evidence
that the Project will comply with Seaside Municipal Code or BRP Policy noise standards. Nor is
there evidence that the Project will meet the DSEIR’s own significance thresholds, because
those thresholds are expressed in terms of compliance with Seaside Municipal Code or BRP
Policy noise standards.

Finally, the FSEIR response also states that the analysis was done at a standardized distance of
100 ft rather than at the property line distance where the criteria apply. Again, while this
means that the absolute noise level values presented in the tables are incorrect for the
property line, the relative differences between the “without project” and “with project” levels
are correct.

The error is consequential. For example, the FSEIR indicates that the multi-family residential
housing along Gigling Road must meet a 60 CNEL noise standard. [FSEIR p. 11.4-1054] The
DSEIR indicates that the 60 CNEL noise contour (the distance from the roadway centerline at
which noise level will be 60 CNEL) is from 70 feet along Gigling Road from 7 th to 6th Avenue.
[DSEIR at p. 4.10-30, Table 4.10-12, entry for Gigling Road] Since the distances from the
roadway centerline to the adjacent property lines is less than 70 feet, noise would exceed the
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60 CNEL threshold at the property line and Table 4.10-12 indicates that the noise with the
project will be 3.0 dB higher than without it. The DSEIR failed to identify this impact because it
used the arbitrary analysis distance of 100 ft rather than the distance to the property line as
required by the SMC and the BRP. Adding more than 3 dBA to a location where noise exceeds
the normally acceptable residential standard also violates BRP Policy B-6. [DSEIR, p. 4.10-10]8

acceptable compatibility is 55 CNEL and the BRP standard for normally acceptable compatibility
is 60 CNEL. It is clear from statements in the DSEIR that it considers the higher of these, 60
CNEL, to be the standard, for multi-family residential use. For example, when discussing
project-specific (i.e., non-cumulative) future noise levels, the DSEIR states, “Future With Project
noise levels along these segments would be less than 60 dBA, which is within the normally
acceptable land use compatibility criteria for residences.”9 [DSEIR at p. 4.10-28]. Similarly, the
FSEIR identifies the 60 dBA limit from the BRP as the relevant standard for determining whether
traffic noise is over the applicable standard for multi-family residential use. [FSEIR at p. 11.41054]

As a side note, the FSEIR argues that the City would ensure interior noise attenuation, but that
would not mitigate exterior noise or protect outdoor uses, thereby forsaking the intent and
purpose of the exterior noise limits in both the SMC and the BRP. [FSEIR p. 11.4-1054]

Issue #7: DSEIR failed to identify significant noise impact along 2nd Avenue
The cumulative noise analysis in the DSEIR, which is essentially a future traffic noise level
analysis, is presented in Table 4.10-13. The structure of this table is a listing of sections of
roadway and, for each one, the existing and future noise levels, the total increase in noise level,
and the increase in noise level attributable to the project. The significance threshold for
assessing cumulative noise is multi-tiered and presented on p. 4.10-13 of the DSEIR. In
summary, the project would contribute significantly to a cumulative noise impact is the
following three conditions are met:
1. The cumulative “future with project” noise level is 3 dB or higher than the existing
conditions,
2. The resulting noise level exceed the applicable exterior standard for the sensitive land
use, and
3. The “future with project” noise level is 1 dB or higher than the “future without project”
noise level. In other words, the project contributes at least 1 dB to the future noise
level.

In Table 4.10-13, the difference between the existing and the cumulative future-with-project
noise levels is 9.0 dBA, the future-with-project noise level is 63.5 dBA, and the incremental
difference between future-with-project and future-without-project noise levels is 2.4 dBA. One
slight complication is that the Table 4.10-13 assessment is made 100 ft from the roadway
centerline rather than at the property line which is actually farther away at about 140 ft.
Correcting for the difference in distance using the standard line-source attenuation factor of
3 dB per doubling of distance, the absolute future-with-project noise level at the property line
is 62.0 dBA. So, the absolute noise level exceeds the applicable standard, the total increase
exceeds 3 dB, and the project’s contribution exceeds 1 dB. Therefore, according to the DSEIR’s
adopted threshold of significance and analysis, the noise impact along 2 nd Avenue between
Inter Garrison Road and 8th Street should have been identified as significant.

*

*

*

*

Please call us if you have any questions regarding this review.

In Comment PO 208-107 on the DSIER, LandWatch requested that Table 4.10-13 include the
relevant land use category for each road segment and the corresponding applicable exterior
noise standard to facilitate understanding of the analysis. This was not done in the FSEIR. Had
it been, at least one significant impact would have been identified that the FSEIR fails to
identify.

Very truly yours,

The land use along 2nd Avenue between Inter Garrison Road and 8th Street includes multi-family
housing. Based on usage for multi-family housing, the City of Seaside standard for normally

Derek L. Watry
Principal

8
Contrary to the FSEIR at p. 11.4-1054, there is no soundwall or berm that would reduce traffic noise
levels on Gigling Road between 6th and 7th Avenues. This is evident from Google street-view and/or
satellite imagery.

9
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*
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Land use on the east side of 2nd Avenue includes educational uses (CSUMB). The City and BRP
standards for educational uses are also 55 and 60 CNEL respectively.
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4.25 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER X: JOHN FARROW
Overview Comment
The comment letter is from counsel for LandWatch and this an overview comment. Detailed comments
are provided in the letter and responses to those comments are provided below.
X-1

The comment makes a generalized statement regarding water supply impacts with detailed
comments to follow. The comment accurately reiterates statements from the Draft EIS/EIR.

X-2

The comment includes statements regarding groundwater, seawater intrusion, and water supply
impacts, which are described in various sections of the Draft EIS/EIR. Section 3.10.5,
Groundwater Hydrology, in Section 3.10, Hydrology and Water Quality, of the Draft EIS/EIR
discusses environmental setting for groundwater in the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin
(SVGB) and Seaside Basin. More specifically, Section 3.10.7.1, SVGB Water Quality, and
Section 3.10.7.2, Seaside Basin Water Quality, discuss the seawater intrusion conditions of
these basins.
The potential impacts associated with water quality, including seawater intrusion, and
groundwater (or aquifer) depletion are discussed in Section 4.10, Hydrology and Water
Quality. Specifically related to these issues, as identified in Section 4.10.1.1, Thresholds of
Significance, an impact is considered to be significant and require mitigation if it would result
in:


violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements or otherwise
substantially degrade surface or groundwater quality; or



substantially decrease groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that the project may impede sustainable groundwater management of the
basin.

As identified in the No Action Alternative impact analysis on page 4.10-2, development
activities could result in the depletion of groundwater supplies or interfere with groundwater
recharge for projects that utilize groundwater and for projects that increase impervious
surfaces. However, development activities under the No Action Alternative would be subject
to California regulations governing water use and groundwater, including, but not limited to,
the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, Reuse Plan and applicable local plans.
The impact analysis for the Proposed Action on page 4.10-2 states that where the Proposed
Action Alternative differs from the No Action Alternative is the increase in the development
acreage and future development activities would occur at a faster pace due to the issuance of
the base-wide ITPs by the Wildlife Agencies. As a result, impacts to hydrology and water
quality would increase from those described under the No Action Alternative.
This impact discussion also refers the reader to Section 4.1.1.3, Approach to Analysis of
Resources Considered, of the Draft EIS/EIR. This reference is added to the majority of the
impact discussions due to the complexity of the analysis required under NEPA and CEQA and
avoid redundancy in repeating the assumptions and approach to analysis for to the Proposed
Action and alternatives in every impact discussion. Section 4.1 provides an introduction to
Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences, describing:


previous and future environmental review (Section 4.1.1);



baseline (Section 4.1.1.1);



resources considered in detail (Section 4.1.1.2);



approach to analysis (Section 4.1.1.3);
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resources not considered (Section 4.1.1.4);



thresholds of significance and level of affect (Section 4.1.2); and



cumulative effects (Section 4.1.3)

As described on page 4.1-8 of the Draft EIS/EIR, future development activities are not part of
the “project” under CEQA that are subject to approval by the CEQA lead agency and
Permittees, are not part of the “project” under CEQA that would be subject to permitting by
the CDFW, and are not part of the “action” under NEPA that would be subject to permitting
by the USFWS (please refer to Section 1.7, Decisions to be Made, of the Draft EIS/EIR). The
EIS/EIR “project” under CEQA and “action” under NEPA consists of the approval and
implementation of the Draft HCP and issuance of the associated take permits, but not the actual
construction of or discretionary entitlements of future development activities. Thus, the
environmental impacts of future development activities in the Plan Area would not directly
result from the decisions to be made for the Proposed Action. However, since future
development activities are covered activities for which the ITPs would address take, the
potential environmental impacts of future development activities, as well as all other covered
activities proposed for coverage under the ITPs, are addressed in the Draft EIS/EIR.
All covered activities are subject to the approval of the Permittees with jurisdiction over such
projects. The issuance of the ITPs by the Wildlife Agencies provides compliance only with
the ESA and CESA. Approval of the proposed Draft HCP does not confer or imply approval
to implement the covered activities. Rather, as part of the standard approval process, individual
projects will be considered for further environmental analysis and generally will receive
separate, project-level environmental analysis under CEQA and, in some cases, NEPA for
those projects involving Federal agencies. However, the EIS/EIR is intended to provide
compliance with CEQA and NEPA for the approval of the Draft HCP and issuance of
associated ITPs. As discussed above, because the Proposed Action facilitates the covered
activities by addressing certain of the various statutory and regulatory requirements tied to
project authorization (e.g., ESA and CESA), reasonably foreseeable environmental effects of
the covered activities are discussed in the Draft EIS/EIR to provide context for the analysis of
the Proposed Action and various alternatives. As described in Section 4.1.1, Previous and
Future Environmental Review, it would be speculative to identify project-specific impacts and
mitigation.
As described in Section 4.1.1, Previous and Future Environmental Review, the Draft EIS/EIR
assumes that future development within the Plan Area will occur consistent with the
development assumptions contained in the Reuse Plan and the relevant land use plans of the
affected land use jurisdictions. The reasonably foreseeable environmental effects of these
activities are assessed using the EIRs for those respective plans. As a result, Sections 4.2
through 4.16 of this chapter may incorporate certain information or analysis available from
previous environmental documents. NEPA and CEQA regulations allow information or
analysis previously presented in another document to be incorporated by reference into an EIS
or EIR. If the analysis and assumptions used in the referenced document are determined to be
appropriate for the Draft EIS/EIR analysis, a brief summary or description of the incorporated
information or analysis will be provided, including pertinent page numbers or other relevant
identifying information (40 CFR 1502.21, 43 CFR 46.135, and CEQA Guidelines § 15150[c]).
These plans provide a broad outline for future development land use patterns within the former
Fort Ord. In addition, the Draft EIS/EIR assumes that all future development activities will be
required to comply with all applicable Fort Ord Reuse Plan and/or applicable land use plan
goals, policies, and implementation measures, as well as the applicable programmatic
mitigation measures identified in each of the respective plan EIRs. While the reasonably
foreseeable environmental effects of these activities are assessed in the Draft EIS/EIR, it would
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be speculative to identify more detailed, project-specific impacts and mitigation measures for
future development activities under each EIS/EIR alternative than what has been identified in
the various plan EIRs at a programmatic level.
As described in Section 4.1.1.3, Approach to Analysis of Resources Considered, the Proposed
Action is clearly defined and summarized into two categories: Category 1 – Development
activities, and Category 2 – Habitat management activities. As described in Section 4.1.1,
Previous and Future Environmental Review, because information about the precise amounts,
specific locations, and actual timing of future development projects over the 50-year study
period is incomplete, these future development activities are analyzed at a program level in the
Draft EIS/EIR. Because the amounts, locations, and timing of the habitat management
activities are adequately defined in the Draft HCP, habitat management activities are analyzed
at a project level in the Draft EIS/EIR.
As stated in Section 4.1.1.2, Resources Considered in Detail in this EIS/EIR, in Sections 4.24.16, the level of detail used when describing environmental impacts for each resource topic
varies in proportion to their significance, meaning that severe impacts are described in more
detail than less consequential impacts, as required by 40 CFR 1502.2(b) and CEQA Guidelines
§ 15126.2(a). The purpose is to help decision-makers and the public focus on each alternatives’
key effects. CEQA requires that an EIR be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to
provide decision-makers with information that enables them to make an informed decision. An
evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project under CEQA need not be
exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in light of what is reasonably feasible
(CEQA Guidelines § 15151).
Further, CEQA Guidelines § 15204 (a) states “…reviewers should be aware that the adequacy
of an EIR is determined in terms of what is reasonably feasible, in light of factors such as the
magnitude of the project at issue, the severity of its likely environmental impacts, and the
geographic scope of the project. CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every test or
perform all research, study, and experimentation recommended or demanded by commenters.”
An EIR is required only to analyze the direct impacts and reasonably foreseeable nonspeculative indirect impacts on the environment. An EIR is required to evaluate a particular
environmental impact only to the extent that it is “reasonably feasible” to do so (CEQA
Guidelines § 15151). More generally, “the adequacy of an EIR is determined in terms of what
is reasonably feasible, in light of factors such as the magnitude of the project at issue, the
severity of its likely environmental impacts, and the geographic scope of the project” (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15204(a)). As a corollary to this rule, CEQA does not require a lead agency
to engage in speculative analysis (CEQA Guidelines § 15145). If, after thorough investigation,
a lead agency finds that a particular impact is too speculative for evaluation, the agency should
note its conclusion and terminate discussion of the impact” (CEQA Guidelines § 15145). As
stated above, the Draft EIS/EIR’s conclusion regarding the speculative analysis of future
development activities is discussed in Section 4.1.1, Previous and Future Environmental
Review.
As the court in Citizens for a Sustainable Treasure Island v. City & County of San Francisco
(2014), 227 Cal.App.4th 1036, 1060–61, explained: An EIR is not required to engage in
speculative analysis (CEQA Guidelines § 15145). Indeed, this core principle is well
established in the guidelines and case law. While a lead agency must use its “best efforts” to
evaluate environmental effects, including the use of reasonable forecasting, “foreseeing the
unforeseeable” is not required, nor is predicting the unpredictable or quantifying the
unquantifiable (CEQA Guidelines § 15064, subd. (d)(3) [“A change that is speculative or
unlikely to occur is not reasonably foreseeable”]; Cadiz Land Co. v. Rail Cycle (2000), 83
Cal.App.4th 74, 107–108 [“agency is required to forecast only to the extent that an activity
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could be reasonably expected under the circumstances”]. This rule rests on both economic and
practical considerations. It has long been recognized that premature attempts to evaluate effects
that are uncertain to occur or whose severity cannot reliably be measured is “a needlessly
wasteful drain of the public fisc.” (Environmental Council of Sacramento v. City of Sacramento
(2006), 142 Cal.App.4th 1018, 1031; (see, e.g., Save Round Valley Alliance v. County of Inyo
(2007), 157 Cal.App.4th 1437, 1450–1451 [an EIR for a subdivision of single-family
residences was not deficient in failing to consider the possibility that the future lot owners
might build a second dwelling on their lot pursuant to a local ordinance allowing such
dwellings, because the possibility was remote and speculative].) As explained in response to
this comment, the Draft EIS/EIR’s analysis of the project’s potential impacts uses reasonable
assumptions and is consistent with CEQA’s requirements and thresholds of significance. The
analysis of future development activities and their impacts on the environment is extremely
speculative and beyond the scope of CEQA.
As explained in Environmental Council: "The sufficiency of an EIR as an informative
document is judged `in light of what is reasonably feasible.' (Guidelines, § 15151.)" (Towards
Responsibility in Planning v. City Council (1988) 200 Cal. App. 3d 671, 681, 246 Cal.
Rptr. 317.) It is unnecessary to engage in "sheer speculation as to future environmental
consequences," and it is unreasonable to expect an EIR to "produce detailed information about
the environmental impacts of a future regional facility whose scope is uncertain and which will
in any case be subject to its own environmental review." (Atherton v. Board of Supervisors
(1983) 146 Cal.App.3d 346, 350-351 [194 Cal.Rptr. 203]; Ibid.) The degree of specificity in
an EIR need only correspond to the degree of specificity involved in the underlying activity
which is described in the EIR (CEQA Guidelines § 15147; Atherton v. Board of Supervisors,
supra, 146 Cal.App.3d 346, 350-351.) Here, the underlying activity consists of implementation
the Draft HCP. Until specific measures or projects are adopted and the details fleshed out, the
environmental impacts remain "abstract and speculative." (Sacramento Old City Assn. v. City
Council (1991) 229 Cal. App. 3d 1011, 1025, 280 Cal. Rptr. 478.) It is both impractical and
useless to consider the multitude of potential environmental impacts before the financial
feasibility is determined and the scope of the project is defined. (No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los
Angeles (1987) 196 Cal. App. 3d 223, 237, 242 Cal. Rptr. 37.) Simply put, "[a]n EIR is not
required to include speculation as to future environmental consequences of future development
that is unspecified and uncertain." (National Parks & Conservation Assn. v. County of
Riverside (1996) 42 Cal. App. 4th 1505, 1515, 50 Cal. Rptr. 2d 339.)
Applying the described approach to the analysis and NEPA and CEQA Guidelines, the Draft
EIS/EIR determined that impacts to hydrology and water quality under the Proposed Action
would increase from those described under the No Action Alternative, and, therefore,
development activities could result in the depletion of groundwater supplies or interfere with
groundwater recharge for projects that utilize groundwater and for projects that increase
impervious surfaces.
Development activities under the Proposed Action Alternative would be subject to California
regulations governing water use and groundwater, including, but not limited to, the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act, Reuse Plan and applicable local plans. As described on page
4.1-8 of the Draft EIS/EIR and repeated throughout the Draft EIS/EIR, environmental impacts
resulting from the construction and operation of future development activities would be
evaluated on a project-by-project basis pursuant to NEPA and CEQA, as applicable, and
potentially significant impacts would be identified and mitigated pursuant to the requirements
of appropriate laws and regulations.
The environmental setting and environmental consequences for water supply are addressed in
Section 3.16, Utilities, and Section 4.16, Utilities, respectively. As identified in Section
4.16.1.1, Thresholds of Significance, impacts to water supply are considered to be significant
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and require mitigation if the project would have insufficient water supplies available to serve
the project and reasonably foreseeable future development during normal, dry, and multiple
dry years. Similar with the analysis for hydrology and water quality, additional development
as a result of the buildout of the former Fort Ord would result in increased water demand under
the Proposed Action Alternative. In light of the existing, regionwide water supply shortage,
this increased demand on water would represent a potentially significant impact. The need for
additional water supply would be evaluated and necessary improvements would be
implemented on a project-by-project basis. Potentially significant impacts would be identified
and mitigated pursuant to the requirements of each law/regulation. Implementation of the Draft
HCP may require temporary irrigation to support habitat restoration and enhancement
activities; however, a permanent water source to support habitat management activities would
not be required. As a result, impacts to water supply associated with habitat management
activities are less than significant.
The Proposed Action Alternative consists of the approval and implementation of the Draft HCP
and issuance of the associated take permits, but not the actual construction of or discretionary
entitlements of future development activities. An EIR need not establish the likelihood that
water will be available to satisfy all future development; rather, it merely must discuss the
reasonably foreseeable impacts of supplying water to the project and consider mitigation
measures (Habitat & Watershed Caretakers v. City of Santa Cruz (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th
1277, 1291–1292 (Sixth District Court of Appeal)). As stated, the “project” is the
implementation of the HCP, which consists of implementing the identified habitat management
activities. The habitat management activities associated with implementing the Draft HCP
would consist of ground-disturbance during revegetation, restoration, enhancement, existing
road, trail, and firebreak maintenance activities. However, these activities would not result in
groundwater pumping that would deplete the aquifer and result in seawater intrusion or require
a permanent water source. As such, the Draft EIS/EIR determined the Proposed Action
Alternative would have less-than-significant impacts to hydrology and water quality and water
supply.
As described in Section 4.1.1, Previous and Future Environmental Review, it would be
speculative to identify project-specific impacts and mitigation for future development
activities. Because the precise details of future development activities are not known at this
time, and the future water source, location of water source, or water demand are not known,
FORA, USFWS, and LandWatch cannot speculate as to the potential site-specific effects. The
claim that groundwater will be impacted is not based on substantial evidence and further to
assess these impacts in the Draft EIS/EIR would be misleading.
The goal behind CEQA is “to compel government at all levels to make decisions with
environmental consequences in mind.” (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of
University of California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 393, 253 Cal.Rptr. 426, 764 P.2d 278 (Laurel
Heights)). CEQA requires an EIR to reflect a good faith effort at full disclosure; it does not
mandate perfection, nor does it require an analysis to be exhaustive. (Bakersfield Citizens for
Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th at p. 1197, citing § 21005, subd.
(b).) "The question whether an EIR is sufficient as an informative document depends on the
lead agency's compliance with CEQA's requirements for the contents of an EIR: whether the
EIR reflects a reasonable, good faith effort to disclose and evaluate environmental impacts and
to identify and describe mitigation measures and alternatives; and whether the final EIR
includes reasonable responses to comments on the draft EIR raising significant environmental
issues." (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the Cal. Environmental Quality Act (Cont.Ed.Bar
2009) § 11.37, p. 566)
The information contained in the Draft EIS/EIR provides a basis from which the decisionmakers can make a determination regarding the effects of the implementing the Draft HCP.
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The Daft EIS/EIR addresses the environmental concerns posed by implementing the Draft HCP
and issuing the ITPs and provides information to the extent it was available at the time. CEQA
requires nothing more (CEQA Guidelines § 15151). The Draft EIS/EIR has been prepared
with sufficient analysis to provide decision-makers with information to enable them to make a
decision on project approval that takes into account environmental consequences. The Draft
EIS/EIR adequately addresses future development activities at a program level and habitat
management activities at a project-level. The EIS/EIR assumes that future development within
the Plan Area will occur consistent with the development assumptions contained in the Reuse
Plan and the relevant land use plans of the affected land use jurisdictions. The reasonably
foreseeable environmental effects of these activities are assessed using the EIRs for those
respective plans. The analysis of future development activities is adequate with respect to
satisfying CEQA requirements, while stopping short of providing misleading speculation. The
information provided in the environmental setting of Draft EIS/EIR is sufficient to support the
analysis of the environmental consequences associated with implementing habitat management
activities at a project-level.
X-3

Please refer to Response X-2.

X-4

The EIS/EIR assumes that future development within the Plan Area will occur consistent with
the development assumptions contained in the Reuse Plan and the relevant land use plans of
the affected land use jurisdictions. Future development activities are not part of the “project”
under CEQA that are subject to approval by the CEQA lead agency and Permittees, are not part
of the “project” under CEQA that would be subject to permitting by the CDFW, and are not
part of the “action” under NEPA that would be subject to permitting by the USFWS (please
refer to Section 1.7, Decisions to be Made, of the Draft EIS/EIR). As such, The Draft EIS/EIR
has been prepared with sufficient analysis to provide decision-makers with information to
enable them to make a decision on project approval that takes into account environmental
consequences. Please refer Response X-2.
Further, a Subsequent EIS and Subsequent EIR is required when specific triggers occur after
certification or adoption of the environmental document. The Draft EIS/EIR has not been
certified and, therefore, the preparation of a Subsequent EIS and EIR would not be in
compliance with NEPA and CEQA regulations.

X-5

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4.

X-6

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4.

X-7

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4.

X-8

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4.

X-9

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4.

X-10

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4.

X-11

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4.

X-12

Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4 and Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of
Implementing the Draft HCP.

Attachments to LandWatch Letter
The LandWatch comment letter submits numerous and lengthy attachments, including comments on
another jurisdiction’s EIR for a development project which has since been disapproved and then, suggests
that these comments should be considered as comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. The attachments include
comment letters on specific projects and related water impacts and are not specific to the Draft HCP. The
comment letter attempts to join the now defunct Monterey Downs project as a part of the Draft EIS/EIR.
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Please refer to Responses X-2 and X-4. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR and no response is required.
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LETTER Y

December 14, 2019
Via E-mail
Stephen P. Henry
Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B,
Ventura, CA 93003
fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Board of Directors
c/o Michael Houlemard
Fort Ord Reuse Authority
920 2nd Ave. Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
Michael@fora.org
Board@fora.org

Re: Draft Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) and Draft Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR)
Dear Messrs. Henry and Houlemard and Members of the FORA Board:
We offer the following comments to supplement the comments we submitted on
December 10, 2019 on the Fort Ord Multispecies Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP” or
“proposed HCP”) and the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report
(“EIS/EIR”). We are concerned that FORA’s analysis comparing the costs of the proposed HCP
to the no-action alternative is seriously flawed, and we seek reconciliation of the inconsistencies
in the analyses.
In our December 10, 2019 comments we urged the agencies to compare the cost of the
proposed HCP to the cost of the no-action alternative. The comparison is obviously relevant to
prudent fiscal management. The comparison will also reveal whether the analysis of funding
assurances for the proposed HCP is well founded, or whether it is contradicted by other analyses
prepared by FORA of the costs of habitat management.
The costs of the no-action alternative would include the costs to agencies that own
habitat reserve land of any continuing obligations under the 1997 Habitat Management Plan
(“HMP”) and the cost to developers to obtain individual ITPs for development projects in the
future. In this connection, we urged the agencies to make a careful determination of their actual
continuing obligations under the HMP and to determine if there are available means to reduce
those obligations, including conveying away the reserve lands, negotiating reduced obligations
with the wildlife agencies to reflect the actual scope of Fort Ord development, and/or obtaining
funding from future developers of the Fort Ord land who need mitigation banking to obtain
project-specific ITPs.
It appears that FORA’s claims that the proposed HCP would be less costly overall than
the no-action alternative may be founded on a FORA staff report, “Habitat Management Plan

Overview
Comment

December 14, 2019
Page 2
Responsibilities Analysis” (“HMP Responsibilities Analysis”). 1 LandWatch asks that the
response to these comments indicate whether there is in fact any other analysis of the cost of the
no-action alternative and provide that analysis.
The HMP Responsibilities Analysis conflicts with the analyses in the HCP and the HCP
EIS/EIR in two important respects, which must be resolved. In addition, the HMP
Responsibilities Analysis contains a conceptual error: it fails to recognize that developer
payments to agencies for mitigation banking would reduce agency habitat management costs in
the no-action alternative.

Oerview
Comment
(continued)

CONFLICTING ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING USE OF HMP HABITAT RESERVE
LAND FOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECT MITIGATION: First, contrary to the EIS/EIR, the
HMP Responsibilities Analysis states that the HMP habitat reserve lands could in fact be used to
mitigate take that occurs on the land designated for development even if the basewide HCP is not
adopted:
If USFWS and CDFW are willing to negotiate permits relating to former Fort Ord
development parcels without a basewide HCP, acreages within the Habitat Reserves
could serve to mitigate for take.

Y-1

(HMP Responsibilities Analysis, p. 14.) By contrast, the HCP EIS/EIR assumes that in the noaction alternative, the HMP’s habitat reserve areas could not be used as the mitigation land for
take on the vegetated land designated for development. The EIS/EIR assumes that mitigation for
the take by development projects would have to occur either outside Fort Ord or on the vegetated
development land itself. Thus, the EIS/EIR assumed that only 25% of the vegetated
development land could actually be developed in the no-action alternative. ((EIS/EIR, p. 2-6;
see also EIS/EIR, p. 4.4-4). The EIS/EIR ignores the fact that development projects can be
credited for mitigation through conservation and management of land designated as Habitat
Management Areas under the HMP.
FAILURE TO REDUCE AGENCY HABITAT MANAGEMENT COSTS BY THE
AMOUNTS PAID BY PRIVATE DEVELOPERS FOR MITIGATION BANKING: Despite the
assumption in the HMP Responsibilities Analysis that mitigation for development in areas
designated for development could rely on acreages within the Habitat Reserves to mitigate for
take, the analysis fails to reflect that synergy in its discussion of the total agency cost to fulfill
HMP obligations and developer cost to pay for project-specific individual ITPs.
The sole analysis of the cost of individual ITP’s, tacked onto the report in a final
paragraph, assumes that 600 acres of land would be developed and would have to pay $50,000
per acre for mitigation banking, a $30 million cost to the private developers. (HMP
Responsibilities Analysis, p. 17.) The discussion then states that this $30 million would be
“above and beyond the $35.1 to $52.3 million required for HMP management requirements.”
Mary Israel, FORA Associate planner, Habitat Management Plan Responsibilities Analysis, February 28,
2019, available as pdf pages 51-68 at https://www.fora.org/Board/2019/Packet/030819BrdPacket.pdf

1

Y-2

December 14, 2019
Page 3
(Ibid.) Based only on this analysis, the HMP Responsibilities Analysis states that “this estimated
cost far exceeds estimated basewide HCP costs.” (Ibid.) This fails to account for the possibility
that private developers could pay that $30 million to the agencies that own the habitat reserve
lands, thereby reducing those agencies’ costs by $30 million. In effect, the HMP
Responsibilities Analysis double counts the cost of meeting HMP obligations and the cost of
mitigation banking for private development.

Y-2
(continued)

Indeed, if private developers are in fact willing to pay $50,000 per acre to mitigate take
for one species, the developer payments to the agencies that own the HMP habitat reserve lands
for mitigation banking would likely exceed the 30% portion of the CFD taxes that FORA has
allocated for habitat management and on which the proposed basewide HCP proposes to rely.
The agencies may be able to substantially defray or eliminate their continuing obligations for
HMP management if they are permitted to act as mitigation bankers for private development.
This option needs to be explore carefully.
FAILURE TO PROVIDE ANY MEANINGFUL DETAIL IN THE HMP-ONLY COST
ANALYSIS: The HMP Responsibilities Analysis does not provide any actual detail supporting
its calculation that the agency cost to run the HMP would total $1.5 million. LandWatch asks
that the response to these comments provide the details of the HMP-only cost analysis, which
purports to be “based on the HCP cost model prepared by FORA’s HCP consultant ICF.” (HMP
Responsibilities Analysis, p. 16.) In particular, please identify the costs that would be common
to both the proposed HCP and the HMP-only analysis. Please separately identify the costs that
would be unique to the HCP, i.e, the costs that make up the difference between the HMP-only
cost of $1.5 million per year and the HCP cost of $2.5 million per year. What activities account
for the additional $1 million in HCP costs?

Y-3

FORA has claimed that the HCP would attain economies of scale compared to the noaction alternative. Please identify these scale economies in sufficient detail that the agencies can
understand whether they would justify the 50-year financial commitment to the HCP.
THE ENDOWMENT NEEDED FOR A $2.5 MILLION PER YEAR HCP CANNOT BE
THE SAME AS THAT FOR THE $1.5 MILLION PER YEAR HMP-ONLY: The HMP
Responsibilities Analysis assumes annual management costjust to meet the existing HMP
obligations of $1.5 million. (HMP Responsibilities Analysis, p. 4, Table 1.) To fund that
continuing obligation and start up costs, the HMP Responsibilities Analysis assumes that the
agencies (or a JPA formed to manage the HMP obligations) would need to set aside $35.1 to
$52.3 million, assuming investment returns of 4.5% to 3%. (HMP Responsibilities Analysis, p.
16.)
By contrast, the HCP assumes annual management costs of $2.5 million would only
require a $51 million endowment, consisting of the $16 million FORA will have set aside by
2020 plus an additional $35 million collection of CFD taxes in the next seven years. (HCP,
Tables 9.1a and 9-6 [annual cost] and Table 9-6 [cost and funding sources].) Elsewhere, the
HCP identifies the required endowment as only $49 million. (HCP, Table 9-8.) The HCP
analysis assumes comparable investment returns of 4.5% to 4.2%. The subsequent EPS

Y-4
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Sensitivity Analysis memorandum, which purports to provide a more refined analysis of the
proposed HCP funding options, assumes that the HCP endowment need only be from $37
million to $43 million. (EPS, Sensitivity Analysis and Cost Allocation Alternatives, Nov. 13,
2019, p. 6, Figure 3.)
The endowment analysis in the HMP Responsibilities Analysis is fundamentally at odds
with the analyses prepared by EPS for the proposed HCP. To put it bluntly, it makes no sense
that the proposed HCP program, which spends $2.5 million per year, needs an endowment no
larger than the endowment for the HMP program, which spends only $1.5 million per year. If
the HMP’s annual operating cost is only 60% of the HCP’s cost, the endowment should be only
60%.
The agencies cannot rely on the HMP Responsibilities Analysis as the basis of a cost
comparison of the proposed HCP and the no-action alternative. LandWatch asks that FORA
provide a detailed and apples-to-apples analysis of the costs of the proposed project and the noaction alternative in response to these comments.
Yours sincerely,
M. R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

John Farrow
JHF:hs
cc:

City Managers and County Administrative Officer
Dino Pick, City of Del Rey Oaks, DPick@delreyoaks.org
Layne Long, City of Marina, llong@cityofmarina.org
Hans Uslar, City of Monterey, uslar@monterey.org
Craig Malin, City of Seaside, cmalin@ci.seaside.ca.us
Charles McKee, County of Monterey, mckeecj@co.monterey.ca.us

Y-4
(continued)

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.26 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER Y: JOHN FARROW
Overview Comment
The comment letter is from counsel for LandWatch and this overview comment provides a summary of the
key issues detailed in the comment letter. Responses to these key issues are provided below.
Y-1

The comment references the HMP Responsibilities Analysis attached to the FORA staff report
for Agenda Number 8e.i from the FORA Board meeting on March 8, 2019, which was prepared
as preliminary cost estimate of HMP implementation. This preliminary exercise was conducted
at the request of the FORA Administrative Committee and Board of Directors and occurred
prior to publication of the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP. As described in the staff report, it is
difficult to estimate with accuracy how much reserve management or conservation of species
within the HMAs would cost. This preliminary exercise was a broad-brush, high-level analysis
of the potential costs of implementing the HMP and was not prepared to support the analysis
in the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP.
This preliminary cost estimate was an attempt to provide the requested information; however,
its accuracy and assumptions were not available for review and, thus, its conclusions were not
widely supported. As a result, per the request of the FORA Administrative Committee and as
part of the HWG discussions, FORA and its consultants conducted a more-detailed, draft cost
analysis of HMP responsibilities. For this exercise, FORA and its consultants estimated cost
for each jurisdiction to implement the HMP as separate entities. This approach fundamentally
differed from the HCP cost estimate because the economies of scale gained by managing the
HMAs collectively under the HCP are lost. For the draft cost analysis for implementing HMP
responsibilities, it was assumed that each jurisdiction would need to procure its own equipment,
staff, and labor for managing habitat. This estimate also did not include cost estimates for
developers to obtain individual ITPs and it would be speculative to identify project-specific
impacts and mitigation for future development projects (please refer to Response X-2). This
estimate was presented at the February 21, 2020, HWG meeting https://fora.org/HWG/HMPCost%20Est%20Presentation-022120.pdf.
The draft HMP cost analysis of HMP
responsibilities is presented in Appendix D.
This analysis provided a more-detailed estimate based on specific and identified assumptions
and supersedes the March 2019 estimate. However, as with the preliminary cost estimate
prepared in March 2019, one of the same major limitations of the analysis was identified:
The Resource Management Plans for the HMAs have not been developed: there are
not enough details about “what will be done” and “how much” to manage and
restore in order to accurately estimate the cost of the HMP
implementation.[emphasis added]
This draft cost estimate was developed by adapting the HCP cost model to the high-level (i.e.,
less detailed) management responsibilities identified in the HMP. Using the same or similar
cost estimates for the same or similar tasks identified in the HCP and HMP allowed for
comparison of relative costs between implementing the HCP as a whole versus implementing
the HMP by each jurisdiction separately.
The Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP were published in November 2019, and this preliminary
cost estimate is not included, referenced, or relied upon for any of the determinations presented
in those documents. CEQA Guidelines § 15204(a) states that “In reviewing draft EIRs, persons
and public agencies should focus on the sufficiency of the document in identifying and
analyzing the possible impacts on the environment and ways in which the significant effects of
the project might be avoided or mitigated.”
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The Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP are the subjects of public review. The preliminary cost
estimate is outdated, and decision-makers should consider the updated analysis with the
understanding of its limitations. As such, the conclusions in the preliminary cost estimate
should not be compared to the Draft EIS/EIR or Draft HCP.
Y-2

The comment states that HMP costs could be reduced through establishment of mitigation
banks. Please refer to Response Y-1. CEQA Guidelines § 15204(a) also states “reviewers
should be aware that the adequacy of an EIR is determined in terms of what is reasonably
feasible, in light of factors such as the magnitude of the project at issue, the severity of its likely
environmental impacts, and the geographic scope of the project. CEQA does not require a lead
agency to conduct every test or perform all research, study, and experimentation recommended
or demanded by commenters. When responding to comments, lead agencies need only respond
to significant environmental issues and do not need to provide all information requested by
reviewers, as long as a good faith effort at full disclosure is made in the EIR.”
While mitigation banking may be an option to reduce costs of HMP implementation, it is not
reasonable to suggest that the lead agencies perform an exhaustive analysis of the potential
funding sources for HMP implementation, which is a component of the No Action Alternative.

Y-3

Please refer to Responses Y-1 and Y-2. The loss of economies of scale are presented in Slide
19 of the presentation at the February 21, 2020, HWG meeting, which can be accessed here:
https://fora.org/HWG/HMP-Cost%20Est%20Presentation-022120.pdf. If the HCP is not
approved and base-wide ITPs are not issued, HMA land managers would be individually
responsible for: the cost of implementing habitat management activities under the HMP,
preparing their own management plans; negotiating plan approval with the regulatory agencies;
complying with NEPA and CEQA; and acquiring any necessary permits from the regulatory
agencies. Completing these requirements individually results in a loss to the economies of
scale under the HCP, where costs are shared.

Y-4

Please refer to Response Y-2 and Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of Implementing the
Draft HCP.
The EPS Sensitivity Analysis memorandum does not purport to provide a more refined analysis
of the proposed HCP funding options and was not intended to replace the cost analysis in the
HCP. As expressly stated in the memorandum, the cost sensitivity analyses are not based on
an analysis of habitat management costs relative to anticipated development and are instead
based on hypothetical cost reduction scenarios to illustrate the associated financial modeling
dynamics. The EPS Sensitivity Analysis is not relevant to this comment.
Other portions of this comment refer to the HMP versus HCP endowment funding
requirements, stating that it doesn’t make sense that the HCP costs would require a $51M
endowment to fund $2.5 million in annual costs while the HMP would need $35-52 million to
fund $1.5 million in annual costs.


The HMP endowment requirement assumes investment returns of 3.0 - 4.5% versus
HCP assumed investment returns of 4.2 - 4.5%. Because a higher pay-out rate
generates a lower endowment requirement, the HCP endowment estimate is only
comparable to the lower end endowment requirements assumed for the HMP.



The HCP costs to be funded by the endowment are $2.2 million, not $2.5 million – at
a 4.5 percent pay-out rate, this equates to a $6.7 million difference in endowment
funding requirements.



Because the HCP endowment funding strategy considers three discrete timeframes
(initial costs, permit term costs, and post-permit term costs), the HCP endowment
funding strategy includes a principal drawdown feature. This feature allows the
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endowment principal to be drawn down over the permit term to reach levels needed to
fund the post-permit term costs in perpetuity. HCP post-permit term costs are
estimated to approximate $1.3 million annually.
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LETTER Z

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Comments on Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan
1 message

Bartholomew Kowalski
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Mon, Dec 16, 2019 at 5:00 PM

Dear Mr. Henry
I am writing you in support of the Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). As you know, it took many years for this
document to be completed. During that time, many of the recipients of the Fort Ord parcels had requirements for habitat
management activities under the Habitat Management Plan (HMP), such as removal of invasive weeds and erosion
control, which are listed in the deeds. Unfortunately, some of the land recipients have not been complying with these
requirements. The result is that while the Army, BLM, and State Parks spent millions of dollars and thousands of man
hours treating weeds on the Fort Ord National Monument, adjacent lands have stands of pampas grass that not only
degrade the parcels in which they are present, but also spread their seed to areas where managers are trying to control
and eradicate these invasive species.
The HCP provides for a funding structure to manage natural resources on the former Fort Ord including invasive weed
management which would provide all HCP partners with money necessary to alleviate this problem.
Additionally, the HCP provides an opportunity for coordinated wildfire prevention. If the past is any indication, I am afraid
that without cooperation described in the HCP, many of the natural areas along the urban interface will become
overgrown and will pose an increased fire risk at a time when California is seeing record destruction from wildfires that
spread to urban areas.

Z-1

Z-2

Z-3

Z-4

As a resident of northern Monterey County I support the HCP being approved and implemented to better manage our rare Z-5
species, invasive plants, and wildfire prevention.
Sincerely,
Bart Kowalski

-Bart Kowalski, MS

Follow my Adventures with Wildlife
TrackandSeek.org

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.27 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER Z: BARTHOLOMEW KOWALSKI
Z-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

Z-2

The comment states that some of the land recipients have not been complying with the HMP.
The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

Z-3

The comment accurately identifies that the Draft HCP provides for a funding structure to
management natural resources including invasive weed management. The comment is not on
the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is required.

Z-4

The comment accurately describes that the Draft HCP provides an opportunity for coordinated
wildfire prevention. The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required.

Z-5

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.
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LETTER AA

Fort Ord Community Advisory Group
Email: focagemail@yahoo.com
"The Fort Ord Community Advisory Group (FOCAG) is a public interest group formed
to review, comment, and advise on the remediation (cleanup) of the Fort Ord
Army Base Superfund Site, to ensure that human health, safety, and the environment
are protected to the greatest extent possible." - Mission Statement
Re: Responses to DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT/ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT
PROJECT TITLE: Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan (Former Fort Ord HCP)

PROJECT LOCATION: Former Fort Ord, including areas within the Cities of
Seaside, Marina,Monterey, and Del Rey Oaks and County of Monterey, California
CEQA Lead Agency: Fort Ord Reuse Authority, ℅ Stan@fora.org
NEPA Lead Agency: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, ℅ Stephen P. Henry
fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov
Public Review Period: November 1, 2019 through December 16, 2019

AA-1

December 16, 2019
Dear FORA and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The FOCAG has the following comments;
1) The Laguna Seca Recreation Area was created as a Monterey County Park
circa 1974. The United States Army needed a governmental entity to turn the
property over to. United State’s Congressman Bert Talcott facilitated the transfer.
At the time he felt the County would be a better steward of the gift than the State
or Federal Government would be. An E.I.R. in Monterey County was prepared in
1977 regarding this new County Park and its uses
Since that time there has been expansion of the race track from 9 to 11 turns,
as well as the use of Lookout Ridge and Wolf Hill for additional parking. Access
and egress has been channeled through areas of former Fort Ord. Both the the
number and size of events has increased dramatically, but without adequate
environmental review. The Use Permit entitlements granted by previous
Monterey County Board of Supervisors have been exceeded.

AA-2

AA-3

Page 2
The HCP Public Draft, Volume 1, page 2-28, Section 2.3.9 contains a counted
seven sentences. Although threatened species are identified, there is no
analysis of the impacts that the both the size and the frequency of events
the the Laguna Seca Recreation Area is having upon them. We ask that a
separate EIR be prepared for this Laguna Seca Recreation Area. In addition to
impacts to threatened species, It will also have to take into account water usage,
traffic issues, and the frequency and duration of noise, including unlimited sound
noise impacts to not only threatened species but to surrounding area residents.
2) This Draft document fails to take into account the Monterey County adopted
and recorded Official Plan Lines for California State Highway 68 including the
Corral de Tierra Bypass. These Official Plan Lines were adopted in 1977.
State Highway 68 borders former Fort Ord. The Official Plans Lines for the
Corral de Tierra Bypass are different than what was called the Fort Ord Bypass
Plan Lines studied in 1992 and included with the adopted 1997 FORA Reuse
Plan. The transfer of much of former Fort Ord to BLM, was done rather quickly,
with BLM not fully knowing of former transportation commitments, AND
the California Department of Transportation not being fully apprised.
Highway 68 is a designated State Scenic Highway.
3) Section 4.4.2 Proposed Development Adjacent to Plan Area needs to be
updated and corrected. For example, the approved Corral de Tierra Shopping
Center was allowed a lot line adjustment on two existing parcels, but not an
increase to seven individual parcels. The groundwater contamination issue is not
mentioned. Also, the Ferrini Ranch may be sold to the Monterey County Ag Land
Trust.
4) The beaches of the Fort Ord Dunes State Park have homeless people living
on them. Also, nearby college students and others visit theses beaches
frequently, many going off trails. The remaining lead bullet fragments and lead
dust on the areas here are a health threat to humans and other living organisms.
However, the California Department of Parks and Recreation has still not put up
Proposition 65 signage warning the public of the threat.
5) In Volume 2 of this Former Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan document,
under “Preventing the Spread of Invasive Plants, Best Management Practices for
Land Managers 3rd Edition”, I call your attention to Section II, #10, Fire and Fuel
Management BMP’s, p.p. 35-47;

AA-4

AA-5

AA-6

AA-7

AA-8

Page 3
Page 36 of this section states:
“Wildfire is a natural part of California ecosystems. The structure and composition
of most California plant communities are dependent on the periodic occurrence
of fire.”
Please know the FOCAG finds this BLM assumption particularly troubling. Please
do reference the extensive Scoping Comments prepared by H.O.P.E. (Helping
Our Peninsula’s Environment). H.O.P.E.’s scoping comments prepared for this
Former Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan offer extensive evidence and analysis
of this specific area of California, i.e., the Monterey Peninsula (including former
Fort Ord). Natural wild fires caused by lightening are rare here. The United
State’s Army unintentionally set the Army base on fire when it was an Infantry
Training Base and the West Coast CDC Center. The United States Army BRAC
intentionally set portions of the former Army Base on fire (many times) to rid
areas of leftover unexploded ammunition. These latter were called Army
Prescribed Burns. Unhealthful choking smoke was imposed on both the
Monterey Peninsula and surrounding populated areas.
Please do correct the unfounded assumptions, and do suggest and recommend
healthful alternatives to Prescribed Burns, such as mechanical clearing, or more
grazing of sheep and goats.
Also, the residential areas surrounding former Fort Ord are having trouble
obtaining and/or keeping Fire Insurance on their homes. Fire Insurance rates
have gone up too. BLM should be a good neighbor and a good steward of the
land. This Habitat Conservation Plan should be specific to Former Fort Ord and
NOT a compilation of off-the-shelf practices used elsewhere. Don’t you agree?
If not, why not?
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Mike Weaver, Co-Chair
FOCAG
831-484-2243

AA-8
(continued)

AA-9

AA-10

AA-11

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.28 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER AA: MICHAEL WEAVER
AA-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter as follows. No response is required.

AA-2

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

AA-3

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

AA-4

The comment accurately states that Section 2.3.9 of the Draft HCP contains seven sentences
and does not contain an analysis of impacts to threatened species from the size and frequency
of events at the Laguna Seca Recreation Area. The comment further requests a separate EIR
be prepared for the Laguna Seca Recreation Area, and address water usage, traffic issues, and
the frequency and duration of noise, including noise impacts to threatened species and
surrounding residents.
Please refer to Responses E-12 and E-15, which describe the level of analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIR.

AA-5

The comment states that “this Draft document” fails to take into account the Monterey County
adopted and recorded Official Plan Lines for California State Highway 68 including the Corral
de Tierra Bypass.
Section 2.3.6.5 on page 2-43 of the Draft EIS/EIR and Section 3.3.6.1 on page 3-46 of the Draft
HCP describe the Transportation Easement-State Route 68 Corridor referenced in the
comment. As stated in these sections, any work or project proposed by Caltrans is not included
as a covered activity in the Draft HCP and is not analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR. Any work or
project proposed by Caltrans would require Caltrans to consult directly with the USFWS and
CDFW and independently obtain all necessary permits, authorizations, and approvals from
those agencies and landowners.

AA-6

The comment requests updates and corrections to the text in Section 4.4.2 of the Draft HCP.
The comment requests that the description of the approved Corral de Tierra Shopping Center
be corrected to identify the lot line adjustment and recent status of the Ferrini Ranch. The
correction has been made to section of the Draft HCP. Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions
to the Draft HCP.
The comment further requests that a discussion of groundwater contamination and the potential
sale of land be included in Section 4.4.2 of the Draft HCP. The purpose of this section is to
discuss proposed development adjacent to the Plan Area. Groundwater contamination is
addressed in Sections 3.9 and 4.9 in the Draft EIS/EIR. As a result, this revision was not
included in the Draft HCP.

AA-7

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

AA-8

The comment calls attention to Appendix E of the Draft HCP and expresses concerns with a
statement in BLM’s best management practices included on page 36 of Exhibit C: “Wildfire is
a natural part of California ecosystems. The structure and composition of most California plant
communities are dependent on the periodic occurrence of fire.” The comment characterizes
this BLM statement as being “particularly troubling” and requests that the scoping comments
prepared by H.O.P.E. (Helping Our Peninsula’s Environment) be referenced in regard to
natural wildfires in the area. The comment states that natural wildfires caused by lightening
are rare and the Army unintentionally set fires, imposing unhealthful smoke in the area.
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Regardless of the cause(s) of wildfire on the former Fort Ord, numerous scientific studies have
analyzed the effects of fire on natural communities. In particular, studies have shown that fires
and other disturbance mechanisms are important factors in maintaining and rejuvenating the
maritime chaparral community, a sensitive natural community addressed in the Draft HCP.
Please refer to Section 5.5.3.3, Prescribed Burning and Alternative Vegetative Management,
in the Draft HCP.
As stated in Section 1.8.1.1, Notice of Intent/Notice of Preparation, in the Draft EIS/EIR, a
scoping period was initiated on June 20, 2005, and extended until July 21, 2005. Comment
letters received during the scoping period, including the letter from H.O.P.E., are included in
Appendix A of the Draft EIS/EIR.
As stated in Section 1.8.1.2, Issues Raised During Public Scoping, in the Draft EIS/EIR, air
quality issues resulting from prescribed burns were identified as key issues to be analyzed.
Sections 3.3 and 4.3 of the Draft EIS/EIR address the potential air quality impacts related to
prescribed burns. The Draft EIS/EIR determined that prescribed burns may result in potentially
significant impacts to air quality and identified MMs AQ-3 and AQ-4 to reduce impacts to a
less-than-significant level (please refer to page 4.3-14 of the Draft EIS/EIR).
AA-9

The comment requests correcting the unfounded assumptions regarding natural wildfire and
suggests and recommends healthful alternatives to prescribed burns, such as mechanical
clearing or more grazing of sheep and goats.
Please refer to Response AA-8 regarding assumptions related to the importance of fire for
natural communities.
Section 5.4.9, Avoidance and Minimization Measures for Prescribed Burning and Alternative
Vegetative Management, describes the alternative vegetative management activities that would
occur under the Draft HCP, including, but not limited to, mechanical clearing and grazing.

AA-10

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

AA-11

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.
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BB-1

BB-2

BB-3

BB-4

BB-5

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.29 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER BB: HENRIETTA STERN
BB-1

The comment identifies that the comments are written on behalf of the Fort Ord Recreation
Trails (FORT) Friends board of directors. No response is required.

BB-2

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

BB-3

The comment provides opinion on a proposed roadway, the Northeast-Southwest Connector,
within the former Fort Ord.
As described in Response E-12, the Proposed Action is clearly defined and summarized into
two categories: Category 1 – Development activities, and Category 2 – Habitat management
activities. Development activities on the former Fort Ord are analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR at
a program level, and that habitat management activities are analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIR at a
project level. The Northeast-Southwest Connector is considered a potential future development
activity and falls within Category 1.
As also outlined in Response E-12, future development activities are not part of the “project”
under CEQA that are subject to approval by the CEQA lead agency and Permittees, are not part
of the “project” under CEQA that would be subject to permitting by the CDFW, and are not
part of the “action” under NEPA that would be subject to permitting by the USFWS (please
refer to Section 1.7, Decisions to be Made, of the Draft EIS/EIR). The EIS/EIR “project” under
CEQA and “action” under NEPA consists of the approval and implementation of the Draft
HCP and issuance of the associated take permits, but not the actual construction of or
discretionary entitlements of future development activities. Thus, the environmental impacts
of future development activities, including the Northeast-Southwest Connector, in the Plan
Area would not directly result from the decisions to be made for the Proposed Action.
However, since future development activities are covered activities for which the ITPs would
address take, the potential environmental impacts of future development activities as well as
all other covered activities proposed for coverage under the ITPs are addressed in the Draft
EIS/EIR.
As summarized in Response E-15, all covered activities, including Category 1 and Category 2,
are subject to the approval of the Permittees with jurisdiction over such projects. The issuance
of the ITPs by the Wildlife Agencies provides compliance only with the ESA and CESA.
Approval of the proposed Draft HCP does not confer or imply approval to implement the
covered activities. Rather, as part of the standard approval process, individual projects will be
considered for further environmental analysis and generally will receive separate, project-level
environmental analysis under CEQA and, in some cases, NEPA for those projects involving
Federal agencies. However, the EIS/EIR is intended to provide compliance with CEQA and
NEPA for the approval of the Draft HCP and issuance of associated ITPs. As discussed above,
because the Proposed Action facilitates the covered activities by addressing certain of the
various statutory and regulatory requirements tied to project authorization (e.g., ESA and
CESA), reasonably foreseeable environmental effects of the covered activities are discussed
herein to provide context for the analysis of the Proposed Action and various alternatives.
As mentioned in the comment, the proposed Northeast-Southwest Connector project is
undergoing environmental review and FORA is preparing an EIR. If the roadway project is
approved, the project would likely require ITPs from the USFWS and CDFW, in addition to
other permits and approvals from responsible agencies. While the issuance of the base-wide
ITPs would provide take authorization for this project, it would still require completion of its
environmental review process and obtain other required permits and approvals.
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BB-4

The comment recommends removal of the Northeast-Southwest Connector project as a covered
activity in the Draft HCP and suggests that it could be added later under the Adaptive
Management options described in the HCP.
Removing and adding the referenced roadway project from the HCP would likely require a
major amendment to the HCP, as described in Section 8.4, Minor and Major Amendments, in
the Draft HCP. Major amendments often require amendments to the Wildlife Agencies’
decision documents, including the NEPA/CEQA document, permit, Biological Opinion, and
findings and recommendations document. Major amendments will often require additional
public review and comment.
In addition, to remove this proposed project from the Draft HCP and Draft EIS/EIR would
require significant revisions to these documents beyond the two revisions requested in the
comment. Section 4.2.1, Development in Designated Development Areas and Borderlands, in
the Draft HCP describes the methodology for assessing take within these land use designations.
The HCP assumes that all biological resources in the designated development areas would be
eliminated. An analysis of individual projects was not conducted within designated
development areas. Because the proposed project was included in the take assessment for
designated development areas, a revised take assessment would need to be prepared, resulting
in significant revisions to the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP and significant cost and delay in
the ITP process.
As mentioned in Response BB-3, the take authorization that would be provided through HCP
approval and issuance of base-wide ITPs does not provide any guarantee that any specific
future project will be approved and constructed. Given the significant revisions that would be
required, increase in cost and delay of the ITP process, and that issuance of the ITPs and
approval of the HCP would not result in approval of the referenced project, the requested
removal of the Northeast-Southwest Connector project was not made to the Draft HCP or Draft
EIS/EIR.

BB-5

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER CC

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>

[EXTERNAL] Request for extension of comment deadline for Fort Ord HCP
2 messages

Fred Watson
To: fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Mon, Dec 16, 2019 at 9:29 AM

Dear USFWS staff,
Can I have a 1-week extension to the deadline for comments on the Fort Ord HCP?

CC-1

Thank you,
Fred

____
Fred Watson, PhD

Ventura Fort Ord HCP, FW8 <fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov>
To: Fred Watson

Mon, Dec 16, 2019 at 7:04 PM

Good evening Mr. Watson,
We are not able to officially extend our public comment period on the Notice of Availability for the Fort Ord Draft HCP and
Draft EIS/EIR. However, we encourage you to submit your comments as close to the December 16th deadline as
possible. We may be able to address your comments received after December 16, but cannot guarantee this. Our office
will work with FORA to address the public comments on their Draft HCP and the Draft EIS/EIR in the coming weeks, so
the sooner you can provide us with your comments the better the chances are that we will have the opportunity and time
to consider them in our decision process.
Please let me know if you have any additional questions or concerns. We appreciate you reaching out to us regarding
this matter.
Best regards,
Leilani Takano
Assistant Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Service
[Quoted text hidden]

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.30 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER CC: FRED WATSON
CC-1

The commenter requests a 1-week extension to the deadline for comments on the Fort Ord
HCP.
As provided in the response to the commenter’s email, the USFWS states that the public
comment period cannot be extended but encourages the commenter to submit comments as
close to the December 16th deadline as possible.
To date, the commenter has not submitted any additional comments. No response is required.
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LETTER DD

Point Blue

Conservation
Science

Conservation science for a healthy planet
3820 Cypress Drive, #11 Petaluma, CA 94954
T 707.78'1.2555
F 707.765.1685
pointblue.org

December 16, 2019
Steven P. Henry
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
US Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B,Ventura, CA93003
Dear Sir,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation Plan (HCP) and Draft EISjEIR. Point Blue Conservation Science has
monitored the population status and reproductive success of western snowy plovers
(Charadrius nivosus nivosus) in the Monterey Bay area since 1984 and has worked in
collaboration with California State Parks and USFWSto recover the Monterey Bay
population since the federal listing in 1993. The following comments are specific to the
effects of the implementation of the HCPon the snowy plover at the proposed Fort Ord
Dunes State Park (FODSP).We strongly support the conservation strategy within the HCP
and we believe that it can be strengthened by considering the following:
1. Impact Assessment (Chapter 4)
The assessment of impacts within the HCPdoes not adequately account for the
cumulative impacts that other proposed beach-front developments in the southern
Monterey Bay region will have at FODSP.The proposed developments to the south of
FODSP [i.e, Monterey Bay Shores, The Collections) are likely to have substantial adverse
effects on snowy plovers at FODSP,resulting from significant increases in human use at
beaches along the southern shoreline of the park. Human use of snowy plover nesting
beaches in Monterey Bay has increased over the past decade (Point Blue unpubl. data,
Neuman et al. 2019), resulting in significant degradation of nesting habitat at some
locations where human use is not properly managed. While we support the strategy and
mechanisms within the HCPfor management of human impacts at FODSP,we remain
concerned that the magnitude of impacts will be greater than anticipated when
considering the combined effects of HCPimplementation and the proposed beach-front
developments adjacent to the south end of the park.
2. Conservation Strategy (Chapter 5)
Human-subsidized [i.e. commensal) predator species currently are the primary cause of
loss of snowy plover nests in the Monterey Bay area. In 2019, corvids (common ravens
and American crows) were responsible for 59% of snowy plover nest loss in Monterey
Bay and 50% of nest loss at Fort Ord. Accordingly, the links between predator control and
the benefits it provides to snowy plovers should be explicit within the Conservation

DD-1

DD-2

DD-3

Strategy outlined in the HCP.However, control of human-subsidized predators is not
emphasized within the framework of the natural community goals and objectives for
coastal strand and dunes or the species goals and objectives for the snowy plover, and is
mentioned only once within the framework ofthe required mitigation measures. We
believe the Conservation Strategy for snowy plovers can be strengthened by establishing
more explicit links between control of human-subsidized predators and the natural
community goals, species goals and mitigation measures. Specifically, Objective 10.3 and
Mitigation Measure 26 reference control of "non-native species", and "introduced species,
roaming and feral animals, and other pests" respectively. These should be broadened to
include human-subsidized predators with explicit reference to the benefits provided to
snowy plovers.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely; A. I

/<PJ'~:S

fV U_
..

-

Kriss Neuman
Lead Ecologist
Monterey Coastal Program
Point Blue Conservation Science
CC:Manuel Oliva, CEO
Catherine Hickey, Conservation Director
Reference:
Neuman KK,Stenzel LE,Warriner IC,Eyster C,Barbaree B, D Dixon D, Haile E, Palkovic A,
Hickey C.2019. Reproductive success and breeding population size of snowy
plovers in the Monterey Bay region, California, in 2019. Point Blue Conservation
Science, unpubl. report. 40pp.

DD-3
(cont.)

DD-4

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.31 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER DD: KRISS NEUMAN
DD-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter as follows. No response is required.

DD-2

The HCP is required to assess the impacts of covered activities within the context of the existing
conditions in the HCP Plan Area. The effects analyzed in Chapter 4 (except for Section 4.4,
Cumulative Impacts), therefore, analyze the effects of the covered activities, which are by
definition, within the Plan Area.
The HCP Handbook (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service
2016) states, “...the applicant must specify in the HCP the impacts that will likely result from
the take of a covered species, and what steps they will take to minimize and mitigate the impacts
of the taking.” The analysis of impacts provided in the HCP is necessarily limited to the
impacts of covered activities within the Plan Area.
Some activities and projects beyond the scope of the HCP may contribute to cumulative
impacts on HCP covered species. An analysis of cumulative effects is not required in an HCP.
The HCP, however, includes a cumulative effects analysis to support the Federal Biological
Opinion that will conclude the USFWS Section 7 internal consultation process.
Specific projects and activities not covered by this HCP that may, in conjunction with this HCP,
have an impact on HCP species are identified in the EIR for this HCP.

DD-3

A western snowy plover-specific biological objective (Objective 13.2c) was added to Section
5.3.3.2, HCP Animal Species to emphasize the need to control human-subsidized predators.
Please refer to Chapter 6, Revisions to the Draft HCP.
Note that the conservation strategy addresses predator control in AMM-22 and AMM-27, 13th
bullet point. AMM-22 and AMM-27 include measures to minimize attraction of potential
predators (avian and commensal) within or adjacent to western snowy plover habitat, and
demographic monitoring performed during the nesting period will include informal predator
surveys concurrently with nest monitoring that will be used to inform the adaptive management
program. AMM-27 explicitly addresses human-facilitated predators at FODSP and their
impact on western snowy plovers.
The benefits of targeted predator control in improving reproductive success (hatch rates and
fledging success) of western snowy plovers on Monterey Bay beaches is discussed in Section
2.2.6. In addition, Section 4.3.6.1, Development, discusses the potential for indirect effects on
western snowy plover from the increase in human presence through facilitation of predators
that thrive on human activity (i.e., corvids, raccoons).
In sum, predator control for western snowy plovers is an integral part of the HCP conservation
strategy. However, the addition of text to specifically reference commensal predators, and,
thus, establish a more explicit link between control of these species and achievement of the
biological goals and objectives for the western snowy plover, was included.

DD-4

Comment is acknowledged. No response is required.
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LETTER EE

Sustainable Seaside

1739 Havana Street, Seaside CA 93955 (831) 915-7257
info@sustainablemontereycounty.com
www.sustainablemontereycounty.org

Friday, December 16, 2019
Stephen P. Henry
Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B,
Ventura, CA 93003
fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov

Board of Directors
c/o Michael Houlemard
Fort Ord Reuse Authority
920 2nd Ave. Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
Michael@fora.org
Board@fora.org

Re: Draft Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP)
Dear Messrs. Henry and Houlemard and Members of the FORA Board:
Sustainable Seaside takes issue with the Draft Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) for several reasons
that we feel are critical to the legal and financial viability of the proposed HCP.

EE-1

Encumbering a new Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) with the funding liability for HCP/ITP conditions for 50+
years without an actual funding obligation exposes the JPA members to undue risks. There is further risk in EE-2
proposing that the JPA Agreement defer cost-apportionment determination and financing procedures until
after the five jurisdictions and seven participating agencies are locked into 50 years of liability for HCP costs.
There are inconsistencies in the draft plan that expose critical gaps in the HCP analysis. Given the expressed
need for rapid accumulation of the Endowment Funding to cover HCP spending, there is no disclosure
EE-3
concerning the risk of relying on a consistent 4% annual return on interest from the Endowment Fund in a
fluctuating market where recent money market funds barely return 2%. Furthermore, the assumption that
all remaining Fort Ord development will occur by 2030, with a build-out rate of 443 units per year, when the
historic rate of development in Fort Ord between 1997 and April 30, 2019 was only 64 units per year,
appears to be an unrealistic projection.
And finally, the HCP draft is weighted in favor of the HCP without a full legal and financial analysis of the
benefits of the no-action alternative compared to the HCP.
Yours sincerely,

Catherine Crockett
Sustainable Seaside Chair

Sustainable Seaside is a project of Communities for Sustainable Monterey County
www.sustainablemontereycounty.org

EE-4

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.32 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER EE: CATHERINE CROCKETT
EE-1

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

EE-2

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

EE-3

The comment is not on the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response is
required.

EE-4

Please refer to responses to Letter V and Master Response #1: Funding and Cost of
Implementing the Draft HCP.
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LETTER FF

FF-1

FF-2

FF-3

FF-3
(continued)

FF-4

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.33 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER FF: HENRIETTA STERN
FF-1

The comment introduces the Monterey Off-Road Cycling Association (MORCA).
response is required.

FF-2

The comment provides opinion on the Proposed Action. The comment is referred to the
decision-makers for their consideration.

FF-3

Please refer to Responses BB-3 and BB-4.

FF-4

Comment is acknowledged. The MORCA will remain on the project’s notification list and will
continue to be notified of this process. No response is required.
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LETTER GG

GG-1

GG-2

GG-3

GG-4

GG-5

GG-6

GG-7

GG-8

GG-9

GG-10

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.34 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER GG: NICOLE NEDEFF
GG-1

The comment introduces the comments in the letter as follows. No response is required.

GG-2

The comment provides a history of the 13 plant reserves established through agreements with
the Army and the Monterey Bay Chapter of the California Native Plant Society (MB-CNPS).
The comment is not specific to the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR and no response
is required.

GG-3

The comment notes that Plant Reserve #3 has not been identified as a permanently conserved
area, as per the mitigation agreements executed by the Army and MB-CNPS. Please refer to
Response J-7. The comment is not specific to the environmental analysis in the Draft EIS/EIR
and no response is required.

GG-4

The comment notes that 13 reserves were established in agreements between the MB-CNPS
and Army and that an additional (14th) Plant Reserve, referred to by MB-CNPS as Plant Reserve
1 North, was established in Army Parcel 29a.1. The comment states that this reserve was not
identified in the Draft HCP and Draft EIS/EIR. The comment also states that the parcel is
incorrectly designated as a development area in the Draft HCP.
The preparers of the Draft HCP and Draft EIS/EIR are aware of Plant Reserve 1 North;
however, in a review of the agreement, as amended, the boundaries of this plant reserve are not
specified. As such, a label depicting the location and footnote were added to Figure 4.4-1 in
the Draft EIS/EIR. In addition, the plant reserve discussion on page 4.4-24 of the Draft EIS/EIR
was updated to include this information and correctly identify the number of reserves. In
addition, Figure 4.4.-1 was corrected to depict all the plant reserves. Please refer to Chapter
7, Changes to the Draft EIS/EIR.
Army Parcel 29a.1 is correctly identified as a designated development area under the HMP in
the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP. Please refer to Response J-7.

GG-5

The comment states that it may not be possible to mitigate for impacts to seaside bird’s beak
since no substantive life history and host plant information is available to inform revegetation
or habitat restoration efforts.
This comment is acknowledged. The limited information for this species is discussed in
Section 6.6.4 of the Draft HCP, page 6-26. Due to similar concerns expressed by the CDFW,
AMM-12: Implement planning, protocol-level surveys and seed collection for state listed plant
species, was included in the Draft HCP; please refer to Section 5.4.1.6, State-Listed Plant
Species on page 5-22. The Draft HCP also includes a biological objective (Objective 2.5) and
MM-5 to restore habitat for seaside bird’s beak. Monitoring Measure-13 requires conducting
effects monitoring to evaluate the success of specific management practices. Monitoring goals
for this species are identified in Section 6.6.4.2 on page 6-27 of the Draft HCP. In the event
habitat management does not produce the desired outcome, adaptive management measures
will be informed and implemented based on the monitoring results. Please refer to Section 6.8,
Adaptive Management, on page 6-46 of the Draft HCP for a detailed discussion of these
measures.

GG-6

As discussed in Responses G-3 and G-4, the Draft HCP and Draft EIS/EIR identify the accurate
land use designations under the HMP for the MB-CNPS Plant Reserves and corrections have
been made as noted. However, the responsibilities required by the MB-CNPS Plant Reserve
agreements are to be implemented by the parties to the agreements are not within the scope of
the Draft HCP or Draft EIS/EIR. Therefore, the requested amendment was not made to the
Draft HCP or Draft EIS/EIR.
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GG-7

The HCP Handbook (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service
2016) states, “[t]he regulations for incidental take permits tell us to set the duration of permits
for a period long enough so that the permittee has adequate assurances to commit funding for
the HCP, including conservation activities and land use restrictions.” The HCP Handbook also
provides a list of considerations including: (1) duration of planned covered activities; (2)
availability of sufficient information to develop a conservation program and determine effects
to covered species over the proposed permit duration; (3) amount of certainty that the
conservation plan will enhance habitat and increase long-term survival of covered species;
(4) ability of the monitoring and adaptive monitoring program to address risk and uncertainty;
and (5) sufficiency of the funding strategy for the conservation program. All of the above
factors are considered when determining a proposed permit term and are reviewed by the
Wildlife Agencies when making a determination about issuance of an incidental take permit.
The Draft HCP implements conservation actions that protect a variety of landscapes over a
large scale which provides flexibility for shifts in range and distribution of species and natural
communities due to climate change. The design of HMAs provides a large contiguous area
across which natural communities and species can move over time. In addition to the
conservation actions, the monitoring actions will allow for the early detection of trends driven
by climate change over multiple scales. Some loss of natural habitat due to development is
included under the HCP; however, the HCP also includes funding mechanisms to maintain and
restore habitat in the plan area in perpetuity, and the mitigation strategy has been designed to
meet federal and state regulatory standards. Federal standards require that the mitigation
strategy will fully offset the impacts of the taking on each of the covered species, and state
standards require the mitigation strategy will “fully mitigate” the impacts of the covered
activities on each state-listed species.
Information obtained from compliance and effectiveness monitoring will be used, as
appropriate, to adjust AMM and MM implementation using adaptive management. Critical
decisions affecting management of the HCP are expected to occur when monitoring results
indicate that previously employed management measures do not produce desired results, that
circumstances have changed, or that biological conditions are different from those originally
estimated for the HCP.
The Cooperative holds the responsibility for working with the Permittees and BLM to
implement HCP compliance monitoring. In addition, the Cooperative is responsible for all
effectiveness monitoring, however it has the authority to contract the work to HMA managers
or consultants as needed. Finally, the Technical Advisory Committee will be responsible for
annual review and evaluation of monitoring results against compliance and biological
thresholds for the HCP species and will recommend adjustments to implementation of HCP
required actions as appropriate. The Wildlife Agencies will be responsible for review and
comment on the annual reports that summarize HCP implementation, monitoring results, and
provide suggestions for changes to monitoring and management as identified through the
adaptive management program.

GG-8

The list of Permittees provided in the HCP includes the non-Federal agencies and organizations
jointly applying to the USFWS and CDFW for Federal and State incidental take permits (ITPs)
for endangered and threatened species.
Non-Federal HMAs have specific land use covenants for compliance with the Habitat
Management Plan (HMP) which are permanently part of the deeds to the land. In the case of
a sale, any future owner would be required to participate in the HMP in perpetuity. The deed
restrictions and conservation easements applicable to the non-Federal HMAs will ensure the
continuance of mitigation and adaptive management under any ownership if the land is sold.
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In addition, programmatic HCPs (i.e., HCPs that cover a variety of projects and activities like
the Fort Ord Multi-Species HCP) can extend take coverage provided by the ITPs to third parties
that commit to complying with the terms and conditions of the HCP. The HCP Handbook
refers to these parties as enrollees. Enrollees are legally bound to the terms and conditions of
the HCP through issuance of a certificate of inclusion. The HCP Handbook defines “certificate
of inclusion” as, “instruments created under an HCP for the purpose of conveying take
authority to enrollees.” In the case of a land sale to a new owner who is not already a Permittee
under the HCP, this process could be implemented. Section 7.9.1.1 provides additional detail
regarding the Property Transfer and Land Acquisition process.
GG-9

Please refer to Response C-5.

GG-10

Please refer to Response AA-6.
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LETTER HH

S T A T E OF C A L I F O R N I A

Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit
Kate Gordon
Director

Gavin Newsom
Governor

RRRRRR

December 17, 2019

Josh Metz
Fort Ord Reuse Authority
920 2nd Ave, Suite A
Marina, CA 93933
Subject: Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan
SCH#: 2005061119
Dear Josh Metz:
The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named EIR to selected state agencies for review. The review
period closed on 12/16/2019, and the comments from the responding agency (ies) is (are) available on the
CEQA database for your retrieval and use. If this comment package is not in order, please notify the State
Clearinghouse immediately. Please refer to the project’s ten-digit State Clearinghouse number in future
correspondence so that we may respond promptly.

HH-1

Please note that Section 21104(c) of the California Public Resources Code states that:
“A responsible or other public agency shall only make substantive comments regarding those
activities involved in a project which are within an area of expertise of the agency or which are
required to be carried out or approved by the agency. Those comments shall be supported by
specific documentation.”

HH-2

Check the CEQA database for submitted comments for use in preparing your final environmental
document: https://ceqanet.opr.ca.gov/2005061119/2 . Should you need more information or clarification
of the comments, we recommend that you contact the commenting agency directly.
This letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for
draft environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act. Please contact the
State Clearinghouse at (916) 445-0613 if you have any questions regarding the environmental review
process.
Sincerely,

Scott Morgan
Director, State Clearinghouse
cc: Resources Agency

1400 TENTH STREET P.O. BOX 3044 SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95812-3044
TEL 1-916-445-0613 state.clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov www.opr.ca.gov

HH-3

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.35 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER HH: SCOTT MORGAN
HH-1

The comment states that the State Clearinghouse submitted the Draft EIS/EIR to selected State
agencies for review, and comments received are available on the CEQA database.

HH-2

The comments cites PRC Section 21104(c) describing the provision of comments by a
responsible agency or other public agency. Comment is acknowledged and no response is
required.

HH-3

The comment states that the CEQA database for submitted comments should be checked for
use in preparing the final environmental document. One comment letter from the CDFW,
which is addressed as Letter E in this Final EIS/EIR, was submitted and downloaded from the
database. The comment letter acknowledges that FORA has complied with the State
Clearinghouse review requirements for draft environmental documents, pursuance to CEQA.
Comment is acknowledged and no response is required.
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LETTER II

II-1

4. Comments and Responses on the Draft EIS/EIR

4.36 RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER II: ROELOF WIJBRANDUS
II-1

The comment states that there was no outreach to the community. This comment was received
by an individual attending the noticed public meeting on the Draft EIS/EIR and Draft HCP on
November 20, 2019. Please refer to Section 1.8, Public Involvement, of the Draft EIS/EIR and
Section 1.5, Public Review of the Draft EIS/EIR, for an extensive list of public outreach efforts
and opportunities for participation. All public review procedures were followed in accordance
with NEPA and CEQA requirements.
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REDUCED/PHASED HCP ALTERNATIVE
INTRODUCTION
In response to comments received on the Draft EIS/EIR and concerns raised by the HWG (please refer to
Chapter 3, Master Response to Comments), FORA and its consultants have worked closely with the
Permittees, CDFW, and USFWS to develop the “Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative” (or “Alternative 4”).
This alternative would reduce the extent of impacts to HCP species and other sensitive biological resources,
would not rely on BLM lands for mitigation, encourage development of the former Fort Ord on previously
developed/disturbed lands, and may reduce the cost of implementing an HCP. This alternative is described
and analyzed below followed by a summary table which compares this alternative to the Proposed Action
Alternative and Reduced Take Alternative (Appendix E).
This alternative is being presented primarily in response to comments and concerns raised by the HWG on
the Proposed Action Alternative, and not CEQA-related impacts. The CDFW has expressed concern that
the mitigation and preservation proposed within the BLM Fort Ord National Monument lands (Federal
lands) as identified in the Draft HCP are not certain and, without inclusion of the Federal lands as mitigation
for take, impacts to state listed species may not be fully mitigated and the proposed take may not meet
permit issuance criteria under Section 2081 of the CESA. In addition, the Permittees have expressed
concern that the cost of the Draft HCP is too high and not feasible, and the level of proposed take under the
Draft HCP may be too high based on revised development projections (i.e., should consider a more realistic
development scenario for next 50 years rather than full build-out under the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan and
local planning documents). Therefore, this alternative focused on removing Federal lands from the
preservation acreage and reducing take acreage to meet a minimum 75% preservation (3:1 mitigation ratio)
within the Non-Federal designated development areas and Non-Federal HMAs.
The Alternative 4 is a modified/reduced version of the Proposed Action Alternative considered in the Draft
EIS/EIR. While not specifically developed to reduce CEQA-related impacts, the Reduced/Phased HCP
Alternative does reduce most of the CEQA impacts identified for the Proposed Action Alternative. Because
the Reduced/Phased Alternative does not result in any new or substantially more severe impacts than
analyzed in the Proposed Action Alternative, these revisions do not required recirculation of the Draft
EIS/EIR. A summary of each of the impacts and mitigation measures applicable to this alternative is
provided in Appendix E.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
The Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative is a modified/reduced version of the Proposed Action Alternative
considered in the Draft EIS/EIR (please refer to Section 2.3.4, Alternative 2: Proposed Action). Under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of incidental take was identified and quantified based on an
assessment of potential impacts to HCP species and their habitat from the implementation of covered
activities (please refer to Section 4.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIS/EIR, and Chapter 4, Impact
Assessment and Levels of Take, of the Draft HCP). This alternative would consist of reducing and phasing
the level of incidental take that would result from the implementation of covered activities described under
the Proposed Action.
Under Alternative 4, the covered activities would remain the same as described in the Proposed Action.
However, the total level of incidental take would be reduced, and a take “limit” or “cap” would be applied
per phase. The reduced take limit was developed in coordination with the Permittees to identify more
realistic development projections over the life of the permit. The 50-year permit term would comprise of
three phases: Phase 1: Years 1-15; Phase 2: Years 16-25; Phase 3: Years 26-50). The reduced level of
incidental take would meet a minimum 75% preservation (3:1 mitigation ratio) within the Non-Federal
designated development areas and Non-Federal Habitat Management Areas (HMAs). Under this
Fort Ord HCP
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alternative, Federal lands would not be relied upon for mitigation or preservation. The ITPs under this
alternative would provide take coverage for the identified activities on non-Federal lands only. Any
activities that may result on take on Federal lands (i.e., BLM or Army) would be addressed through Section
7 consultation.
Under Alternative 4, covered activities would occur within non-Federal lands only, but would cover the
same HCP species and include the same Permittees and land management structure as the Proposed Action.
Under this alternative, future development activities would be similar as proposed under the Proposed
Action within the designated development areas (i.e., existing developed areas and natural lands areas).
However, it is assumed full build-out under the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan and local planning documents
would not occur during the 50-year permit term. Rather, future development activities would be reduced
and likely concentrated in the 4,241 acres of developed/disturbed areas to keep within the reduced level of
incidental take. This alternative assumes that future development within the Plan Area will occur consistent
with the development assumptions contained in the relevant land use plans of the affected land use
jurisdictions. Habitat management activities within HMAs would occur as described for non-Federal lands
in the Draft HCP (please refer to Section 2.3.4, Alternative 2: Proposed Action, of the Draft EIS/EIR and
the covered activities listed below). Table 5-1 provides a summary of the land use designations under
Alternative 4. Listed below are the covered activities for which incidental take authorization from the
USFWS and CDFW would be sought under this alternative:


Development, including construction associated with development, in designated development
areas;



Operation and management activities within HMAs, including:



o

Operation, maintenance, and management activities associated with roads, trails, and
fuelbreaks;

o

Recreational and educational use; and

o

Beach management.

o

Revegetation, restoration, and enhancement;

o

Non-native invasive species control;

o

Monitoring.

HCP required action that may result in take, including:
o

o

Prescribed burning and alternative vegetative management;
Erosion control for habitat restoration and enhancement; and

While covered activities would remain unchanged from the Proposed Action, impacts from covered
activities would be required to stay within the reduced incidental take limits for each species and by phase
(Table 5-2). As described above, the reduced take limit may result in encouraging future development to
be cited to avoid take and/or occur within previously developed/disturbed areas. It may also result in
constraining future development activities, resulting in a decrease in development or an intensification of
development in previously developed/disturbed areas if take coverage is not available.
The Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would include the implementation of the Draft HCP and associated
conservation strategy, AMMs, and MMs related to non-Federal lands only. Therefore, there would be a
reduction in the habitat management activities compared to those analyzed under the Proposed Action
Alternative. In addition, with the reduction in incidental take, there may be a reduction in the required
AMMs and MMs.
The Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would achieve all of the goals and objectives of the Proposed Action
Alternative.
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Table 5-1. Summary of Land Use Designations Under Alternative 4:
Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Land Use Designation

Acres

Miles

Designated Development Areas

1

Currently Disturbed Areas (Developed Lands) to be Developed

4,241

Natural Lands to be Developed

5,051

Subtotal

9,292

Borderlands
Category 1

14.9

Category 2

14.3

Category 3

2.3

Category 4

27.7

Subtotal

59.2

Habitat Management Areas
Allowable Development

485

Road Corridors and Infrastructure

106

Habitat Management

3,304

Subtotal

3,895

Total

13,187

59.2

1

Under this alternative, the designated of development areas would not change from the Proposed Action. However, future
development activities would be reduced and likely concentrated in the 4,241 acres of developed/disturbed areas to keep
within the reduced level of incidental take.
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Table 5-2. Reduced and Phased Take Analysis
Jurisdiction/Permittee

SAND GILIA (3,036 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)

Phase 2 (25 years)

PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
13.0
157.0
715.0
5.0
710.0
State Parks
0.0
2.0
144.0
0.0
144.0
Seaside
10.0
0.0
540.0
10.0
530.0
Marina
19.0
25.0
225.5
3.0
222.5
UC
2.0
23.0
700.0
5.0
695.0
MPC
16.5
7.0
276.5
5.0
271.5
CSUMB
4.0
0.0
141.0
3.0
138.0
Del Rey Oaks
1.5
0.0
13.5
0.3
13.3
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
City of Monterey
1.0
0.0
-1.0
0.0
-1.0
TOTAL
67.0
214.0
2,754.5
31.3
2,723.3
Stay-Ahead
281.0
69%
91%
8%
90%
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)

Phase 3 (50 years)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
69.0
0.0
11.0
2.0
5.0
0.0
5.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
92.3
23%

PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and HMAs)
641.0
144.0
519.0
220.5
690.0
271.5
133.0
13.0
0.0
-1.0
2,631.0
87%

Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
AREAS)
87.0
0.0
31.0
24.0
12.0
21.5
12.0
2.0
0.0
1.0
190.5
404.5
545

PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and HMAs)
641.0
144.0
519.0
220.5
690.0
271.5
133.0
13.0
0.0
-1.0
2,631.0
2,631.0
87%

Jurisdiction/Permittee

SEASIDE BIRD'S-BEAK (902 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
9.0
33.0
166.0
5.0
161.0
10.0
151.0
24.0
151.0
State Parks
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Seaside
10.0
0.0
89.0
10.0
79.0
7.0
72.0
27.0
72.0
Marina
3.0
0.0
0.5
2.0
-1.5
3.0
-4.5
8.0
-4.5
UC
2.0
3.0
121.0
5.0
116.0
5.0
111.0
12.0
111.0
MPC
7.5
5.0
276.5
1.0
275.5
0.0
275.5
8.5
275.5
CSUMB
2.0
0.0
-2.0
1.5
-3.5
1.5
-5.0
5.0
-5.0
Del Rey Oaks
3.5
0.0
85.5
1.0
84.5
1.0
83.5
5.5
83.5
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0.0
3.0
16.0
0.0
16.0
0.0
16.0
0.0
16.0
City of Monterey
15.5
0.0
53.5
2.0
51.5
0.5
51.0
18.0
51.0
TOTAL
52.5
44.0
806.0
27.5
778.5
28.0
750.5
108.0
750.5
Stay-Ahead
96.5
29%
89%
18%
86%
18%
83%
152.0
750.5
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
181
83%
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Jurisdiction/Permittee

MONTEREY SPINEFLOWER (5,712 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
146.0
Monterey County
50
1,480
0
1,480
0
1,480
50
1,480
145.0
State Parks
0
486
0
486
0
486
0
486
0.0
Seaside
100
581
75
506
50
456
225
456
77.0
Marina
100
567
50
517
50
467
200
467
24.0
UC
75
749
10
739
10
729
95
729
7.0
MPC
100
364
50
314
50
264
200
264
0.0
CSUMB
50
421
25
396
25
371
100
371
0.0
Del Rey Oaks
50
52
25
27
25
2
100
2
4.0
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
16
0
16
0
16
0
16
0.0
City of Monterey
10
58
10
48
10
38
30
38
TOTAL
535
403
4,774
245
4,529
220
4,309
1,000
4,309
Stay Ahead
938
67%
84%
17%
79%
16%
75%
1,403
4,309
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
1,025
75%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

YADON'S PIPERIA (209 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
1
0
10
0
10
9
1
10
1
State Parks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Seaside
4
0
54
4
50
2
48
10
48
Marina
0
5
5
0
5
0
5
0
5
UC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
MPC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
CSUMB
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Del Rey Oaks
5
0
57
3
54
0
54
8
54
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
City of Monterey
10
0
58
5
53
5
48
20
48
TOTAL
20
5
184
12
172
16
156
48
156
Stay Ahead
25
47%
88%
23%
82%
30%
75%
53
156
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
48
75%
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Jurisdiction/Permittee

CALIFORNIA TIGER SALAMANDER (5,718 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
50
298
2,386
5.0
2,381
100.0
2,281
155
2,281
State Parks
0
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0
0
Seaside
0
0
207
0.0
207
0.0
207
0
207
Marina
0
41
540
0.0
540
0.0
540
0
540
UC
220
22
506
0.0
506
0.0
506
220
506
MPC
251
5
225
24.0
201
38.0
163
313
163
CSUMB
4
0
481
2.5
479
2.5
476
9
476
Del Rey Oaks
172
0
161
0.0
161
1.0
160
173
160
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
3
14
0.0
14
0.0
14
0
14
City of Monterey
47
0
85
33.0
52
0.0
52
80
52
TOTAL
744
369
4,605
64.5
4,541
141.5
4,399
950
4,399
Stay Ahead
1,113
84%
81%
5%
79%
11%
77%
1,319
4,399
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
1,050
77%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

CALIFORNIA RED-LEGGED FROG (3,494 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
55
275
1,984
10
1,974
50
1,924
115
1,924
State Parks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Seaside
0
0
129
0
129
0
129
0
129
Marina
2
2
28
0
28
0
28
2
28
UC
3
1
72
0
72
0
72
3
72
MPC
7
2
178
0
178
0
178
7
178
CSUMB
1
0
272
1
271
1
270
3
270
Del Rey Oaks
30
0
303
0
303
0
303
30
303
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
3
15
0
15
0
15
0
15
City of Monterey
10
0
122
10
112
0
112
20
112
TOTAL
108
283
3,103
21.0
3,082
51.0
3,031
180
3,031
Stay Ahead
391
84%
89%
5%
88%
11%
87%
463
3,031
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
590
87%
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Jurisdiction/Permittee

SMITH'S BLUE BUTTERFLY (110 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
State Parks
0.00
6.72
103.00
0.00
103.00
0.00
103.00
0.00
103.00
Seaside
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Marina
4.00
0.01
-4.00
2.00
-6.00
2.50
-8.50
8.50
-8.50
UC
0.00
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.39
MPC
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
CSUMB
0.10
0.00
-0.09
0.10
-0.19
0.05
-0.24
0.25
-0.24
Del Rey Oaks
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
City of Monterey
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
TOTAL
4.12
6.73
99.30
2.10
97.20
2.55
94.65
8.77
94.65
Stay Ahead
10.85
70%
90%
14%
88%
16%
86%
15.50
94.65
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
20
86%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

WESTERN SNOWY PLOVER (71 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
AREAS and
TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
State Parks
0
11
60
0
60
0
60
0
60
Seaside
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Marina
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
UC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
MPC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
CSUMB
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Del Rey Oaks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
City of Monterey
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL
0
11
60
0
60
0
60
0
60
Stay Ahead
11
18%
85%
1%
85%
0%
85%
7
60
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
7
85%
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ANALYSIS OF THE REDUCED/PHASED HCP ALTERNATIVE
The Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would reduce future development activities and reduce the level of
incidental take, which would occur in three phases over the 50-year permit term. Under Alternative 4,
covered activities would occur within non-Federal lands only, but would cover the same HCP species and
include the same Permittees and land management structure as the Proposed Action. This alternative would
include the implementation of the Draft HCP and associated conservation strategy, AMMs, and MMs
related to non-Federal lands only. Therefore, there would be a reduction in the habitat management
activities compared to those analyzed under the Proposed Action Alternative. In addition, with the
reduction in incidental take, there may be a reduction in the required AMMs and MMs, including
requirements for habitat enhancement, restoration and creation in the Plan Area.
The following discussion provides a comparison of the potential impacts of the Reduced/Phased HCP
Alternative compared with those of the Proposed Action.

Aesthetics
Future development activities within the designated development areas would be the less than the Proposed
Action Alternative. Therefore, visual impacts associated with these activities would be the less than
described in Impacts AES-1 through AES-4 under the Proposed Action Alternative.
The Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative includes the implementation of the Draft HCP and associated
conservation strategy, AMMs, and MMs related to non-Federal lands only. Therefore, there would be a
reduction in habitat management activities compared to the No Action. In addition, with the reduction in
incidental take, there may be a reduction in the required AMMs and MMs, including requirements for
habitat enhancement, restoration and creation in the Plan Area. Therefore, there would be less habitat
management requirements, which would reduce the visual impacts associated with these activities. Where
habitat management activities occur, visual impacts would be less than those described in Impacts AES-1
through AES-4 under the Proposed Action Alternative and, therefore, would be less than significant.

Air Quality
Future development activities within the designated development areas would be the less than the Proposed
Action Alternative. Therefore, mobile and area source emissions from development-related activities
would be less than the Proposed Action Alternative.
The Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative includes the implementation of the Draft HCP and associated
conservation strategy, AMMs, and MMs related to non-Federal lands only. Therefore, there would be a
reduction in habitat management activities compared to the No Action. In addition, with the reduction in
incidental take, there may be a reduction in the required AMMs and MMs, including requirements for
habitat enhancement, restoration and creation in the Plan Area. Therefore, there would be less emissions
associated with the habitat management requirements. However, even with a reduction in emissions, the
Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require implementation of habitat management activities that
could result in potentially significant air quality impacts, and, thus, would require the same mitigation as
the Proposed Action to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, for Impacts AQ-2, AQ3, and AQ-4 under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be potentially significant and
require implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through AQ-4 to reduce impacts to a less-thansignificant level.
Overall, under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impacts AQ-1 and AQ-5 would not be appreciably
different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, for Impacts AQ-1 and
AQ-5 under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be less than significant.
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Biological Resources
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts BIO-1 through BIO-5. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require
implementation of habitat management activities that could result in potentially significant impacts to nonHCP species and their habitats, and, thus, would require the same mitigation as the Proposed Action to
reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, for Impact BIO-1b under the Reduced/Phased
HCP Alternative, impacts would be potentially significant and require implementation of Mitigation
Measures BIO-1 through BIO-9 to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Overall, under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impacts BIO-1a and BIO-2 through BIO-5 would not
be appreciably different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, these
impacts would be less than significant under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative.

Climate Change
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts CC-1 through CC-3. Therefore, for Impacts CC-1 through CC-3 under the Reduced/Phased HCP
Alternative, impacts would be less than significant.

Cultural Resources
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in Impact
CR-1. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require implementation of habitat
management activities that could result in potentially significant impacts to cultural resources, and, thus,
require the same mitigation as the Proposed Action to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Therefore, for Impact CR-1 under the Reduced/Phased HCP, impacts would be potentially significant and
require implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

Energy
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts ENG-1 and ENG-2. Therefore, for Impacts ENG-1 and ENG-2 under the Reduced/Phased HCP
Alternative, impacts would be less than significant.

Geology and Soils
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts GEO-1 through GEO-4. Therefore, for Impacts GEO-1 through GEO-4 under the Reduced/Phased
HCP Alternative, impacts would be less than significant.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts HAZ-1 through HAZ-9. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require
implementation of habitat management activities that could result in potentially significant impacts in
exposure of persons and/or the environment to a hazardous substance, result in the accidental release of
hazardous materials, emit hazardous or acutely hazardous air emissions within one-quarter mile of an
Fort Ord HCP
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existing or proposed school, expose people or structures to a significant loss, injury, or death involving
wildland fires, and expose the public to military munitions, as described in Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ3, HAZ-7, and HAZ-8. Therefore, Alternative 4 would require the same mitigation as the Proposed Action
to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, for Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, HAZ-7,
and HAZ-8 under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be potentially significant and
require implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 through HAZ-5, and AQ-1 through AQ-4 as
identified for Impact AQ-2 to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Overall, under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impacts HAZ-4, HAZ-5, and HAZ-9 would not be
appreciably different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, these impacts
would be less than significant under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative. Under the Reduced/Phased
HCP Alternative, Impact HAZ-6 would not be appreciably different from what is described for the Proposed
Action Alternative and would be beneficial.

Hydrology and Water Quality
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in Impact
WTR-1. Therefore, for Impact WTR-1 under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be less
than significant.

Land Use and Planning
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts LUP-1 through LUP-3. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require
implementation of habitat management activities that could conflict with plans, policies, and regulations
adopted for the purposes of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect, as described in Impact LUP-2.
Therefore, Alternative 4 would require the same mitigation as the Proposed Action to reduce impacts to a
less-than-significant level. Therefore, for Impact LUP-2 under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative,
impacts would be potentially significant and require implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through
AQ-4 and PS-1 contained in Section 4.3, Air Quality, and Section 4.13, Public Services to reduce impacts
to a less-than-significant level.
Overall, under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impacts LUP-1 and LUP-3 would not be appreciably
different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, these impacts would be
less than significant under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative.

Noise
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts NOISE-1 through NOISE-3. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require
implementation of habitat management activities that could expose noise-sensitive land uses to temporary
increases in noise levels, as described in Impact NOISE-1. Therefore, Alternative 4 would require the same
mitigation as the Proposed Action to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, for Impact
NOISE-1 under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be potentially significant and require
implementation of Mitigation Measure NOISE-1 to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Overall, under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impacts NOISE-2 and NOISE-3 would not be
appreciably different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, these impacts
would be less than significant under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative.
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Public Services
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts PS-1 through PS-3. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require
implementation of habitat management activities that may result in an increased demand for fire services
associated with prescribed burns, as described in Impact PS-1. Therefore, Alternative 4 would require the
same mitigation as the Proposed Action to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, for
Impact PS-1 under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be potentially significant and
require implementation of Mitigation Measure PS-1 to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Overall, under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impacts PS-2 and PS-3 would not be appreciably
different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, these impacts would be
less than significant under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative.

Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts SOCIO-1 through SOCIO-5. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require
implementation of habitat management activities (i.e., prescribed burns) that may cause a disproportionate
effect on minority, low-income, elderly, disabled, or other specific interest groups, as described in Impacts
SOCIO-3 and SOCIO-4. Therefore, Alternative 4 would require the same mitigation as the Proposed
Action to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, for Impacts SOCIO-3 and SOCIO-4
under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be potentially significant and require
implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-3, AQ-4, and PS-1 to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant
level.
Under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impact SOCIO-1 would not be appreciably different from
what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative and would be beneficial. Under the Reduced/Phased
HCP Alternative, Impact SOCIO-2 would not be appreciably different from what is described for the
Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant under the
Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative. Under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impact SOCIO-5 would
not be appreciably different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative and there would be
no impact.

Transportation and Circulation
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts TRC-1 through TRC-4. However, the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative would still require
implementation of habitat management activities that may result in construction-related traffic impacts, as
described in Impact TRC-3. Therefore, Alternative 4 would require the same mitigation as the Proposed
Action to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, for Impact TRC-3 under the
Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be potentially significant and require implementation of
Mitigation Measure TRC-1 to reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Overall, under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, Impacts TRC-1, TRC-2 and TRC-4 would not be
appreciably different from what is described for the Proposed Action Alternative. Therefore, these impacts
would be less than significant under the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative.
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Utilities
Since the future development and habitat management activities would be less than described under the
Proposed Action Alternative, the level of impact under Alternative 4 would be less than described in
Impacts UTIL-1 through UTIL-4. Therefore, for Impacts UTIL-1 through UTIL-4 under the
Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative, impacts would be less than significant.
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CHAPTER 6. REVISIONS TO THE DRAFT HCP
The following section provides revisions to the text of the Draft HCP, in amendment form. The revisions
are listed by page number. All additions to the text are presented in underline, and all deletions are shown
in strikeout.

CHANGES TO THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Page ES-11

Revise the 5th sentence in the first paragraph after the ES.9 Funding heading as follows:

With the exception of State Parks and Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District, no Permittee may be
compelled to obligate its general fund to satisfy its financial obligations under the HCP. However, State
Parks cannot obligate State budget general fund appropriations in advance of the budget cycle, therefore it
will meet financial obligations under the HCP as State budget appropriations are made available.
Page ES-11

Revise the 5th sentence in the 2nd paragraph after the ES.9 Funding heading as follows:

HCP required actions, aside from monitoring, on State Parks–managed HMAs will be funded by annual
budget allocations during the permit term and in perpetuity as State budget appropriations are made
available.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 3, COVERED ACTIVITIES
Page 3-7

Table 3-5. Parcels designated as Borderlands by Land Recipient, was revised to make
adjustments to the spacing of the text to increase readability of the table.

Table 3-5. Parcels designated as Borderlands by Land Recipient
Borderlands
(Category)a
Land Recipient

Parcel

State Parks

S3.1.1, S3.1.3

Board of Trustees of California
State University (on behalf of
the Monterey Bay Campus)
UC Regents
UC/NRS

UC MBEST

County of Monterey
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S1.3.2

X

L7.2, S1.2.1, S1.2.2

S2.1.2, S2.1.3, S2.1.5, S2.3.1.2, S2.3.1.4,
S2.3.2.1, S2.3.2.2, S2.3.2.3, S2.3.2.4, S2.4

S2.1.1, S2.1.4.1, S2.1.7, S2.5.1.2, S2.5.2.2

E11b.8, E19a.3, L3.2, L5.7, L20.2.1, L20.2.2,
L20.2.3.1, L23.3.2.2, L23.3.3.1, L23.3.3.2,
L20.18
E8a.1.2, E8a.1.4, E8a.1.1.2, E11b.1, L5.7,
L20.3.1, L20.3.2, L20.5.1, L20.5.2, L20.5.3,
L20.6, L23.3.1, L23.3.3.1

E8a.1.1.1, E8a.1.1.2, E8a.1.3, E8a.1.4, E11a,
E11b.7.2, L20.10.3, E11b.7.1.2

6-1

X

2

3

4
X

X
X

X

X

X
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Borderlands
(Category)a
Land Recipient
City of Marina

City of Seaside

City of Del Rey Oaks
City of Monterey
MPC

BLM
aA

Parcel

1

E5a.1, E5b, L5.1, L5.1.3, L5.1.8
E2a, L5.1.11

E23.1, E23.2, E24, E34

X

E29a, E29b.1

X

E36, E31a, E31b, E31c

L6.1, L6.2,
E29b.2

X

E19a.5, E21b.3, E40
F1.7.2

F1.12

2

3

X

X

X

X

F1.1.1, F1.1.2, F1.1.3, F1.7.4, F1.13.1, F1.13

X
X

X

single parcel may be assigned more than one Borderlands category depending on the boundary
conditions.

Page 3-25

4

X

Revise the first three sentences of the 1st complete paragraph as follows and Figures 3-6b
through 3-6d have been removed from the Draft HCP:

State Parks, US Army, and the DTSC have signed agreements on future surface lead bullet cleanup on
property owned by State Parks. Future surface lead removal on State Parks’ property is an HCP covered
activity. Known locations of surface lead contamination are shown on Figures 3-6b through 3-6d.
Concentrated areas of surface lead bullets are known and State Parks staff continue to remove surface lead
bullet concentrations pursuant to the agreements with the DTSC.
Page 3-26

Revise the 1st sentence under the 3.3.2.2.2 8th Street Zone heading as follows:

This zone comprises 30 acres of existing disturbed and developed areas that would be modified to
accommodate coastal access parking, visitor overlooks, information and interpretive facilities, public
restroom facilities, and access routes, and an entrance zone (Table 3-10).
Page 3-27

Revise the last sentence of the 1st paragraph as follows:

The project also entails improved outdoor facilities (e.g., campfire center, interpretation areas, and viewing
area), and approximately 50 acres of grading, an RV dump station and lighting, trail fencing, symbolic
fencing, native dune restoration.
Page 3-39

Revise the 1st sentence under the 3.3.3.4 Beach Management heading as follows:

Beach management activities include marine mammal rescue, assistance of stranded boats, law enforcement
emergency response and patrol activities, removal of hazardous materials, and any other activities
associated with public safety.
Page 3-41

Revise the seventh sentence in the third paragraph under the 3.3.4.2.1 Marina Coast Water
District Facilities heading as follows:

The improvements to decommissioning of the Ord Village Lift Station could affect 2.6 acres in the State
Parks HMA. Decommissioning and use of this parcel will be consistent with the deed for this parcel and
the existing MOU between MCWD and State Parks. This site may be adaptively reused for building of
park support facilities that do not expand beyond the existing building footprints.
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Page 3-43

Revise the 2nd column in the eighth and final row in Table 3-11. Covered MCWD
Projects within HMAs as follows:

Upgrade Decommission existing pump station and pipeline

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 4, IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND LEVELS OF TAKE
Page 4-5

Revise the 2nd to last sentence on page 4-5 as follows:

The footprint of each of the three beach access routes will consist of an access corridor of 200 feet wide by
600 feet long (120,000 square feet) (Figure 3-6a).
Page 4-5

Revise the final sentence in the 1st paragraph after Table 4.2 as follows:

The management actions that the HMA managers will implement to control the anthropogenic effects
resulting from public use will reduce or minimize this impact (see Section 5.4, Measures to Avoid and
Minimize Impacts, AMM-27).
Page 4-32

Add the following text after the 3rd sentence in the 1st paragraph under the 4.3.5.1
Development heading:

A total of 6 acres of buckwheat plants occur in these management zones. Development will consist of
parking areas, visitor overlooks, recreation trails, interpretive displays, picnic areas, and campgrounds. The
approved Coastal Commission CDP for the campground development includes Special Condition 7 which
requires the restoration of approximately 89 additional acres of coastal dune and dune scrub habitats in the
vicinity of the campground to mitigate impacts. This restored acreage will enhance Smith’s blue butterfly
habitat to the west and east of the campground, thereby enhancing the north-south habitat corridor for this
species.
Page 4-34

The following paragraph was added after the final paragraph under the 4.3.6.1
Development heading:

Covered development activities within the Plan Area east of Highway 1 also have the potential to increase
human presences and therefore impacts to western snowy plover. State Parks intends to develop a docent
and volunteer program to provide the public with interpretive tours to help reduce impacts through
education and interpretation. The tours will focus on western snowy plover behavior and breeding
sensitivities to humans, and how the public can be responsible beach users during the plover breeding
season.
Page 4-42

Revise paragraph under the 4.4.2.2 Ferrini Ranch Subdivision heading as follows in:

Ferrini Ranch consists of the subdivision of an approximately 866-acre property into 212 residential lots.
including 146 market-rate lots, 23 clustered lots for workforce housing units, and 43 lots for Inclusionary
housing units; one commercial parcel fronting on River Road, and 600 acres of open space. The project
site is located on the south side of State Highway 68 between River Road and San Benancio Road in the
vicinity of Toro County Park. This project was approved by the County of Monterey in December 2014;
however, a lawsuit was filed, and development is pending. The Ferrini Ranch holding has been encumbered
by a Conservation Easement held by the Ag Land Trust, and only a small number of residential homes will
be constructed in this development.
Page 4-42

Revise the text under the 4.4.2.3 Corral de Tierra heading as follows:

The Corral de Tierra Shopping Village project site is located at the intersection of State Highway 68 and
Corral de Tierra Road, approximately seven miles southwest of the city of Salinas, in the Toro area of the
County of Monterey. The site encompasses two separate lots of record totaling approximately 11-acres.
The proposed project consists of a lot adjustment on the subdivision of the two existing lots into seven
parcels and the development of an approximately 100,000 square foot “Shopping Village” with retail
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buildings, a grocery store, an office building and parking. This project was approved by the County of
Monterey Board of Supervisors in February 2012. The project was sued, and the Courts recently ruled in
favor of the County of Monterey, and the project is moving forward.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 5, CONSERVATION STRATEGY
Page 5-29

Revise AMM-22 as follows:

All existing facilities shall be retrofitted with anti-perch devices to deter avian predators from perching and
hunting from infrastructure within or adjacent to western snowy plover habitat. Further, all new facilities
will be designed with anti-perching devices; facilities include new buildings, signs, fences, and utility poles.
Anti-perch devices will only be placed on interpretive signs if they can be placed in such a way that they
do not present a potential safety risk to the public. To the extent feasible, utility lines will be constructed
underground, and tree planting is prohibited to limit expansion of avian predator perches within FODSP.
Removal of existing trees will be informed through adaptive management (see Section 6.8, Adaptive
Management) if monitoring reveals them to be a problem and will require consultation with the State Parks
Historian if there is the potential to affect an historic tree row.
Page 5-32

Revise the 3rd sentence in the 3rd bullet point of AMM-27 as follows:

Prohibited activities include dog walking, campfires outside of the developed campground area, kite-flying,
equestrian use, hang gliding or paragliding launch sites, remote-control vehicles, and driftwood collection
on beaches in dune and coastal strand habitat and known western snowy plover nesting areas to minimize
disturbance.
Page 5-32

Add a sentence after the 1st sentence in the 4th bullet point of AMM-27 as follows:

Any Cooperative staff, consultants, or volunteers participating in patrol activities will undergo training in
non-confrontational contact techniques and will be provided with a protocol for initiating public contact
that includes guidelines for coordination with State Parks’ on-duty Ranger and other staff.
Page 5-33
•

Install and maintain a barrier along the border of parcels E31 and NAE where topography allows
vehicle access (please refer to Figure 3-3 and 3-19).

Page 5-34
•

Revise the 3rd bullet as follows:

Revise the 1st sentence in the 1st bullet point on the page as follows:

Based on the results of routine patrols conducted by State Parks, limit seasonal use of roads, trails,
campsites, etc. informal recreational observation during western snowy plover monitoring will indicate
if dune habitat and/or western snowy plover nesting degradation is resulting from the occupation of
these public areas.

Page 5-36

Revise the title of AMM-34 as follows:

AMM-34. Selectively clip and trim perennial vegetation along minor roads and trails to reduce
canopy closures and maintain open and safe access.
Page 5-39

Revise the 1st bullet point and 5th bullet point in AMM-43 as follows:

•

Target disturbed sites rather than occupied habitat Disturbed areas that are not already occupied by
HCP species should be targeted for restoration projects.

•

In the FODSP, schedule restoration activities that have the potential to indirectly affect western snowy
plover and Smith’s blue butterfly, will be planned and scheduled wildlife to avoid the nesting season
for western snowy plover and the flight season for Smith’s blue butterfly., if the Cooperative determines
that restoration activities may affect western snowy plover and Smith’s blue butterfly.
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Page 5-41

Revised AMM-45 as follows:

AMM-45. Minimize use of chemical herbicides for controlling non-native invasive plant species for
the term of the HCP. The Cooperative, in consultation with the HMA managers, will continually refine
the integrated pest management program through monitoring and adaptive management in an effort to
reduce dependence on herbicides. The goal of the program is to eliminate or substantially reduce the size
of existing populations of invasive non-native plants and reduce activities that introduce and/or contribute
to the spread of those species so that future eradication efforts can also be reduced. Herbicides will only be
applied when there is minimal risk to HCP species. Ground-disturbing or intrusive activities will comply
with the required Land Use Controls (LUCs) and Land Use Control Implementation and Operation and
Maintenance Program (LUCIP/OMP) in order to reduce exposure to Munitions and Explosives of Concern
(MEC).
Page 5-44

Revise footnote 7 as follows:

7

The minimum 700 acres of FODSP restoration includes 210 230 acres of these habitats already restored
at FODSP.
Page 5-53

Revise the 2nd sentence in the last paragraph as follows:

Directed beach closures, use restrictions, and other access controls are equally important—or possibly even
more important—than habitat restoration in these areas (see AMMs in Section 5.4.4 5.4.3, Avoidance and
Minimization Measures for Public Use in HMAs and Property Ownership of Borderlands).
Page 5-53

Revise the 1st paragraph under Section 5.5.3.2.2, Coastal Strand and Dunes heading as
follows:

The highest diversity of dune habitat and species is best maintained in dunes with conditions ranging from
active to stabilized and a variety of topography with foredunes and rear dunes, dune crests, interdune
valleys, and north- and south-facing slopes. Much of the dune habitat at former Fort Ord has been colonized
over the years by extensive mats of ice-plant. In addition, military use of the dunes for firing ranges and
other activities has left large areas of disturbance. Noxious weed infestations will be reduced and controlled
and replaced with native species. If necessary, State Parks, CDFW, and USFWS will confer and determine
if dune stabilization is needed. Establishment of HCP species will be encouraged and/or facilitated through
targeted restoration and management actions. Actions may include the use of small scale prescribed burns
and the use of heavy equipment to prepare sites for habitat restoration and to reduce/eliminate noxious weed
infestations. Large areas will be restored to native vegetation and HCP species habitat. The base year for
calculating restored acreage will be the 1995 baseline to ensure that State Parks receives credit for
restoration completed to date. Dune stabilization work will be completed as permitted by budgetary
constraints of California Department of Parks and Recreation. In addition, steep, ocean-facing dune
escarpments will likely not be revegetated.
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California Red-Legged Frog



California Tiger Salamander



Western Snowy Plover

Seaside Bird's Beak



Smith's Blue Butterfly

Monterey Spineflower

Mitigation Measures

Yadon's Piperia

Revise Table 5-5 as follows (only the applicable portion of Table 5-5 is shown below):

Sand Gilia

Page 5-138

Revegetation, Restoration, Management, and Enhancement
All Natural Communities
Mitigation Measure-22. Use prescribed burning on a rotational
basis and wildfire suppression strategies, covering about
1,000–1,500 acres in the FONM each decade, to replicate
desired future conditions and fulfill vegetation and fuels
management objectives.

Page 5-141

Revise Table 5-6 as follows (only the applicable portion of Table 5-6 is shown below):

Mitigation Measures

FONM

Mitigation Measure-33. Control erosion as necessary to prevent degradation of areas
mapped as potential Yadon’s piperia habitat.



CHANGES TO CHAPTER 6, MONITORING AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
Page 6-36
•

Revise the 1st bullet point in Mitigation Measure-36 as follows:

Monitor and document the number of nest losses and determine the cause of all nest losses, including
those caused by abiotic factors such as wave run-up, storm surge, or dune face failure.

Page 6-51

Revise the 3rd sentence in AMM-12 as follows:

The Cooperative, in coordination with State Parks, USFWS, HMA managers, and western snowy plover
monitors, will determine the most effective strategy for FODSP.
Page 6-53

Revise the last sentence in AMM-13 as follows:

If coastal erosion results in the loss of 420-restored acres, State Parks would work with the USFWS to
identify other mutually agreeable coastal dune areas to restore to meet their obligation of restoring 420
acres of coastal dune habitat within Monterey County.
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Page 6-62

Table 6-2 HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures
by Location was revised as follows (only the applicable excerpt from the table is shown
below):

Table 6-2. HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures by Location

FONR

EG

PF

OO

YC

LS

LF

R45

AR

SR

NWC

NAE

FONM

Monitoring and
Adaptive
Management
Measures

FODSP

HMAs

























Effectiveness Monitoring – Baseline
Monitoring Measure-5.
Calculate the adjusted
baseline for maritime
chaparral.

Page 6-66





Table 6-2 HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures
by Location was revised in response to Comment G-53 (only the applicable excerpt from
the table is shown below):

Table 6-2. HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures by Location

LF

R45

NWC

NAE







































































SR

LS



AR

YC



PF



EG

OO

FONR

FODSP

Monitoring and
Adaptive
Management
Measures

FONM

HMAs

Effectiveness Monitoring – HCP Species
Monitoring Measure37. Conduct status and
trends monitoring for
California tiger
salamander.
Monitoring Measure38. Monitor additional
threats to California
tiger salamander.
Monitoring Measure39. Evaluate the
effectiveness of
mitigation measures
for California tiger
salamander.

Monitoring Measure40. Conduct status and
trends monitoring for
California red-legged
frog.
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Page 6-67
12

SR

NWC

NAE



AR



R45



LF

LS



YC

PF

EG



FONR



OO

Monitoring Measure41. Evaluate the
effectiveness of
mitigation measures
for California redlegged frog.

FODSP

Monitoring and
Adaptive
Management
Measures

FONM

HMAs







Add a footnote to the check mark under FODSP for Adaptive Management Measures 2 as
follows:

Avoidance measure adjustments shall not compromise public safety and access at FODSP.

Page 6-68

Table 6-2 HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures
by Location was revised as follows (only the applicable excerpt from the table is shown
below):

Table 6-2. HCP Required Actions – Monitoring and Adaptive Management Measures by Location

R45





NAE

LF



NWC

LS



SR

YC



AR

OO

PF



EG



FONR

FODSP

Monitoring and
Adaptive
Management
Measures

FONM

HMAs





Adaptive Management
Adaptive Management
Measure-9. Evaluate,
modify, and apply
appropriate
management and
control measures for
native and hybrid
California tiger
salamanders.



CHANGES TO CHAPTER 7, HCP IMPLEMENTATION
Page 7-4

Revise the 2nd sentence on the page as follows:

State Parks will be notified by the Cooperative with observations that trigger consideration of a park
temporary beach access or trail closure as early in advance as possible, to enable State Parks to implement
adaptive measures in coordination with the Coastal Commission.
Page 7-4

Revise the last sentence of the last paragraph as follows:

Aside from complying with the requirements of the HCP described herein, upon permit issuance, State
government entities such as CSUMB and MPC do not have to seek authorization form the local jurisdictions
to carry out their covered activities.
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Page 7-17

Revise the 5th sentence of the 3rd paragraph as follows:

State Parks has restored 210 230 acres of coastal dune habitat and installed 2.8 miles of fencing to protect
the areas at the time of this writing.
Page 7-18

A footnote was added to the Monterey Peninsula College row in Table 7-3. Habitat
Management Areas Currently Transferred and under Army Jurisdiction as follows:

b

The Range 45 Reserve acreage is currently under Army jurisdiction and is not owned by Monterey
Peninsula College; a transfer is in progress and expected to be complete by mid-2020.
Page 7-24

A sentence was added after the fourth sentence in the paragraph under the heading 7.9.3.1
Annual Reports from Permittees and HMA Managers as follows in response to Comment
J-14:

HMA managers (State Parks, UC/NRS, and the Cooperative) will generate reports on HCP compliance
monitoring results for lands which they have management responsibility. HMA managers have
responsibility for generation of compliance monitoring reports in addition to the compliance monitoring
results submitted by the Permittees.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 9, COST AND FUNDING
Page 9-22

Add a footnote to the California Department of Parks and Recreation item under the Annual
Appropriations subheading:

5

State Parks figures are estimates only, as annual appropriations are subject to fluctuations in annual State
Park budget allocations (see Section 9.3.3, State Parks’ Annual Appropriations for additional detail).
Page 9-30

Remove the 4th sentence of the 1st paragraph under the 9.3.3 State Parks’ Annual
Appropriations heading as follows:

HMP required activities are nearly equivalent to HCP required actions. Funds currently requested for HMP
implementation would be sufficient for implementation of HCP required AMMs and mitigation measures
on the State Park-owned HMA. State Parks has been funding predator controls, exotic plant control, access
controls, and habitat restoration since receiving the property in 2007.
Page 9-30

Revise the final sentence in the 2nd paragraph under the 9.3.3 State Parks’ Annual
Appropriations heading as follows:

However, State Parks is committed to successful implementation of this HCP and will guarantee that it will
annually request sufficient funding from the legislature to implement the HCP and fulfill the terms and
commitments of the ITP.
Page 9-30

Revise the final sentence in the 4th paragraph under the 9.3.3 State Parks’ Annual
Appropriations heading as follows:

State Parks recognizes that failure to provide sufficient funding and consequent nonperformance in
fulfilling its HCP responsibilities could result in temporary permit suspension or permit revocation.
Page 9-35

Revise the 4th and 6th bulleted items after the 3rd paragraph as:

•

Utilize staff and other resources from State Parks to temporarily offset management tasks shared among
all HMAs outside of FODSP that do not have a development nexus.

•

Seek additional sources of funding through local, state, or Federal grants (Section 9.3.3, Other Funding
Sources).
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•

Continue management that is already occurring on State Parks lands according to the requirements of
the HMP. This management is expected to continue and be expanded for the HCP through State Parks
annual appropriations as funding is made available.

Page 9-36

Revise the last sentence in the 1st paragraph as follows:

In addition, over the last 10 years, State Parks has been successful in cooperation with local, state, and
Federal agencies to secure funding to restore or maintain approximately 230210 acres of coastal dune
habitat in FODSP.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 10, ALTERNATIVES ANALYZED
Page 10-3

Revise the 1st sentence on the page (the sentence begins on the previous page) as follows:

These activities include and rehabilitation and construction of roads, utilities, and other infrastructure and
new research/educational, residential, commercial, light industrial, and recreational projects pursuant to the
1997 Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan, City of Marina General Plan, City of Seaside General Plan, City of Del
Rey Oaks General Plan, City of Monterey General Plan, CSUMB Master Plan, UC MBEST Master Plan,
County of Monterey General Plan, and the Fort Ord Dunes State Park Final General Plan, and the MPC
Five Year Capital Outlay Plan.
Page 10-6

Revise the 2nd sentence in the 3rd paragraph under the 10.4 Alternative 3: No Action heading
as follows:

These activities include rehabilitation and construction of roads, utilities, and other infrastructure and new
research/educational, residential, commercial, light industrial, and recreational projects pursuant to the
1997 Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan, City of Marina General Plan, City of Seaside General Plan, City of Del
Rey Oaks General Plan, City of Monterey General Plan, CSUMB Master Plan, UC MBEST Master Plan,
County of Monterey General Plan, and the Fort Ord Dunes State Park Final General Plan, and the MPC
Five Year Capital Outlay Plan.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 11, REFERENCES
Page 11-5

The following reference has been added:

Monterey Peninsula College. 2012. Facilities Master Plan Update, November 2012.

CHANGES TO APPENDIX A, HCP SPECIES OCCURRENCE MAPS
Figure A-2e. Location of Yadon’s Piperia (Evolution Road) has been revised to reflect the correct figure
as shown on the following page.
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CHAPTER 7. REVISIONS TO THE DRAFT EIS/EIR
The following section provides revisions to the text of the Draft EIS/EIR, in amendment form. The
revisions are listed by page number. All additions to the text are presented in underline, and all deletions
are shown in strikeout.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 2, PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES
Page 2-25

Revise the paragraph under the Recreational and Educational Use heading:

HMA recreational and educational use would be a covered activity. Although the primary focus in most of
the HMAs is the implementation of HCP required mitigation and monitoring actions (please refer to
Chapters 5 and 6 of the Draft HCP), development with restrictions is included as a covered activity in all
HMAs to support public recreation and open space uses or teaching and research activities. Public access
is only currently permitted at the FONM and FODSP along designated trails. Several other HMAs also
anticipate allowing future public access along designated trails. Educational use may be implemented in
the form of guided tours or interpretive educational panels within the HMAs, especially in the interests of
promoting actions in the community that would aid in preservation of native habitats and species.
Recreational use may include active and passive activities, such as hiking, walking, running, biking, bird
watching, horseback riding, and wildlife viewing. These activities would be designed and conducted to
minimize adverse effects to all HCP species.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 3, AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
Changes to 3.4 Biological Resources
Page 3.4-4

Revise the 3rd paragraph under the California Coastal Act heading as follows:

The CCC or the local government may designate areas of rare or unique biological value, such as wetland
and riparian habitat and habitats for special-status species, as Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas
(ESHA). Section 30107.5 of the CCA defines an “environmentally sensitive area” as any area in which
plant or animal life or their habitat are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or
role in an ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and
developments. Development is restricted within the coastal zone and prohibited within designated ESHA,
unless the development is ESHA-dependent coastal dependent and does not have a significant effect on the
resources. CCA Section 30240 states that “environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected
against any significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be
allowed within those areas.” This section also states that “development in areas adjacent to environmentally
sensitive habitat areas and parks and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which
would significantly degrade those areas and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat and
recreation areas.”

Changes to 3.11 Land Use and Planning
Page 3.11-1

Revise the text under the Introduction heading as follows:

The following section provides a detailed description of the land use and planning framework pertaining to
the redevelopment of the former Fort Ord. This section identifies existing land uses, describes the overall
projected development capacity for the former Fort Ord, and describes land uses within each jurisdiction.
Since the Reuse Plan is the overarching planning document affecting the redevelopment of the former Fort
Ord, a detailed discussion of each of the municipalities’ General Plans is not provided. All General Plans
for affected jurisdictions must be consistent with the Reuse Plan in accordance with Chapter 8 of the FORA
Master Resolution with the exception of property transferred to BOT/CSUMB, UC, MPC, and State Parks
Fort Ord HCP
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(CSUMB and UC Campus Master Plans, MPC Capital Outlay Plans, and State Parks General Plans are not
subject to approval by FORA).
Property transferred to the CSU, MPC, or the UC that is used for educationally-related or research-oriented
purposes, and for property transferred to State Parks, are subject to the requirements of their applicable
planning documents. These land use recipients are considered sovereign entities and are not subject to the
requirements of the Reuse Plan, although they are encouraged to maintain consistency with the Reuse Plan
to the extent feasible. For BOT/CSUMB, UC, MPC, and State Parks, proposed development projects are
required to be consistent with their long range, master, or general plans (CSUMB 2007 Master Plan, 2009;
UC MBEST Master Plan, 1996; MPC Facilities Master Plan Update, 2012; and Fort Ord Dunes Preliminary
Master Plan and EIR, 2004). Project consistency is determined during the project approval and
environmental review processes with these entities acting as lead agencies under CEQA. These agencies
have conducted environmental review for their plans within the former Fort Ord (CSUMB 2007 Master
Plan EIR, 2009; Marina Municipal Airport EA/EIR, 1995; and Fort Ord Dunes Preliminary Master Plan
and EIR, 2004).
With the exception of BOT/CSUMB, UC, MPC, and State Parks, the Reuse Plan effectively replaces all
environmental policies of the individual, adopted general plans of the local jurisdictions as they apply to
former Fort Ord, so that consistency with the Reuse Plan is maintained. All future land use actions affecting
development within the former Fort Ord are required to be subject to a consistency determination as
required pursuant to Chapter 8 of the FORA Master Resolution. This section presents relevant land use
information, including the 1997 Reuse Plan land use map, an updated land use map, which reflects the
current Reuse Plan land use designations incorporating land use amendments that have been adopted since
1997, as well as pertinent information concerning pending major development projects. This information
is provided for informational purposes in order to provide a regional context of land use and planning
considerations pertinent to the former Fort Ord.
Page 3.11-6

Figure 3.11-3. Fort Ord Reuse Plan Updated Land Use Map has been revised as shown
on the following page.

Page 3.11-7

Figure 3.11-4. Pending Future & Approved Projects has been revised as shown on the
following page.

Page 3.11-8

Revise the 2nd to last sentence of the 1st paragraph under the General Plans heading as
follows:

As described previously, BOT/CSUMB, UC, MPC, and State Parks are considered sovereign entities and
are not subject to the requirements of the Reuse Plan.

Changes to 3.13 Public Services
Page 3.13-2

Figure 3.13-1. Police and Fire Stations in the Vicinity of the Former Fort Ord has been
revised as shown on the following page.

Page 3.13-3

Revise the text under the Section 3.13.2.2 Fire Services heading as follows:

County of Monterey
The Monterey County Regional Fire Protection District (MCRFPD) Salinas Rural Fire District (SRFD) is
expected to provide service to areas of the former Fort Ord in unincorporated portions of the County of
Monterey. The MCRFPDSRFD is a full service fire department that provides emergency response to fires,
medical incidents, rescues, vehicle accidents, hazardous materials incidents, and disasters (floods,
earthquakes, etc.). The MCRFPDSRFD also provides a full range of fire prevention engineering, education,
and enforcement programs. Currently, the three two stations nearest the Proposed Action site are the Toro
Fire Station located at 19900 Portola Drive in the Toro Park area and, the Laureles Station located at
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Highway 68 and Laureles Grade, and the East Garrison Station located at 13630 Sherman Boulevard. The
Toro Station, which is nearest to the former Fort Ord, is staffed with three personnel at all times.
Throughout the MCRFPD SRFD, the minimum staffing level is eight personnel on duty at all times, which
is divided among the MCRFPD SRFD’s three existing stations.
The MCRFPD SRFD is equipped with five structure-firefighting engines, four wildland firefighting
engines, two 2,100-gallon water tenders, a breathing support/light tower unit, four staff vehicles and three
pick-ups, for firefighting. For emergency medical services, the engines are equipped with a full
complement of first responder medical supplies including CPR equipment, semi-automatic defibrillators
and rescue equipment such as the Jaws of Life. The MCRFPD SRFD employs 33 full time firefighting
employees, two full-time staff employees, and 20 volunteer firefighters.
Presidio of Monterey Fire Department
The Presidio of Monterey Fire Department (POMFD) serves all Army property on the Ord Military
Community and Presidio of Monterey, as well as holding mutual aid agreements with Seaside, Marina, the
California State University of Monterey Bay, and the MCRFPD. The POMFD station on the former Fort
Ord is located 4400 General Jim Moore Boulevard in Seaside.
Page 3.13-6

Revise the paragraph under the Fort Ord Dunes State Park heading as follows:

This recently opened State Park on the former Fort Ord has a 1,500-foot trail and four miles of ocean beach
with beautiful views of Monterey Bay. From the parking area, visitors may also take a stroll on the new
boardwalk to a bluff top viewing platform. Eight educational panels have been installed that inform the
public about the natural and cultural history of the park. Existing park roads are open to bicyclists, hikers,
and dogs on leash.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 4, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
Changes to 4.4 Biological Resources
Page 4.4-24

Revise the 1st paragraph on the page as follows:

Other operations and management activities (i.e., maintenance of roads, trails, and fuelbreaks) may require
ground-disturbing activities that may result in direct and indirect adverse impacts to sensitive natural
communities. A conservative estimate was made for direct impacts that may result from implementation
of habitat management activities (Table 4.4-2). Specifically, this EIS/EIR quantitatively analyzes the
potential direct impacts on sensitive natural communities that may occur as a result of operations and
management activities (i.e., road, trail, and fuelbreak maintenance activities). The impact analysis
represents a worst-case scenario; it does not take into account AMM implementation (Section 5.4, Measures
to Avoid and Minimize Impacts, in the Draft HCP), the nature of the impact (i.e., temporary, permanent),
or indirect benefits. Therefore, impacts within HMAs may be less than indicated with AMM
implementation. All habitat management activities will be required to comply with Federal, State, and local
laws, including acquiring and implementing any necessary permits and authorizations and providing any
required notifications to the regulatory agencies.
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Page 4.4-24

Revise the text in the 3rd paragraph under the Natural Communities heading as follows:

The Army EIS describes a number of reserves and significant natural areas, which have been designated as
biologically important by Federal and State agencies and private organizations. Therefore, for the purposes
of this analysis, these areas are considered sensitive habitats. These sites include CNPS native plant
reserves, a Smith’s blue butterfly reserve, and CDFW significant natural areas (Figure 4.4-1). The Army,
with assistance from the CNPS, has identified and agreed to protect 121 native plant reserves and one
butterfly reserve (Figure 4.4-1). Under the agreement with CNPS, the Army affords protection to them as
long as there is no overriding military need for the sites. Plant reserves 6, 7, 11, and 12 were included as
mitigation sites in a November 1990 draft mitigation and monitoring plan for construction of the
ammunition supply point on Barloy Canyon Road. In 1998, as amended in 1999, an additional plant
reserve, known as Plant Reserve Area 1 North, was established within Parcel E29a.1 within the City of Del
Rey Oaks in an agreement between Monterey Bay Chapter of the CNPS (MB-CNPS), FORA, and the City
of Del Rey Oaks. As shown on Figure 4.4-1, the native plant reserves and butterfly reserve areas have
been included in the HMAs, with the exception of Plant Reserve Area 1 North, Area 3, and a portion of a
CDFW significant natural area. Road, trail, and fuelbreak maintenance activities may result in impacts to
these reserves and significant natural areas within the HMAs.
Page 4.4-25

Figure 4.4-1. Reserves and Significant Natural Areas has been revised as shown on the
following page.

CHANGES TO 4.9 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Page 4.9-11

Revise the text under Impact HAZ-8: Cause potential hazards to the public due to exposure
to military munitions heading as follows:

Similar to the No Action Alternative, the implementation of the Proposed Action would not result in the
exposure of personnel to additional munitions related hazards beyond those identified as part of Volume 4
of the Reuse Plan and Army’s FEIS. In addition, all parcels transferred from the Army to respective land
use jurisdictions are subject to specific land use restrictions and restrictive covenants, as well as an
evaluation of suitability for transfer. Nevertheless, the public and potential habitat management personnel
could still be exposed to munitions hazards. Ground-disturbing activities could result in the exposure of
persons to potential injury and/or death in connection with munitions-related hazards. This is a potentially
significant impact. In order to ensure that impacts are reduced to a less-than-significant level, mitigation is
identified below.
The Army and FORA entered negotiations in Spring 2005 for an Army-funded Environmental Services
Cooperative Agreement (ESCA) addressing “cleanup”/remediation of Army Munitions and Explosives of
Concern (MEC) on approximately 3,340 former Fort Ord acres. The ESCA enabled MEC removal on
property not yet certified for transition from military to civilian use. The planned ESCA MEC remediation
field activities are now complete but not all properties have been transferred to the local jurisdictions. As
described above, nevertheless, the public and potential habitat management personnel in ESCA properties
could still be exposed to munitions hazards. As such, each ESCA property was evaluated for the probability
of encountering MEC and land use restrictions were applied specific to these probabilities. A Land Use
Control Implementation and Operation and Maintenance Program (LUCIP/OMP) was developed to
specifically address and minimize exposure to MEC. LUCIP/MEC measures include munitions recognition
and safety training, construction support by UXO-qualified personnel, restrictions regarding residential use
in non-residential development and habitat reserve areas, access management measures in habitat reserve
areas, restrictions against inconsistent uses in habitat reserve areas, and adherence to local
digging/excavation ordinations. The LUCIP/OMP has been signed off by the Army, EPA, and California
Department of Toxic Substances Control. The implementation of the LUCIP/OMP requirements reduce
potential exposure of persons to potential injury and/or death in connection with munitions-related hazards
to a less-than-significant level and no mitigation measures are required.
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Revise text in Mitigation Measures HAZ-4 as follows:

Additional Mitigation:

Mitigation Measure HAZ-4: In order to minimize potential health and safety risks due to the exposure
to military munitions, the POM, Directorate of Environmental and Natural Resources Management
(DENR), shall be contacted by the Cooperative or Implementing Agency to develop a safety program
that specifies protocols relative to MEC in accordance with California State Division of Occupational
Safety and Health (Cal-OSHA) and Army regulations. This program shall be approved by the Army,
prior to the commencement of any ground-disturbing activities. In the event that military munitions
are uncovered during the course of construction and other site disturbing activities, all work shall cease
and Presidio Police shall be notified. Work shall not commence until the munitions have been removed
from the site and the surrounding site soils have been sampled and remediated to acceptable levels (if
soil sampling reveals lead or other soil contamination has occurred due to the presence of munitions).
This mitigation measure does not apply to parcels subject to Land Use Control Implementation and
Operation and Maintenance Program (LUCIP/OMP) required under the Environmental Services
Cooperative Agreement (ESCA) as the requirements would be duplicative.
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Appendix A
Draft EIS/EIR Notices of Availability

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
(DRAFT EIS/EIR) FOR PUBLIC REVIEW AND NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING
PROJECT TITLE:

Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan

PROJECT LOCATION:

Former Fort Ord, including areas within the Cities of Seaside, Marina, Monterey,
and Del Rey Oaks and County of Monterey, California

CEQA Lead Agency:

Fort Ord Reuse Authority

NEPA Lead Agency:

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Public Review Period:

November 1, 2019 through December 16, 2019

Public Meeting:

November 20, 2019, 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM

A joint Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) has been prepared to
analyze the effects of the Proposed Action, which is the issuance of Federal and State incidental take permits
(ITPs) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) under Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Federal Endangered
Species Act, and by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) under Section 2081 of the California
Fish and Game Code in compliance with the California Endangered Species Act. The issuance of the ITPs
would authorize take of the eight State and Federally listed species identified in the Draft Fort Ord MultiSpecies Habitat Conservation Plan (Draft HCP) during the course of the redevelopment of the former Fort Ord
military base. The Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) and its member jurisdictions have prepared the Draft HCP
as a required component of the application for the Federal ITP. The USFWS is acting as lead agency under
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and FORA is acting as lead agency under California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA).
Notice is hereby given that FORA is seeking written comment on the Draft EIS/EIR on the Proposed Action in
accordance with CEQA and NEPA. The 45-day public review period will begin on November 1, 2019 and end
on December 16, 2019. This review period is established for the purpose of receiving written comments on
the accuracy and adequacy of the Draft EIS/EIR together with other information relative to the environmental
effects of the Proposed Action. The State Clearinghouse number for this Proposed Action is
SCH#2005061119.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Draft EIS/EIR analyzes the potential environmental effects of the adoption and
implementation of the Draft HCP and the issuance of Federal and State ITPs, as well as a reasonable range
of alternatives. The Draft HCP provides measures to mitigate and avoid/minimize impacts to eight Federal
and State listed species within a 28,000-acre Plan Area. This is a comprehensive, base-wide plan that
would provide conservation and management of sensitive species and their habitat. The Draft HCP was
prepared to support the application for the Federal ITP. FORA is requesting a permit term of 50 years to
authorize take of covered species associated with the covered activities described in the Draft HCP.
POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS: The Draft EIS/EIR identifies impacts in the following
resource areas that are either less than significant or are potentially significant but can be mitigated to a
less-than-significant level: Aesthetics, Air Quality, Biological Resources, Climate Change, Cultural
Resources, Energy, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Hydrology and Water Quality, Land Use and
Planning, Noise, Public Services, Socioeconomic and Environmental Justice, Transportation and
Circulation, and Utilities.

SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS: The Draft EIS/EIR did not identify any significant and unavoidable
impacts. All potentially significant impacts can be reduced to a less-than-significant level with
implementation of the Draft HCP and identified mitigation measures.
HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES: The Draft HCP Plan Area consists of the former Fort Ord, which is a hazardous
waste site enumerated under Section 65962.5 of the California Government Code; the entire former Fort
Ord Military Base is designated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as a Superfund
National Priority List (NPL) site.
PUBLIC REVIEW AND COMMENT PERIOD: The public review and comment period for the Draft EIS/EIR runs for
45 days, beginning November 1, 2019 and ending December 16, 2019. A copy of the Draft EIS/EIR is
available online at the FORA Project website at: https://www.fora.org/habitat.html and USFWS Website
at: http://www.fws.gov/ventura/. The Draft EIS/EIR may also be viewed at the following locations:
Monterey County Public Library
Seaside Branch
550 Harcourt Avenue
Seaside, California 93955

Fort Ord Reuse Authority
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A
Marina, California 93933

PUBLIC MEETING: Pursuant to the public participation goals of CEQA and NEPA, FORA will host a Public
Meeting during the public review period to share information on the Draft HCP and the Draft EIS/EIR.
Spanish translation will be available, and the venue is accessible under the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). Comment forms will be available for those who wish to submit written comments during or
following the meeting. Prepared written comments will be accepted during the meeting, as well as
throughout the 45-day public review period. The date, time, and location of the Public Meeting are listed
below.
Date:
Time:
Location:

November 20, 2019
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Community Center at Soper Field
220 Coe Avenue
Seaside, CA 93955

Comments on the Draft EIS/EIR must be submitted in writing to the USFWS no later than 5:00 PM on
December 16, 2019 to the mailing address, fax number, or email address listed below.
By Mail:
Stephen P. Henry, Field Supervisor
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2493 Portola Road, Suite B, Ventura, CA 93003
By Email:
fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov
By Fax:
805-644-3958 (please also send a physical copy of the correspondence to ensure receipt)
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Josh Metz, Assistant Executive Officer, FORA, at 831-883-3672, or
Leilani Takano, Assistant Field Supervisor, USFWS, at 805-644-1766.
2
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developments, deliveries, staffing, and
admissions.
4. Updates on the Board of Visitors
Subcommittee Groups for the
Professional Development Initiative
Update and the National Fire Incident
Report System.
There will be a 10-minute comment
period after each agenda item and each
speaker will be given no more than 2
minutes to speak. Please note that the
public comment period may end before
the time indicated following the last call
for comments. Contact Deborah GartrellKemp to register as a speaker. Meeting
materials will be posted at https://
www.usfa.fema.gov/training/nfa/about/
bov.html by December 10, 2019.
Tonya L. Hoover,
Superintendent, National Fire Academy,
United States Fire Administration, Federal
Emergency Management Agency.
[FR Doc. 2019–23907 Filed 10–31–19; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 9111–45–P

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Fish and Wildlife Service
[FWS–R8–ES–2019–N064;
FXES11140800000–189–FF08EVEN00]

Draft Habitat Conservation Plan for
Eight Species; Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for the Habitat
Conservation Plan for Fort Ord,
Monterey County, California
Fish and Wildlife Service,
Interior.
ACTION: Notice of availability; request
for comments.
AGENCY:

We, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Service), have received
an incidental take permit application
under the Endangered Species Act of
1973, as amended. The permit would
authorize take of the federally
threatened California tiger salamander,
California red-legged frog, and western
snowy plover, and the federally
endangered Smith’s blue butterfly,
incidental to otherwise lawful activities
associated with commercial, residential
and recreational development,
recreational use, and habitat
management within portions of the
former Fort Ord Army base in the draft
habitat conservation plan (HCP). We
invite public comment on the
applicant’s draft HCP and the draft
environmental impact statement, which
the Service prepared in response to the
application for an incidental take
permit.

SUMMARY:
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Written comments must be
received on or before December 16,
2019.
ADDRESSES:
To obtain documents: You may
download a copy of the draft habitat
conservation plan and environmental
impact statement at http://www.fws.gov/
ventura/, or you may request copies of
the documents by sending U.S. mail to
our Ventura office (see below), or by
phone (see FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT). For information on reviewing
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) comments on the draft EIS, see
EPA’s Role in the EIS Process under
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
To submit written comments: Please
send us your written comments using
one of the following methods:
• U.S. mail: Send your comments to
Stephen P. Henry, Field Supervisor,
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 2493 Portola
Road, Suite B, Ventura, CA 93003.
• Facsimile: Fax your comments to
805–644–3958.
• Electronic Mail: Send your
comments to fw8fortordhcp@fws.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Leilani Takano, Assistant Field
Supervisor, by phone at 805–644–1766,
at the Ventura address in ADDRESSES, or
via the Federal Relay Service at 800–
877–8339.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service),
have received an application for an
incidental take permit (ITP) pursuant to
section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Endangered
Species Act, as amended (ESA; 16
U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). The applicant has
developed a draft habitat conservation
plan (HCP) for the project that includes
measures to mitigate and avoid/
minimize impacts to the federally
threatened California tiger salamander
(Ambystoma californiense), California
red-legged frog (Rana draytonii),
western snowy plover (Charadrius
nivosus nivosus), and Monterey
spineflower (Chorizanthe pungens var.
pungens); the federally endangered
Smith’s blue butterfly (Euphilotes
enoptes smithi), Monterey (sand) gilia
(Gilia tenuiflora ssp. arenaria), and
Yadon’s piperia (Piperia yadonii); and
the State endangered seaside bird’s beak
(Cordylanthus rigidus ssp. littoralis).
The permit would authorize take of the
California tiger salamander, California
red-legged frog, western snowy plover,
and Smith’s blue butterfly incidental to
otherwise lawful activities associated
with the Fort Ord HCP. We invite public
comment on the application, the draft
HCP, and draft environmental impact
statement (EIS).
DATES:
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Background
The California tiger salamander was
listed as threatened on August 4, 2004
(69 FR 47212); the California red-legged
frog was listed as threatened on May 23,
1996 (61 FR 25813); the western snowy
plover was listed as threatened on
March 5, 1993 (58 FR 12864); the
Monterey spineflower was listed as
threatened on February 4, 1994 (59 FR
5499); the Smith’s blue butterfly was
listed as endangered on June 1, 1976 (41
FR 22041); the Monterey (sand) gilia
was listed as endangered on June 22,
1992 (57 FR 27848); and the Yadon’s
piperia was listed as endangered on
August 12, 1998 (63 FR 43100). The
seaside bird’s beak has no Federal
status, but was listed as endangered by
the State of California in 1982 (https://
www.dfg.ca.gov/wildlife/nongame/
list.html), and the applicant has chosen
to address this species in the HCP to
facilitate State permitting.
Section 9 of the ESA and its
implementing regulations in effect at the
time the above-referenced species were
listed prohibited the take of fish or
wildlife species listed as endangered or
threatened. ‘‘Take’’ is defined under the
ESA to include the following activities:
‘‘[T]o harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot,
wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or
to attempt to engage in any such
conduct’’ (16 U.S.C. 1532); however,
under section 10(a)(1)(B) of the ESA, we
may issue permits to authorize
incidental take of listed fish or wildlife
species. ‘‘Incidental take’’ is defined by
the ESA as take that is incidental to, and
not the purpose of, carrying out an
otherwise lawful activity. Regulations
governing incidental take permits for
threatened and endangered species are
in the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) at 50 CFR 17.32 and 17.22,
respectively. Under the ESA,
protections for federally listed plants
differ from the protections afforded to
federally listed animals. Issuance of an
incidental take permit also must not
jeopardize the existence of federally
listed fish, wildlife, or plant species.
The permittees would receive
assurances under our ‘‘No Surprises’’
regulations ((50 CFR 17.22(b)(5) and
17.32(b)(5)) regarding conservation
activities for the California tiger
salamander, California red-legged frog,
western snowy plover, Monterey
spineflower, Smith’s blue butterfly,
Monterey (sand) gilia, Yadon’s piperia,
and seaside bird’s beak.
Applicant’s Proposed Activities
The applicant has applied for a permit
for incidental take of the California tiger
salamander, California red-legged frog,
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western snowy plover, and Smith’s blue
butterfly. Take is likely to occur in
association with activities necessary to
develop and use commercial,
residential, and recreational facilities on
non-Federal portions of the former Fort
Ord Army base and to manage habitats
within conserved areas of the former
base. The site contains 4 acres of aquatic
breeding habitat and 5,718 acres of
upland habitat for the California tiger
salamander. The site contains 4 acres of
aquatic breeding habitat and 3,494 acres
of upland habitat for the California redlegged frog. The site contains 71 acres
of breeding, foraging, and overwintering
habitat for the western snowy plover, all
of which is in critical habitat designated
for the species. The site contains 110
acres of habitat (for all of the species’
activities) for the Smith’s blue butterfly.
The HCP includes measures to
minimize take of the California tiger
salamander, California red-legged frog,
western snowy plover, and Smith’s blue
butterfly in the forms of injury,
mortality, and harm. Mitigation for
unavoidable take of the species consists
of preservation and management of
existing habitat and restoration of areas
of degraded habitat (primarily through
restoration of aquatic breeding habitat
for the two amphibian species and of
upland habitat for all species).
National Environmental Policy Act
Compliance
The Service has developed a draft EIS
in response to the ITP application in
accordance with the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA; 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.). The
draft EIS analyzes three alternatives.
The proposed action is issuance of a
base-wide ITP, which would address
development and use of the former Fort
Ord in accordance with the HCP. This
would include unrestricted
development of some undisturbed
habitat areas, redevelopment of areas
developed by the Army during its use of
the base, and limited development
within areas otherwise conserved and
managed as habitat. Under the ‘‘no
action’’ alternative, a base-wide ITP
would not be issued and the HCP would
not be implemented. Development and
use of the former base would likely
continue under existing local and Armyprepared planning documents and the
applicant would likely apply for future
project-specific ITPs. Under the
‘‘reduced take’’ alternative, a base-wide
ITP would be issued, but limited
development within areas otherwise
conserved and managed as habitat
would be eliminated.
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EPA’s Role in the EIS Process
The EPA is charged with reviewing all
Federal agencies’ EISs and commenting
on the adequacy and acceptability of the
environmental impacts of proposed
actions in EISs. Therefore, EPA is
publishing a notice in the Federal
Register announcing this draft EIS, as
required under section 309 of the Clean
Air Act. The publication date of EPA’s
notice of availability is the official
beginning of the public comment
period. EPA’s notices are published on
Fridays. EPA serves as the repository
(EIS database) for EISs prepared by
Federal agencies. All EISs must be filed
with EPA. You may search for EPA
comments on EISs, along with EISs
themselves, at https://
cdxnodengn.epa.gov/cdx-enepa-public/
action/eis/search.
Public Comments
If you wish to comment on the permit
application, draft HCP, draft EIS, and
associated documents, you may submit
comments by one of the methods in
ADDRESSES. Before including your
address, phone number, email address,
or other personal identifying
information in your comment, you
should be aware that your entire
comment, including your personal
identifying information, may be made
publicly available at any time. While
you can ask us in your comment to
withhold your personal identifying
information from public view, we
cannot guarantee that we will be able to
do so.
Authority
We provide this notice under section
10 of the ESA (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.)
and NEPA and its implementing
regulations (40 CFR 1506.6).
Michael Long,
Acting Assistant Regional Director, Pacific
Southwest Region, Sacramento, California.
[FR Doc. 2019–23972 Filed 10–31–19; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4333–15–P

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Fish and Wildlife Service
[FWS–R6–ES–2019–N125;
FXES11130600000–190–FF06E00000]

Endangered and Threatened Wildlife
and Plants; Draft Recovery Plan for the
Gunnison Sage-Grouse
Fish and Wildlife Service,
Interior.
ACTION: Notice of document availability
for review and comment.
AGENCY:
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We, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, announce the
availability of a draft recovery plan for
Gunnison sage-grouse, a bird species
listed as threatened under the
Endangered Species Act. We are
requesting review and comment from
the public on this draft plan. The draft
recovery plan includes objective,
measurable criteria, and site-specific
management actions as may be
necessary to remove the species from
the Federal List of Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife.
DATES: We must receive any comments
on the draft recovery plan on or before
December 31, 2019.
ADDRESSES:
Document availability: Copies of the
draft recovery plan are available at
http://www.fws.gov/endangered/
species/recovery-plans.html.
Alternatively, you may request a copy
by U.S. mail from the Colorado
Ecological Services Field Office, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 445 West
Gunnison Avenue, #240, Grand
Junction, CO 81501–5711; or via
telephone at 970–628–7181.
Submitting comments: If you wish to
comment on the draft recovery plan,
you may submit your comments in
writing by email to gusgrecoveryplan@
fws.gov, or by U.S. mail or handdelivery to the Field Supervisor at the
address above.
Viewing public comments: Comments
and materials the Service receives will
be available for public inspection by
appointment during normal business
hours at the address above.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ann
Timberman, Field Supervisor, Colorado
Ecological Services Field Office, Grand
Junction, at the above U.S. mail address
or telephone number (see ADDRESSES).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service),
announce the availability of a draft
recovery plan for Gunnison sage-grouse
(Centrocercus minimus; hereafter,
GUSG), a bird species listed as
threatened under the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (Act;
16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). We are
requesting review and comment from
the public on this draft recovery plan.
SUMMARY:

Background
Restoring an endangered or
threatened animal or plant to the point
where it is again a secure, selfsustaining member of its ecosystem is a
primary goal of the Service’s
endangered species program. Recovery
means improving the status of a listed
species to the point at which listing is
no longer necessary according to the
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Appendix B
Habitat Working Group Information

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
920

2nd

Friday, January 10, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933 (FORA Conference Room)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
INFORMATION
i. Establish process and strategic habitat working group agenda
b. Committee Structure
INFORMATION
i. Members
ii. Format
c. Define key topics and information resources for future meetings
INFORMATION
i.
Breakout Session: Jurisdiction representatives summarize key concerns related to:
1. Habitat Management Responsibilities
2. Finance Issues
3. Future Take Permits
4. Other
d. Approve draft schedule with identified topics and next meeting agenda.
ACTION
4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS

INFORMATION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

5. ADJOURNMENT
NEXT MEETING: January 17, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 31, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Erin Harwayne (DDA) (via phone)
Kristie Reimer (RMA)
David Willoughby (KAG)
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Not discussed.
b. Review and next steps on Habitat discussion
i. Recap discussion from January 24th
Not discussed.

Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes
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ii. Pros and Cons of continued discussions on reduced scope HCP – Should
discussions continue?
Co-Chair Parker asked the HWG whether they want to continue working as a group on habitat
issues, or would they like to tackle the issues on their own. Mr. Haffa and Mr. Gaglioti noted
that the City of Monterey and the City of Del Rey Oaks, respectively, are interested in a Joint
Powers Authority (“JPA”) for a Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP”), not a Habitat Management
Plan (“HMP”). Co-Chair Parker noted that the County of Monterey is interested in a reduced
scope or phased HCP. Ms. Morton stated that the City of Marina supports moving forward
with an interim JPA with a cutoff date. Ms. Damon stated that the City of Seaside is interested
in creating a structure that allows the basic habitat management functions to be funded. Mr.
Martin of MPC said that they are very interested in continuing the discussion and moving the
HCP forward. Mr. Matarazzo (UCSC), Mr. Breen (MCWD), Mr. Bachman (California State
Parks), and Dr. Payan (Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks) affirmed their organizations’
support of an HCP. After receiving supportive comments, Co-Chair Parker stated that it is
worth it to continue having this conversation. Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA staff will put
together an agenda and that he’ll have Ms. Flint set up items for discussion, with Co-Chair
Parker and himself moderating.
Ms. Flint stated to the group that they have three possible options moving forward: Option 1:
certify the EIR and adopt the HCP in current form; Option 2: not adopt the HCP and consider
certifying the EIR. Continue coordinated habitat planning beyond FORA via formation of a
new JPA. Revise & republish HCP to reflect a “phased” approach and more closely align with
development; or Option 3: do not adopt the HCP and continue individual implementation of
the Habitat Management Plan. A discussion took place among the members regarding the
three options and the legal ramifications for each, with Mr. Willoughby providing FORA
Authority Counsel’s perspective on the issues. Ms. Morton asked CDFW if they are prepared
to give the group a basewide permit. Ms. Vance noted that without the BLM lands for
California Tiger Salamander and Sand Gilia, the basewide permit is an option, pending some
revisions.
iii. If yes to ii, what steps needs to be taken in the next few weeks to preserve this
option post June 30, 2020?
Mr. Haffa motioned for the HWG to move forward with Option 2 including the EIR/EIS and
Mr. Gaglioti seconded. Mr. Pick noted that it seems the HWG is in agreement on most of the
core tenets of Option 2 and that the HWG should move forward by recommending that the
FORA board certifies the EIR/EIS. Ms. Flint made a recommendation to table the motion until
the HWG hears back from FORA consultants regarding the financial and legal details of
executing Option 2. She noted that the HWG could have that feedback by the end of February
in time for the March 12 FORA board meeting. Ms. Morton asked that this recommendation
be moved to the FORA Finance Committee so they can examine how it will impact the
midyear budget. Mr. Oglesby suggested that the HWG move the recommendation to the
Executive Committee so that it can then move to the Finance Committee. A discussion took
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place regarding whether the HWG should move forward with Mr. Haffa’s motion, and if not,
how to capture the group’s consensus so that it is officially recorded. Co-Chair Parker
recommended taking a straw poll on the various points of the motion to see where the group
stands on them.
Points
1. FORA staff and consultants to contract
with CEQA attorney to opine on legality and
risks of certifying an EIR without approving a
project (HCP).
2. Interest in forming a legal entity (i.e. JPA)
that could be delegated FORA Board’s
habitat management and conservation
responsibilities (Option 2).
3. Establish an escrow account to hold funds
currently planned to for use as HCP
endowment while JPA-based habitat
planning efforts continue.
4. Request FORA Executive and Finance
committees consider habitat endowment
funds for the JPA process.

Consensus
YES

YES

YES

YES

iv. If no to ii, what steps needs to be taken convey the $17M for existing habitat
obligations?
Not applicable.
c. Review of option for focus of future working group
Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA can direct its Authority Counsel to start preparing a draft JPA
for the HWG to consider. Mr. Willoughby stated that he can circulate a skeletal version of the last
draft JPA to the various jurisdictions’ attorneys and have it serve as a clearinghouse for their
comments and suggestions.
Co-Chair Parker suggested that the HWG discuss financial details in the next week’s meeting,
however, Co-Chair Metz noted that FORA consultant Ellen Martin has not received any feedback
from the jurisdictions and that she would be hard-pressed to bring back anything of substance
by the February 7 HWG meeting. The HWG heard from Ms. Harwayne and Mr. Gabbe regarding
the timing and substance of their analyses that they are preparing for the HWG. Based on this
feedback, Ms. Morton recommended that the HWG not meet on February 7, and that instead the
jurisdictions take the time to meet with Ms. Harwayne and hone in on phasing projections.
d. Review of options for staffing and meetings
Co-Chair Metz noted the following tentative meeting schedule and topics:
o February 7 – meeting cancelled
o February 14 – discussion of the JPA draft document and its language
o February 21 – discussion of finances and the HMP management cost model
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o February 28 – discussion of the phasing (hopefully with feedback from regulators and
consultants)
Co-Chair Metz noted that the points listed in the straw poll will be included in the next meeting’s
agenda for members to review.
e. Other discussion
None
4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS
None
5. ADJOURNMENT at 11:57 a.m.
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1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction, not on the agenda, may do
so for up to 3 minutes and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 10, 2020 | FORA Board Room
920 nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER

Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Mayor Pro Tem Gayle Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS

a. Discussion of Meeting Objectives
The group help a brief discussion outlining the purpose of the Habitat Working Group: to identify
possible options for agencies to address environmental compliance with state and federal
requirements for habitat management and/or mitigation on the former Fort Ord. This would
include discussions regarding the viability of implementation via a Habitat Management Plan, a
Habitat Conservation Plan and/or a hybrid approach if possible.
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b. Committee Structure
Co-Chair Parker described the proposed structure of the committee with herself and Executive
Officer Josh Metz serving as Co-Chairs. No objections were made.
Meetings will be jointly noticed to allow members of the FORA Board and Administrative
Committee to attend and share information freely. Public comment will be allowed following each
business item discussed.
Any public agency with property in the former Fort Ord that may require habitat management
may participate in the Working Group. It is anticipated that participation would include a Board
member representing the agency, an Administrative Committee member representing the
agency and/or staff members including but not limited to legal counsel. The group determined
that there was no set number of participants per agency as the objective was to achieve
consensus as opposed to voting on specific items. Co-Chair Parker said the Working Group would
be informing the FORA Board what it has come up with. If actions are taken, they would be shared
with the Board as recommendations.
c. Group Exercise: Define Key Topic Areas for Future Meetings
The Working Group held a breakout session by Agency to identify key areas of concerns,
questions for the Group and its consultant team to address at future meetings, and challenges to
the environmental compliance process including fiscal impacts and potential liabilities to each
agency. A list of questions already identified by agencies were provided to all participants for
review. Each group reported back its concerns with the goal of identifying common concerns for
future meeting discussions.
Monterey County
Habitat
If we reduce the scale of the HCP, would this reduce the costs and stay ahead provision? Would
this reduction in scope lower start-up costs for implementation?
Finance
What is the mechanism for collection of fees for future development to replace the existing CFD?
Who will defend and pay for litigation over HCP/EIR approval? Would this fall to the JPA or to
agencies?
Take Permits
Should we reduce the permit for realistic near-term development over the next 25 years?
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Other
Who would manage the proposed JPA if one is established by July 1, 2020? What can we feasibly
accomplish by June 30, 2020? If the EIR is approved but no project (the HCP) has been selected?
City of Monterey
Habitat
Prefers the JPA concept for governance as it allows for joint management of the habitat at a
reduced cost, facilitates access to take permits, offers legal protection and shared risks. The City
also noted that the EIR/EIS is almost complete
How long (planning horizon) do we really need to plan for?
City of Marina and City of Del Rey Oaks
Habitat
If we reduce the scale of the HCP would the EIR and EIS still be valid? Can we reopen the HCP
to better reflect development assumptions?
Finance
Marina has already established and set a fee for development yielding a set amount. How will
other agencies collect set and collect fees and will they be enough to cover the cost of
establishing a proposed endowment to fund the HCP?
City of Seaside
Habitat
What species does each agency have, where are they located and how many acres must be
maintained/restored?
What protections do agencies have if others are non-compliant?
How can we best optimize mitigation areas within habitat management areas?
Non-Land Use Agencies
What liability/responsibilities would these agencies incur if a JPA is formed?
d. Approve Draft Schedule
Co-Chair Metz then focused on upcoming meeting topics and agendas. A series of eight additional
meetings are planned. Topics for future meetings will be discussed each week. The group agreed
on the next two subject areas for upcoming meetings:
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•

January 17th will focus on compliance requirements with representative from United States Fish
& Wildlife Service and California Fish and Game.

•

January 24th will focus on legal and financial issues related to establishing a “cooperative”
and/or other mechanism(s) to address environmental compliance and review options related
to reducing the size of the proposed mitigation and management areas.

4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS

None.
5. ADJOURNMENT 12:00 p.m.

Co-Chair Parker adjourned the meeting at noon.
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Friday, January 24, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction, not on the agenda, may do
so for up to 3 minutes and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be
submitted to the Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 10, 2020
b. Approve meeting minutes from January 17, 2020

ACTION

c. Today’s Meeting Objective

INFORMATION

d. Exploration of HCP Reduced Scope & Phasing Options

INFORMATION

i. Opportunity and Constraints Overview (Erin Harwayne DDA)
ii. Jurisdiction Scenarios – Caucus & Report
iii. Group Discussion

4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Proposed Topics:
• 1/31/20: Governance Structure & Priorities
• 2/7/20: Finances
• 2/14/20: Revised Governance Agreement

DISCUSSION

5. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: January 31, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 10, 2020 | FORA Board Room
920 nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER

Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Mayor Pro Tem Gayle Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS

a. Discussion of Meeting Objectives
The group help a brief discussion outlining the purpose of the Habitat Working Group: to identify
possible options for agencies to address environmental compliance with state and federal
requirements for habitat management and/or mitigation on the former Fort Ord. This would
include discussions regarding the viability of implementation via a Habitat Management Plan, a
Habitat Conservation Plan and/or a hybrid approach if possible.
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b. Committee Structure
Co-Chair Parker described the proposed structure of the committee with herself and Executive
Officer Josh Metz serving as Co-Chairs. No objections were made.
Meetings will be jointly noticed to allow members of the FORA Board and Administrative
Committee to attend and share information freely. Public comment will be allowed following each
business item discussed.
Any public agency with property in the former Fort Ord that may require habitat management
may participate in the Working Group. It is anticipated that participation would include a Board
member representing the agency, an Administrative Committee member representing the
agency and/or staff members including but not limited to legal counsel. The group determined
that there was no set number of participants per agency as the objective was to achieve
consensus as opposed to voting on specific items. Co-Chair Parker said the Working Group would
be informing the FORA Board what it has come up with. If actions are taken, they would be shared
with the Board as recommendations.
c. Group Exercise: Define Key Topic Areas for Future Meetings
The Working Group held a breakout session by Agency to identify key areas of concerns,
questions for the Group and its consultant team to address at future meetings, and challenges to
the environmental compliance process including fiscal impacts and potential liabilities to each
agency. A list of questions already identified by agencies were provided to all participants for
review. Each group reported back its concerns with the goal of identifying common concerns for
future meeting discussions.
Monterey County
Habitat
If we reduce the scale of the HCP, would this reduce the costs and stay ahead provision? Would
this reduction in scope lower start-up costs for implementation?
Finance
What is the mechanism for collection of fees for future development to replace the existing CFD?
Who will defend and pay for litigation over HCP/EIR approval? Would this fall to the JPA or to
agencies?
Take Permits
Should we reduce the permit for realistic near-term development over the next 25 years?
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Other
Who would manage the proposed JPA if one is established by July 1, 2020? What can we feasibly
accomplish by June 30, 2020? If the EIR is approved but no project (the HCP) has been selected?
City of Monterey
Habitat
Prefers the JPA concept for governance as it allows for joint management of the habitat at a
reduced cost, facilitates access to take permits, offers legal protection and shared risks. The City
also noted that the EIR/EIS is almost complete
How long (planning horizon) do we really need to plan for?
City of Marina and City of Del Rey Oaks
Habitat
If we reduce the scale of the HCP would the EIR and EIS still be valid? Can we reopen the HCP
to better reflect development assumptions?
Finance
Marina has already established and set a fee for development yielding a set amount. How will
other agencies collect set and collect fees and will they be enough to cover the cost of
establishing a proposed endowment to fund the HCP?
City of Seaside
Habitat
What species does each agency have, where are they located and how many acres must be
maintained/restored?
What protections do agencies have if others are non-compliant?
How can we best optimize mitigation areas within habitat management areas?
Non-Land Use Agencies
What liability/responsibilities would these agencies incur if a JPA is formed?
d. Approve Draft Schedule
Co-Chair Metz then focused on upcoming meeting topics and agendas. A series of eight additional
meetings are planned. Topics for future meetings will be discussed each week. The group agreed
on the next two subject areas for upcoming meetings:
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•

January 17th will focus on compliance requirements with representative from United States Fish
& Wildlife Service and California Fish and Game.

•

January 24th will focus on legal and financial issues related to establishing a “cooperative”
and/or other mechanism(s) to address environmental compliance and review options related
to reducing the size of the proposed mitigation and management areas.

4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS

None.
5. ADJOURNMENT 12:00 p.m.

Co-Chair Parker adjourned the meeting at noon.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 17, 2020 | FORA Board Room
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER

Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:02 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Co-Chair, Monterey County)
David Martin, Monterey Peninsula College
Mayor Pro Tem Gayle Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick, (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Hans Usler (City of Monterey)
Craig Mallin (City of Seaside)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Josh Metz, (Executive Director, Co-Chair)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
Other Attendees included:
Matt Mogensen, City of Marina, Assistant City Manager
Sherri Damon, City of Seaside City Attorney
David Willoughby, FORA Counsel’s Office
Wendy Stribling, Monterey County Sr. Deputy County Counsel
Mike Langley, Marina Coast Water District, District Engineer

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

No public comments were received.
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Co-Chair Parker explained that there were actually two Committees in attendance today: The
Fort Ord Reuse Authority Habitat Working Group (HWG) as a Regular Meeting and the Fort Ord
Reuse Authority Administrative Committee as a Special Meeting.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 10, 2020 (No action taken).

b. Today’s Meeting Objective
Co-Chair Parker encouraged members to take advantage of the consultants here today
from State and Federal agencies, and to listen carefully to their responses to the questions.
c. Review of Environmental Compliance Requirements and Address Questions
Staff from California Department of Fish and Wildlife and the US Fish and Wildlife Service
were in attendance to answer questions.
Julie Vance Regional Manager, Central Region
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Annee Ferranti, Environmental Program Manager Habitat Conservation Planning
California Department of Fish and Wildlife Central Region
Leilani Takano, Assistant Field Supervisor North Coast Division
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
Rachel Henry, Habitat Conservation Plan Coordinator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
i.

What are the basic requirements for each agency to comply with State and Federal
provisions?

Regarding permits in general, pursuant to the California Endangered Species Act
(CESA). Fort Ord has been on the Incidental Take Permit (ITP) track. That said, if people
are interested it might be worth exploring the Natural Community Conservation Plan as
opposed to an HCP, but that can be decided at a later date. The take has to be fully
mitigated, which is a pretty high standard, and the way that is done is impacts to the
covered species and, in this case, there are several State species. Only State species
would be addressed in the State program. The impacts are described in the project. There
will be a large list of covered activities and generally the mitigation is in the form of
perpetual mitigation land conservation. Typically, that’s done with recreation and
conservation activities, and a professional endowment that funds the management of
those properties for the purpose of the current species. The idea is that those
management activities provide a lift to those habitats such that impacts are mitigated by
enhancing numbers of the species in other plans that are set aside. Otherwise, there
would be a net loss.
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The State can’t issue a take permit to one entity and allow other entities to do the take.
That’s why the State has always believed that FORA as an umbrella agency would be the
perfect transfer agency transitioning to a JPA. The State was assuming that the regional
conservation approach was moving forward. If not, for an individual basis, things would
have to be looked at differently. Also, on BLM lands, the State has difficulty approving
mitigation on Federal land for obvious reasons.
ii. If we reduce the scale of the HCP - would this reduce the costs and stay ahead
provision? Would this reduction in scope lower start-up costs for implementation?
Yes, but this depends on how the scale is reduced and on which species would be more
or less impacted. State permits can also be amended but it depends on the complexity of
the change. Regarding start-up costs, the simple answer is yes. Costs can be passed in,
starting lower and rising thereafter.
iii. How long do we really need to plan for?
Currently, the regional HCP is permitting activities for 50 years. This is very atypical.
Normally, the Service is comfortable with permitting projects for 25 or 30 years because
we are able to analyze effects on species. Permit length really depends on the needs of
the applicant and the covered activities. That said, the mitigation or compensation for
impact selected species should be in place in perpetuity.

......

The State added that by shortening the horizon from 50 years to 25 or 30 years, they are
able to have more confidence in their analyses.

•-

-

iv. Can we reopen the HCP to better reflect development assumptions?

~

(Clarified by Co-Chair Metz to add “before we go to final draft.”) The answer is definitely
yes, since applicants should be comfortable with the final HCP. It not only assures
compliance, but now is the time to change things that need to be changed. However, that
said, the State has gone to a new process now, making it very challenging to get
registered documents. So just to put the caveat there that yes, it can be reopened.
v. If we reduce the scale of the HCP would the EIR and EIS still be valid?
As long as it is within the scope of the original document, then yes.
vi. Does Borderland management qualify for a different type of take permit?
From the federal perspective - no.
CESA has another provision under Section 21(a) of the Fish & Game Code that allows
take for things that are for management or recovery or for research purposes, but it can’t
be in association of the project.
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The HCP will cover a subset of the species addressed by the HMP. The HCP will
manage natural communities and covered species habitats. Will the permittees still
need to implement management, monitoring, and reporting actions for HMP
species not covered by the HCP?

Leilani Takano said that implementation of the HCP was a condition of receiving the land
from the Army, and since that is not within the purview of Fish & Wildlife, she didn’t want
to speak to that. However, USFWS did do an analysis for the Army which resulted in the
establishment of the HCP in 1993
viii.

Can you confirm that HCP permittees need to apply for CDFW 2081 permits?

Yes.
ix.

How will regulatory agencies enforce environmental compliance?

There are environmental complaints in the context of permit compliance, and then there
are environmental complaints in the context of someone deciding to engage in take
without authorization. The Committee asked for information on both.
If someone was engaging in take without authorization, there are enforcement options
either pursued through the attorney general as a civil or criminal complaint.
If there are complaints in the context of permit compliance, there would be an attempt to
resolve those issues through the administrative process. If things remain unresolved, the
permit can be suspended or pulled.
x.

Do individual agencies have the ability to mitigate onsite?

It depends. The State would also want to check in and make sure there was not what is
described as “postage stamp mitigation” that really don’t contribute to the recovery of the
species. Mainly it has to be of sufficient size to support the species.
xi.

Other questions?

One question was left out: Can you describe the agency view on individual versus
collective HMA area management?
CDFW declined to speak about the HMA but did comment on whether it’s managed as a
unit as opposed to jurisdictions. Ideally, things are being managed consistently and
collaboratively, and there’s a benefit to the economy of scale that provides. On a per acre
basis, it’s going to be much more expensive to break it down and do it individually. But
that said, it could be done but assurances would be sought that there was a consistent
management approach across the landscape.
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Questions to the presenters
John Gagliati asked about the cost of the HCP.
CDFW responded that there was some flexibility, but ultimately the take has to be
mitigated slightly in advance of the impact. They wouldn’t require mitigation for things
that were yet to occur. Mr. Gagliati asked if it was even necessary then to open the
HCP, or could jurisdictions just live within the boundaries of the Plan? CDFW expressed
a willingness to sit and work out the details, and to take another look at the question.
Mr. Gagliati then spoke about the $40M endowment planning number in everybody’s’
heads, and the “donut hole” between what’s available and what needs to be contributed.
CDFW cautioned that the costs will go up over time, and if not fully capitalized the
agency will not be able to have the benefit of a larger endowment building interest.
There are pros and cons to that.
Wendy Stribling asked if the totality of the mitigation can be scaled back based on a
different projection of the development?
CDFW said maybe. It would necessitate an in-depth discussion but it might be doable.
Stribling’s other question was on follow-up to two questions: can individual permittees
apply for 2081 permits, or does the JPA get the 2081? CDFW said developers would be
added to the permit by amendment for their specific element, but it would still all be under
the original permit. And finally, Ms. Stribling asked if there was a JPA, and an HCP, and
a 2081, and one jurisdiction does something that’s out of compliance with the plan, does
the permit get revoked or suspended as to all entities? CDFW – Not necessarily. It would
depend on the severity of the infraction and the nature of it.
FORA dissolves June 30, 2020. Will this HCP approval make that deadline?
CDFW was unable to answer the question. USFWS said it depends. It really depends on
whether the applicants want to move forward with the HCP in its entirety and whether
minor changes are wanted versus substantial changes. They asked to be informed as
soon as possible if major changes are contemplated because there is a Federal Register
process as well. In the meantime, they can still issue individual permits to individual
applicants. If FORA sunsets and a JPA isn’t formed, they can still issue individual permits
to each applicant under the HCP. If one permit was issued to the JPA, inclusion would be
given to each applicant.
If agencies carve out certain areas where there are endangered species and decide
those lands won’t be developed – is a take permit still necessary?
CDFW answered that if developments could be done in a way where endangered species
areas were set aside, that would be fantastic. Of course, there would be ways to do less,
and obviously if you’re setting aside impacted land, this could be phased for really large
development projects. In the Central Valley, there are large residential development
mixed use projects which are hundreds of acres of development, but it’s all going to occur
at the same time. What developers will generally say is the first phase will be 75 acres
5
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with mitigation land somewhere in the neighborhood of 10-15%. That’s the first phase
mitigation. and then have to work toward mitigating those lands and depositing a nonwasting endowment for the perpetual management of those lands. Then they can decide
how big phase two will be, phase three and so forth.
Regarding enforcement, can you outline the plan by which you would enforce the
provisions of a habitat management plan, and in particular, how the Service would look
at what’s going on in management areas?
The Service believe the agreement states that the Army will be the enforcer. Having
said that, the Service did issue files that contained a list of all species that would be
impacted by the transfer of plants, and that was part of the biological assessment that
the Army submitted in the early 90’s. They originally proposed that they would develop
the original HMP. The HCP could be a tool for restoration actions that have already
been decided on about twenty years ago, so that will help facilitate management.
Is it fair to say that if a jurisdiction has a HMA within their jurisdictional boundaries and
there is no reason for a HCP, would they need to go back and look at your 1993 biological
opinion and see what management actions are required under that opinion for certain
types of species, and then take those actions to the services?
It goes back to the Army in that original agreement. If the jurisdiction has been managing
all this time through benign neglect, then the Service would step in and try to get that
entity into compliance, and to try to do restoration.
How are violations enforced if we are all collectively responsible for the management of
the lands?
CDFW – You have no obligation with us, aside from the people that have their own permit.
And they have their own specific duties. One thing I didn’t talk about is that before
someone can engage in development, they either have to put up a Letter of Credit for the
full amount of mitigation, which we can cash out if necessary, or they have to have it in
place in advance. So, it seems if there’s a violation and we’re all doing it collectively, the
entire permit would be pulled. Maybe, but there are remedies besides permit suspension.
It’s not in the State’s interest to blow the whole thing up and start from scratch.
Going back to the idea of Phasing, in our financial scenario we currently have $17M.
Can we set up Phase A with our $17M, and then Phase B with, say $25M, and we
decide to stop there. Can you stop there and amend the permit?
Yes. However, $17M is not a lot of money. If you’re going to phase it, and I understand
why you would want to do that, you’re going to have to need to redo the financials. The
other thing I want to say is that I hope you are all passing these costs on to your
developers.
The caveat in the permit says that at the time you begin your second phase and the
endowment gets deposited, it’s been adjusted for inflation using the CPI.
6
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Can we really calibrate the totality of the mitigation to the amount of development if the
projects are done in phases?
The permits can be structured any way you want them to be; either everything up front or
a structured phase. It’s a little bit more complicated to think how that might work on Fort
Ord because, in terms of the mitigation of lands, we would have to think about whether
that means you’re only managing this one area, or perhaps smaller managing levels in
larger areas. We can talk about these issues by sitting down with a map and having small
conversations.
In Metro Bakersfield there was a developer who did not complete all of the required
mitigations. In a series of meetings with staff and the other developers (who were very
unhappy about this other developer) sufficient peer pressure was applied to cause this
developer to complete their phase of mitigation. So here, too, any conditions of approval
for any developer are going to require that they comply with the terms of your permit. And
if they don’t, you can suspend their permit or red tag them.
At 11:26 a.m., Co-Chair Parker opened the meeting to members of the public.
Kristy Markey, Supervisor Parker’s Office
Looking at the financing questions, it said $40M seemed like a good deal, and that
seems about right. Are there any assumptions about the ROI? And then also, looking at
the actual expense of the activity, you require a certain number of years. Did any of you
have. Chance to read our letter?
No.
Fred Watson
Have public comments been circulated yet? If not, when will they be?
Comments will be circulated with the Final Environmental Impact Report, Final
Environmental Impact Statement and the Final Habitat Conservation Plan.
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
The group expressed a desire to immediately explore phasing options but continue to
review components of a potential Joint Powers Agreement.
January 24, 2020: Exploration of HCP Reduced Scope & Phasing Options
i.

Opportunity and Constraints Overview (Erin Harwayne DDA)

ii.

Jurisdiction Scenarios – Caucus & Report

iii.

Group Discussion
7
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Proposed Future Topics:
January 31, 2020: Governance Structure & Priorities
February 7, 2020: Finances
February 14, 2020: Revised Governance Agreement
5. ADJOURNMENT
Co-Chair Parker adjourned the meeting at 12:09 p.m.
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FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, January 31, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (FORA Board Room)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective

INFORMATION

b. Review and next steps on Habitat discussion
INFORMATION/ACTION
th
i.
Recap discussion from January 24
ii.
Pros and Cons of continued discussions on reduced scope HCP – should discussions
continue?
iii.
If yes to ii, what steps need to be taken in the next few weeks to preserve this option
post June 30, 2020?
iv. If no to ii, what steps need to be taken to convey the $17M for existing habitat obligations?
c. Review of options for focus of future working group
d. Review of options for staffing and meetings
e. Other discussion
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

5. ADJOURNMENT
NEXT MEETING: February 7, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 31, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Erin Harwayne (DDA) (via phone)
Kristie Reimer (RMA)
David Willoughby (KAG)
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Not discussed.
b. Review and next steps on Habitat discussion
i. Recap discussion from January 24th
Not discussed.
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ii. Pros and Cons of continued discussions on reduced scope HCP – Should
discussions continue?
Co-Chair Parker asked the HWG whether they want to continue working as a group on habitat
issues, or would they like to tackle the issues on their own. Mr. Haffa and Mr. Gaglioti noted
that the City of Monterey and the City of Del Rey Oaks, respectively, are interested in a Joint
Powers Authority (“JPA”) for a Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP”), not a Habitat Management
Plan (“HMP”). Co-Chair Parker noted that the County of Monterey is interested in a reduced
scope or phased HCP. Ms. Morton stated that the City of Marina supports moving forward
with an interim JPA with a cutoff date. Ms. Damon stated that the City of Seaside is interested
in creating a structure that allows the basic habitat management functions to be funded. Mr.
Martin of MPC said that they are very interested in continuing the discussion and moving the
HCP forward. Mr. Matarazzo (UCSC), Mr. Breen (MCWD), Mr. Bachman (California State
Parks), and Dr. Payan (Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks) affirmed their organizations’
support of an HCP. After receiving supportive comments, Co-Chair Parker stated that it is
worth it to continue having this conversation. Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA staff will put
together an agenda and that he’ll have Ms. Flint set up items for discussion, with Co-Chair
Parker and himself moderating.
Ms. Flint stated to the group that they have three possible options moving forward: Option 1:
certify the EIR and adopt the HCP in current form; Option 2: not adopt the HCP and consider
certifying the EIR. Continue coordinated habitat planning beyond FORA via formation of a
new JPA. Revise & republish HCP to reflect a “phased” approach and more closely align with
development; or Option 3: do not adopt the HCP and continue individual implementation of
the Habitat Management Plan. A discussion took place among the members regarding the
three options and the legal ramifications for each, with Mr. Willoughby providing FORA
Authority Counsel’s perspective on the issues. Ms. Morton asked CDFW if they are prepared
to give the group a basewide permit. Ms. Vance noted that without the BLM lands for
California Tiger Salamander and Sand Gilia, the basewide permit is an option, pending some
revisions.
iii. If yes to ii, what steps needs to be taken in the next few weeks to preserve this
option post June 30, 2020?
Mr. Haffa motioned for the HWG to move forward with Option 2 including the EIR/EIS and
Mr. Gaglioti seconded. Mr. Pick noted that it seems the HWG is in agreement on most of the
core tenets of Option 2 and that the HWG should move forward by recommending that the
FORA board certifies the EIR/EIS. Ms. Flint made a recommendation to table the motion until
the HWG hears back from FORA consultants regarding the financial and legal details of
executing Option 2. She noted that the HWG could have that feedback by the end of February
in time for the March 12 FORA board meeting. Ms. Morton asked that this recommendation
be moved to the FORA Finance Committee so they can examine how it will impact the
midyear budget. Mr. Oglesby suggested that the HWG move the recommendation to the
Executive Committee so that it can then move to the Finance Committee. A discussion took
2
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place regarding whether the HWG should move forward with Mr. Haffa’s motion, and if not,
how to capture the group’s consensus so that it is officially recorded. Co-Chair Parker
recommended taking a straw poll on the various points of the motion to see where the group
stands on them.
Points
1. FORA staff and consultants to contract
with CEQA attorney to opine on legality and
risks of certifying an EIR without approving a
project (HCP).
2. Interest in forming a legal entity (i.e. JPA)
that could be delegated FORA Board’s
habitat management and conservation
responsibilities (Option 2).
3. Establish an escrow account to hold funds
currently planned to for use as HCP
endowment while JPA-based habitat
planning efforts continue.
4. Request FORA Executive and Finance
committees consider habitat endowment
funds for the JPA process.

Consensus
YES

YES

YES

YES

iv. If no to ii, what steps needs to be taken convey the $17M for existing habitat
obligations?
Not applicable.
c. Review of option for focus of future working group
Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA can direct its Authority Counsel to start preparing a draft JPA
for the HWG to consider. Mr. Willoughby stated that he can circulate a skeletal version of the last
draft JPA to the various jurisdictions’ attorneys and have it serve as a clearinghouse for their
comments and suggestions.
Co-Chair Parker suggested that the HWG discuss financial details in the next week’s meeting,
however, Co-Chair Metz noted that FORA consultant Ellen Martin has not received any feedback
from the jurisdictions and that she would be hard-pressed to bring back anything of substance
by the February 7 HWG meeting. The HWG heard from Ms. Harwayne and Mr. Gabbe regarding
the timing and substance of their analyses that they are preparing for the HWG. Based on this
feedback, Ms. Morton recommended that the HWG not meet on February 7, and that instead the
jurisdictions take the time to meet with Ms. Harwayne and hone in on phasing projections.
d. Review of options for staffing and meetings
Co-Chair Metz noted the following tentative meeting schedule and topics:
o February 7 – meeting cancelled
o February 14 – discussion of the JPA draft document and its language
o February 21 – discussion of finances and the HMP management cost model
3
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o February 28 – discussion of the phasing (hopefully with feedback from regulators and
consultants)
Co-Chair Metz noted that the points listed in the straw poll will be included in the next meeting’s
agenda for members to review.
e. Other discussion
None
4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS
None
5. ADJOURNMENT at 11:57 a.m.
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FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 14, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (FORA Board Room)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 31, 2020
b. Today’s Meeting Objective

ACTION
INFORMATION

c. Recap discussion from January 31, 2020 meeting
INFORMATION
i. Straw Poll Consensus Points
1. FORA staff and consultants to contract with CEQA attorney to opine on legality and risks
of certifying an EIR without approving a project (HCP).
2. Interest in forming a legal entity (i.e. JPA) that could be delegated FORA Board’s habitat
management and conservation responsibilities.
3. Recommend FORA Board establish an escrow account to hold funds currently planned
for use as HCP endowment while JPA-based habitat planning efforts continue.
4. Request FORA Executive and Finance committees consider habitat endowment funds
for the JPA process.
d. Discussion of JPA draft document and its language (Attachment A) INFORMATION/ACTION
e. Other discussion
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

5. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: February 21, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 14, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (FORA Board Room)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 31, 2020
b. Today’s Meeting Objective

ACTION
INFORMATION

c. Recap discussion from January 31, 2020 meeting
INFORMATION
i. Straw Poll Consensus Points
1. FORA staff and consultants to contract with CEQA attorney to opine on legality and risks
of certifying an EIR without approving a project (HCP).
2. Interest in forming a legal entity (i.e. JPA) that could be delegated FORA Board’s habitat
management and conservation responsibilities.
3. Recommend FORA Board establish an escrow account to hold funds currently planned
for use as HCP endowment while JPA-based habitat planning efforts continue.
4. Request FORA Executive and Finance committees consider habitat endowment funds
for the JPA process.
d. Discussion of JPA draft document and its language (Attachment A) INFORMATION/ACTION
e. Other discussion
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

5. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: February 21, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 31, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Erin Harwayne (DDA) (via phone)
Kristie Reimer (RMA)
David Willoughby (KAG)
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Not discussed.
b. Review and next steps on Habitat discussion
i. Recap discussion from January 24th
Not discussed.
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ii. Pros and Cons of continued discussions on reduced scope HCP – Should
discussions continue?
Co-Chair Parker asked the HWG whether they want to continue working as a group on habitat
issues, or would they like to tackle the issues on their own. Mr. Haffa and Mr. Gaglioti noted
that the City of Monterey and the City of Del Rey Oaks, respectively, are interested in a Joint
Powers Authority (“JPA”) for a Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP”), not a Habitat Management
Plan (“HMP”). Co-Chair Parker noted that the County of Monterey is interested in a reduced
scope or phased HCP. Ms. Morton stated that the City of Marina supports moving forward
with an interim JPA with a cutoff date. Ms. Damon stated that the City of Seaside is interested
in creating a structure that allows the basic habitat management functions to be funded. Mr.
Martin of MPC said that they are very interested in continuing the discussion and moving the
HCP forward. Mr. Matarazzo (UCSC), Mr. Breen (MCWD), Mr. Bachman (California State
Parks), and Dr. Payan (Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks) affirmed their organizations’
support of an HCP. After receiving supportive comments, Co-Chair Parker stated that it is
worth it to continue having this conversation. Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA staff will put
together an agenda and that he’ll have Ms. Flint set up items for discussion, with Co-Chair
Parker and himself moderating.
Ms. Flint stated to the group that they have three possible options moving forward: Option 1:
certify the EIR and adopt the HCP in current form; Option 2: not adopt the HCP and consider
certifying the EIR. Continue coordinated habitat planning beyond FORA via formation of a
new JPA. Revise & republish HCP to reflect a “phased” approach and more closely align with
development; or Option 3: do not adopt the HCP and continue individual implementation of
the Habitat Management Plan. A discussion took place among the members regarding the
three options and the legal ramifications for each, with Mr. Willoughby providing FORA
Authority Counsel’s perspective on the issues. Ms. Morton asked CDFW if they are prepared
to give the group a basewide permit. Ms. Vance noted that without the BLM lands for
California Tiger Salamander and Sand Gilia, the basewide permit is an option, pending some
revisions.
iii. If yes to ii, what steps needs to be taken in the next few weeks to preserve this
option post June 30, 2020?
Mr. Haffa motioned for the HWG to move forward with Option 2 including the EIR/EIS and
Mr. Gaglioti seconded. Mr. Pick noted that it seems the HWG is in agreement on most of the
core tenets of Option 2 and that the HWG should move forward by recommending that the
FORA board certifies the EIR/EIS. Ms. Flint made a recommendation to table the motion until
the HWG hears back from FORA consultants regarding the financial and legal details of
executing Option 2. She noted that the HWG could have that feedback by the end of February
in time for the March 12 FORA board meeting. Ms. Morton asked that this recommendation
be moved to the FORA Finance Committee so they can examine how it will impact the
midyear budget. Mr. Oglesby suggested that the HWG move the recommendation to the
Executive Committee so that it can then move to the Finance Committee. A discussion took
2
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place regarding whether the HWG should move forward with Mr. Haffa’s motion, and if not,
how to capture the group’s consensus so that it is officially recorded. Co-Chair Parker
recommended taking a straw poll on the various points of the motion to see where the group
stands on them.
Points
1. FORA staff and consultants to contract
with CEQA attorney to opine on legality and
risks of certifying an EIR without approving a
project (HCP).
2. Interest in forming a legal entity (i.e. JPA)
that could be delegated FORA Board’s
habitat management and conservation
responsibilities (Option 2).
3. Recommend FORA Board establish an
escrow account to hold funds currently
planned for use as HCP endowment while
JPA-based habitat planning efforts continue.
4. Request FORA Executive and Finance
committees consider habitat endowment
funds for the JPA process.

Consensus
YES

YES

YES

YES

iv. If no to ii, what steps needs to be taken convey the $17M for existing habitat
obligations?
Not applicable.
c. Review of option for focus of future working group
Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA can direct its Authority Counsel to start preparing a draft JPA
for the HWG to consider. Mr. Willoughby stated that he can circulate a skeletal version of the last
draft JPA to the various jurisdictions’ attorneys and have it serve as a clearinghouse for their
comments and suggestions.
Co-Chair Parker suggested that the HWG discuss financial details in the next week’s meeting,
however, Co-Chair Metz noted that FORA consultant Ellen Martin has not received any feedback
from the jurisdictions and that she would be hard-pressed to bring back anything of substance
by the February 7 HWG meeting. The HWG heard from Ms. Harwayne and Mr. Gabbe regarding
the timing and substance of their analyses that they are preparing for the HWG. Based on this
feedback, Ms. Morton recommended that the HWG not meet on February 7, and that instead the
jurisdictions take the time to meet with Ms. Harwayne and hone in on phasing projections.
d. Review of options for staffing and meetings
Co-Chair Metz noted the following tentative meeting schedule and topics:
o February 7 – meeting cancelled
o February 14 – discussion of the JPA draft document and its language
o February 21 – discussion of finances and the HMP management cost model
3
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o February 28 – discussion of the phasing (hopefully with feedback from regulators and
consultants)
Co-Chair Metz noted that the points listed in the straw poll will be included in the next meeting’s
agenda for members to review.
e. Other discussion
None
4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS
None
5. ADJOURNMENT at 11:57 a.m.
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Attachment to Item 3d
Habitat Working Group, 2/14/20

JOINT EXERCISE OF POWERS AGREEMENT
CREATING THE
FORT ORD REGIONAL
HABITAT COOPERATIVE
(pursuant to Joint Exercise of Powers Act,
California Government Code Sections 6500 to 6599.3)

______________, 2020
(for reference purposes)

JOINT EXERCISE OF POWERS AGREEMENT
CREATING THE FORT ORD REGIONAL HABITAT COOPERATIVE
This Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (this “Agreement”) is dated for reference purposes
______________, 2020 and is entered into by and among:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)

County of Monterey (“County”),
City of Marina (“Marina”),
City of Seaside (“Seaside”),
City of Del Rey Oaks (“Del Rey Oaks”),
City of Monterey (“Monterey”),
California Department of Parks and Recreation (“State Parks”),
The Regents of the University of California (“UC”),
The Board of Trustees of the California State University, on behalf of the Monterey Bay
Campus (“CSUMB”),
Monterey Peninsula Community College District (“MPC”),
Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District (“MPRPD”),
Marina Coast Water District (“MCWD”), and
Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”).
RECITALS

A.
Each of the parties to this Agreement is a public agency within the meaning of the Joint
Exercise of Powers Act (California Government Code Section 6500 et seq., hereinafter referred to as the
“JPA Act”). The parties may be referred to collectively as the “Parties” and each individually as a “Party.”
B.
The JPA Act authorizes the Parties to create a joint exercise of powers entity that has the
power to exercise jointly the powers common to the Parties.
C.
The Parties have a common interest in creating an entity through which they may meet to
investigate, discuss, and make decisions regarding (i) the prospect of cooperatively managing among
themselves the habitat and environmental resources located on the former Fort Ord military installation
(including through the Fort Ord Multispecies Habitat Conservation Plan prepared by FORA for the former
Fort Ord military installation (the “HCP”), a phased, narrowed, reduced, or otherwise modified version
thereof, the revised Installation-Wide Multispecies Habitat Management Plan for Former Fort Ord issued
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in April 1997 (the “HMP”), a revised or modified version thereof,
or any other plan that the Cooperative may prepare or agree upon for the cooperative management of the
habitat and environmental resources located on the former Fort Ord military installation (a “New
Management Plan”)), (ii) managing the process of revising and updating the HCP, HMP or developing a
New Management Plan (including any necessary or desirable environmental review) if the Cooperative
elects to do so, and (iii) how incidental take permits for development and other covered activities on the
former Fort Ord military installation may be obtained from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
pursuant to Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 United States Code Section
1531 et seq.) and from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife under California Fish and Game
Code Section 2081 (including through continuing dialog and negotiation with such wildlife agencies).
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AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, based on the foregoing and in consideration of the mutual terms, covenants,
and conditions contained in this Agreement and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:
1.0

DEFINITIONS

The following terms as used in this Agreement will have the meanings set forth below:
1.1

“Agreement” means this Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement.

1.2

“Appointer” has the meaning given in Section 2.4.

1.3

“BLM” means the Bureau of Land Management, an agency of the U.S. Department

1.4

“Cities” collectively means the cities of Seaside, Marina, Del Rey Oaks, and

of Interior.

Monterey.
1.5
“Contract Date” means the latest of the dates set forth beside the signatures of the
Parties below, which shall be deemed to be the effective date of this Agreement.
1.6
“Cooperative” means the Fort Ord Regional Habitat Cooperative created by this
Agreement. The Cooperative is composed of appointed and elected officials from each Party.
1.7
“Cooperative Governing Board” means the body governing the Fort Ord Regional
Habitat Cooperative pursuant to this Agreement.
1.8

“County” means the County of Monterey, a California general law county.

1.9
“CSUMB” means the Board of Trustees of the California State University, acting
on behalf of the Monterey Bay Campus.
1.10

“Del Rey Oaks” means the City of Del Rey Oaks, a California general law city.

1.11

“FORA” means the Fort Ord Reuse Authority, a public corporation of the State of

California.
1.12 “HCP” means the Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan prepared by
the Fort Ord Reuse Authority for the former Fort Ord military installation.
1.13 “HMP” means the revised “Installation-Wide Multispecies Habitat Management
Plan for Former Fort Ord” issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in April 1997.
1.14 “JPA Act” means the Joint Exercise of Powers Act (California Government Code
Section 6500 et seq.).
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1.15 “Majority of the Cooperative Governing Board” means not less than eight (8) of
the fourteen (14) voting members of the Cooperative Governing Board.
1.16

“Marina” means the City of Marina, a California charter city.

1.17

“MCWD” means the Marina Coast Water District, a California special district.

1.18

“Monterey” means the City of Monterey, a California charter city.

1.19 “MPC” means the Monterey Peninsula Community College District, a California
community college district.
1.20
special district.

“MPRPD” means the Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District, a California

1.21 “New Management Plan” means a plan prepared or agreed upon by the
Cooperative for the cooperative management of the habitat and environmental resources located on the
former Fort Ord military installation.
1.22

“Party” or “Parties” means any or all, respectively, of the signatories to this

1.23

“Seaside” means the City of Seaside, a California general law city.

Agreement.

1.24 “State Parks” means the California Department of Parks and Recreation, a
department of the California Natural Resources Agency.
1.25
2.0

“UC” means The Regents of the University of California.

CREATION AND OPERATION OF COOPERATIVE

2.1
Establish Cooperative. This Agreement creates the Cooperative as an entity, the
principal purpose of which is outlined in Recital C above. At such time as the Cooperative may determine,
the purpose of the Cooperative may be expanded to include implementation of cooperative management of
the habitat and environmental resources located on the former Fort Ord military installation through such
plan as the Cooperative may approve and adopt or in any other manner that the Cooperative may determine
consistent with the requirements of the JPA Act and any other applicable law.
2.2
Debts, Liabilities and Obligations. As provided in the JPA Act, the Cooperative is
a public entity separate from its members. Debts, liabilities, and obligations of the Cooperative are its own
and not those of its members.
2.3
State Filing. Within thirty (30) days after the Contract Date or any amendment to
this Agreement, the Cooperative will cause appropriate notice thereof to be filed with the office of the
Secretary of State of the State of California, as provided in Government Code Section 6503.5.
2.4
Appointments to Cooperative Governing Board. The Cooperative will be
governed by a Cooperative Governing Board consisting of voting and non-voting members as described in
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Section 2.5 of this Agreement. Within thirty (30) days following the Contract Date, each Party’s legislative
body, or if the Party has no legislative body, the Party’s designated administrator (in either instance, the
“Appointer”), shall appoint that Party’s member(s) of the Cooperative Governing Board(s) and may also
appoint alternate representative(s). The Manager of the Fort Ord National Monument, or another
representative appointed by such Manager, will serve as the BLM member. The term of office of each
member and alternate shall be two (2) years; provided, however, that his/her term shall expire on the first
to occur of any of the following: (a) replacement by his/her Appointer, (b) if he/she is an elected official
of the Party which caused his/her appointment at the time of such appointment, when he/she ceases to be
such an elected official, (c) the effective date of his/her resignation as a member or alternate, or (d) his/her
death, disqualification, or permanent incapacity to serve as a member or alternate. Within sixty (60) days
after a member’s seat on the Cooperative Governing Board becomes vacant, his/her Appointer shall appoint
a replacement to complete any unserved portion of the predecessor’s two (2) year term. Replacement of
any alternate may be made at the discretion of his/her Appointer. Any member or alternate may be
reappointed by his/her Appointer for a subsequent term or terms. Each Party shall maintain its own records
of its appointments and related terms of office.
2.5
Membership and Voting. The initial Cooperative Governing Board shall include
fourteen (14) voting members, appointed by the Appointers of the following Parties in the following
numbers: County (2), Marina (2), Seaside (2), Del Rey Oaks (1), Monterey (1), State Parks (1), UC (1),
CSUMB (1), MPC (1), MPRPD (1), and MCWD (1). Because County, Marina and Seaside each have been
apportioned a greater amount of Fort Ord development lands than the other Parties who may appoint voting
members to the Cooperative Governing Board, each may appoint two (2) voting Cooperative Governing
Board members. Each voting Cooperative Governing Board member shall have one (1) vote for each
decision relating to the governance, budget, or administration of the Cooperative. BLM shall be the sole
non-voting member.
2.6
Pay. Cooperative Governing Board members serve without compensation but may
be entitled to reimbursement for expenses incurred on behalf of the Cooperative at the direction of the
Cooperative Governing Board.
2.7
Staffing Needs. The Cooperative Governing Board shall determine how to best
meet any staffing needs of the Cooperative (including whether by coordinating the contribution of services
by one or more of the Parties, hiring full or part time employees, retaining consultants or independent
contractors, engaging the services of another public or private entity, utilizing other means identified by
the Cooperative Governing Board, or through any combination of the above), as those needs may evolve
over time. The Cooperative Governing Board will meet and confer in good faith within sixty (60) days
following the Contract Date to cooperatively develop and establish an initial staffing plan for the
Cooperative.
2.8

Meetings of Cooperative Governing Board.

2.8.1 Regular Meetings. The Cooperative Governing Board shall hold regular
meetings at least twice per year at dates and times established by the Cooperative Governing Board. The
Cooperative Governing Board may establish a meeting schedule that sets regular meetings at more frequent
intervals. The Chair of the Cooperative Governing Board may call, cancel, or reschedule meetings.
2.8.2 Notice. Meetings of the Cooperative Governing Board shall be called,
noticed, held, and conducted subject to the provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act (California Government
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Code Section 54950 et seq.) and the Bagley Keene Open Meeting Act (California Government Code
Section 11120 et seq.).
2.8.3 Minutes. The administrator selected pursuant to Section 2.9.2 or his/her
designee shall cause minutes of meetings of the Cooperative Governing Board to be kept and shall present
minutes for review and approval by the Cooperative Governing Board at its regular meetings.
2.8.4 Quorum. A Majority of the Cooperative Governing Board constitutes a
quorum for the transaction of business, except that less than a quorum may adjourn meetings.
2.9

Officers: Duties; Bonding.

2.9.1 Chair and Vice Chair. Within sixty (60) days following the Contract Date
and subsequently at its first regular meeting after the start of each fiscal year, the Cooperative Governing
Board shall elect from its members a Chair and a Vice Chair. The Chair and the Vice Chair shall have the
duties assigned by the Cooperative Governing Board or set forth in by-laws adopted by the Cooperative
Governing Board.
2.9.2 Administrator. Within sixty (60) days following the Contract Date and
subsequently at its first regular meeting after the start of each fiscal year, the Cooperative Governing Board
shall appoint an administrator, who shall (a) serve as the custodian of the Cooperative’s records; (b) prepare
minutes to be submitted for review and approval by the Cooperative Governing Board; (c) act as Secretary
at meetings; (d) keep a journal record of the Cooperative’s proceedings; and (e) perform duties incident to
the office as assigned by the Cooperative Governing Board.
2.9.3 Bonded Officers. The Cooperative Governing Board shall identify and
designate each public officer or other person who has charge of, handles, or has access to the Cooperative’s
property and funds and, to the extent required by Government Code Section 6505.1, shall require such
officers and persons to file official bonds, provided that such bonds shall not be required if the
Cooperative’s property and funds have an aggregate value less than One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($1,500), as adjusted for inflation according to a generally accepted index adopted by the Cooperative
Governing Board.
2.9.4 Other Officers. The Cooperative Governing Board may (a) appoint such
other officers and employees as it may deem necessary and (b) retain independent counsel, consultants and
accountants.
3.0

TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWAL

3.1
Effective Date and Termination. This Agreement will become effective on the
Contract Date and will continue in effect until terminated (a) by the mutual written consent of all of the
Parties or (b) by a vote or written consent of a Majority of the Cooperative Governing Board after the provision of
not less than ninety (90) days’ advance written notice to the other Parties.

3.2
Withdrawal. Any Party may withdraw from this Agreement upon ninety (90) days’
written notice to the other Parties. The withdrawing Party remains obligated to the same extent, if any, that
the remaining Parties are obligated to contribute money to pay any debts, liabilities, and obligations
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incurred by, arising from, or related to actions taken by the Cooperative while the withdrawing Party was
a party to this Agreement.
3.3
Effect of Withdrawal. Upon withdrawal, the withdrawing Party shall no longer be
a party to this Agreement, and the term “Parties” as used in this Agreement shall thereafter mean the
remaining Parties. Within thirty (30) days after receiving notice of withdrawal, the Parties who will remain
will meet to discuss whether any amendments to this Agreement are necessary or appropriate in light of
the withdrawal and to prepare any appropriate amendments for consideration by the remaining Parties.
4.0

POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Cooperative has the powers granted to joint powers authorities by the JPA Act. The
Cooperative may do acts necessary to exercise those powers including any of the following: (a) make
contracts; (b) employ agents and employees; (c) receive, collect, manage, and disburse funds; (d) receive
grants, contributions, and donations of property, funds, and services; and (e) sue and be sued in its own
name.
5.0

FISCAL YEAR

Unless and until changed by a Majority of the Cooperative Governing Board, the fiscal year
of the Cooperative shall be the period from July 1 of each year to and including the following June 30 (to
match the State of California’s fiscal year), except for the first fiscal year which shall be the period from
the Contract Date to the following June 30.
6.0

DISPOSITION OF ASSETS AND REAL PROPERTY

Upon termination of this Agreement, and after the repayment of advances and contributions
made in accordance with Section 7 of this Agreement, assets acquired as the result of the joint exercise of
powers under this Agreement, other than real property and funding for the restoration or management of
real property, shall be distributed to the Parties in proportion to each Party’s overall unreimbursed
contribution of assets to the Cooperative. The Cooperative shall transfer any real property, and any money
set aside for the restoration or management of real property, acquired by the Cooperative as the result of
the joint exercise of powers under this Agreement to one or more public agencies or appropriate
conservation non-profit entities. The funds shall continue to be held, managed, and disbursed only for longterm stewardship and benefit of the specific property for which they were set aside.
7.0

CONTRIBUTIONS AND ADVANCES

With the Cooperative Governing Board’s approval, any Party may contribute money,
personnel services, equipment, materials, or property to the Cooperative for any of the purposes of this
Agreement. Such advances must be recorded and repaid in the manner agreed upon, by the Cooperative and
the Party making the advance, in writing prior to the date of the advance. Except as otherwise expressly
provided in this Agreement, no Party is obligated to pay the Cooperative’s administrative expenses.
8.0

ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS

8.1
Accounts. The Cooperative shall establish and maintain such funds and accounts as
may be required by good accounting practice and as may be required by the terms of any state or federal
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grant that the Cooperative may receive. The books and records of the Cooperative shall be open to
inspection at reasonable times by the Parties and their representatives.
8.2
Audits. The Cooperative shall cause to be prepared: (a) a special audit as required
by California Government Code Section 6505 every year during the term of this Agreement and (b) a report
in writing on the first day of February, May, August, and November of each year to the Cooperative
Governing Board and the Parties. The report shall: (a) describe the amount of money held by the
Cooperative; (b) the manner in which the money is held and invested; (c) include the income received since
the last such report; and (d) the amount paid out since the last such report. To the extent required by
California Government Code Section 6505.6, the Cooperative shall contract with a certified public
accountant or public accountant to make an annual audit of the accounts and records of the Cooperative.
The minimum requirements of the audit shall be those prescribed by the State Controller for special districts
under California Government Code Section 26909 and shall conform to generally-accepted auditing
standards. When such an audit of an account and records is made by a certified public accountant or
public accountant, a report thereof shall be filed as a public record with the Parties and, if required by
California Government Code Section 6505.6, also with the Auditor Controller of County. Such report shall
be filed within twelve (12) months of the end of the fiscal year or years under examination. Any costs of
the audit, including contracts with, or employment of, certified public accountants or public accountants, in
making an audit under this Section 8.2 shall be borne by the Cooperative and shall be a charge against any
unencumbered funds of the Cooperative available for that purpose.

9.0

CONFLICT OF INTEREST CODE

The Cooperative shall adopt a conflict of interest code as required by law and shall comply
with the terms of Fair Political Practices Commission Ethics Training requirements.
10.0

FORM OF APPROVALS

Approvals by the Cooperative required in this Agreement, unless the context specifies
otherwise, must be given by resolution of the Cooperative Governing Board. When consent or approval is
required in this Agreement, it may not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed.
11.0

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

11.1 No Partnership. This Agreement shall not make or be deemed to make any Party
to this Agreement the agent for or the partner of any other Party.
11.2 Notices. Notices to the Parties shall be sufficient if delivered to the chief executive
of the Party at the Party’s principal location within five (5) working days prior to any action to be taken or
any meeting to be called. The following notice list contains the notification addresses of the Parties.
ATTN: County Administrative Officer
County of Monterey
1441 Schilling Place 2nd Floor
Salinas, CA 93901

ATTN: City Manager
City of Marina
211 Hillcrest Ave.
Marina, CA 93933
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ATTN: City Manager
City of Seaside
440 Harcourt Ave.
Seaside, CA 93955

ATTN: President California State University
Monterey Bay
100 Campus Center, Building 1
Seaside, CA 93955-8001

ATTN: City Manager
City of Del Rey Oaks
650 Canyon Del Rey Blvd.
Del Rey Oaks, CA 93940

ATTN: Superintendent/President
Monterey Peninsula College
980 Fremont Street
Monterey, CA 93940-4799

ATTN: City Manager
City of Monterey
City Hall
Monterey, CA 93940

ATTN: General Manager
MPRPD
60 Garden Court, Suite 325
Monterey, CA 93940

ATTN: State Parks, Monterey District
Superintendent
2211 Garden Road
Monterey, CA 93940

ATTN: General Manager
Marina Coast Water District
11 Reservation Road
Marina, CA 93933

ATTN: Director, UCSC Natural Reserves ATTN: FONM Manager
Physical & Biological Sciences
Bureau of Land Management
c/o ENVS
Central Coast Field Office
1156 High Street
940 2nd Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Marina, CA 93933

11.3 Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the
Parties. It supersedes any and all other agreements, either oral or in writing, among the Parties with respect
to the subject matter hereof and contains all of the covenants and agreements among them with respect to
said matters, and each Party acknowledges that no representation, inducement, promise or agreement, oral
or otherwise, has been made by any other Party or anyone acting on behalf of any other Party that is not
embodied herein.
11.4 Amendment of Agreement. No addition, alteration, amendment, change, or
modification to this Agreement shall be binding upon the Parties, or any of them, unless reduced to writing
and signed by each and all of the Parties.
11.5 Elected Officials Not to Benefit. No member of the Cooperative Governing Board
shall be entitled to any share or part of this Agreement or to any benefit that may arise from it.
11.6 Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts, each
of which shall be deemed an original and all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
complete instrument. The signature page of each counterpart may be detached from such counterpart and
attached to a single document which shall for all purposes be treated as an original. Faxed, photocopied or
e-mailed signatures shall be deemed originals for all purposes.
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11.7 No Third-Party Beneficiaries. Without limiting the applicability of rights granted
to the public pursuant to law, this Agreement shall not create any right or interest in the public, or any
member thereof, as a third-party beneficiary hereof.
11.8 Applicable Laws. All activities undertaken pursuant to this Agreement must be in
compliance with all applicable state and federal laws and regulations.
11.9 Successors; Assignment. This Agreement binds and benefits successors to the
Parties. No Party may assign any right or obligation hereunder without the consent of the other Parties.
11.10 Calendar Days. Throughout this Agreement the use of the term “day” or “days”
means calendar days, unless otherwise specified.
11.11 No Waiver. The failure of any Party at any time to require the performance by any
other Party of any provision of this Agreement shall in no way affect the right to require such performance
at any later time. No extension of time for performance of any obligation or act shall be deemed an
extension of time for any other obligation or act. No waiver of any breach of any provision of this
Agreement shall be deemed to be any waiver of the provision itself. No waiver shall be binding unless
executed in writing by the Party making the waiver. Any and all rights and remedies which any Party may
have under this Agreement or at law or in equity shall be cumulative, and shall not be deemed inconsistent
with each other; no one of them, whether exercised or not, shall be deemed to be an exclusion of any other,
and any or all of such rights and remedies may be exercised at the same time.
11.12 Mediation. The Parties must submit any disputes arising under this Agreement to
non-binding mediation before filing suit to enforce or interpret this Agreement. Upon request by any Party
to the dispute, the Parties will within ten (10) days select a single mediator, or if the Parties cannot agree,
they shall ask the then presiding judge of the Monterey County Superior Court to select a mediator to
mediate the dispute within fifteen (15) days of such selection.
11.13 Attorneys’ Fees. If any action at law or equity, including any action for declaratory
relief is brought to enforce or interpret the provisions of this Agreement, the Parties to the litigation shall
bear their own attorneys’ fees and costs, provided that attorneys’ fees and costs recoverable against the
United States shall be governed by applicable federal law.
11.14 Severability. In the event one or more of the provisions contained in this Agreement
is held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be
deemed severed from this Agreement and the remaining parts of this Agreement shall remain in full force
and effect as though such invalid, illegal, or unenforceable portion had never been a part of this Agreement.
11.15 Due Authorization. The Parties represent and warrant that (a) the execution and
delivery of this Agreement has been duly authorized and approved by requisite action, (b) no other
authorization or approval, whether of governmental bodies or otherwise, will be necessary in order to
enable the Parties to enter into and comply with the terms of this Agreement, and (c) the persons executing
this Agreement on behalf of the Parties have the authority to bind the Parties.
11.16 Interpretation. The provisions of this Agreement shall be interpreted in a
reasonable manner to carry out the purposes of the Parties and this Agreement. The organization and format
of this Agreement (including the numbering of, or the captions, headings, or titles to, any sections or
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paragraphs of this Agreement) are intended solely for convenience of reference and shall not be used to
construe the scope, meaning, intent, or interpretation of any part of this Agreement. Whenever used in this
Agreement, the word “including” shall be deemed to be followed by the words “but not limited to.” Each
number, tense, and gender used in this Agreement shall include any other tense, number, or gender where
the context and references so require. Any pronoun used in this Agreement shall be read in the singular or
plural number and in such gender as the context may require.
11.17 Drafting of Agreement. It is understood and agreed by the Parties that this
Agreement has been arrived at through negotiation and deliberation by the Parties, with each Party having
had the opportunity to review and revise this Agreement and to discuss the terms and effect of this
Agreement with counsel of its choice. Accordingly, any rule of law or legal decision that would require
interpretation of any ambiguities in this Agreement against the Party that has drafted it is not applicable
and is waived.
[signatures appear on following pages]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HERETO have executed this Joint Exercise of Powers
Agreement to be in effect as of the Contract Date.

Dated:

, 2020

COUNTY OF MONTEREY

By:
County Administrative Officer
Approved as to form:

By:
County/Deputy County Counsel
Dated:

, 2020

CITY OF MARINA

By:
City Manager
Approved as to form:

By:
City Attorney
Dated:

, 2020

CITY OF SEASIDE

By:
City Manager
Approved as to form:

By:
City Attorney
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Dated:

, 2020

CITY OF DEL REY OAKS

By:
City Manager
Approved as to form:

By:
City Attorney
Dated:

, 2020

CITY OF MONTEREY

By:
City Manager
Approved as to form:

By:
City Attorney
Dated:

, 2020

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND
RECREATION

By:
Regional Manager
Approved as to form:

By:
General Counsel
Dated:

, 2020

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

By:
Secretary to the Regents
Approved as to form:

By:
General Counsel
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Dated:

, 2020

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

By:
President

Approved as to form:

By:
General Counsel
Dated:

, 2020

MONTEREY PENINSULA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT

By:
President

Approved as to form:

By:
General Counsel
Dated:

, 2020

MONTEREY PENINSULA REGIONAL PARK
DISTRICT

By:
General Manager
Approved as to form:

By:
General Counsel
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Dated:

, 2020

MARINA COAST WATER DISTRICT

By:
General Manager
Approved as to form:

By:
District Counsel
Dated:

, 2020

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

By:
District Manager
Central California District Office
El Dorado Hills, California
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
10:00 a.m. Friday, February 14, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Mike Wegley (MCWD)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Kristie Reimer (RMA)
David Willoughby (KAG)

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 31, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the January 31, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
b. Today’s Meeting Objective
Not discussed.

c. Recap discussion from January 31, 2020 meeting
Not discussed.
d. Discussion of JPA draft document and its language (Attachment A)
Co-Chair Parker started the item by noting that Mr. Willoughby will be leading the HWG through
the draft JPA paragraph by paragraph. Mr. Willoughby walked the HWG through the contents of
the document, answering questions from members of the HWG when asked, and noting any
requested changes. Once Mr. Willoughby finished, members of the HWG discussed the
language used in sections throughout the draft document. Mr. Haffa opined that it would be
helpful if all members of the HWG spoke about whether they would feel comfortable bringing it
to their agencies for approval. Representatives from each jurisdiction expressed their thoughts
on the idea, with some voicing their approval, some voicing their rejection, and some voicing
approval pending some changes and clarifications.
Members of the HWG began to discuss next steps as far as the HWG’s responsibilities go to
carry on this process. Co-Chair Parker recommended that Mr. Willoughby and attorneys from
the various jurisdictions hold a meeting to go over the draft JPA and bring forward a new draft
of the documents to the HWG meeting on February 28, so that the HWG can discuss a document
that has been approved by its jurisdictions’ attorneys. This would give the HWG the ability to
make a recommendation to the FORA Board. Co-Chair Metz suggested conducting a straw poll
on various ideas so that when the attorneys meet, they have some policy direction to base their
work off of. The HWG continued the discussion of the draft document, going over legal
ramifications, the schedule of how the JPA will be implemented, and ways that the $17 million
can be protected. Co-Chair Parker recommended that the group come to an agreement on
consensus points and listed them as follows:
-

Clarifying the purpose in recital C to include more explicit language about the negotiations
that the JPA was going to be undertaking.
The handling and possible disposition of the $17 million.
Put in a more explicit end date for the JPA for this particular purpose.
Have the attorneys look into the risk of liability.

MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Oglesby and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to memorialize those consensus points.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
e. Other discussion
None
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Not discussed
5. ADJOURNMENT at 12:04 p.m.

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 21, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective

INFORMATION

b. February 14, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

c. Habitat Management Plan (HMP) - Cost Model presentation

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. CEQA Attorney - Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) / EIR options

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

5. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: February 28, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
10:00 a.m. Friday, February 21, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Ms. Parker went over the agenda for the meeting and noted that the objective was to have a
good conversation.

Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes
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b. February 14, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz noted that FORA attorneys are reviewing the JPA document with the jurisdictions’
redlines and that they will bring it back for review and consideration at subsequent meetings.
c. Habitat Management Plan (HMP) – Cost Model presentation
Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the HMP cost model. He started by going over the methods
and assumptions that he used to create the HMP cost model. He broke down the cost model
by jurisdiction, species, acreage, and responsibilities and answered questions from the
committee. He discussed the differences between the HMP and HCP, and the details
regarding species’ takes and mitigation. Ms. Morton asked if it would be possible for the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to compile all reports from the last five years and have
them posted on FORA’s website. Mr. Metz affirmed that he’d work with Mr. Morgan of BLM
to get all the reports and put them on the website for jurisdictions to access. Mr. Pick noted
that the regulatory agencies will be in charge of these things, and would like them on the
phone next time. Ms. Parker wrapped up the item due to time constraints and noted that this
was a good conversation, but that it will need to be discussed in future meetings.
d. CEQA Attorney – Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) / EIR options
Mr. Metz noted that as instructed by the FORA Board, FORA staff requested Holland & Knight
(HK) provide a legal opinion regarding CEQA/NEPA ramifications regarding the HCP
EIR/EIS. Mr. Willoughby walked the HWG through the legal memo provided by HK. He broke
down the five options as laid out in the memo as well as the details of EIR certification. Mr.
Willoughby then answered questions from members of the HWG regarding the contents of
the memo. Following this, Ms. Flint gave a presentation on HCP/EIR considerations. She
broke down HK’s five options in terms of who the lead agency would be and the benefits and
challenges of each. She then showed the HWG an action calendar for all the steps that would
need to take place to publish and certify an EIR before FORA’s sunset.
e. Other discussion
None
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Not discussed.
5. ADJOURNMENT at 12:15 p.m.
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Draft Cost Estimates for each Jurisdiction to
Implement the HMP
 HMP responsibilities
 Methods and assumptions to estimate HMP costs
 Draft cost estimate, by jurisdiction
 Conclusions



HMP Responsibilities

 Develop Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for Habitat

Management Areas (HMAs)
 Annual reporting to USFWS, CDFW, BLM
 Environmental Compliance

HMP Responsibilities



 Habitat enhancement and maintenance
 Non-native species control
 Erosion control
 Vegetation management (controlled burns, grazing,

mechanical)
 Road and trail maintenance
 Security and access control

Methods and Assumptions I



 RMPs have not been developed!


Not enough details about “what will be done” and “how much”
to manage & restore to accurately estimate cost of HMP
implementation

Methods and Assumptions I



 Costs for tasks extrapolated from the HCP cost

model


Beyond scope to create new cost estimates and model for HMP



HCP cost model best guide - HCP based on HMP


50 + linked Excel worksheets



Assumptions inform extrapolations



Eliminated HCP-specific tasks (e.g., restore E. Garrison pond
for CTS, HCP contingency fund)



Reduced cost of some HCP tasks with less per unit effort
under HMP (e.g., monitoring & adaptive management)



Show cost model here – screenshot of
page or actual Excel file

Methods and Assumptions II



 Most costs not readily extractable from HCP cost

model





HCP costs estimated base-wide



HCP cost model assumes extensive sharing of resources


Staffing



Knowledge (i.e., land management experts)



Capital

Extensive assumptions made and documented to allocate
HMP costs to individual jurisdictions from HCP cost model
line-items

Methods and Assumptions III



 Costs estimated for HMAs and development

parcels with management responsibilities
 HCP cost categories used for HMP cost estimates


Allows direct comparison of relative costs



Cost estimated per acre or linear feet, where feasible



Cost allocated based on size of HMAs



HMP Implementation Cost
Estimates

 HCP start-up costs not

included in HMP cost
estimate

DRAFT
Table 1
Program Administration Cost Summary
HCP Cooperative

Cost Item

Start Up Costs

Average Annual Costs

Staff Costs

$0

$352,881

Insurance

$0

$35,736

Office Space and Utilities

$0

$36,464

$47,785

$11,600

$0

$6,706

$55,084

$7,436

Staff Training

$0

$900

Legal assistance

$0

$20,656

Financial analysis assistance

$0

$2,314

Education/ Outreach/ Public Relations

$0

$17,214

$102,869

$491,907

General Office Equipment [1]
GIS and Database Equipment
Vehicles and Fuel [2] [3]

Total

[1] UC cell phones (within General Office Equipment) to the sum of $1,377 not included in
total capital costs Years 1-50.
[2] Reflects gas and utilization costs assuming each vehicle is driven 10,000 miles per
year.
[3] Includes vehicle costs not anticipated until years 21-50.

Prepared by EPS 2/20/2020
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DRAFT
Table 2
Estimate of Program Administration Costs by Jurisdiction
HMP Program Administration Estimate

Estimated Costs by Jurisdiction

HMP Cost Estimate Method

Cost Item

Start Up
Costs

HCP Average Annual
Costs

Monterey
County

Marina

Peninsula College

Regional Park District

Del Rey Oaks

20% of HCP costs for county;
Staff Costs

10% for JDs with HMA, 5% for dev parcel JDs.

$352,881

$70,576

$35,288

$35,288

$35,288

$35,288

Insurance

0%

$35,736

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Office Space and Utilities

0%

$36,464

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

General Office Equipment

0%

$11,600

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$6,706

$3,353

$3,353

$3,353

$3,353

$3,353

$7,436

$5,922

$756

$660

$61

$38

$900

$180

$90

$90

$90

$90

$20,656

$15,492

$15,492

$15,492

$15,492

$15,492

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$17,214

$13,707

$1,750

$1,527

$141

$89

$491,907

$111,544

$59,043

$58,724

$56,739

$56,665

50% of HCP costs for
GIS and Database Equipment

each jurisdiction

Vehicles and Fuel [2] [3]

100% of HMA costs allocated by

Excluded [1]

HMA acreage; see Table 3
20% of HCP costs for county;
Staff Training

10% for all others
75% of HCP costs for

Legal assistance

each jurisdiction
100% of HCP costs for

Financial analysis assistance

each jurisdiction
100% of HMA costs allocated by

Education/ Outreach/ Public Relations

HMA acreage; see Table 3

TOTAL

[1] Assumes jurisdictions will use their own vehicles and office equipment.
[2] Reflects gas and utilization costs assuming each vehicle is driven 10,000 miles per year.
[3] Includes vehicle costs not anticipated until years 21-50.

Prepared by EPS 2/20/2020
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Table 3
Summary of Management and Monitoring Cost by HMA

Jurisdiction / HMA

Monterey County
East Garrison North E11a
East Garrison South E11b.1-E11b.8 and E11b.11
Habitat Corridor L20.2.1
Travel Camp L20.2.2
Oak Oval E19a.2 (borderlands)
Parker Flats E19a.1 and E21b.1 (borderlands)
Landfill E8a.1 and E8a.2
Wolf Hill L20.3
Lookout Ridge L20.5
Resource Management Plan

Habitat
Restoration

HMA Management
and Maintenance

Start-Up Cost
Plant
Wildlife
Monitoring
Monitoring

$0

$0

$13,771

$200,000
$0
$0
$1,010,264

$20,000

$0
$33,182

$179,023
$937,206

$0
$376,537

$0
$28,947

$74,242

$20,000
$24,788
$179,023
$1,416,932

$3,822
$23,021
$30,905

$303
$908
$3,475

$2,295
$2,295
$2,295

$6,419
$26,224
$36,675

$814
$2,090
$13,785

$3,503
$17,969
$19,695

$99
$264
$770

$5,420
$7,099
$5,806

$9,836
$27,422
$40,056

$90,000

$0

$0

$6,885

$90,000
$0
$0
$159,319

$0

$0
$57,748

$0
$0
$0
$4,685

$9,000

$0
$90,000

$89,511
$115,200

$0
$41,168

$0
$1,133

$43,113

$9,000
$24,788
$89,511
$200,613

$183,154

$0

$152,280

$1,449

$6,885

$343,769

$140,536

$109,391

$214

$17,747

$267,888

$0

$50,000

$0

$5,000

$0

$0

$0
$183,154

$0
$50,000

$0
$152,280

$0
$1,449

$6,885

$50,000
$0
$0
$393,769

$89,511
$235,047

$0
$109,391

$0
$214

$42,534

$5,000
$24,788
$89,511
$387,187

$0

$38,534

$11,268

$2,791

$6,885

$59,479

$19,535

$6,947

$8,054

$14,138

$48,673

$0

$50,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$88,534

$0
$11,268

$6,885

$50,000
$0
$0
$109,479

$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,791

$89,511
$114,046

$0
$6,947

$0
$8,054

$38,925

$5,000
$24,788
$89,511
$167,972

$0

$13,534

$0

$0

$0

$13,534

$17,103

$0

$0

$0

$17,103

$0

$50,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$63,534

$0
$0

$0

$50,000
$0
$0
$63,534

$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$89,511
$111,614

$0
$0

$0
$0

$24,788

$5,000
$24,788
$89,511
$136,402

$159,055

$0

$232,408

$4,660

$6,885

$403,009

$177,351

$179,791

$786

$25,466

$383,393

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$200,000

$0
$232,408

$6,885

$200,000
$0
$0
$603,009

$20,000

$0
$159,055

$0
$0
$0
$4,660

$89,511
$286,862

$0
$179,791

$0
$786

$50,254

$20,000
$24,788
$89,511
$517,692

$1,761,176

$26,601

$133,824

$8,678

$6,885

$1,937,164

$62,192

$133,824

$83,444

$32,664

$312,125

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$1,761,176

$0
$226,601

$0
$133,824

$6,885

$200,000
$0
$0
$2,137,164

$20,000

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal State Parks

$0
$0
$0
$8,678

$89,511
$171,703

$0
$133,824

$0
$83,444

$57,452

$20,000
$24,788
$89,511
$446,424

Total

$2,310,638

$943,670

$1,118,587

$55,445

$48,198

$4,476,538

$1,971,678

$847,658

$122,578

$331,308

$3,273,222

Penninsula College
Range 45
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Penninsula College
Regional Park Dist
Natural Area Expansion L6
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Regional Park Dist
Del Rey Oaks
Office Park E31a,b,c
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Del Rey Oaks

$200,000

$0

$0

$0
$207,253

$0
$225,000

$0
$531,059

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$4,386
$6,837
$6,413
$4,328
$2,939
$8,709
$7,474
$3,055
$5,313

TOTAL

$173
$4,370
$9,740
$4,285
$232
$328
$1,147
$4,572
$4,100

(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

$0

Average Annual Costs
Wildlife
Project Management
Monitoring
& Annual Reporting

$31,997
$88,873
$30,189
$15,739
$10,038
$98,969
$68,444
$28,227
$4,061

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Marina

$1,041
$3,143
$7,447
$2,557
$663
$2,596
$6,268
$2,132
$7,334

Plant
Monitoring

$6,933
$119,292
$230,949
$120,494
$38,996
$97,757
$8,854
$73,542
$41,365

Marina
Salinas River L5.1.12
Airport Reserve L5.1.11
Northwest Corner E2a
Resource Management Plan

$44,549
$132,810
$37,509
$19,081
$12,862
$139,029
$94,351
$46,372
$4,495

HMA Management
and Maintenance

$47,121
$137,483
$46,486
$48,168
$15,056
$143,155
$309,403
$50,034
$13,360

(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

$0
$0
$0
$25,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

TOTAL

$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Monterey County

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$207,253
$0
$0

Project
Management

$24,788

$24,788

$24,788

$24,788

$24,788

$43,489
$219,372
$277,291
$144,847
$52,205
$205,764
$85,920
$109,396
$54,838

UC
FONR S2.1.2, S2.1.3, S2.1.5, S2.3.2, S2.4
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal UC
State Parks [3]
Fort Ord Dunes S3.1.2, S3.1.1 and S3.1.3
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

[1] Does not include capital costs or vegetation management at this time.
[2] Assumes 2 FTEs for Monterey County and 1 FTE for all others.
[3] Restoration assumptions reflect reduction for restoration and restoration planning on 210 acres that has occurred to date.

$24,788

$24,788

Table 4. HCP Permit Term Average Annual Costs for Cooperative‐managed HMAs (HCP Table 9‐3) and Average Annual Costs under an HMP
Cost Category

Average Annual Cost ‐ HMP (incl. monitorting)

Average Annual Cost ‐ HCP (incl. capital & operational)
County

Marina

MPC

MPRPD

Total

County

Marina

MPC

MPRPD

Total

Program Administration* $399,805

$49,976

$44,978

$4,998

$499,757

$185,786

$102,156

$101,258

$95,664

$484,864

Habitat Restoration**

$4,263

$533

$480

$53

$5,329

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

HMA Management and
Maintenance***

$313,809

$39,226

$35,304

$3,923

$392,262

$1,342,690

$157,501

$344,652

$129,047

$1,973,890

Contingency and
Remedial Measures

$141,364

$17,671

$15,904

$1,767

$176,706

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total Costs

$859,243

$107,405

$96,665

$10,741

$1,074,054

$1,528,476

$259,657

$445,910

$224,711

$2,458,754

* Program Administration - Capital Costs from Table 2 plus Project Management & Annual Reporting
**HMP habitat restoration costs are included as start-up costs in Table 4
*** HCP cost does not include HCP which is covered by Cooperative. HMP cost includes monitoring



HMP Implementation Cost Estimates

Development Parcels
 Costs harder to estimate
 Fewer Borderland tasks with costs in HCP

cost model
 Less known about what will be done under

HMP

Table 5. Jurisdictions with Development Parcels - Start-up Cost
Jurisdictions

Peninsula College

Del Rey
Oaks

Seaside

City of
Monterey

CSUMB

Develop/arrange for
management and
conservation in
consultation with BLM

$0 - included in HMA
management

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

Vehicle Access control

$147,782
$147,782

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

HMP Responsibilities

Total

Table 6. Jurisdictions with Development Parcels - Average Annual Cost

Jurisdiction
Size (ac)

Interface with FONM
(linear feet
HMP Responsibilities
Non-native species
control

Fuel breaks – construct
and maintain
Vehicle access control
Status reports for
borderlands
Erosion control

HMP - Line item Total
Annual Cost
HCP - Estimated
Annual Cost
Borderland
Management

Peninsula College
335
20,290

Jurisdiction
Del Rey
Oaks
Seaside
206
423

City of
Monterey
31

CSUMB
333

6,260

14,740

$91,305

$7,004

$28,170

$14,382

$1,054

$11,322

$12,000

$12,000

$12,000

$0

$12,000

$15,351
$130,046 $185,246*

$5,766

$52,940

$11,559

$104,271

$0

$1,054

$3,277

$38,376

$29,510

$10,872

$21,744

$777

$16,308

$11,390
$55,200

*range without and including vehicle access control

$66,330

0

$0

2,617

$11,777

HMP Cost Savings



 HCP-specific mitigation measures not needed
 Fewer annual reporting requirements than HCP

No:


Covered activities



Impacts



HCP compliance

 No/lower program administration start-up costs

Jurisdictions use existing facilities and
equipment

HMP Cost Increases



Loss of economies of scale
 Develop own RMP & negotiates with USFWS,

CDFW, BLM
 Individual environmental compliance
 No shared staffing - in-house and contractor


CSUMB provides affordable staffing to HCP
Cooperative

 No shared equipment

HMP Cost Increases



 HMP addresses 10 more species than HCP

More:


Planning



Monitoring



Management



Annual reporting

 HMA monitoring responsibilities shift from

HCP Cooperative to local jurisdictions
 No incidental take permits for habitat

management or development activities

Conclusions



 Working together saves money
 More efficient for most or all jurisdictions

to share habitat management
responsibilities under the HMP
 Cost savings of implementing HMP as

individual jurisdictions not likely to
outweigh associated increases



Questions?

 We can walk you through assumptions and

cost estimates for your jurisdiction
 Update assumptions and estimates ,as

needed

HCP/EIR Considerations
Item 3d
February 21, 2020

HCP/EIR Considerations
Options

Lead
Agency

Benefits

Challenges

Certified EIR.
A. Prepare & Certify
EIR
Adopt HCP

B. Prepare & Certify
EIR w/ No Project
Alternative
Do not adopt HCP

FORA

Potential exposure
to litigation based on
Adopted HCP which incompatibility of the
may be amended at current HCP and revised
development projections.
a later date by
permittees subject to Approximately $200,000+
State and Federal
additional consultant
approval.
costs.

FORA

Certified EIR based
on “no build”
scenario.

Reduced exposure
to litigation based on
incompatibility of the
current HCP and revised
development projections
from agencies circa 2020.
Approximately $200,000+
additional consultant
costs.
2

HCP/EIR Considerations
Options

C. Prepare and Certify
EIR w/ Revised
Project
Alternative(s) Based
on Phased
Development/
Do not adopt HCP

D. Do not complete
EIR/ Provide Funds
to JPA to Explore
Options for Phasing
the HCP

Lead
Agency

FORA

FORA

Benefits

More closely aligns
EIR with current
development
projections circa
2020.

Limited legal
exposure to FORA

Challenges

Limited opportunity
for public review of
proposed alternative,
which, although not a
requirement under CEQA,
may result in potential
litigation exposure.

JPA would require funding

3

HCP/EIR Considerations
Options

E. Determine Viability
of Phased HCP
Implementation and
Determine Value of
Completing EIR
and/or Revising and
Recirculating the
Document

Lead
Agency

JPA

Benefits

Ability to align HCP
with agency
development
projections, assess
specific cost/benefit
by agency for HCP
vs HMP.
Provides time for
revision and/or
amendment and
recirculation of EIR.

Challenges

Would Incur
additional cost for HCP
refinement and
financial models.
May require substantial
funds for revisions and
completion of EIR.

Leaves decision for
adoption to JPA.

4

Final EIR Feasibility
Options

March

April

May

June

HWG Board
Recommendation
New Alternatives
Circulation
Response to
Comments
Publish FEIR
Board
Certification
5

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 28, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 14, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 21, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. EIR Options Review & Recommendation
c. Phasing discussion with feedback from regulators and consultants

ACTION
INFORMATION/ACTION

d. 2018 Transition Plan Review & Recommendation(s)

ACTION

e. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: March 6, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.
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ACTION
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
10:00 a.m. Friday, February 14, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Mike Wegley (MCWD)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Kristie Reimer (RMA)
David Willoughby (KAG)

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 31, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the January 31, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
b. Today’s Meeting Objective
Not discussed.

c. Recap discussion from January 31, 2020 meeting
Not discussed.

T

d. Discussion of JPA draft document and its language (Attachment A)
Co-Chair Parker started the item by noting that Mr. Willoughby will be leading the HWG through
the draft JPA paragraph by paragraph. Mr. Willoughby walked the HWG through the contents of
the document, answering questions from members of the HWG when asked, and noting any
requested changes. Once Mr. Willoughby finished, members of the HWG discussed the
language used in sections throughout the draft document. Mr. Haffa opined that it would be
helpful if all members of the HWG spoke about whether they would feel comfortable bringing it
to their agencies for approval. Representatives from each jurisdiction expressed their thoughts
on the idea, with some voicing their approval, some voicing their rejection, and some voicing
approval pending some changes and clarifications.

-

Clarifying the purpose in recital C to include more explicit language about the negotiations
that the JPA was going to be undertaking.
The handling and possible disposition of the $17 million.
Put in a more explicit end date for the JPA for this particular purpose.
Have the attorneys look into the risk of liability.

DR

-

AF

Members of the HWG began to discuss next steps as far as the HWG’s responsibilities go to
carry on this process. Co-Chair Parker recommended that Mr. Willoughby and attorneys from
the various jurisdictions hold a meeting to go over the draft JPA and bring forward a new draft
of the documents to the HWG meeting on February 28, so that the HWG can discuss a document
that has been approved by its jurisdictions’ attorneys. This would give the HWG the ability to
make a recommendation to the FORA Board. Co-Chair Metz suggested conducting a straw poll
on various ideas so that when the attorneys meet, they have some policy direction to base their
work off of. The HWG continued the discussion of the draft document, going over legal
ramifications, the schedule of how the JPA will be implemented, and ways that the $17 million
can be protected. Co-Chair Parker recommended that the group come to an agreement on
consensus points and listed them as follows:

MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Oglesby and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to memorialize those consensus points.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

e. Other discussion
None

4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Not discussed

5. ADJOURNMENT at 12:04 p.m.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 28, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:03 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 14, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 14, 2020 HWG meeting minutes with one
correction.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 21, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz recapped the previous meeting for the HWG. He discussed the Holland & Knight memo
that the HWG had received last week. He noted that the memo provided a significant amount of
discussion, so much so that the HWG was not able to make a recommendation. He continued, noting
that the FORA Board took action on the memo and recommended moving ahead with the
certification of the EIR. He also discussed the business items on today’s agenda.
b. EIR Options Review & Recommendation
Mr. Metz opened the item by asking if the HWG could hear from Ms. Harwayne regarding her
conversations with the regulators and then hear from each jurisdiction regarding how they see the
potential utility of this EIR. Ms. Harwayne spoke to the HWG regarding a phone call she had with
the state and federal regulators regarding phasing. She then went over the schedule: the phasing
information will be provided to the agencies next week and then will bring the info to the HWG on
March 13. She answered questions from members of the HWG. Mr. Pick asked if certification can
be achieved by June 30. Ms. Harwayne said it was feasible to get that to the board and passed with
two votes. He also asked if there would be additional cost and she noted that DDA and ICF will not
be needing additional funds.
c. Phasing discussion with feedback from regulators and consultants
Mr. Metz noted that the phasing discussion has been delayed. Ms. Parker noted that at the next
meeting the HWG will hear about the draft JPA from authority counsel and jurisdictions’ counsel.
d. 2018 Transition Plan Review & Recommendation(s)
Mr. Metz started the item and noted that Ms. Flint will be giving a presentation. Ms. Flint gave a
presentation on the Transition Plan and answered questions from HWG members. Mr. Willoughby
opined on the topic of litigation, backing up Ms. Flint on legal questions that she received. The HWG
had a robust discussion on the topic and implications of the habitat language in the Transition Plan.
Ms. Morton asked that a formula for the species, acreage, and mitigation ratios be identified before
the HWG moves forward with the JPA. Ms. Harwayne opined on the formula, noting that it is
complex, and that it is determined by borderlands, HMAs, and land management, not just acreage
or species.
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Uslar, seconded by Mr. Pick and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved that FORA staff and consultants bring to the HWG, within a week,
the aforementioned formula based on percentages of species, acreage, borderlands, land
monitoring, and already existing projects.
Public comment was received on this item.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
Mr. Gabbe shared his initial thoughts on this formula. He said it could be something very simple,
proportionally based on species, acreage, land management, borderland management, and
assumptions. He thought that overall, it could be a very simple set of equations or equation.
e. Other discussion
Ms. Flint strongly encouraged the Co-Chairs to come up with decision points over the next several
meetings. She feels that if the HWG does not set target dates to get certain tasks accomplished, the
group will not be able to accomplish what it set out to do.
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Ms. Strimling noted that the word “baseline” has a CEQA specific meaning and she requested that
HWG members use words like “foundation” or “starting point” so as not to cause any confusion
between
the
colloquial
definition
and
the
legal
definition.

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- The March 6 meeting’s items will be:
- Draft habitat formula
- JPA draft discussion
- Transition plan language
- The March 13 meeting’s items will be:
- Phasing discussion
- A continuation of the Habitat formula
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 11:49 a.m.
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50 California Street, Suite 2800 | San Francisco, CA 94111 | T 415.743.6900 | F 415.743.6910
Holland & Knight LLP | www.hklaw.com

Memorandum
Date:

February 20, 2020

To:

Josh Metz, Fort Ord Reuse Authority

From:

Chelsea Maclean, Holland & Knight
Bradley Brownlow, Holland & Knight

Re:

Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan Environmental Impact Statement/
Environmental Impact Report – Legal Principles

I.

Introduction

We have been asked to summarize legal principles surrounding certification of the
Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) for the Fort Ord
Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan given the unique circumstance that the Fort Ord Reuse
Authority’s (FORA) statutory authority ends on June 30, 2020. We understand that it is
anticipated that a joint powers authority (JPA) will be created to assume some of FORA’s
obligations.
II.

Factual Background

We understand that the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) published a joint Environmental
Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) for the Fort Ord Multi-Species
Habitat Conservation Plan on November 1, 2019. The EIS/EIR is further described as follows:
[The EIS/EIR] analyzes the effects of the Proposed Action, which is the issuance of
Federal and State incidental take permits (ITPs) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) under Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Federal Endangered Species Act, and by the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) under Section 2081 of the
California Fish and Game Code in compliance with the California Endangered Species
Act. The issuance of the ITPs would authorize take of the eight State and Federally listed
species identified in the Draft Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan (Draft
HCP) during the course of the redevelopment of the former Fort Ord military base. The
USFWS is acting as lead agency under National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
FORA is acting as lead agency under California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
(FORA Habitat Conservation and Management webpage, available at:
https://fora.org/habitat.html (accessed February 17, 2020)).
The public comment period closed on December 16, 2019. We understand that FORA’s member
jurisdictions have expressed a reluctance to conduct as much take as is contemplated in the Draft
Anchorage | Atlanta | Austin | Boston | Charlotte | Chicago | Dallas | Denver | Fort Lauderdale | Houston | Jacksonville | Lakeland
Los Angeles | Miami | New York | Orlando | Philadelphia | Portland | San Francisco | Stamford | Tallahassee | Tampa | Tysons
Washington, D.C. | West Palm Beach

HCP because of the associated mitigation costs. The FORA Working Group is discussing
possible modifications to the HCP, including reducing the amount of take (Reduced Take
Approach) and/or phasing take such that more development would only move forward when
certain conversation targets are achieved (Phased Take Approach).
As noted above, we are also aware that FORA’s statutory authority ends on June 30, 2020.
(Government Code §67700(a)). A Transition Plan was approved by the FORA Board on
December 19, 2018. We understand that a joint powers authority (JPA) will be created to
assume some of FORA’s obligations, including obligations related to HCP approval.
III.

Options

We understand that there are several options that are being considered, including the following:
Option 1: FORA certifies EIR and approves HCP
Option 2: FORA certifies EIR with currently analyzed project and alternatives, but does
not approve HCP
Option 3: FORA certifies EIR with a Reduced Take, Phased Take Approach and/or
other alternative(s), but does not approve HCP
Option 4: JPA relies on FORA certified EIR and approves HCP
Option 5: FORA takes no action and JPA certifies EIR and approves HCP
IV.

Legal Principles

The following section summarizes the legal principles associated with various steps in the
environmental review and project approval process given the potential options described above.
A.

EIR Recirculation

Recirculation is required when significant new information is added to an EIR prior to
certification. (Pub. Res. Code §21092.1). Further, “significant new information” requiring
recirculation includes, for example, a disclosure showing that:
(1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a
new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented.
(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result
unless mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of
insignificance.
(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from
others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the significant environmental impacts
of the project, but the project’s proponents decline to adopt it.
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(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in
nature that meaningful public review and comment were precluded. (CEQA
Guidelines §15088.5).
Case law has specifically found that recirculation is not required when an alternative is added to
a Final EIR that does not include significant new information. (South County Citizens for Smart
Growth v. County of Nevada (2013) 221 CA4th 316, 330 (rejecting a challenge to the approval of
a project EIR for failure to recirculate a revised EIR including a staff recommended alternative
that built upon an existing, “Redesign/Reduced Density,” alternative to subdivision and
development of a 20-acre site )). Further, in South of Market Community Action Network v. City
and County of San Francisco, the court upheld the EIR for the 5M project in San Francisco that
resulted in a variant of alternatives considered in the EIR. ((2019) 33 Cal.App.5th 321). The
court stated: “the whole point of requiring evaluation of alternatives in the DEIR is to allow
thoughtful consideration and public participation regarding other options that may be less
harmful to the environment. . . . . We do not conclude the project description is inadequate
because the ultimate approval adopted characteristics of one of the proposed alternatives; that in
fact, is one of the key purposes of the CEQA process.” (Id. at 336). In contrast, recirculation
was required for a complete redesign of a stormwater management plan adopted as an
environmentally superior means of addressing hydrology and water quality impacts. (Spring
Valley Lake Ass’n v. City of Victorville (2016) 248 CA4th 91, 108).
B.

EIR Certification

It is noted that certifying an EIR is a distinct step from approving a project analyzed in the EIR.
A lead agency first decides whether to certify an EIR and is required to make limited findings
that the EIR: complies with CEQA; reflects the lead agency’s independent judgment and
analysis; and was presented to the decision-making body, which reviewed and considered the
information in the final EIR before approving the project. (14 Cal Code Regs §15090(a)(2)).
C.

Project Approval

After certifying an EIR, the lead agency decides whether and how to approve or carry out a
project. (CEQA Guidelines §15091). In doing so, the agency must fulfill its duty to mitigate or
avoid significant environmental impacts when it is feasible to do so. (Pub Res C §§21002,
21002.1(b)). Further, a public agency may not approve or carry out a project for which an EIR
was prepared unless either: the project as approved will not have a significant effect on the
environment; or the agency has eliminated or substantially lessened all significant effects on the
environment when feasible and has determined that any remaining significant effects are
acceptable when balanced against the project’s benefits (Pub. Res. Code §21081; CEQA
Guidelines §15092(b)).
D.

CEQA Statute of Limitations for Litigation

Once an EIR is certified and an agency elects to approve a project, it is subject to litigation.
(Pub. Res. Code §21167). The statute of limitations is 30 days from the date that a notice of
determination is filed, or if no notice of determination is filed, 180 days from the date of the
public agency's decision to approve the project. (Pub. Res. Code §21167).
3
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Considering the options described in Section III, the statute of limitations to challenge the EIR
would not begin to run under Options 2 or 3 since they do not include HCP approval. There is
limited value of a certified EIR for responsible agencies if the HCP is not approved or until the
HCP is approved.
The statute of limitations would only begin to run under Option 1 if and when FORA approved
the HCP or Options 4 or 5 if and when the JPA approves the HCP. Once a project is approved
and the statute of limitations runs, the overall adequacy of the environmental document becomes
irrelevant as a result of the conclusive presumption of validity. The age of the original
environmental document is irrelevant, if subsequent events do not trigger the need for further
environmental review.1 (Snarled Traffic Obstructs Progress v. City & County of San Francisco
(1999) 74 CA4th 793). Multiple courts have upheld reliance on decade-old EIRs. (See, e.g.,
Latinos Unidos de Napa v. City of Napa (2013) 221 Cal. App. 4th 192 (upholding reliance on a
1998 EIR in preparation of a 2009 housing element); Concerned Dublin Citizens v. City of
Dublin (2011) 214 Cal. App. 4th 1301 (upholding reliance on a 9-year old EIR)).
E.

Shift in Lead Agency Designation

The identity of a lead agency can change during the CEQA process. Such a change in the lead
agency’s identity does not, in itself, require the successor lead agency to restart the CEQA
review process. (Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, §3.8: Shift in Lead
Agency Designation (citing Gentry v. City of Murrieta (1995) 36 CA4th 1359, 1383)(“Gentry”))
In Gentry,2 a project application for a single family home community was first submitted and
reviewed by a county. The area containing the project was later annexed to a city.3 The court
explained:
Thereafter, when the City was incorporated, it took over as lead agency. We have not
been referred to any statutory or case authority on the effect of such a change in the
identity of the lead agency, nor has our own research revealed any. We note, however,
that where two public agencies simultaneously have a substantial claim to be lead agency
for a project, they may enter into an agreement designating one of them the lead agency;
such an agreement may also “provide for cooperative efforts . . . by contract, joint
1
Following approval of an EIR, subsequent or supplement environmental review is not required unless: changes to
the project require “major revisions” to the EIR; circumstances affecting the project require “major revisions” to the
EIR; and/or new information, not knowable at the time of certification, comes to light. (Pub. Res. Code §21166;
CEQA Guidelines § 15162).
2
In another case, Merced Irrig. Dist. v. Green, a court upheld a shift in lead agency designation from city to
irrigation district in approving a project to build new headquarters for irrigation district. (2002 WL 1004093 (2002))
The case is unpublished so it may not be cited in court, but still evidences useful precedent.
3
To provide more factual background, an applicant applied for a vesting tentative map for a project consisting of
approximately 555 single-family homes from a county. (Id. at 1367). The county prepared and certified an EIR for
the project itself, as well as an EIR for a community plan within which the project was located. (Id. at 1368).
Another applicant applied to the county for a vesting tentative map for a smaller project. (Id.). The county then
prepared a negative declaration. (Id. at 1369). Before taking action on the negative declaration, the applicant
requested transmittal of the record to a city that had just been incorporated. (Id.). The city incorporated the county’s
materials and ultimately adopted a negative declaration. (Id. at 1370).
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exercise of powers, or similar devices.” (Guidelines, § 15051, subd. (d).) This strongly
suggests that where two public agencies successively are lead agency for a project, they
could likewise engage in “cooperative efforts,” provided each agency exercises an
independent judgment on the matters which actually come before it for decision.
(Gentry, Id. at 1397-1398 (emphasis added)).
Gentry further illustrates the steps the city took:
It is undisputed that the County exercised its independent judgment in releasing a
proposed negative declaration, in proposing mitigation conditions, and in holding public
hearings. The City then rereleased the County’s proposed negative declaration on March
17, 1992. It explained its decision to do so in its first staff report. The staff report
discussed the history of the Project, including the history of its consideration by the
County. The staff report discussed the issues that had been raised in the County’s public
hearings, but concluded that “[e]ach of these issues has been resolved through the
Conditions of Approval, as written by County staff and amended by City staff. . . . ” This
staff report shows that the City did review, analyze, and exercise independent judgment
with respect to the proposed negative declaration. The proposed negative declaration
adequately reflected the City’s independent judgment. (Gentry, Id. at 1398).
Similar to the way in which the Gentry case involved a shift in lead agency from a county to a
city after annexation pursuant to the Cortese Knox Hertzberg Act, the Legislature contemplated
succession of FORA to a successor agency identified by FORA. Government Code Section
67700(b) provides as follows:
(1) The Monterey County Local Agency Formation Commission shall provide for the
orderly dissolution of the authority including ensuring that all contracts, agreements, and
pledges to pay or repay money entered into by the authority are honored and properly
administered, and that all assets of the authority are appropriately transferred. (Emphasis
added).
(2) The board shall approve and submit a transition plan to the Monterey County Local
Agency Formation Commission on or before December 30, 2018, or 18 months before
the anticipated inoperability of this title pursuant to subdivision (a), whichever occurs
first. The transition plan shall assign assets and liabilities, designate responsible
successor agencies, and provide a schedule of remaining obligations.
The Transition Plan approved by the FORA Board on December 19, 2018 provides that FORA’s
duties and obligations with respect to the preparation and implementation of the HCP will pass to
a joint power authority as successor agency formed for that purpose. Gentry suggests that a
reviewing court has a reasoned basis to find that the JPA continues as the lawful lead agency in
this matter.
F.

NEPA Relationship

We understand that the USFWS is the NEPA lead agency and that the EIR has been structured as
a joint EIS/EIR, a practice authorized by CEQA Guidelines Sections 15170, 15222. The
5
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certification of the EIR under CEQA should have no bearing on the federal agency’s action
under NEPA. Following the completion of the EIS/EIR, the USFWS will prepare, publicly
notice, and sign a Record of Decision (ROD), which is a concise public record of the decision.
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FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 6, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 21, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 28, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. Habitat formula review

INFORMATION/ACTION

c. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: March 13, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 6, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 21, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 28, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. Habitat formula review

INFORMATION/ACTION

c. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: March 13, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
10:00 a.m. Friday, February 21, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Ms. Parker went over the agenda for the meeting and noted that the objective was to have a
good conversation.
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b. February 14, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz noted that FORA attorneys are reviewing the JPA document with the jurisdictions
and they will bring it back for review and consideration at subsequent meetings.
c. Habitat Management Plan (HMP) – Cost Model presentation
Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the HMP cost model. He started by going over the methods
and assumptions used to create the HMP cost model. He broke down the cost model by
jurisdiction, species, acreage, and responsibilities and answered questions from the
committee. He discussed the differences between the HMP and HCP, and the details
regarding species’ take and mitigation. Ms. Morton asked if it would be possible for the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) to compile all reports from the last five years and have them
posted on FORA’s website. Mr. Metz affirmed that he’d work with Mr. Morgan of BLM to get
all the reports and put them on the website for jurisdictions to access. Mr. Pick noted that the
regulatory agencies will be in charge of these things, and would like them on the phone next
time. Ms. Parker wrapped up the item due to time constraints and noted that this was a good
conversation, but that it will need to be discussed in future meetings.
d. CEQA Attorney – Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) / EIR options
Mr. Metz noted that as instructed by the FORA Board, FORA staff contracted with Holland &
Knight (HK) to provide a legal opinion regarding CEQA ramifications regarding of EIR
certification. Mr. Willoughby walked the HWG through the legal memo provided by HK. He
broke down the five options as laid out in the memo as well as the details of EIR certification.
Mr. Willoughby then answered questions from members of the HWG regarding the contents
of the memo. Following this, Ms. Flint gave a presentation on HCP/EIR considerations. She
broke down HK’s five options in terms of who the lead agency would be and the benefits and
challenges of each. She then showed the HWG an action calendar for all the steps that would
need to take place to publish and certify an EIR before FORA’s sunset.
e. Other discussion
None
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Not discussed.
5. ADJOURNMENT at 12:15 p.m.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 6, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Ian Oglesby called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina) – Co-Chair
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Jeff Oyn (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Bernadette Clueit (ICF) – via phone
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS) – via phone
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 21, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Uslar, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 21, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 28, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz gave an overview of the last meeting, noting that the HWG discussed providing a
formula for the potential allocation of funds which will be discussed in item 4b on today’s agenda.
Mr. Metz noted that last night, the Seaside City Council gave unanimous approval for their
Campus Town Project.
b. Habitat formula review
Ms. Flint started off the item, giving the HWG a background on the formula drafted by the
consultants for the HWG consideration. Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the habitat formula.
He presented an interactive Excel spreadsheet that showed different potential percentage
breakdowns. Mr. Gabbe, Ms. Harwayne, and Mr. Willoughby answered questions and responded
to comments from the HWG. Discussion followed regarding whether the universities and parks
should be included in this model. Mr. Oglesby noted that he’d like the HWG to establish
consensus on “who’s in and who’s out” of the JPA.
Public comment was received on this item.
Mr. Haffa noted that there could be three different options with regard to the formula breakdown:
the original option as presented by Mr. Gabbe, an option without State Parks, and an option with
all entities included. Mr. Gaglioti and Mr. Malin noted their preference is to vote today on this item
and make a decision. Mr. Oglesby asked that the HWG move on to the next item due to time.
c. JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
Mr. Metz noted that Mr. Willougby will be giving an update on the JPA draft process. Mr.
Willoughby said that BLM and the Monterey Regional Park District asked not be a part of the
potential JPA. He noted that if the HWG is going to move down a JPA path, FORA will need to
be part of the JPA, and it will no longer be a member after FORA dissolves. He noted that the
ad- hoc legal group has made significant process and that they will need guidance from the HWG
on certain areas. Those areas needing guidance are as follows:
- Should the JPA be a skeletal framework just so that it can exist in order to receive the $17
million from FORA or should there be a more fleshed-out JPA that has more capabilities?
- Regarding the allocation of the habitat funds, and the best way to split the funds. The initial
impression is that the formula will also apply to the JPA, and the legal group expects
consistency between the several relevant documents.
- If a JPA is formed but not everyone wants to join, are those who are left out going to receive
any money? These questions depend on when the hypothetical jurisdiction potentially
withdraws from the JPA.
- What will the source of operational funds for the JPA be? Will it come from depleting the $17
million? Will FORA provide unrestricted seed money?
- Does the JPA have the authority to hire employees? Because of PERS liability changes,
there’s a possibility that members could have liabilities.
- The HWG needs to receive an opinion from the bond counsel at some point in this process.
Mr. Willoughby then answered questions from the HWG regarding these areas with further
discussion made.
Public comment on this item was received.
d. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
Ms. Flint asked that this item be brought back next week for discussion.
e. Other discussion
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None

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- Reduced take scenario phasing discussion
- Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
- JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
- Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 11:45 a.m.
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Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

17,000,000

HMA
Jurisdiction

CSUMB

Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
State Parks
Regional Parks
UC
MPC
Total

acres
1,571
0
236
0
0
979
19
606
206
0
3,617

HMA
Monitoring
Effort

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

11,900,000
HMA
Monitoring
Allocation

%
0.40
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0.25
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0.05
0.00

HMA Mgmt
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
4,800,950
721,212
2,991,808
58,064
1,851,926
629,533
11,053,493

$
Development
DwR Monitoring
with Reserve
DwR Allocation
Effort
(DwR)
acres

%
277
0
0
0
0

277

0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Borderland

$
$
$
$
$

$
846,507
-

linear ft
43,500
14,740
0
0
6,260

$

846,507

1400
64,500

Borderland

Borderland
Effort

acres

%
100
34
0
0
14

148

0.67
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.10

3,060,000
Borderland
Allocation

$
$
$
$
$

$
2,063,721
699,293
296,986

$

3,060,000

$
Interim Mgmt in
Interim Mgmt
Development
Effort
Parcels
acres

Interim Mgmt
Allocation

%
693
389
0
32
291

303
1,405

0.49
0.28
0.00
0.02
0.21

2,040,000

Total Allocation

Percent

$
$
$
$
$

$
1,006,458
565,075
46,465
422,002

$
$
$
$
$

8,717,636
1,264,368
721,212
46,465
718,988

51%
7%
4%
0.27%
4%

$

2,040,000 $

11,468,670

67%

Assumptions & Notes
1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is only jurisdiction that we can calculate costs from (baseline is management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers. Interim mgnt columns hidden
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.

Plant seedlings in
coast live oak
woodland (10% of
total every yr)

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks

HMA
acres
1848
0
236
0
0

HMA % of Total Restoration
%
acres
89
8
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
0

Aerial Mapping every 10 years

Habitat
Plants Plants Plants Enhancement Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
acres
acres
acres
acres
376
1950
493
109
0
0
0
0
53
55
201
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Abundance
Sampling
# species

9
0
6
0
0

Wildlife P/A surveys
Notes
# species
5 MOCO has 91% of the plant/wildlife monitoring effort and 89% of the aerial mapping effort
0
5 Marina has 9% of the plant/wildlife monitoring effort, and 11% of the aerial mapping effort
0
0

Acres of Habitat
Monterey County
%
Marina

Species
Assumptions & Notes

Sand gilia

Group 1 Plant Species: Sand gilia, Monterey spineflower, seaside
bird's-beak
Group 2 Plant Species: Maritime Chapparral
Group 3 Plant Species: Coast Wallflower

mapping
2552
309
2861

%

89
11

Monterey Spineflower
Seaside bird's beak
Eastwood's ericameria
Hooker's manzanita
Toro manzanita
Coast Wallflower
Monterey ceanothus
Sandmat manzanita

Plants

Animals
Smith's blue butterfly
California tiger salamander
California red-legged frog
Black legless lizard
Linderiella
Monterey ornate shrew
Overall totals

%

799

97

26

3

967
184
276
229
467
109
570
1682

85
100
90
100
100
67
91
88

174
0
32
0
0
53
57
235

15
0
10
0
0
33
9
12

0
1599
1517
257
2
1828
10486

0
94
98
82
100
89
91

0.01
107
33
58
0
235
1010

100
6
2
18
0
11
9

Habitat Type
Maritime Chaparral
Coast live oak woodland/savannah
Grassland
Wetland and open water
Overall totals

Monterey County
120
589
27
1
738

%
14
100
76
43
0.50

Seaside
384
0.01
9
0
393

Acres of Habitat
Monterey
%
City
46
0
24
0
0.27

31
0
0
0
31

%
4
0
0
0
0.02

Del Rey
Oaks
302
0
0
2
304

%
36
0
0
57
0.21

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 13, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 28, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 6, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. Reduced take scenario phasing discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

c. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)

INFORMATION/ACTION

f. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: March 20, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 28, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:03 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 14, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 14, 2020 HWG meeting minutes with one
correction.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 21, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz recapped the previous meeting for the HWG. He discussed the Holland & Knight memo that
the HWG had received last week. He noted that the memo provided a significant amount of discussion,
so much so that the HWG was not able to make a recommendation. He continued, noting that the
FORA Board took action on the memo and recommended moving ahead with the certification of the
EIR. He also discussed the business items on today’s agenda.
b. EIR Options Review & Recommendation
Mr. Metz opened the item by asking if the HWG could hear from Ms. Harwayne regarding her
conversations with the regulators and then hear from each jurisdiction regarding how they see the
potential utility of this EIR. Ms. Harwayne spoke to the HWG regarding a phone call she had with the
state and federal regulators regarding phasing. She then went over the schedule: the phasing
information will be provided to the agencies next week and then will bring the info to the HWG on March
13. She answered questions from members of the HWG. Mr. Pick asked if certification can be achieved
by June 30. Ms. Harwayne said it was feasible to get that to the board and passed with two votes. He
also asked if there would be additional cost and she noted that DDA and ICF will not be needing
additional funds.
c. Phasing discussion with feedback from regulators and consultants
Mr. Metz noted that the phasing discussion has been delayed. Ms. Parker noted that at the next
meeting the HWG will hear about the draft JPA from authority counsel and jurisdictions’ counsel.
d. 2018 Transition Plan Review & Recommendation(s)
Mr. Metz started the item and noted that Ms. Flint will be giving a presentation. Ms. Flint gave a
presentation on the Transition Plan and answered questions from HWG members. Mr. Willoughby
opined on the topic of litigation, backing up Ms. Flint on legal questions that she received. The HWG
had a robust discussion on the topic and implications of the habitat language in the Transition Plan.
Ms. Morton asked that a formula for the species, acreage, and mitigation ratios be identified before the
HWG moves forward with the JPA. Ms. Harwayne opined on the formula, noting that it is complex, and
that it is determined by borderlands, HMAs, and land management, not just acreage or species.
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Uslar, seconded by Mr. Pick and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved that FORA staff and consultants bring to the HWG, within a week,
the aforementioned formula based on percentages of species, acreage, borderlands, land
monitoring, and already existing projects.
Public comment was received on this item.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
Mr. Gabbe shared his initial thoughts on this formula. He said it could be something very simple,
proportionally based on species, acreage, land management, borderland management, and
assumptions. He thought that overall, it could be a very simple set of equations or equation.
e. Other discussion
Ms. Flint strongly encouraged the Co-Chairs to come up with decision points over the next several
meetings. She feels that if the HWG does not set target dates to get certain tasks accomplished, the
group will not be able to accomplish what it set out to do.
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Ms. Strimling noted that the word “baseline” has a CEQA specific meaning and she requested that
HWG members use words like “foundation” or “starting point” so as not to cause any confusion
between the colloquial definition and the legal definition.

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- The March 6 meeting’s items will be:
- Draft habitat formula
- JPA draft discussion
- Transition plan language
- The March 13 meeting’s items will be:
- Phasing discussion
- A continuation of the Habitat formula
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 11:49 a.m.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 13, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:04 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Bill Collins (BRAC)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Nicole Hollingsworth (CSUMB)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS) – via phone
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 28, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Haffa, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 28, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 6, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz discussed the potential likelihood of future FORA meetings being conducted remotely via
Zoom. He noted that most of today’s agenda items are reprised from the previous meeting, save for
the reduced take scenario phasing discussion that Ms. Harwayne will lead.
b. Reduced take scenario phasing discussion
Mr. Metz introduced the item, noting that Ms. Harwayne will lead the discussion and receive feedback
from the HWG and the regulators. Ms. Harwayne introduced the item and gave the HWG a broad
overview of the topic. She then answered questions from the HWG and went over her Excel
spreadsheet that listed each jurisdictions responsibility by phase, acre, species, and other criteria.
Mr. Gabbe, Ms. Ferranti, Ms. Harwayne, Ms. Bono, and Ms. Henry answered questions from the
HWG and spoke on the topic of a CEQA document and phasing. Ms. Harwayne asked if the landuse jurisdictions could give feedback on the model. Mr. Haffa noted that the City of Monterey is okay
with it, but that they need to know the cost. Mr. Gaglioti stated that the City of Del Rey Oaks is happy
with it because it tees off of what they’ve previously talked about. Mr. Malin stated that the City of
Seaside believes that anything that makes the process more efficient, less costly, and enhances
preservation is a good idea. Ms. Parker noted that Monterey County believes it is helpful and that
they will see where it leads. Ms. Morton stated the City of Marina concurs with what Mr. Malin had
stated.
Public comment was received.
c. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
Mr. Gabbe started off the item and gave a presentation on additional alternatives for additional CFD
funds. He gave an overview on various allocation scenarios and walked the HWG through each. Mr.
Gabbe, Ms. Flint, and Mr. Willoughby answered questions from the HWG. Mr. Malin presented his
proposed alternative to the HWG. A robust discussion took place between the members of the HWG.
Due to time constraints, Ms. Parker recommended that the HWG continue this item at the next
meeting.
d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion
Not discussed.
e. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
Not discussed.

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- Continued conversation on habitat formula options – first priority
- Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s) – second priority
- JPA draft agreement review/discussion – third priority
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 12:10 p.m.

HWG 3/13/20 Meeting
Supplemental Materials Index
a. DDA Memo (p. 2)
b. DDA Reduced Take Scenarios (p. 3-6)
c. ICF Cost Model Memo (p. 7-8)
a. ICF Cost Model Excel Spreadsheet (External Link)
d. UC Regents Habitat Payments History (p. 9)
e. Potential JPA Attorneys Policy Guidance Request Summary (p. 10)

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.

RETURN TO AGENDA

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING

MEMORANDUM
Date:

March 11, 2020

To:

Josh Metz, Executive Director, Fort Ord Reuse Authority

From:

Erin Harwayne, AICP, Senior Project Manager, DD&A

Subject:

Habitat Working Group Meeting (March 13, 2020) – Agenda Item 4b. Reduced Take
Scenario Phasing Discussion

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc. (DD&A) has prepared the attached Draft Reduced and Phased Take
Analysis in support of the habitat planning efforts of the Habitat Working Group (HWG). This analysis
has been prepared in response to concerns expressed by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(CDFW) and potential permittees regarding the 2019 Draft Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan (Draft
HCP)
The CDFW has expressed concern that the mitigation and preservation proposed within the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) Fort Ord National Monument lands (Federal lands) as identified in the Draft
HCP are not certain and, without inclusion of the Federal lands as mitigation for take, impacts to state
listed species may not be fully mitigated and the proposed take may not meet permit issuance criteria
under Section 2081 of the California Endangered Species Act (CESA). In addition, the proposed
permittees have expressed concern that the cost of the Draft HCP is too high and not feasible, and the
proposed take under the Draft HCP may be too high based on revised development projections (i.e.,
should consider a more realistic development scenario for next 50 years rather than full build-out under
the Fort Ord Base Reuse Plan and local planning documents).
Therefore, this exercise focused on removing Federal lands from the preservation acreage and reducing
take acreage to meet a minimum 75% preservation (3:1 mitigation ratio) within the Non-Federal
designated development areas and Non-Federal Habitat Management Areas (HMAs). The attached pdf of
the spreadsheet identifies a take “cap” or “limit” per phase (Year 1=15 years, Year 2=25 years, and Year
3=50 years) with the total take acreage not-to-exceed 75% (3:1) of preservation acreage within NonFederal lands. Please note that this is one potential scenario and additional scenarios can be evaluated.
The primary objective of this exercise and for discussion at the HWG meeting is to come to consensus on
whether the proposed reduced take acreages and proposed mitigation ratios are acceptable to USFWS,
CDFW, and potential permittees. This critical step will support future habitat planning steps to
determine:
1. a revised mitigation strategy that would apply to reduced and/or phased take scenario(s); and
2. whether the revised mitigation strategy would reduce costs, and, if not, evaluate whether a phased
take approach could reduce any potential financial strain over the 50-year permit term (noting a
phased take approach would need to be fully evaluated).
These determinations will assist in guiding the potential permittees on what a revised HCP may look like
and whether a revised HCP is feasible and/or desired.

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc. ▪ 947 Cass Street, Suite 5 ▪ Monterey, CA 93940 ▪ (831) 373-4341
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SAND GILIA (3,036 acres)

Jurisdiction/Permittee

Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)

Phase 2 (25 years)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
13.0
157.0
715.0
5.0
710.0
State Parks
144.0
0.0
2.0
144.0
0.0
Seaside
10.0
0.0
540.0
10.0
530.0
Marina
19.0
25.0
225.5
3.0
222.5
UC
2.0
23.0
700.0
5.0
695.0
MPC
16.5
7.0
276.5
5.0
271.5
CSUMB
4.0
0.0
141.0
3.0
138.0
13.3
Del Rey Oaks
1.5
0.0
13.5
0.3
0.0
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
City of Monterey
1.0
0.0
-1.0
0.0
-1.0
TOTAL
67.0
214.0
2,754.5
31.3
2,723.3
Stay-Ahead
281.0
69%
91%
8%
90%
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)

Phase 3 (50 years)
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs)
69.0
641.0
0.0
144.0
11.0
519.0
2.0
220.5
5.0
690.0
0.0
271.5
5.0
133.0
0.3
13.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.0
92.3
2,631.0
23%
87%

Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
87.0
641.0
0.0
144.0
31.0
519.0
24.0
220.5
12.0
690.0
21.5
271.5
133.0
12.0
2.0
13.0
0.0
0.0
-1.0
1.0
190.5
2,631.0
404.5
2,631.0
545
87%

SEASIDE BIRD'S-BEAK (902 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
9.0
33.0
166.0
5.0
161.0
10.0
151.0
24.0
151.0
State Parks
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Seaside
10.0
0.0
89.0
10.0
79.0
7.0
72.0
27.0
72.0
Marina
3.0
0.0
0.5
2.0
-1.5
3.0
-4.5
8.0
-4.5
5.0
116.0
5.0
111.0
12.0
111.0
UC
2.0
3.0
121.0
MPC
7.5
5.0
276.5
1.0
275.5
0.0
275.5
8.5
275.5
CSUMB
2.0
0.0
-2.0
1.5
-5.0
-3.5
1.5
-5.0
5.0
Del Rey Oaks
3.5
0.0
85.5
1.0
84.5
1.0
83.5
5.5
83.5
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0.0
3.0
16.0
0.0
16.0
16.0
0.0
16.0
0.0
City of Monterey
15.5
0.0
53.5
2.0
51.5
0.5
51.0
18.0
51.0
TOTAL
52.5
44.0
806.0
27.5
778.5
28.0
750.5
108.0
750.5
Stay-Ahead
96.5
29%
89%
18%
86%
18%
83%
152.0
750.5
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
181
83%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

MONTEREY SPINEFLOWER (5,712 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
50
1,480
0
1,480
0
1,480
50
1,480
146.0
486
0
486
0
486
State Parks
0
486
0
145.0
Seaside
100
581
75
506
50
456
225
456
0.0
Marina
100
567
50
517
50
467
200
467
77.0
UC
75
749
10
739
10
729
95
729
24.0
MPC
100
364
50
314
50
264
200
264
7.0
371
396
25
371
100
CSUMB
50
421
25
0.0
100
2
Del Rey Oaks
50
52
25
27
25
2
0.0
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
16
0
16
0
16
0
16
4.0
City of Monterey
10
58
10
48
10
38
30
38
0.0
TOTAL
535
403
4,774
245
4,529
220
4,309
1,000
4,309
4,309
79%
16%
75%
1,403
Stay Ahead
938
67%
84%
17%
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
1,025
75%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

YADON'S PIPERIA (209 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
1
10
1
Monterey County
1
0
10
0
10
9
State Parks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
Seaside
4
0
54
4
50
2
48
10
Marina
0
5
5
0
5
0
5
0
5
UC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
MPC
0
0
0
0
0
0
CSUMB
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Del Rey Oaks
5
0
57
3
54
54
0
54
8
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
City of Monterey
10
0
58
5
53
5
48
20
48
5
184
12
172
16
156
48
156
TOTAL
20
Stay Ahead
25
47%
88%
23%
82%
30%
75%
53
156
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
48
75%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

CALIFORNIA TIGER SALAMANDER (5,718 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
2,281
2,381
100.0
2,281
155
Monterey County
50
298
2,386
5.0
State Parks
0
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0
0
Seaside
0
0
207
0.0
207
0.0
207
0
207
Marina
0
41
540
0.0
540
0.0
540
0
540
UC
220
22
506
0.0
506
0.0
506
220
506
163
201
38.0
163
313
MPC
251
5
225
24.0
9
476
CSUMB
4
0
481
2.5
479
2.5
476
Del Rey Oaks
172
0
161
0.0
161
1.0
160
173
160
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
3
14
0.0
14
0.0
14
0
14
City of Monterey
47
0
85
33.0
52
0.0
52
80
52
4,399
4,541
141.5
4,399
950
TOTAL
744
369
4,605
64.5
Stay Ahead
1,113
84%
81%
5%
79%
11%
77%
1,319
4,399
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
1,050
77%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

CALIFORNIA RED-LEGGED FROG (3,494 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
55
275
1,984
10
1,974
50
1,924
115
1,924
0
State Parks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Seaside
0
0
129
0
129
0
129
0
129
Marina
2
2
28
0
28
0
28
2
28
0
72
0
72
3
72
UC
3
1
72
MPC
7
2
178
0
178
0
178
7
178
CSUMB
1
0
272
1
270
271
1
270
3
303
30
303
Del Rey Oaks
30
0
303
0
303
0
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
3
15
0
15
0
15
0
15
112
0
122
10
112
0
112
20
City of Monterey
10
TOTAL
108
283
3,103
21.0
3,082
51.0
3,031
180
3,031
Stay Ahead
391
84%
89%
5%
88%
11%
87%
463
3,031
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
590
87%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

SMITH'S BLUE BUTTERFLY (110 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
Monterey County
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
103.00
State Parks
0.00
6.72
103.00
0.00
103.00
0.00
103.00
Seaside
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Marina
4.00
0.01
-4.00
2.00
-6.00
2.50
-8.50
8.50
-8.50
UC
0.00
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
MPC
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
-0.24
CSUMB
0.10
0.00
-0.09
0.10
-0.19
0.05
-0.24
Del Rey Oaks
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
City of Monterey
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
94.65
97.20
2.55
94.65
8.77
TOTAL
4.12
6.73
99.30
2.10
Stay Ahead
10.85
70%
90%
14%
88%
16%
86%
15.50
94.65
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
20
86%
Jurisdiction/Permittee

WESTERN SNOWY PLOVER (71 acres)
Take and Preservation Acreages by Phase within Non-Federal Designated Development Areas and HMAs
Phase 1 (15 years)
Phase 2 (25 years)
Phase 3 (50 years)
Phases 1 -3 (50-year permit term)
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
PRESERVED (DEV
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
TAKE (HMAs)
TAKE (DEV AREAS)
AREAS and HMAs) TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
AREAS and HMAs) TOTAL TAKE (DEV AREAS) AREAS and HMAs)
Monterey County
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
60
State Parks
0
11
60
0
60
0
60
0
Seaside
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Marina
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
UC
0
0
0
0
0
0
MPC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
CSUMB
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Del Rey Oaks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks District
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
City of Monterey
0
11
60
0
60
0
60
0
TOTAL
0
60
Stay Ahead
11
18%
85%
1%
85%
0%
85%
7
60
Take limit in Designated Development Areas required to meet goal of preserving 75% of population in Non-Federal lands (3:1; mitigation: take)
7
85%
Jurisdiction/Permittee
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Memorandum
Date: March 11, 2020
To:

Cc:
From:

Fort Ord Reuse Authority Habitat Working Group
Josh Metz

Aaron Gabbe, Ph.D.
Bernadette Clueit

Subject: CFD Allocation Alternatives
This memorandum summarizes three alternative strategies for allocating Community Facility District
(CFD) fees to the local jurisdictions and entities for habitat management purposes, as requested by the
Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Habitat Working Group (HWG) during the HWG meeting on March 6,
2020. The CFD fees may be allocated to the local jurisdictions, as determined by the FORA Board, if one
or more jurisdictions or entities decides to not work collectively with the other jurisdictions or entities
to manage habitat and other natural resources on the former Fort Ord.

The three alternative strategies are provided in a Microsoft Excel file as Attachment A. Each alternative
is in a separate Excel worksheet in the attached file, labeled as 1) ALT_1_Allocata. by Acre; 2)
ALT_2_Allocat by Acre, all JDs; and 3) ALT_3_Allocate by Contribution.

A brief description of each alternative is provided as follows.

1. Alternative 1. This alternative was presented to the HWG on March 6.
a.

The CFD funds are allocated between the County and cities based on acres within each
jurisdiction. Allocation categories are divided into
i. Habitat Management Areas (HMA), which includes Development with
Restrictions (DWR) because management of habitat in the Monterey Countyowned DWR must be managed similar to an HMA until it is developed.

ii. Borderland and Interim Management. Borderland parcels have two distinct
types of management, so this category is subdivided to reflect the two types of
management.
1. Borderland. This is the 100-foot strip of land that runs along the
borderland parcel and certain HMAs. Management generally includes
fencing, fuelbreak creation and maintenance, and other actions.

2. Interim management. The remainder of the borderland parcel will be
managed for Habitat Management Plan (HMP) species until developed.
Management actions will be determined in consultation with the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM).
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b. Multipliers. The relative proportion of the total amount of CFD funds to be allocated
between HMA management and Borderland and Interim Management is identified in the
“multiplier” cells in row 4. Alternative 1 assumes that because HMA management is
more intensive and costly, 70% of the total CFD funds should be allocated to
jurisdictions with HMA management responsibilities. The remaining 30% is divided
between Borderland management (18%) and Interim Management (12%). Note that
HMA and DWR management are included together and is allocated 70% of the total CFD
funds in this scenario.
c.

The total amount of CFD funds to be allocated is currently estimated to be $16,601,541.
This amount was provided by FORA.

d. The dollar and percent allocation by jurisdiction are provided in columns R and S.

2. Alternative 2. This worksheet includes two tables to show two variations of Alternative 2. The
structure and CFD allocation categories are the same as Alternative 1, except more entities are
include in each variation/scenario.
a.

All entities. All entities are shown in the top table.

c.

The dollar and percent allocation by jurisdiction are provided in columns R and S.

a.

In total, Monterey County, the City of Seaside, and the City if Marina have contributed
$59,145,561 to date.

c.

Total amount and percent allocated to each jurisdiction is provided in columns G and H.

b. All entities except Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District and California Department
of Parks and Recreation (State Parks). This is in the table below the “all entities” table.

3. Alternative 3. Allocation based on contribution to the CFD. In this alternative, CFD funds are
allocated based on relative contribution to the CFD funds made through each jurisdiction and entity.
This information is available from FORA upon request.
b. Approximately 30% of the contributions will be allocated to habitat management, which
is currently $16,601,541.
The alternative allocation scenarios are provided in an Excel file so you can change the values of
multipliers or other components of the allocation models to evaluate different scenarios or assumptions.
The two worksheet tabs to the right of ALT_3 in the Excel file includes some background calculations
that are used to inform the three alternatives. You don’t need to review those two tabs to understand the
CFD allocation alternatives.
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Check/Voucher
Vendor ID

Vendor Name

Session ID

Number

Transaction Description

UCR

UC Regents

API-0052

1260

FONR/UCSC FY 12-13

84,000.00

UC Regents

API-0118

2112

FONR/UCSC FY 13-14

86,184.00

UC Regents

API-0190

4180

FONR/UCSC FY 14-15

88,769.52

UC Regents

API-0255

4464

FONR/UCSC FY 15-16

90,811.22

UC Regents

API-0315

4770

FONR/UCSC FY 16-17

93,263.12

UC Regents

API-0370

5073

FONR/UCSC FY 17-18

96,527.33

UC Regents

API-0439

5440

FONR/UCSC FY 18-19

100,291.90

UC Regents

API-0492

005815

FONR/UCSC FY 19-20

103,501.24

UC Regents

CD-0019

9896

FONR/UCSC 7/1/11-6/30/12

81,920.00

UC Regents

CD-0021

9942

MBEST/Visioning to 07/11

15,117.60

Transaction Total
Total UCR

UC Regents

Expenses

840,385.93
840,385.93

Report Opening/Current Balance
Report Transaction Totals

840,385.93

Report Current Balances

Page: 1

Potential JPA Attorneys Policy Guidance Request Summary
Last updated: 3/11/20
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The Habitat Working Group coming up with a recommendation as to how the habitat funds should be
allocated is one key to moving the draft JPA Agreement forward to the next stage. At the last working
group meeting, Authority Counsel was asked to summarize the main areas with regard to which the
potential JPA members’ attorneys would appreciate receiving some policy guidance. That summary
appears below.
1. Should we develop only the minimum provisions necessary to start up the JPA and leave
additional details to future decisions by the JPA’s Board or should we develop a more
comprehensive and robust document from the outset?
2. Assuming that the working group comes up with an allocation algorithm, how should we handle
allocation of habitat funds if some, but not all, potential members decide to join the JPA? If a
member joins but then withdraws, should it be able to withdraw its full share of any then
unexpended habitat funds? Should that change after cooperative habitat management has
begun? If a member contributes additional funds before the JPA decides whether to undertake
cooperative habitat management, should the JPA be able to spend those funds before reaching
that decision?
3. Should the $17M be preserved in its entirety for the direct costs of habitat
management? Should the JPA be allowed to spend part or all of the $17M on additional studies,
negotiations with wildlife agencies, costs of administration, etc.? Should FORA provide the JPA
with additional unrestricted “seed money”? If so, how should the JPA’s costs be funded after
the “seed money” runs out?
4. Should the JPA be allowed to hire employees? Should hiring be allowed if the JPA is restricted
from providing employees with PERS benefits? Should the JPA pay one of its members to run
things? If not, are the members willing to donate the necessary administrative services? If
there should be no employees, how should staffing needs be addressed?
HWG Members - Please consider how your jurisdictions might address these questions and come
prepared with some responses for discussion at the next and potentially other future meetings.



CFD Allocation
Alternatives
Habitat Working Group
March 13, 2020
Aaron Gabbe, Ph.D. ICF
Bernadette Clueit, ICF

CFD Allocation Alternatives



 Alternatives based on March 6 Habitat Working Group discussion
 Alternative 1. Presented March 6.
 Allocated between County of Monterey and cities of Seaside,

Marina, Monterey, and Del Rey Oaks
 Simple allocation based on amount of HMP management

responsibilities


Acres



HMP species (negligible difference between jurisdictions)

CFD Allocation Alternatives



Alternative 1. Cont’d
 Allocation divided into HMP land management categories

to reflect different management efforts
 Habitat Management Areas (HMAs) & Development with

Restrictions (70%)
 Borderland Parcels (30%)


Borderland



Interim Management

 $16,601,541 available to allocate (same for all Alternatives)

CFD Allocation Alternatives



Alternative 2.
 Same allocation assumptions as Alt. 1
 Scenario A. All jurisdictions and entities
 Scenario B. MPRPD and State Parks removed

CFD Allocation Alternatives



Alternative 3.
 Allocation based on relative contribution to CFD

funds
 Contributions from Monterey County, City of

Seaside, and City of Marina

CFD Allocation Alternatives



Alternative 1
Jurisdiction/Entity

Allocation

Alternative 2a

Alternative 2b

Alternative 3

Percent

Allocation

Percent

Allocation

Percent

Allocation

Percent

Monterey County $13,270,377

79.9%

$7,659,201

46.1%

$9,559,774

57.6%

$6,966,317

42.0%

Seaside $1,222,026

7.4%

$875,891

5.3%

$875,891

5.3%

$2,830,564

17.1%

Marina $1,316,015

7.9%

$704,308

4.2%

$947,022

5.7%

$6,804,660

41.0%

$16,601,541

100%

Monterey City

$45,053

0.3%

$30,977

0.2%

$30,977

0.2%

Del Rey Oaks

$748,071

4.5%

$531,528

3.2%

$531,528

3.2%

$410,400

2.5%

$410,400

2.5%

University of California

$1,808,519

10.9%

$2,431,759

14.6%

Monterey Peninsula College

$1,602,330

9.7%

$1,814,190

10.9%

$56,703

0.3%

$2,921,684

17.6%

$16,601,541

100%

$16,601,541

100%

CSUMB

Monterey Peninsual Regional Parks
State Parks
$16,601,541

100%

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

16,601,541

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
Total

HMA

HMA
Monitoring
Effort

acres

%

1,571
0
236
0
0
1,807

0.75
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.87

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

11,621,079
HMA
Monitoring
Allocation

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
8,760,420
1,316,015
10,076,434

$
Development
with Reserve
(DWR)

DWR
Monitoring
Effort

acres

%
277
0
0
0
0
277

0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.13

DwR Allocation

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
1,544,644
1,544,644

Borderland
linear ft
43,500
14,740
0
0
7,100
65,340

2,988,277

Borderland

Borderland
Effort

Borderland
Allocation

acres

%

$

100
34
0
0
16
150

0.67
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.11
1.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,989,441
674,123
324,713
2,988,277

$
Interim Mgmt
Interim Mgmt
in Development
Effort
Parcels
acres

Interim Mgmt
Allocation

%
693
389
0
32
301
1,415

1,992,185

Total Allocation

$
0.49
0.28
0.00
0.02
0.21
1.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

975,872
547,902
45,053
423,358
1,992,185

0.886756238

Assumptions & Notes
1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is only jurisdiction that we can calculate costs from (baseline is management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
0
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers. Interim mgnt columns hidden
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.

$
$
$
$
$
$

13,270,377
1,222,026
1,316,015
45,053
748,071
16,601,541

Percent
80%
7%
8%
0.27%
5%
100%

ALL ENTITIES INCLUDED

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

16,601,541

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsual Regional Parks
State Parks
Total

HMA

HMA
Monitoring
Effort

acres

%
0.40
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.05
0.00
0.21
0.89

1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
19
837
3,467

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

11,621,079
HMA
Monitoring
Allocation

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
4,688,422
704,308
1,784,644
614,777
56,703
2,497,905
10,346,759

$
Development
with Reserve
(DWR)

DWR
Monitoring
Effort

acres

%
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.11

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
142
427

DwR Allocation

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
826,666
23,875
423,778
1,274,320

Borderland
linear ft
43,500
14,740
0
0
7,100
2,600
0
20,300
0
0
88,240

2,988,277

Borderland

Borderland
Effort

Borderland
Allocation

acres

%

$

100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
0
0
203

0.49
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.23
0.00
0.00
1.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
Interim Mgmt
Interim Mgmt
in Development
Effort
Parcels
acres

1,473,142
499,175
240,444
88,050
687,466
2,988,277

Interim Mgmt
Allocation

%
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
0
0
2,058

1,992,185

Total Allocation

$
0.34
0.19
0.00
0.02
0.15
0.16
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.00
1.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

670,971
376,716
30,977
291,084
322,351
300,086
1,992,185

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

7,659,201
875,891
704,308
30,977
531,528
410,400
1,808,519
1,602,330
56,703
2,921,684
16,601,541

Percent
46%
5%
4%
0.19%
3%
2%
11%
10%
0.34%
18%
100%

STATE PARKS AND REGIONAL PARKS
EXCLUDED
HMA Mgmt
Multiplier
Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

16,601,541

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Total

HMA

HMA
Monitoring
Effort

acres

%

1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
2,611

0.54
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.21
0.07
0.90

$
6,304,114
947,022
2,399,656
826,638
10,477,430

Borderland
Multiplier

70%

70%
11,621,079
HMA
Monitoring
Allocation

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)
$
Development
with Reserve
(DWR)

DWR
Monitoring
Effort

DwR Allocation

Borderland

acres

%

$

linear ft

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
285

0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,111,547
32,102
1,143,649

43,500
14,740
0
0
7,100
2,600
0
20,300
88,240

18%
2,988,277

Borderland

Borderland
Effort

Borderland
Allocation

acres

%

$

100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
203

0.49
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.23
1.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

1,473,142
499,175
240,444
88,050
687,466
2,988,277

$
Interim Mgmt
Interim Mgmt
in Development
Effort
Parcels
acres

Interim Mgmt
Allocation

%
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
2,058

12%
1,992,185

Total Allocation

$
0.34
0.19
0.00
0.02
0.15
0.16
0.00
0.15
1.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

670,971
376,716
30,977
291,084
322,351
300,086
1,992,185

Assumptions & Notes
1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is only jurisdiction that we can calculate costs from (baseline is management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers. Interim mgnt columns hidden
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,559,774
875,891
947,022
30,977
531,528
410,400
2,431,759
1,814,190
16,601,541

Percent
58%
5%
6%
0.19%
3%
2%
15%
11%
100%

CFD Funds for
Habitat Mgmt
0.302

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

16,601,541
Contributions Contributions
to CFD
to CFD thru
Jurisdiction
FY 19-20
FY 18-19
$
$
Monterey County $ 22,278,699 $ 2,539,569
Seaside $ 10,084,195 $
Marina $ 23,836,552 $
405,792
Monterey City $
$
Del Rey Oaks $
$
State Parks $
$
University of California $
$
Monterey Peninsula College $
$
Monterey Peninsual Regional Parks $
$
CSUMB $
$
Total $ 56,199,445 $ 2,945,361

To Date Total CFD Contributions
Funds Received at 0.25 rate thru FY 6/14
Funds Received at 0.302 rate FY 14/15 thru
current
East Garrison (MOCO) CFD Credits FY 14/15 16/17
Shea (Marina) CFD Credits FY 14/15 - 16/17

$ 59,145,561
$ 24,238,818

Total
Contribution
to Date
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,818,268
10,084,195
24,242,344
59,145,561

%

16,601,541

Total Allocation

$
0.42
0.17
0.41
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.25 $

6,966,317
2,830,564
6,804,660
16,601,541

6,059,704

$ 34,906,743

0.302 $ 10,541,836.52

$

2,021,053

0.302 $

610,358

$

1,018,890

0.302 $

307,705

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,966,317
2,830,564
6,804,660
16,601,541

Percent
42%
17%
41%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

212
212
212

89
36
87
212

0.280795

$

0

Plant seedlings in
coast live oak
woodland (10% of
total every yr)

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks

HMA
acres
1848
0
236
0
0

HMA % of Total Restoration
%
acres
89
8
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
0

Aerial Mapping every 10 years

Habitat
Plants Plants Plants Enhancement Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
acres
acres
acres
acres
376
1950
493
109
0
0
0
0
53
55
201
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Abundance
Sampling
# species

9
0
6
0
0

Wildlife P/A surveys
Notes
# species
5 MOCO has 91% of the plant/wildlife monitoring effort and 89% of the aerial mapping effort
0
5 Marina has 9% of the plant/wildlife monitoring effort, and 11% of the aerial mapping effort
0
0

Acres of Habitat
Monterey County
%
Marina

Species
Assumptions & Notes

Sand gilia

Group 1 Plant Species: Sand gilia, Monterey spineflower, seaside
bird's-beak
Group 2 Plant Species: Maritime Chapparral
Group 3 Plant Species: Coast Wallflower

mapping
2552
309
2861

%

89
11

Monterey Spineflower
Seaside bird's beak
Eastwood's ericameria
Hooker's manzanita
Toro manzanita
Coast Wallflower
Monterey ceanothus
Sandmat manzanita

Plants

Animals
Smith's blue butterfly
California tiger salamander
California red-legged frog
Black legless lizard
Linderiella
Monterey ornate shrew
Overall totals

%

799

97

26

3

967
184
276
229
467
109
570
1682

85
100
90
100
100
67
91
88

174
0
32
0
0
53
57
235

15
0
10
0
0
33
9
12

0
1599
1517
257
2
1828
10486

0
94
98
82
100
89
91

0.01
107
33
58
0
235
1010

100
6
2
18
0
11
9

Habitat Type
Maritime Chaparral
Coast live oak woodland/savannah
Grassland
Wetland and open water
Overall totals

Monterey County
120
589
27
1
738

%
14
100
76
43
0.50

Seaside
384
0.01
9
0
393

Acres of Habitat
Monterey
%
City
46
0
24
0
0.27

31
0
0
0
31

%
4
0
0
0
0.02

Del Rey
Oaks
302
0
0
2
304

%
36
0
0
57
0.21

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 20, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. March 6, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 13, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options

INFORMATION/ACTION

c. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: March 27, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.
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and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 20, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. March 6, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 13, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options

INFORMATION/ACTION

c. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: March 27, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 6, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Ian Oglesby called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina) – Co-Chair
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Jeff Oyn (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Bernadette Clueit (ICF) – via phone
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS) – via phone
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 21, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Uslar, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 21, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes

March 6, 2020

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 28, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz gave an overview of the last meeting, noting that the HWG discussed providing a
formula for the potential allocation of funds which will be discussed in item 4b on today’s agenda.
Mr. Metz noted that last night, the Seaside City Council gave unanimous approval for their
Campus Town Project.
b. Habitat formula review
Ms. Flint started off the item, giving the HWG a background on the formula drafted by the
consultants for the HWG consideration. Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the habitat formula.
He presented an interactive Excel spreadsheet that showed different potential percentage
breakdowns. Mr. Gabbe, Ms. Harwayne, and Mr. Willoughby answered questions and responded
to comments from the HWG. Discussion followed regarding whether the universities and parks
should be included in this model. Mr. Oglesby noted that he’d like the HWG to establish
consensus on “who’s in and who’s out” of the JPA.
Public comment was received on this item.
Mr. Haffa noted that there could be three different options with regard to the formula breakdown:
the original option as presented by Mr. Gabbe, an option without State Parks, and an option with
all entities included. Mr. Gaglioti and Mr. Malin noted their preference is to vote today on this item
and make a decision. Mr. Oglesby asked that the HWG move on to the next item due to time.
c. JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
Mr. Metz noted that Mr. Willougby will be giving an update on the JPA draft process. Mr.
Willoughby said that BLM and the Monterey Regional Park District asked not be a part of the
potential JPA. He noted that if the HWG is going to move down a JPA path, FORA will need to
be part of the JPA, and it will no longer be a member after FORA dissolves. He noted that the
ad- hoc legal group has made significant process and that they will need guidance from the HWG
on certain areas. Those areas needing guidance are as follows:
- Should the JPA be a skeletal framework just so that it can exist in order to receive the $17
million from FORA or should there be a more fleshed-out JPA that has more capabilities?
- Regarding the allocation of the habitat funds, and the best way to split the funds. The initial
impression is that the formula will also apply to the JPA, and the legal group expects
consistency between the several relevant documents.
- If a JPA is formed but not everyone wants to join, are those who are left out going to receive
any money? These questions depend on when the hypothetical jurisdiction potentially
withdraws from the JPA.
- What will the source of operational funds for the JPA be? Will it come from depleting the $17
million? Will FORA provide unrestricted seed money?
- Does the JPA have the authority to hire employees? Because of PERS liability changes,
there’s a possibility that members could have liabilities.
- The HWG needs to receive an opinion from the bond counsel at some point in this process.
Mr. Willoughby then answered questions from the HWG regarding these areas with further
discussion made.
Public comment on this item was received.
d. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
Ms. Flint asked that this item be brought back next week for discussion.
e. Other discussion

Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes

None

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- Reduced take scenario phasing discussion
- Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
- JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
- Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 11:45 a.m.

March 6, 2020

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REVISED REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 27, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA

This meeting may only be accessed remotely using the following Zoom link:
https://zoom.us/j/956115894
Please review FORA’s updated meeting protocol and remote meeting best practices here:
https://fora.org/remote_meetings_protocols
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. March 6, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 13, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options

INFORMATION/ACTION

c. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: April 3, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.
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AGENDA

This meeting may only be accessed remotely using the following Zoom link:
https://zoom.us/j/956115894
Please review FORA’s updated meeting protocol and remote meeting best practices here:
https://fora.org/remote_meetings_protocols
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. March 6, 2020

ACTION

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 13, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

b. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options

INFORMATION/ACTION

c. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

6. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: April 3, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.
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FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 6, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Ian Oglesby called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina) – Co-Chair
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Jeff Oyn (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Bernadette Clueit (ICF) – via phone
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS) – via phone
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 21, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Uslar, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 21, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 28, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz gave an overview of the last meeting, noting that the HWG discussed providing a
formula for the potential allocation of funds which will be discussed in item 4b on today’s agenda.
Mr. Metz noted that last night, the Seaside City Council gave unanimous approval for their
Campus Town Project.
b. Habitat formula review
Ms. Flint started off the item, giving the HWG a background on the formula drafted by the
consultants for the HWG consideration. Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the habitat formula.
He presented an interactive Excel spreadsheet that showed different potential percentage
breakdowns. Mr. Gabbe, Ms. Harwayne, and Mr. Willoughby answered questions and responded
to comments from the HWG. Discussion followed regarding whether the universities and parks
should be included in this model. Mr. Oglesby noted that he’d like the HWG to establish
consensus on “who’s in and who’s out” of the JPA.
Public comment was received on this item.
Mr. Haffa noted that there could be three different options with regard to the formula breakdown:
the original option as presented by Mr. Gabbe, an option without State Parks, and an option with
all entities included. Mr. Gaglioti and Mr. Malin noted their preference is to vote today on this item
and make a decision. Mr. Oglesby asked that the HWG move on to the next item due to time.
c. JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
Mr. Metz noted that Mr. Willougby will be giving an update on the JPA draft process. Mr.
Willoughby said that BLM and the Monterey Regional Park District asked not be a part of the
potential JPA. He noted that if the HWG is going to move down a JPA path, FORA will need to
be part of the JPA, and it will no longer be a member after FORA dissolves. He noted that the
ad- hoc legal group has made significant process and that they will need guidance from the HWG
on certain areas. Those areas needing guidance are as follows:
- Should the JPA be a skeletal framework just so that it can exist in order to receive the $17
million from FORA or should there be a more fleshed-out JPA that has more capabilities?
- Regarding the allocation of the habitat funds, and the best way to split the funds. The initial
impression is that the formula will also apply to the JPA, and the legal group expects
consistency between the several relevant documents.
- If a JPA is formed but not everyone wants to join, are those who are left out going to receive
any money? These questions depend on when the hypothetical jurisdiction potentially
withdraws from the JPA.
- What will the source of operational funds for the JPA be? Will it come from depleting the $17
million? Will FORA provide unrestricted seed money?
- Does the JPA have the authority to hire employees? Because of PERS liability changes,
there’s a possibility that members could have liabilities.
- The HWG needs to receive an opinion from the bond counsel at some point in this process.
Mr. Willoughby then answered questions from the HWG regarding these areas with further
discussion made.
Public comment on this item was received.
d. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
Ms. Flint asked that this item be brought back next week for discussion.
e. Other discussion
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None

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- Reduced take scenario phasing discussion
- Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
- JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
- Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 11:45 a.m.

March 6, 2020

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 27, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Bill Collins (BRAC)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. March 6, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the March 6, 2020 HWG meeting minutes with
one correction.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes

March 27, 2020

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 13, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz recapped the previous meeting for the HWG, noting that the group discussed the
habitat formula review in some depth. The group also discussed the Transition Plan, but
recognized that the work of the habitat formula was most critical. He also noted that the group
tabled the JPA discussion until the appropriate time, which will be informed by the deliberations
on the habitat formula. The group also discussed the makeup of the voting body for the HWG.
b. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
Ms. Flint started off the item noting that the HWG asked the consultant team to go over the
CFD allocation options. She noted that Mr. Gabbe will present the four options and that Mr.
Malin will have a fifth option to discuss after that. Mr. Gabbe gave a quick review of the four
alternatives. He gave a quick breakdown of each, going over the different allocations of CFD
funds and how they are distributed to each jurisdiction. Following this, Mr. Malin gave a
presentation of his allocation model. Then the HWG members had a robust discussion
regarding the various options
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Haffa, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved that they recommend Option 5 (the Seaside Proposal) to
the FORA Board.
MOTION PASSED MAJORITY
Supervisor Jane Parker
Mayor Ian Oglesby
Mayor Pro-Tem Gail Morton
Councilmember John Gaglioti
Councilmember Alan Haffa

NO
YES
YES
YES
YES

c. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
None
d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion
Ms. Parker noted that those jurisdictions that are interested in forming a JPA set up a time and
place to meet to discuss that.
e. Other discussion
Ms. Flint discussed that the HWG’s recommendation will be brought to the FORA Board at the
April 9, 2020 meeting. Ms. Parker noted that with the habitat recommendation made, the work
of the HWG is finished. She thanked all jurisdictions for joining in the discussions these past
few months. Josh thanked all members for participating and for all work that the consultants
put in and that he appreciated the opportunity to facilitate this discussion. Members of the HWG
thanked Ms. Parker for leading the group.

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
None
6. ADJOURNMENT at 11:49 a.m.

Memorandum
Date: March 26, 2020
To:

Cc:
From:

Fort Ord Reuse Authority Habitat Working Group
Josh Metz

Aaron Gabbe, Ph.D.
Bernadette Clueit

Subject: CFD Allocation Alternatives
This memorandum provides a brief overview of the four alternative strategies for allocating Community
Facility District (CFD) fees to the local jurisdictions and entities for habitat management purposes,
which have previously been presented to the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Habitat Working Group
(HWG) during HWG meetings on March 6 and March 13, 2020. The alternatives are provided as
Attachment A to this memorandum and are summarized below.
The first three alternatives allocate CFD funds based on the acreage controlled by the relevant
jurisdiction and differ significantly only in which jurisdictions are included in the distribution of funds.

•

•
•

Alternative 1. CFD funds are allocated to the County and to the Cities only.

Alternative 2. CFD funds are allocated to all jurisdictions.

Alternative 3. CFD funds are allocated to the County, the Cities, the Universities, and the
College. State Parks and Regional Parks are excluded.

The fourth alternative differs substantially from the first three, in that funds are allocated only to those
jurisdictions which have made contributions to the CFD fees to date.

•

Alternative 4. CFD funds are allocated to Monterey County, Seaside, and Monterey City as a
percentage of total fee contribution to date.

It should be noted that CFD fees collected to date that are set aside for habitat management activities
totals $17,441,927. University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) has already received disbursement
totaling $840,386 of the available habitat management funds. Therefore, under Alternative 1 and
Alternative 4 (where UCSC is not included as a recipient of funds) the total amount available for
allocation to the jurisdictions included in these alternatives is $16,601,541.
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Attachment A

Alternative 1 - Allocation based on Acreage
County and Cities Only

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

16,601,541

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
Total

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

11,621,079

$

2,988,277

$

1,992,185

HMA

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

Borderland

Borderland
Allocation

Interim Mgmt in
Development
Parcels

Interim Mgmt
Allocation

acres

$

acres

$

acres

$

acres

$

1,571
0
236
0
0
1,807

$
$
$
$
$
$

8,760,420
1,316,015
10,076,434

277
0
0
0
0
277

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,544,644
1,544,644

100
34
0
0
16
150

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,989,441
674,123
324,713
2,988,277

693
389
0
32
301
1,415

$
$
$
$
$
$

975,872
547,902
45,053
423,358
1,992,185

Assumptions & Notes
1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with maintenance
of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to USCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,270,377
1,222,026
1,316,015
45,053
748,071
16,601,541

Percent
80%
7%
8%
0.27%
5%
100%

Alternative 2 - Allocation by Acreage
All Jurisdictions Included

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

17,441,927

HMA
Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
State Parks
Total

Assumptions & Notes

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

12,209,349

$

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

$

acres

$

acres
1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
19
837
3,467

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,925,754
739,961
1,874,985
645,898
59,573
2,624,352
10,870,522

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
142
427

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

868,513
25,083
445,230
1,338,827

3,139,547
Borderland
Allocation

Borderland
acres

$
100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
0
0
203

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,547,714
524,444
252,615
92,507
722,267
3,139,547

$

2,093,031

Interim Mgmt in
Interim Mgmt
Development
Allocation
Parcels
acres

$
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
0
0
2,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

704,936
395,786
32,545
305,819
338,668
315,277
2,093,031

Funds Already
Received

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with
maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

8,046,918
920,230
739,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,900,068
1,683,441
59,573
3,069,582
17,441,927

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

840,386
840,386

Net Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,046,918
920,230
739,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,059,682
1,683,441
59,573
3,069,582
16,601,541

Percent
46%
5%
4%
0.19%
3%
2%
11%
10%
0.34%
18%
100%

Alternative 3 - Allocation by Acreage
State Parks and Regional Parks Excluded

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

17,441,927

HMA
Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Total

Assumptions & Notes

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

12,209,349

$

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

$

acres

$

acres
1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
2,611

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,623,235
994,961
2,521,129
868,483
11,007,807

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
285

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,167,814
33,727
1,201,542

3,139,547
Borderland
Allocation

Borderland
acres

$
100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
203

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,547,714
524,444
252,615
92,507
722,267
3,139,547

$

2,093,031

Interim Mgmt in
Interim Mgmt
Development
Allocation
Parcels
acres

$
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
2,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

704,936
395,786
32,545
305,819
338,668
315,277
2,093,031

Funds Already
Received

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with
maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

10,043,699
920,230
994,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
2,554,857
1,906,026
17,441,927

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

840,386
840,386

Net Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,043,699
920,230
994,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,714,471
1,906,026
16,601,541

Percent
58%
5%
6%
0.19%
3%
2%
15%
11%
100%

Alternative 4 - Allocation by CFD Contribution

CFD Funds for
Habitat Mgmt
0.302

Total Funds to be allocated
$

16,601,541
Contributions Contributions
Total
to CFD thru FY
to CFD
Contribution to
Jurisdiction
18-19
FY 19-20
Date
$
$
$
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
State Parks
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
CSUMB
Total

Assumptions & Notes

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22,278,699
10,084,195
23,836,552
56,199,445

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,539,569
405,792
2,945,361

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,818,268
10,084,195
24,242,344
59,145,561

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,966,317
2,830,564
6,804,660
16,601,541

Percent
42%
17%
41%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

1. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this
amount.

Attachment A
Summary of CFD Alternatives

Jurisdiction/Entity
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
State Parks

Alternative 1
Allocation
Percent
$13,270,377
79.9%
$1,222,026
7.4%
$1,316,015
7.9%
$45,053
0.3%
$748,071
4.5%

$16,601,541

100%

Alternative 2
Net Allocation Percent
$8,046,918
46.1%
$920,230
5.3%
$739,961
4.2%
$32,545
0.2%
$558,435
3.2%
$431,175
2.5%
$1,059,682
10.9%
$1,683,441
9.7%
$59,573
0.3%
$3,069,582
17.6%
$16,601,541
100%

Alternative 3
Net Allocation Percent
$10,043,699
57.6%
$920,230
5.3%
$994,961
5.7%
$32,545
0.2%
$558,435
3.2%
$431,175
2.5%
$1,714,471
14.6%
$1,906,026
10.9%

$16,601,541

100%

Alternative 4
Allocation
Percent
$6,966,317
42.0%
$2,830,564
17.1%
$6,804,660
41.0%

$16,601,541

Assumptions & Notes
1. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

100%

1
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Habitat Working Group
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Aaron Gabbe, Ph.D. ICF
Bernadette Clueit, ICF
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CFD Allocation Alternatives

Four alternatives based on March 6 Habitat Working Group
discussion


Alternative 1. CFD funds are allocated to the County and to the Cities only.



Alternative 2. CFD funds are allocated to all jurisdictions.



Alternative 3. CFD funds are allocated to the County, the Cities, the
Universities, and the College. State Parks and Regional Parks are excluded.



Alternative 4. CFD funds are allocated to Monterey County, Seaside, and
Monterey City as a percentage of total fee contribution to date.

3

CFD Allocation Alternatives



Total Amount to Allocate
 $17,441,927 includes $840,386 previously

distributed to UCSC

 $16,601,541 without funds previously distributed

to UCSC

Attachment A

Alternative 1 - Allocation based on Acreage
County and Cities Only

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

16,601,541

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
Total

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

11,621,079

$

2,988,277

$

1,992,185

HMA

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

Borderland

Borderland
Allocation

Interim Mgmt in
Development
Parcels

Interim Mgmt
Allocation

acres

$

acres

$

acres

$

acres

$

1,571
0
236
0
0
1,807

$
$
$
$
$
$

8,760,420
1,316,015
10,076,434

277
0
0
0
0
277

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,544,644
1,544,644

100
34
0
0
16
150

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,989,441
674,123
324,713
2,988,277

693
389
0
32
301
1,415

$
$
$
$
$
$

975,872
547,902
45,053
423,358
1,992,185

Assumptions & Notes
1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with
maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of these
parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that UCSC has already received $840,386 of CFD Funds, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,270,377
1,222,026
1,316,015
45,053
748,071
16,601,541

Percent
80%
7%
8%
0.27%
5%
100%

Alternative 2 - Allocation by Acreage
All Jurisdictions Included

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

17,441,927

HMA
Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
State Parks
Total

Assumptions & Notes

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

12,209,349

$

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

$

acres

$

acres
1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
19
837
3,467

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,925,754
739,961
1,874,985
645,898
59,573
2,624,352
10,870,522

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
142
427

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

868,513
25,083
445,230
1,338,827

3,139,547
Borderland
Allocation

Borderland
acres

$
100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
0
0
203

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,547,714
524,444
252,615
92,507
722,267
3,139,547

$

2,093,031

Interim Mgmt in
Interim Mgmt
Development
Allocation
Parcels
acres

$
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
0
0
2,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

704,936
395,786
32,545
305,819
338,668
315,277
2,093,031

Funds Already
Received

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with maintenance
of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that UCSC has already received $840,386 of CFD Funds, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

8,046,918
920,230
739,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,900,068
1,683,441
59,573
3,069,582
17,441,927

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

840,386
840,386

Net Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,046,918
920,230
739,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,059,682
1,683,441
59,573
3,069,582
16,601,541

Percent
46%
5%
4%
0.19%
3%
2%
11%
10%
0.34%
18%
100%

Alternative 3 - Allocation by Acreage
State Parks and Regional Parks Excluded

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

17,441,927

HMA
Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Total

Assumptions & Notes

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

12,209,349

$

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

$

acres

$

acres
1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
2,611

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,623,235
994,961
2,521,129
868,483
11,007,807

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
285

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,167,814
33,727
1,201,542

3,139,547
Borderland
Allocation

Borderland
acres

$
100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
203

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,547,714
524,444
252,615
92,507
722,267
3,139,547

$

2,093,031

Interim Mgmt in
Interim Mgmt
Development
Allocation
Parcels
acres

$
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
2,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

704,936
395,786
32,545
305,819
338,668
315,277
2,093,031

Funds Already
Received

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with maintenance
of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that UCSC has already received $840,386 of CFD Funds, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

10,043,699
920,230
994,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
2,554,857
1,906,026
17,441,927

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

840,386
840,386

Net Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,043,699
920,230
994,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,714,471
1,906,026
16,601,541

Percent
58%
5%
6%
0.19%
3%
2%
15%
11%
100%

Alternative 4 - Allocation by CFD Contribution

CFD Funds for
Habitat Mgmt
0.302

Total Funds to be allocated
$

16,601,541
Contributions Contributions
Total
to CFD thru FY
to CFD
Contribution to
Jurisdiction
18-19
FY 19-20
Date
$
$
$
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
State Parks
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
CSUMB
Total

Assumptions & Notes

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22,278,699
10,084,195
23,836,552
56,199,445

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,539,569
405,792
2,945,361

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,818,268
10,084,195
24,242,344
59,145,561

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,966,317
2,830,564
6,804,660
16,601,541

Percent
42%
17%
41%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

1. Be advised that UCSC has already received $840,386 of CFD Funds, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

Attachment A
Summary of CFD Alternatives

Jurisdiction/Entity
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
State Parks

Alternative 1
Allocation
Percent
$13,270,377
79.9%
$1,222,026
7.4%
$1,316,015
7.9%
$45,053
0.3%
$748,071
4.5%

$16,601,541

100%

Alternative 2
Net Allocation Percent
$8,046,918
46.1%
$920,230
5.3%
$739,961
4.2%
$32,545
0.2%
$558,435
3.2%
$431,175
2.5%
$1,059,682
10.9%
$1,683,441
9.7%
$59,573
0.3%
$3,069,582
17.6%
$16,601,541
100%

Alternative 3
Net Allocation Percent
$10,043,699
57.6%
$920,230
5.3%
$994,961
5.7%
$32,545
0.2%
$558,435
3.2%
$431,175
2.5%
$1,714,471
14.6%
$1,906,026
10.9%

$16,601,541

100%

Assumptions & Notes
1. Be advised that UCSC has already received $840,386 of CFD Funds, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.

Alternative 4
Allocation
Percent
$6,966,317
42.0%
$2,830,564
17.1%
$6,804,660
41.0%

$16,601,541

100%

Contribution Respectful
Formula
Originally Presented March 13, 2020
by Craig Malin

Habitat Contributions To Date
• Monterey County
$6,966,317
• Marina
$6,804,660
• Seaside
$2,830563
• Del Rey Oaks
$0
• Monterey
$0

Contributions Are NOT
Projections, Based On
“Modeling”
Contributions Are REAL
Numbers

Habitat Contributions v. “Alternate #1” Distributions
Contributions

• Monterey County
$6,966,317
• Marina
$6,804,660
• Seaside
$2,830563
• Del Rey Oaks
$0
• Monterey
$0

Distributions

• Monterey County
$13,270,277
• Marina
$1,316,015
• Seaside
$1,222,026
• Del Rey Oaks
$748,071
• Monterey
$45,053

Obvious disparity between contributions and proposed distributions

To Address The Disparity …
• Provide 80% of funding to Monterey and Del Rey Oaks from
Alternative #1 ($793,124 X .80 = $634,499)
So every land use jurisdiction gets something

• Compute % of total contributions to date from Monterey County
(41.96%), Marina (40.98%) and Seaside (17.06%) and subtract that
percentage amount from what each jurisdiction has actually paid to
provide the $634,449 to Del Rey Oaks and Monterey
So the land use jurisdictions which have paid share the pro-rata cost of making
sure every land use jurisdiction gets something

Resulting In
Contributions

• Monterey County
$6,966,317
• Marina
$6,804,660
• Seaside
$2,830563
• Del Rey Oaks
$0
• Monterey
$0

Distributions

• Monterey County
$6,700,082
• Marina
$6,544,643
• Seaside
$2,722,319
• Del Rey Oaks
$598,456
• Monterey
$36,042

Every land use jurisdiction gets something,
and land use jurisdictions which have paid don’t suffer huge losses

RETURN TO AGENDA

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY BOARD REPORT
BUSINESS ITEMS
Subject:
Meeting Date:
Agenda Number:

Habitat Working Group (HWG) Ad-Hoc Committee Report & Set
Aside Funds Distribution Recommendation
April 9, 2020
INFORMATION
8b

RECOMMENDATION(s):
i.
ii.
iii.

Receive HWG Ad-Hoc Committee Report.
Approve HWG 3/13 & 3/27 minutes.
Approve habitat set-aside funds distribution.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION:
The Fort Ord Reuse Authority (“FORA”) Board requested that staff assist and support the
Habitat Working Group (“HWG”) Ad-Hoc Committee to evaluate options for agencies to
address environmental compliance with state and federal endangered species laws
(Attachment A). These options included the viability of implementation via the Fort Ord
Habitat Management Plan (“HMP”), basewide Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP”) and/or
other approaches if possible.
The HWG consisted of Board Members representing member agencies, and meetings
were jointly noticed as Special Meetings of the FORA Administrative Committee to allow
members of the FORA Board and Administrative Committee to attend and share
information freely. Public comment was allowed following each business item.
Meetings were held on January 10: Potential Topics for Discussion , January 17:
Presentation from Regulatory Agencies , January 24: Consideration of Revised Land Use
Projections , January 31: Possible Options for Future Collaboration/Discussion , February
14: Discussion of Possible JPA , February 21: HMP Cost Model Presentation and HCP
Options , February 28: EIR Options and Phasing Discussion , March 6: Habitat Formula
Review and Draft JPA agreement , March 13: Habitat Formula Review Update , and
March 27: Final Review of Habitat Funds Distribution. Compiled approved minutes for
Jan 10- March 6, 2020 are attached (Attachment B). Draft minutes for March 13
(Attachment C) and March 27 (Attachment D) are attached separately.
During the March 27, 2020 meeting, the HWG considered 5 alternative approaches to
allocating habitat conservation set aside funds collected under the FORA Community
Facilities District (“CFD”). Alternatives 1-4 were developed by HCP consultants ICF &
Denise Duffy & Associates (“DDA”) and used habitat acres as a proxy for need
(Attachment E). Alternative 5 was developed by the City of Seaside, and allocated funds
based on a combination of a) where funds were generated, and b) habitat need
(Attachment F). The HWG recommended the Board adopt Alternative 5 and allocate the
habitat funds to individual land use jurisdictions as shown in Table 1 below:
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Attachment A to Item 8b
FORA Board Meeting, 4/9/20

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY

920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
Phone: (831) 883-3672 │ Fax: (831) 883-3675 │ www.fora.org

Habitat Working Group Ad Hoc Committee
Committee Charge
The Habitat Working Group (“HWG”) Ad Hoc Committee is comprised of FORA land use jurisdictions
and potential Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP”) permitees, and is charged with understanding and
evaluating questions and concerns regarding long-term habitat management options on the former
Fort Ord, coming to agreement(s), and reporting back to the full Board. FORA staff supported by
consultants will provide technical and administrative support to the HWG. The HWG effort is
anticipated to have a limited duration, with goals of formulating agreements and forwarding priority
recommendations to the Board in February or March 2020.
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Attachment B to Item 8b
FORA Board Meeting, 4/9/20

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 10, 2020 | FORA Board Room
920 nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER

Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Mayor Pro Tem Gayle Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS

a. Discussion of Meeting Objectives
The group held a brief discussion outlining the purpose of the Habitat Working Group: to identify
possible options for agencies to address environmental compliance with state and federal
requirements for habitat management and/or mitigation on the former Fort Ord. This would
include discussions regarding the viability of implementation via a Habitat Management Plan, a
Habitat Conservation Plan and/or a hybrid approach if possible.
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Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes

January 10, 2020

b. Committee Structure
Co-Chair Parker described the proposed structure of the committee with herself and Executive
Officer Josh Metz serving as Co-Chairs. No objections were made.
Meetings will be jointly noticed to allow members of the FORA Board and Administrative
Committee to attend and share information freely. Public comment will be allowed following each
business item discussed.
Any public agency with property in the former Fort Ord that may require habitat management
may participate in the Working Group. It is anticipated that participation would include a Board
member representing the agency, an Administrative Committee member representing the
agency and/or staff members including but not limited to legal counsel. The group determined
that there was no set number of participants per agency as the objective was to achieve
consensus as opposed to voting on specific items. Co-Chair Parker said the Working Group would
be informing the FORA Board what it has come up with. If actions are taken, they would be shared
with the Board as recommendations.
c. Group Exercise: Define Key Topic Areas for Future Meetings
The Working Group held a breakout session by Agency to identify key areas of concerns,
questions for the Group and its consultant team to address at future meetings, and challenges to
the environmental compliance process including fiscal impacts and potential liabilities to each
agency. A list of questions already identified by agencies were provided to all participants for
review. Each group reported back its concerns with the goal of identifying common concerns for
future meeting discussions.
Monterey County
Habitat
If we reduce the scale of the HCP, would this reduce the costs and stay ahead provision? Would
this reduction in scope lower start-up costs for implementation?
Finance
What is the mechanism for collection of fees for future development to replace the existing CFD?
Who will defend and pay for litigation over HCP/EIR approval? Would this fall to the JPA or to
agencies?
Take Permits
Should we reduce the permit for realistic near-term development over the next 25 years?

2
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Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes

January 10, 2020

Other
Who would manage the proposed JPA if one is established by July 1, 2020? What can we feasibly
accomplish by June 30, 2020? If the EIR is approved but no project (the HCP) has been selected?
City of Monterey
Habitat
Prefers the JPA concept for governance as it allows for joint management of the habitat at a
reduced cost, facilitates access to take permits, offers legal protection and shared risks. The City
also noted that the EIR/EIS is almost complete
How long (planning horizon) do we really need to plan for?
City of Marina and City of Del Rey Oaks
Habitat
If we reduce the scale of the HCP would the EIR and EIS still be valid? Can we reopen the HCP
to better reflect development assumptions?
Finance
Marina has already established and set a fee for development yielding a set amount. How will
other agencies collect set and collect fees and will they be enough to cover the cost of
establishing a proposed endowment to fund the HCP?
City of Seaside
Habitat
What species does each agency have, where are they located and how many acres must be
maintained/restored?
What protections do agencies have if others are non-compliant?
How can we best optimize mitigation areas within habitat management areas?
Non-Land Use Agencies
What liability/responsibilities would these agencies incur if a JPA is formed?
d. Approve Draft Schedule
Co-Chair Metz then focused on upcoming meeting topics and agendas. A series of eight additional
meetings are planned. Topics for future meetings will be discussed each week. The group agreed
on the next two subject areas for upcoming meetings:
3
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Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes

January 10, 2020

•

January 17th will focus on compliance requirements with representative from United States Fish
& Wildlife Service and California Fish and Game.

•

January 24th will focus on legal and financial issues related to establishing a “cooperative”
and/or other mechanism(s) to address environmental compliance and review options related
to reducing the size of the proposed mitigation and management areas.

4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS

None.
5. ADJOURNMENT 12:00 p.m.

Co-Chair Parker adjourned the meeting at noon.

4
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 17, 2020 | FORA Board Room
920 2nd Avenue, Suite A, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER

Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:02 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Co-Chair, Monterey County)
David Martin (Monterey Peninsula College)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Mayor Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick, (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Patrick Breen (Marina Coast Water District)
Josh Metz, (Executive Officer, Co-Chair)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
David Willoughby, FORA Counsel’s Office
Other Attendees included:
Matt Mogensen, City of Marina, Assistant City Manager
Sheri Damon, City of Seaside, City Attorney
Wendy Strimling, Monterey County Sr. Deputy County Counsel
Mike Wegley, Marina Coast Water District, District Engineer

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

No public comments were received.
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Co-Chair Parker explained that there were actually two Committees in attendance today: The
Fort Ord Reuse Authority Habitat Working Group (HWG) as a Regular Meeting and the Fort Ord
Reuse Authority Administrative Committee as a Special Meeting.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 10, 2020 (No action taken).

b. Today’s Meeting Objective
Co-Chair Parker encouraged members to take advantage of the representatives here
today from State and Federal agencies, and to listen carefully to their responses.
c. Review of Environmental Compliance Requirements and Address Questions
Staff from California Department of Fish and Wildlife and the US Fish and Wildlife Service
were in attendance to answer questions.
Julie Vance Regional Manager, Central Region
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Annee Ferranti, Environmental Program Manager Habitat Conservation Planning
California Department of Fish and Wildlife Central Region
Leilani Takano, Assistant Field Supervisor North Coast Division
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
Rachel Henry, Habitat Conservation Plan Coordinator
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office
i.

What are the basic requirements for each agency to comply with State and Federal
provisions?

Regarding permits in general, pursuant to the California Endangered Species Act
(CESA). Fort Ord has been on the Incidental Take Permit (ITP) track. That said, if people
are interested it might be worth exploring the Natural Community Conservation Plan as
opposed to an HCP, but that can be decided at a later date. The take has to be fully
mitigated, which is a pretty high standard, and the way that is done is impacts to the
covered species and, in this case, there are several State species. Only State species
would be addressed in the State program. The impacts are described in the project. There
will be a large list of covered activities and generally the mitigation is in the form of
perpetual mitigation land conservation. Typically, that’s done with recreation and
conservation activities, and an endowment that funds the management of those
properties for the purpose of species conservation. The idea is that those management
activities provide a lift to those habitats such that impacts are mitigated by enhancing
numbers of the species. Otherwise, there would be a net loss.
2
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The State can’t issue a take permit to one entity and allow other entities to do the take.
That’s why the State has always believed that FORA as an umbrella agency would be the
perfect transfer agency transitioning to a JPA. The State was assuming that the regional
conservation approach was moving forward. If not, for an individual basis, things would
have to be looked at differently. Also, on BLM lands, the State has difficulty approving
mitigation on Federal land for obvious reasons.
ii. If we reduce the scale of the HCP - would this reduce the costs and stay ahead
provision? Would this reduction in scope lower start-up costs for implementation?
Yes, but this depends on how the scale is reduced and on which species would be more
or less impacted. State permits can also be amended but it depends on the complexity of
the change. Regarding start-up costs, the simple answer is yes. Costs can be scaled,
starting lower and rising thereafter.
iii. How long do we really need to plan for?
Currently, the regional HCP is permitting activities for 50 years. This is very atypical.
Normally, the Service is comfortable with permitting projects for 25 or 30 years because
we are able to analyze effects on species. Permit length really depends on the needs of
the applicant and the covered activities. That said, the mitigation or conservation for
selected species should be in perpetuity.
The State added that by shortening the horizon from 50 years to 25 or 30 years, they
are able to have more confidence in their analysis.
iv. Can we reopen the HCP to better reflect development assumptions?
(Clarified by Co-Chair Metz to add “before we go to final draft.”) The answer is definitely
yes, since applicants should be comfortable with the final HCP. It not only assures
compliance, but now is the time to change things that need to be changed. So just to put
the caveat there that yes, it can be reopened.
v. If we reduce the scale of the HCP would the EIR and EIS still be valid?
As long as it is within the scope of the original document, then yes.
vi. Does Borderland management qualify for a different type of take permit?
From the federal perspective - no.
CESA has another provision under Section 21(a) of the Fish & Game Code that allows
take for things that are for management or recovery or for research purposes, but it can’t
be in association of the project.
vii.

The HCP will cover a subset of the species addressed by the HMP. The HCP will
manage natural communities and covered species habitats. Will the permittees still
3
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need to implement management, monitoring, and reporting actions for HMP
species not covered by the HCP?
Leilani Takano said that implementation of the HCP was a condition of receiving the land
from the Army, and since that is not within the purview of Fish & Wildlife, she didn’t want
to speak to that. However, USFWS did do an analysis for the Army which resulted in the
establishment of the HMP in 1993
viii.

Can you confirm that HCP permittees need to apply for CDFW 2081 permits?

Yes.
ix.

How will regulatory agencies enforce environmental compliance?

There are environmental complaints in the context of permit compliance, and then there
are environmental complaints in the context of someone deciding to engage in take
without authorization. The Committee asked for information on both.
If someone was engaging in take without authorization, there are enforcement options
either pursued through the attorney general as a civil or criminal complaint.
If there are complaints in the context of permit compliance, there would be an attempt to
resolve those issues through the administrative process. If things remain unresolved, the
permit can be suspended or pulled.
x.

Do individual agencies have the ability to mitigate onsite?

It depends. The State would also want to check in and make sure there was not what is
described as “postage stamp mitigation” that really don’t contribute to the recovery of the
species. Mainly it has to be of sufficient size to support the species.
xi.

Other questions?

One question was left out: Can you describe the agency view on individual versus
collective HMA area management?
CDFW declined to speak about the HMA but did comment on whether it’s managed as a
unit as opposed to jurisdictions. Ideally, things are being managed consistently and
collaboratively, and there’s a benefit to the economy of scale that provides. On a per acre
basis, it’s going to be much more expensive to break it down and do it individually. But
that said, it could be done but assurances would be sought that there was a consistent
management approach across the landscape.

4
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Questions to the presenters
John

Gaglioti

asked

about

the

cost

of

the

HCP.

CDFW responded that there was some flexibility, but ultimately the take has to be
mitigated slightly in advance of the impact. They wouldn’t require mitigation for things that
were yet to occur. Mr. Gaglioti asked if it was even necessary then to open the HCP, or
could jurisdictions just live within the boundaries of the Plan? CDFW expressed a
willingness to sit and work out the details, and to take another look at the question. Mr.
Gaglioti then spoke about the $40M endowment planning number in everybody’s’ heads,
and the “donut hole” between what’s available and what needs to be contributed. CDFW
cautioned that the costs will go up over time, and if not fully capitalized the agency will
not be able to have the benefit of a larger endowment building interest. There are pros
and cons to that.
Wendy Strimling asked if the totality of the mitigation can be scaled back based on a
different projection of the development?
CDFW said maybe. It would necessitate an in-depth discussion but it might be doable.
Strimling’s other question was on follow-up to two questions: can individual permittees
apply for 2081 permits, or does the JPA get the 2081? CDFW said developers would be
added to the permit by amendment for their specific element, but it would still all be under
the original permit. And finally, Ms. Strimling asked if there was a JPA, and an HCP, and
a 2081, and one jurisdiction does something that’s out of compliance with the plan, does
the permit get revoked or suspended as to all entities? CDFW – Not necessarily. It would
depend on the severity of the infraction and the nature of it.
FORA dissolves June 30, 2020. Will this HCP approval make that deadline?
CDFW was unable to answer the question. USFWS said it depends. It really depends on
whether the applicants want to move forward with the HCP in its entirety and whether
minor changes are wanted versus substantial changes. They asked to be informed as
soon as possible if major changes are contemplated because there is a Federal Register
process as well. In the meantime they can still issue individual permits to individual
applicants. If one permit was issued to the JPA, inclusion would be given to each
applicant.
If agencies carve out certain areas where there are endangered species and decide
those lands won’t be developed – is a take permit still necessary?
CDFW answered that if developments could be done in a way where endangered species
areas were set aside, that would be fantastic. Of course, there would be ways to do less,
and obviously if you’re setting aside impacted land, this could be phased for really large
development projects. In the Central Valley, there are large residential development
mixed use projects which are hundreds of acres of development, but it’s all going to occur
at the same time. What developers will generally say is the first phase will be 75 acres
with mitigation land somewhere in the neighborhood of 10-15%. That’s the first phase
mitigation. and then have to work toward mitigating those lands and depositing a non5
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wasting endowment for the perpetual management of those lands. Then they can decide
how big phase two will be, phase three and so forth.
Regarding enforcement, can you outline the plan by which you would enforce the
provisions of a habitat management plan, and in particular, how the Service would look
at
what’s
going
on
in
management
areas?
The Service believe the agreement states that the Army will be the enforcer. Having said
that, the Service did issue files that contained a list of all species that would be impacted
by the transfer, and that was part of the biological assessment that the Army submitted in
the early 90’s. They originally proposed that they would develop the original HMP. The
HCP could be a tool for restoration actions that have already been decided on about
twenty years ago, so that will help facilitate management.
Is it fair to say that if a jurisdiction has a HMA within their jurisdictional boundaries and
there is no reason for a HCP, would they need to go back and look at your 1993 biological
opinion and see what management actions are required under that opinion for certain
types of species, and then take those actions to the services?
It goes back to the Army in that original agreement. If the jurisdiction has been managing
all this time through benign neglect, then the Service would step in and try to get that
entity into compliance, and to try to do restoration.
How are violations enforced if we are all collectively responsible for the management of
the lands?
CDFW – You have no obligation with us, aside from the people that have their own permit.
And they have their own specific duties. One thing I didn’t talk about is that before
someone can engage in development, they either have to put up a Letter of Credit for the
full amount of mitigation, which we can cash out if necessary, or they have to have it in
place in advance. So, it seems if there’s a violation and we’re all doing it collectively, the
entire permit would be pulled. Maybe, but there are remedies besides permit suspension.
It’s not in the State’s interest to blow the whole thing up and start from scratch.
Going back to the idea of Phasing, in our financial scenario we currently have $17M. Can
we set up Phase A with our $17M, and then Phase B with, say $25M, and we decide to
stop there. Can you stop there and amend the permit?
Yes. However, $17M is not a lot of money. If you’re going to phase it, and I understand
why you would want to do that, you’re going to have to need to redo the financials. The
other thing I want to say is that I hope you are all passing these costs on to your
developers.
The caveat in the permit says that at the time you begin your second phase and the
endowment gets deposited, it’s been adjusted for inflation using the CPI.
Can we really calibrate the totality of the mitigation to the amount of development if the
projects are done in phases?
6
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The permits can be structured any way you want them to be; either everything up front or
a structured phase. It’s a little bit more complicated to think how that might work on Fort
Ord because, in terms of the mitigation of lands, we would have to think about whether
that means you’re only managing this one area, or perhaps smaller managing levels in
larger areas. We can talk about these issues by sitting down with a map and having small
conversations.
In Metro Bakersfield there was a developer who did not complete all of the required
mitigations. In a series of meetings with staff and the other developers (who were very
unhappy about this other developer) sufficient peer pressure was applied to cause this
developer to complete their phase of mitigation. So here, too, any conditions of approval
for any developer are going to require that they comply with the terms of your permit. And
if they don’t, you can suspend their permit or red tag them.
At 11:26 a.m., Co-Chair Parker opened the meeting to members of the public.
Kristy Markey, Supervisor Parker’s Office
Looking at the financing questions, it said $40M seemed like a good deal, and that seems
about right. Are there any assumptions about the ROI? And then also, looking at the
actual expense of the activity, you require a certain number of years. Did any of you have.
Chance to read our letter?
No.
Fred Watson
Have public comments been circulated yet? If not, when will they be?
Comments will be circulated with the Final Environmental Impact Report, Final
Environmental Impact Statement and the Final Habitat Conservation Plan.
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
The group expressed a desire to immediately explore phasing options but continue to
review components of a potential Joint Powers Agreement.
January 24, 2020: Exploration of HCP Reduced Scope & Phasing Options
i.

Opportunity and Constraints Overview (Erin Harwayne DDA)

ii.

Jurisdiction Scenarios – Caucus & Report

iii.

Group Discussion

Proposed Future Topics:
January 31, 2020: Governance Structure & Priorities
7
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February 7, 2020: Finances
February 14, 2020: Revised Governance Agreement
5. ADJOURNMENT
Co-Chair Parker adjourned the meeting at 12:09 p.m.
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APPROVED

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 24, 2020 | FORA Board Room
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
David Martin (Monterey Peninsula College)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember Frank O'Connell (City of Marina)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Josh Metz (Executive Director, Co-Chair)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint – Regional Government Services (“RGS”)
Tom Graves –RGS
Aaron Gabbe – ICF International
Erin Harwayne – Denise Duffy & Associates
Ellen Martin – Economic & Planning Systems (“EPS”)
David Willoughby – Kennedy Archer & Giffen
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
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Co-Chair Parker explained that there are two Committees in attendance today: The FORA
HWG as a Regular Meeting and the FORA Administrative Committee as a Special Meeting.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes of January 10, 2020.
MOTION Haffa/Gaglioti
Unanimous
b. Approve meeting minutes of January 17, 2020.
MOTION Oglesby/Gaglioti
Unanimous

c.

Today’s Meeting Objective
INFORMATION

Co-Chair Metz reminded attendees that what was agreed upon previously was a simple
discussion within jurisdictional teams to bring everyone up to speed and to review what has
been done. If that isn’t necessary, then jurisdictions can step up to their whiteboards and
put up three to five key points to share with the other jurisdictions. In addition, he would like
jurisdictions to identify which parcels, or parts of parcels, might be kept on the development
side, and which might be kept in perpetuity for wildlife habitat. For the parcels designated
for development, designate those as short-term, with 10-15-year windows. And then
designate the rest of the development parcels as the second phase, sometime in the next
15-20 years. Those initial development parcels would be included in the initial impact
assessment, and therefore mitigation and cost allocations would be necessary. The goal is
that the HWG wants to be able to look at a map and see instead of all red, see Phase 1,
Phase 2, and so forth. And that in turn will help inform our costs model and/or our impact
assessments.
The group broke into jurisdictional working groups at 10:30 for 15 minutes.
d. Exploration of HCP Reduced Scope and Phasing Options
i.
ii.
iii.

INFORMATION

Opportunity and Constraints Overview (Erin Harwayne DDA)
Jurisdiction Scenarios – Caucus and Report
Group Discussions

Co-Chair Metz pointed out there was one hour left and urged members to take the
opportunity to be as succinct as possible in their report out.
Seaside (City Manager Malin) reported out that they don’t intend to develop all of their
developable land and see a Phase One of about 164 acres out of 526, and they see Phase
Two as being about 60 acres longer term.
2
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Del Rey Oaks (City Councilmember Gaglioti) said they have 175 acres in
commercial/residential and a 60% impact, so that works out to 105 acres for Phase One,
short term 15-20 years.
Marina (Mayor pro tem Morton) said they are looking to restrict development north of the
airport, which is 575 acres. North of the airport would be placed into Phase Three, fifty
years. Most of the other project are already entitled, and it’s not possible right now to say
which other areas would be Phase One and Phase Two.
Monterey City Councilmember (Alan Haffa) said there are 25 or so acres which abut Open
Space. This open space will create a wildland corridor, which is already in the general
plan. For Phase One, the area is adjacent to Ryan Ranch; Phase Two would be to the
south.
Monterey County (Co-Chair Parker) remarked that many of the areas in the County are
open space already for habitat and trails; it’s a relatively wide footprint. But there are also
salamanders and other species and the County recognizes that it has to mitigate these. All
of these parcels, excepting designated open space, are Phase One and all others will be
Phase Two.
CSUMB (Anya Spear) spoke next, with similar results as those for Co-Chair Parker.
Steve Matarazzo (UC Santa Cruz) commented that his predecessor got an incidental Take
Permit from California Department of Fish and Wildlife with concurrence from US Fish &
Wildlife. So, UCSC is in good shape, with 500 acres considered developable, and about
600 acres of habitat area controlled by the Fort Ord Natural Preserve.
Co-Chair Metz said the foregoing information had been very useful, and that discussions
would continue with consultants to reach very fine grain cost analyses. Those cost
analyses would be brought back to future meetings with the kind of financial analysis that
members have been requesting.
Responding to a question asked by Marina a couple of meetings go, he said using the fee
scenario of $8,000/unit, that could be a starting point of discussion of potential revenues.
Also needed is an analysis that would come up with this phased approach, breaking up
this map into parcels that could be Phase One or Phase Two or Three and generate an
analysis of habitat, and then talk about what will be needed to accommodate the Phase
One. Those are some of the ways that we will be working to bring back information that
would inform our conversation vis-à-vis what was discussed.
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Ellen Martin (EPS) said that this discussion is to become familiar with the areas that have
been or will be impacted. But what we will ultimately need in order to evaluate the financial
feasibility of the plan is a more detailed development of projections.
Co-Chair Metz – In view of the discussions this morning about parcel designations are
roll-out of development, asked each of the members here today to come back with
potential land use designation like Monterey.
The group agreed to a common timeline for phasing with 15, 25- and 50-year plans.
The group discussed the potential need to form a governance structure to carry on these
discussions post-FORA.
4.

DISCUSSION

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS.

Co-Chair Parker reviewed the following proposed topics for the group’s next three
meetings:
1/31/20:
2/7/20:
2/14/20:
5.

Governance Structure & Priorities
Finances
Revised Governance Agreement

ADJOURNMENT – 12:09 p.m.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP
10:00 a.m. Friday, January 31, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Councilmember Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Tom Graves (RGS)
Erin Harwayne (DDA) (via phone)
Kristie Reimer (RMA)
David Willoughby (KAG)
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Not discussed.
b. Review and next steps on Habitat discussion
i. Recap discussion from January 24th
Not discussed.
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ii. Pros and Cons of continued discussions on reduced scope HCP – Should
discussions continue?
Co-Chair Parker asked the HWG whether they want to continue working as a group on habitat
issues, or would they like to tackle the issues on their own. Mr. Haffa and Mr. Gaglioti noted
that the City of Monterey and the City of Del Rey Oaks, respectively, are interested in a Joint
Powers Authority (“JPA”) for a Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP”), not a Habitat Management
Plan (“HMP”). Co-Chair Parker noted that the County of Monterey is interested in a reduced
scope or phased HCP. Ms. Morton stated that the City of Marina supports moving forward
with an interim JPA with a cutoff date. Ms. Damon stated that the City of Seaside is interested
in creating a structure that allows the basic habitat management functions to be funded. Mr.
Martin of MPC said that they are very interested in continuing the discussion and moving the
HCP forward. Mr. Matarazzo (UCSC), Mr. Breen (MCWD), Mr. Bachman (California State
Parks), and Dr. Payan (Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks) affirmed their organizations’
support of an HCP. After receiving supportive comments, Co-Chair Parker stated that it is
worth it to continue having this conversation. Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA staff will put
together an agenda and that he’ll have Ms. Flint set up items for discussion, with Co-Chair
Parker and himself moderating.
Ms. Flint stated to the group that they have three possible options moving forward: Option 1:
certify the EIR and adopt the HCP in current form; Option 2: not adopt the HCP and consider
certifying the EIR. Continue coordinated habitat planning beyond FORA via formation of a
new JPA. Revise & republish HCP to reflect a “phased” approach and more closely align with
development; or Option 3: do not adopt the HCP and continue individual implementation of
the Habitat Management Plan. A discussion took place among the members regarding the
three options and the legal ramifications for each, with Mr. Willoughby providing FORA
Authority Counsel’s perspective on the issues. Ms. Morton asked CDFW if they are prepared
to give the group a basewide permit. Ms. Vance noted that without the BLM lands for
California Tiger Salamander and Sand Gilia, the basewide permit is an option, pending some
revisions.
iii. If yes to ii, what steps needs to be taken in the next few weeks to preserve this
option post June 30, 2020?
Mr. Haffa motioned for the HWG to move forward with Option 2 including the EIR/EIS and
Mr. Gaglioti seconded. Mr. Pick noted that it seems the HWG is in agreement on most of the
core tenets of Option 2 and that the HWG should move forward by recommending that the
FORA board certifies the EIR/EIS. Ms. Flint made a recommendation to table the motion until
the HWG hears back from FORA consultants regarding the financial and legal details of
executing Option 2. She noted that the HWG could have that feedback by the end of February
in time for the March 12 FORA board meeting. Ms. Morton asked that this recommendation
be moved to the FORA Finance Committee so they can examine how it will impact the
midyear budget. Mr. Oglesby suggested that the HWG move the recommendation to the
Executive Committee so that it can then move to the Finance Committee. A discussion took
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place regarding whether the HWG should move forward with Mr. Haffa’s motion, and if not,
how to capture the group’s consensus so that it is officially recorded. Co-Chair Parker
recommended taking a straw poll on the various points of the motion to see where the group
stands on them.
Points
1. FORA staff and consultants to contract
with CEQA attorney to opine on legality and
risks of certifying an EIR without approving a
project (HCP).
2. Interest in forming a legal entity (i.e. JPA)
that could be delegated FORA Board’s
habitat management and conservation
responsibilities (Option 2).
3. Establish an escrow account to hold funds
currently planned to for use as HCP
endowment while JPA-based habitat
planning efforts continue.
4. Request FORA Executive and Finance
committees consider habitat endowment
funds for the JPA process.

Consensus
YES

YES

YES

YES

iv. If no to ii, what steps needs to be taken convey the $17M for existing habitat
obligations?
Not applicable.
c. Review of option for focus of future working group
Co-Chair Metz stated that FORA can direct its Authority Counsel to start preparing a draft JPA
for the HWG to consider. Mr. Willoughby stated that he can circulate a skeletal version of the last
draft JPA to the various jurisdictions’ attorneys and have it serve as a clearinghouse for their
comments and suggestions.
Co-Chair Parker suggested that the HWG discuss financial details in the next week’s meeting,
however, Co-Chair Metz noted that FORA consultant Ellen Martin has not received any feedback
from the jurisdictions and that she would be hard-pressed to bring back anything of substance
by the February 7 HWG meeting. The HWG heard from Ms. Harwayne and Mr. Gabbe regarding
the timing and substance of their analyses that they are preparing for the HWG. Based on this
feedback, Ms. Morton recommended that the HWG not meet on February 7, and that instead the
jurisdictions take the time to meet with Ms. Harwayne and hone in on phasing projections.
d. Review of options for staffing and meetings
Co-Chair Metz noted the following tentative meeting schedule and topics:
o February 7 – meeting cancelled
o February 14 – discussion of the JPA draft document and its language
o February 21 – discussion of finances and the HMP management cost model
3
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o February 28 – discussion of the phasing (hopefully with feedback from regulators and
consultants)
Co-Chair Metz noted that the points listed in the straw poll will be included in the next meeting’s
agenda for members to review.
e. Other discussion
None
4. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS
None
5. ADJOURNMENT at 11:57 a.m.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
10:00 a.m. Friday, February 14, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Mike Wegley (MCWD)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Kristie Reimer (RMA)
David Willoughby (KAG)

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comments were received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Approve meeting minutes from January 31, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the January 31, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
b. Today’s Meeting Objective
Not discussed.
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c. Recap discussion from January 31, 2020 meeting
Not discussed.
d. Discussion of JPA draft document and its language (Attachment A)
Co-Chair Parker started the item by noting that Mr. Willoughby will be leading the HWG through
the draft JPA paragraph by paragraph. Mr. Willoughby walked the HWG through the contents of
the document, answering questions from members of the HWG when asked, and noting any
requested changes. Once Mr. Willoughby finished, members of the HWG discussed the
language used in sections throughout the draft document. Mr. Haffa opined that it would be
helpful if all members of the HWG spoke about whether they would feel comfortable bringing it
to their agencies for approval. Representatives from each jurisdiction expressed their thoughts
on the idea, with some voicing their approval, some voicing their rejection, and some voicing
approval pending some changes and clarifications.
Members of the HWG began to discuss next steps as far as the HWG’s responsibilities go to
carry on this process. Co-Chair Parker recommended that Mr. Willoughby and attorneys from
the various jurisdictions hold a meeting to go over the draft JPA and bring forward a new draft
of the documents to the HWG meeting on February 28, so that the HWG can discuss a document
that has been approved by its jurisdictions’ attorneys. This would give the HWG the ability to
make a recommendation to the FORA Board. Co-Chair Metz suggested conducting a straw poll
on various ideas so that when the attorneys meet, they have some policy direction to base their
work off of. The HWG continued the discussion of the draft document, going over legal
ramifications, the schedule of how the JPA will be implemented, and ways that the $17 million
can be protected. Co-Chair Parker recommended that the group come to an agreement on
consensus points and listed them as follows:
-

Clarifying the purpose in recital C to include more explicit language about the negotiations
that the JPA was going to be undertaking.
The handling and possible disposition of the $17 million.
Put in a more explicit end date for the JPA for this particular purpose.
Have the attorneys look into the risk of liability.

MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Oglesby and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to memorialize those consensus points.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
e. Other discussion
None
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Not discussed
5. ADJOURNMENT at 12:04 p.m.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
10:00 a.m. Friday, February 21, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Ms. Parker went over the agenda for the meeting and noted that the objective was to have a
good conversation.
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b. February 14, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz noted that FORA attorneys are reviewing the JPA document with the jurisdictions’
redlines and that they will bring it back for review and consideration at subsequent meetings.
c. Habitat Management Plan (HMP) – Cost Model presentation
Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the HMP cost model. He started by going over the methods
and assumptions that he used to create the HMP cost model. He broke down the cost model
by jurisdiction, species, acreage, and responsibilities and answered questions from the
committee. He discussed the differences between the HMP and HCP, and the details
regarding species’ takes and mitigation. Ms. Morton asked if it would be possible for the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to compile all reports from the last five years and have
them posted on FORA’s website. Mr. Metz affirmed that he’d work with Mr. Morgan of BLM
to get all the reports and put them on the website for jurisdictions to access. Mr. Pick noted
that the regulatory agencies will be in charge of these things, and would like them on the
phone next time. Ms. Parker wrapped up the item due to time constraints and noted that this
was a good conversation, but that it will need to be discussed in future meetings.
d. CEQA Attorney – Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) / EIR options
Mr. Metz noted that as instructed by the FORA Board, FORA staff requested Holland & Knight
(HK) provide a legal opinion regarding CEQA/NEPA ramifications regarding the HCP
EIR/EIS. Mr. Willoughby walked the HWG through the legal memo provided by HK. He broke
down the five options as laid out in the memo as well as the details of EIR certification. Mr.
Willoughby then answered questions from members of the HWG regarding the contents of
the memo. Following this, Ms. Flint gave a presentation on HCP/EIR considerations. She
broke down HK’s five options in terms of who the lead agency would be and the benefits and
challenges of each. She then showed the HWG an action calendar for all the steps that would
need to take place to publish and certify an EIR before FORA’s sunset.
e. Other discussion
None
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Not discussed.
5. ADJOURNMENT at 12:15 p.m.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 28, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:03 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 14, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 14, 2020 HWG meeting minutes with one
correction.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 21, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz recapped the previous meeting for the HWG. He discussed the Holland & Knight memo
that the HWG had received last week. He noted that the memo provided a significant amount of
discussion, so much so that the HWG was not able to make a recommendation. He continued, noting
that the FORA Board took action on the memo and recommended moving ahead with the
certification of the EIR. He also discussed the business items on today’s agenda.
b. EIR Options Review & Recommendation
Mr. Metz opened the item by asking if the HWG could hear from Ms. Harwayne regarding her
conversations with the regulators and then hear from each jurisdiction regarding how they see the
potential utility of this EIR. Ms. Harwayne spoke to the HWG regarding a phone call she had with
the state and federal regulators regarding phasing. She then went over the schedule: the phasing
information will be provided to the agencies next week and then will bring the info to the HWG on
March 13. She answered questions from members of the HWG. Mr. Pick asked if certification can
be achieved by June 30. Ms. Harwayne said it was feasible to get that to the board and passed with
two votes. He also asked if there would be additional cost and she noted that DDA and ICF will not
be needing additional funds.
c. Phasing discussion with feedback from regulators and consultants
Mr. Metz noted that the phasing discussion has been delayed. Ms. Parker noted that at the next
meeting the HWG will hear about the draft JPA from authority counsel and jurisdictions’ counsel.
d. 2018 Transition Plan Review & Recommendation(s)
Mr. Metz started the item and noted that Ms. Flint will be giving a presentation. Ms. Flint gave a
presentation on the Transition Plan and answered questions from HWG members. Mr. Willoughby
opined on the topic of litigation, backing up Ms. Flint on legal questions that she received. The HWG
had a robust discussion on the topic and implications of the habitat language in the Transition Plan.
Ms. Morton asked that a formula for the species, acreage, and mitigation ratios be identified before
the HWG moves forward with the JPA. Ms. Harwayne opined on the formula, noting that it is
complex, and that it is determined by borderlands, HMAs, and land management, not just acreage
or species.
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Uslar, seconded by Mr. Pick and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved that FORA staff and consultants bring to the HWG, within a week,
the aforementioned formula based on percentages of species, acreage, borderlands, land
monitoring, and already existing projects.
Public comment was received on this item.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
Mr. Gabbe shared his initial thoughts on this formula. He said it could be something very simple,
proportionally based on species, acreage, land management, borderland management, and
assumptions. He thought that overall, it could be a very simple set of equations or equation.
e. Other discussion
Ms. Flint strongly encouraged the Co-Chairs to come up with decision points over the next several
meetings. She feels that if the HWG does not set target dates to get certain tasks accomplished, the
group will not be able to accomplish what it set out to do.
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Ms. Strimling noted that the word “baseline” has a CEQA specific meaning and she requested that
HWG members use words like “foundation” or “starting point” so as not to cause any confusion
between
the
colloquial
definition
and
the
legal
definition.

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- The March 6 meeting’s items will be:
- Draft habitat formula
- JPA draft discussion
- Transition plan language
- The March 13 meeting’s items will be:
- Phasing discussion
- A continuation of the Habitat formula
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 11:49 a.m.
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APPROVED

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 6, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Ian Oglesby called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina) – Co-Chair
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Jeff Oyn (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Bernadette Clueit (ICF) – via phone
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS) – via phone
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
No public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 21, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Uslar, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 21, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. February 28, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz gave an overview of the last meeting, noting that the HWG discussed providing a
formula for the potential allocation of funds which will be discussed in item 4b on today’s agenda.
Mr. Metz noted that last night, the Seaside City Council gave unanimous approval for their
Campus Town Project.
b. Habitat formula review
Ms. Flint started off the item, giving the HWG a background on the formula drafted by the
consultants for the HWG consideration. Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the habitat formula.
He presented an interactive Excel spreadsheet that showed different potential percentage
breakdowns. Mr. Gabbe, Ms. Harwayne, and Mr. Willoughby answered questions and responded
to comments from the HWG. Discussion followed regarding whether the universities and parks
should be included in this model. Mr. Oglesby noted that he’d like the HWG to establish
consensus on “who’s in and who’s out” of the JPA.
Public comment was received on this item.
Mr. Haffa noted that there could be three different options with regard to the formula breakdown:
the original option as presented by Mr. Gabbe, an option without State Parks, and an option with
all entities included. Mr. Gaglioti and Mr. Malin noted their preference is to vote today on this item
and make a decision. Mr. Oglesby asked that the HWG move on to the next item due to time.
c. JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
Mr. Metz noted that Mr. Willougby will be giving an update on the JPA draft process. Mr.
Willoughby said that BLM and the Monterey Regional Park District asked not be a part of the
potential JPA. He noted that if the HWG is going to move down a JPA path, FORA will need to
be part of the JPA, and it will no longer be a member after FORA dissolves. He noted that the
ad- hoc legal group has made significant process and that they will need guidance from the HWG
on certain areas. Those areas needing guidance are as follows:
- Should the JPA be a skeletal framework just so that it can exist in order to receive the $17
million from FORA or should there be a more fleshed-out JPA that has more capabilities?
- Regarding the allocation of the habitat funds, and the best way to split the funds. The initial
impression is that the formula will also apply to the JPA, and the legal group expects
consistency between the several relevant documents.
- If a JPA is formed but not everyone wants to join, are those who are left out going to receive
any money? These questions depend on when the hypothetical jurisdiction potentially
withdraws from the JPA.
- What will the source of operational funds for the JPA be? Will it come from depleting the $17
million? Will FORA provide unrestricted seed money?
- Does the JPA have the authority to hire employees? Because of PERS liability changes,
there’s a possibility that members could have liabilities.
- The HWG needs to receive an opinion from the bond counsel at some point in this process.
Mr. Willoughby then answered questions from the HWG regarding these areas with further
discussion made.
Public comment on this item was received.
d. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
Ms. Flint asked that this item be brought back next week for discussion.
e. Other discussion
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None

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- Reduced take scenario phasing discussion
- Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
- JPA Draft Agreement review/discussion
- Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 11:45 a.m.
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Attachment C to Item 8b
FORA Board Meeting, 4/9/20

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 13, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:04 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Bill Collins (BRAC)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Nicole Hollingsworth (CSUMB)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS) – via phone
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. February 28, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Haffa, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote, the
Habitat Working Group moved to approve the February 28, 2020 HWG meeting minutes.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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March 13, 2020

4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 6, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz discussed the potential likelihood of future FORA meetings being conducted remotely via
Zoom. He noted that most of today’s agenda items are reprised from the previous meeting, save for
the reduced take scenario phasing discussion that Ms. Harwayne will lead.
b. Reduced take scenario phasing discussion
Mr. Metz introduced the item, noting that Ms. Harwayne will lead the discussion and receive feedback
from the HWG and the regulators. Ms. Harwayne introduced the item and gave the HWG a broad
overview of the topic. She then answered questions from the HWG and went over her Excel
spreadsheet that listed each jurisdiction’s responsibility by phase, acre, species, and other criteria.
Mr. Gabbe, Ms. Ferranti, Ms. Harwayne, Ms. Bono, and Ms. Henry answered questions from the
HWG and spoke on the topic of a CEQA document and phasing. Ms. Harwayne asked if the landuse jurisdictions could give feedback on the model. Mr. Haffa noted that the City of Monterey is okay
with it, but that they need to know the cost. Mr. Gaglioti stated that the City of Del Rey Oaks is happy
with it because it tees off of what they’ve previously talked about. Mr. Malin stated that the City of
Seaside believes that anything that makes the process more efficient, less costly, and enhances
preservation is a good idea. Ms. Parker noted that Monterey County believes it is helpful and that
they will see where it leads. Ms. Morton stated the City of Marina concurs with what Mr. Malin had
stated.
Public comment was received.
c. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
Mr. Gabbe started off the item and gave a presentation on additional alternatives for additional CFD
funds. He gave an overview on various allocation scenarios and walked the HWG through each. Mr.
Gabbe, Ms. Flint, and Mr. Willoughby answered questions from the HWG. Mr. Malin presented his
proposed alternative to the HWG. A robust discussion took place between the members of the HWG.
Due to time constraints, Ms. Parker recommended that the HWG continue this item at the next
meeting.
d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion
Not discussed.
e. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
Not discussed.

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
- Continued conversation on habitat formula options – first priority
- Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s) – second priority
- JPA draft agreement review/discussion – third priority
6.

ADJOURNMENT at 12:10 p.m.
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REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, March 27, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m.
The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Bill Collins (BRAC)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian N. Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
a. March 6, 2020
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Gaglioti, seconded by Mr. Haffa and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved to approve the March 6, 2020 HWG meeting minutes with
one correction.
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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4. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. March 13, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz recapped the previous meeting for the HWG, noting that the group discussed the
habitat formula review in some depth. The group also discussed the Transition Plan, but
recognized that the work of the habitat formula was most critical. He also noted that the group
tabled the JPA discussion until the appropriate time, which will be informed by the deliberations
on the habitat formula. The group also discussed the makeup of the voting body for the HWG.
b. Habitat formula review with breakdown of options
Ms. Flint started off the item noting that the HWG asked the consultant team to go over the
CFD allocation options. She noted that Mr. Gabbe will present the four options and that Mr.
Malin will have a fifth option to discuss after that. Mr. Gabbe gave a quick review of the four
alternatives. He gave a quick breakdown of each, going over the different allocations of CFD
funds and how they are distributed to each jurisdiction. Following this, Mr. Malin gave a
presentation of his allocation model. Then the HWG members had a robust discussion
regarding the various options
MOTION: On motion by Mr. Haffa, seconded by Mr. Gaglioti and carried by the following vote,
the Habitat Working Group moved that they recommend Option 5 (the Seaside Proposal) to
the FORA Board.
MOTION PASSED MAJORITY
Supervisor Jane Parker
Mayor Ian Oglesby
Mayor Pro-Tem Gail Morton
Councilmember John Gaglioti
Councilmember Alan Haffa

NO
YES
YES
YES
YES

c. Habitat-related 2018 Transition Plan Recommendation(s)
None
d. JPA DRAFT Agreement review/discussion
Ms. Parker noted that those jurisdictions who are interested in forming a JPA set up a time and
place to meet and discuss.
e. Other discussion
Ms. Flint noted that the HWG’s recommendation will be brought to the FORA Board at the April
9, 2020 meeting. Ms. Parker added that with the habitat recommendation made, the work of
the HWG is finished. She thanked all jurisdictions for joining in the discussions these past few
months. Josh thanked all members for participating and all work the consultants put in and that
he appreciated the opportunity to facilitate this discussion. Members of the HWG thanked Ms.
Parker for leading the group.

5. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
None
6. ADJOURNMENT at 11:49 a.m.
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Memorandum
Date: March 26, 2020
To:

Cc:
From:

Fort Ord Reuse Authority Habitat Working Group
Josh Metz

Aaron Gabbe, Ph.D.
Bernadette Clueit

Subject: CFD Allocation Alternatives
This memorandum provides a brief overview of the four alternative strategies for allocating Community
Facility District (CFD) fees to the local jurisdictions and entities for habitat management purposes,
which have previously been presented to the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) Habitat Working Group
(HWG) during HWG meetings on March 6 and March 13, 2020. The alternatives are provided as
Attachment A to this memorandum and are summarized below.
The first three alternatives allocate CFD funds based on the acreage controlled by the relevant
jurisdiction and differ significantly only in which jurisdictions are included in the distribution of funds.

•

•
•

Alternative 1. CFD funds are allocated to the County and to the Cities only.

Alternative 2. CFD funds are allocated to all jurisdictions.

Alternative 3. CFD funds are allocated to the County, the Cities, the Universities, and the
College. State Parks and Regional Parks are excluded.

The fourth alternative differs substantially from the first three, in that funds are allocated only to those
jurisdictions which have made contributions to the CFD fees to date.

•

Alternative 4. CFD funds are allocated to Monterey County, Seaside, and Monterey City as a
percentage of total fee contribution to date.

It should be noted that CFD fees collected to date that are set aside for habitat management activities
totals $17,441,927. University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) has already received disbursement
totaling $840,386 of the available habitat management funds. Therefore, under Alternative 1 and
Alternative 4 (where UCSC is not included as a recipient of funds) the total amount available for
allocation to the jurisdictions included in these alternatives is $16,601,541.
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Alternative 1 - Allocation based on Acreage
County and Cities Only

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

16,601,541

Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
Total

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

11,621,079

$

2,988,277

$

1,992,185

HMA

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

Borderland

Borderland
Allocation

Interim Mgmt in
Development
Parcels

Interim Mgmt
Allocation

acres

$

acres

$

acres

$

acres

$

1,571
0
236
0
0
1,807

$
$
$
$
$
$

8,760,420
1,316,015
10,076,434

277
0
0
0
0
277

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,544,644
1,544,644

100
34
0
0
16
150

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,989,441
674,123
324,713
2,988,277

693
389
0
32
301
1,415

$
$
$
$
$
$

975,872
547,902
45,053
423,358
1,992,185

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,270,377
1,222,026
1,316,015
45,053
748,071
16,601,541

Assumptions & Notes
1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with maintenance
of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to USCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.
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Percent
80%
7%
8%
0.27%
5%
100%

Alternative 2 - Allocation by Acreage
All Jurisdictions Included

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

17,441,927

HMA
Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
State Parks
Total

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

12,209,349

$

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

$

acres

$

acres
1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
19
837
3,467

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,925,754
739,961
1,874,985
645,898
59,573
2,624,352
10,870,522

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
142
427

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

868,513
25,083
445,230
1,338,827

3,139,547
Borderland
Allocation

Borderland
acres

$
100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
0
0
203

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,547,714
524,444
252,615
92,507
722,267
3,139,547

$

2,093,031

Interim Mgmt in
Interim Mgmt
Development
Allocation
Parcels
acres

$
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
0
0
2,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

704,936
395,786
32,545
305,819
338,668
315,277
2,093,031

Funds Already
Received

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,046,918
920,230
739,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,900,068
1,683,441
59,573
3,069,582
17,441,927

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

840,386
840,386

Net Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,046,918
920,230
739,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,059,682
1,683,441
59,573
3,069,582
16,601,541

Assumptions & Notes

1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with
maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.
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Percent
46%
5%
4%
0.19%
3%
2%
11%
10%
0.34%
18%
100%

Alternative 3 - Allocation by Acreage
State Parks and Regional Parks Excluded

Total Funds to be allocated
$

$

17,441,927

HMA
Jurisdiction
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Total

DwR Multiplier
(same as HMA)

Borderland
Multiplier

Interim Mgmt
Multiplier

70%

70%

18%

12%

12,209,349

$

HMA Monitoring
Allocation

Development
with Reserve
(DwR)

DwR Allocation

$

acres

$

acres
1,571
0
236
0
0
0
598
206
2,611

HMA Mgmt
Multiplier

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,623,235
994,961
2,521,129
868,483
11,007,807

277
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
285

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,167,814
33,727
1,201,542

3,139,547
Borderland
Allocation

Borderland
acres

$
100
34
0
0
16
6
0
47
203

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,547,714
524,444
252,615
92,507
722,267
3,139,547

$

2,093,031

Interim Mgmt in
Interim Mgmt
Development
Allocation
Parcels
acres

$
693
389
0
32
301
333
0
310
2,058

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

704,936
395,786
32,545
305,819
338,668
315,277
2,093,031

Funds Already
Received

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,043,699
920,230
994,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
2,554,857
1,906,026
17,441,927

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

840,386
840,386

Net Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,043,699
920,230
994,961
32,545
558,435
431,175
1,714,471
1,906,026
16,601,541

Assumptions & Notes

1. HMA Mgmt Allocation and DwR Allocation are all coming from the same pot of 70% of the money, so they are grouped together in the table.
2. Borderland and interim management is 30% cost of baseline HCP management cost, calculations are based on MPC, which is the only jurisdiction we have data we can calculate costs from (baseline is
management not including restoration and species monitoring)
3. Borderlands acreage calculated from linear feet assuming a 100 ft wide area to be maintained.
4. p. 4-1 of the HMP: "In general, landowners are expected to fund management of biological resources on reserve parcels".
5. p. 4-3 of the HMP "Development with Reserve Areas: for development parcels that have habitat reserve areas within their boundaries, the management practices must be consistent with
maintenance of the reserves".
6. p. 4-3 of HMP: " Borderland Development Areas: Management requirements such as fire breaks and limitation to vehicle access are required along the the NRMA interface. Remaining portions of
these parcels have no management restrictions"
7. p. 4-3 of HMP: "Development lands have no management restrictions placed on them. Sensitive Bio resources within these areas must be identified and may be salvaged for restoration within reserve
areas". Assume this cost will be covered by developers.
8. Interim management cannot be defined at this time because the required activities are unknown.
9. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.
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Percent
58%
5%
6%
0.19%
3%
2%
15%
11%
100%

Alternative 4 - Allocation by CFD Contribution

CFD Funds for
Habitat Mgmt
0.302

Total Funds to be allocated
$

16,601,541
Contributions Contributions
Total
to CFD thru FY
to CFD
Contribution to
Jurisdiction
18-19
FY 19-20
Date
$
$
$
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
State Parks
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
CSUMB
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22,278,699
10,084,195
23,836,552
56,199,445

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,539,569
405,792
2,945,361

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24,818,268
10,084,195
24,242,344
59,145,561

Total Allocation
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,966,317
2,830,564
6,804,660
16,601,541

Assumptions & Notes

Percent
42%
17%
41%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%

1. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this
amount.
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Jurisdiction/Entity
Monterey County
Seaside
Marina
Monterey City
Del Rey Oaks
CSUMB
University of California
Monterey Peninsula College
Monterey Peninsula Regional Parks
State Parks

Alternative 1
Allocation
Percent
$13,270,377
79.9%
$1,222,026
7.4%
$1,316,015
7.9%
$45,053
0.3%
$748,071
4.5%

$16,601,541

100%

Alternative 2
Net Allocation Percent
$8,046,918
46.1%
$920,230
5.3%
$739,961
4.2%
$32,545
0.2%
$558,435
3.2%
$431,175
2.5%
$1,059,682
10.9%
$1,683,441
9.7%
$59,573
0.3%
$3,069,582
17.6%
$16,601,541
100%

Alternative 3
Net Allocation Percent
$10,043,699
57.6%
$920,230
5.3%
$994,961
5.7%
$32,545
0.2%
$558,435
3.2%
$431,175
2.5%
$1,714,471
14.6%
$1,906,026
10.9%

$16,601,541

100%

Alternative 4
Allocation
Percent
$6,966,317
42.0%
$2,830,564
17.1%
$6,804,660
41.0%

$16,601,541

100%

Assumptions & Notes
1. Be advised that $840,386 of CFD Funds have been previously distributed to UCSC, therefore the total funds to be allocated is reduced by this amount.
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Attachment F to Item 8b
FORA Board Meeting, 4/9/20

OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER

440 HARCOURT

93955

April 2, 2020

Josh Metz, Executive Officer

FORA
920 2nd. Avenue
Marina, CA. 93933

Dear Josh:
As requested, this letter will provide background on the "Alternate 5" that was supported by the
Habitat Working Group.
What is now known as "Alternate 5" has its origins in the four alternates presented by ICF. Of all
the proposed allocations proposed through ICFmodeling, the only allocation that reflected actual
(as opposed to modeled) numbers was Alternate 4, which established the actual contributions
made to date as follows:

Monterey County

$6, 966, 317

Marina

$6, 804, 660

Seaside

$2, 830, 563

Comparing Alternate 1 allocations to Alternate 4 contributions results in the following:

Monterey County

Actual Contribution (Alt. 4)
$6, 966, 317

Marina

$6, 804, 660

$ 1, 316, 015

Seaside

$2, 830, 563

$ 1, 222, 026

DelReyOaks

$0

$

748, 071

Monterey

So

$

45, 053

Proposed Allocation (Alt. 1)
$13, 270, 277

The disparities between actual contributions and proposed allocations of Alternate 1 are obvious,
and are exacerbated by the land use jurisdiction which has a budget dwarfing all the others
receiving a windfall of more than six million dollars under Alternate 1.
To propose an alternate in which there is a better relationship between what each jurisdiction has
already paid and what they are allocated, and factoring in that each land-use jurisdiction should
get something, the proposed Alternate 1 allocations to Del Rey Oaks and Monterey were each
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reduced by 20%, creating

sum of $634,499 to be funded by Monterey County, Marina and

Seaside. The $634, 499 to be split between Monterey and Del Rey Oaks was reduced by the

percentage share Monterey County (41. 96%), Marina (40. 98%) and Seaside (17. 06) have paid, to
date.

These adjustments result in the following comparison between contributions and

allocations:

Monterey County

$6, 966, 317

Proposed Allocation (Alt. 5)
$6, 700, 083

Marina

$6, 804, 660

$6, 544, 643

Seaside

$2, 830, 563

$2, 722, 319

Del Rey Oaks

$0

$ 598, 456

Monterey

$0

$

Actual Contribution (Alt. 4)

36, 042

In sum, "Alternate 5" has the following features:
.

Every land use jurisdiction gets something

.

Land use jurisdictions that have paid do not suffer huge losses

.

The land use jurisdiction with the greatest resources, by far, does not receive a multimillion dollar windfall to the detriment of others

I thank the FORA Board, in advance, for their consideration.
Sincerely.

Malin

City Manager
Cc: Mayor and City Council
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MEMORANDUM
Kennedy, Archer & Giffen
A Professional Corporation

DATE:

April 3, 2020

TO:

FORA Board of Directors

FROM:

Authority Counsel’s office – David Willoughby

RE:

Options for Transferring CFD Funds

Over the course of meeting with the Habitat Working Group, several options regarding
how the Community Facilities District (“CFD”) funds that have been collected by FORA and
earmarked for habitat management and related expenses might be distributed before FORA’s
sunset were identified. Although there are a number of possible variations to each potential
approach, the options can be grouped into the following three main categories.
1.
Transfer the CFD Funds to a Joint Powers Authority (“JPA”). The CFD funds
were collected pursuant to the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 (California
Government Code sections 53311 et seq.). Section 53316.2(d)(1) of that Act allows an existing
CFD to enter into a joint exercise of powers agreement with a JPA when necessary to allow an
orderly transition of governmental facilities and finances, whether that reorganization occurs
pursuant to the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000
(California Government Code sections 56000 et seq.) or other law governing the reorganization
of any agency that is a party to the JPA agreement (such as the FORA Act). Section 53316.6
specifically requires the agreement to provide for the allocation and distribution of the proceeds
of any special tax levy among the parties to the agreement. Under this approach, FORA would
need to initially be a party to the JPA agreement but could withdraw at or before FORA’s
dissolution. Because this approach is specifically authorized by the same legislation pursuant to
which the CFD funds were collected and because entry into an agreement with and transfer of
funds to a JPA clearly fit within the purposes contemplated by the Act, this approach would be
the least vulnerable to legal challenge. However, the approach would require the funds to be
transferred as a lump sum and is not easily amenable to dividing the CFD funds among multiple
recipients, some or all of which might not be members of a JPA formed before FORA’s sunset.
2.
Enter into a Joint Community Facilities Agreement (“JCFA”) with each
Recipient of CFD Funds. Section 53316.2(d)(1) of the Mello-Roos Act allows an existing CFD
to enter into a JCFA under the same circumstances that would authorize entry into a joint
exercise of powers agreement. Under this approach, FORA would need to initially be a party to
the JCFA but could withdraw at or before FORA’s dissolution. Although this approach is
specifically authorized by the same legislation pursuant to which the CFD funds were collected,
it is less of a square fit than is approach 1 outlined above. Ordinarily, JCFAs are entered into at
the time of an entity formation or before a bond issuance. However, the wording of the statute
appears be broad enough to allow the use of a JCFA in connection with a reorganization (such as
the dissolution of FORA). For that reason, this approach should not entail any high risk of
litigation.
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April 3, 2020
Page 2

3.
Transfer CFD Funds Pursuant to Another Form of Agreement. A review of
the Mello-Roos Act and related regulations has not revealed any express prohibition against
transferring CFD funds via another form of agreement entered into prior to FORA’s sunset.
Accordingly, a general agreement to the effect that FORA is providing each recipient with a
share of the CFD funds in exchange for the recipient’s commitment to use the funds only for the
purposes for which they were collected might suffice. Using such an approach is a bit of a
venture into uncharted territory. Although we are unaware of any explicit prohibition against
taking such a course of action, we can’t be sure that we would land in a safe harbor. However, a
general agreement along the lines outlined above could be considerably more simple than a
JCFA.
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FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
SPECIAL MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Friday, April 17, 2020 at 1:00 p.m.

AGENDA
ALL ARE ENCOURAGED TO SUBMIT QUESTIONS/CONCERNS BY NOON APRIL 16, 2020.

THIS MEETING MAY BE ACCESSED REMOTELY USING THE FOLLOWING ZOOM LINK:
HTTPS://ZOOM.US/J/956115894
PLEASE REVIEW FORA’S UPDATED REMOTE MEETINGS PROTOCOL AND BEST PRACTICES HERE:
HTTPS://FORA.ORG/REMOTE_MEETINGS_PROTOCOLS

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. CLOSED SESSION
a. Conference with Legal Counsel – Gov. Code §54956.9(d)(2): Anticipated Litigation,
Significant Exposure to Litigation, one potential case
3. ANNOUNCEMENT OF ACTION TAKEN IN CLOSED SESSION
4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, AND CORRESPONDENCE
5. ROLL CALL
FORA is governed by 13 voting members: (a) 1 member appointed by the City of Carmel; (b) 1 member appointed
by the City of Del Rey Oaks; (c) 2 members appointed by the City of Marina; (d) 1 member appointed by Sand
City; (e) 1 member appointed by the City of Monterey; (f) 1 member appointed by the City of Pacific Grove; (g) 1
member appointed by the City of Salinas; (h) 2 members appointed by the City of Seaside; and (i) 3 members
appointed by Monterey County. The Board also includes 12 ex-officio non-voting members.

6. BUSINESS ITEMS

INFORMATION/ACTION

BUSINESS ITEMS are for Board discussion, debate, direction to staff, and/or action. Comments from the public
are not to exceed 3 minutes or as otherwise determined by the Chair.

a. Habitat Working Group (HWG) Ad-Hoc Committee Report & Set Aside Funds Distribution
Recommendation - 2nd vote
Recommendation(s):
i.
Receive HWG Ad-Hoc Committee Report
ii.
Approve HWG 3/13 & 3/27 meeting minutes
iii.
Adopt a habitat set-aside funds distribution
b. Building Removal Bond Distribution Methodology Review - 2nd vote
Recommendation(s):
i.
Review building removal bond distribution methodology
ii.
Provide staff direction
c. 2020 Transition Plan
Recommendation: Approve 2020 Transition Plan
d. Mechanics of Habitat Funds Distribution
Recommendation(s):
i.
Receive report on mechanics of habitat funds distributions
ii.
Approve mechanism

e. Federal Wildlife Agency Notification
Recommendation: Authorize Executive Officer to transmit letter to United States Fish &
Wildlife Service (“USFWS”) regarding current habitat conservation directions.
7. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

INFORMATION

Members of the public wishing to address the Board on matters within its jurisdiction, but not on this agenda, may
do so for up to 3 minutes and will not receive Board action. Due to the Governors Stay at Home Order and
recent Executive Order related to Public Meetings Protocols, all FORA Meetings will now be conducted via Zoom.
Public comments should be emailed to board@fora.org. Thank for your patience and understanding during these
unprecedented times.

8. ITEMS FROM MEMBERS

INFORMATION

Receive communication from Board members as it pertains to future agenda items.

9. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT SPECIAL MEETING: Thursday, April 30, 2020 AT 2:00 P.M.

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact FORA 48 hours prior to the meeting.
This meeting is recorded by Access Media Productions and televised Sundays at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. on
Marina/Peninsula Channel 25. The video and meeting materials are available online at www.fora.org

Appendix C
Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan
Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis and Cost Allocation Alternatives Memorandum
(Economic & Planning Systems, Inc., November 13, 2019)

TRANSMITTAL MEMORANDUM
To:

Fort Ord Reuse Autthority Admin
nistrative Co
ommittee

From:

Ellen Martin and Ka
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Subjec
ct:
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Date:
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Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan
Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis and Cost Allocation Alternatives
Transmittal Memorandum November 13, 2019

HCP Financial Model Sensitivity Analyses
The HCP sensitivity analyses evaluate different scenarios for endowment funding circumstances. To
inform discussions surrounding establishing a Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JPA) to create the
Fort Ord Regional Habitat Cooperative, EPS evaluated the following scenarios, as summarized in
Table 1:


Baseline Analysis. The baseline analysis reflects the current HCP financing model, which uses
FORA Capital Improvement Program (CIP) development projections and the current HCP cost
assumptions. This analysis provides the baseline for comparison for purposes of sensitivity
testing.



Scenario 1: Revenue Sensitivity Analysis. For purposes of all sensitivity analyses, EPS
revised the development absorption assumptions to show absorption of approximately 300 units
per year and a prolonged development timeframe for the nonresidential development. Table 2
illustrates the proposed development land uses by year for the Baseline Analysis, and Table 3
lists the proposed development land uses by year for the Sensitivity Analyses.
For Scenario 1, HCP endowment funding needs are evaluated based on the revised
development absorption schedule (and associated revenue projections, using the CFD as a proxy
for a future replacement funding mechanism), as well as current cost assumptions. This scenario
demonstrates the effect of delayed absorption and associated revenues on the total endowment
funding requirements.



Cost Sensitivity Analysis. Using the same revised development absorption schedule, EPS
examined 2 cost sensitivity analyses to identify the potential impact of reduced habitat
management costs on the endowment funding requirements. It is important to note that these
cost sensitivity analyses are not based on an analysis of habitat management costs relative to
anticipated development and are instead based on hypothetical cost reduction scenarios to
illustrate the associated financial modeling dynamics. Further analysis on the part of the HCP
consultants would be necessary to relate anticipated development timing to projected habitat
management costs:
— Scenario 2: Delayed Revenues and Costs: Scenario 2 is based on the assumption that
habitat management costs are reduced in the early years but reach the current estimate of
$2.2 million annually over the permit term. EPS evaluated 3 alternatives evaluating a
5, 10, and 20 percent reduction in costs in the early years, phasing those costs in over time
as development absorbs. Figure 1 illustrates the cost assumptions associated with this
scenario, with annual habitat management costs detailed in Table 4.
— Scenario 3: Delayed Revenues and Reduced Costs: Scenario 3 evaluates the
endowment funding requirements should habitat management costs be significantly lower
than costs currently anticipated. For this scenario, EPS evaluated 2 cost reduction
alternatives—assuming that permit term and post-permit term costs are reduced by 15 and
25 percent, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the cost assumptions used for this scenario,
with Table 4 detailing annual habitat management costs associated with each alternative.

Appendix A offers additional detail regarding initial and ongoing cost assumptions for each scenario,
alternative, and individual HCP endowment.

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS)
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Figure 1
Summary of Total HCP Costs by Scenario
Scenario 2: Delayed Revenues and Early Years Cost Reduction
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Figure 2
Summary of Total HCP Costs by Scenario
Scenario 3: Delayed Revenues and Cost Reduction
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Sensitivity Analysis Results
Figure 3 summarizes the total future revenues needed to capitalize the HCP endowment for each
scenario and alternative evaluated, with Table 5 offering additional details regarding the assumed
CFD replacement revenues generated relative to the portion required to fund the HCP endowment.
Again, note that this analysis is based on the assumption that after FORA’s sunset in 2020, the FORA
jurisdictions implement replacement funding mechanisms for purposes of capitalizing the HCP
endowments. This analysis is based on the assumption that the replacement funding mechanism will
mirror the current FORA Developer Fee and CFD Special Tax rates. Results by scenario are
summarized below, and Appendix B offers additional detail regarding endowment funding cash
flows informing these outcomes:


Scenario 1: Revenue Sensitivity Analysis. Scenario 1 is based on the assumed slower
development absorption and associated slower revenue generation for purposes of capitalizing
the HCP endowments. Current cost assumptions are maintained. This scenario demonstrates
that while total habitat management costs remain the same as the Baseline Analysis, delayed
absorption and associated revenues increases the HCP endowment funding requirement by more
than $5.8 million over the course of the development period. The HCP endowment funding
requirement increases because the amount of revenue generated by development in the earlier
years decreases and therefore decreases the availability of interest earnings used to capitalize
the endowment.



Cost Sensitivity Analysis. Scenarios 2 and 3 use the same delayed absorption schedule but
also integrate reduced annual habitat management costs:
— Scenario 2: Delayed Revenues and Costs: Scenario 2 is based on the assumption that
habitat management costs are reduced in the early years but reach the current estimate of
$2.2 million annually over the permit term. Even though costs are reduced in the early
years, those cost reductions are insufficient to overcome the influence of slower development
absorption and associated revenue generation:

»

Scenario 2—Alternative 1—5 Percent Early Years Reduction in Costs. This alternative
demonstrates that even though HCP costs are reduced until Fiscal Year (FY) 2031, with
delayed absorption and associated revenues, the HCP endowment funding requirement
increases by more than $4.6 million over the course of the development period, in
comparison with the Baseline Scenario.

»

Scenario 2—Alternative 2—10 Percent Early Years Reduction in Costs. This alternative
demonstrates that even though HCP costs are reduced until FY 2034, with delayed
absorption and associated revenues, the HCP endowment funding requirement increases
by more than $3.2 million over the course of the development period.

»

Scenario 2—Alternative 3—20 Percent Early Years Reduction in Costs. This alternative
demonstrates that even though HCP costs are reduced until FY 2037, with delayed
absorption and associated revenues, the HCP endowment funding requirement increases
by approximately $271,000 over the course of the development period.

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS)
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Figure 3
HCP Endowment Funding Requirement
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— Scenario 3: Delayed Revenues and Reduced Costs: In hypothetical Scenario 3, as the
permit term and post-permit term costs are significantly reduced, the HCP endowment
funding requirement decreases for both alternatives relative to the Baseline Scenario.

»

Scenario 3—Alternative 1—15 Percent Overall Cost Reduction. This scenario
demonstrates that with HCP costs decreased by 15 percent in conjunction with delayed
absorption and associated revenues, the HCP endowment funding requirement decreases
by more than $3.8 million over the course of the development period.

»

Scenario 3—Alternative 2—25 Percent Overall Cost Reduction. This scenario
demonstrates that with HCP costs decreased by 25 percent in conjunction with delayed
absorption and associated revenues, the HCP endowment funding requirement decreases
by approximately $11.3 million over the course of the development period.

Again, please note that these cost sensitivity analyses are not based on an analysis of habitat
management costs relative to anticipated development and are instead based on hypothetical cost
reduction scenarios to illustrate the associated financial modeling dynamics. In addition, these
endowment funding requirements do not contemplate any additional contingency fund requirements
associated with reduced endowment fund payout rates or other contingency funding needs. Further
analysis on the part of the HCP consultants would be necessary to relate anticipated development
timing to projected habitat management costs.

Cost Allocation Alternatives
To understand the potential array of options related to distributing HCP endowment capitalization
requirements among the FORA jurisdictions, EPS evaluated a series of HCP Endowment Funding cost
allocation alternatives. Each cost allocation alternative evaluates a potential method to distribute
costs between the jurisdictions and benefiting permittees, relying on estimates for HCP costs and
associated HCP endowment capitalization requirements. Please note that these alternatives are
based on data available at the time this memorandum was written, with the understanding that
refinements and updates will be a necessary step for the JPA to undertake to establish the final cost
allocation approach. This analysis was completed to present the potential logic and formulas that
could be applied, as well as to demonstrate “directional shifts” that occur under various approaches.
EPS evaluated the following alternatives, as summarized in Tables 6 and 7:


Alternative 1: CFD Replacement Revenue. Alternative 1 reflects the continuation of the
current HCP financing paradigm, basing allocation on each jurisdiction’s share of the projected
CFD replacement revenue at current CFD rates using the projections from FORA’s 2019-20 CIP
Analysis date May 3, 2019. This alternative excludes UC office land use as it is exempt from the
CFD calculation per FORA staff and in accordance with agreements between FORA and the UC
that will expire upon FORA’s sunset. EPS understands that the jurisdictions may have updates to
the underlying development projections that the JPA should consider.



Alternative 2: Developable Acreage. Alternative 2 reflects the cost allocation based on each
jurisdiction’s share of developable acreage. This alternative includes 2 sub-alternatives reflecting
a “market/resource constrained” approach and a “market/resource unconstrained” approach.
 Alternative 2A: Short-Term Planning Pipeline Developable Acreage. The short-term
planning pipeline is derived from the projections reported by jurisdictions to FORA and used
in the FORA CIP Analysis (consistent with Alternative 1). For this scenario, however,

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS)
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jurisdiction projections are translated into developable acreages based on density
assumptions reported in Appendix C. This alternative excludes development already
constructed or entitled with an independent take permit. This scenario reflects a market and
resource constrained scenario whereby only portions of the total developable areas are
anticipated to develop.
 Alternative 2B: Permit-Term Total Developable Acreage. This scenario reflects the full
parcel acreage for the development areas anticipated to develop in the permit term as shown
in Appendix D. This alternative excludes properties not anticipated to develop (e.g. Parker
Flats, Monterey County outside East Garrison) within the permit term. The acreage included
in this scenario comprises areas categorized as “Entitled HCP Dependent” and “Planned
Development HCP Dependent” acres, or land that will develop under the auspices of the HCP
and associated take permit. These classifications were defined and determined by FORA staff.
This scenario reflects no market or resource constraints that would limit development on
those parcels anticipated to develop within the permit term.


Alternative 3: Water Allocations. Alternative 3 uses current water allocation as a proxy for
development capacity reflecting data provided by Denise Duffy & Associates. The water
allocations are assumed to be total, not remaining (i.e., they may include water allocations
supporting existing development and exclude allocations to CSUMB, State Parks and Recreation,
U.S. Army, and the Assumed Line Loss). Future analysis by the JPA may contemplate limiting
this analysis to remaining water allocation only.
 Alternative 3A. Derived based on potable water allocations.
 Alternative 3B. Derived based on total water allocations, which includes both potable and
recycled water allocations.

Please note that these alternatives are not intended to reflect proposals, but instead to offer
examples of how costs might be logically distributed amongst the benefiting parties. Ultimately, the
JPA will be responsible for determining how endowment funding responsibilities are distributed
amongst the benefiting parties. Table 6 summarizes how each jurisdiction’s endowment funding
percentage was derived based on each cost allocation alternative.
Table 7 summarizes the cost allocation outcomes based on the alternative methodologies described
above. To facilitate comparison, each alternative assumes a $40 million endowment funding
requirement and identifies how that obligation would be distributed among the identified parties
under each alternative cost allocation approach. Key outcomes of the cost allocation alternatives
include the following findings:


Allocating costs based on CFD Replacement Revenues (Alternative 1) continues the existing
FORA financing paradigm and relies heavily on residential development to fund HCP endowment
costs, since the current CFD rates are weighted more heavily to residential uses.



Utilizing a developable acreage approach shifts costs onto nonresidential land uses, essentially
treating each developable acre equally for cost allocation purposes. However, there are
challenges with this allocation method, as it is difficult to determine how much of each parcel will
actually develop, as illustrated by the shifts in cost allocation between Alternative 2A and 2B.

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS)
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Water allocations (Alternative 3) may provide a more appropriate proxy for total development
capacity, with the inclusion of recycled water meriting further consideration related to the
potential use of that water allocation (i.e., does recycled water support additional permitted
“take”?).

Again, the above cost allocation alternatives are intended to provide context for future JPA
Board/Cooperative considerations and to facilitate discussions among the Administrative Committee.
As the JPA Board considers HCP Endowment Funding requirements, there are a number of additional
issues and topics that will warrant consideration. These items include:


Land use changes. How will the HCP endowment funding cost allocation model adjust for
rezones and other land use changes that may alter the distribution of endowment funding
obligations?



Endowment payout rate. The HCP endowment funding cost allocation model may need to
consider contingency provisions should the endowment not achieve currently modeled payout
rates.



Interim shortfalls. Should any interim shortfalls materialize, the JPA Board/Cooperative should
consider how those shortfalls will be resolved.



Other permittee/beneficiary participation. The cost allocation analysis presented above largely
maintains current assumptions relating to which permittees are obliged to fund HCP endowment
funding requirements, largely driven by the existing FORA funding paradigm and agreements
between FORA and other permittees regarding their HCP funding obligations. The JPA
Board/Cooperative should consider if participation by other permittees in HCP funding obligations
is warranted (e.g., MPC, Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District, CSUMB, Veterans Cemetery,
developable area in HMAs).



Other changed circumstances. The JPA Board/Cooperative should establish procedures to
address other changed circumstances that may affect the ability of the Cooperative to fully fund
HCP activities and the HCP endowments by the culmination of the permit term.

EPS appreciates your review of the enclosed technical analysis and hopes that the Administrative
Committee finds this material informative regarding HCP endowment funding options. Please
contact Ellen Martin at (916) 649-8010 with questions and comments regarding this analysis.

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS)
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Table 1
FORA Habitat Conservation Plan - Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis
Development Funding Scenario Summary

Item

Absorption Assumption

Development
Timeframe

Endowment
Funding
Requirement [1]

Difference
from Baseline
No.
%

DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

11

Baseline

FORA CIP Assumptions

2020-2030

$37,797,564

-

-

Scenario 1: Revenue Sensitivity (Delayed Revenues)

Prolonged development absorption
~300 units per year

2020-2036

$43,623,895

$5,826,331

15.4%

Scenario 2: Delayed Revenues and Costs
Alternative 1 - 5% Cost Reduction in early years
Alternative 2 - 10% Cost Reduction in early years
Alternative 3 - 20% Cost Reduction in early years

Prolonged development absorption
~300 units per year

2020-2036
$42,440,324
$41,009,400
$38,068,883

$4,642,760
$3,211,836
$271,319

12.3%
8.5%
0.7%

Scenario 3: Delayed Revenues and Reduced Costs
Alternative 1 - 15% Cost Reduction
Alternative 2 - 25% Cost Reduction

Prolonged development absorption
~300 units per year

2020-2036
$33,983,906
$26,450,520

($3,813,658)
($11,347,044)

(10.1%)
(30.0%)

Source: EPS.
[1] Excludes HCP contingency amount.
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Table 2
FORA Habitat Conservation Plan - Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis
Baseline Planned Land Use Summary by Year

FY
Ending

New
Residential [1]

Existing/Replac.
Residential

Office [3]

Units

Units

Acres

Nonresidential [2]
Industrial
Retail

Acres

Acres

Hotel

Rooms

12

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

187
346
1,117
927
655
443
350
287
234
100
232

47
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13.1
20.6
14.7
24.3
29.6
26.9
21.6
3.3
9.8
3.3
9.8

0.0
1.1
5.5
8.9
39.4
10.7
9.6
5.5
0.6
0.0
0.0

1.8
5.0
24.1
10.8
13.5
14.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0
368
200
330
344
0
0
0
100
0
0

TOTAL

4,878

47

177.1

81.3

69.7

1,342
LU

Source: FORA.
[1] Per FORA the VTC intends to meet the tier 1 CFD rate discount, which is 5% of the new residential rate, for their
entitled 71-unit project. Therefore FORA applied a 5% factor on the CFD calculation for these units.
[2] Building square footages are converted to acreage by dividing building square feet by the Floor-Area-Ratio for each
land use type and then again by 43,560 (square feet per acre).
[3] Per FORA the UC office space is exempt from the CFD calculation.
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Table 3
FORA Habitat Conservation Plan - Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity Analysis - Planned Land Use Summary by Year

FY
Ending

New
Residential [1]

Existing/Replac.
Residential

Office

Units

Units

Acres

Sensitivity Analysis
Land Use Assumptions

Nonresidential [2]
Industrial
Retail

Acres

Acres

Hotel

Rooms

13

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036

187
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
191

47
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
14.7
24.3
29.6
26.9
21.6
20.6
13.1
9.8
9.8
3.3
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
5.5
8.9
39.4
10.7
9.6
5.5
0.6
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
5.0
1.8
10.8
24.1
13.5
14.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0
0
368
200
330
344
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL

4,878

47

177.1

81.3

69.7

1,342
LU

Source: FORA.
[1] Sensitivity Analysis is based on a residential absorption of about 300 units per year.
[2] Nonresidential square footage is assumed to be gradual and absorption is prolonged to correspond with residential
development.
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Table 4
FORA Habitat Conservation Plan - Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis
Summary of Total HCP Costs by Scenario

Permit
Year

Year

Baseline

Scenario Description

1

14

10

20-50

Scenario 1

Delayed Revenues

Total Annual Costs (All Endowment Funds)
Scenario 2
Alt. 1
Alt. 2
Alt. 3

Delayed Revenues & Early Years Cost Reduction
5%
10%
20%

Scenario 3
Alt. 1

Alt. 2

Delayed Revenues & Reduced Costs
15%
25%

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040-2070

($1,463,528)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

($1,463,528)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

($1,463,528)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

($1,463,528)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

($1,463,528)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

($1,463,528)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)

($1,463,528)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)

Post-Permit
2071+

($1,340,992)

($1,340,992)

($1,340,992)

($1,340,992)

($1,340,992)

($1,139,843)

($1,005,744)

Source: Fort Ord Reuse Authority.
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Table 5
FORA Habitat Conservation Plan - Financial Model Sensitivity Analysis
Summary of Endowment Capitalization Requirements by Scenario [1] [2]

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Scenario 1 Delayed Revenues

Baseline
FY
Ending

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
Total

Total CFD
Special Tax
Revenue

$6,104,257
$9,544,814
$31,162,534
$26,187,592
$19,676,212
$12,312,764
$8,980,604
$7,307,945
$6,534,851
$2,547,111
$5,916,717
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$136,275,400

%
Dedicated
to HCP

30.0%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
27.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Total HCP
Revenues

Total CFD
Special Tax
Revenue

$1,831,277
$2,637,232
$8,610,208
$7,235,632
$5,436,537
$3,402,017
$2,481,341
$2,019,185
$1,805,579
$703,767
$1,634,789
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,274,650
$7,610,509
$10,429,329
$8,932,646
$11,237,705
$10,711,981
$8,725,278
$7,712,504
$7,695,261
$8,219,654
$7,645,152
$7,641,333
$7,619,511
$7,619,511
$7,608,600
$7,608,600
$4,844,142

$37,797,564

$138,136,367

% CFD Rev.
Dedicated to
HCP

36.0%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%
31.4%

Total HCP
Revenues

$2,258,874
$2,387,417
$3,271,680
$2,802,171
$3,525,268
$3,360,349
$2,737,120
$2,419,412
$2,414,003
$2,578,505
$2,398,284
$2,397,086
$2,390,241
$2,390,241
$2,386,818
$2,386,818
$1,519,607
$43,623,895

Scenario 2 - Delayed Revenues & Early Years Cost Reduction
Atl. 3 - 20%
Alt. 1 - 5%
Alt. 2 - 10%
% CFD Rev.
Dedicated to
HCP

35.0%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%

Total HCP
Revenues

$2,196,128
$2,322,727
$3,183,031
$2,726,244
$3,429,748
$3,269,297
$2,662,955
$2,353,856
$2,348,594
$2,508,638
$2,333,300
$2,332,135
$2,325,475
$2,325,475
$2,322,145
$2,322,145
$1,478,432
$42,440,324

% CFD Rev.
Dedicated to
HCP

33.0%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%
29.5%

Total HCP
Revenues

$2,070,635
$2,247,383
$3,079,781
$2,637,810
$3,318,494
$3,163,248
$2,576,575
$2,277,502
$2,272,411
$2,427,264
$2,257,613
$2,256,486
$2,250,042
$2,250,042
$2,246,820
$2,246,820
$1,430,475
$41,009,400

% CFD Rev.
Dedicated to
HCP

33.0%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%
27.3%

Total HCP
Revenues

Scenario 3 - Delayed Revenues and Reduced Costs
Alt. 1 - 15%
Alt. 2 - 25%
% CFD Rev.
Dedicated to
HCP

$2,070,635
$2,077,669
$2,847,207
$2,438,612
$3,067,893
$2,924,371
$2,382,001
$2,105,514
$2,100,806
$2,243,965
$2,087,127
$2,086,084
$2,080,127
$2,080,127
$2,077,148
$2,077,148
$1,322,451
$38,068,883

28.0%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%
24.4%

Total HCP
Revenues

$1,756,902
$1,860,009
$2,548,928
$2,183,139
$2,746,495
$2,618,008
$2,132,458
$1,884,936
$1,880,722
$2,008,883
$1,868,475
$1,867,542
$1,862,209
$1,862,209
$1,859,542
$1,859,542
$1,183,908
$33,983,906

% CFD Rev.
Dedicated to
HCP

21.0%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%
19.1%

Total HCP
Revenues

$1,317,677
$1,450,563
$1,987,830
$1,702,562
$2,141,907
$2,041,704
$1,663,038
$1,470,003
$1,466,717
$1,566,666
$1,457,166
$1,456,438
$1,452,279
$1,452,279
$1,450,199
$1,450,199
$923,293
$26,450,520

Source: EPS.
[1] All scenarios assume that a replacement mechanism for FORA CFD is in place. Revenues are estimated based on FY 2019-20 CFD special tax rate and development absorption assumptions pertinent to that scenario.
[2] Reflects Endowment funding requirements based on current cost estimates and cost sensitivities as described. Does not include HCP payout rate contingency.
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Table 6
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Cost Allocation Alternatives Summary

Item

Jurisdiction
Del Rey Oaks
Marina
City of Monterey
Monterey County
Seaside
UC [6]
Total

Alternative 1:
CFD Replacement
Revenue [1]
Projected
CFD
Percent of CFD
Replacement Replacement
Revenue
Revenues

$14,434,891
$63,565,939
$198,748
$15,471,439
$34,546,890
$8,057,494
$136,275,400

10.6%
46.6%
0.1%
11.4%
25.4%
5.9%

Alternative 2: Developable Acreage
2B: Permit-Term Total
2A: Short-Term Planning Pipeline
Developable Acreage [3]
Developable Acreage [2]
Projected
Developable
Acres

148.5
330.4
59.7
107.7
241.2
118.8
1,006.4

Percent of
Projected Dev.
Acres

14.8%
32.8%
5.9%
10.7%
24.0%
11.8%

Projected
Developable
Acres

328.3
592.8
110.0
107.7
715.0
486.0
2,339.8

Percent of
Projected Dev.
Acres

14.0%
25.3%
4.7%
4.6%
30.6%
20.8%

Alternative 3: Water Allocations [4]
3B: Total Water
3A: Potable Water
Allocations
Allocations
Potable
Water
AFY

242.5
1,340.0
65.0
720.0
1,012.5
230.0
3,610.0

Percent of
Potable Water
AFY

6.7%
37.1%
1.8%
19.9%
28.0%
6.4%

Total
Water
AFY

522.5
1,685.0
65.0
854.0
1,465.5
290.0
4,882.0

Percent of
Total Water
AFY

10.7%
34.5%
1.3%
17.5%
30.0%
5.9%

16

cost alt

Source: FORA; EPS.
[1] Represents future development at current CFD rates. See Appendix C for details.
[2] Includes development in planning pipeline, as derived from the projections reported by jurisdictions to FORA and used in the FORA CIP Analysis. Jurisdiction projections translated into developable
acreages based on density assumptions reported in Appendix A, excluding EIP acreage.
[3] Includes Entitled HCP Dependent and Planned Development HCP Dependent acreage as provided by FORA staff. See Table D-1 for details.
[4] Water allocations are assumed to be total, not remaining, and exclude allocations to CSUMB, State Parks and Recreation, U.S. Army, and the Assumed Line Loss.
[5] UC office space is exempt from the CFD calculation under Alternatives 1 per FORA staff. However, Alternatives 2 and 3 include all UC projects identified by FORA staff as HCP dependent. The current
UC agreement to contribute to the HCP expires with FORA's sunset.
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Table 7
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Jurisdictional Share of Endowment Funding: Cost Allocation Alternatives [1] [2]

Item

Alternative 1:
CFD Replacement
Revenue [3]
Projected
Share of
CFD
Replacement Endowment
Funding
Revenue %

17

Jurisdiction
Del Rey Oaks
Marina
City of Monterey
Monterey County
Seaside
UC [7]
Total

10.6%
46.6%
0.1%
11.4%
25.4%
5.9%

$4,200,000
$18,700,000
$100,000
$4,500,000
$10,100,000
$2,400,000
$40,000,000

Alternative 2: Developable Acreage
2A: Short-Term
2B: Permit-Term
Planning Pipeline [4]
Total [5]
Projected
Developable
Acres %

14.8%
32.8%
5.9%
10.7%
24.0%
11.8%

Share of
Endowment
Funding

$5,900,000
$13,100,000
$2,400,000
$4,300,000
$9,600,000
$4,700,000
$40,000,000

Projected
Developable
Acres %

14.0%
25.3%
4.7%
4.6%
30.6%
20.8%

Alternative 3: Water Allocations [6]
3A: Potable Water
3B: Total Water
Allocations
Allocations

Share of
Endowment
Funding

Potable
Water
AFY %

$5,600,000
$10,100,000
$1,900,000
$1,800,000
$12,200,000
$8,300,000
$40,000,000

6.7%
37.1%
1.8%
19.9%
28.0%
6.4%

Share of
Endowment
Funding

$2,700,000
$14,800,000
$700,000
$8,000,000
$11,200,000
$2,500,000
$40,000,000

Total
Water
AFY %

10.7%
34.5%
1.3%
17.5%
30.0%
5.9%

Share of
Endowment
Funding

$4,300,000
$13,800,000
$500,000
$7,000,000
$12,000,000
$2,400,000
$40,000,000
endow

Source: FORA; EPS.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

See Table 6 for percentage calculations.
Only includes base HCP endowment funding. Does not include HCP payout contingency.
Represents future development at current CFD rates. See Appendix A for details.
Includes development in planning pipeline, as derived from the projections reported by jurisdictions to FORA and used in the FORA CIP Analysis. Jurisdiction projections translated into
developable acreages based on density assumptions reported in Appendix A, excluding EIP acreage.
[5] Includes Entitled HCP Dependent and Planned Development HCP Dependent acreage as provided by FORA staff. Reflects total parcel area for those development areas anticipated to
develop in permit term. See Table D-1 for details.
[6] Water allocations are assumed to be total, not remaining (i.e., they may include water allocations supporting existing development) and exclude allocations to CSUMB, State Parks and
Recreation, U.S. Army, and the Assumed Line Loss. The JPA Board/Cooperative may want to consider evaluating remaining water allocations as a basis for cost allocation.
[7] UC office space is exempt from the CFD calculation under Alternatives 1 per FORA staff. However, Alternatives 2 and 3 include all UC projects identified by FORA staff as HCP
dependent. The current UC agreement to contribute to the HCP expires with FORA's sunset.
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Table A-1
FORA Biennial CIP Review - Baseline
Summary of Initial and Ongoing Costs - Individual Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

18
20-50

FY
Ending

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040-2070
Post-Permit
2071+

Startup
Costs

HCP Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($444,609)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($444,609)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($780,983)

($780,983)

$0

Total

Baseline

Startup
Costs

UC Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($1,018,919)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

IAF Endowment
Ongoing
Costs
Total

Borderlands Endowment
Startup
Ongoing
Costs
Costs
Total

$0
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

($1,018,919)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

$0
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

($232,779)

($232,779)

$0

($105,019)

($105,019)

$0

($222,211)

($222,211)
costs_indiv

Source: FORA.
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Table A-2
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 1
Summary of Initial and Ongoing Costs - Individual Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

19
20-50

FY
Ending

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040-2070
Post-Permit
2071+

Startup
Costs

HCP Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($444,609)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($444,609)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($780,983)

($780,983)

$0

Total

Scenario 1
Delyaed Revenues

Startup
Costs

UC Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($1,018,919)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

IAF Endowment
Ongoing
Costs
Total

Borderlands Endowment
Startup
Ongoing
Costs
Costs
Total

$0
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

($1,018,919)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

$0
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

($232,779)

($232,779)

$0

($105,019)

($105,019)

$0

($222,211)

($222,211)
costs_indiv

Source: FORA.
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Table A-3
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 2 - Alternative 1
Summary of Initial and Ongoing Costs - Individual Endowments

Sensitivity

Permit

Cost Red.

Year

5%

1

10

20

return to
original
20-50

FY
Ending

Startup
Costs

2020
($444,609)
2021
$0
2022
$0
2023
$0
2024
$0
2025
$0
2026
$0
2027
$0
2028
$0
2029
$0
2030
$0
2031
$0
2032
$0
2033
$0
2034
$0
2035
$0
2036
$0
2037
$0
2038
$0
2039
$0
2040-2070
$0
Post-Permit
2071+

$0

HCP Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

Total

$0
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($444,609)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($780,983)

($780,983)

Scenario 2 Alt. 1 - Delayed Rev. & 5%
Early Years Cost Reduction

Startup
Costs

UC Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($1,018,919)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

IAF Endowment
Ongoing
Costs
Total

Borderlands Endowment
Startup
Ongoing
Costs
Costs
Total

$0 ($1,018,919)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

$0
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

($232,779)

$0

($105,019)

($105,019)

$0

($222,211)

($222,211)

($232,779)

costs_indiv

Source: FORA.
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Table A-4
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 2 - Alternative 2
Summary of Initial and Ongoing Costs - Individual Endowments

Sensitivity

Permit

Cost Red.

Year

10%

1

10
5%

21
return to
original
20-50

FY
Ending

Startup
Costs

2020
($444,609)
2021
$0
2022
$0
2023
$0
$0
2024
2025
$0
2026
$0
2027
$0
2028
$0
2029
$0
$0
2030
2031
$0
2032
$0
2033
$0
2034
$0
2035
$0
2036
$0
2037
$0
2038
$0
2039
$0
2040-2070
$0
Post-Permit
2071+

$0

HCP Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

Total

$0
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($444,609)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($780,983)

($780,983)

Scenario 2 Alt. 2 - Delayed Rev. & 10%
Early Years Cost Reduction

Startup
Costs

UC Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($1,018,919)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

IAF Endowment
Ongoing
Costs
Total

Borderlands Endowment
Startup
Ongoing
Costs
Costs
Total

$0
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

($1,018,919)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

$0
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

($232,779)

($232,779)

$0

($105,019)

($105,019)

$0

($222,211)

($222,211)
costs_indiv

Source: FORA.
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Table A-5
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 2 - Alternative 3
Summary of Initial and Ongoing Costs - Individual Endowments

Sensitivity

Permit

Cost Red.

Year

20%

1

10
10%

5%

22

return to
original
20-50

FY
Ending

Startup
Costs

2020
($444,609)
2021
$0
2022
$0
2023
$0
2024
$0
2025
$0
2026
$0
2027
$0
2028
$0
2029
$0
2030
$0
2031
$0
2032
$0
2033
$0
2034
$0
2035
$0
2036
$0
2037
$0
2038
$0
2039
$0
2040-2070
$0
Post-Permit
2071+

$0

HCP Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

Total

$0
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($444,609)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,123,990)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,264,488)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,334,738)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)
($1,404,987)

($780,983)

($780,983)

Scenario 2 Alt. 3 - Delayed Rev. &
20% Early Years Cost Reduction

Startup
Costs

UC Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($1,018,919)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

IAF Endowment
Ongoing
Costs
Total

Borderlands Endowment
Startup
Ongoing
Costs
Costs
Total

$0 ($1,018,919)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($222,250)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($250,031)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($263,922)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)
($277,812)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($240,214)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($270,241)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($285,254)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)
($300,267)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

$0
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($177,769)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($199,990)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($211,100)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)
($222,211)

($232,779)

$0

($105,019)

($105,019)

$0

($222,211)

($222,211)

($232,779)

costs_indiv

Source: FORA.
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Table A-6
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 3 - Alternative 1
Summary of Initial and Ongoing Costs - Individual Endowments

Sensitivity

Permit

Cost Red.

Year

15%

1

10

23
20-50

FY
Ending

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040-2070
Post-Permit
2071+

Scenario 3 Alt. 1 - Delayed Rev.
& 15% Cost Reduction

Startup
Costs

HCP Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($444,609)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)

($444,609)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)
($1,194,239)

($663,835)

($663,835)

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

UC Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($1,018,919)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

IAF Endowment
Ongoing
Costs
Total

Borderlands Endowment
Startup
Ongoing
Costs
Costs
Total

$0
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)

($1,018,919)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)
($236,141)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)

$0
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)
($255,227)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)

$0
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)
($188,879)

($197,862)

($197,862)

$0

($89,266)

($89,266)

$0

($188,879)

($188,879)
costs_indiv

Source: FORA.
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Table A-7
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 3 - Alternative 2
Summary of Initial and Ongoing Costs - Individual Endowments

Sensitivity

Permit

Cost Red.

Year

25%

1

10

24
20-50

FY
Ending

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040-2070
Post-Permit
2071+

Scenario 3 Alt. 2 - Delayed Rev.
& 25% Cost Reduction

Startup
Costs

HCP Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($444,609)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)

($444,609)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)
($1,053,740)

($585,737)

($585,737)

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

UC Endowment
Ongoing
Costs

($1,018,919)
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

Total

Startup
Costs

IAF Endowment
Ongoing
Costs
Total

Borderlands Endowment
Startup
Ongoing
Costs
Costs
Total

$0
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)

($1,018,919)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)
($208,359)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)

$0
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)
($225,201)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)

$0
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)
($124,994)

($174,585)

($174,585)

$0

($78,764)

($78,764)

$0

($166,658)

($166,658)
costs_indiv

Source: FORA.
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Table B-1
FORA Biennial CIP Review - Baseline
Preliminary Endowment Cash Flow - All Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

20

30

40

50

Baseline
All Endowments

FY
Ending

Beginning
Balance

Interest
Earnings
(+)

Deposits
(+)

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

$15,979,149
$17,057,068
$18,249,633
$25,468,302
$31,634,232
$36,275,968
$39,090,123
$41,109,051
$42,755,814
$44,262,367
$44,734,251
$46,158,165
$46,010,748
$45,856,721
$45,695,789
$45,527,642
$45,351,956
$45,168,394
$44,976,601
$44,776,209
$44,566,833
$44,348,069
$44,119,496
$43,880,674
$43,631,144
$43,370,426
$43,098,017
$42,813,394
$42,516,009
$42,205,289
$41,880,636
$41,541,425
$41,187,004
$40,816,689
$40,429,769
$40,025,499
$39,603,100
$39,161,759
$38,700,627
$38,218,815
$37,715,397
$37,189,403
$36,639,821
$36,065,591
$35,465,610
$34,838,722
$34,183,719
$33,499,341
$32,784,271
$32,037,130
$31,256,481

$710,170
$760,611
$813,739
$1,135,576
$1,410,476
$1,617,416
$1,742,865
$1,832,855
$1,906,251
$1,973,395
$1,994,402
$2,057,861
$2,051,251
$2,044,346
$2,037,131
$2,029,592
$2,021,715
$2,013,485
$2,004,886
$1,995,901
$1,986,513
$1,976,705
$1,966,456
$1,955,748
$1,944,559
$1,932,869
$1,920,655
$1,907,892
$1,894,558
$1,880,625
$1,866,067
$1,850,856
$1,834,964
$1,818,358
$1,801,007
$1,782,879
$1,763,937
$1,744,145
$1,723,466
$1,701,860
$1,679,284
$1,655,695
$1,631,049
$1,605,297
$1,578,389
$1,550,275
$1,520,900
$1,490,207
$1,458,137
$1,424,629
$1,389,617

$1,831,277
$2,637,232
$8,610,208
$7,235,632
$5,436,537
$3,402,017
$2,481,341
$2,019,185
$1,805,579
$703,767
$1,634,789
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Post Permit
2071+
$30,440,820

$1,353,035

$0

Transfer
In
(+)

Subtotal

Annual
Costs
(-)

Transfer
Out
(-)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$18,520,596
$20,454,911
$27,673,580
$33,839,510
$38,481,246
$41,295,401
$43,314,329
$44,961,092
$46,467,645
$46,939,529
$48,363,443
$48,216,025
$48,061,999
$47,901,067
$47,732,920
$47,557,234
$47,373,672
$47,181,879
$46,981,487
$46,772,111
$46,553,346
$46,324,773
$46,085,952
$45,836,422
$45,575,704
$45,303,295
$45,018,672
$44,721,287
$44,410,566
$44,085,913
$43,746,703
$43,392,281
$43,021,967
$42,635,047
$42,230,777
$41,808,378
$41,367,037
$40,905,904
$40,424,093
$39,920,675
$39,394,681
$38,845,098
$38,270,869
$37,670,888
$37,044,000
$36,388,997
$35,704,619
$34,989,548
$34,242,408
$33,461,758
$32,646,098

($1,463,528)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$17,057,068
$18,249,633
$25,468,302
$31,634,232
$36,275,968
$39,090,123
$41,109,051
$42,755,814
$44,262,367
$44,734,251
$46,158,165
$46,010,748
$45,856,721
$45,695,789
$45,527,642
$45,351,956
$45,168,394
$44,976,601
$44,776,209
$44,566,833
$44,348,069
$44,119,496
$43,880,674
$43,631,144
$43,370,426
$43,098,017
$42,813,394
$42,516,009
$42,205,289
$41,880,636
$41,541,425
$41,187,004
$40,816,689
$40,429,769
$40,025,499
$39,603,100
$39,161,759
$38,700,627
$38,218,815
$37,715,397
$37,189,403
$36,639,821
$36,065,591
$35,465,610
$34,838,722
$34,183,719
$33,499,341
$32,784,271
$32,037,130
$31,256,481
$30,440,820

$0

$31,793,855

($1,340,992)

$0

$30,452,863

Ending
Balance

CF_all

25
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Table B-2
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 1
Preliminary Endowment Cash Flow - All Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

20

30

40

50

Scenario 1 - Delayed Revenues
All Endowments

FY
Ending

Beginning
Balance

Interest
Earnings
(+)

Deposits
(+)

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

$15,979,149
$17,484,665
$18,446,488
$20,335,422
$21,839,035
$24,132,753
$26,363,790
$28,071,045
$29,536,680
$31,062,219
$32,820,245
$34,476,401
$36,205,168
$38,004,135
$39,883,280
$41,842,754
$43,889,562
$45,160,389
$44,968,233
$44,767,463
$44,557,690
$44,338,511
$44,109,506
$43,870,232
$43,620,229
$43,359,016
$43,086,091
$42,800,928
$42,502,978
$42,191,667
$41,866,397
$41,526,542
$41,171,447
$40,800,428
$40,412,772
$40,007,732
$39,584,528
$39,142,346
$38,680,335
$38,197,605
$37,693,226
$37,166,228
$36,615,597
$36,040,271
$35,439,143
$34,811,057
$34,154,802
$33,469,115
$32,752,676
$32,004,105
$31,221,960

$710,170
$779,684
$822,531
$906,720
$973,727
$1,075,967
$1,175,412
$1,251,500
$1,316,814
$1,384,798
$1,463,150
$1,536,958
$1,614,005
$1,694,182
$1,777,934
$1,865,268
$1,956,497
$2,013,122
$2,004,507
$1,995,505
$1,986,099
$1,976,272
$1,966,004
$1,955,275
$1,944,065
$1,932,352
$1,920,115
$1,907,328
$1,893,967
$1,880,008
$1,865,422
$1,850,182
$1,834,259
$1,817,621
$1,800,238
$1,782,074
$1,763,096
$1,743,266
$1,722,548
$1,700,899
$1,678,280
$1,654,646
$1,629,952
$1,604,150
$1,577,191
$1,549,023
$1,519,591
$1,488,839
$1,456,707
$1,423,134
$1,388,054

$2,258,874
$2,387,417
$3,271,680
$2,802,171
$3,525,268
$3,360,349
$2,737,120
$2,419,412
$2,414,003
$2,578,505
$2,398,284
$2,397,086
$2,390,241
$2,390,241
$2,386,818
$2,386,818
$1,519,607
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Post Permit
2071+
$30,404,737

$1,351,402

$0

Transfer
In
(+)

Subtotal

Annual
Costs
(-)

Transfer
Out
(-)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$18,948,193
$20,651,766
$22,540,700
$24,044,313
$26,338,030
$28,569,068
$30,276,322
$31,741,957
$33,267,497
$35,025,523
$36,681,679
$38,410,445
$40,209,413
$42,088,557
$44,048,031
$46,094,840
$47,365,666
$47,173,511
$46,972,740
$46,762,968
$46,543,789
$46,314,783
$46,075,509
$45,825,507
$45,564,294
$45,291,369
$45,006,205
$44,708,255
$44,396,945
$44,071,675
$43,731,820
$43,376,724
$43,005,706
$42,618,049
$42,213,009
$41,789,806
$41,347,624
$40,885,613
$40,402,882
$39,898,504
$39,371,506
$38,820,874
$38,245,549
$37,644,421
$37,016,335
$36,360,080
$35,674,393
$34,957,953
$34,209,382
$33,427,238
$32,610,015

($1,463,528)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$17,484,665
$18,446,488
$20,335,422
$21,839,035
$24,132,753
$26,363,790
$28,071,045
$29,536,680
$31,062,219
$32,820,245
$34,476,401
$36,205,168
$38,004,135
$39,883,280
$41,842,754
$43,889,562
$45,160,389
$44,968,233
$44,767,463
$44,557,690
$44,338,511
$44,109,506
$43,870,232
$43,620,229
$43,359,016
$43,086,091
$42,800,928
$42,502,978
$42,191,667
$41,866,397
$41,526,542
$41,171,447
$40,800,428
$40,412,772
$40,007,732
$39,584,528
$39,142,346
$38,680,335
$38,197,605
$37,693,226
$37,166,228
$36,615,597
$36,040,271
$35,439,143
$34,811,057
$34,154,802
$33,469,115
$32,752,676
$32,004,105
$31,221,960
$30,404,737

$0

$31,756,139

($1,340,992)

$0

$30,415,147

Ending
Balance

CF_all
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Table B-3
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 2 - Alternative 1
Preliminary Endowment Cash Flow - All Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

20

30

40

50

FY
Ending

Beginning
Balance

Interest
Earnings
(+)

Deposits
(+)

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

$15,979,149
$17,421,918
$18,426,516
$20,336,173
$21,874,155
$24,184,182
$26,436,724
$28,183,330
$29,698,681
$31,276,300
$33,084,273
$34,797,487
$36,475,627
$38,221,893
$40,045,985
$41,948,042
$43,934,872
$45,166,541
$44,974,655
$44,774,166
$44,564,687
$44,345,816
$44,117,131
$43,878,191
$43,628,537
$43,367,689
$43,095,145
$42,810,379
$42,512,843
$42,201,966
$41,877,148
$41,537,764
$41,183,161
$40,812,657
$40,425,537
$40,021,057
$39,598,438
$39,156,867
$38,695,493
$38,213,429
$37,709,745
$37,183,472
$36,633,597
$36,059,062
$35,458,760
$34,831,534
$34,176,179
$33,491,430
$32,775,971
$32,028,423
$31,247,347

$710,170
$776,884
$821,639
$906,753
$975,293
$1,078,260
$1,178,665
$1,256,508
$1,324,040
$1,394,348
$1,474,928
$1,551,282
$1,626,070
$1,703,895
$1,785,190
$1,869,962
$1,958,515
$2,013,392
$2,004,789
$1,995,799
$1,986,406
$1,976,592
$1,966,338
$1,955,624
$1,944,430
$1,932,733
$1,920,512
$1,907,742
$1,894,400
$1,880,460
$1,865,894
$1,850,675
$1,834,773
$1,818,158
$1,800,798
$1,782,659
$1,763,707
$1,743,904
$1,723,213
$1,701,594
$1,679,005
$1,655,403
$1,630,742
$1,604,975
$1,578,053
$1,549,922
$1,520,530
$1,489,819
$1,457,730
$1,424,202
$1,389,169

$2,196,128
$2,322,727
$3,183,031
$2,726,244
$3,429,748
$3,269,297
$2,662,955
$2,353,856
$2,348,594
$2,508,638
$2,333,300
$2,332,135
$2,325,475
$2,325,475
$2,322,145
$2,322,145
$1,478,432
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Post Permit
2071+
$30,431,239

$1,352,566

$0

Transfer
In
(+)

Subtotal

Annual
Costs
(-)

Transfer
Out
(-)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$18,885,446
$20,521,530
$22,431,186
$23,969,169
$26,279,195
$28,531,738
$30,278,344
$31,793,694
$33,371,314
$35,179,286
$36,892,501
$38,680,904
$40,427,171
$42,251,263
$44,153,320
$46,140,150
$47,371,819
$47,179,933
$46,979,444
$46,769,965
$46,551,094
$46,322,408
$46,083,469
$45,833,815
$45,572,967
$45,300,422
$45,015,656
$44,718,121
$44,407,244
$44,082,426
$43,743,042
$43,388,439
$43,017,934
$42,630,815
$42,226,335
$41,803,716
$41,362,145
$40,900,771
$40,418,706
$39,915,022
$39,388,750
$38,838,875
$38,264,340
$37,664,037
$37,036,812
$36,381,456
$35,696,708
$34,981,249
$34,233,701
$33,452,625
$32,636,517

($1,463,528)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$17,421,918
$18,426,516
$20,336,173
$21,874,155
$24,184,182
$26,436,724
$28,183,330
$29,698,681
$31,276,300
$33,084,273
$34,797,487
$36,475,627
$38,221,893
$40,045,985
$41,948,042
$43,934,872
$45,166,541
$44,974,655
$44,774,166
$44,564,687
$44,345,816
$44,117,131
$43,878,191
$43,628,537
$43,367,689
$43,095,145
$42,810,379
$42,512,843
$42,201,966
$41,877,148
$41,537,764
$41,183,161
$40,812,657
$40,425,537
$40,021,057
$39,598,438
$39,156,867
$38,695,493
$38,213,429
$37,709,745
$37,183,472
$36,633,597
$36,059,062
$35,458,760
$34,831,534
$34,176,179
$33,491,430
$32,775,971
$32,028,423
$31,247,347
$30,431,239

$0

$31,783,805

($1,340,992)

$0

$30,442,813

Ending
Balance

CF_all
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Table B-4
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 2 - Alternative 2
Preliminary Endowment Cash Flow - All Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

20

30

40

50

FY
Ending

Beginning
Balance

Interest
Earnings
(+)

Deposits
(+)

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

$15,979,149
$17,296,425
$18,330,345
$20,242,724
$21,798,368
$24,104,024
$26,357,205
$28,124,146
$29,670,765
$31,281,218
$33,118,298
$34,867,606
$36,583,487
$38,369,395
$40,234,897
$42,070,056
$43,987,001
$45,173,036
$44,981,437
$44,781,247
$44,572,081
$44,353,535
$44,125,190
$43,886,606
$43,637,324
$43,376,863
$43,104,723
$42,820,379
$42,523,285
$42,212,868
$41,888,531
$41,549,650
$41,195,571
$40,825,614
$40,439,066
$40,035,184
$39,613,188
$39,172,268
$38,711,573
$38,230,218
$37,727,275
$37,201,776
$36,652,710
$36,079,018
$35,479,596
$34,853,291
$34,198,895
$33,515,150
$32,800,738
$32,054,283
$31,274,349

$710,170
$771,286
$817,349
$902,584
$971,911
$1,074,683
$1,175,116
$1,253,867
$1,322,793
$1,394,566
$1,476,444
$1,554,409
$1,630,880
$1,710,474
$1,793,617
$1,875,404
$1,960,838
$2,013,679
$2,005,088
$1,996,111
$1,986,732
$1,976,933
$1,966,694
$1,955,995
$1,944,817
$1,933,138
$1,920,934
$1,908,184
$1,894,861
$1,880,941
$1,866,396
$1,851,199
$1,835,321
$1,818,730
$1,801,395
$1,783,282
$1,764,357
$1,744,583
$1,723,923
$1,702,335
$1,679,779
$1,656,211
$1,631,586
$1,605,856
$1,578,972
$1,550,882
$1,521,532
$1,490,866
$1,458,823
$1,425,343
$1,390,362

$2,070,635
$2,247,383
$3,079,781
$2,637,810
$3,318,494
$3,163,248
$2,576,575
$2,277,502
$2,272,411
$2,427,264
$2,257,613
$2,256,486
$2,250,042
$2,250,042
$2,246,820
$2,246,820
$1,430,475
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Post Permit
2071+
$30,459,433

$1,353,810

$0

Transfer
In
(+)

Subtotal

Annual
Costs
(-)

Transfer
Out
(-)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$18,759,953
$20,315,095
$22,227,474
$23,783,118
$26,088,774
$28,341,955
$30,108,896
$31,655,515
$33,265,968
$35,103,048
$36,852,356
$38,678,501
$40,464,409
$42,329,911
$44,275,333
$46,192,279
$47,378,314
$47,186,715
$46,986,525
$46,777,358
$46,558,813
$46,330,468
$46,091,884
$45,842,601
$45,582,141
$45,310,001
$45,025,657
$44,728,563
$44,418,146
$44,093,809
$43,754,928
$43,400,849
$43,030,892
$42,644,344
$42,240,461
$41,818,466
$41,377,546
$40,916,851
$40,435,496
$39,932,553
$39,407,054
$38,857,987
$38,284,296
$37,684,874
$37,058,568
$36,404,173
$35,720,428
$35,006,016
$34,259,561
$33,479,627
$32,664,711

($1,463,528)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$17,296,425
$18,330,345
$20,242,724
$21,798,368
$24,104,024
$26,357,205
$28,124,146
$29,670,765
$31,281,218
$33,118,298
$34,867,606
$36,583,487
$38,369,395
$40,234,897
$42,070,056
$43,987,001
$45,173,036
$44,981,437
$44,781,247
$44,572,081
$44,353,535
$44,125,190
$43,886,606
$43,637,324
$43,376,863
$43,104,723
$42,820,379
$42,523,285
$42,212,868
$41,888,531
$41,549,650
$41,195,571
$40,825,614
$40,439,066
$40,035,184
$39,613,188
$39,172,268
$38,711,573
$38,230,218
$37,727,275
$37,201,776
$36,652,710
$36,079,018
$35,479,596
$34,853,291
$34,198,895
$33,515,150
$32,800,738
$32,054,283
$31,274,349
$30,459,433

$0

$31,813,243

($1,340,992)

$0

$30,472,251

Ending
Balance

CF_all
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Table B-5
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 2 - Alternative 3
Preliminary Endowment Cash Flow - All Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

20

30

40

50

FY
Ending

Beginning
Balance

Interest
Earnings
(+)

Deposits
(+)

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

$15,979,149
$17,296,425
$18,381,154
$20,283,751
$21,862,553
$24,140,997
$26,377,479
$28,171,278
$29,768,541
$31,432,283
$33,313,337
$35,121,393
$36,788,467
$38,523,877
$40,336,630
$42,116,930
$43,976,571
$45,164,392
$44,972,421
$44,771,842
$44,562,271
$44,343,303
$44,114,517
$43,875,473
$43,625,711
$43,364,750
$43,092,088
$42,807,201
$42,509,538
$42,198,529
$41,873,574
$41,534,048
$41,179,298
$40,808,639
$40,421,360
$40,016,714
$39,593,922
$39,152,171
$38,690,611
$38,208,352
$37,704,467
$37,177,984
$36,627,892
$36,053,130
$35,452,592
$34,825,122
$34,169,512
$33,484,500
$32,768,766
$32,020,932
$31,239,560

$710,170
$771,281
$819,612
$904,412
$974,773
$1,076,332
$1,176,021
$1,255,971
$1,327,158
$1,401,310
$1,485,152
$1,565,740
$1,640,034
$1,717,376
$1,798,166
$1,877,507
$1,960,385
$2,013,306
$2,004,699
$1,995,706
$1,986,310
$1,976,492
$1,966,234
$1,955,516
$1,944,317
$1,932,616
$1,920,390
$1,907,616
$1,894,269
$1,880,323
$1,865,752
$1,850,527
$1,834,619
$1,817,998
$1,800,632
$1,782,486
$1,763,527
$1,743,717
$1,723,019
$1,701,392
$1,678,796
$1,655,185
$1,630,516
$1,604,740
$1,577,808
$1,549,668
$1,520,265
$1,489,544
$1,457,444
$1,423,905
$1,388,861

$2,070,635
$2,077,669
$2,847,207
$2,438,612
$3,067,893
$2,924,371
$2,382,001
$2,105,514
$2,100,806
$2,243,965
$2,087,127
$2,086,084
$2,080,127
$2,080,127
$2,077,148
$2,077,148
$1,322,451
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Post Permit
2071+
$30,423,143

$1,352,245

$0

Transfer
In
(+)

Subtotal

Annual
Costs
(-)

Transfer
Out
(-)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$18,759,953
$20,145,376
$22,047,973
$23,626,775
$25,905,220
$28,141,701
$29,935,500
$31,532,763
$33,196,506
$35,077,559
$36,885,615
$38,773,217
$40,508,627
$42,321,380
$44,211,944
$46,071,584
$47,259,406
$47,177,699
$46,977,120
$46,767,549
$46,548,581
$46,319,795
$46,080,751
$45,830,989
$45,570,028
$45,297,366
$45,012,478
$44,714,816
$44,403,807
$44,078,852
$43,739,326
$43,384,575
$43,013,917
$42,626,637
$42,221,992
$41,799,200
$41,357,449
$40,895,889
$40,413,630
$39,909,744
$39,383,262
$38,833,170
$38,258,408
$37,657,870
$37,030,400
$36,374,790
$35,689,777
$34,974,044
$34,226,210
$33,444,837
$32,628,421

($1,463,528)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,764,222)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($1,984,750)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,095,014)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)
($2,205,278)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$17,296,425
$18,381,154
$20,283,751
$21,862,553
$24,140,997
$26,377,479
$28,171,278
$29,768,541
$31,432,283
$33,313,337
$35,121,393
$36,788,467
$38,523,877
$40,336,630
$42,116,930
$43,976,571
$45,164,392
$44,972,421
$44,771,842
$44,562,271
$44,343,303
$44,114,517
$43,875,473
$43,625,711
$43,364,750
$43,092,088
$42,807,201
$42,509,538
$42,198,529
$41,873,574
$41,534,048
$41,179,298
$40,808,639
$40,421,360
$40,016,714
$39,593,922
$39,152,171
$38,690,611
$38,208,352
$37,704,467
$37,177,984
$36,627,892
$36,053,130
$35,452,592
$34,825,122
$34,169,512
$33,484,500
$32,768,766
$32,020,932
$31,239,560
$30,423,143

$0

$31,775,388

($1,340,992)

$0

$30,434,396

Ending
Balance

CF_all
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DRAFT

Scenario 3 Alt. 1 - Delayed Rev.
& 15% Cost Reduction
All Endowments

Table B-6
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 3 - Alternative 1
Preliminary Endowment Cash Flow - All Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

20

30

40

50

FY
Ending

Beginning
Balance

Interest
Earnings
(+)

Deposits
(+)

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

$15,979,149
$16,982,693
$17,725,514
$19,190,344
$20,354,670
$22,134,238
$23,864,639
$25,186,618
$26,319,990
$27,499,652
$28,860,045
$30,140,657
$31,477,405
$32,868,393
$34,321,372
$35,836,440
$37,419,032
$38,396,526
$38,233,663
$38,063,499
$37,885,706
$37,699,941
$37,505,848
$37,303,053
$37,091,165
$36,869,777
$36,638,463
$36,396,777
$36,144,255
$35,880,410
$35,604,735
$35,316,700
$35,015,749
$34,701,303
$34,372,758
$34,029,481
$33,670,811
$33,296,058
$32,904,500
$32,495,384
$32,067,922
$31,621,292
$31,154,633
$30,667,048
$30,157,597
$29,625,300
$29,069,133
$28,488,023
$27,880,854
$27,246,455
$26,583,605

$710,170
$757,299
$790,388
$855,674
$907,558
$986,879
$1,064,007
$1,122,922
$1,173,427
$1,225,995
$1,286,623
$1,343,693
$1,403,265
$1,465,257
$1,530,012
$1,597,536
$1,668,072
$1,711,623
$1,704,322
$1,696,693
$1,688,722
$1,680,393
$1,671,691
$1,662,598
$1,653,098
$1,643,172
$1,632,801
$1,621,964
$1,610,641
$1,598,811
$1,586,450
$1,573,535
$1,560,041
$1,545,941
$1,531,209
$1,515,816
$1,499,733
$1,482,928
$1,465,370
$1,447,024
$1,427,856
$1,407,827
$1,386,901
$1,365,035
$1,342,189
$1,318,318
$1,293,377
$1,267,316
$1,240,087
$1,211,636
$1,181,910

$1,756,902
$1,860,009
$2,548,928
$2,183,139
$2,746,495
$2,618,008
$2,132,458
$1,884,936
$1,880,722
$2,008,883
$1,868,475
$1,867,542
$1,862,209
$1,862,209
$1,859,542
$1,859,542
$1,183,908
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Post Permit
2071+
$25,891,029

$1,150,849

$0

Transfer
In
(+)

Subtotal

Annual
Costs
(-)

Transfer
Out
(-)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$18,446,221
$19,600,000
$21,064,830
$22,229,156
$24,008,724
$25,739,125
$27,061,104
$28,194,476
$29,374,139
$30,734,531
$32,015,143
$33,351,891
$34,742,879
$36,195,858
$37,710,926
$39,293,518
$40,271,012
$40,108,149
$39,937,985
$39,760,192
$39,574,427
$39,380,334
$39,177,539
$38,965,651
$38,744,263
$38,512,949
$38,271,263
$38,018,741
$37,754,896
$37,479,221
$37,191,186
$36,890,235
$36,575,789
$36,247,244
$35,903,967
$35,545,297
$35,170,544
$34,778,986
$34,369,870
$33,942,409
$33,495,778
$33,029,120
$32,541,534
$32,032,083
$31,499,787
$30,943,619
$30,362,510
$29,755,340
$29,120,941
$28,458,091
$27,765,515

($1,463,528)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)
($1,874,486)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$16,982,693
$17,725,514
$19,190,344
$20,354,670
$22,134,238
$23,864,639
$25,186,618
$26,319,990
$27,499,652
$28,860,045
$30,140,657
$31,477,405
$32,868,393
$34,321,372
$35,836,440
$37,419,032
$38,396,526
$38,233,663
$38,063,499
$37,885,706
$37,699,941
$37,505,848
$37,303,053
$37,091,165
$36,869,777
$36,638,463
$36,396,777
$36,144,255
$35,880,410
$35,604,735
$35,316,700
$35,015,749
$34,701,303
$34,372,758
$34,029,481
$33,670,811
$33,296,058
$32,904,500
$32,495,384
$32,067,922
$31,621,292
$31,154,633
$30,667,048
$30,157,597
$29,625,300
$29,069,133
$28,488,023
$27,880,854
$27,246,455
$26,583,605
$25,891,029

$0

$27,041,878

($1,139,843)

$0

$25,902,035

Ending
Balance

CF_all
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DRAFT

Scenario 3 Alt. 2 - Delayed Rev.
& 25% Cost Reduction
All Endowments

Table B-7
FORA HCP Financial Model Sensitivity - Scenario 3 - Alternative 2
Preliminary Endowment Cash Flow - All Endowments

Permit
Year

1

10

20

30

40

50

FY
Ending

Beginning
Balance

Interest
Earnings
(+)

Deposits
(+)

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070

$15,979,149
$16,543,467
$17,119,425
$18,258,294
$19,162,630
$20,546,590
$21,892,008
$22,918,702
$23,798,096
$24,713,373
$25,769,366
$26,762,899
$27,799,960
$28,879,058
$30,006,224
$31,181,523
$32,409,178
$33,164,619
$33,030,408
$32,890,181
$32,743,668
$32,590,587
$32,430,644
$32,263,531
$32,088,927
$31,906,495
$31,715,886
$31,516,731
$31,308,649
$31,091,238
$30,864,080
$30,626,739
$30,378,757
$30,119,658
$29,848,943
$29,566,090
$29,270,557
$28,961,773
$28,639,146
$28,302,053
$27,949,847
$27,581,849
$27,197,352
$26,795,615
$26,375,866
$25,937,296
$25,479,061
$25,000,280
$24,500,032
$23,977,352
$23,431,235

$710,170
$737,688
$763,332
$814,067
$854,348
$916,008
$975,950
$1,021,685
$1,060,853
$1,101,621
$1,148,661
$1,192,917
$1,239,112
$1,287,181
$1,337,393
$1,389,750
$1,444,441
$1,478,083
$1,472,066
$1,465,781
$1,459,213
$1,452,351
$1,445,181
$1,437,690
$1,429,862
$1,421,684
$1,413,139
$1,404,211
$1,394,883
$1,385,136
$1,374,952
$1,364,312
$1,353,194
$1,341,578
$1,329,441
$1,316,760
$1,303,510
$1,289,666
$1,275,201
$1,260,088
$1,244,296
$1,227,797
$1,210,557
$1,192,544
$1,173,724
$1,154,059
$1,133,513
$1,112,045
$1,089,614
$1,066,177
$1,041,689

$1,317,677
$1,450,563
$1,987,830
$1,702,562
$2,141,907
$2,041,704
$1,663,038
$1,470,003
$1,466,717
$1,566,666
$1,457,166
$1,456,438
$1,452,279
$1,452,279
$1,450,199
$1,450,199
$923,293
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Post Permit
2071+
$22,860,631

$1,016,103

$0

Transfer
In
(+)

Subtotal

Annual
Costs
(-)

Transfer
Out
(-)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$18,006,995
$18,731,719
$19,870,587
$20,774,923
$22,158,884
$23,504,302
$24,530,996
$25,410,390
$26,325,666
$27,381,660
$28,375,193
$29,412,254
$30,491,351
$31,618,518
$32,793,816
$34,021,472
$34,776,913
$34,642,702
$34,502,474
$34,355,961
$34,202,880
$34,042,938
$33,875,825
$33,701,221
$33,518,789
$33,328,180
$33,129,025
$32,920,943
$32,703,532
$32,476,374
$32,239,033
$31,991,051
$31,731,952
$31,461,236
$31,178,384
$30,882,851
$30,574,067
$30,251,439
$29,914,347
$29,562,141
$29,194,143
$28,809,646
$28,407,909
$27,988,160
$27,549,590
$27,091,355
$26,612,574
$26,112,325
$25,589,646
$25,043,529
$24,472,925

($1,463,528)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)
($1,612,294)

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$16,543,467
$17,119,425
$18,258,294
$19,162,630
$20,546,590
$21,892,008
$22,918,702
$23,798,096
$24,713,373
$25,769,366
$26,762,899
$27,799,960
$28,879,058
$30,006,224
$31,181,523
$32,409,178
$33,164,619
$33,030,408
$32,890,181
$32,743,668
$32,590,587
$32,430,644
$32,263,531
$32,088,927
$31,906,495
$31,715,886
$31,516,731
$31,308,649
$31,091,238
$30,864,080
$30,626,739
$30,378,757
$30,119,658
$29,848,943
$29,566,090
$29,270,557
$28,961,773
$28,639,146
$28,302,053
$27,949,847
$27,581,849
$27,197,352
$26,795,615
$26,375,866
$25,937,296
$25,479,061
$25,000,280
$24,500,032
$23,977,352
$23,431,235
$22,860,631

$0

$23,876,734

($1,005,744)

$0

$22,870,990

Ending
Balance

CF_all
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Table C-1
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Projected Replacement CFD Special Tax Revenue: Del Rey Oaks [1]

Item

Project
Status
[2]

Residential
Units
Acres

CFD Rate (FY 2019/20)
Density (Units per Acre/FAR/
Rooms per Acre) [3]

Del Rey Oaks Development
RV Resort (Parcel D + Caltrans ROW)
City of Del Rey Oaks (Parcel B, C, & Volume 20)
MPP LLC (Parcel A - 20 acres)
Subtotal

32

Del Rey Oaks Replacement CFD Revenue

EHD
PDHD
Unplanned

Del Rey Oaks

Office
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Industrial
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Sq. Ft.

Retail
Acres

Rooms

Hotel
Acres

Total

Per Unit

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Room

$25,362

$3,327

$3,327

$68,555

$5,655

6.00

0.35

0.40

0.25

31.50

Units

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Rooms

Acres

Acres

0
500
0
500

0.0
83.3
0.0
83.3

400,000
0
0
400,000

26.2
0.0
0.0
26.2

0
500,000
0
500,000

0.0
28.7
0.0
28.7

0
25,000
0
25,000

0.0
2.3
0.0
2.3

0
250
0
250

0.0
7.9
0.0
7.9

26.2
122.3
0.0
148.5

$1,413,750

$14,434,891

$12,681,000

$87,288

$95,472

$157,381

Source: FORA Draft CIP, dated 05-03-19; EPS.
[1] Assumes current FORA CIP development projections and current FORA CFD special tax rates.
[2] Entitled Independent Permit (EIP), Entitled HCP Dependent (EHD), or Planned Development HCP Dependent (PDHD).
[3] Land use totals provided by jurisdictions to FORA converted to acres using the noted density assumptions.
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Table C-2
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Projected Replacement CFD Special Tax Revenue: Marina

Project
Status
[2]

Item

Residential
Units
Acres

CFD Rate (FY 2019/20)
Density (Units per Acre/FAR/
Rooms per Acre) [3]

Marina Development

33

Seahaven, aka Marina Heights
Seahaven A
Seahaven Replacement

EIP

VTC

EIP

Dunes on Monterey Bay
Dunes Phase 1
Dunes Phase 2
Dunes Phase 3

EHD

Cypress Knolls

EHD

Subtotal
Marina Replacement CFD Revenue

Marina

Office
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Industrial
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Retail
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Rooms

Hotel
Acres

Total

Per Unit

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Room

$25,362

$3,327

$3,327

$68,555

$5,655

6.00

0.35

0.40

0.25

31.50

Units

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Rooms

Acres

Acres

802
47

133.7
7.8

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

133.7
7.8

71

11.8

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

11.8

30
443
354

5.0
73.8
59.0

30,000
0
400,000

2.0
0.0
26.2

0
0
450,000

0.0
0.0
25.8

55,000
25,000
0

5.1
2.3
0.0

94
300
0

3.0
9.5
0.0

15.0
85.7
111.1

712

118.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

118.7

2,459

409.8

430,000

28.2

450,000

25.8

80,000

7.3

394

12.5

483.7

$2,228,070

$63,565,939

$60,654,491

$93,835

$85,925

$503,618

Source: FORA Draft CIP, dated 05-03-19; EPS.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Assumes current FORA CIP development projections and current FORA CFD special tax rates.
Entitled Independent Permit (EIP), Entitled HCP Dependent (EHD), or Planned Development HCP Dependent (PDHD).
Land use totals provided by jurisdictions to FORA converted to acres using the noted density assumptions.
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Table C-3
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Projected Replacement CFD Special Tax Revenue: City of Monterey

Item

Project
Status [2]

Residential
Units
Acres

CFD Rate (FY 2019/20)
Density (Units per Acre/FAR/
Rooms per Acre) [3]

City of Monterey Development
City of Monterey
City of Monterey
Subtotal Acreage

PDHD
PDHD

City of Monterey

Office
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Industrial
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Retail
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Hotel
Rooms
Acres

Per Unit

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Room

$25,362

$3,327

$3,327

$68,555

$5,655

6.00

0.35

0.40

0.25

31.50

Total

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Rooms

Acres

Acres

0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0

721,524
0
721,524

47.3
0.0
47.3

0.0
216,276
216,276

0.0
12.4
12.4

0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0

47.3
12.4
59.7

$0

$198,748

34

Units

City of Monterey Replacement CFD Revenue

$0

$157,452

$41,297

$0

Source: FORA Draft CIP, dated 05-03-19; EPS.
[1] Assumes current FORA CIP development projections and current FORA CFD special tax rates.
[2] Entitled Independent Permit (EIP), Entitled HCP Dependent (EHD), or Planned Development HCP Dependent (PDHD).
[3] Land use totals provided by jurisdictions to FORA converted to acres using the noted density assumptions.
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Table C-4
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Projected Replacement CFD Special Tax Revenue: County of Monterey

Project
Status
[2]

Item

Residential
Units
Acres

CFD Rate (FY 2019/20)
Density (Units per Acre/FAR/
Rooms per Acre) [3]

County of Monterey Development
East Garrison I Monterey County
Subtotal

EHD

County of Monterey Replacement CFD Revenue

County of Monterey

Office
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Industrial
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Sq. Ft.

Retail
Acres

Hotel
Rooms
Acres

Total

Per Unit

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Room

$25,362

$3,327

$3,327

$68,555

$5,655

6.00

0.35

0.40

0.25

31.50

Units

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Rooms

Acres

Acres

601
601

100.2
100.2

68,000
68,000

4.5
4.5

0
0

0.0
0.0

34,000
34,000

3.1
3.1

0
0

0.0
0.0

107.7
107.7

$0

$15,471,439

$15,242,562

$14,839

$0

$214,038

35
Source: FORA Draft CIP, dated 05-03-19; EPS.
[1] Assumes current FORA CIP development projections and current FORA CFD special tax rates.
[2] Entitled Independent Permit (EIP), Entitled HCP Dependent (EHD), or Planned Development HCP Dependent (PDHD).
[3] Land use totals provided by jurisdictions to FORA converted to acres using the noted density assumptions.
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Table C-5
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Projected Replacement CFD Special Tax Revenue: Seaside

Item

Project
Status
[2]

Residential
Units
Acres

CFD Rate (FY 2019/20)
Density (Units per Acre/FAR/
Rooms per Acre) [3]

Seaside Development

Seaside

Office
Sq. Ft.

Industrial
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Acres

Retail
Sq. Ft.

Acres

Rooms

Hotel
Acres

Total

Per Unit

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Room

$25,362

$3,327

$3,327

$68,555

$5,655

6.00

0.35

0.40

0.25

31.50

36

Units

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Rooms

Acres

Acres

122

20.3

0

0.0

0

0.0

10,000

0.9

330

10.5

31.7

184
189

30.7
31.5

0
0

0.0
0.0

50,000
0

2.9
0.0

150,000
0

13.8
0.0

0
118

0.0
3.7

47.3
35.2

Seaside Resort

EIP

Campus Town
Surplus II
26 Acre Parcel

PDHD

Main Gate

PDHD

590

98.3

0

0.0

0

0.0

150,000

13.8

250

7.9

120.0

Nurses Barracks

PDHD

40

6.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

6.7

Seaside East

PDHD

0

0.0

400,000

26.2

100,000

5.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

32.0

1,125

187.5

400,000

26.2

150,000

8.6

310,000

28.5

698

22.2

273.0

$3,947,190

$34,546,890

Subtotal
Seaside Replacement CFD Revenue

$28,532,250

$87,288

$28,642

$1,951,520

Source: FORA Draft CIP, dated 05-03-19; EPS.
[1] Assumes current FORA CIP development projections and current FORA CFD special tax rates.
[2] Entitled Independent Permit (EIP), Entitled HCP Dependent (EHD), or Planned Development HCP Dependent (PDHD).
[3] Land use totals provided by jurisdictions to FORA converted to acres using the noted density assumptions.
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Table C-6
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
Projected Replacement CFD Special Tax Revenue: UC [1]

Project
Status
[2]

Item

Residential
Units
Acres

CFD Rate (FY 2019/20)
Density (Units per Acre/FAR/
Rooms per Acre) [4]

37

UC Development
UC Triangle (County)
UC Planned
Subtotal

UC

PDHD
PDHD

UC Replacement CFD Revenue

Office [3]
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Industrial
Sq. Ft.
Acres

Retail
Sq. Ft.

Acres

Hotel
Rooms
Acres

Total

Per Unit

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Acre

Per Room

$25,362

$3,327

$3,327

$68,555

$5,655

6.00

0.35

0.40

0.25

31.50

Units

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Sq. Ft.

Acres

Rooms

Acres

Acres

240
0
240

40.0
0.0
40.0

0
680,000
680,000

0.0
44.6
44.6

0
100,000
100,000

0.0
5.7
5.7

0
310,000
310,000

0.0
28.5
28.5

0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0

40.0
78.8
118.8

$0

$8,057,494

$6,086,880

$0

$19,094

$1,951,520

Source: FORA Draft CIP, dated 05-03-19; EPS.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Assumes current FORA CIP development projections and current FORA CFD special tax rates.
Entitled Independent Permit (EIP), Entitled HCP Dependent (EHD), or Planned Development HCP Dependent (PDHD).
Per FOR A, the UC office space is exempt from the CFD payment, assuming that office uses will be academic uses and not private-sector development.
Land use totals provided by jurisdictions to FORA converted to acres using the noted density assumptions.
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Table D-1
FORA Cost Allocation Alternatives
FORA Estimated Developable Acreage - Long-Term Development Pipeline [1]

Item

FORA Estimated
Developable Acreage
No.
% of Total

Project Status

DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE
Del Rey Oaks
Del Rey Oaks RV Resort
City of Del Rey Oaks
MPP LLC (Parcel A)
Subtotal Del Rey Oaks

Entitled HCP Dependent
Planned Development
Unplanned

Marina
Dunes on Monterey Bay [2]
Cypress Knolls
Marina Airport [3]
TAMC
Young Nak Church
Marina Office
Subtotal Marina

Partially Built/Entitled HCP Dependent
Entitled HCP Dependent
Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development

City of Monterey
City of Monterey
Subtotal City of Monterey

Planned Development

County of Monterey
East Garrison: Monterey County [2]
Subtotal County of Monterey

Partially Built/Entitled HCP Dependent

Seaside
Campus Town
Main Gate
Nurses Barracks
Seaside East
Subtotal Seaside

Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development
Planned Development

UC [2]
UC Triangle (County)
UC (Marina)
Subtotal UC

Planned Development
Planned Development

TOTAL DEVELOPABLE ACREAGE

53.8
254.4
20.0
328.3

14.0%

211.7
190.0
150.0
35.0
0.5
5.6
592.8

25.3%

110.0
110.0

4.7%

107.7
107.7

4.6%

80.0
57.0
5.0
573.0
715.0

30.6%

270.0
216.0
486.0

20.8%

2,339.8

100.0%

Source: FORA; EPS.
[1] Unless otherwise noted, acreages are estimated based on total developable parcel size for project areas anticipated to
develop within the HCP permit term. Estimated acreage reflects preliminary assumptions provided by FORA staff that
should be confirmed by jurisdictions. Excludes project areas that have been built out and those entitled under an
independent permit. Includes entitled HCP-dependent and planned HCP-dependent acreage as provided by FORA
staff.
[2] Project is partially built out; estimated remaining acreage based on the estimate of total remaining developable acreage
calculated in the FORA CIP model and shown in Table C-2.
[3] Acreage is a placeholder estimate subject to future planning efforts and jurisdiction confirmation.
[4] UC office space is exempt from the CFD calculation under Alternative 1. However, Alternatives 2 and 3 includes UC
projects identified by FORA staff as HCP dependent. The current UC agreement to contribute to the HCP expires with
FORA's sunset.
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Appendix D
Habitat Management Plan Cost Estimate

FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
and
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTATIVE COMMITTEE
Friday, February 21, 2020 at 10:00 a.m.
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933 (Carpenters Hall)

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Members of the public wishing to address the Committee on matters within its jurisdiction may do so for up to 3 minutes
and will not receive Committee action. Whenever possible, written correspondence should be submitted to the
Committee in advance of the meeting, to provide adequate time for its consideration.

3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective

INFORMATION

b. February 14, 2020 meeting recap

INFORMATION

c. Habitat Management Plan (HMP) - Cost Model presentation

INFORMATION/ACTION

d. CEQA Attorney - Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) / EIR options

INFORMATION/ACTION

e. Other discussion
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

DISCUSSION

Receive communication from Committee members as it pertains to future agenda items.

5. ADJOURNMENT

NEXT MEETING: February 28, 2020

Persons seeking disability related accommodations should contact the Deputy Clerk at (831) 883-3672 48
hours prior to the meeting. Agenda materials are available on the FORA website at www.fora.org.

REGULAR MEETING
FORT ORD REUSE AUTHORITY (FORA) HABITAT WORKING GROUP (HWG)
And
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE FORA ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
10:00 a.m. Friday, February 21, 2020 | Carpenters Union Hall
910 2nd Avenue, Marina, CA 93933
1. CALL TO ORDER
Co-Chair Jane Parker called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

The following FORA Board and Administration Committee members were present:
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County) – Co-Chair
Melanie Beretti (County of Monterey)
Patrick Breen (MCWD)
Councilmember John Gaglioti (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Councilmember Alan Haffa (City of Monterey)
Layne Long (City of Marina)
Craig Malin (City of Seaside)
David Martin (MPC)
Steve Matarazzo (UCSC)
Mayor Pro Tem Gail Morton (City of Marina)
Vicki Nakamura (MPC)
Councilmember Frank O’Connell (City of Marina)
Mayor Ian Oglesby (City of Seaside)
Supervisor Jane Parker (Monterey County)
Dino Pick (City of Del Rey Oaks)
Anya Spear (CSUMB)
Hans Uslar (City of Monterey)
Members of the Consultant Team included:
Kendall Flint (RGS)
Aaron Gabbe (ICF)
Erin Harwayne (DDA)
Ellen Martin (EPS)
David Willoughby (KAG)

FORA Staff:
Joshua Metz – Co-Chair
Harrison Tregenza

2. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public comment was received.
3. BUSINESS ITEMS
a. Today’s Meeting Objective
Ms. Parker went over the agenda for the meeting and noted that the objective was to have a
good conversation.

Habitat Working Group Committee Meeting Minutes

February 21, 2020

b. February 14, 2020 meeting recap
Mr. Metz noted that FORA attorneys are reviewing the JPA document with the jurisdictions’
redlines and that they will bring it back for review and consideration at subsequent meetings.
c. Habitat Management Plan (HMP) – Cost Model presentation
Mr. Gabbe gave a presentation on the HMP cost model. He started by going over the methods
and assumptions that he used to create the HMP cost model. He broke down the cost model
by jurisdiction, species, acreage, and responsibilities and answered questions from the
committee. He discussed the differences between the HMP and HCP, and the details
regarding species’ takes and mitigation. Ms. Morton asked if it would be possible for the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to compile all reports from the last five years and have
them posted on FORA’s website. Mr. Metz affirmed that he’d work with Mr. Morgan of BLM
to get all the reports and put them on the website for jurisdictions to access. Mr. Pick noted
that the regulatory agencies will be in charge of these things, and would like them on the
phone next time. Ms. Parker wrapped up the item due to time constraints and noted that this
was a good conversation, but that it will need to be discussed in future meetings.
d. CEQA Attorney – Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) / EIR options
Mr. Metz noted that as instructed by the FORA Board, FORA staff requested Holland & Knight
(HK) provide a legal opinion regarding CEQA/NEPA ramifications regarding the HCP
EIR/EIS. Mr. Willoughby walked the HWG through the legal memo provided by HK. He broke
down the five options as laid out in the memo as well as the details of EIR certification. Mr.
Willoughby then answered questions from members of the HWG regarding the contents of
the memo. Following this, Ms. Flint gave a presentation on HCP/EIR considerations. She
broke down HK’s five options in terms of who the lead agency would be and the benefits and
challenges of each. She then showed the HWG an action calendar for all the steps that would
need to take place to publish and certify an EIR before FORA’s sunset.
e. Other discussion
None
4. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Not discussed.
5. ADJOURNMENT at 12:15 p.m.
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Agenda



Draft Cost Estimates for each Jurisdiction to
Implement the HMP
 HMP responsibilities
 Methods and assumptions to estimate HMP costs
 Draft cost estimate, by jurisdiction
 Conclusions



HMP Responsibilities

 Develop Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for Habitat

Management Areas (HMAs)
 Annual reporting to USFWS, CDFW, BLM
 Environmental Compliance

HMP Responsibilities



 Habitat enhancement and maintenance
 Non-native species control
 Erosion control
 Vegetation management (controlled burns, grazing,

mechanical)
 Road and trail maintenance
 Security and access control

Methods and Assumptions I



 RMPs have not been developed!


Not enough details about “what will be done” and “how much”
to manage & restore to accurately estimate cost of HMP
implementation

Methods and Assumptions I



 Costs for tasks extrapolated from the HCP cost

model


Beyond scope to create new cost estimates and model for HMP



HCP cost model best guide - HCP based on HMP


50 + linked Excel worksheets



Assumptions inform extrapolations



Eliminated HCP-specific tasks (e.g., restore E. Garrison pond
for CTS, HCP contingency fund)



Reduced cost of some HCP tasks with less per unit effort
under HMP (e.g., monitoring & adaptive management)



Show cost model here – screenshot of
page or actual Excel file

Methods and Assumptions II



 Most costs not readily extractable from HCP cost

model





HCP costs estimated base-wide



HCP cost model assumes extensive sharing of resources


Staffing



Knowledge (i.e., land management experts)



Capital

Extensive assumptions made and documented to allocate
HMP costs to individual jurisdictions from HCP cost model
line-items

Methods and Assumptions III



 Costs estimated for HMAs and development

parcels with management responsibilities
 HCP cost categories used for HMP cost estimates


Allows direct comparison of relative costs



Cost estimated per acre or linear feet, where feasible



Cost allocated based on size of HMAs



HMP Implementation Cost
Estimates

 HCP start-up costs not

included in HMP cost
estimate

DRAFT
Table 1
Program Administration Cost Summary
HCP Cooperative

Cost Item

Start Up Costs

Average Annual Costs

Staff Costs

$0

$352,881

Insurance

$0

$35,736

Office Space and Utilities

$0

$36,464

$47,785

$11,600

$0

$6,706

$55,084

$7,436

Staff Training

$0

$900

Legal assistance

$0

$20,656

Financial analysis assistance

$0

$2,314

Education/ Outreach/ Public Relations

$0

$17,214

$102,869

$491,907

General Office Equipment [1]
GIS and Database Equipment
Vehicles and Fuel [2] [3]

Total

[1] UC cell phones (within General Office Equipment) to the sum of $1,377 not included in
total capital costs Years 1-50.
[2] Reflects gas and utilization costs assuming each vehicle is driven 10,000 miles per
year.
[3] Includes vehicle costs not anticipated until years 21-50.
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Table 2
Estimate of Program Administration Costs by Jurisdiction
HMP Program Administration Estimate

Estimated Costs by Jurisdiction

HMP Cost Estimate Method

Cost Item

Start Up
Costs

HCP Average Annual
Costs

Monterey
County

Marina

Peninsula College

Regional Park District

Del Rey Oaks

20% of HCP costs for county;
Staff Costs

10% for JDs with HMA, 5% for dev parcel JDs.

$352,881

$70,576

$35,288

$35,288

$35,288

$35,288

Insurance

0%

$35,736

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Office Space and Utilities

0%

$36,464

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

General Office Equipment

0%

$11,600

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$6,706

$3,353

$3,353

$3,353

$3,353

$3,353

$7,436

$5,922

$756

$660

$61

$38

$900

$180

$90

$90

$90

$90

$20,656

$15,492

$15,492

$15,492

$15,492

$15,492

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$2,314

$17,214

$13,707

$1,750

$1,527

$141

$89

$491,907

$111,544

$59,043

$58,724

$56,739

$56,665

50% of HCP costs for
GIS and Database Equipment

each jurisdiction

Vehicles and Fuel [2] [3]

100% of HMA costs allocated by

Excluded [1]

HMA acreage; see Table 3
20% of HCP costs for county;
Staff Training

10% for all others
75% of HCP costs for

Legal assistance

each jurisdiction
100% of HCP costs for

Financial analysis assistance

each jurisdiction
100% of HMA costs allocated by

Education/ Outreach/ Public Relations

HMA acreage; see Table 3

TOTAL

[1] Assumes jurisdictions will use their own vehicles and office equipment.
[2] Reflects gas and utilization costs assuming each vehicle is driven 10,000 miles per year.
[3] Includes vehicle costs not anticipated until years 21-50.

Prepared by EPS 2/20/2020
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Table 3
Summary of Management and Monitoring Cost by HMA

Jurisdiction / HMA

Monterey County
East Garrison North E11a
East Garrison South E11b.1-E11b.8 and E11b.11
Habitat Corridor L20.2.1
Travel Camp L20.2.2
Oak Oval E19a.2 (borderlands)
Parker Flats E19a.1 and E21b.1 (borderlands)
Landfill E8a.1 and E8a.2
Wolf Hill L20.3
Lookout Ridge L20.5
Resource Management Plan

Habitat
Restoration

HMA Management
and Maintenance

Start-Up Cost
Plant
Wildlife
Monitoring
Monitoring

$0

$0

$13,771

$200,000
$0
$0
$1,010,264

$20,000

$0
$33,182

$179,023
$937,206

$0
$376,537

$0
$28,947

$74,242

$20,000
$24,788
$179,023
$1,416,932

$3,822
$23,021
$30,905

$303
$908
$3,475

$2,295
$2,295
$2,295

$6,419
$26,224
$36,675

$814
$2,090
$13,785

$3,503
$17,969
$19,695

$99
$264
$770

$5,420
$7,099
$5,806

$9,836
$27,422
$40,056

$90,000

$0

$0

$6,885

$90,000
$0
$0
$159,319

$0

$0
$57,748

$0
$0
$0
$4,685

$9,000

$0
$90,000

$89,511
$115,200

$0
$41,168

$0
$1,133

$43,113

$9,000
$24,788
$89,511
$200,613

$183,154

$0

$152,280

$1,449

$6,885

$343,769

$140,536

$109,391

$214

$17,747

$267,888

$0

$50,000

$0

$5,000

$0

$0

$0
$183,154

$0
$50,000

$0
$152,280

$0
$1,449

$6,885

$50,000
$0
$0
$393,769

$89,511
$235,047

$0
$109,391

$0
$214

$42,534

$5,000
$24,788
$89,511
$387,187

$0

$38,534

$11,268

$2,791

$6,885

$59,479

$19,535

$6,947

$8,054

$14,138

$48,673

$0

$50,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$88,534

$0
$11,268

$6,885

$50,000
$0
$0
$109,479

$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,791

$89,511
$114,046

$0
$6,947

$0
$8,054

$38,925

$5,000
$24,788
$89,511
$167,972

$0

$13,534

$0

$0

$0

$13,534

$17,103

$0

$0

$0

$17,103

$0

$50,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$63,534

$0
$0

$0

$50,000
$0
$0
$63,534

$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$89,511
$111,614

$0
$0

$0
$0

$24,788

$5,000
$24,788
$89,511
$136,402

$159,055

$0

$232,408

$4,660

$6,885

$403,009

$177,351

$179,791

$786

$25,466

$383,393

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$200,000

$0
$232,408

$6,885

$200,000
$0
$0
$603,009

$20,000

$0
$159,055

$0
$0
$0
$4,660

$89,511
$286,862

$0
$179,791

$0
$786

$50,254

$20,000
$24,788
$89,511
$517,692

$1,761,176

$26,601

$133,824

$8,678

$6,885

$1,937,164

$62,192

$133,824

$83,444

$32,664

$312,125

$0

$200,000

$0

$0

$0

$0
$1,761,176

$0
$226,601

$0
$133,824

$6,885

$200,000
$0
$0
$2,137,164

$20,000

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal State Parks

$0
$0
$0
$8,678

$89,511
$171,703

$0
$133,824

$0
$83,444

$57,452

$20,000
$24,788
$89,511
$446,424

Total

$2,310,638

$943,670

$1,118,587

$55,445

$48,198

$4,476,538

$1,971,678

$847,658

$122,578

$331,308

$3,273,222

Penninsula College
Range 45
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Penninsula College
Regional Park Dist
Natural Area Expansion L6
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Regional Park Dist
Del Rey Oaks
Office Park E31a,b,c
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Del Rey Oaks

$200,000

$0

$0

$0
$207,253

$0
$225,000

$0
$531,059

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$4,386
$6,837
$6,413
$4,328
$2,939
$8,709
$7,474
$3,055
$5,313

TOTAL

$173
$4,370
$9,740
$4,285
$232
$328
$1,147
$4,572
$4,100

(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

$0

Average Annual Costs
Wildlife
Project Management
Monitoring
& Annual Reporting

$31,997
$88,873
$30,189
$15,739
$10,038
$98,969
$68,444
$28,227
$4,061

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Marina

$1,041
$3,143
$7,447
$2,557
$663
$2,596
$6,268
$2,132
$7,334

Plant
Monitoring

$6,933
$119,292
$230,949
$120,494
$38,996
$97,757
$8,854
$73,542
$41,365

Marina
Salinas River L5.1.12
Airport Reserve L5.1.11
Northwest Corner E2a
Resource Management Plan

$44,549
$132,810
$37,509
$19,081
$12,862
$139,029
$94,351
$46,372
$4,495

HMA Management
and Maintenance

$47,121
$137,483
$46,486
$48,168
$15,056
$143,155
$309,403
$50,034
$13,360

(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

$0
$0
$0
$25,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

TOTAL

$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530
$1,530

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal Monterey County

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$207,253
$0
$0

Project
Management

$24,788

$24,788

$24,788

$24,788

$24,788

$43,489
$219,372
$277,291
$144,847
$52,205
$205,764
$85,920
$109,396
$54,838

UC
FONR S2.1.2, S2.1.3, S2.1.5, S2.3.2, S2.4
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

Annual Monitoring Report
Contracted Labor [2]
Subtotal UC
State Parks [3]
Fort Ord Dunes S3.1.2, S3.1.1 and S3.1.3
Resource Management Plan
(Encompasses all HMAs - update every 10 years)

[1] Does not include capital costs or vegetation management at this time.
[2] Assumes 2 FTEs for Monterey County and 1 FTE for all others.
[3] Restoration assumptions reflect reduction for restoration and restoration planning on 210 acres that has occurred to date.

$24,788

$24,788

Table 4. HCP Permit Term Average Annual Costs for Cooperative‐managed HMAs (HCP Table 9‐3) and Average Annual Costs under an HMP
Cost Category

Average Annual Cost ‐ HMP (incl. monitorting)

Average Annual Cost ‐ HCP (incl. capital & operational)
County

Marina

MPC

MPRPD

Total

County

Marina

MPC

MPRPD

Total

Program Administration* $399,805

$49,976

$44,978

$4,998

$499,757

$185,786

$102,156

$101,258

$95,664

$484,864

Habitat Restoration**

$4,263

$533

$480

$53

$5,329

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

HMA Management and
Maintenance***

$313,809

$39,226

$35,304

$3,923

$392,262

$1,342,690

$157,501

$344,652

$129,047

$1,973,890

Contingency and
Remedial Measures

$141,364

$17,671

$15,904

$1,767

$176,706

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total Costs

$859,243

$107,405

$96,665

$10,741

$1,074,054

$1,528,476

$259,657

$445,910

$224,711

$2,458,754

* Program Administration - Capital Costs from Table 2 plus Project Management & Annual Reporting
**HMP habitat restoration costs are included as start-up costs in Table 4
*** HCP cost does not include HCP which is covered by Cooperative. HMP cost includes monitoring



HMP Implementation Cost Estimates

Development Parcels
 Costs harder to estimate
 Fewer Borderland tasks with costs in HCP

cost model
 Less known about what will be done under

HMP

Table 5. Jurisdictions with Development Parcels - Start-up Cost
Jurisdictions

Peninsula College

Del Rey
Oaks

Seaside

City of
Monterey

CSUMB

Develop/arrange for
management and
conservation in
consultation with BLM

$0 - included in HMA
management

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

Vehicle Access control

$147,782
$147,782

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

$30,000

HMP Responsibilities

Total

Table 6. Jurisdictions with Development Parcels - Average Annual Cost

Jurisdiction
Size (ac)

Interface with FONM
(linear feet
HMP Responsibilities
Non-native species
control

Fuel breaks – construct
and maintain
Vehicle access control
Status reports for
borderlands
Erosion control

HMP - Line item Total
Annual Cost
HCP - Estimated
Annual Cost
Borderland
Management

Peninsula College
335
20,290

Jurisdiction
Del Rey
Oaks
Seaside
206
423

City of
Monterey
31

CSUMB
333

6,260

14,740

$91,305

$7,004

$28,170

$14,382

$1,054

$11,322

$12,000

$12,000

$12,000

$0

$12,000

$15,351
$130,046 $185,246*

$5,766

$52,940

$11,559

$104,271

$0

$1,054

$3,277

$38,376

$29,510

$10,872

$21,744

$777

$16,308

$11,390
$55,200

*range without and including vehicle access control

$66,330

0

$0

2,617

$11,777

HMP Cost Savings



 HCP-specific mitigation measures not needed
 Fewer annual reporting requirements than HCP

No:


Covered activities



Impacts



HCP compliance

 No/lower program administration start-up costs

Jurisdictions use existing facilities and
equipment

HMP Cost Increases



Loss of economies of scale
 Develop own RMP & negotiates with USFWS,

CDFW, BLM
 Individual environmental compliance
 No shared staffing - in-house and contractor


CSUMB provides affordable staffing to HCP
Cooperative

 No shared equipment

HMP Cost Increases



 HMP addresses 10 more species than HCP

More:


Planning



Monitoring



Management



Annual reporting

 HMA monitoring responsibilities shift from

HCP Cooperative to local jurisdictions
 No incidental take permits for habitat

management or development activities

Conclusions



 Working together saves money
 More efficient for most or all jurisdictions

to share habitat management
responsibilities under the HMP
 Cost savings of implementing HMP as

individual jurisdictions not likely to
outweigh associated increases



Questions?

 We can walk you through assumptions and

cost estimates for your jurisdiction
 Update assumptions and estimates ,as

needed

Appendix E
Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative

Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

AES-1: Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.

PAA = LTS 2
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

AES-2: Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not
limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within view
from a State Scenic Highway.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

AES-3: In non-urbanized areas, substantially degrade the existing
visual character or quality of public views of the site and its
surroundings. (Public views are those that are experienced from
publicly accessible vantage point). If the project is in an urbanized
area, would the project conflict with applicable zoning and other
regulations governing scenic quality.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

AES-4: Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

4.2 Aesthetics

4.3 Air Quality
AQ-1: Conflict with or Obstruct Implementation of MBARD’s 2016
AQMP.
AQ-2: Violate any Air Quality Standard or Contribute to an Air
Quality Violation.

AQ-1: Prepare a Construction Dust Mitigation Plan prior to the initiation of
ground-disturbing activities.
AQ-2: Minimize the extent of temporary construction-related diesel particulate
matter and NOx emissions for all future habitat management activities
requiring the operation of heavy-duty, construction-related equipment.
AQ-3: Develop a Prescribed Burn Management Program (PBMP).
AQ-4: Limit prescribed burns conducted in the East Garrison South Reserve to
105 acres or less in size and conduct burns in advance of planned future
development.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

Impact significance under the Proposed Action Alternative and Reduced Take Alternative are relative to the No Action Alternative.
Key: LTS = Less than significant, PS = Potentially Significant, B = Beneficial, NI = No Impact, PAA = Proposed Action Alternative, RTA = Reduced Take Alternative, RPA = Reduced/Phased
HCP Alternative
1
2

Draft Ford Ord HCP
Final EIR

1

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
May 2020

Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

AQ-3: Result in a Cumulatively Considerable Net Increase in
Emissions of a Criteria Pollutant for which the Region is in NonAttainment.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through AQ-4.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

AQ-4: Expose Sensitive Receptor(s) to Substantial Pollutant
Concentration.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through AQ-4.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

AQ-5: Create Objectionable Odors Affecting a Substantial Number of
People.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

BIO-2: Impacts to Riparian Habitat, Federally Protected Wetlands, or
other Sensitive Natural Community.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

BIO-3: Potential to substantially interfere with the movement of native
wildlife or impede the use of wildlife nurseries associated with the
Draft HCP.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

4.4 Biological Resources
BIO-1a: Impacts to HCP Species and Habitat.

BIO-1b: Impacts to Non-HCP Special-Status Species and Habitat.

Draft Ford Ord HCP
Final EIR

2

BIO-1: Conduct an Environmental Employee Education Program prior to the
initiation of ground-disturbing activities.
BIO-2: Retain a qualified biological monitoring during initial grounddisturbing activities.
BIO-3: Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for special-status bat species. BIO4: Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for Monterey dusky-footed woodrat.
BIO-5: Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for American badger.
BIO-6: Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for Protected Avian Species.
BIO-7: Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for Burrowing Owl.
BIO-8: Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for non-HCP Species special-status
plant species.
BIO-9: Conduct Surveys for Monterey Ornate Shrew within Habitat Corridor
and Travel Camp HMAs.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
May 2020

Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

BIO-4: Potential to conflict with Federal, State, or local policies or
ordinances protecting biological resources, including tree preservation
and oak woodlands, as a result of implementation of the Draft HCP.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

BIO-5: Potential to conflict with adopted HCPs, NCCPs, or other
approved local, regional, or State habitat conservation plan, including
the approved Fort Ord HMP, as a result of implementation of the Draft
HCP.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

CC-1: Generate GHG emissions that would exceed applicable
thresholds established by the U.S. EPA, State of California, or
MBARD.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

CC-2: Conflict with a plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

CC-3: GHG emissions and associated climate change may cause an
adverse effect on the Proposed Action.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

4.5 Climate Change

4.6 Cultural Resources
CR-1: Potential impacts on known or unknown cultural resources,
unique paleontological resources or sites, unique geologic features,
human remains, and tribal cultural resources.
Cumulative Effects

CR-1: Stop work and notify a qualified archeologist and/or the Native
American Heritage Commission.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

4.7 Energy
ENG-1: Result in potentially significant environmental impact due to
wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy
resources, during project construction or operation.

Draft Ford Ord HCP
Final EIR

3

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
May 2020

Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

ENG-2: Conflict with or obstruct a state or local plan for renewable
energy or energy efficiency.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

GEO-1: Directly or indirectly cause potential substantial adverse
effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of
a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent AlquistPriolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for
the area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault,
strong seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure,
including liquefaction, or landslides.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

GEO-2: Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

GEO-3: Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that
would become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially
result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction or collapse.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

GEO-4: Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of
the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial direct or
indirect risks to life or property.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

HAZ-1: Create a significant hazard through the routine transport, use,
or disposal of hazardous materials.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

HAZ-1: Prepare a Hazardous Materials Spill Response Plan.
HAZ-2: Evaluate areas where fire retardants or other chemicals are used for
fire suppression purposes and appropriately remediate if contamination is
detected.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

HAZ-2: Create a significant hazard to the public or environment
through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of a hazardous material.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

Implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 and HAZ-2.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

4.8 Geology and Soils

4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
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Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

HAZ-3: Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of
an existing or proposed school.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

HAZ-4: Create and/or expose the public or environment to hazardous
conditions on a site that is included on a list of hazardous materials
sites compiled pursuant to California Government Code Section
65962.5.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

HAZ-5: For a project located within an airport land use plan or within
two miles of a public airport or within the vicinity of a private airstrip,
expose people residing or working in the project area to a safety
hazard.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

HAZ-6: Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.

PAA = B
RTA = B
RPA = B

PAA = B
RTA = B
RPA = B

No mitigation is required.

HAZ-7: Expose people or structures to a significant loss, injury, or
death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent
to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

Implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-3: Prepare a Fuel Management
Plan, and Mitigation Measure PS-1.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

HAZ-8: Cause potential hazards to the public due to exposure to
military munitions.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

HAZ-4: Develop a safety program.
HAZ-5: All land management personnel shall attend an Army-sponsored
military munitions safety debriefing, prior to the commencement of any
ground-disturbing habitat management activity.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

HAZ-9: Cause a potential hazard due to inundation by seiche,
tsunami, or mudflow.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

WTR-1: Potential to violate any water quality standard or waste
discharge requirement, substantially degrade surface or groundwater
quality, or substantially alter drainage patterns.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through AQ-4.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

4.10 Hydrology & Water Quality
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Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

LUP-3: Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or
natural community conservation plan.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

NOISE-2: Potential permanent exposure of noise-sensitive land uses
to noise levels in excess of established standards.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

NOISE-3: Potential increases in traffic noise levels.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

4.11 Land Use & Planning
LUP-1: Physically divide an established community.

LUP-2: Conflict with plans, policies, and regulations adopted for the
purposes of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.

No mitigation is required.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-1 through AQ-4 and PS-1.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

4.12 Noise
NOISE-1: Exposure of noise-sensitive land uses to temporary
increases in noise levels.

NOISE-1: Implement noise-reducing practices for all habitat management
activities that have the potential to exceed ambient noise levels within 300 feet
of a sensitive receptor.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

4.13 Public Services
PS-1: Increased demand for police and fire protection services that
would result in the construction of new or altered police or fire
facilities.
PS-2: Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities that would result in, or accelerate, the
substantial physical deterioration of the facility, or result in the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities that would have a

Draft Ford Ord HCP
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Fort Ord before each scheduled prescribed burn to be conducted as a
vegetative management activity.
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Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

PS-3: Increased demand for schools that would result in the
construction of new or altered facilities.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

SOCIO-1: Affect employment, industry, or commerce, including
requiring the displacement of business or farms.

PAA = B
RTA = LTS
RPA = B

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

SOCIO-2: Substantially affect property values or the local tax base.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

SOCIO-3: Cause a disproportionate effect on minority, low-income,
elderly, disabled, transit-dependent, or other specific interest group(s).

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-3, AQ-4, and PS-1.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

SOCIO-4: Cause an adverse effect on a minority or low-income area
as defined by the EPA.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-3, AQ-4, and PS-1. Impact
reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.

SOCIO-5: Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere.

PAA = NI
RTA = NI
RPA = NI

PAA = NI
RTA = NI
RPA = NI

No mitigation is required.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

TRC-1: Construction Traffic.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

TRC-2: Transit Impacts.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

PAA = PS
RTA = PS
RPA = PS

physical adverse effect on the environment.

4.14 Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice

Cumulative Effects

4.15 Transportation & Circulation

TRC-3: Construction Traffic Impacts.
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TRC-1: Prepare a Traffic Control Plan per the standards of the appropriate
jurisdiction.
Impact reduced to less-than-significant level with mitigation.
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Appendix E. Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures for the Reduced/Phased HCP Alternative
Impact Statement

Significance before Mitigation 1

Mitigation Measures

NEPA

CEQA

TRC-4: Potential Conflicts with Transportation Plans, Programs, and
Planned Projects.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

UTL-1: Require or result in the relocation or construction of new or
expanded water, wastewater treatment or storm water drainage,
electric power, natural gas, or telecommunications facilities, the
construction or relocation of which could cause significant
environmental effects.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

UTIL-2: Have insufficient water supplies available to serve the
project and reasonably foreseeable future development during normal,
dry, and multiple dry years.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

UTIL-3: Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment
provider which serves or may serve the project that it does not have
adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition
to the provider’s existing commitments.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

UTIL-4: Generate solid waste in excess of State or local standards, or
in excess of the capacity of local infrastructure, or otherwise impair
the attainment of solid waste reduction goals.

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

Cumulative Effects

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

PAA = LTS
RTA = LTS
RPA = LTS

No mitigation is required.

4.16 Utilities
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